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FOREWORD 
This is Voliune III of a three-volume report. The report Cocumenrs 
the results of Task 1 of a study entitled, "Advanced Space Power Requirements 
and Techniques" performed under NASA Headquarters Contract No. NASW­
3078 during fiscal years 1977 and 1978. Task 2 is documented separately. 
The Task I effort was directed by Dr. Malcolm G. Wolfe of the 
Advanced Applications Analysis Office. Mr. Jerome P. Mullin (Code RP) 
of NASA Headquarters was the NASA study director. Technical direction 
was also provided by Mr. Lee Holcomb of NASA Headquarters, speaking 
for Mr. Mullin. 
The report consists of the following three volumes: 
Volume I: Technical Report 
Volume II: Classified Addendum 
Volume III: Appendices 
Volume I is an unclassified volume which describes the results of 
the technical studies that were performed as part of the effort. The study 
encompassed DoD as well as NASA and civil missions and mission require­
ments. Volume II is a classified volume which includes data which could 
not be included in Volume I for national security reasons. Volume III is 
unclassified and contains ancillary information, such as computer printout, 
which was generated during the course of the study. 
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GENERAL STUDY GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The following general guidelines and assumptions were used during 
the 	study: 
1. 	 Satellite descriptions were obtained, where possible, from 
existing documentation. 
2. 	 When documented satellite data were not available, descrip­
tions for assumed-to-be similar satellites or best estimates 
were used. 
3. 	 An updated version of the Aerospace Corporation Systems 
Cost/Performance Model*1 was used to synthesize satellite 
configurations and derive spacecraft weight and power 
requirements. 
4. 	 The updated Aerospace Corporation Cost Model (a derivative 
of the SAMSO Cost Model) was used to develop mission life 
cycle costs. 
5. 	 Planetary missions require dedicated flights. 
6. 	 DoD flights may not be shared with NASA or non-NASA flights. 
7. 	 North/south stationkeeping is required for all geosynchronous 
missions. 
8. 	 Satellites with orbit inclinations up to 570 will be launched 
from ETR. 
9. 	 Satellites with orbit inclinations above 570 will be launched 
from WTi. 
10. 	 ThetShuttle delivers all high energy payloads to a circular 
parking orbit at 296 km (160 nmi) altitude. 
11. 	 STS IOC date out of ETR is 1980. 
Systems Cost/Performance Analysis (Study 2. 3) Final Report. Aerospace
Report No. ATR-74(7343)-I, Vols. I, II and l11, 27 September 1974. 
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Launch Vehicle Performance 






This appendix presents data pertinent to the ground rules used for 
launch vehicle selection, performance, and cost estimation. These data are 
used as inputs to the computer program which is used to generate life cycle 
costs. 
Ii. LAUNCH VEHICLE ENSEMBLES 
Launch vehicle design and rocket performance computations are 
obviously outside the scope of this effort. Nevertheless, it is necessary to 
define a set of candidate launch vehicle elements in gross terms in order 
to generate the type of output desired by NASA. The selected launch vehicle 
ensembles are listed in Table 11-i together with their estimated gross pay­
load capabilities. The payload weights represent deployment only; the costs 
represent launch costs only. 
The candidate launch vehicle ensemble set is by no means exhaus­
tive, but it is considered to be sufficiently comprehensive to serve the 
objectives of this study. 
III.. MISSION DESTINATION SET 
For the purposes of this study, a limited number of satellite des­
tinations were selected. The selected destinations are identified in Table 
II-i and are composed of the following elements. 
II-1
 
Table 11- i. Candidate Launch System Performance and Costs 
Item Launch Vehicle Code 
Payload Capability (kg) 
1. Low Altitude 1I. High Altitude Launch 
Vehicle Cost ($X0 6 )* 
Ensemble (a) LowInclination (b) Intermed.InclinaLion (c) HighInclination (a)Elliptical (b)Goosynch, (c) -Escape DoD NASA Civil 
I Shuttle A 65. 000 57, 000 32, 000 ...--. 12 15 19 
2 Shuttle + SSUS A+C ........ 2,500 . 13 16 20 
3 Shuttle + IUS A+D ...... 6,000 S,000 -- 18 21 25 
4 Shuttle + OTV A+E -..... 24,000 10,000 9,000 21 Z4 28 
5 Shuttle + OTV A+E ...... 30,000 14,000 12, 000 22 25 29 
+ SEPS +F 
6 HLLV .B 1,200,000 1.100,000 600,000 -- -- -- Z3 23 23 
7 HLLV + AOTV B+G .. . - -- 300, 000 140,000 120,000 33 33 33 




...... 600, 000 280,000 240, 000 34 34 34 
9 SCOUT H 400 -- 3Z0 -- -- -- -- -- -­
10 Thor/Delta J 4,100 -- 3,000 .-- -. 9 9 9 
II Atlas/Centaur K Ii, 300 -- 9,600 -- 1,000 2,700 34 34 34 
12 Titan IIB L. 9.950 -- 7,950 -- 1000 2,Z00 Z9 29 29 
13 Titan IC M 29,000 -- 23,000 -- 3,300 7,000 37 31 37 
14 Titan IIID/Centaur N 34,000 -- 30,000 -- 7,300 11,000 -- - -­
lDoes not include amortization of RDT&E costs 
1. 	 Altitude 
Low 
High - elliptical, geosynchronous, and escape 
Z. 	 Inclination
 
Low (0 to 34 deg.)
 
Intermediate (35 to 69 deg.)
 
High (70 to 108 deg. )
 
IV. LAUNCH VEHICLE ELEMENT SET 
For the purposes of this study, a limited number of launch vehicle 
elements were selected. The selected launch vehicle ensembles are identi­
fied in Table II-1 and are composed of the following elements: 
1. 	 Element A 
A standard Shuttle with characteristics approximating the 
NASA July 1976 Shuttle configuration. 
2. 	 Element B 
A reusable Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV), not defined 
in detail, but providing approximately 20 times the payload 
capability of Element A to low-earth orbit. 
3. 	 Element C 
A standard expendable spinning solid upper stage having a 
performance capability to geosynchronous orbit of approxi­
mately half of the Inertial Upper Stage (INS) (Element D). 
4. 	 Element D 
The IUS, which is a solid propellant expendable stage 
with characteristics approximating the Boeing configuration 
of June 1977. 
11-3
 
5. 	 Element E 
a performance capa-A standard Orbit Transfer Vehicle having 
bility two times the IUS (Element D). It is approximately 
equivalent to thjcryogenic Space Tag described in NASA base­
line Tug 6hqu ' 
6. 	 Element F 
A Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS) similar to the 
configuration described by Rockwell International (RI) and 
used by RI in their SEPS applications studies. 
7. 	 Element G 
A large reusable Orbit Transfer Vehicle, not 	defined in detail, 
but providing approximately 10 times the capability of the 
A+E+F configuration to geosynchronous orbit when used with 
the HLLV (Element B). 
8. 	 Element H
 
The standard SCOUT expendable launch vehicle.
 
9. 	 Element J
 
The standard THOR/DELTA expendable launch vehicle.
 
10. 	 Element K 
The standard ATLAS/CENTAUR expendable launch vehicle. 
11. 	 Element L 
The standard TITAN ]1IB expendable launch vehicle. 
12. 	 Element M 
The standard TITAN IIIC expendable launch vehicle. 
13. 	 Element N 







SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
Satellite User ( 1 ) 




























































































































(1)N = NASA; D = DoD; C = Civil 
(Z) 0 = Observation; C = Communication; S Support 
SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
Power System 
Satellite User ( Function Type 
OAO-3 N 0 Solar Array and 
OSO-8 N 0 Battery 
ANIKZ C C 
/WESTAR 
GMS C 0 
AE-C N 0 
AE-D N 0 
AE-E N 0 
RCA SATCOM C C 
TIROS-N C 0 
ITOS G-1 C 0 
NAVSTAR D S 







-c N 0 
VIKING 1-2 N 0 Solar Array and 
TRANSIT D S Battery 
AGENA D S Battery 
VELA D S 
LES I D C 
LES Z D C 
LES 3-4 D C 
LES 5-6 D C Battery 
Notes 
(1) N = NASA; D = DoD; C = Civil 

































































SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
Power System 
User ( 1 )  )Satellite Function (2 Type 
LES 8-9 D C RTG 
DMSP D 0 Solar Array 
and Battery 
IDCSP D C 

TACSAT D C 

SKYNET 1 D C 

NATO I1 D C 

PROJECT A D 0 

DSCS-II D C 

SKYNET I1 D C 

FLTSATCOM D C 

STP 71-Z D S 

NATO III D C 

INTELSAT-I C C 

INTELSAT-II C C 

INTELSAT-lI C C 

INTELSAT IV C C 

INTELSAT IVA C C 

ANIK C C 

MARISAT D C 





JAPANESE-CS C C Solar Array 
and Battery 
Notes 
(1) N = NASA: D = DoD; C Civil 







1969 & 70 













































SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
Power System 
Satellite User ( ' ) Function (Z ) Type 
RCA SATCOM C C 	 Solar Array and 
Battery 
JAPANESE C C 
GE B. S. E. 
SYMPHONIE 1 C C 
ATS 1-5 N C 
ATS6 N C 
NIMBUS 1-5 N 0 
SMS A-B N 0 
ITOS I-E N 0 
NOAA 1-4 N 0 
ERTS/ N 0 
LANDSAT A-B 
SYMPHONIE 2 C C 
NIMBUS 1 N 0 
NIMBUS 2 N 0 
ATS1 N C 
Lunar Orbiter 3 N L 
OS03 N 0 
ATS Z N C 
Surveyor 3 N 0 
Surveyor 4 N 0 
Lunar Orbiter 4 N 0 
Explorer 34 N O 	 Solar Array andBattery 
Notes 




























































SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
Satellite User (1 ) Function(Z ) Power System Launch BOL 
Type Date Power Level (W) 
Mariner 5 N 0 Solar Array and 1967 375 
Explorer 35 N 0 Battery 1967 342 
OGO 4 N 0 1967 600 
Lunar Orbiter 5 N 0 1967 450 
Surveyor 5 N 0 1967 90 
S0O4 N O 1967 43 
ATS 3 N C 1967 175 
Surveyor 6 N 0 1967 90 
Pioneer 8 N 0 1967 500 
TETR I N 0 1967 z0 











Explorer 37 N 0 1968 100 
NIMBUS B/ N O/c 1968 500 
SECOR 10 
Explorer 38 N 0 1968 245 
Explorer 39/40 N 0 1968 5/100 
ATS 4 N C 1968 130 
Pioneer 9/ N 0 1968 500/20 
TETR 2 
OAO 2 N 0 1968 1400 
OSO 5 N 0 Solar Array an 1969 43 
Battery 
Notes 
(1) N = NASA; D = DoD; C = Civil 
(2) 0 = Observation; C = Communication; S = Support 
SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979
 







Power Level (W) 
Mariner 6 N 0 Solar Array and 1969 475 
Mariner 7 N 0 Battery 1969 475 
NIMBUS 3 N 0 1969 500 
NIMBUS 4 N 0 1970 600 
OGO 6 N 0 1969 43 
PAC I N C 1969 115 





ITOS-1(TROS M) N O 1970 350 
OSCAR 5 N C 
OSCAR 19 N C 1970 10 
OFO-1 Radiation/ N 0 1970 170 
Meteoroid 
OAO-B N 0 1970 1000 
NOAA-1 C 0 1970 350 
Explorer 42 N 0 1970 27 (SAS-A) 
Explorer 43 N 0 1971 528 
(IMPI) 
Mariner 9 N 0 1961 475 
Explorer 44 N 0 1971 100 (Solrad 10) 
OSO 7/TETR-D N 0 1971' 60/97 
NOAA-Z (ITOS B) C O Solar Array and 




N = NASA; D DoD; C = Civil 
0 = Observation; C = Communication; S = Support 
SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
Power System 
User (1 )  Satellite Function(2) Type 
Explorer 45 N 0 Solar Array and 
Pioneer 10 N 0 Battery 

ERTS-1 N 0 

Explorer 46 N 0 
















NIMBUS 5 N 0 

Pioneer 11
-J N 0 
Explorer 49 N 0 
ITOS-E N 0 




NOAA 3 (ITOS-F C 0 

Explorer 5 1(AE- ) N 0 

SMS-1 N 0 

ATS-6 N C 
Explorer 52 N 0 Solar Array and 
(HAWKEYE) Battery 
Notes 
















































SATELLITE PROGRAMS 1959-1979 
. (2) Power System
Satellite User' Function Type 
NOAA 4(ITOS-G) C C/o Solar Array and 
AMSAT-OSCAR i CC Battery 
ERTS/LANDSAT 2 N 0 

SMS-2 N 0 

GEOS-3 N 0 

Explorer 53 N 0 

NIMBUS 6 N 
 0 
S0O8 N a 

Viking 1 N 0 

Viking 2 N 
 0 

Explorer 54 N 0 

GOES 1 (SMS-c) N 0 

Explorer 55 N 0 
LAGEOS-1 N 0 

NOAA-5 (ITOSH C 0 






TIP 3 D 
 C 





MARISAT 3 N C Solar Array an 
HEAO-A N 0 Battery 
Notes 










































































N - 0 Solar Array and 
N 0 Battery 
Launch BOL 











(1) N = NASA; D DoD; C = Civil 
(2) 0 = Observation; C = Communication; S Support 




Initiative Mission and 









































































































































































































km/kmld.,.jo TYPE STAB. BOL POWER (kW) LIFETIME (Yrs) kW-hrs SOLAR ARRAY 
NEIG " i 
POWER 
























































































394 x 101 
1380X 103 












































































NASA Mission Description; Support 
WEIGHT (kQ) 
CODE LAUNCHSITE LAUNCHVEHICLE ORBITAL PARAMETERSkmlkmldeg TYPESTAB. BOL POWER(kW) LIFETIME(Yrs) kW-hrs SOLAR ARRAY POWER SYSTEM TOTAL 
NSI-I-. ETR STS 3501350/28.5 Orb 5.0 7 clay 840 11,800 
-2 ETR STS 350/350/28.5 Orb 10.0 7 day 1680 12, 000 
NSI-2-I ETR STS 500/500/55 3 Axis 5.5 10 433,620 9,000 
NSZ-I-l ETH STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 25.0 5 985,500 462,000 
-z ETR STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 1.0 7 day 170 29,500 
-3 ETR STS 35810/35810/0 3 Axis 60.0 10 4730x 103 380,000 
-4 ETR STS 35810/35810/0 3 Axis 1.0 7 day 170 29,500 
-5 ETR STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 100.0 10 7334 x 103 100,000 
NS3-1-I ETR STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 10.0 7 day 1680 25, 000 
-Z ETR STS 600/600/50 3 Axis 1.0 7 day 170 3,640 
-3 ETR STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 0.5 7 day 85 10, 000 
-4 ETR STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 1.0 7 day 170 2,000 
-5 ETR STS 445/445/28.5 3 Axis 1.0 7 day 170 14, 500 















1380 x 104 
1380 x 104 
298 
28 x 10 






















71 x 105 
-6 ETR IILLV 35810/35810/0 3 Axis lox 106 30 2365 x 109 54 . 106 
NASA Mission Description: Scientific 
WEIGHT (kqg 
CODE LAUNCHShE LAUNCHVEHICLE ORBITAL PARAMETERSkmlkldeg 
TYPESTAB. BOL POWER(kW) LIFETIME(Yrs) kW-hrs SOLARARRAY POWERSYSTEM TOTAL 
NPI-I-I 8TR STS 500/500/28,5 3 Axis 1.51 3 35, 720 39 
502 6650 













































-6 WTH STS S20/297/90 Spin 0. 35 I 2,730 25 88 700 
-7 WiTR STS 5201297/90 Spin 0, 35 1 2,730 25 98 700 
-8 WTR STS 3500/13500/90 Spin 0.18 1 1,440 9 51 Z7O 
NPI-2-1 ETH STS 400/400/8.5 Orb 6.20 7 day 1,040 - -. 9100 











































-3 WTR Delta 3500./60/90 Spin 0.31 l Z,430 zz 71 340 
-4 WTR Scout 37000/1800/ZR.5 Spin 0.22 I 1,700 is 82 280 
-5 ETR STS 350/350/28.5 3 Axis Z.68 z 42, 270 69 776 8020 
NP2-2-l ETH STS 350/350/30 Orb 3.0 7 day 500 .-.. 8170 
-2 ETR STS 375/375/56 Orb 2.9 7 day 490 .7. rZ0 
-3 ETR STS 6851685157 Orb 2, 7 7 day 450 .... 9300 
-4 ETR STS 2l0/52lOS7 Orb 3.9 7 day 660 .. 14,900 
NP3- 1 -1 ETR STS 463/463/28.5 3 Axis 1.12 0.5 4,420 29 135 1500 
0 -2 ETH STS 463/463/28.5 3 Axis 1.12 0.5 4,420 29 135 1500 
NP3-- ETR STS 370/370/28.S Orb 3.7 7 day 620 ... 2846 
.2 ETR STS 350/350/30 Orb 1.1 7 day 190 .... 261 
-3 ETR STS 350/350130 Orb 1.1 7 day 190 .... 261 
;'A -4 ETR STS 350/350/30 Orb 1.6 . 7 day 270 
.-. 411 
P NP3-3-1;;A. ETS STS 500/500/56 3 AisAtv 5.2 10 455,520 640 9000 
NASA Mission Description: Planetary and Lunar 
lkga_____
 
LAUNCH LAUNCH ORBITAL PARAMETERS TYPE BOL POWER LIFETIME tW-hr SOLAR POWER
 
________WEIGHT 
CODE SITE VEHICLE kmtkm/deg STAB. (kW) (Yrs) kW-hrs ARRAY SYSTEM TOTAL 
N/A 3 Axis 0.57 7 31,500 N/A IRTG 107 1650 NLI-I-1 ETR TfIt Centaur 
STS N/A 3 Axi 1.43 1.5 16.95o 37 411 
4030 
-2 ETR 
19 95 0402.3 13,6203 Axims 0.74
-3 ETR 	 STS N/A 





3 25,350 27 152 5203 Axis 1.0?
-5 ETR STS 	 N/A 

N/A 3 Axis 1.27 6.7 67.000 NIA RTG 4104 
 2100 
-6 ETR 	 STS 
21. 100 23 165 1330N/A 3 Axis 0.89 3
.7 ETR 	 55 
N/A RTG 442 1220
 
-8 ETR STS N/A 
 3 Axi 0. 82 3 19,420 
18, 540 19 114+ 440 N/A 3 Axis 0.78 3
-9 ETR 	 STS 
3 Axis 0.78 3 18,540 19 118f 550 
- N/A
.10 ETR STS 93 3300.52 2 0,140 13NIA 3 Axs
-1 ET1I ST$ 3300
 
-12 ETR STS I/A 
 3 Axis 1.59 3 37,540 41 
354k 
3 AxS 0.590 2 	 9,300 Is 100 830 12NLZ-3- ETR 	 Ti1l Centaur N/A 
XIncluded SE PS 
PA 
Non-NASA/Non-DOD Mission Description: Outside Users 
WEIGHT ( k) 
CODE LAUNCH LAUNCH ORBITAL PARAMETERS TYPE BOL POWER LIFETIME SOLAR POWER 
_ O_ _ SITE VEHICLE km/kmlde STAB. (kW) (Yrs) kW-hrs ARRAY SYSTEM TOTAL 
OBSERVATION 
C01-I-I WTR STS 790/790/82 3-Axis 1, 19 3 28. 380 31 114 740 
-a ETR Delta 35810/35810/0 Spmn 0,44 5 17,400 31 133 620 
-3 ETR STS 35810135810/0 Spin 0.58 5 2Z,970 40 171 830 
COI-2-I WTR STS 790/790/Ba I-Axt. 3.60 5 142,130 92 290 1200 
C02-I-I WTR STS 808/808/108 3-Axls 4.09 3 96,780 105 327 150 
C03.1-1 WTR STS 834/834/98.7 3-Axle 1.62 3 38,290 41 146 610 
-2 WTR STS 834/834/98.7 3-Ax,, 1.62 3 38,290 41 146 610 
-3 ETR STS 35810/35910/0 3-Axis 0.99 5 38.940 2 184 670 
-4 ETR STS 35810/35810/0 3-Axis 0.99 5 38,940 25 184 670 
CO3-2-1 Kotrou Arsane 834/834/98.7 3-Axis 1.54 3 60,680 39 142 600 
-2 Kouron Arlane 834/834/98.7 3-Ax. 1.62 3 38.290 41 146 610 























-6 ITR SS 35810/35810/0 3-Axs 0.93 5 36. 590 23 145 600 
C04-i-1 WTR Delta 834/834/98.7 3-Axis - 3 - -- -
-2 WTR Atlas F 834/834/98.7 3-Ax.. 1.20 3 28.470 31 105 590 
-3 WTR STS a34/834/98.? 3-Axte 1.52 3 35. 960 39 127 640 
C04-2-1 9TR Delta 35810/35810/0 Spin - 3 -- -- -- -
-2 Kourou Arlane 35810/35810/0 Spin 0.46 5 18, 130 3Z 130 6z0 
-3 STR Delta 35810/35810/0 Spin -- 5 -- -- -- -
-4 Tanega N 35810/35810/0 3-Axis , 81 5 31,960 20 125 650 
.s ETn SIS 35810135810f0 3-Ax,. 0,81 5 31,960 20 125 650 
Non-NASA/Non-DOD Mission Description: Outside Users (Continued) 
WEIGHT (NOg) 
CODE LAUNCHIODESITE LAUNCHVEHICLE ORBITAL PARAMETERSkmlkmidep TYPESTAB. BOL POWER(k LIFETIME(Yrs) kW-hrs SOLAR ARRAY POWER SYSTEM TOTAL 
COMk4UNICATIl NS 
CCI-I-I ETR A/C 35820/35810/0 Spin 1.44 3 36.890 99 259 1190 
-2 ETR STS Spin 1.44 5 56,890 99 259 1190 
-3 ETR STS 3-Axis 1.91 7 103.320 47 312 1430 
OC2-1-1 2TR STS 3-Axis 0.98 5 38,520 24 163 790 
-2 ETR A/C Spin/Dp 1.04 7 57,590 72 207 930 
-3 ETR STS 3-Axis .91 7 105,320 47 314 1460 
-4 ETR Delta Spin 0.35 5 13,910 24 102 510 
-5 ]TR Delta 3-Axis 0.94 5 37.090 Z3 154 560 
.6 ETR STS 3-Axis 0.96 5 37,840 24 149 560 
-7 ETR STS Spin 0.40 5 15.8z0 28 log 450 
.8 ETR STS Spin 0.59 5 23,220 41 145 620 
-9 ETR STS Spin 0.49 5 19,2z0 34 126 530 
-10 ETR STS 3-Axis 1.91 7 103,320 47 314 1460 





















-14 ETR STS Spin 0.41 5 16,140 8 480 114 
CC3-l-i £TR STS Spin 0.42 5 16,400 29 115 490 d 
.2 E rR STS Spin 0,49 5 19,220 34 126 550 
-3 ETR Delta Spin 0.41 5 16,140 z I111 480 
-4 Kourou Ariane Spin 0.41 5 26,140 28 111 480 
-5 Kourou Arape Spin 0.42 5 16,670 29 116 490 
.6 ETR Delta Spin 0.40 5 15,610 27 108 470 
.7 Kourou Artane Spin 0.42 5 l6,400 29 115 490 
-8 Xourou Aran 3-Axis 1.57 7 86,390 39 237 1230 
-9 Kourou Artiane 3-Axis 1.56 7 86, 330 39 237 Izz0 
.10 Kourou Arsane 3-Axis U,48 5 19,030 12 84 400 
.11 1ourou Ariane Spin 0.08 2 I,ZO 5 50 170 
-12 Kourou Ariane Spin 0,36 5 14,180 23 100 420 
.13 ETR STS Spin C.42 5 16,400 29 115 490 
-14 ETR STS Spin 0,47 5 18,420 3z 123 530 
-15 5TRS S 3-Axte 0.40 5 19,030 12 84 400 
-16 Et STS 35810/35810/0 3-Axis 1,20 5 47,240 30 154 710 
Non-NASAfNon-DOD Mission Description: Outside Users (Continued) 




















CC3-1.17 ETA STS 35810/3581010 Spin 0.40 5 15,610 27 108 470 
-18 ETA STS Spin 056 5 Z2,160 39 338 600 
-19 ETA Dela Spin -- 1 
-20 Kouron Armane Spin 0.30 5 14,810 26 l02 450 
-21 Koi.rou Ariane Spin 0.40 5 15.610 Z7 1O8 470 
-22 Kaurou Arlano Spin P.42 5 16,400 29 116 500 
-23 ETA STS Spin 0.59 5 23. 220 41 145 620 
-24 ETA STS Spin 0.62 5 24. 310 43 151 640 
-25 ETA Delta Spin -­ 5 
.26 ETA STS Spin 0.64 5 Z5, 390 44 160 00 
.27 Tanoga N Spin -- 5 
-28 Tanoga N Spin 0.08 1 6,500 6 50 170 
-29 ET Delta Spin -­ 5 
-30 Tanoga N Spin 0.57 3.5 15, 750 39 140 600 
-31 ETA Delta Spin -- 5 
3..2 Tanega N Spin 1.19 3 28.260 82 186 7±0 
-33 Tanega N Spin 0.4Z 5 16,640 29 117 470 
-34 ETA Delta Spin -" 5 
-35 ETA STS Spil 0.64 5 25,390 44 160 830 
-36 ETA STS Spi. 0.28 5 11,160 20 81 460 
-37 ETA STS Spin 0.68 5 26, 870 47 165 840 
.38 ETA STS Spin 0.42 5 16,400 Z9 116 508 
-39 ETA STS 3-Axis 1.41 5 55,750 35 206 830 
.40 ETA STS Spin 0.59 5 23, 220 41 145 620 
SUPPORT 
CSI-1-l ETA STS 3-Axis 4.20 5 165, 470 104 555 1260 
CS2-1-1 £1R STS Spin 0.52 5 20, 570 36 131 550 
-2 ETA STS Spin 0.62 5 24. 330 43 151 640 
-3 ETA STS 35810/35810/0 3-Axis 0.76 5 29,870 19 118 630 
























































































CPI--I ETR SiS 834/834/28 3-Axis 4.16 3 98, 380 107 313 1160 







































































































































































































NCI-i-1 1I41-1-1 HOTLINE 
NCI-1-2 1CI-1-2 IIIGOVT-1 
NC1--1-3 NCi-1-3 INGOVT-2 
NCl-1-4 HCI-1-4 IHGOVT-3 
SUBTOTAL
 
GOVERNMENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
H|C2-1-NC2.-1-p HC2-i-1 VOTE INC2-1-P VnTF IT 
SUBTOTAL
 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE LINKS
 
NC3-1-1 






NO4 -1-1 1. - 1 -1, 
NC4 -i-i­








NMC-1-1 HO5-1-1 TV BCST-1 
NCS--g NC5-l-2 TV BCST-2SUBTOTAL 
PLANETARY 
NLI-i-I NtLl-i- JUP PROBE 
NLI-1-2 NLI-I-2 VOIRNLI -3NL1-1-4 NL1l-3 IIERC ORBLl-i-4 SAT-URAN 
NLI-1-5 NLI-I-5 DCFLYBYNLl-I-6 NLI-1-6 SO/T LNDRN1L-1-7 NLI-1-7 MARS POLRNLl-i-S Lil-i-8 JUP SEP52Ntl-l-9 HLI-l-9 ENCKE RDZNLl-i-11 NLI-1-1OHULT-ASTRNLI-i-li NLI-1-1lJUP SWGBY 









EARTH RESOURCES MONITORING 
'NOl-l-1 
 N01-1-1 LHDST F/O




M01-1-7 NqOI-1 -7 Hltl 2Ni-i-8 N101-1-8 STEREOSAT01"2-i NO1-2-1 SPCLAB PL 
SUBTOTAL
 
ENVIRONIIENTAL MONITORINGNO02-1-1 NO0-1-1 SEASAT B 
N02-1-a N02-1-2 ENVIR MSN02-1-3 H02-1-3 IIALOEN02--4 H02-1-4 STORMSAT 
NO0-1-5 
 N02-1-5 ERBSS



































































































GW OTCTRNPl-i-6 GP B/C 
HPI-i-7 AOV REL X 
NPI-i-6 EXPLORER 
HPi-2-1 PI SL PL 
NPI-2'. SIRTF 
NPI-2-3 SUOT 
NPI-2-4 IR INTFIIR 
NP-i-1 SHl 
iPi-i-e OESO 




NP2-2-1 ST S/L PL
 
1P2-2-2 S/S Ill OB 













NS2-1-3 ASC BASE 
[S2-1-4 ASCBR 
NS2-1-5 SP lF FAC 
11S3-1-1 LSD 






HS4-1-1 25KW MOD 
N54-1-2 250KHOO 
1S4j-1-3 2,11W MOD 





































































































CC2-1-5 RCA STCH1 
CC2-1-6 RCA STCM2 
CC2-l-7 MARISAT 




















































CC3-I-39 cc -.1-39CropCC3-1-40 
 CC3-1-400THER RGL 
SUBTOTAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN
 
CO-1-i C01-i-1 EMS 





 COI-2-1 ALWEMIC 
SUBTOTAL 
EARTH AND OCEAN MONITORING 
CO-I-1 C02-1-1 OP SEASAT 
SUBTOTAL 








































































SPACE MANUFACTURING-US DOMESTIC AND 
C3-1-1 
C03-1-1 GOVT LEO 
C03-1-2 PVT LEO 
C03-1-3 GOVT GEO 

























CP2-i-6 FRENCH SC 
CP-i-7 EUROPE SC 
CP2-1-B CANADA SC 






















































** SYSTEM O SCRIPTION - - DtSIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CONFIGURATION - - tASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
.200C0(OFGo)




TOTAL IMPULSE * 966't(LB-SEC) 
DATA PROCtSSING AND INSIRUMENTAIILN
 
SPLCIAL PURPO52 PPOCESSOR (OTU)
CONFIGURATION -




NUMBER OF CCMMANDO 34o 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRiME WOHDS 
 64. 26.
 16. 100.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLt kATE 
 6. 3.
MAIN FRAME WbRD LLNGIH 









CONFIGUPATION - - UNIFIED 1 INK-COMMON ANTENNAS 

PR IMARY DOWNLINK UAIA RAIL 8:000 (KBPS)
1
28000 (KEPSI




SHUFT AND DISCHARGE PSGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
CONFIGURATION - -
POWER REQUIREPENT 50eo84 WATT5 137.26 SQ FT
TOTAL SOLAR AhRAY AFEA 
 34.00 AMP-HR
INSTALLED BATIE'Y CAFACITY 






CONFIGURATIUN - - CYLINDER * 1784.3 LBS C 80903 KG)t 779,6 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT




IN:( 1,36 M) 53.5 IN:(
CQUIPMt NT BAY 32.1 IN.( .82 M) 53o5 136 M53.6 INC 1.36 M) 53.6 IN(
ISSION EQUIPMENT 32.1 IN.( .82 M)1.63 M
TOTAL SATELLITE 64.3 IN,( = 
262.1 IYY 779468.2 IZZ = 1438099e2.
 F'09ENTS OF INERTiA (SLUGS*FT**2I IXX 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG 









LANOSAT FlO NOI-1-i 
** SUSSYSTF4 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND C(JhTRCL
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH-PITC4 MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPIENT CCaE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303M QUANTjTIE2 2 
WLQGq "3,3 90 LBS 2V0OLUM 1 1*18(FT*$31. 
RLLIABILITY *9707 
IERR i0 
POWER REQUIREMENT 789 WATI 
UXILIARY PROPULSION 
COtFIGURATION ­ - MONCPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMSNT CODE IDLNlIFIER 016 834 906 1003 499 2C3 1116 
iQUIPMEMT QUANTiTIES 5 E 9 1 
WLUGMA 1Q17 V VLUME 4120(I**3)1 
ODY WLIGHI 53,23(LBS), EXPENDfABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .9596 
ILRR 10 
503 701 1203 603 
1 2 1POWER REQUIREMENT 
54,93(LBS) 
e3 WAT1 
)ATA PROCESSING AND INSIFUMENTATION 
COVFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 263 345 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 
WEIG 4 I 6.l LBS VOLUME 129(FT**31 
RELIABILITY .9136ILRR 
POWER REQUIREMENT 63.5 WATT 
.. COMMUNICATIONS 
SNFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS 
DOWNLINK 
QUI PMENT CODE IDENTIFIEP.- 227 1U3 3Cb 401 503 6L3 Z7 
EQUIOMENT QUANrITIES 2 1 2 1 2 




POWER REQUIREMENT 954 WATT 
ELECT'ICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMEN JCODE IDENTIFIEM 406 5 2533 60 20  
EQ QUAHTIES 2 1Z2 1 
WFIGHT 11708 LBS VOLUME 1,60(FT**31 POWER DISSIPATION 
HAKtcSS ARIGHI 7I.'6(LBSI, SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 7407(LBSI 
RELIABILITY 91336 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 










RADIATOR AREA 20.1 (FT**21p BATTEPY RADIATOR AREA .9 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 21.0 (FT**2)

HEAT5R POWER 1948.6(BTUIHR), ATTERY HLATLR POWER 90.0 (BU/HR)

TOTAL HrATLR POWER 20386 (BTUIHR)
 
HEAT PIPE 2(146,O(WATT-IN)o VAPIABLF CJNDUCTANCE H.P. 650.7(WATT-IN)

HF.T PIPE LENGTH 4.0 (F) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1425.4 (aTU/HR)





















SKIN THICKNESS .019 (IN)

STP14GER N,9TdICKNESSHT. 156. 3821s042 (IN)o .364 (IN)

FRAV-E NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5. .104 (IN), .522 ItN
 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .16 (IN), SPACING 4.675 (IN)#, HEIGHT 2.337 N
 
ENCCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN)p AFT .030 (IN)

EQUIPMENT RAY SIRUCTUFL WT. 71.14 (LBS1
SOLAR ARRAY BOO AND LRIWL WT. 27,6 (L9S











IDENT TYPE tO. WL1GHT VULUME POWER
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 16 :2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL CLLCTRNCS 2 71 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4' 0 15o6





IDENT TYPE too WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
618 THRUSTER 12 .4 .0 0.0

E34 THRUSTER 4 97 .0 *1
906 ISILATION VALbE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1"03 FILTER " 9 i5 .1 0.0
499 PP-SSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4. 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVL 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1116 TANK 1 16.5 1.6 060
503 TANK 1 3.9 :2 00
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 2 0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VEhT VALVE 1 1 .0 0.0
 
41:DATA
1 PROCESSING AND.INSIRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT UNIT 
- IDENT TYPE tO, WEIGHT VGLUME POWER203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY uo 2 3.0
 
203 CIGITAL TELEMETkY 1 u89 .2 3.0
345 APE REFOkUER '2 16.6 o4 25.0




DFNT TYPE TNIT UNIT UNIT
no,WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .6 .0 0.0
 
103 RASEBNO ASSY UNIT i zto .0 .5
 306 TR&NSMTTER 2 2.1 :? 10*9
401 SECEIViR 1 3.9 6,3

503 COMMtAND SIG CCD 2 1.5 .0 ,9
603 VTEIPEXER 1 3:1 .0
227 T NMA 2 .6 ,0 10:8
 
312 4 ANSMITTER 2 2.2 00 15.8 
LANDSAT F/O NOl-i-i
 
* * *ASSEMMLY IESCRIPTIONS (CONlINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNTT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE I,',WEIGHT VULUME POW0P
 
406 CISCHGE .R.EGULATOR 2 9.8 o2 0.0
 
515 SHUNT PFGULA LR 12 2.3 .0 0.0
 
233 PATTERY 2 26.7 01 0.0
 
609 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.6 e1 00
 

































at SATELLITE ADAPTER 65.6 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1784.3
 
EARTH SURVEY SAT t01-1-2
 
* * * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - IL'IGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION ANQ CONTR(L

CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL




COUFIGURATION - - MONLPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSd - 4d30.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUhENTAIILN
 
rOaFIGURhTION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PFOCESS9 R OTUI
 COPUTEP OPERATIONS RATE 0 .( PS 
CDDI TABLL ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBEP OF COMMANDS 32s 0. 
NUMIER OF MAIN FRtME WORDS 64. 128. 
MAIN FRArE SAMPLE RATE 16i 100. 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH B. B.
 
NUMBER GF SUBFRAMES 4. 2.
 
SUAFRAME RATE 64. 6. 
NUMBER OF WORDS PLR SUBFRAMt 64s 64s
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CPFIGURATION L AUNIFtO INK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMAY DOWNLINK DATA TL 8.000 KBPS)





COrFIGURATILN - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 45F984 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR AkHAY AFEA 93.64 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTEKY CAPACITY 3C.00 AMP-HR
 
- BEGINNING OF LIFE PEWER 1153.39 WATTS 
VEHICLI SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER6ET SATELLIT4 WIGHI " 93t.4 LBS ( 422.0 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 4966.2 LBS 38.2 K
 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EOUIPMENT BAY 31.3 IN.( .EO M) 52.2 IN*( 1.33 M) 52.2 IN.C 1.33 M)

MISSION EQUIPMENT 23.2 IN.( .59 ) 38.7 IN.( .98 M) 38.7 IN.( .90 MI 
TOTAL SATELLITL 54.5 IN.t 1.39 MI 
POMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT*42) lXX • 167.8 IYY 376264.0 IZZ * 876389.1
 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG '
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 30.4 IN.( .77 M) 0.0 IN*( 0.00 ) 0. 00 N 
RELIA4ILITY
 










EARTH SURVEY SAT t01-1-2
 
**SUBSYSTEA
 	 DESCRIPTIONS 

- - DESIGN NUMBEP I * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTEL
 
OIGURAT 	ON - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
CD
tLIPMENT IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTiTli S
,










EUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 8lu 834 '(6 
10C3 499 2C3 1112 5C3 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTIT1E1 £2 4 5 9 1 1 1 
 1 2 	 1 1
WEIGHT 61.72 LBj VfLUME 3.16(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 2G3 243 345 403
EQUIPMENT 	OUANTIi1ES 1 1 2 1









- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMnN ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINKEQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIEx 227 103 306 401 503 603 227
EQUIPMENT QUANT2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3122
 
WEIGHi 





OFGURATHbN -HUT AND DISCHARGE REGULA TIO - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYQUI MENT 	 00D - Ze-HUHEk 4Q6 515 22 60
EQUIPMENT 	OUANTIIIES 2 11 2 2 1
WEIGHT lOt.b5 LBS 
 VOLUME 20O(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION



















EARTH SURVEY SAT t01-1-2
 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (C01TINUEO) 
THERFAL CONTROLRADIATOP ARkA 
HEATER POWER 
HEAT PIPE 
HAT PIPE LENGTHSTOREDIEERY 
16.5 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
I,8.6(BTU/HR)v BATTEPY HLATER POWER 
T3 TAL HEATHR PO ER150537(WATT-IN)p VARIut CONDUCTANCE HP. 







THERMAL CONTROL UEIGH1 
INSULATION 
HEAT PIPES 










SKIN THICKNESS .014 (IN)
STFIGER NOoTHICKNESSHT. 
FRAME MO.,THICKNkSSHT .. 
GRIP BEAM THICKNESS 
ENCCOVER THICKNESS- F(RWARD
EQUTPM=NT BAY STRUCTUFE WT. 




.122 (IN), SPACING 3.425 (IN),



















IDENT TYPE IO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 *2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELLCTRNCS z 7.1 .1 62.0
1015 EARTH SENS&R 1 15.4 .9 15.6





IDrNT TYPE tU. WEIGHT VLLUMS POWER
 
ee THRUSTER 12 .4 .0 3.c634 THRU STEP 4 a7 .0 $1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 al 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
499 PR2 SSUR PEGULATR 1 4.1 e4 0,0

203 IS'ILATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1112 TANK 1 2s7 *6 0.0
 
SFFLIEF VALVE k :Z 8:8 
1203 FILL + DRAiN VALV 1 .2 t0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 01 t0 0.0
 




IDENT TYPE '0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY I 8.9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECO R 2 16. :4 25.0






IDENT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 .0 0.0
 
103 PASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 :1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COho 2 1.5 .0 09
 
603 VIPhEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .6 .0 0.0
 
312 TRANSMITTER 2 202 .0 15.8
 









406 OISCHGE RtLGUrATOR 































SOLAP ARRAY DRIVE 

THERPAL CONTROL















































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 966.2
 
SYNC4 EARTH CBS SAT (SEOS) NO1-1-3
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONT dL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MAS$ EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
POINTING ACCURACY 2660OO O(G.)

AUXILIARY PROk.ULSION
COhFIGURATION - - MONEPROPELLANT 
1OTAL IMPULSE - - 1925b.(L8-SEC)DATA PROCESSING AND lbS RUtENTATICN
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPEIAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (DTU)COPUTER UPERATIONS RA • C
eTPS)

CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMNER OF CGNMANDS 
 32. 0o
NUBER F MAIN FRAME WORDS 6: 128.
4IN PRAM SA R 
 100.




NUMBER OF 4kDS PER SUBFRAQ 32o0
COMMUNTCATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COhMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
. PRIMARY DOWNLINK LAIA RATL u 8.000(BPS)
SEPARATE LOWNLINK AlTA 
RATE - 128.000 KBPS?
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION - SHUT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOER REQU1REMENT 6b3.84 WATTS

TOT AL SaLAR ARRAY AFEA * 90.14 SQ FT 
INSTALLEtD bAT t(Y CAPAC TY 1,00DD AMP-HR
PESINN NG OF LIFE PLWE 147.67 WATTS
 
VEHICLE SIZING
CONFiGURATION - - CYLINOER
CkT SATELLITE W iHl 13172 LOS 
( 824.3 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT U 1084.4 LBS I 854.8 KG 
CIMENSIONS LENbTH HEIGHT WIDTH
=QUIP'iNT BAY 36.3 1No( .92 Ml 
 60.6 IN.o 1.54 M) 60.6 ING 154 M)




CENTER LF GRAVITY 37.7 IN*(
RELI BILITY *96 M) 00 IN*( 0*.000 0.0 IN.! 0.o0 HI
 
CONFIGURATION 










SYNCH EARTH CBS SAT (SECS) N01-1-3
 
* * SUBSYSTEti OFSCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NU14BER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CUNTRL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFILR 1601 2203,1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 '1 1
 









 QUIPMENT CGDE IDENTIFIER 816 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 506 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
 
WrIGH 1lS.21 LBS VOLUME 5.37(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATT
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INS.TRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPL(IAL PURPOSL PPOCESSOR (DTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENIIFIERo 2a3 203 345 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 3 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK QUIPMET CODE IDEntIFIER Z02 103 306 401 5C3 63 202
 
QUIPMENT QUANT ITLES 1 1 2 1 2 1
 






COFIGURATIUN - - SHUIT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
SQUIPMENT CODL IDENTIFIER 414 515 269 650 7G2
 
EQUIPMENT QUANT11lLS 2 11 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 215.85 LBS VOLUME 2.50(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 136.6 WAT'











SYNCH EARTH DO$ SAT (SEOS) NOI-1-3
 




PALIATOR AREA 25.2 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOU AREA .9 (FT**2)

TJTAL RADIATOR AREA 26.1 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER 2355.Q0TU/HR)b 	 SATRY "LATER POWER 90.0 (BTU/HRI

VTTAL HEATER POWER 2445.9 (BTU/HRI
HEAT PIPE O.O(WATT-IN), 	VAraBLE CUNDUCTANCE HoP 61 7,3(WA TT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.2 (FT) 	 AVERA-G HEAT LOAD 2516*6 IU/HRI





INSULATION UNIT WEIGHT (LOS)
1208
 
HEAT PIP S 	 4.4










MN THICKNESS 9019 (IN)
T G-R NOiTHICKESSH I ) 164, 81910347 (INP s390 (IN) 
~GRIDRAM RAM: NOaTHICKNLSHTTHICKNESS1 5 SPACING112 HEIGHT .39}0.HNI. 	 4:77. if,NIN, 560 
ENiCIVER THICKNESS- FCRWAKD 030 INp 	 .ENTER5000 j NAF .3 h 
- EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUPE WT. 107.10 (LB0S
SOLAR ARRAY BOOP AND ERIVb WT. 25.6 (LOS)
ADAPTER WRIGHT 	 67.'3 (LBS) 
SYNCH EARTH CBS SAT (SEUS). NOl-1-3 
* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 ' * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
UNIT VUN!T UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VULUM, POWER
1601 VALVE DR.IVER ASSY- 2 1.6. e2 1.0
2203 CONTROL ELLCTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
1615 EARTH Sc.4SOR 1 12.4 .5 15.6
 




, UNIT UNTY. UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEINHT VULUME POWER
618 THRUSTER 12 e4 .0 00
834 THRUSTEP' 4 o7 .0 .I
 
Q07 WS3LA T ION VALVE 5 1:3 :1 0:0
1003 FLTER 9 *5 ,1 0 C,
 
499 PR3SSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0

.203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 o6 0.0 
1124 TANK 1 11.5 2.4 0.0506 TAIK 1 6.1 .2 0.0701 FELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT YP-O WEIGHT VLUME POWER
203 0IGITAL TLLEMETRY 1 .Z 3.0
Z03 FIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 6.9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 *4 25.0





IDENT TYPE hO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 08,4 .7 0.0
 
103 EASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2,0 .0 .5
306 TR4NSM TTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
401 FECIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 1 3el .0 1.0
 
202 ANIENNA .7 
312 TR NSMITTER A _ ,n ma 
SYNCH EARTH CBS SAT (SEOS) Nfl-1-3
 
* * * * ASSEMBLY OESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE lO0 WE1IHT VOLUME POWER
 
414 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.7 .2 9.0
 
515 SHUNT REGULATOR 11 2.3 .0 0.0
 
269 PATTERY 2 71.3 .4 0.0
 
650 FATT2RY CHARGER 2 9.17 *2 9.0
 


























LAF ARRAY DRIV 10.4
 
- THERPAL CONTROL 76s3 










* *SYSTEM D'SCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 ** * 
STABILIZATION AND CCNTREL
 
CONFIGURATION - - THREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION
 




CONFIGURATION - - hONtPROPELLANT 
7OTAL I'PULSE a 87058.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING &ND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATICN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PPOCFSSOR (OTU)

COM4UTER OPERAIIONS RATE - O.I(IPS)

COOT TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMOER OF COMMANDS 6: 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FFAME WORDS 64.
 
M&IN CRAME SAMPLE RA7t 100.

IAIN FRAME WORD LLNGTH 13. 0.
 
NUMBER OF SLBFRA tS 5 0.o
 
SUBFRAML RATE 1.0000 0.000
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DGWNLINK DAlA RATE- 128.000(KBPS)





COfFIGURATIUN SFU T BOY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 146.94 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR A9RAY AFEA 54t4 SO FT
 
INSTALLEO BATTbRY CAPACITY e.OC AMP-HR
 




COF IGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATFLLITE WEIGH] - 1630.3 LBS C 739 5 KG') LAUNCH WEIGHT " 1694.0 LBS 1 768.4 K(
 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH- HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 57.2 IN.( 1.45 M) 95.3 IN.( 2.42 M) 95.3 IN.( 2.42 M)

MISSION LQtIPMENT 19.2 IN.( .*49 M) 32.0 INN .8l M) 32.0 IN.C .81 M)
 





FOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**ZJ IXX  fY * IZ " 1633230.3 
CSNTER OF GRAVITY 31.7 IN*( .o8 M) 0.0 IN*( 0.00 M) 0.0 IN0C 0.00 
RELIABILITY
 
CUPIFGURATION-- SINGLE SYSTEM 









* *SUBSYSTEM OFSCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONIRCL 
CONFIGURATION - ThREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION QUIPMENT CODE IDENIhIEfI 1501 16C1 1413 1718 
EQUIPMENT QUANTiTIES 1 2 1 1 





1.23(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 56.0 WATT 
AUXIL IARY PROPULSION 
COWFIGURATION - - MCNLPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1015 A99 2L3 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUINTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 7 
WEIGrIT 77S.77 LBS VOLUME 15.92(FT**3,) 
DRY WEIGHT 24189(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIA6ILITY 098e2 
IERR 11 
536 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPECIAL PUkPOSE PROCFSSOR (DTU) 
IQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 406 QUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 1 
WEIGHT 1%.93 LBS VOLUME *Z8IFT**3)
RELIABILITY .9928 
IERR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 8*5 WATi 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFiGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
-IEQUIONT CODEN IDNIFIEH 227 103 306 401 
EQUIPM NT AlTIES 1 1 1 1 





.19(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 9*5 WATT 
ELFCTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
FQUIPMENT CODE TIENTIFIER 103 264 303 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTIIES 6 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 6(.90 LBS VOLUME 1.31(FT**jHARNESS EICHT 84,8(L3S), SOLAR ARRAY'WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .9905 
POWERDISSIPATION 1BT00 WAT1 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 
WEIGHT 225.00 LBSRELIABILITY VOLUME.900 
*'g1,(FTO*.3) POWER REQUIREMENT 60.0>WAT" 
GQAVSAT ND1-14 
I S *SUBSYSTEM DESCQIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THPRPAL CONTROL 
RAtIATOR AREA 6.2 (FMt*2), eATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADOtTUR ARLA 
HElTER POWER, 567.0(BTUIHP)p ATTcPY HLATER POWER 1 TA AER POWER 
HFAT PIPE E310.3(WATT-IN)t VARIABLE CCNDUCIANCE HeP. HEPT PIPC LENGTH 4 8 (FT) ' AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
STRED FNERGY 97. FTO) 


















SKIN THICKNESS 018 (IN) 
STPPJGER NO.,THICKNESINI. 
FRA1 NO.THICKNES!,HT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENCC?)VER THICKNESS- FCRWARO 
EQLIPMENT BAY STRUCTUPE wT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOP AND CRIVE WT 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
211. 3184.862 (IN)* 
5. "137 tIN)p 
.16C ITN) SPACING 4.504 (IN).












* DESCRIPTIOhS - - DESIGN NUhBER 1 * * **ASSEMBLY 

STABILIZATION AN) CONTRC U
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IOEMT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1501 CONTROL ELECT 1 10.0 #1 40
 
1601 VALVE DRIVLP ASSY 2 1.6 .2 10
 
1413 POWER CgNVERTLE 1 15.9 o4 0.0
 
171 PATE INTEGR GYRO 1 9.6 .2 32.0
 
1803 EARTH SENSOR 1 14.6 s2 1Q.O
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPF Oa WEIGHT VOLUME POWFR
 
834 THRUSTFPR 6 .7 .0 91
 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 *1
 906 IS0LATION VALVE 5 .7 91 0.0 
1015 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
 
49q FPPSSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 w4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.G .6 0.0
 
1118 TK 7 10.2 1.3 0.0
 
536 TANK 1 1100 4o5 0.0
 
1 o2 .0 0.0
701 FLIEF V&LVE 

1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 




IDENT TYPE "bO. WEIGHT VCLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 0.9 .2 3.0
 
406 COMD DECUD+DISTR 1 11.0 .1 5.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UN tT
 
IDENT TYPE PO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 1 .6 .0 0.0
 
103 BASFBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TR&NSMITTLR 1 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .i 6*3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 








UNIT 	 UNIT' UNIT
 
IDF*4T HTYD 	 NO0 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
1~ SHUNT REGU.LATOR 6 4:2 *1 0.0
 
204 EATTERY 	 2 8.6 .1 00
 
303 PATTERY CHARGER 2 3.5 *1 00
 








STA1L ITY AND CENTROL 43.3
 
AUXIL 4RY PROPUL$IUN 241 9
 















. THERPAL CONTROL 	 31.3
 




















POINTING ACCURACY o 

CONFIGURATION, - - HO40ROPELLANT 
TOT AL IMPULSE a 605 IdLB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTqUMENTATION

CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPPzr PROCESSOR (DTU#
 
D P U TALOPERATI0NS RATE 0.1IPS) ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENr DATA
 
NUMB;:R OF COMMANDS 3Z. 0.'
 256a 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13,, 0.1
 
8 0.'
MAIN FRAME WORD LE'GTH 
 0.









CONFIGURAT CN - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE u 32,OOO(KBPS) 




CONFIGURATION-- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 81.51 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 60.59 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 6'00 A-HR
 




CON FIGURATI -- CYLINDER 
,.4500.o
WET SATEWITE WEIGHT " CN. 196.4 KG) LAu,TWEIGHTH ST LO IbT,H cv mat
DIMENSIONSHI 

l.73 ,) 68.0 No:,( 1.73 I,
Ea IPMENT BAY 400. IN.C 1.04 ,M) 68.0 IN. 

MISSION EQUIPMENT 12:8 IN. .32 Ml 21.3 INI .54 H) 21.3 He .54 "1 
TOTAL SATELLITE 53.6 I 1.36 H43

.MOMENTS OF INERTIA ISLUGS*FT**2) IXX * 55i6 IYY 252242.6 -IT1 m 252242.6G Y-CG I-CG, 





CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APOGEESPERIGEEIINCL1IATION 297.1 291? 96.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 12 0(O)
 






* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
COIFIGURATIgN - TSPNRO TROL 
EQUIPMENT C DE 15ENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 1413 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1.' 1 1' 
WEIGHT 32.05 LBS VOLUNF 1.ZQFT4*31
RELIABILITY .9636 
IERR 0 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATT: 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 Q, 1 1 1 
WEIGHT 89.'43 LOS VOLUME 3.80(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 53.O3ILBS)o EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY' .9078 
IERR 11 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUNE o39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY .9933 
IERR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATT 
:OMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 103 306 401 
EQU IPMENT CUANTITIE 1 1 1 1 




.17FT**3) IOWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATT 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFI GU RATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 202 303 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 3 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 50.0? LBS VOLUME' 1.OS(FT**31










2.624FTO*31, POWER REQUIREMENI 404O WATT 
NAGS AT-B NOI-1-5 




ATTERY R DAOR AREA
RADIATOR AREA 3.6 (FT**2),p A 	 1.3 IFI*21
 
TOTAL RAD A 0 AREA 4.9 F 02
 
HEATER POWER 299.9(BTUIHR),v BATTERY HEATER POWER 122.2(BTUIHR)
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 422.1 BTUIHR) 
HEAT POr .O(WATTIN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 693.1 ATr-INI 
HEAT P PE LENGTH 3.3 (FTI AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 278. 0A8IUHRJ
 
STORED ENERGY 72.1 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT (LOS) 
INSULATION 	 12.0
 
HEAT PIPESG 	 3.5 








 009 (IN)iKIN TICKNESS 
TRINGER NO.THICKNESSHT* 253. 3558.384 (IN)p .204 (IN)' 
FRAME ND.pTHICKNESSpHT. 5. , .081 (IN), .07 (IN) 
GRID BEAN .080 CIN)ACING 2.240 (IN't. HEIGHT 1.120 (IN)
 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN)
 
-" 	 EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT* 57.1 (L8S)
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 ILBJ
 






ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS -- DESIGN NUMBER 1 * *I * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE Ng. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1 6 01 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 1 4.1 61 1.0
 





 IDENT TYPE N0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
834 THRUSTFR 2 .7 .0 .1
 
906 ISOLAhON VALVE 4 .7 :2, '0.0
 
1003 FlITER 9 5 . 0.0
 
499 PRE SSURE REGULATR 1 4.,1 s4 0.0
 
203 J0OATION VALVE 16.0 16 0.0
1116.1 18.5 16 0.0 
506 TANK 1 6.1. .2 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 .2 *0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 02 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALYE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




IDFNT 0TYP NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGIAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 2 30
 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER

227 ANTENNA 1 .8 .0 oc
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0
 
306 TRANSMITTER 1' "2.1 .0 10t 
401 RECEIVER 1 3*9 :1 6.3 
503 COHN N 516 COND 
603 DIPLEXE R, L H. 0 :1 
IAGSAT-B H01-1-5
 





IDENT TYPE N1. WIH  OLUME OWE
 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 3 4.2 41 00
 
202 BATTERY . 2 9.5 .1 0.0
 
303 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.5 91 00
 


































- SATELLITE ADAPTER 17.8 
>a
450.9




SPECIAL MULTISPEC IMAG/ANAL SYST (SMIAS) NtI-1-6
 




CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MfIMENTUM WHEEL

POINTING ACCURACY * .30000tOtGo)
AUXILIARY PPORULSION
 
CONFGURATICN - MONEPROPELLAN7 
TOTAL IMPULSE - !2U571(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND ISIUMEINTAIION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPLLIAL PURPO!.E PPOCESSOR (DTU)

COmP UTEP UPERATLOS RATE * O,.(IPSP
CDP! TAqLb ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
UMBER OF CCMMADS 32. 0.
 
NUMBFR'OF MAIN FRAXE WORDS 
 64. 128.
MAIN FRAME SAMPL RATE 1t. 000
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH fi so
NUMBER OF SUBFRALS 3. 2.
 
SUBFRAME RAI 10000 0000




CONFTGURATICN - - UNIFIED LINK-CO4MON ANTH4NAS PLUi DOWNLI1K




CONFIGURATION - - SHUbT AND OISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE-MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIR PENT 742.18 WATTS 
TOTAL SOLAR APFkAY AREA 83.91 SO FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 100.00 AMP-HR
 




F- CONFIGURATIGN - - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGH1 - 2142.8 LBS I 972.O KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 2223.3 LBSt 1008.5 KG
DIMENSINS LENGTH HEIGHT 7 ITH
 
BA 4OUIPMNT M) 67.6 IN( 1.72 M) 67.6 1.72 M)
0.6 I :( 1:C3
41SSION EQUPMENT .b i .( ED M) 5Z.5 IN.t 1.33 M) 52.5 IoN l1 MI
TOTAL SATELLITE 72.1 IN.( 1.83 M)

POMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**Z) TXX - 357.9. IVY - 1454584.4 IZZ 1939704.0 






CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEMAPIGEE/PERIGEE/NiLLINATION 19323:1119323.i 0.0
 
P1ISSION LIFETIME I 36.0(MO)





SPECIA-L MULTISPEC 2MAG/ANAL SYSI (SMIAS) NO1-1-6
 
* $ - DESIGN NUMbER 4SUBSYSTEI I)ESCRIPTICNS - 1 * 
STABILIZATTVN AND CONTRCL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CUPE IDEN'TIFlh 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
eQUIPMENT QUANTITILE z a 2 2
 








CO1FIGURATION - - HONtPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IOLhJIfIEh 81b 834 907 1oof3 499 2(3 1130 511 701 1203 603
 
EOUIPM5NT 0UANTIT1ES 18 6 5 9 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
 
WEIGH1 39C(*2 LB 0 VOLUME 1O.46(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT o3 WATT:
 





DATA PqOCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPLCIAL PURPOSE PROCfSSOR (nTU)

EQUIIPENT CUDE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403
 
E0U1PMUNT QUANET IS c 





- CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COt4hN ANTEbNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIOMENT CODE IDENTIIIER 202 103 3C6 401 503 603 202 312 
LB 1
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 V 2 3 7 T 1 2
 







CONFIGURAT CN - - SHuoY AND DISCHARGE REGULATIOb - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
FaUI 0MENT CUODE IDENTIFIER 412 515 269 650 702
 
9QUIPMENT QUANT11ILS 2 1u z 2 1
 
WEIG'T 226.98 LBS VOLUME 2,74(FT*43) POWER DISSIPATION 125.3 WAT
 


















21.4 (FT**Z), BATTFPY RADIATOR AREA 24 (FT$2)
 
HEATER POWER, ATRY HEATER OWOERt 





HEAT PIPE C.O(WATT-IN)p VARIA9LE CONDUCTANCE H.P* 7304IU/HRI
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.5 (FT) AVERAGE 4EAT LOAD 2141.5 (BTUIHR.
STORED ENERGY 1u6.7 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHi















SKIN THICKNESS 021 (IN)
 
STPIGER NO.,THICKKLSS, HT. 165. 0 81910.347 (IN), .433 'N1
 
FRAME NJ.,T-iIC$KNSSHT. 5. $ .124 CIN), .6211NNjpER HEIGN ININGRID BEAM THICKNESS :186 (IN), SPACING 5Z36 IN)# HEIGHT 2.618
4. ENDC3VER THICKNESS- F(RWAXD .030 tIN). CENTER 00000 (INNp AFT .030 tIN; 
EQUIPMENT RAY STRUCTUtL WT* 151.17 LBS
 SLAR ARRAY BOPE AND CRIVE WTo 2415 LBS
 
ADAPTER WFIGHT 80 15 LBS
 
SPECIAL MULTISPEC IHAG/ANAL SYST (SMIAS) NI-1-6
 
* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 




j IgT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME POVED
VLVr DRIVER ASSY 
 2 .6 .2 1.0
2203 CC'4TROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 
 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 
 .5 15.6
1303 FEACTION hiHEEL 





IDENT TYP E 
 t O WEIGHT VCLUME P0W1PE18 THUSTER 1 
 .4 .0 0.0
834 THRUSTER 
 6 .7 .0 .1
907 I52LATION VALVE 
 5 1:3 .1 OO
 
10n3 FI.EP A 95 .1 0.0
499 PRGSSURE IEGULATR 2 
 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 
 1 6:0 :6 0:0
1130 ANK 2 17:3 3°2 0,0
3IPEP VALVE 2 1 :81203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 
 0.0
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *1 
 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
. UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDgNT TYPE 
 NCO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
V3
I'GIT&L TELEMETRY I 8.9 :2 
 3,0
203 DIGITAL TELENETWY 1 8.9 .2 3.0





 UNIT UNIT UNIT
Not WEIGHT VOLUME POWER  
202 ANTENNA 
 8*4 .7 0.0
103 ASEBND ASSY UNIT 
 1 2.0
306 RANSMITTER 
 2 2.1 0 iD,9
401 PFCEIV6 " 3 9 :1 •63
503 COMMAND SIG COhO 3 1.5 1 ,3
603 CIPL R 
 1 .0
202 ATE NA 1 84.1 .
 
312 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.2 .0 15.8
 
4 
SPECIAL MULTISPEC IMAGIANAL SYST (SMIAS) N01-1-6
 





412 TSCHGR REGULATOR 





650 eArTERY CHARGER 




































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 

UNIT UNIT UNIT
NO& WEIGHT.VULUMS POWER2 16.4 :4 0.0

10 2.3 .0 0.0
 
2 71.3 .4 0.0
 
2 9.7 .2 9.0
 



































HEAT CAP MAP VISSI[N F/O (HCMM) NOI-Ir7
 















DATA PROCESSING iht INS1RUtiENTATION
 
COFFIGURAT IO - - SPLCIAL PURPOSi) PDOCESSOR (OTU) 
COIPUTER OPERATIONS RAWE - Oi(IPS)
CDDI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMADS 32a.o
 6. 128.
NUMBFR OF AIN FRAME WORDS 

MAIN FPRAE SAIPL RATE 16. 100.
 0. 8.
 
NUMBER OF SUSFRAM5 3o










CONFIGUATIUN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
LAlARTE-. 8.01IJ
 
ELECTPTPAL APOWERW ItDTA A 12 .001vgPI 
POHUWT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
COFFcI UATIA 

POAE ORFUI UNT 726.58 WA TS
 
70TAL SOLARAMkAY AIEA 8Zi5 SQ FT
INSTALLF0 EATTEkY C4PACITY 100,00 AMP-HR 
(j BEGINNING UF LIFE PLWLR 1045.95 WATTS 
VEHICLE SIZTNG
 
COFIGURATIUL - - CYLINDER LAUNCH WEIGHT = 2251.6 LBIS 1021.3 KG
ET SAJELLITe WEIGHT -211 0.C LBS ( 9843 KG) 

CIENS ONS LEN6TH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
6QUIPMENT SAY 41.0 lIN~jqi 69o1:4 11:.1 1.?:34 MI II
2.04 5EO IN. 1 gl: Ih1 7142 N 2 5et:
MISSION EQUIPMENT 31. IN. 

TOTAL SATELLITE 72.6 IN.C 1.84 MI
 I9624555'
MOMENTS OF INEkTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXx 33.0 IVY a 1491167o9 IZZ 1 Z-CG
X-CG 














HEAT CAP MAP MISSIEN F/O (HCMM) N01-1-7
 




CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM HEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIfIER 1601 Z203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 2
 








CONF!GURATTON - - MUCINPROPELLAKT
 
EQiIMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 616 834 907 1003 499 2C3 1130 509 701 1203 6C3
 
EQUIPMENT QbANTITIES 18 6 5 	 1 2 1 2 1 1
 
WEIG4T 365.24 LBS VOLUME 10 45(f**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTI)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENhIFIER 203 203 345 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTIlIES 1 i 3 1
 






COMMUNTCATIONSCFTGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
EQUTIMENT ODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503' 603 202 312
SEQUIDMENT 	 OUANT1T1ES 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
E0UIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 412 515 269 650 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 10 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 22t.98 LBS I VOLUME 2.74(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 






















HEAT CAP flAP rISSICN FIO (HCPJI,) N1-1-7 





HEAT PIPE LENGTHSTCR! ENERGY 
20.6 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREATOTAL RAOIAJOR AE 
1944,1(STU/H40, BATTERY H OAER01,ER
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
O.O(IATT-IN), VAQI&BI' CONDUCTANCE H.P. 






THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHI 
INSULTIONUNIT WEIGHT (LBSIINSULATION 14o8 
ISAT PIPES 4.8 
PHASE CHANGE ATRFIAL 2.9 




SKIN THICKNESS .021 (IN)
STPAIGER NO pI ICKNEStHT: 
FRAME NO j-IKN S,,HT 
G!8 4 EMTHICKNESSEN CVER THICKNE  FERWAV! 
EOL.INENT BAY STPUCTJU&f WT 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND ERIVE 4T# 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
166. 81910:347 (436
5. , .125 IUP, 
.le7 qf, TPACING 5:26? IIEo030 (if)v CEN ROD 00 114N)p 4F030 
154.14 (LS) 







HEAT CAP MAP MISSIN F/O (HCMi) NOI-1-? 
* ASS!MULY DESCRIPTI3NS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION Ahd CONTRCL 
IDENT TYP " 

1601 VAVE DRIVER ASSY 



















499 PP SSUR R5GU1ATR 







701 FELIEF VALVE 

12P3 FILL + DRAIN VALV 




203 tIGITAL TELEMETRY 

203 CIGITAL TELEMETRY 

345 TAPE RECORDL 

























0. WEIGHT VuLUNE POWER
 
2 1 6 1. 






















































































































HEAT CAP NAP P1SSIN F/O (HCMM) NOt-1-7
 






412 DISCHGE REGULATOR 

515 SHUNT REGULATOF 

269 eATTEQY
650 BATTERY CHARGER 






































IO. WEIGHT VELUME POWEr
 
2 16.4 64 0.0
 
10 2.3 .0 0.0
 
2 71.3 v4 00 
2 9*7 .2 900
 






































CONFIGURATION - - VASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM hHEEL 




CONFIGURATION - - MONEPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IPULSE m 279'.(LB-SEC)
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (OTLCOMPUTER EOPERATIfjNs RATE = OI( IPS)
COPI TABLE EGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBPR OF COMMANDS 32 128.
32. 12
NUMRtR OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 125. 10.n
MAIN FRAME SAiPLL RATL 
 8. 2.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 

2 i0eo








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DCWNLINK
 
PRIMARY OOWNLINK (l A RATE a 32.0OO(KBP$j
 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 313.54 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AFtA 142.06 SQ FT
 
- INSTALLFO BATTERY CAPACITY 14.00 AMP-HR 
EEGINNING OF LIFE PEWLR 40.29 WATTS 
ECRH~GURATN- - CYLINDER 
( 430.1 KG
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 897.6 LBS t 407,2 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 948.1 LBS 
WIDTH
DIMENSIONS LLNGrH HEIGHT 
120.0 IN.I 3.05 I 120.0 IN.1 3.05 ")EQUIPMENT SAY 108.5 IN.( 2.76 M) 25.2 IN.{ .64 MMISSION EQUIPMENT 15.1 W I .38 M) 25.2 IN.1 .64 I 

TOTAL SATELLITE Z3.6 1. 3.4- M)
o 1578116.1 IZ* * 157811661'POMENTS OF IEITIA (SLUGS*FT**2) lXX - 241.9 IYY 

X-CG Y-CG "Z-CG
0.00 M) 00 11 0.00 M




COrFIGURATTON -- SINGLE SYSTE9 
APOGEE/PERIG-EEINCLINATION 312.1 312o 96*5
P1 SI1 N LIFRIIP: 36 aHO
 





* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATION - - VASE EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENiuM IiHftL
 
SQUIPMENT CsOE IEnTIfIE 16u1 22U3 1815 1305
 QUI PMENT CUANTIIIES 2 2 1 1
 






OFIGURATIGN - - fiONEPROPELLANT
 QUIPMENT CGDE IDENTIFIER 81& 834 906 1003 499 203 1109 503 701 1203 603
 1 1 2 1 1
EQUIPMENT 0 4N 5 9 1 1 

WEM TTITES51.11 LBS2 VOLUME 2693(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATT!
 







DATA PROCESSING AND IZSIRUMENTATION
 
EONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PLnPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIfIER 203 2C.3 403 
EOUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 I 1
 
WEIGHT 3C.11 LBS VOLUME ,54(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 1305 WATT!
 
RELIABILITY .9700
 IERR 2 
4COMMUMICAT IONS7 CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQLIPMFNT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 103 306 401 503 603 227 312 
EQUIPMENT QUANTI11 2 1 2 1 2-.F 2 _E 





CONFIGURAT ON - - SHUtT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CJOE IDENTIltER 1J6 212 303 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1.2 z 2 1
 
Wf,,
WEIGHT 10347 LBS VOLUME 213(FT**3) POWER DISSirsiui ,J9U 





MISSION EQUIPMENT .. 6-..
IATt





* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERPAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 11.4 (FT**2, 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 1.2 LFT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 	 12.5 (FT**21
HEATER POWER. I6B2oO(TU/HEI, 	 BATTEPY HLATER POWER 113.0(B[UIHRI

TOTAL M.&Tt POKER 11970tiIU/HR)
HEAT PIPE 23434.7(wATT-IN)p 	VARIARLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1599.6(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 7.7 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 861.8 (BTU/HR
















SKIN T;ICKNESS *ViZ (IN)
STPIGER NQTHfCKNESSPHI* 287. 	 3597.266 (IN)v *440 (N
FRHS f P~THICKhLbSSHTo 	 7,
DRM 	 HEI
BEAMtITHICKCKNESS 
.0h4(IN); SPACING 2:10' 11fl EGTp:!IuENCCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARO .030 (IN), CENTER 
 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN),
SFQUIPENT SAY STRUCTURE WT. 7Z,.4 (LSS)

SOLA4 ARRAY'BOOM AND LRIYE WT. ;5.12 (LIJ











IDENT TYPE . WEIGHT VLLUM OWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 196 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTPNCS 2 .l1 .1 62,0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1305 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.0 .1 25.0
 
AUXILI&RY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
ID NT TYPr NQ, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
M18 THRUSTER i s4 .0 060 
634 THRUSTER 4 .7 .0 .1
 
96 ISIL&TION VALVE 5 .7 *1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 ,I 0.0
 499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0C
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 96 0.0
 
1109 TANK 1 3.5 .4 00
 
503 TANK 1 3.9 s2 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 91 .0 0.0
 




IDENT TYPE NO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 CIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETkY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE 10, WklGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 .0 0.0
 
103 PASFBND ASSY UNIT 1 2, .0 ,5
 
306 TRANSPITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 399 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 IPLEXFR 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
227 ANTENA 2 .8 .0 0.0




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONIINUED)
 
LLECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNTT
 
IDENT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VCLUME POWER
 
106 SHUNT REGULATOR 12 4.3 *1 0.0
 
212 PATTERY 2 15.7 .1 0.0
 
303 PATTZRY CHARGE.R 2 3.5 .1 0.0
 








STABILITY ND CONTROL 37.8



















DFY WEfGHT ee1 a
 
- PROPELLAN 15#9 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 50.5
 








CONFIGUPATION - - hASS EXPU LSION 61TH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 




COrFGURATION - - MCNEPRLPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 146Z6.(LB-SEC)







CO.UTER OPERATION5 RAE 

CDVI TABLE StiGINEERING DATA MISSION EOUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF CCrMANDS 32. 0.
 64. 128.
NUMaBER OF MAIN 'FRAME WORDS 
 16. 100.
'AIN FRAME SAMPLE RA7L 

lAIN FRAME WPQO LENGIH 8. 8.
 
NU~dER OF SUBFRAhLS 3..
1.00G 21.0000SURPRAM RATE 
'UMEP OF vCkDS PER SUBFRAME 32. 64.COMMUNICATIONS
 
CMFIGURATICN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS OUWNLINK
 
FRIMARY DOwNLINK bAIA AM c 8 0001 KBPS)
 




PADDLE HOUNTLD SOLAR ARRAY
CONFIGURATIGti - -,SHUIT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION ­
1263.94 WATTSt PQ-ER RFQUIREMiNT
TO AL SOLAR ARMAY AfEA 270.92 SO FT 
INSTALLEO BATTERY 4IPACITY 1UOOC AMP-HR 




COhFEGURATIfN - - CYLINDER 
WET SATf.LLITE WE Gh-H26612 2566t6 LBS t 1165,1 KG) LAUNCHWEIGHT LO I T 207IXH1
 
LN 8H EIGHTw ' eIMENSIONS 
IPILIE MLNT 35,6N 58 ,351 MI
 
TAL SATELLITL 7c.b Ii' 1.79 M) 9 7+ -s 72 47955
ILUG*FT**Z IXX . 1419.8 ItYY C 1425947.3 IZZ *POMENTS OF INERTIA X-CG Y CG .0 M 
0 MICENTER OF GRAVITY 40.2 IN.( 1.02 M) 0.0 IN.( "00 0.00  INd 0.00 
RELIAPI IITY
 
CO~FLGUPATION - - SINCLE SYSTEM 
6OI 

tISSION LIFETIME 36. (a01

APIGE/PERIGEE/INCLINATION 3801 / 8T,0
 




* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIOHS - - DESIGN NUMBEP 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTKCL 
SONFIGURATION'- - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 1.QUIPM NhT CODE 1DCNTIfIEP 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANriTIES 2 2 1 17 
WEIGAT 37#90 LBS VILUMK 1.18(FT**3I1EblAbILITY 69550
:LRR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78,9 WAITS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSIONCONFIGURAT ON - ' )EIPROPELLANT, 
EQUIPMFNT CODE IMEoTlfI 8bP L 34 9C6 1003 499 2C3 1121 
EOUIMENT QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 1 
WEIGHT 13h#24 LBS VOLUME 4.25(FT**3I 
DiY WEIGHT 54.13(LBSIP EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIAbILITY 6 209ILKk 10 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
COFFIGUPATION ­ - SPLCIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU) 
CODE IOENTIFIhR 203 2G3 345 403EQUIPMENT QUANI TI S1 1 3 
WQTIGHT (ol LBS VOLUME 116(FT**3) 
RbLIABILITY 09637 
IERRz 
POWER REQUIREMENT 63.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMNT CODE IDENTIfILK 227 103 3C6 401 503 6(3 227 
EOUXPMiENT QUANTIIIES 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 




POWER REQUIREMENT 35.4 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
COrFIGURATIrjN - - SHUT AND DISCHARGE PEGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY QUfPeNT CODE If1ENIFIER 424 532 269 652 7C2 
IOUI~MENT 1U0L2S 2  7G 
WEIGHT 30C.32 LBS VO UMr A29(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 
HARNESS WtIGHT IISQ*OLOI),- SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 19409ILBS) RELIABILIIY .9616 
MISS104 EQUIPMENT 






4 *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * ** 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 







2203 COITROL LECTRNCS 
1615 EARTH SENSOR 

















IDrNT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VOLUME PfWER
 
618 THPUSTER 12 .4 *0 00
 
634 THRUSTER 4 s7 .0 al
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 *1 0.0
 
1003 F4IL 9 at 1
4.99 PREIRE REGULAIR 1 4.1 .4 9:'o 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.U .6 0.0
 
1121 TANK 1 17.0 1.6 0.0
 
506 TANK 1 61 o2 00
 
701 FLIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 :
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 s2 .0 8:8603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *1 ,0 0.0
 




IDENT TYPE ID. WEIGHT VULUME POWE 
203 IIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 0.9 .2 3.0
 
203 CIGITAL TELEMETRY I b.9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECORUER 3 16.b .4 25.0





IDENT TYPE NI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWE P
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 .of 0.
 
103 PASFBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 
306 TRANSM ITThR 2 4.I o0 10.9 
401 PFC4IVER 1 3o9 .1 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9 
603 tIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0 
227 ANTENNA 2 06 .0 00
 








UNIT 	 UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT 	 TYPE O. WEIGHT VELUME POWER
 
424 ISCHGE REGULATOR 2 32.0 *8 0.0
 
532 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 6.5 .1 0.0 
269 BATTERY 2 71.3 ,4 0.0 
650 PATTSRY CHARGEF 2 9.7 .2 9.0 


















SOLAF ARRAY 	 194*9
 
HAPNESS 	 115.Q
STRUCTURE 	 1651 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 	 3294
 
THERMAL CONTROL 	 11497
 
DFY WEIGHT 	 24'5.4 
PROPELLANT 	 63.1 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 927
 
TCTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 2661.2
 
ENVIPONMENTAL MONIlOR SAT (EMS) N02-1-?
 
* $ SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
COPFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 






OTAL I'PULS - - 63.(L8-SEC)
iATA PRO CESSThG AhO IhS1RUhENTATICN
 
CONFIGURATION - SIECIAL PURPOSh PROCESSOR (DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIOI'S RATE " C. UPS)

CDPI TARLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUM3FR OF COMMANDS 32. 0.
 
IUNBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 32s 128.

MAIN FRAME SAMPLL RATE 125. 100.
 
MAIN FRAtk WD LLNGIH b$ 8.
NUMOI5R OF SUBFRAmLtS 2 .
 
SUBFRAME RATE 1.0000 1.0000
 




CONFFGURATION - - UNIFIED LXNK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUSDCWNLINK
 
RIPARY DOWNLINK DATA kA E 32000(KBPS'
 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATIO - PADDLE MOUN-TED SOLAR ARRAY
PO4IR RFQUIREMtNT 603.54 WA TS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AiEA 144.38 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATlhkY CIPACITY 4O.% AMP-HR

BFGINNING OF LIFE PWER 177A.3 WATTS
 
VECffGURATNlN - - CYLINDER
 
IET SATELL1TE WEIGHI * l5Ot4 LBS 1 716.9 KG) * 1641*2 LBS 744 K(LAUNCH WEIGHT ?

I IE.NSIDS tNGTH HhIGHT WIDTH
 
EOUIPMENT BAY 39.9 ihoC 1.14 6t:64 1 69 qj 66. IN.jC 1.6t
MISSION EVJIPMLNT 27.0 INC( 628 Mi 4Q It 1,M 44. IN~ 1.14

TOTAL SATELLITE 66.6 IN.( 1.70 14
 
FOMENTS O INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**z) IXX 4572 IYY * 952103.3' IZZ 22973304 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CGCFNTER OF GRAVITY 36.5 IN*( *g3 M) 0.0 1N,. 0.00 Ml 0.0 INo( OsOO N)
RELIASTLXTY
CREFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APOGEE/dUSE/INCLJNATION 4861 160./100o0
240(MO
VISSfON LI FTIME 





ENVIRONMENTAL MONIIOR SAT (EMS) N02-1-2
 
* * SUBSYSTE9 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBEP I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL

CO FIGURATION - ;,MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
jQt'IPM NT N711 1601 22U3 1815 1322
iUIPMENT tQUOAINTITIl 2 1 1







CONFIGURATION - - MONCPRIPELLANTEQUIPMENT 	CODE ICLNTIfIER 829 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 521 701 1203 603

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
WlIG11T 22t.25 LBS VOLUME 6.31(FT**3) POWER REQUIENEEJ4T .3 WATTS







U- - S.ECIk PURPOS PROCESSOR (0TU)0IUDIPMENTEaIt 203 334 4
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1








-ONFTGURATION - - UhIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINKQUIPMENT CDE INTIIIER 227 103 306 401 503 60 2Z7 312





CONFIGURATION - - SHUhT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYi;UiPMqNj CEDE IDENFIER 409 531 239 609 702
 
PMEN QUAN2TIT 	 2 1
WEIGHT I 15.1OL S VOUOE AklOFT**3) POWER ISSI PATION 983.1 WATTS
VAMSL 	 RA ~GH 100o(LSi$




WEIG4T '621,00 LBS VOLUME 24.72(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT' 300$6 WATTSRELIABILITY 	 .9000
 
FIVIPONHENT4L MONITOk SAT (EMS) N02-1-2 
* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (COITINUEO)
THFPVAL CONTROL 
RADITOR AREA 
HEATER POWER T 
MOT PIPS
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 
STCRSD ENERGY 
21.9 (FTV*Z) BATTERY RADIATOP AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
eC72.2(8TU/HP)j BATT PY HEATER POWER
TOT&L HEAlER POWER 






THEPIAL CONTROL WEIGHI 
INSULATION 
HFAT PIPkS 












STP1!GER NI.. HICKNL.HT.FRAm- ND0 PTHICKNES1 .H1oGRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARO
EQUIPMENT BAY STUCTUfL WT. 
S8LAR ARRAY UM AND LRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
3164.'821N50 p Jf1jp*15t (IP SPACING :1L8 (IN), 









EJVIRONMENTAL MOHIIOR SAT (EMS) N02-1-2
 
* 	ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION ANO CONTRCL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 [DENT TYPE 	 'O.WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
L601 	VALV- DR V' R AShY 2 1.6 2 l.a 
2OT L tCTRNLS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
1815 	EARTH SFNSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 






IDENT TYPE 	 tO. WEIGHT VLLUMc POWER
 
829 THRUSTER 	 12 e6 .o 00
 
634 THqUSTER 	 4 .7 0 .1
 
907 ISOLATION VALVi 5 1.3 .1 0.0
1003 	FI R ' 9 .5 
1
499 PRebSURE REGULATR 1 41 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1124 	TANK 1 11.5 2.4 0.0
 
521 TA!K 	 1 22.0 1.1 0.0
 
701 PrLIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 00O
 
1203 	FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0,0

603 FILL + Vihi VALVE 1 .1 s0 0.0 
DATA 	PROCESSING AND ZNS1RUMENTATION
UNIT UNIT UNII
 
IDENT TYPE bO WEIGHT VOLUME POWE
203 IIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3*(
203 DIGITAL TbLEMLTRY 1 8.9 .z 39C
 
345 T&PJ QECONULR 3 16*8 .4 25.C
 





(DENT TYPE 	 "O. WEIGHT VbjLUME POW.A
 
227 tNTPrNA 	 2 98 .0 0.0
 
103 PASEND ASRY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TRA SMTTb 	 2 2.1 .o 1009
 
401 PiCEIVER 	 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COHMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 CIPLEXER 	 1 3.1 .0 1*0
 
227 ANTAPINA 	 2 .8 .0 0.0
 
312 IRA SMITTER 	 2 2.2 :0 15.8
 
ENVIRONMENTAL NONITOR SAT (ENS) NZ-1-2
 






409 OTSCHGE REGULATOR 





b09 eATT RY CHAR;ER



































SATE LITE ADAPTER 






































HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXP (HALOEI H02-1-3
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MARS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
POINTING ACCURACY .3000 ODEG. 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE s 21707.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE a 0. IPS) ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
CDPI TABLE 
 32o 0.
NUMBER OF CfMMANDS 
 64a 128,
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 160 1000.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 8. 8.
MAIN FRAME WORD LEIGTH 
 3. 20t








CONFIGURATION UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 8.000(KBPS1





SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 470.95 WATTS

CONFI GURATION - -
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 103.77 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 34,O0 -HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE POER 1278. 1SS VEHICLE GSIZING
CONFI URATION -.- CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 1299.7 LBS( 589.5 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 1349.1 193 1 611. WIDTH
0 DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 

'4' pi: 1':*. 1:4 giEQUIPMENT BAY 3.e No: .84M) :1': IMISS ION EQUIPMENT 26.6 I eN .68 M) 44 f3 113 s N 
TOTAL SATELLITE 59.8 INC I I 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT*M I. 3 YY 6092,8., Izz 123 ,..*,
 
0.0 IC
CENTER OF GRAVITY 33.1 B G .84  0.00 Mo ooo 
RELIABILITY
 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APOGEEIPERIGEEIINCLINATION 300./ 390.7 90.0O
MISSION LIFETIME 24.0(M0 
19:7gOIfiDURATION 
HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXP (HALOE) NOZ-1-3
 
**SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * 0 0 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
ONFIGURATjON - - MASS EXPUS ITHITCHMENTU WHEEL
 
QUPMENT CODE IDEN IFIER 1601203 181 3
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES, 2 1 1 1
 








CONFIGURATION - MONOPROPELLANT 511 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 
4 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
EQUIPMENT UANTITIES 12 4 

WEIGHT 185,39 LBS VOLUME 5.26(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT a3 WATT!
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION -, SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU)
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 34 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE I!ENIIFIER 227 103 306 401 503 603 227 312
 
E[UIPMENI QUANTTE 1 1 1 1 2 1. 1 3
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPHENT COPE IDENTIFIER 406 515 233 609 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 12 2 2 1
 VOLUME POWER OISSIPATION 669,4:WATTS
Sl60(FT*03)
WEIGHT 117.108 LBS 











HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXP (HALUE) N02-1-3
 




RADIATOR AREA 21.1 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA .9 (FT6,21

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 22.0 (FT*2]

HEATER POWER 2031.6(BTU/HR) ATTERY HEATERPOVWER 	 9021jTU8HR
T0TAL HEATER PWR2Ze(IIH
 
H2AT 21027.0(WA TT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.Po 605.51 ATT-IP
 
HEAT LENGTH 3.7 IF ) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1598.6 £B TUHq











PHA3E CHANGE MATfRIAL 2.7
 








SKIN THICKNES E H016 (IN)

STRINGER NO..THICKNESS HT. 169. 	 3566.181 (IN)# ,03A5 (IN)

FRAME NOPTHICKNESSPHT. 5. 	 .,099 (IN). .!495 (IN)

GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .145 (IN). SPACING 4.071 (IN). HEIGHT 21036 I N)
 
- ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD *030 (IN p CENTER 0.000 IIN , AFT .030 (IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 	 85.0 (LBS)

SaLAR ARRAY BOON AND DRIVE WT* 27.2_IRDI
 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 49.4 L01 
p
 
HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXP (HALOS) r02-1-3
 




 NO. WUT UNIT UNIT
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 WEIGH2 V E O
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.1 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6






IDENT TYPE N!t WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
829 THRUSTER 12 
 e6 .0 '0.0
834 THRUSTER 4 .0
17 .1
907 ISOLA TION VALVE 4 1.3 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 .5 *1 00
499 PR ESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 16. 2:6 0.0
1124 TANK 115 4 00
 
511 TANK 1 11.5 
 .6 000
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 ,2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 





203 0IGITAL TELEMETRY N I VOLU E
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8:9 :2 3.0
345 TP3 RECORDER 2 16.8 .4 250
 




IDENT TYPE NO°'WE GHT VOLUME W R
 
227 ANTCNNA 1 .8 .0 0.0
 
UNIT. PWI.  
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 20 so 5
 
306 TRANSMITTER 1 2:1 00 10.9
401 RECEI VER 1 3.9 01 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 
 ,0 095
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0
227 ANTENNA 1 :8 :o
 
312 TRANSMITTER 1 .0
2.2 15.8
 
HALOGEN OCCULTATION 'EXP (HALOE) N0Z-1-3
 
S ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
N3. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
IDENT TYPE 

406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.8 *Z 0.0
 
515 SHUNT REGULATOR 12 2.3 .0 00
 
. 0.0
233 BATTERY 2 26.1 

609 BA TERY CHARGER 2 3.6 00
 
.6 0.0










































4* *SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER [ * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 






CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 33630,(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATIUN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - 0.IIPS)

.CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0.
 
64. 128.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16o 100.
 
MAIN FRJME WORD LVNGTH 8. 8.
 








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 8000(KBPS)
 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADOLt MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY,
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 995.20 WATTS
 
- TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 112.53 SO FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 132.00 AMP-HR 
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 1432.76 WATTS
 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 1837.5 LBS 833.5 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1904.4 LBS 863o8 K WIDTH
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 

EQUIPMENT BAY 38.7 IN.( .98 M) 64.5 IN.( 164 M) 64o5 IN( 1.64 Ml
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 27.7 IN.( .70 M) 46.2 IN.( 1,17 M) 46*2 IN.( 1.17 )
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 66.5 IN.( 1.69 M)
 













MEAN M(SSION DURATION- 31.1(MO) 
RELIABILITY ,701 
STORMSAT N02-1-4 
I * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMEN CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 2 
WEIGHT 43.00 LBS VOLUME 1,24(FT**31 
RFLIABILITY .9675 
IERR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78*9 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 203 1130 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 2 1 1 
WEIGHT 265.36 LBS VOLUME 6.9Z(FT**3) 
DRY WEIGHT 74.27(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .9563 
IERR 11 
509 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING'AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 3 1 
WEIGHT 80.51 LBS VOLUME 1,67(FT**3) 
RELIABILITY .9637 
IERR 2 
POWER REQUIREMENT 63,5 WATTS 
v, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 Z02 




POWER REQUIREMENT 35.4 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 530 260 650 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 4 11 4 4 1 
WEIGHT 301.09 LBS VOLUME 3.46(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 








26.89(FT**9) POWER REQUIREMENT 700.0 WATtt 
STORMSAT NO2-1-4.
 
* * * * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 30.0 (FT**2), 
 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA .9 (FT**Z)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 30.9 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER' 2861.2(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 90.0(BTUIHR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 2951.2(BTU/HR)
HEAT PIPE O.O(WATT-INI, 
VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 672.8(WAIT-INI
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.2 (FT) 
 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 2994.0 (BTUIHR)
STOR.ED ENERGY 123.2 (B.TU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT















SKIN THICKNESS .019 (IN)STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT.
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSPHT.
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
169. , 81910.347 (IN),
5. .116 (IN),
.171 (IN), SPACING 4.804 (IN)p











1 * * *.** *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 





1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

2203 CUNTROL ELECTPNCS 

1815 EARTH SENSOR 











906 ISOLATION VALVE 

1003 FiLTER 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 






701 RE'LIEF VALVE 

1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 




203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 

203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 

345 TAPE RECORDER 























NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2 7,1 .1 62.0
 
1 15.4 .5 15.6
 




















































NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
1 8.9 2 3.0
 
3 16.8 .4 25.0
 




NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
1 2.0 .0 '5
 
1 2.9 0 10.9
 
1 3*9 .1 6o3
 
3 1.5 .0 .9
 
1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
1 8.4 .7 0.0
 




* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 4 9.8 .2 0.0
 
530 SUNT REGULATOR 11 2.2 .0 0.0
 
.2 0.0
260 ,BATTERY 4 47.5 

650 BATTERY CHARGER 4 9.7 ,2 9.0
 00
























- STRUCTURE 168.5 




L) DRY WEIGHT 1646.4
 
PROPELLANT 191.1
 4) SATELLITE ADAPTER 66v9
 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1904.4
 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SAT (ERBSS) N02-1-5
 











CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE u 2551.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE O.(IPS)

COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF, COMMANDS 32. 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 126.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16. 100.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH B a.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4. 2.
 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 10000
 
NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 64. 64. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 8000KOPS)
 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 199.89 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 78.90 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 900 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 466.69 WATTS
 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 623.1 LBS ( 282.6 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 656.9 LBS C 298.O K( 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT r WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 65.9 IN.( 1.67 M) l09o8.INo( 2.79 M) 109.8 INS( 2.79 MI'
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 12.0 IN.( .30 M) 20.0 INS( .51 M) *0 IN.( 051 MI
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 77.9 IN.( 1.98 M)
 








CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 








EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SAT (tRBS'S) N02-I-5
 
* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION A'ND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION 
- - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH M0MENTUM UHEEI

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 1 1










EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 618 034 906 1003 499 203 1109 503 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 2 
 5 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 . I
WEIGHT 48.13 LBS VOLUME 2.861FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATT!






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1
WEIGHT 30.11 LBS VOLUME 








CONFIGURATICN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 103 306 401 503 603 227 312
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
 1 1 2 1 1 1









- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 205 303 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 8 3 2 1
WEIGHT 80.94 LBS VOLUME 1.64(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION '216.9 WATT!
 








WEIGHT 55,00'LBS VOLUME 2*18tF*3) POWER REQUIREMENT ' 764 UAtt: 
RELIABILITY' .9000
 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SAT (ERBSS) N02-1-5
 




RADIATOR ARkA 8.9 (FT**2)o BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.1 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 10.0 (FT**2)

HEATER POWE'R 841.6CBTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 116.7(BTU/HR)

TOT AL HrkTER POWER 958.3 BTUIHR)

HEAT PIPE 11565,6(WATT-IN4)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P, 1007.5(WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.9 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 675.2 (BTUIHR)





















SKIN THICKNESS .009 (IN)
 
- STPINGER NO.,PTHICKNESSPHT. 316. p 3628.189 (IN), .366 (IN)
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 5. , .105 (IN), .521 (INGRID BEAM THICKN.ESS .082 (IN) N SPACING 2.307 (IN), HEIGHT 1.154 (IN
 
. ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN)p AFT .030 (IN
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 57.5 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 15.2 (LBS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 33.8 (LBS)
 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SAT (ERBSS) N02-I-5 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION-AND CONTROL 







1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

2703 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 

1115 EARTH SENSOR 















499 PRESSURE REGULATR 







701 RELIEF VALVE 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
IDENT TYPE






































NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 16 .2 1.0
 
1 7.1 .l 62.0
 
1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1 5.1 ,1 o3
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
12 .4 .0 0.0
 
2 97 .0 al
 
5 .7 .1 0.0
 
9 .5 *1 0.0
 
1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1 3.5 o4 0.0
 
1 3.9 .2 0.0
1 .2 .0 0.0
 
1 02 .0 0.0
 





NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
1 8.9 .2 3.0
1 12.3 .2 7.5 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1 e8 .0 0.0
1 2.0 .0 .5 
1 2.1 .0 10.9
1 3.9 .1 6.32 1.5 .0 091. 31 .0 1.0
.1 .8 0 0.0
1 2.2 .0 15.8 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SAT (ERBSS) N02-1-5
 










303 BATTERY CHARGER 



































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 

UNIT UNIT UNIT


















































SPACE TELESCOPE NPI-I-1 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MQMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1321 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 1 
WEIGHT 50.00 LBS VOLUME 11.94(FT**3) 
RELIABILITY .9550 
IERR 0 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78o6 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 6 5 9 2 1 3 
WEIGHT 401s23 LBS VOLUME 11,68(FT**3) 
DRY WEIGHT 115.04(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .9462 
IERR 1 
527 701 1203 603 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
EQUIPMENT'COOE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 




.54(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 13,5 WATTS, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 103 306 401 503 603 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 





POWER REQUIREMENT 35.4 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 530 236 609 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 12 2 3 1 
WEIGHT 128,74 LBS VOLUME 2.14(FTO*3) POWER DISSIPATION 








4BO.OO(FT* ) POWER REQUIREMENT 300,0 WATTS 
SPACE TELESCOPE NPI-1-1
 




RADIATOR AREA Z6.5 (FT**Z1 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA .9 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 27.*4 (FT**2)

HEATER POWER' 2563°5(BTU/HR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 900 (B'TUIHR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 2653.14(BTUIR

HEAT PIPE 38626.6(ATT-14, VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1219.2(WATT-14

HEAT PIPE LENGTH T5 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1458.5 (BTUIHR
 





















SKIN THICKNESS (IN) .054 

STRINGR N.CTHICKNESSPHT.II* 3487.671 (IN), 178 (IN)
 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5. 
. 
.2L5 (IN), 073 (IN)
GRID BEAN THICKNESS .479 (IN), SPACING .13.:4, IN), HEIGHT 6*.747 INJ
 
CENTER a AFT IN
ENDCOVER THICKNESS,- FORWARD ,030 (IN): 0.000 IINI o03O
EOUIPmENT BAY STRUCTUPE WT. 133.2 (LOS)
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOO AND DRIVE WT. 29.4 (LBI
 




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1,6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7,1 *1 62.O
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1321 REACTION WHEEL 1 17.2 10,8 0.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UAIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME -POWER
 
829 T4RUSTER 12 o6 00 0.0
$34 1hRUSTER 6 #7 *0 $1
 
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 *1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 *5 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR z 4.1 s4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 s6 0.0
 
1124 TANK 3 11.5 2.4 0.0
 
527 TANK 1 30.0 1.6 00
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
- 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 41 .0 0.0 




IDENT TYPE NO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER

203 DI-GITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 





 (DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 ANTENNA I. 10.4 .1 00
 
103 SASbBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .. 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 *1 6.3
 
503 C0fMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
603 OIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 a1 0.0
 









NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
IDENT TYPE 
 2 9.8 .2 0.0
406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 
 2.2 .0 0.0
530 SHUNT REGULAInR 12 

Z36 qATTERY ' 2 3195 a3 0.0
 
609 BATTERY CHARGER 3 3.6 .1 00
 1 9.4 :6 0;0

















































SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 49505.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUR

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE u O*IPS)

CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. O.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 32. Iz8.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 125. 100.
 
MAIN FRAME ORD LENGTH 8. 8.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 2. 2.
 
SUBFRAME RATE 1.0000 1.0000
 




CONPIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 32.000(KBPS)




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE NOUNTE3 SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 968.54 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 218.99 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 66.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE PCWER p697.46 WATTS
 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT x 11568.3 LBS C 5247.3 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT = 11889.0 LBS 1 5392.8 KGI 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 42.3 IN.( 1.07 M) 70.5 IN. 1.79 M) 70.5 IN(. 1.79 N)

MISSION EQUIPMENT 66.2 IN.( 1.68 MI 110.4 INm( 2.80 M) - 110.4 IN.( Z.O80 H)

TOTAL SATELLITE 108.5 IN.( 2.76 MI

,MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 2134.4 IYY * .9808947.5 IZZ - 1319938163 
X-CG Y-CS Z-CG 




CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 










* 	 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATICN - - MASS EXPULSION WITH'PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1322
 
EQUIPMENT QUAN11TIES 2 Z 1 I
 VOLUME 1,95(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 88.6 WATTS








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EOUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 829 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 530 701 1203 603
 2 1 3 1 2 1 1
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 
VOLUME 12.09(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATTS
WEIGHT 427.70 LBS 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATICN - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403 
EOUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 3 1
 
WEIGHT 80.51 LBS VOLUME 1.67(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 63.5 WATTS 






CONFIGURATION 	 LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 103 306 401 503 603 203 312
 
EQULPMENT QUANTITIES 	 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
 






CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADOLE MOUNTED SOLI.,.. 
EUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 418 531 260 650 102 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 11 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 219o43 LBS VOLUME 3.34(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 1438,1 gAtTs
 






WEIGHT 9aOO,0 LBS VOLUME 36678(FT*33 POWER REQUIREMENT 665.0 WATTS 
RELIABILITY .9000 
HSAQ-D NP1-1-2 












BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWERVARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 





THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION 
HEAT PIPES 











SKIN THICKNESS .049 (IN)STRINGER NO.TTHICKNESSHT. 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT.
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT*SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT.
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
III* 3434.591 (IN),
5. p .193 (IN),
.431 (IN), SPACING 12.149 fIN)p
o030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 IIN)p
168.5 CLBS)









S* ,ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 92 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOP 1 154 .5 15.6
 
1322 REACTION WHEEL 1 31.0 *a 10.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
829 THRUSTER 12 .6 .0 0.0 
934 THRUSTER 4 .7 .0 01 
007 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 ,1 0.0 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 :1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4*1 .4 0.0 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0 
1124 TANK 3 11.5 2.4 0.0 
530 TANK 1 50.0 2.0 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .z .0 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 *0 0.0 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEM4ETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 *1 250 
403 COMMO OECOD+QISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONSI
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 e1 0.0
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 *1 6.3
 
503 COMM'ANO SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.O
 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 .1 0.0
 
312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 .0 15.8
 
HEAO-O NPI-1-2 
$ * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
I0EN TYPE 

418 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 24.0 .6 0.0 11 4.3 .1 0.0
531 5IUNT REGULATOR 
 2 47.5 .2 0.0
260 BATTERY 

650 BATTERY CHARGER. 2 9.7 .2 9.0 ?14 .6 00




































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 11889#0
 
VERY LONG BASLLINE INTERFEROMETER-A NPI-1-46
 
* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 





CUNFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOlAL IMPULSE a 1130q.LB-SEC)DATA ;QCESSLNG ANt 1NSIRLMENiATIIN
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE Od(IPS)

CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
IUMBER OF COMMANDS 32* 0.
 
UidLR OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0.
 
PAIN FRAhE SAMPLE RATE 13. 0.
 
tAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.
 




UMBER OF WGKOS PtR SUBFRAM"E 64. 0. 
COMMUN CAT IONS 
CONFIGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY OOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32OOO1 KRPS)
SEPARATE JUWNLINK OATA RAIL O.OOOKBPS) 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONF1(,UPATIUN -- SHUNT - BCDY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POf ER REQUIREPEN1 179.05 WATTS
 
TO]AL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 65.41 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 30.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 211.57 WATTS
~VEHICL  !ZfNG 
CONFIGURA ION - - CYLINDER 
WEl SATELLITE WEIGHT 1399.4 LBS 1 6346.8 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 1454.9 LBS 1 659.9 KG)
 
OIPENSIONS L:ENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH 
EUUIPMENT BAY 42.4 IN 1.0B M) 70.7 IN.( 1.80 M) 70.7 IN.( 1.80 ml 
?ISSION EQUIPHENT 28.6 I.1 .73 M) 47.7 IN.N 1.21 M) 47.7 IN.( 1.21 H 
lOrAL SATELLITE17.L IN.( 1.80 M) 
10597 IYY 96C742o2 IZZ a 9607429MOuENTS OF INER IA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX Y--GZ-C
' 




CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 










VERY LONG 	BASELINE ITERFEROIETER-A NPI-1-4A
 
* * SUSSYSTEP DESCRIP1ICNS - - tESIGN NUMBER 1 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL
 
CUNFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIFMENT 	COO IDENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 803 1413
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1 2 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EuUIFMENT 	CUDE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 509 701'1203 60a
 
EUUIFMENI 	QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1 1 1 1
 
WEIGHI 132.89 LBS VOLUME 4.16(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT I.O WATTS







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUR
 
EQUIPMENT O0 JDENTIFILR 203 403

EUUIFMhN1 QUA TIES I I 
EIGHI 21,18 LS VOLUME .39(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
ELIABILITY .9866•IERR 	 1 
" COMMUNICATIONS
ACONF- -GU ? SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
 
EQUIPME4T 	CODE IDENTIFIER 206 398 401 503 227
 
EQUITMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 1 1 2
 






CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 102 227 309 1202
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 12 2 2 1
 
wExHl 15.7.92 LBS VOLUME 3.04(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION '3.5 OATTS
 






EIGH 50.00 LBS VOLUME Z9,65(FT**t) POWER REQUIRENENT .eoo.wATts
LIAIILITY0 	 "000
 
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETER'A NP1-1-4A
 




RADIATOR AREA 5.6 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 

TUIAL RADIATOR AREA
HEALER POWER 378.1(BTU/HR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 

TOTAL HEATER POWER
HEAT PIPE 9494.8(WATT-IN)p 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P.
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.4 (FI) 	 AVERAGE HFAT LOAD






















SKIN THICKNESS .01? (IN)

SIRINGER NO.,'THICKNESSFT. 189. 825452.780 (IN),
FRAt.E NO.P7HIKNE .HT.5. , .113 (IN),GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .148 IN)p SPACING 4*161 (IN)p
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FCRWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN),

EQUIPMENT BAY SIRUCTUHE WT. 10. (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM hND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LBS)























VERY LONG BASELINE INTERF-ERUMEIER-A NPI-1-4A 





203 VALV. DRIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENSOR 

403 NUIATION DAMPER 

603 CONTROL kLECTRNCS 














499 PRESSURE REGULAIR 






701 RELIEF VALVE 
1203 FILL + DAIN AL V 















1.6 . 5.9 
.3 .0 .0 














































2C3 DIG.TAL TELEMETRY 

403 Cj?MID OECOO+DISTR 














UNIT iUNIT UNIT 
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 3.9 .2 3*0 
1 12.3 .2 7.5 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 






















VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETER-A NPI-1-4A
 









309 BATTERY CHARGLR 



















































































VERY LONG BASCLINE INTERFEROMETER-B NPI-1-46
 
S4*SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 









TOIAL IMPULSE a 1211Co(LB-SECI





COPPUTLR OPERATIONS RATE PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
- O.(IPS)
CDPUTABLE R ENGINEERING OATA MISSION EOUIPMENT DATA
 
1UMBER OF C(MMANDS 32. 
 0.
hUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256. 0.
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 13. 0.
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.










- - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
 
PR'IMARY DOWNLINK DAIA RATE * 32,OG(KBPS)

SE&ARAIE UUoitdLINK DATA RAIE - O.000(KRPS)
ELECTfICAL POWFR
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BUOY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POER REQUIREMENT 30005 WATTS
 
TU1AL SOLAR A RAY AREA 116.05 So FT

I T~ALLL BAIIERY CAPACITY 24.00 AMP-HR
 







wEl SATELLITE rEIGHI 1508 6 LFS 
1 68643 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT '1574,2 LOS 1 714.0 KG)
0IVENSIONS LENGTH 
 HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 56.5 IN,( 1,43 M) Q4.2 IN*( 2.3q M) 94:2 IN. 2.39 Mi
PISSION EOUIPMENT 28.6 IN.( .73 M) 47.7 IN.( 1.21 M) 47.7 IN.( 
 11, mi
IOIAL SATL IN855 1 2;16 M)MOLENTSOF IERI (SLU 8 SFT**2) IXX 324.0 IYY - 1536079.9 IZ * 153&O19,9
X-CG




- - SINGLE SYSTEMAPCGEEIPERIGEEIINCLINATIDN 19323o119323#1 0.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 24,0(MO )






VERY LONG BASELINE INTEPFERO METER-B NPI-I-4B 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATIUN AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENI QUANTITIES 1 
WLIGHI 32#C5 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 4C3 603 





1.29(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIFmEN1 CODE iDENTiFIER 034 834 906 1003 499 203 11t6 
EQUIPMENTWEIGHTTIES3841 LBS VOME 9 4123(F**3)1 
DRY WEIGHT 65.61(LAS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 908C. 
LERkR 11 




DATA PFOCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUFMENT QUAVTXTIES 1 1 




*39(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
- COMMUNICATIONS 
CUNFIGURATICN - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND OOwNLINK 
EQUIFMENT CODE IDENTIEIER 206 34Z 401 503 
EOUIPHENI QUANIITIES 1 1 1 2 




.26(FT**31 POWER REQUIRENENT 71.2 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CUNFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUI MELNT CUDE IJENIFIER 103 221 306 1202EUUIFMEN1 QL;ANJITIES 6 2 V2 E 1 
WEIGHN 113.0 LBS 6OLU2E1 1.q1(FT**3) 
HARNESSLIGHl 65.0(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT RELIABILTY .9707 
MISSIO EQUIPMENT 







VERY LUNG BASELINE OTERFEROMETER-B NP1-l-AB
 




RADIATOR AREA 9.3 (FT**2.p BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 	 .o8 (FT**Z)

ILITAL RADIATOR AREA 10.2 (FT4*2)
 
HEATER POWER 909.5(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 63.6(BTUIHRI

TOTAL HEATER POWER 973.O(BTU/HR)
 
HEAT PIPE 19103.0(dATr-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 101.5(wATT IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.3 ('FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1020.2 (BTU/HR)
 
SIURED ENERGY 88., (ATU)
 
THERAL CONTROL WEIGHT
















SKIN HICKNE.7 	 IN
 
.	 STRIGER NU.,HICKNESSHT. ZZO. , 81910.347 (IN)p .452 (IN) 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT .i (NT2 150 .649 (IN
GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .14 (IN), SPACINGSI[I4:1 HEIGHT 2.052 (IN0
 
END LVE 	 THICKNESS- FORwARD .030 (IN), sENTER 0.000 (IN)P, AFT .030 (IN

EQU IFMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 	 87.4 (LBS

SOLAF ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LBS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 65.6 (LBS)
 
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETER-B NP1-1-­
**ASSEMBLY
 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 




IDENT IYPE ND. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1,6 ,1 5.9
 
303 Sut SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUIATION DAMPER 1 2.3 .3 00
 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7o4 .4 3.5
 
806 EAFTH SENSOR ASSY 1 4,1 .1 1.0
 






IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 TH&USTER t 07 .0 *1 
834 "HkUSTEA 2 .7 s0 .1
 
906 JSCLATIUN VALVE 5 .7 .1
 
1003 LTER 9 .5 ,1 8:8 
499 pkESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4
 
203 ISCLATION VALVE I 6.0 ,6 40
 
1116 TANK 1 18.5 1.6 0.0
 
509 TANK 1 16.0 .6 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 *2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV I ,2 ,0 0.0
 
t 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




IDENI TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DICE FAL TE-LEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 




UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE to. WEiGHT VOLUE POwLR 
206 ANIENNA ,15 0.0
01 

342 TRANSMITTER 1 3.0 .0 70.0
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 *1 6.3
 
503 COPMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 O .9
 
227 ANlENNA 1 .8 .0 0.0
 
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETER-B NPl-1-B 
*S ASSEIhBLY CESCMPTIONS (CONTItJUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT lYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHL1I4 RLGULAICR b 4 2 




306 BAIIERY CHARGER 2 12.8 .3 0.0 





















- STRUCTLRE 284.5 






iJy SATELLITE ADAPTER .(
 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 157. 2
 
GRAVITY WAVE DETECTOR NPI-1-5
 
* * 4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 






CONFIGURATION - - MONIJROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IPULSE u 4812o LB-SEC
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATN
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIA PURPOSE PROCES5R-(OTU)
COMPUTER OPERATI HS RATE 0IIPSJ
 
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 32o 0,1
NUMB ER OF COMMANDS 
 64o 128.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAE WORDS 

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16, 100.
 
MAIN FRAME'WORD LENGTH 8. 8.
 








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK OAT& RATE a 8000(KBPS)





CONF IJRATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
l kOWE Z38,89 WATTSR QUIREMENT 

OTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 46,55 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 18.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFGIJRATION - -CYLINDER LAUNCH WEIGHT 635*9 LBS 1 BB8 KGJ
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT =. 612.2 LBS I 277.?S) 
 WIDTH
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 

QOIJPRRNIAY, 19. 7 . 47:5 TN'I 1921 Mi43 1 l:1J fljN 84M 33e1
IsSIO UIPMENT 95 0:1 H50 331 

TOTAL SATELLITE 48*.'IN.( 1.23'N)









CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTE 












P SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPT10'S - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION 'WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 L81 1303
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1
 







CONFIGURATION - - MONIJROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 203 111 503 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 12 2 4 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

WEIGHT 	 5Q32 LBS VOLUiE 3.03(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATT.
 






DATA PROCESSING AND NSTRUMENTATION'
 
CONFIGUPATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU)
FQUtP f 	CODE IDE2NIFIER 02 203 403 
P E QUANTTIES 	 1 1 






CONF IGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 227 103 306 401 503 603 227 312
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES I 1 1 '1 2 1 1 1
 







CONFIGURATION -.- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE rDENTIFTER 406 515 213 603 702
 
EQUIPMENT 	OUANTITIE 2 6 B 2j z R TO1
WEIGHTS 744T5 LIS 2 z VOL JoA RIFT111 ) 1j5 j j AT 0 9 .0 






WEIGHT 250.00LBS VOLUME 490IFT**31 POUER REQUIREMENT. ,11O.6a4ATf
RELIABILIT'" 	 .9000 





RADIATOR AREA 10.7 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA too IFT::2
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 1197 F 0#2

HEATER POWER 1017.4(BTUIHR)p 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 89.2(BTUIIR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 1106.6(8IUHRJ
8635:6('A TT-IN)J VARIABL DUCTANCE H.P. 489.81 ATT-IN
 
PTP LENGTH 3.0 F RAG EAT LOAD 811.6 BTtHR






INSULATION 	 9.0HEAT PIPES 	 3.2
PHASE CHANGE HATERTIAL 2.7 








,J INNTHICKNF ESS 04011 (IN)
STRINGER NOJ;THICKNTESSoH 190. p 40696485 (IN)p. e264 (IN) 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESS.HT. 5. ,.076 (IN)p .'379 (IN)GRUD BEAM 	 THICKNESS .098 IIN), SPACING 2.770 (IN), HEIGHT 1.385 (INj

ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FfORWARD .030 IN)o CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 I

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 	 43.2 LBS)

OL ARRAY BOM AND DRIVE WT. 20.6 (LBS )
 AAP WEIGHT 	 23.6 (LB$) 
00 
GRAVITY WAVE DETECTOR MP1-1-5
 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS- - DESIGN NUNBER' I *$ * *
 




1601 VALVE DRIVER ASCY' 

2203 CONTROL ELECTRN S 

1815 EARTH SEN SOR 














499 PRESSURE REGULATR 





7 1 RELIEF VALVE 

1603 FILL + DRANVfi
1§03 F.LL VENA AL 

NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POw R 
.1: :j 61.0 ' 
7 1 0 
I.54 .5 15.6 
5 .,1:1..,3' 
NO 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 







































4 PRCESSING AND ,JSflhMIPNUNIT .. 
IDENT TY;E

203 DIGI AL TELEMETRY 

203 DIGIT AL TELEMETRY 























NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 1 8.9 .2 3.0' 
1 8.9 * 3.0 


































GRAVITY WAVE DETECTOR NPI-1-5
 
* * *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIOS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE N4o WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
406 JISCHGE REGULATOR' 2 9.8 :Z 0.0
 
515 HUNT REGULATOR 6 2.3 .0 0.0
 
.1 0.0
213 BATTERY 2 13.5 

603 BATTgRY CHARGER' 2 2.6 .0 0,0
 
.6 0.0



























<OLAR ARRAY DRIVE 216

- THERMAL CONTROL 
 2
1. ORY WEIGHT 5848
A ELLRPEL.fT ADAPTER 23.6
 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 635.0
 
-0 
GRAVITY PROBE B/C NP2-i-6
 
4 * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT,
TOTAL IMFULSE = 8105s(LB-SEC)
DATA PFOCESSING AND INSTRUPENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE 
COMPUTER OPERATICNS RATE = 
COPI TABLE 

NUMBER OF COMMANDS 

NUMBER OF VAIN F&APE WORDSPAIN FRAME SAMPLE FATE 
MAIN FRAME WORD LEtNGTH 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 
SUBFFAPE RATE 

NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 
COMMUN ICAT IONSCONFIGURATION - - UNIFIEC LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA FATE = 32.0 C0(KBPS)
SEPARAIE DCWNLINK DATA RATE 0000(KBPS)
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER RECUIREMENT 151.51 WATTS 
TOTAL .OLAR ARrvAY AREA 113o53 SO FT 
INSTALLEE BATTERY CAPACITY 8.00 

BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 346.24VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION " - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT 1488.2 LBS C 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH 

CENTER OF GRAVITY 58.4 IN*( 
RELIABILITY 
















EOUIPMENT BAY 55o9 IN*( 1.42 m)
MISSIOf2 EQUIPMENT" 29.6 IN,( .75 M)
TOTAL SATELLITE 85.5 IN*( 2.17 N)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS'FT'vt2) IXX 
X-CG 






















































i553,9 LOS ( 704.8 KG 
WIDTH
 
93.1 IN.( 2.3? H'
 





0.0 IN.4 0.00 14 
pay IPA~ cos/ 
GRAVITY. PROeE BIG NPI-i-6 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - OESIGN NUMBER i , , * 
STABILIZATION ANO CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CCNTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT CUANTITIES I 
WEIGHT 32.05 LBS 
PELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





i.29(FT*'3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10. WATTS 
AUXILIARY FRGPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOFRCPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT COIE IOENTIFIER 834 834 907 tO0gf 499 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 c 1 1
WEIGHT 104.76 LBS VOLUME 4*08(FT'*3) 
DRY WEIG,HT 56.15(LBSI, EXPENCABLE WEIGHT 
FRELIAGILITY .9078 
IERR I 
501 781 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTPUPENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
EQUIPMENT-CODE IDENTIFIER .203 403 
EOUIFMENT QUANTITIES , i 1 




,39(FT'93 POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WAITS 
COMHUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURAT ]ON - - UNIFIEE LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT COE IOENTIFIER 227 103 306 40J 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I I 1 I 




*i7(FT"3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WAlS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BOCY 
EQUIPMENT COOE IDENTIFIER 103 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 
WEIGHT 60.gO LBS 
HARNESS WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 
MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
204 303 1202 
2 2 1 
VOLUME 1.31(FT*M 3)
62.D(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 
.9811 
POWER DISSIPATION 
55,8(LBS) 170.4 WAITS 
MISSION EOVIFMENT 




32.8l(FTI'P3) POWER REQUIREMENT lOl )4AITS 
GRAVITY PROIE B/C NFI-1-6 





HEAT PIPE LENGTH 
STORED EfERGY 
6.7 (FT**2)9 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
604.4(FTU/HR)j BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
O.OWATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONOLCTANCE H.P. 
.3 (FTI AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
64.1 (BTUP 
1.2 (PTq'2)





THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATICN 
HEAT PIPES 
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 
FAOIATOR (PASSIVE) 









SKIN THICKNESS .t16 (IN) 
STRINGER NC.,THICKNESSHT.
FRAHE NO.,THICKNESSIHT. 
GRID BEAM T IKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIFMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR APPAY 300H ANC DRIWE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
220* 3513.978 (IN), 
5. *128 (IN}, 
.i44 (IN) , SPACING 4.053 (IN), 










GRAVITY PROBE B/C NP 1-1-6
 
*  ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 





 NC# WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE CRIVER ASSY ± 1,6 f1 5.9 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 0 .1
834 THRUSTER 2 ,7 .0 I1
907 ISOLATION VALVE 4 1.3 .1 0.0

t003 FILTER 
 9 ,5 .i 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 .6
6,0 0.0
1116 TANK 1 18.5 1.6 0.0
 
507 TANK 1 6.7 .3 O0.
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 .2 t0 0,0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0so
 
. 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .i to 00 




 NC. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 o2 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO. HEIGHT VOLUME POWER
227 ANTENNA 
 1 06 .0 0.0
103 BASEGNC ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .c .5
306 TRANSMITTER I 2.1 .0 ±0.9
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 *1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 1 1.5 .0 °9
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 t0 1.0
 
GRAVITY PROBE A3C tFP-i-6
 









303 BATTERY CHARGER 

































































































* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
CONF]6URATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
POINIING ACCURACY * .700000(DEG*)AUXILIARY PROPLLSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TUIAL IMPULSE = 8105.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMEN1ATION
 
CONFIGURATIUN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU

COPPUTEk OPERATIONS RATE-	 0.1PS)
CDFI TABLE 	 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32* O.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256o 0
 
tAiN FRAhE SAMPLE RATE 	 13. 0. 
PAIN FRAME bORO LENGTH 8. 
UMBFR OF SUBFRAMES 18. 0: 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 0.0000 
NUMBER OF W0OnUS PER SUBFRAME 	 64. 0.
CO LUh ICA4IffNCONFIGAION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMION ANTENNAS 
PkIMARY DOWNLINK DAtA RATE -	 32.OOO(KBP5J
SEPARATE DUWN LINK DATA RATE 	 0.000 tKPS
ELJCTk ICAL POWLR.
iGuRATONCUF - - SHUNT - BGDY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
PO ER REQUIREMENT 	 109 45 WATTS 
.	 TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 41.93 SQ FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 6.00 AMP-HR bEgINNING OF LIFE POWLR 162.86 WATTS
4VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WEI SATELLITE WFIGHI - t68.1 LBS 1 257.7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 590.1 LBS 26?.6 KG 
OIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 	 WITH 
EQUIPMLNT BAY 34.0 INt #b6 ti 56.6 IN*( 1.44 N) 56,6 IN.( 1.44 N)
 
ISSION EQUIPMENT 18.4 IN.( .47 Ml 30.7 IN.( .7e M) 30.7 IN.( .78 MI'
 
IOTAL SATELLITE 52.4 IN. 1.33 M) 
MOPENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS4FT**2) IXX 2 51. IYY * 25t698.5 IZZ 256698.,

X-cG Y-CG 	 Z-CG
 
RELIN!T yF,GRAVITY 28.8 IN.! .73 h) 0.0 IN.( 0.00 M) 0.0 IN.( 0;60 ml 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APCGEE/PERIGEEIINCLINATION 1900.1 1900.1 90.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 	 izO(MOI

MEAN M5IOS S lU RATILN 	 10.8 Mof 
RELIABILITY 	 .736 
EXPLORER NP1-1-8 
** *SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFG URATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIMENT. COOE IDENTIFIER 201EQQU1 llN 7 Q U AA T 'YIE S 
WEIGHT 32.05 LBS 
301 403 603I 
VOLUME 
06 1413I I 





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 907 1003 499 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1 1 
WEIGHT 104.76 LBS VOLUME 4.QB(FT**3) 
DRY wEIGHT 56.15(LBS)I EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 99078 
IERR I 
507 TO1 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
GONEIGUcATIUN - - SPELIAL PL.RP,3E PROCESSOR IDTU) 
EQUIFMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY .9933 
IERR 1 
.39(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 105 WATTS 
U 
COMMUN ICATIINS 
CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT COO IDENTIFIER 233 103 309 401 
EQUIFMENT QUA TIT[E51 ± 1 1 





,28(FT*t3) POWER REQUIREMENT 17.5 WATT! 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BLOY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIP'MENT CODE IDENIIFIER 103 ZOZ 303 1202 
FqUIFMENT QUANTITIES 3. 2 2 1 
WEIGHI 50.C7 LBS VOLUME 1,OS(FTt*3) 










7.92(FT*423 POWER. REu.KtNtr 1 70.0 UAtt 
EXPLORER NPI-1-8 





HEAT PIPE LENGTh 
STORED ENERGY 
5.8 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
494,1(BTUIHR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TTAL HEATEP POWER 
43016(WATT-INIP VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 
3.3 (Fl) AVERAGE HFAT LOAD 
63,5 (BTU), 
1.3 (FT**2





THERAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION 
I-EAT PIPES 












SKIN THICKNESS .Oli (IN)
STRINGER NOTHICKNESSHT.FRAME NO.,THICKNESS,T 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCEVER THICKNESS- FURWARD 
EUUIFMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT.
SULAh ARRAY BOOM AND URIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
211. 7568.804 (IN)p5 
.095 (IN)" SPACING 2T(IN), 


















OL.N' TYPE hO. WEIGHT VULUME POWER 
03 ALVE DRI'R A SY 1 1.6 al 5e9 
03 UI SENSOR A o3 .0
.0 

403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
 603 CUITROL ELECTPNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
06 EAFTH, ENSOR ASY 15.9 1:0







IDENT lYPE WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
.
834 THUS iER 6 .7 .0 *1
B4 THUSTVR 2 " : 09 ,7 ISCLATION VALVE 4 I: :
 
1003 FILTER 9 :5 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 {SCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
1116 AIK 1 185 1,6 0.0
 
507 TANK 1 6.7 o3 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 .2 0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + CuIAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 91 .0 0.0
 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
Z03 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 390
 







IDENT TYPE NO. WIGT V T PWER
 
203 ANIENNA 1 10.4 .1 0.0
 
103 HASEbND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
309 TRPNSMITTER I l. to 8.8
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 41 6.3
 
503 COtMAND SIG COND 1 1.5 .0 .9









IDENT IYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME PUWER
103 SHLNT REGULATOR 3 4.2 .1 0.0
 
202 BAITERY 2 9.5 a1 0.0
 303 BAITLRY CHARGER 2 3.5 . 0.0
 








STABILITY AND CONTROL 16.2
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 56.2 




BATTE IES 	 19.0
 
POWER CONTROL 	 31.1
 
CONVERIERS 	 15.9 
SOLAR ARRAY 	 20.6
K. 	 HARNESS 25.6 
SihUCTL .E 71.9 
THERMAL CONTROL 19.2 
DRY WEIGHT 	 519.5
 
PROPELLANT 	 48.6
SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 21.9
 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 590.1
 
SOLAR MAX MISSION NP2-1-:
 
* 4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CotFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 




CONFIGURATION - - UI0NCPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE * 14476.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURAT ION SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COMPUTER OPERATI NS RATE * O.(IPS)

CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 320 0
 64. 128:
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16. 100.
 
MAIN FRAME VORD LENGTH a* 8
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 3 2000
 
SUBFRAME RA E Z1.
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-CDfON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 8.000(KBPS)
 
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 128eOOO(KBPS)
ELECTRICAL POWER_
CONFIGURATION- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 349.64 WATTS
 
-- RTAL SOLAR ARRAV AREA 76o67 Q FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 24:00 AMP-HR
 




NFTGURA ION - - CYLINDER
 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHI c 1098.7 LOS ( 861.2 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 1971.0 LBS C 89l KG
 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 32.4 IN.( .82 M) 54.1 IN. 1.37 Ml 54.1 IN.( 1.3? 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 34.0 IN.1 .w6M) 56.6 IN. 1.4 M 56 In ! 1.4
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 66.4 IN.( 1.69 MI
 




CENTER OF GRAVITY 40.1 IN.( i;o l '. IN.C 0.00 N) 0.0 1N,4 000 f) 
RELIABILITY 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 









SOLAR MAX MISSION NP2-1-1
 
** SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION bITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 Z203 1815 1309
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 1
 









CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 499 203 1124 5o 7011203 603
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 134 906 1003 
 2 1 -1
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 1 1 1 1 WATTS
5.111FT*31 POWER REQUIREMENT 3
WEIGHT 148.06 LBS VOLUME 







DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1
 VOLUME .54(FT*031 POWER REQUIREMENT 13.5 WATTS








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPoENT CODE IDENTIFER 203 101 306 4O1 502 603 203 312
 






CONFtGUR TO - AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EU ET CODE IDESNTIIR 406 515 221 603 702
 
W GTLVOLUME 1.64(FT**g) POWER DISSIPATION 492.9 AtTS 
EQUIPMEN 91GNT1ILBs2 9 2 2SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 53.4(LBS)
HARNESS WEIGHT 77.3tL851 

RELIA BItITY .91409 
49,400003) POWER REQUIREMENT .G.IS OIH 1250*00 LBS 9 0  LUME.
ELIA IL TY 00900
 
SOLAR MAX MISSION NPZ-I-1
 




RADIATOR AREA 16.0 (FT**2). BATTERY RADIATOR AREA :.6 (FT**2)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 16.7 (FT**23
 
HEATER POWER 1539.8(BTU/HR)v BATTERY HEATER POWER 49:8(BTUIHR)
I TOTAL HEATER POWER 1589.6(BTU/HRJ
 
HEAT PIPE 12886,6(WATT-IN)o VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P.- 672.2(WATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.1 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 88Z.6 (BTUIHR)
 
STORED ENERGY 105.6 (BTU)
 
















SKIN THICKNESS .020 (IN)

STRINGER NO., THICKNESS,HT. 153. v 3592.097 (IN), o375 (IN)
 
FRAME NO.sTHICKNESSPHT. 5. .108 (IN). .538 (IN) 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .175 (IN); SPACING 4.918 (IN), HEIGHT 2.459 (IN1
 
- ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARD o'030 (IN). CENTER Oo000 (IN)P AFT .030 (IN 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUFE WT. 72.3 (LBS)

SOtAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT 24.1 (LBS)
o ADAPTER WEIGHT 72o (LBS) 
SOLAR MAX MISSION NPZ-i-I
 
* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE "o. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY Z 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1309 REACTION WHEEL 1 8.5 .1 1.1
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME-POWER
 
629 THRUSTER 12 .6 .0 0.0 
834 THRUSTER 4 .7 .0 .1
 
906 IS9LATION VALVE 5 .7 1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 :1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1124 TANK 1 11.5 2.4 0.0
 
509 TANK 1 16.0 .6 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE- 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL 4 DRAIN VALY 1 .2 .0 0.04 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 





IDENT TYPE t' WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELENETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 




IDENT TYPE 10. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
Z03 ANTENNA 1 10.4 .1 0.0
 
103 BASEAND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 . 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 *1 6.3
 
503 COMAND SIG COND z 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 .1 0.0
 
312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 ,0 15.8
 
SOLAR MAX MISSION NP2-1-1
 






406 OISCHGE REGULATOR 





603 BATTERY C14ARGER 







































too WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 9.8 .2 00 
9 2.3 .0 0.0 











































OUT-OF-ECLIPTIC SOLAR OBS NP2-1-2
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTICN - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 







-CONFIGURATIEN - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 9335.(LB-SC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CCNFIGLRATICN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU)

COMPUTER EPERATIONS RATE - O,(IPS)

COPI TABLE SNGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER IF CEMMANDS 32o 0.
 
NUMBER CF PAIN FRAME WORDS 256. O.
 
MAIN FRAFE SAMPLE RATE 13. Do
 
MAIN FRAME OR0 LENGTH 8. O.
 
NUMBER CF SLBFRAPES 18. 0.
 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 0.0000
 




CONFIGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY OCWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.000(KBPS)




CONFIGURATIEN - - SHUNT - BODY MOLNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER ROUIPEPENT 1981.7 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 67.91 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 34.00 APP-HR
 




CONFIGURATICN - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 117C.1 LBS C 530.7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 1217.4 LBS C 552.2 KG0 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 43.2 IN.( 1.10 M) 72.0 IN:t 1.83 M) 72.0 (. 1.83 M)
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 26.6 IN.( .68 N) 44.3 IN,. 1.13 N) 44.3 tH.1 1.13 H)
 
TOTAL SATELLITE. 69.8 IN.( 1.77 H)


















OUT-OT-ECLIPTIC SOLAR CBS NP2-1-2 
4* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTICNS ­ - DESIGN NUMEER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
CONFIGURATICN - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CEDE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QLANTITIES 1 
WEIGHI 29.28 LBS 
RtLIABILITY 
IERR 0 
3(3 403 603 '803 1413 
.1 1 1 1 1 
VOLUME 1,18(FT**3)
.S591 
POWER REQUREIENT 9.4 WATT 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATICN - - MOUCPROPELLANT 
EQUIP4ENT CCODE IDENTIFIER 834 e34 906 1003 4q9 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1 1 
WEIGHT 121.03 LBS VOLUME 4.16 FT**3) 
DRY 6EIGHT 64.91C1BS), EXPENDABLE WE GHT 
RELIABILITY .5i01 
IERR 11 
509 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMEHIATICN 
CONFIGURATICN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUI 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 4C3 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 I 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .391FT**3) 
RELIABILITY ,S933 
IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATT! 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATICH ­ - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CEDE IDENTIFIER 206 3S8 401 503 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1 




1.43(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT ?7.2 WATTS 
ELECTRICA POWER 
CONFIGURATICN - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CEDE IDENT'IFIER 103 2.3 315 1202 
EQUIP4ENT QUANTITIES 3 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 116.51 LBS VOLUME 1.68(FT**3) 









23.73(FTO*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10040 WATTS 
4 
OUT-OF-ECLIPTIC SOLAR OS NP2-1-2
 




RADIATOR AREA 6.2 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.2 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 7.4 (FT**Z)

HEATER 	POWER 441.3BTU/HF), BATTERY HEATER POWER 1150(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 	 556.3(BTUIHRI

HEAT PIPF 10375.2(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. qo3.I(WATT-XN)

HEAT PIPE LEGTIP 4.4 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 675.8 (BTUIHR)

STORED 	ENERGY 88.3 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTPL WEIGHT




HEAT PIPES 	 4.6
 
PHASE CFANGE PATEPIAL 2.2









SKIN THICKNESS *015 (IN)

STRtNGER NO.*THICKNESS.HT. 201. p 825452.780 "IN)v 	 s379 (IN)
FRAME NO.,IHICKNESSHT. 5. p 	 .109 (IN), .544 (IN)
GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .134 (Itt), SPACING 3.766 (I)p HEIGHT 1.083 (IN)

EDCOVER THIC)QESS- FERWAPO .030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT *C30 (IN)

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WTo 84.9 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY OCCP AND DRIVE WT 	 0.0 (tLRS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 47.3 (LOS)
 
OUT-OF-ECLIPTIC SOLAR 0BS NP2-1-2 





203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

303 SUN SENSOR 

403 	NUTATION DAMPER 

603 	CONTPOL ELECTPNCS 

803 EARTH SENSOR 















499 PRESSURE REGLLATR 







701 	RELIEF VALVE 

- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 




203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 



































NO,. WEIG4T V(LUIE POWER






























































NO. WEIGHT VCLUME POWER
 
1. 8.9 .2 3.0
 




NO. 	WEIGHT VELUME POWER
 
1 1.5 .1 0.0 
1 12.1 1.2 '70.0 









OUT-OF-ECLIPTIC SOLAR OBS NP2-l-2 
* ASSEMBLY OESCRIPTI1CS (CONlINUEDI 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
IDENT TYPE 
IC3 SHUNT REGLLATCR 
233 BATTERY 
315 BATTERY CHARGEP 

















































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1217.4 
4 
EXPLORER (DELTA CLASS) NPZ-1-3
 
*4*SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 









TOTAL IMPULSE ' 6055.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE 
PROCESSOR (Diup
COMPUTER OPERATI8NS RATE 
= OItIPSI
CDP[ TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA 
 MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 0
 MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RAT E 32e 28.
 MAIN FRAME WORD LENG H o.
0:










-- UN IfIEb LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS 
DOWNLINK
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DA A RATE a 
 4.O00(KBP5)





- SHU -, BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 
 122.34 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY APEA 
 100o79 Q T
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 6.00 AMP-HR










 1.34 M 87.8 HIN. EIGHT WIDTH
2.23 M1 87.8 INo 2.23 M1
MISSION EQUIPMENT 18.3 IN.( .46 M 30.5 IN.f 
 .77 N 30.5 IN. .77
TOTAL SATELLITE 7099 1NG. 10180 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2 )IXX - X-CG134.0 
-C6
IVY ; 6492480? 12 1 649248.?

-Co





- - SINGLE SYSTEMAPOGEE/PERIGEE/INCLINATION. 









EXPLORER (DELTA CLASS) NPZ-1-3
 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENJIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 1413
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1
 
WEIGHT 	32.05 LBS VOLUME 1.29(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS
 






CONFIGURATION - - MONUPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 '506 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 *1 1 •1 1 1WEIG8943 LBS VOLUME 31(FT**3) AOUER 1 REQUIREMEAT 1.0 WATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)gQUIPME NT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 '403 
EOUIPHENT 	QUANTrITES 1 1 P
 




4 IERR 2 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 27 103 306 401 503 603 227 312
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES IER IREQUIREMENT 35,4 WATTS
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 103 202 303 1202
 
EQUIPENT GHT 58.47 LBS5 VOLUE 1.30(FT603) POWER DISSIPATION' l59o6.WAtTS
 










EXPLORER (DELTA CLASS) NP2-1-3
 














BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 







THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION UNIT WEIGHT (LBS)17.6 
HEAT PI PES 4.7 
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 1.9 







SKIN THICKNESS .011 (INi
STRINGER NO.PTHICKNESSPHT. 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT.5.
GRID 8EAN THIKNESS 
ENDCOV AMTHICKNESS- FCRWARO09ES 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT.
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
260. 3125*798 (IN), 
.10T2AN 
09 (IN),PACING 0-0000 IN 
0 N): CENTER 2O,735
62.6 (LBS)
0.0 (LBS)32,11 (LOS) 




131 6 NI 
EXPLORER (DELTA CLASS) NP2-1-3
 
* e ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1'4 ' 
STABILIZATON-AND CONTRCL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
 
303 SU 'SENSOR 1 23 :0 .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1" 2.0 .3 0.0
 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENS OR ASSY 1 4.1 .1 1.0
 
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 . 00
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSIDN
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE HO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 ..
 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 *a
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 4 .7 1 0
 
1003 FILTER. 9 .5 .1 0.0 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 

203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 o6 0.0
 
1116 TANK 1 18.5 1.6 0.0
 
506 TANK 1 6.1 .2 .0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 :0 0.0
 
603 FILL'+ VENT VALVE 1 .1 0 0.0 
- DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 *2 3.0
 
403 COMMD DECOO+DISTR 1 12,3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UIT
 
IDENT TYPE No. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 1 .8 . 0.0
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 es 
306 TRANSMITTER 1 2*1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3s9 *1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 1 1.5 .0 -.9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 .0
 
227 ANTENNA 1 8 0g

31 TRANSMITTER 1 2 .0
 
EXPLORER (DELTA CLASS) NP2-1-3
 
*




UNIT 	 UNIT' UNIT

IDENT TYPE 	 N0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
03 SHUNT REGULATOR 5 4.2 al 0.002 BATTERY 2 9.5 *1' 0.0
 
303 BATTERYDCHARGER 3:5°








STAB LITY AND CONTROL 116.2
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 53.0





POWER CONTROL 	 39.5
 
CONVERTERS 	 15.9
SOLAR ARRAY 	 49s5
 
HARNESS 	 3390







SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 32.1
 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 740.2
 
L 
EXPLORER (SCOUT CLSS) NP2-1-A
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 








POINTING ACCURACY a 2.OCGO0(DEGs)
AUXILIARY PPOPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE = 6055.(LB-SEC)

CATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE O.(IPS)
CDPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF CCEMAhDS 
 32. 0,
NUMBER OF MAIN FR/ME WORDS 
 Z56,
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 0.
13. 
 0.
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 8.
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 1Be 0

SUBFRA9E RATE 61250 0.0000
 





- - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 32.000(KBPS)





- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REQUIREMENT 141.17 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 
 66.48 SO FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 6.00 AMP-HR
 
VEHICL- SIZING 21503 WATTS
BEGINNING OF LIFE PWER 

CONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT
DIFENSIONS - 589.5 LBS C 267.4 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 613.5 LBSLENGTH 1 278.3 KG
EQUIPMENT BAY L2E HIH IT
IN(T
Dh'NSINS4.8IeC109t) HEIGHT
13IN.( 1.81 M) WIDTH
71.3 IN.( 1.81 flI
 
PISSION EQUIPMENT 15.6 IN.( .40 M) 25.9 IN. .66 N) 
 25.9 IN.( .66 M)
TOTAL SATELLITE 58.3 IN.( 1.48 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 81.9 
-
IY C 375214.0 IZZ * 375214.0 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 31.2 IN-G M) IN(PELIABILITY -C M) 00Z,0CING( 0.00 R)
'









EXPLORER (SCOUT CLASS) NP2-1-4
 
* *SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL

CONFIGURATION - - SP]U CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIEM 203 303 403 603 B03 1413
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1 1 1










EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 506 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1
 
WEIGHT 8;043 LBS VOLUME 9.80(FT**31 h3WER 1 REQUIREMENT Io0 WATTS





CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIfIER 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 1

WEIGHT 	 21.18 LBS 
 VOLUME .39(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS
4 	 RELIABILITY .9933 
• 	 IERR 1
 
COMMUNICATIONS 
- CONFIGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 398 401 503 227
EQUIPMENT 	2UANTITIE R i 1 1 1 1
WEIGHT 	 2e.67 LBS 





CONFIGURATION -- SHUT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIfIER 102 202 303 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTTIES1 2 2 1










EXPLORER 	 (SCOUT CLASS) NP2-1-A 
4* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROLRADIATOR AREA 6.8 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 1.3 (FT**2)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 6.1 IFT**Z)
HEATER POWER 483.2(BTU/HR), 	 BATTERY'HEATER POWER 122.2(BTUIHR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 605.5(BTUIHR)
HEAT PIPE t174.5(WATT-IN)p 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 7545(WATI-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.6 (FT) 
 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 	 481.4 (BTUIHR)



















SKIN THICKNESS .01 (IN)
STRINGER 	NOjTHICKNESSHT. 238, * 4920.000 (IN P .315 (IN)4 	 FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT ., (I90N)(IN, 
.52 N)11

.	 GRID BEAN THICKNESS .094 uNi, SPACING 2.637 (INIP HEIGHT 1.310 "1ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 (IN). AFT .030 (INI
- EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 73.5 (LOS)
--	 SOLAR ARRAY BO0 AND CRIVE WT. 0.10 (LBSI

ADAPTER WEIGHT 24.0 (LBSI
 
EXPLORER (SCOUT CLASS) NP2-1-4 
*4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 4 * * 
STABILIZATION-AND CONTRL UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IEENT TYPE Oo WEIGHT VLLUMF POWER 
203 VALVe DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9 
303 SUN SENSOR 









t03 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 









1413 POWER COJNV6RTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
ICENT TYPE 
34 THRUSTFR 
lO. WEIGHT VOLUMS PpS
6 7 .0 .1 
t34 THqUSTER














99 PRESSURE REGULATR 









1316 TANK 1 18.5 1.6 0.0 
.06 TA1K b.2 02.  0.0 
"701 RELIEF VALVE 1 ,, .0 0.0 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
03 FIltL VENT VALVE 1 .1 ,'O 0.0 
- CATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUHENTATION 
• UNIT UNIT UNIT 
I£ENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 
403 COPHO OEC DISTR 1 12.3 2 7. 5 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ICENT TYPE 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
W0.EIGHT VOLUME POWE 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 .1 0.0 
398 XTFR 1 12.1 1.2 70.0 
401 PECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3 
503 COINANO SIB COND 1 1.5 .0 .9 
227 ANTENNA 1 .8 .0 0.0 
EXPLORER (SCOUT CLASS) NP2-1-4 







ICENT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
102 SHUNT REGULATOR 12 5.0 .1 0.0
 
202 A 	TERY 2 9.5 91 00
 
203 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.5 .1 00
 




























THERMAL CONTROL 	 23.4
 




- SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 24.0 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 613.5
 
LARGE SOLAR OBS NP2-1-5
 
* * * * SYSTEM DSCRIPTION 




 THRLE AXIS MASS EXPULSION
 







TOTAL IMPULSE a 418355.(LB-SEC)

DATA POCESSING AND iNSTRUMiU4ATIuN
 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSL PRICESSOR (DTUI

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE O.(IPS)
CDPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER uF COMMANDS 
 64, 0.
NU.MiER OF MAIN FRAME WO&DS 
 32a IZ8
MAIN FRAPi SAiMPLo AATL 
 125. 100.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 13. 8.
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 
 3. 20
SUBFRAML RATE 
 1 0000 1.0000





CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 640O00(KBPS)




- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 928.52 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 217,62 SO FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 66:00 A4P-HR
 
-_ BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 680.'56 WATTS
VEHICL- SIZING 
LCONFiGURArIUN - - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT 
a 17317.6 LBS 7855.1 KG) LAVNCH WEIGHT * 17689.9 LBS( 8024 0 K(I1NSIONS LLNGTH HEIGHT 
 WIDTH
rQUIPMFNT BAY 63.3 IN.:( 1.161 M) 105,5 IN.( 2,68 MI 1C54 5 IN( 268 MI
MISSION EQUIPMENT 69.8 IN*( 1.77 M) 116*4 IN.( 
 2.96 M) 116.4 IN.( 2.96 M)
TOTAL SATELLITE 133.1 IN.( 3.38 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX 5678.7 IYY 4 31044736.0 IZZ * 35179015.0-
X-CG Y-CG Z-CGCENTER OF GRAVITY 75.9 IN.( 1.93 M) 0.0 IN.( 0.00 M) 




- - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APOGE/PZRIGEEITNCLINATION 19011 190/ 28.5
MISSION IFETIME 24.0(1O)MLAN MISSION DURATION ZI1,1 MO)RELIABILITY 
 ,702
 
LARGE SOLAR OBS Nra-1-5
 
** SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABTLIZATTDN.AO CUkTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - HR AXIS MASS 'XPULSIO,4
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER,1501 1601 1413 1718 1803
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 3 1 2 2
 








CONFIGURATION - - g~hUPROPELLANT 
FOUI0MENT CODE IDCTIFIER 834 334 906 1003 499 203 1130 
0UIPMF4T OUANT1TzcES 6 2 5 q 2 1 13 

WEIGHT 3181.49 LBS VhLUME 579Z(FT**3I







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUD

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 406
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITILS 2- 2 2
 








COPFIGURATIUN UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS OOWNLINK
 
EOUIPMEAT CODE IDENTIfILR Z(a3 1CJ 306 401 O3 643 203 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 





XE RR** *****'* ** *** 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION -
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENT IFfR 41. 531 260 650 702
 
EQUIPMENT OUANT TIES 



























POWER REQUIREMENT 56.0 WATT 
536 701 1203 603 




POWER REQUIREMENT 11.5 WATT 
312 
2 
POWER REQUIREMENT 15&4 WATT 






LARGE SOLAR .CBS P 2--i-5 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROLRADIATOR ARcA 
HEATrR POWER 
HEAT OTPE 







BATTERY ADAT~OR AR A 
T3T4L'RAJiATOR AREABATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 

























GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCVER THICKIESS- FORWARD 
QUIPHENT BAY STRUCIURL Wl. 
EOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT.ADAPTER WEIGHT 
123. * 3270.587 (IN),5. :.261 (IN)p
.525 (IN), SPACING 14.867 (IN),










LAkGE SOLAR OBS NPZ-1-5
 
A* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 




IENT TYPE NO. EGHT VOLUME POWER
1501 CONTROL ELECT. 2 10.0 .1 
 4.0
1601 VALVE RIV.-k ASSY 3 [.6 .12 1.0
1413 P0 CR CONViRTER 1 1Lb.9 :4 3Q.8
718 A INTEGIR GYRO 
 9 .2






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME PnWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 41
06 ISJLATION VALVE 
 5 .7 .l 0*0
1C03 FILTERi 
 9 05 oil 0.0
49 
 PRESSURE REGULATR £ 491 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
1130 IAN 1 O 3.2 0.r0536 TA'Ii ilo.o 4.5 000
701 RELIEF VALVE 
 2 .2 .* 0*0
12'J3 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .0
.2 0.0
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 
 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




 NO, WEIGHT VULUME.POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 .2 3.0
203 DIGITAL TELEfETRY 2 &12
8.9 3.0
406 CO1lMD DFCW)+OISTR 2 11.0 .. 1 5.5 
COMMUNICATIONS 
UCENT TYPE 
 No. W 15HT Vt3LUMiE P W203 ANTEN4A 1 O4 a11 
 0o
103 BASE8ND ASSY UNIT 2 Z.u .0
306 TRANSMITTER 
 2 Z.1 .0 10.9
01 REC IVER 2 3.9 .1 6.3
503 CO14AND SIG C0ND 3 1*5 .0 6.9
603 DIPLEXER 
 2 3.1 .0 1.0
203 ANTENNA 1 14.4 *1 0.0
312 TRANSMITTER 2 .0
?.2 15.8
 
LARGE SOLAR CBS NP2-1-5 






































- HARNFSSJTPUCTUR DR 

OLAR ARRAY DRIVE 




































































CUTER PLANET ORB PROBE IJUP) NL1-1-1
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 








TOTAL IMPULSE * 278675.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCE SING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSORCOMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * O.(IpS)
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 64 * 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 64o 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 100. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 13, 0.
NUMpJR OFWSUBFRAMES 5:
 
-NUMER OF WORDS PER SUSFRAME 540-





- - SEPARATE UPLINK AND OOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 128.OOO(KP$)





CONFIGURATION - - RTG POWER GENERATION 
POWER REQUIREMENT 267.16 WATTS
 
.INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 0.00 AMP-HR
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 570.94 WATTS
VEHICLEGSIZING
CONFIGURATN- - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT 
* 3523.8 LBS I 159i.4 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT. 3648.9 LBS -..1655i1.KG)DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
ECU IPHENT.BAY 67.9 IN C172 M) 113.1:1 2:8? "1 113.1 IN.* .8 4MISSION EQUIPMENT 18.0 IN. .6 '300 N 76 M 30.0 IN. 
 76 H
TOTAL SATELLITE . 85.8 IN.( Z61 M
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FTO*2) IXX u 1356,7
IGY-CG IYY 4675291.3-- -1-l--'67521..3Z-CG,
 
















OUTER PLANET ORB PROBE (JUP) NL1-1-1
 
$ * SLBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 0 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - THREE AXIS PASS EXPULSION

EQUIPMEN CODE IDENTIFIER 1501 1601 1413 1718 1803
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 3 1 2 2
 








CONFIGURATION - M NOPROPELLANT
 
EOUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 82S 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 

EQUIPHENT CUANTI TIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 13 

WEIGHT 2107.28 LBS VOLUME 43.18(FT*03)







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 





CONFIGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
 
EOUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 312 401 503 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 2 3 







CONFIGURATI ON - - RTG POWER GENERATION 







































POWER REQUIREMENT 56.0 WATTS
 
536 701 1203 603
 
2 2 1 1
 




POWER REQUIREMENT 8.5 WAT-iS
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 23.0 WATTS
 
POWER DISIPATION 0&0 WTTS
 
RTG WEIGHT 175v0 LBS)
 
*32(Fl953 POWER REQUIREMENT 90.0. &AtTS
 
OUTER PLANET ORB PROBE (JUPINL1-1-1
 




RADIATOR AREA 6.g (FT**2), 	 NUCLEAR POWER RADIATOR AREA 3.9 (FT**2)

T0 AL RADIATOR ARE A 10:9 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER 6399(BTU/HR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER O.0(BTUIHR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER 639.94BTU HR)PEAT PIPE 11445.2(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 0. A T-IN)HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.4 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAl LOAD 606.2 (BTUIHRI








HEAT PIPES 	 5.6
 
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 2.3

RADIATOR (PASSIVE) 4.4 
TuTAL 37.5 
IERR 1110011011 
AZ-.. STRUCTURESSKIN THICKNESS .027 (IN) 
- TRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 187. 	 16804.806 (IN), .63T (71M
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5. 	 o183 (iN), .915 N
GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .241 IN)p SPACING- 6.799. (IN),.. HEIGHT_.3 400 .IN.
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN)p CENTER 0000 (IN), AFT .030 (INI
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE IT * 658.5 (LBS)SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT* 	 0.0 (LBS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 125ol (LBS)
 
OUTER PLANET ORB PROBE (JUP) NLil--1
 
* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 4 '0 *
 




IDENTCOTYPE NO.6 WEIGHlT VOLUME P R
 
1501 CONTROL ELECT* 2 10.0 4.0
 
16C1 VALVE ERIVER ASSY 3 1.6 .2 1.0
 
1413 POWER 0ONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0
 
1718 RATE INTEGR GYRO 2 9.6 .2 32.0
 
1803 EARTH SENSOR 2 14.6 *2 19*0
 
AtI.XLIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
ENT'"TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
829 THRUSTER6 .6 .0 0.0
 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 01
 9ge ISO ATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0'
 
A99'--PRESSURE REGUIATR 2 4.1 .4 0:0
 
1124.I2'CBASOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
T N K 
 13 11.5 2.4 0.0
 
536 TANK 2 110.0 4.5 00
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 92 .0 0.0
 
1203' FILL 4 DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL 4 VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 UNIT
N UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE' NO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2C3 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 2. 3.0
 




IDENT TYPE NO*.WVY1T VOLUME POWiR
 
27 ANTENNA 2 a8 .0 0.0
 
12 TRANS ITTER 2 2.2 .0 15.8
 
,01 RECEIgER 2 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG CONB 3 1.5 .0 n9
 
227 ANTENNA -_R .n. 
















































































- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - - THREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION
POINTING ACCURACY a ,250000(OEG,)
AUXILIARY P OPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
TOTAL I.MPULSE a 813981.(L3-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION

CONFIGURATION 









NUMldR OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 64. 
 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 100 
 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 13. 
 O.











- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPAIIARY DUWNLINK DAIA RATE 






- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOvigt kEQUIREMENT 906946 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 116.34 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 72.0O AMP-HR
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 
 1433.01 WATTSVEHICLL SiZING CONFIGURATION 
-- CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT c 8631.3 LBS C 3915.1 KS) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 8885.6 LBS H40 3 0 A K(DIMENSIONS 
 HEIGHT 
 I0LNGrH
EQUIPMENT BAY 93o2 IN.( 2.37 M) 120.0 IN.( 3.05 M)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 21.l IN:( 120.0 IN.( 3.05 MI
.54 M) 35.2 IN*( .89 M) 35.2 IN*( .89 MI
TOTAL SATELLITE 114.3 IN.( 2.90 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FThZI
* IXX 392?77 IYY -.15270188.8 LZZ u 16641093.7 
X-CG. Y-CG Zi-CG
RELIABIL TY
CENTAR F GRAVITY 51.2 IN*( 1.30 M) 
 0.0 IN.( 0.00 M) 0.0 ENo, Oi0d'n,

CONFIGURATION 
- - SINGLE sYSremAPOGEEIPERIGEE/INCLINATION 
 5000.1 50001 28.5
MISSION LIFETIME 180O(MU)





VENUS ORB IMAG RADAR (VOIR) NLI-1-2 
'* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION - - THREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION 
EQUIPMENT CUDE IDENTIFIER 1501 1601 1413 1118 1833 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES ' 2 3 2 2 2WEIGHT 105s0O LBS VOLUME 2.30(FT**3)
RELIABILITY .9)78
LERk 0 
POWER REQUIREMENT 56.0 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGJRATION 
- - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 907 1003 499 203 1124 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 37
WEIGHT 597108 LaS VOLUME 114.86(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 1201.68(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8060 
IERR I 
536 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 406 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2




.56(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 8.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 233 103 354 401EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 4 2 





.6O(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 97.? WATTS 
'ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURArIUN 
- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRA 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENIIFIER .418 530 263 650 732EQUIPMENT QUANTiTIES 3 II 2 3 2WEIGHT 242.72 LBS VOLUME 4.81(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION








1I.87(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT' 400.0 WATTS 
VENUS ORB IMAG RADAR (VOIR) NLI-1-2 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUEDI 
THERMAL CONTROL 
RADIATOR AREA 26,1 (FT**2)p BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TTAL RADIATOR AREA 
HEATER POWER 2275.5tBTUIHR), BATTERY HEATER P'IWERTOTAL HEATER P3WER 
HEAT PIPE 48Z01.5(iATT-INIp VAAIA .E CJDInT&NCE H.P. 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 7. (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LO3 
STORED ENERGY 126.0 (BTU) 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT- I 
UNIT WEIGHT (ILBS) 
INSULATION 33.9 
HEAT PIPES 7.5 
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 3.2 
RADIATOR (PASSIVE) 16.5 
6: (FT**2)
26*6 IFT*0) 
33:318TUIHRI2300 8 BTUIHR 
1157.OISATT-INI1917.9 (BTU HR; 




SKIN THICKNESS .046 (IN)
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 
FRAME NO,THICKNESSHT, 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOON AND DRIVE WT 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
148. I 10504.B06 (IN)h 
6. p .246 (INI) 
.3b1 (IN)# SPICING 106725 (IN)t 










VENUS ORB IMAG RADAR (VOIR) NLI-I-2
 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHr VOLUME POWER
 
418 DISCHGE REGULATOR 3 24.O o6 00
 
530 SHUNT REGULATOR 11 2.2 .0 0.0
 
263 BATTERY 2 49,5 .4 0.0
 
650 BATTERY CHARGER 3 9.7 .2 9.0
 
























- HARNESS 57290 
STRUCTURE 1193o9 














S* 0 SISTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * ' 
STABILIZATIaN AND CONTROL 
- - THREE AXIS PASS EXPULSION
CONFIGURATION le




COyFZGUPATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
4214 9.La-SEC1
TOTAL IMPULSE  

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTA,ION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (ODuw
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - 041'PS) ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
CDPI TABLE 

NUBER F COfMANO5 .
64.64.




MAIN FRAME SAIPLE RATE 
 0.
13
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 5.






NUMBER OtF WORDS PER SUBSRANE 

'COMMUNI CATIONS 
CONFIGURA710ON- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINI DATA RATE a 128.0OO(KBFS) 
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 0000(KBPS)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
CONFIGURAJION - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGUATION -. 
POWER RCQUIREMENT 45.08 WATT"
 
TOTAL SGLAR ARRAY AREA _ 60.10 So FT
 36.00 AMP-HR
INSTALLEO BATTERY CAPACITY 





CONFIGURATION CYLINDER 83.0 ' LA WCH 1860.4f LBS
EIGHT )
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 17923 LBS 813.U Kti W24IDTH
HbY4I6HT
LENGTH
DIMENSIONS 4. .95 N' 62:4 . 91ECUJPHENT BAY , 37.4 

'219 IN*4...#7l-II- ,488..-N.L-.1.24;0-MISSZON EQUIPMENT • 46.0 N. 11? l 
TOTAL SATEL IT 83.5 IN. 2.12 m
 X_ GG C
 
..NN O LG*F8 6 X * 238. IY a 13.8?O0.5 .3,01N . O.NRIA a 
18lH' 0.0 IN6t .0O.M) .00




CONFIGUR ATfO SINGLE SYSTEM
 




MEAN MISSION DURATION :604
R LIABILITY 

MERCURY ORBITER/SEPS NL1-1-3 
1 * 4 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
-ST)BILIZATION AND CONTROLEONFIGURATION - THRE0 AXIS MASS EXPULSIONQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1501 1601 1413 1718 18(
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 1 1 1WEIGHT 53.30 LBS VOLUME 1.23(FT*031
9 hABILITY .8849 POWER REQUIREMENT 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
EQUIPMENT CODE IDEN IFIER 834 834 907 1003 499 203 1130EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2WEIGHT 344.47LBS VOLUME 9.90(FT**3)DRY WEIGHT 101.61(LBSIP EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8587 
IERR 1 
521 701 1203 603 
1 1 1 
- POWER REQUIREMENT
242.86(LBSJ 
DATA PROCESS ING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGURATION - - SPE IAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 406
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1WEIGHT 19s93 LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY ,9669
IERR 1 
.28(FT*i3) POWER REQUIREhENT 
..t COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMEN. tOE IDENTIFIER 203 103 354 401 




*33(FT*03) POWER REQUIREMENT 
ELECTRICAL POWER I-
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 515 236 609 702
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 7 2 2 1WEIGH T15.1 VOLE 1.2(FT*03) POWER DISSIPATIONHARNES I T 42.1(LB SISOLAR RAY EIGH 41(LBS
RELIABILITY .9420 
MISSION EQUIPMENTWEIGH 000 LBS' 
RELIN~lf.90 




















RADIATOR AREA 12.2 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA o9 (FT**2)

'TTAL RADIATOR AREA 13.1 (FT**2)

HEATER POWER' 919.5(BTUIHR), BATIE Y HEATER POWER 90O(BTU/HR)

H TCTAL HEATER POWER 1009.5(BTU/HR)

167 WATT-IN), VARIALE CONDUCTANCE H.P.
PIPE (E  845.2(WATT-INI
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5. (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 897.5 (BIUIHRI


















SKIN THICKNESS .019 (IN)

STRINGER NO.,THICKNE SPHT. 166. , 16804O806 (IN), .397 (IN)

FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5* p .114 IN), .570 11N)
GRID REAM THICKNESS .170 (IN)p SPACING,-..4a781 IIN) .HEIHT- 091- INJ
 
-" COVjR THICKNFSS- FORWARD .030 IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (INi

EOUIPPENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 114.0 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOUM ANn nRTU WT. 22.1. ILBS)




4 * * ASSEPBLY DESCRIPTIOHS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IOEt4T TYPE NO. %MYT VUrIE UNITIDENTJYPE oe WVGIATV LUNE P OWER
 
1501 CONTROL ELECT. 1 1000 .1 '00
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASS? 2 1.6 .2 1.0
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0

1718 RATE IN TEGR GYRO 1 9.6 .2 32.O
1603 EARTH SENSOR 1 14.6 .2 19.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT. UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
634 THRUSTER 2 *7 0 .1
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 91 0.0
 
-l0C3 FILTER .9 .5 *1 0.0
499 PRESSURE PEGULATP 1 4.1 o4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 c.0
 
1130 TANK 2 20.0 3*2 00
521 TANK - A "ZEO I. 0.0 
01 A 1IL 2 0 00701 RELIEF RkyN VA'V 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
. 603 FfLLE+VENT VALVE 1 $1 .0 0.0 




IDEKT TYPE - NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITALTEhENERY 1 119 .1 390406 CO0110 C0E 01R 1 1100 o1 595
 
OC01UNICATIaNt "N'1 UNIT UNIT
 
EVT TYPE N4oe WhIFVT VOLUME POWER
 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 .1 0.0
 
103 EASESND AjSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 05
 
354 TRANSMITTER 3 2.6 .0 90.0
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 -0:.
 




* 	 ASSEPBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNI UNIT UN I
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.8 .2 00
 
515 SHUNT REGULATOR 7 2.3 .0 0.0
 
236 BATTERY 	 2 31.5 .3 0.0
 
609 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.6 .1 0.0
 0-4 0.0












DATA PROcESSING 	 19.9
 
CCtMIU4ICA [ONS 	 6901
BAI ERI ES 3
 
PC ER CUNTROL 52.2
 
,ONVER 42.1

















TOTAL LAUkCH WaCHt 1860.4 
SATUfN-UR&NUS P09E NLI-1-4 
* 4 * SYSTEM DUSCRIPTION - - Dr-IGN NUIBER I * * I * 
STARILIZATION AN) CONTROL
 
CONPIGIkATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
POINTING ACCURACY - 1,300000(DEG.)

AUXILIARY P-OPULSIDN CONFIGURATIO'I - - tION13ROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPVULSE a 30800.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSLNG AND INS TIUMENTATION
 
CgNFIGJQATIEON - SPECIAL PURP,1SE PRICESjOR (OTU)

COflPUITR UPERATIJNS 4A E 0 St T)
 
COPI TABLE E'GINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA 
NUIER OF CflMANS 32. 0. 
NU48ER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256#, 0. 
MAIN FRAME SA.PLE iATE £3. 0. 
MAIN FRAVE W9RD LFIGTH a. 0O 
NUIBER Or SUBFRAMES log DOE 
SUqFRAM RATE .1250 060000 
FUMBER OF WORDS V'r6SUBFRAME 64a 0
 
COMUNICA TIONS 
CONFIG'JRATION - - SEPAATE UPLINK AND DONLINK 
PRIMARY DO4'NLINK DATA RATE , 32.O0O(KBPS) 
SEPArATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 0.000(KBPS)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
Z CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
, PO'Ei REQUIREM'ENT 219.44 AATTS
 
T1TAL SOLAR ARRlAY AR'A 65.43 SQ FT 
INSTALLED fATERY CA'ACITY i.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE P1IER 302.64 4ATTS
 
uj] VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLI fDER 
WET SATELLITE dEIGHT 778.9 LBS 1 353.3 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 808.5 LBS 366.8.KG) 
DIMESIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH 
EO'JIPMENT BAY 42.4 I. 1,08 M) 70.7 IN. 1.80 1) 70.,7 IN,,( 1.00 RV 
fiuSION EOUIPMENT 13.9 IN.C :35 M) 23.1 IN. .59 ,) 23.1 INmt .59 
TOTAL SATELLITE 56.3 IN.C 1.43 M) 
MOME'ITS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IKX " 118.4 4 IZZ ' 4BS040 5IYY 85010.5 

X-CG Y-C Z-CG 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 27.5 IN.l .70 Mi 0.0 IN. 0.00 N) 0.0 ,'( 0.00. 1). 
RELIABILITY 
CONFIGURATION -- SINGLE SYSTEM 
AP2GEE/PERIGEE INCLI ATIDN 19323 119323.0 28.5
MISSION LIFEE B5:0(NO)
 




SATURN-URANUS PRORE NL1-1-4 
SUBSYSTEM )ESCRIPTIO0S - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
SIABILIZATION ANO CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPmeNiT COE 19!NTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 3954 LBS 
RELIAPILITY 
303 403 603 





1.6?FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 9.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PRO~t'LSI3h 
CONFIGURATION - - MNI'ROPELLANT 
FOUIPMdNT CODE IDENTIFICR 834 834 907 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 3 
WEIGHT 279*33 LBS VOLUiE 7.89(FT**3) 
DRY WEIGHT 94.63(LS), EXPENDMLE WEIGHT 
4ELIARILITY .8081 
IEnR I 
521 701 1203 603 




DOTA PRqO:ESSING 440 ISTqUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PUPPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE TI)ENTIFIEt 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUATTIES I I 
WEIGHT 21.118 LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY *9532 
IERR I 
.39(FT*$3) PO4ER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
COPMMUNICATIJNS 
CONFIGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT COnE IDENTIFIER 203 398 401 503 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 1 3 




2.TB(FT**3I POWER REQUIREMENT 77* WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY 
EQUIPMENt COPE I ENIIFIER 103 
EQUIPMN4 OUANTITIE 5 
WEIGHT 77.36 LBS 
HARNESj WlIG-T 
RELIABILITY 
MOUNTED S3LAR ARRAY 
213 303 1202 
2 3 1T 
VOLUSIE 34(FT*#31 






WEIGHT 85100 LBS 
RELIABILITY ' 
VOLUlE90DOOI 3.371FT**3I POWER REQUIREMENT ,6&OpWAtItS 
SATURN-URANUS PPOHE NLI-1-4
 




PADIATOR AREA 4.2 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA
TO}TAL RADIATOR AREA 1*2 (FT*,2)
5:5((FT00,2)
HEATER POWEP .38.2(8TU/HR), 
 BArTERY H=ATER POWER 113.9(BrU/HRI
fOfAL HEATER POWER 352.2(BTU/HR)

HEAT PIPE 6186.414ATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE HoP. 
 728.3(dATT-IN)
HrAT PIPE LENGTH 3.5 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 491.6 (BTUIHR)


















SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)
STRINGER NJ..THICKNESSHT. 217. , 81910.347 (IN'; ,344 INFlAmE NO.,TIIICKNESSHT. 
 5. , 099 (IN), ,494GPIO BEAM THICKNESS .112 (IN), SPACING 3.164 (IN), HEIGHT 1.082

- ENDCOVPR THICKNESS- FVWARD .030 (IN),j CENTER 0.000 (IN)* AFT .030 (IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUq- WT. 129.4 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 




4 4ASSEM'LY DESCRIPTIONS - - OESIGN NUMBER I * ,
 





203 VALVa DRIVER ASSY 1 1. ,1 5.9
 
.0
303 SUN SENSOR. 2 *3 .0 

.3 0.0
403 NUTATION DAMPER I z2B 

603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7,4 .4 3.5
 
803 EARIL1 SENSOR 3 1.3 .0 0.0 
1413 P.IWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT 
)FNT TYP r NI. WEIGHT VLUE PUWER 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .I 2 0 .0 .,834 THRU3 TER 
.1 0.0907 ISJLI 111N VALVE 5 1.3 9 .5 ,. 0.01003 -tLT=lR
4'Q9 PQFSSURE REGULTR 2 4.1 si 00 
203 ISILATION VALVE 1 6.0 16 0.0 
1118 TANK 3 10.2 1.3 0.0
 
521 TANK 1 22.0 1.1 0.0
 2 ,2 90 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 

1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 *2 0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 
INS TtUiEOTATIONNIT UI 
41o'WEIGHT VOLU4E P.3WR 
DATA PROCESSING AND UNI  UN  NIT 
I$ENT TYPE 
203 DIGITAL TFLFMETRY 1 8.9 ,2 3.0 
403 COMO DECOD4DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5 
COMIUNICATIONS UNIT UIT UNIT 
IDENT TYOE NI. WEIGHT VULUIE P3WER 
2C3 ANTE4NA 1 10.4 .1 0.0 
3Q8 XTMR 2 12.1 1.z 70.0 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3








103 SHUNT RVGULATOR 
213 BATTERY 
303 9ATTERY CHAPGER 







WEIGHT VJLUIE PO1ER 
4*2 .1L 0.0 
17.2 .1 0.0 
3.5 *1 00 





























SATELLITE ADAPTER 29,6 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 808.6 
DUAL COMET FLYBY IL-1-5 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CCNTRLL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 




CONFIGIJRATION - - MONEPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE ilb3b.(LB-SEC)! 

CATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COMPUTEQ OPERATIONS HATE - O.(IPS)

COPT TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64s 128e
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLi RATE 16. 100.
 
FAIN FRAME kORO LENGTH 8. 8.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4. 2.
 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 1.0000
 
UMBER OF WCRDS PtR SUBFRAME 646 64o
 
COMMUN ICATIONS CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 8.OO0(KBPS)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 128.000(KBPS)
ELECTRICAL POWERELCONFIGUATION- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE RFGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 744.46 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 84.17 SO FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 100.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT 1101.5 LBS C 499.7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 1143.1 LBS t 518.5 KG)

DItENSIONS 60*3 "I,( N,5.
QUIPMENT BAY 36*2 LENGTHR ot{ o'92 M) HEGHT 153 M) 60*3 . N
1.53 M,

MISSION EQUIPMENT 22.( IN.C .56 M) 36.7 IN.( .93 H) 36.7 IN.( .93 H)

IOTAL SATELLITE 58.2 IN.( 1.48 M)



















DUAL COMET FLYBY tL1-1-5 
S**SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRLL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM kHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 ZZ03 1h15 1303 





CONFIGURATION - - MONEPRtPELLANT
 503 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER $iB 83f4 907 1003 499 203 1116 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 4 5 q 2 1 1 2 1 
YOLUME 4.90IFT**3I IOWER REQUIREMENT
WEIGH1 1254'. LBS 

DRY WEIGHT 60.33(LBS , EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 65.10(LBS)
 
RfLJABILITY ,9545
IEKK 1 0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION' 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROGESSR (DTU)
 
EQUIPMENT CLOE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 I 1 
.54(FT**33 POWER REQUIREMENT






COtFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-CO1MON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
EQLIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 103 336 401 503 618 203 398 
FQUIFMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 R' VOLUME 28?(FT**3) POWER RPOIITRPMMT






CONFIGURATION SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
SQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER' 412 515 269 650 702
 
QUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 9 2 Z 1
 
WEIGHT 224.69 LBS VOLUME 2.73(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 

HARNESS WEIGHT 51.7(LBS)p SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 58.6(LBS)
 RE-LIA B ,L TY .9215
 
PISSIO EQUIPMENT


















DUAL COMET FLYBY hL1-1-5
 
S** SUB'SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 33.7 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 .9 (FT**2)
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
 34.6 (FT**2)
HFATER POWER 1238.7(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 90.O(BTU/HR)
 
HEAT PIPE TOTAL HEATER POhER 1326.7(BTU/HR)
235B0.1(WATT-IN), 
VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 589.2(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.6 (FT) AVERAGE. HEAT LOAD 
 1842.5 (BTU/HR)











P4ASE CHANGE PATEFIAL 3.5
 








SKIN THICKNESS .015 (IN)
STPINGER NO., TICKNESJSHT. 185. 
 81910.347 (IN),
FRAME NO.,THICKNES S,HT. .344 (IN)
5. , 099 (1 .495 4IN)GRID BEAM THICKNESS
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FERWARD .132 (IN), SPACING 3 4 (IN, HEIGHT 1862- IN"
.030 (IN)# CENTER *.000 (IN), AFT 
 030 (INI
EOUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 97.12 (LBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND IRIVL WT* 24.9 (LAS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 
 41.6 fIRt 
DUAL COMET FLYBY 4I1-1-5
 
**ASSEMBLY
 DESCRIPTIONS -- DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
UNIT UNTT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
101 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 o2 1.02203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0 
1615 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6 






ILENT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VOLUME PCWERE18 THIUSTER 12 .4 .0 0.0 834 THRUSTER 4 .7 .0 .1 
907 ISCLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.01C03 FLTER 9 .5 .1 0.0A99 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 00 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 ,6 00 
1116 TAI'K 1 18.5 1.6 0.0
503 TANK 1 3m9 *2 0.f0
 
701 PLIEF VALVE 2 ,2 0 00
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN YALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
-03 FILL + VENT VALVE I e1 .0 0.0 
CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3o0 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3,0




ICENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUM2 PWER 
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 *1 0.0 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 ,0 .5 336 .TRANSMITTER 2 2.5 .0 70.0401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 01 6.3
503 COPMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 09 
t18 rIPLEXER 1 .50 00 
203 ANTENNA' 1 10.4 .i 0.0398 XT.PR 2 12.1 1.2 70.0 
DUAL COMET FLYBY 1-1-i-5 




IJO" WEIGHT VULUIME url
POWER412 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 16.4 .4 0.0515 SHUNT REGULATOR 
 9 2:3 .0 0.026Q BATTERY 
 2 71.3 ,4 0.0
650 BATTERY CHARGER 

















4 HARNESS 51.1STRUCTURE 122.6 








TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1143,1
 
SATURN ORB/TITAN LANDER NIl-1-6
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION XNO CONTRCL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 28901.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCFSSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - PhCIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - O.(IPS)
 
COPI TABLE ENGINEERING'DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DA'
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. ON
 64. .28.
 
VAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16* 100.
 
VAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. Be
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 

UMBER OF SUBFRAME5 4.a
 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 1,0(
 




CONFIGURATION e - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 8.000 KBP I 128.OOO(KBPS)




CONFIGURATION- - RTG POWER GENERATION 
POWER REQUIREMENT 615.34 WATTS
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 0.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE P.EWER 1274.69 WATTS
4K VEHICLE SIZING 
COIFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHI , 4442.6 LBS 1 201501 KG) LAUNCH VEIGHT * 4620.? CBS 2095.9 KG) 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
.EQUIPMENTBAY 88.0 IN.( 2:23 Ml 12oO IN 3 05 li I
 
MISSION UIPMENT 41.6 IN*( 1,6 M 69 3 IN 17 M 693 INN 1:924NI TOTAL SATELLITE 1Z9.6 IN,, 3.29 M)
 





CELTER OF GRAVITY 81.5 IN(e ZetO? ) 0.0 I9le . 0,00 "1 0.0 meI.1 0,A1RELIARBILITY
 




MISSION LIFETIME ' 80.0 (Ma
 




SATURN ORBITITAN LANDER NL-I-6
 
**SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
COPFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION %ITH PITCH MOMENTUM NHEEL 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 22U3 1815 1303
 






AUXILIARY 	 PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 2031121 

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 2 

VOLUME 6.631FT**31
WEIGHT 233.92 LBS 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 













EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 203 

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES I 









COtFIGURATION - - UyfPIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPM NT CODE IEN FIER 203 103 336 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 





CONFIGURATION - - RTG POWER GENERATION
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER **** 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 0
 







































509 701 1203 603
 
















9OB4(T'**) IOWER REQdikEMEt 

SATURN ORB/TITAN LANDER NLI-I-6 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (COEIINUEDI 
THERMAL CONTROL 
RADIATOR AREA Z4.5 (FT**Z), NUCLEAR POWER RADIATOR AREA TOTAL RADIATOR ARE A A42.3 
HEATER POWER B0O.6(BTU/HRP. BATTERY HEATER POWER TOTAL HEATER POWER 
HEAT PIPE 3q370.4(WATT-INI, VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 86: IFT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
STORED ENCRGY 142: ABTU) 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
UNIT WEIGHT (LOS)
INSULATION 37.9 
HEAT PIPES 3.5 
PHASE CHANGE JATEkIAL 3.6 





800 6(BTU/HRAO.Otw T-1 
1399.2 (BTU/HR) 
STRUCTRES 
SKIN THICKNESS .030 (IN) 
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESS8HT,FRAME NO.,*THICKNESSHT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FERWARD 
EOUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUFE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND LRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
1830 p 81910*347 (INP
6 9,G 
.253 (IN), SPACING 7:117 (IN










SATURN ORBITITAN LANDER NLI--b
 
* DESCRIPTIONS -- DESIGN NUMBER L * **ASSEMBLY 

STABILIZATION AND CONTREL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRbCS 2 7.1 41 62.0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
.3
1303 FEACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .1 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
ICENT TYPE 10. WEIGHT VULUME POWER
 
12 4 0 0.0
818 THRUJTER 
834 THRU TER 4 :7 .0 .1
 
q06 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 9.0
 0
1003 FILTER 9 . 5 . 
499 FRESSURE REGULATR 2 4:1 .4 00
 0.0203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 
1127 TANK 1 16.7 3.2 0.0
 
509 TANK 1 16.0 .6 00 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 00
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 
-- DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL ELENETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
403 COPHO DE0CD+DI TR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IOEMT TYPE 
203 ANTENNA1 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
336 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 
503 COPMAND SIG COND 
618 I PLEXER. 
203 ANTENNA 
398 XTMR 
ho. WE IGT VJLUNF 
1ON. .1 
1 2.0 00 
1 2.5 0 
1 3o9 .1 
3 1.5 :0 
1 1.5 .0 
1 10. 1 




































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 
































MARS POLAR ORBITER NLI-1-7
 
$ SYSTEM DESCRIPTION













TOTAL IMPULSE " 151855.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSEPROCES30R LDTU)COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - O,(IPSI
DPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMB ER OF C04MAND SNUMBER OF MAIN FRAIE WORDS 64. 0.












 SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
. POWER REQUIREMENT 582*76 WATTSTOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 72.43 Q FT
'| INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 34.00 AMP-HR





- - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT 2829.5 LBS C 1283.4 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 2931.5 LBS
DIMENSIONS  C 1329.?.KG) LENGTH 
 HEIGHT
EQUIPMENT BAY 49.1 IN.( 1.25 M) WIDTH
81.8 XIN. 2.08 M) 8.iN 2.08 M)
MISSION EOUIPMENT 26.6 IN.C .68 M) 
 44.3 IN.( 1.13 M) 44. 3 IN*( 1.13 N)
TOTAL SATELLITE 75.7 IN'e. 1.92 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**Z) IKX 
- 618.9 IYY a 2363842.1 IZZ - 2803556.1 
Y-CGCENTER OF GRAVITY 3498 IN.!1G .88 M) Z-CG
00 IN*( 0.00 "I OoOIN0.1 0.000.A)
LIABILITY
CONFIGURATION- SINGLE!YSTEM
APOGEE/PERIGEE/'IN L14AT ON 









MARS POLAR ORBITER NLI-1-7
 
' . SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRfl
 
CONFIGURATI1N - - THREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IOENTIFIER 1501 1601 1413 1718 1803
 
EQUIPMENT QUANT TIES 2 2 1 2 2 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT COnE Ir)ENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 536 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 11 2 2 1 1
 
WEIGHT 1351.59 LBS VOLUME 26.22(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 1.0 WATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 406
SEQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 





1CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 103 354 401 503 618 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 4 2 3 2
 








CONFIGURTION - - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SQLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER liz 233 315 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 3 1

WEIGHT 129.41 LBS VOLUME 1.74(FT**3) POIER DISSIPATION 141b& 4ATTS






RELIABILITY 00 PgOLUMiE 23.73IFT**3) POWER REQUIREHENT "0a6"ArtS 
MARS POLAR ORBITER NLI-1-7
 




RADIATOR AREA 	 11.3 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
T A ADTATnR ARE12.5 (ET)**2
 
HEATER POWER, 826.3(BTU/HR), B T4R HEA R POWER 11 T R
TOTAL HEATER POWER 941,3(B UIH I
 
HEAT PIPE 13900.8(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 978.9(OATT-I1)
829.3 (BTUIHR)'

"J EVGTH 4:7 16)IA AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 

THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT (LOS) 
INSULATION 
HEAT PIPES 












SKIN THICKNESS .025 (IN) 
STRINGER :DO.TH!CKNE H a 
FRAME NO . THICKNESSH Hil 
GRID BEAN THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
"EUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT6 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND OtIVE UT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
168. 16804 806 IN) 
5. , :.147 N 
:217 (IN) SPACING 6.104 (H8). 
.030 (INIP CENTER 0.000 I[HID 
331.1 (LOS) 







MARS POLAR ORBITER NL1-1-7
 
* 	 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT 	 UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT 	 TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUIE POWER
 
1501 CONTROL ELECT* 2 10.0 *1 4.0
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 oz 1.0
 
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 o4 00
 
1718 RATE INTEGR GYRO 2 9.6 .2 32.0
 




UNIT 	 UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT 	 TYPE N WEIGHT VOLUAE POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 60 	 el
 
834 THRUSTER 	 2 .7 .0 01
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 e7 01 0.0
 
1003 FILTrR 	 9 .5 .L 0.0
 
499 PR ESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 s4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 06 0.0
 
1118 TANK 	 11 10.2 1.3 0.0 
536 TANK 	 2 1lO.O 4.5 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 ,1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT 	 UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT 	 TYPE NJ* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETPY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 




UNIT 	 UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT 	 TYPE NI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 ANTENNA 	 1 10.4 ,1 0.0
 
103 BAS EBNO ASSY UNIT 1 1.0 .0 .5
 
354 TRANSMITTER 	 4 !.8 .0 90.0
 
401 RECEIVER 	 z 109 *1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 .*5 ,0 49
618 DIPLEXER 	 2 .,5 .0 0.0 
MARS POLAR ORBITER NL1-1-7
 










315 BATTERY CHARGER 









STASTLITY AND CONTROL 

















- STRUC TURE 






































































4 4 4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 









TOTAL IMPULSE a 153137.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUP

COMPUTER OP ERATIONS RATE OIPS)
COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32o 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 64. 128.
16. 100.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 8s 3.

NUIBER OF SUBFRAMES 
 39 20
SUBFRAML RATE 





- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON A4TENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 8'00CKBPS)





- - RTG POWER GENERATION
 
- POWER REQUIREMENT 558.30 WATTS 
INSTALLED BATTEkY CAPACITY O.OO AMP-HR





- - CLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 2595.3 LBS 1177.2 KG) LALNC WEIGHT 2697e4 LBS 
 122395 KG)
DIMENSIONS LLNGTH 
 H TIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 73.6 IN,( 1.87 M) 120.0 IN.' 3*05 M) 120:0 INT 3H05 ml
MISSION EQUIPMENT 16.8 IN.( .43 
M) 27.9 IN. *7I1-M) 27,9 IN, ,7 N
TOTAL SATELLITE 90.3 'IN. 2.29 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS FT**2) IXX w 1008.6 IVY - 3545744 4 IZZ * 3545744*4 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG
CENTER OF GRAVITY 42.1 IN( 1.07 M) 0.0 IN&( 0.00 MI 




- - SINGLE SYSTEMAP3GEE/PERIGEEIINCLINATION 1Q323.I'19323./ 28.5
 
MISSION LIFETIML 36,0(MO)











- - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 3 z 2 2









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTiFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 2C0 1130 527 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 18 10 5 9 2 
 1 5 	 1 2 UE
WEIGHT 1044.21 LBS VOLUME 21.22(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATTS






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403
EQUIPMENT 	QUANT TIES 2 2 2
 
WEIGHT 60622 LOS VOLJME 







0' CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
CODE IDENTI'FIER 203 103 336 401 503- 618 203 398
EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 2 2 2






- -RTG POWER GENERATION
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFILR ****
 EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 0
WEIGHT E	 5 0 .00 LBS VOLUME 7O.OOIFT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 0.0 WATTS
 
















RADIATOR AREA 168 (FT**2), NUCLEAR POWER RADIATOR AREA 12.1 (FT**Z)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 31.0 (FTf*Z)
 
HEATER POWER 515.8(BTUIHR), BATTERY HEATER POWER O.0(BTU/HR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER 515.8(BTUIHRI
 
HEAT PIPE 21362.5(WATT-IN)o VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H*P. 0.d(WATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.6 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1075.2 (BTUIHR)
 



















SKIN THICKNESS .023 (IN)

STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 212. v 81910.347 (IN), .597 (IN)
 
FRAME NOTHICKNESSPHT i SPCING .171 (IN), HEIGH 11N
 
GRID BEAH THICKNESS .i4 (IN), 5:593 (IN); 2.196 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN)

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WTo 432,2 (LBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LBS)
 




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
-- DESIGN NUNBhR I * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 .2 
 10
2203 CONTROL EL.CTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 
 15.6
1303 REACTION WHEEL 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
818 THRUSTER 
 18 o4 .0 0.0
834 THRUSTER 10 .7 ,0 
 6!1
907 IS'LATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
103 FILTER 9 
 .5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 
 .1 6.0 .6 0.01130 TANK 
 5 17.3 3a12 0.10527 TANK 1 30.0 1.6 00
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 
 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
 1 .2 .0 0.0
603 FILL + VENT VALVE I . so 0.0
 
I-
 DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 .2 3.0
203 DIGITAL TELEME TRY 
 2 89 e2 3.0
 





ICENT TYPE N0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 ANTENNA 1 10,4 
 .1 0.0!03 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .0 .5336 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.5 .0 70.0
401 RECEIVER 
 2 3:9 :11 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 ,9
618 DIPLEXER 
 2 1.5 .0 0.0
203 ANTENNA 1 10.4 *1 0.0










































































RADIATOR AREA 21.5 (FT**2u, sATTERY RADIATOR AREA .5 (FT**2)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 22.0 (FT**2)
 
HEATEq POWER 1813.1(BTU/HR), BATTEPY HtATER POWER 33.3(BrU/HRI

TJTAL HEATER POWER 1846.b(BTU/HRI
 
HEAT PIPE 35918.3(WATT-INIJ VARIABLE CUNDUCTANCE H.P. 1046.8(WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 6.5 CFT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1579.5 (BTUIHRI

STlRPD ENERGY 126.1 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT
 UNIT WEIGHT (185)
 
INSULATION 27.1 
HEAT PIPES 6.8 









JKIN THICKNESS .039 (IN)
TRINGER NO.,THICKNESSPHT.
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
FNDCIVER THICKNESS- FORWARD' 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WTo 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
150. P 1680,.806 (IN),
5. , 207 (IN p,
.1340 (IN), SPACING 9.582 (IN, HEIGHT 








MARS SURFACE SAMPLE RbTURN NLI-1-12
 





IC NT TYP- NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1501 CONTROL ELECT. 2 10.0 .1 4.0
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 .? 1.0
1413 POWER CONVLPTLR 2 15.9 .4 0.0
 
1710 RACE INTFEOR GYkO 2 9.6 .2 32,0







IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME PnWER
834 THFUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
834 THRUSTER 2 o7 .1 *1

S07 ISILATION VALVE 5 1.3 91 0,10

1C03 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULAIR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISILATION VALVE 2 6.0 .'6 0.01130 TA'4K 12 20.0 3.2 0.0 
b36 TA4K 2 110.0 4.5 0.0701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
< 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 s0 0.0 
I
 
N DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONvs UNIT UNIT UNIT 






ID-NT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VULUME POWER
203 ANTENNA 2 10.4 00 .0
103 BASFBNO ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 , .5 
354 TRANSMITTER 5 2.8 ,'0 90.0411 PECE VER. 2 3.9 .1 6.3503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9 
618 DIPLEXER I I a 1) 0.0 
MARS SURFACE SAMPLE RETURN NL1-1-12
 
* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
UNIT UNI uNmIENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VULU.NE POWER
IP DTSCHGS REGULATOR 3 Zk4O 0!6 0.0 30 SHUNT RE'GULA TOR 12 2,2 .0 0.0
 
263 BATTERY 2 49.5 .4 0.0
 
650 BATTERY CHARGER 3 9.7 0!2 9.0
 







STABILITY AND CONTROL 109.6 
AUXILIARY PR9 PULS10 5b9.5 (ATA PP.:CESS NG 39#9 
C0M4UNIC ATIONS 53.9 
BATTERIES 99.0 















TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 7282.3
 
TERRESTRIAL BODIES ORBCLUNAR) NL2-1-1
 
**SYSTEM - *




CUNF ±cURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH NOME4TU4 W'EEL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOIAL IMPULSE a 47809.(LIB-SEC)

ATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - O(IPS)

COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32, 0*
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 128.
 
rAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16. 100.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH s. 8.
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 3. 2.
 
£Jl-RAME RATE 1.0000 lOOO(





CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATd - 8.O(K3PS)





CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POwEA RA UIREMENT 435.72 AATfS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 46.35 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 56.00 AMP-HR




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER
 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 1754.1 LBS C 795.7 KS) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 1820.5 LOS ( 829A Kai
 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EUUIPMENT BAY 38.5 IN.( .98 M) 64.6 IN#( 1.64 M) 64.6 IN.( 1.64 H)'

MISSION EQUIPMENT 4643 IN.( 1.19 M) 35.2 IN*( .89 M) 42*9 IN,' 1.09 H)
TOTAL SATELLITE 85.b IN*( 2.17 Ml
 
MO?,ENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 231'.4 IYY " 1428423.0 IZZ * 160614840 
X-CG Y-CG Z -CG 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 1591 IN*( .40 M) 00 IN*( 0.00 m 0.0 No. OO N)
RELIABILITY
 










TERRESTRIAL BODIES ORB(LUNARI NL2-1-1 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOME4TUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 1 1 
WEIGHT 30o8O LBS VOLUME 1o04( FT**3)
RELIABILITY 99335 
IERR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78o9 WATTS 
AUXILIARY P UPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENr CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 "509 701 1203 603 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 
WEIGHT 370.24 LBS VOLUME 13.05(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGJRATIOA - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 
WEIGHI 3011'LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY *9799 
IERR 2 
.54(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 13'05 WATTS 
• 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURAFION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 233 103 336 401 533 618 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 




POWER REQUIREMENT 141.1 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PAD3LE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 515 254 609 732 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 5 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 138.67 LBS VOLUME 1,75(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 








33.39(FT44t) POWER RE.QUIREMENT ,, 1ZlO,UWATtt 
TERRESTRIAL BODIES ORBCLUNAR) NL2-1-1 






1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 




818 	 THRUSTER 
834 	THRUSTER 





499 PRESSURE REGULATR 







701 	RELIEF VALVE 

1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 1.6 O2 1.0
 
1 7.1 .1 62.0 
1 	 15.4 .5 15.6 
1 	 5.1 .1 .3 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 










































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8,9 °2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 869 ,2 3.0
 





TOENT TYPE 	 NO. WEIGIT VOLUME POWER
 
203 ANIENNA 	 1 10.4 .1 0.0
 
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 336 TRANSMITTER 2 2e5 .0 70.0 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 ,i 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 
618 DIPLEXER 	 1 1.5 .0 00
 
203 ANTENNA 	 1 10.4 .1 0.0 




--*-$YSTEDESCRIPTIN - -NDESIGN I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
POINTING ACCURACY * .400O(DEG.)
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFtGURATION - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE m 216 56(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU)

COMPUTER CPERATIONS RATE 00.(IPS) 0
DPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATI .-
NUMBER -OF'COMMANDS 32, 0.
NUMBER CF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64s 128.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLERATE 16. 100.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH - 8. -.... . -.... 8.---





NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUOFRAME 64. AL_
COMMUNICATIONS
 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE'ROUNTED 'SOLAR'ARRAI
 
- POWER REQUIREMENT 599.72 WATTS 
S- TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 130.35 SO FT
INSTALLED BATTERY.CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a ...1464.1 LBS C 664.1 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT .- 1520.3 LOS t -68$.6-KG)DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 37.9 IN.( .96 M) 63.2 IN. 1.61 N) 63.2 IN. 1.61 H)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 26.5 IN.( .67 IN.1 h) 44.2 I"N.I1442,IZ
1: " 4402 IC 1642M I4 ,  Lei, N
TOTAL SATELLITE 64:4 IN.( 

MOMEN TS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 370.4 IYY a 810647.8 HZ u 18818520.
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG





CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
APOGEE/PERIGEEIINCLINATION 427.1 427. 82.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 360 (M)










CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEE
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 90
 9 2 1 L I ZEQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 4 
 6.38FT*3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATTS









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUIENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 315 403
 
IQUIPENT QUANTITIES 1 1 4 1
 
POWER REQUIRE NENT--..63..5--WATTt,







CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 2ZT 103 306 401 503 603 227 312
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 3 1 2 E
 VOLUME .30(FT**3) O







- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYCONFIGURATION 

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER '409 531 239 609 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES - 2 8 2 3 1 VOLUYME 4.19(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION.....77aB-HATT-
WEIGHT 162.70 LBS 

.EIGAT ARRAY WEIGHT 90.8(LBS"




MISSION EQUIPMENT .. ..
 








RADIATOR AREA 20o6.(FT**ZIl BA TERY RADIATOR AREA 
 .- 1.1 (FT*Z2)
HEATER POWER 
 19S e3(STU/HR)# HTTAL RADIATOR AREA 21.7 (FT*2)
BlATTERY HEATER POWER 
 96*9(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 2091 B2TUIHR
HEAT PIPE L .ENG22132.Q(WATT-IN)I VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE-H.P 
 . 654(WATT-IN--.

HEAT PPE LENGTH 40 FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD5 (T )
STORED ENERGY 106.7 



















STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT" 176. 3888.588 (INIp .379 (IN)
FRAME NO PTHICKNESS*HT. 5. 
 * .109 (IN), 544 (1IN)GRID BEAM THICKNESS .153 (fl), SPACING 4.300 (IN), HEIGHT 2:150 IN)
" ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARO .030 (IN), CENTER 0 IN-AFT
L000I0SO IN

.4 EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
 103.3 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOON AND DRIVE WT.
ADAPTER WEIGHT 30.3 (LBS)­56.2 (LBS)
 
ENS COI-1-I 
* S"ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER '1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 [DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 *2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 *1 62.0
 
1815.EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4. .5 15.6
 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 *1 e3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 'UNIT UIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 18 e4 .0 0.0
 
.-834 THRUSTER .4 .7 .0 .1
 
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 *1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 . 6.0 96 0.0 
1124 TANK 1 11.5 2.4 0.0
 
511 TANK 1 11.5 .6 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 0.0
 
.1203 FILL,+ DRAIN VALV .. 1.. 2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE I *1 .0 00
 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY' '1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 .4 25.0
 
403 COIMO DECCD4DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 2 m8 .0 0.0 
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3 $03 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 .0 0.0
 










[DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
409 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 20.3 1.3 00
 
531 SHUNT REGULATOR a 4.3 41 0.0
 
239 BATTERY 2 33. .1 00
 
609 BATTERY CHARGER 3 3.6 .1 0.0
 

























 jOLAR ARRAY DR7 VE 151
 
THE RHAL CONTROL 32.8
 










SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - -DESIGN NUMBER 1 *0 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 28187.( B-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCES0*OIPSI{jOTUD
COMPUTER OPERATIONS qATE
CPUTAE OENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPAENToDATA
CuPI TABLEB3. 
3Z#
NUMBER OF COMMANDSNUMBER OF MAIN FRAJE WORDS 32. 1280
 lo 100MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RAT 
 a0
80MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 3:120 2NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 1*0000SUBPRAME RATE 
 64. b s




CONFIGURATION UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DONILINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 4.000 KBP|

* 128v0O0K0 P




-. CONFIGURATION - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY% -
POWEA REQUIREMENT 329.06 vATTS
 








SCONFIGURATION - - CYLINOER WEIGHT *r, 1372.4 LBS 1 62. KB)






EQUIPMENT BAY 61.4 1.6 NJ 102.3IN. 2.60 N, 102.3 IN.o 2.6 M
 
MSIN EQUIP ENT 19.8 N. .50 33.0 IN. *84 M 33.0 IN. .
 
TITAL SATELLITE 81.1 IN.C 2.06 M 3
 1600963. IZZ * 1600963.9MGMENTS OF INERTIA ISLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 356.3 IYY 

X-CG Y-CG Z0CG 
. 0.00-)-






AP2G EfPERIGjI/NCLI4ATION' 192 3,11jf 3 .i 00
 
MISION LIFETIMe 60*54MO)






* tJqISYSTEH DESCRIPTIONS 





- - SPIN CONTROLEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 1413
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 2 2 2 1
WEIGHT ' 46.60 LBS 
 VOLUME 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANTEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES '6 2 5 9 2 1 2WEIGHT 248.83 LBS VOLUME 6,25(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 79939(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHTRELIABILITY .9457IERR 11 
521 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 1POWER REQUIREMENT
169.44(LBS) 1.0 -WATTS 
iATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION




POWER REQUIREMENT 63.5 WATTS 
CONFIGURATION 




POWER REQUIREMENT 35.4 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFI URATION - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 224 306 1202
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 8 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 128.99 LBS VOLUME 
 22ILFT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 26.2 WATTS
HARNESS WEIGHT 










* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 70 (FT**Z) BATTERY RADIATOR AREA
I ' TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 

HEATER POWER 661eT(BTUIHR)D 'BATTERY HEATER POWER 

I TOT AL HEA ER POWER 

IIIAI 11 E~N 1404:(A1T-IN)D VAB A EH DU ANCE H.P. 
STORED ENERGY 05.9 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT (S)
 
INSULATION 22 'L 
HEAT PIPES 5.3 









IN HICKNESS .015 (IN)
 236a 8191034T (MIo






GRID BEAN THICKNESS .137 (IN): SPACING, 3.846 1N) 

NI ENDJOVER THICKNESS- FOtWARD ,030 (IN)e CENTER 0.000 (IN).
EOU PMENT BAY STRUCTURE W 156.3 LBs
 
SOLAR ARRAY Bo AND DRIVE UT. 0.0 iLaS)
 













HEIGHT I IN) 
AFT *030 (IN). 
GOES CO1-1-2
 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - -D ESIGN NUMBER 1 * *, 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL . 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1,6 .1 5.9303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 .0 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 2 2.8 .3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 91, 1.0






IDENT TYP NrI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .0 .1 
834 THRUSTER 2 e7 .0 .1906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FlITER 9 .5 .1 0.0499 PR ESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 94 0.0 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 e6 0.01118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0521 TANK 1 22.0 1.1 0.0
 
- 701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .o 00 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE Nl. WEIGHT VOLUE POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECOROER 4 16.8 .4 25.0
 





IDENT TYPE Nl. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
103 BASESND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRAN3 HITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 .1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9603 DIPLEXER 2 3.1 .0 1.0
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0 




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT 	VUNITE UNJT,

IDENT TYPE 
 N1. WEIGHT VOLUE POWR
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 8 4.2 *1. 0.0
224 BATTERY 2 -29.1 .2 0.0
306 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.8 .3 00
1202 POWER CONTROL' 1 11.6 


























THERMAL O NTROL 
 34.0
DRY WcIGHT 	 1146.2












CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 




CONFIGURATION - - MNODPROPELLANT
 
TOT AL IMPULSE a 28187oKLB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (tTU)
 
.HSSIO
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * O.IIPS) GNGINEERING-DATA EQUIPMENT DATA 
CDPI TABLE
 32. 0.
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32. 108.NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME ORDS 
 10o 100
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 8. .--
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH-
 3o 2,








CONFIGURATION UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWIILINK
 
PRIMARY DOWLINK DATA RATE 4
4.000(KBPS)





CONFIGURATION - S-HUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 433.08 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 180.14 SQ FT
 36.00 AMP-HR
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 

BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 582.71 WATTS
 
- VEHICLE SIZING 
cnNFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
LBS 7 LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1837.3--LBS (.833*-KGI-WET SATELLITE WEIGHT 1757 197.3 KG) 
 WIDJH
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 
2.98 H) '1173 IN. ?698 )
EQUIPMENT BAY 70.4 IN.( 1.79 M) 117.3 IN*( 
 1.02 M)
261 N)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 24: .N:j 40.3 IN*( 1.0Z Mi 40.3 INS 

TOTAL SATELLITE 94. 111.2.40..
 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA .(SLUGS*FT**2) IXX 583.5 IYY 2Z0038.0 IZZ * 2720836.0 Z-CG
SY-CG 
 0.00 N)














GOES F10 Coi-i-/k 
* SUBSYSTER'OESCRIPTIONS ­ - DESIGN NUMBER I S * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGU A ION - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203
EQUIPHENT QUANTITIES 1 






403 6032 2 
OLUNE 
806 141­2 1 
2.10(FT**3 POWER REQUIRENENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONaPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 2 
WEIGHT 248.83 LBS VOLUME 6,25(FT*031
DRY WEIGHT .79.39(LBSIP EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY *9464 
IERR 11 
DATAPROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
a U IONPO - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
521" 701 1203 603 
















CONFIGURATICN ­ - UNIF ED LINK-COMNON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 Z02 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 






CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOILAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 236 315 1Z02 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 3 1 
WEIGHT 170.05 LBS VOLUME 3i29(FT**3)HARNESS WEIGHT 103.2(LBSI, SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY o9638 
.POWER DISjIPATION .....-.34.5-WATTS­88.5(L SI 
MISSION EQUIPMENTLAEIGHT 450.00 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
0900 VOLUM E 
.90 








RADIATOR AREA 100.0FT**ZSD BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 1.-.(FT**21

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 11.2 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER 966.(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 1150 BTU/iHR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER 10817 (BU/HR)
HEAT PIPE 
-- 242760(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE-H...... 1223.2WATT-XNI
STOREDAT PIPENERGyTH 










.PHASE CHANGE MATERIAl --. 2.1
 







.- .--- KIN THICKNESS
 
INTRINGER"NO.THCKNESSjHT 81910.347 (IN), .518 (IN)
239. 
FRAME NO..THICKHESSHT. 5. ,GRID BEAN THICKNESS .154 PACING 4 [i 744
4:329 (IN), HEIGHT 2.165 (IN)(IN)
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN, C 

-.-0000 LINi, APT ....... 030.. IN)-
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE UT. 167.5 (LBS)




GOES FID CO-1-j-' 
SSEHBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 o1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 .0

.403 NUTATION DAMPER 2 -2.8 
 .3 -0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0





I8ENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER834 THRUSTER 6 00
.7 .1834 THRUSTER 7 1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 :010.0
1003 FILTER 
 9 .5 41 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
521 AN.... 1 22*0 1.1 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .0
o2 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 °2 .0 0.0
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8*9 .2 3.0
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3*0
345 TAPE RECOROER 4 16.8 .4 25.0





 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 .7
8.4 0.0
103 BASEBND ASS Y UNIT 2.0 
 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 
 2.1 .0 10.9
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 .1 
 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 2 .0
3.1 1.0
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
312 TRANSMITTER 2 .0
2.2 15.8
 
GOES F/O COi-i9 3 
**ASSEMBLY




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 4.2 .1 0.0236 BATTERY 2 40.2 .4 0.0




























TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1837.3
 
* .*  

-
ALL: WEATHER NICROWAVE,C0L-2-1 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * $ 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
I
 






CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE . 2Z424.,(LO-SEC)
 
DATA PROCESING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGU A ION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (tTU) 
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE " 0.(IPS)
 
ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
CDPI TABLE 
 321 ONUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 64. l1o.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 16# 100
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 

MAIN FRAME hOMD LENGTH 8. 8.
 4. 2.





NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 
COMMUN ICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMmON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 8*000KBPS) 




SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYCONFIGURATION --
POhEf REQUIREMENT 1278*18 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 29Z.12 50 FT
 
I'NSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 100.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 3605.53 WATTS
 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER St 1200.7 KG)LAUNCH WEIGHT 61#7O LB IDTG
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT . 2554.3 LBS I 1158.6 KG) 
 I.( 6
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HE G T 

EQUIPdENT BAY 39.6 IN. 1.01 K1 66*0 IN 1.68N 65.0 IN.( 1.4168 
.85 1 55.6 1.1 1 .41
MISSION EQUIPMENT 33.4 IN. 

1.85 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**21 [XX * 1651.9 IVY * 1611596.6 iz a 8097897.1




1.04 MI 0.0 IN*( 0.00 NI 0.0 IN*i 0.00'1CENTER OF GRAVITY '40.? IXe
REJIAB ]LITY
ONFIGURATION - SINGLE SYSTEM
 







ALL. WETHER MICRdWAVE.. CO1-2-1
 
**SUBSYSTEM
 	 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
SONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 QU PMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 181 1303
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES ' 3 2 VOLuME 2






EONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 203 1127 507 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES .8 6 5 9 2 1 1 2 2
WEIGHU 20NQ LBS VOLUME 7.18(FT**3) POWER REQUIRENET .3 WATTS






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUIEQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403

:QUIPMENT'QUANTITIES 1 1 3 1







CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINKEQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 227 103 306 401 503 603 227 312

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2






CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 4Z4 532 269 650 702 
EQUIFMENT QUANTITIES 2 10 2 2 2 








.ALL WEATHER MICROWAVE COt-r­
* * 	*SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 	 51.2 (FT**2), JATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 52: IFT**Z)
 
HEATER POWER 	 T0TAFRADITO A EA F **ij
4934,?(BTUIHR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 90.0(BTUtIHR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
 5024.7(BTU/HR)

VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 
 738.94 ATT-INI
PiPE LENGTH 46 AVERAGE HEAT LO0 	 38806 BTUHR
STORED ENERGY 



















SKIN THICKNESS .023 (IN)
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 
 158. , 3888.588 (IN)* 	 .443 (IN)O FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHTS 	 5.
f-t 	 , .127 (IN), .636 (IN)GRID BEAN 	 THICKNESS .zoo (IN)p SPACING 5.621 (IN), HEIGHT' 2.811 (IN)
ENOCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
 .030 (IN) CENTER 
 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WY. 139.4 (Lis)





ALL., WEATHER MICROWAVE .COL-2-l
 
4 * 0 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 .2 1.0
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .1 .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT WPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 18 e4 .0 0.0
834 THUUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 05 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 00 
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 001127 TANK 1 16.7 3.2 00
507 TANK 2 6o7 93 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE I *1 .0 0.0 




IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3*0
 
345 TAfE RECORDER 3 16.8 .4 25.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 .0 00
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 o5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 .1 6.3'
 
503 COMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
227 ANIENNA 2 .8 .0 0.0
 
312 TRANSMITTER 2 22 .0 15.8
 
ALL WEATHER MICROWAVE. CO1-2-:
 




























"T- POWE NTROL[ SOLAR ARRAY 
- HARNESS 
STRUCTURE




SA ELL IT ADAPTER
PRPELLA UC WIH 

TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 
UNIT UNIT UNIT






















































sy3TEN DESCRIPTION.- - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 




CONFIGURATION - - hINCPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 17608o(LB-SECI

DATA PROCESSING AND INSIUENTATION
 
CONFIGURATIBN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
COMPUTER aPERATIONS RATE n OItIPS)

COP! TABLL ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF CC MMANDS 32. 
NUMEQ OF AIN FRAME WORDS 64.
 16. 100.
 
MA IN FRAME WfiMD LENGIH 8. 8.

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 









CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLIK DAIA RATE a 8.0001 BP5)




'CONFIGURATION- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREPENT 1535,92 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AIEA 332.,8 .0 FT
 
INSTALLED aATIEKY CAPACITY 100:00 AMP-HR
 




 LAUNCH WEIGHT 3512.9 LBS f 1593.4KG
VET SATELLITa WEIGHT " 3391.9 LBS ( .15385 KG) 

DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 65.1 IN. C 1,63 MI
EOUIPrENT SAY 38.4 IN:( .94 M) 64.1 No( 1.63 MI 

MISSION EQUIPMENT 39.4 IN.( 1.100 M) 65.6 IN.( 1.67 M 656 IN* 1,67
 
TOTAL SATELIlTE 7?8 IN*.( 10i. M)
 
























FOhFIGUR4 TJON - -HA $5EXPULSION WITH PITCH MONENTUM WHEEL' QUTPMENT 	GO ICEtT FIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 2 2 2 






CONFIGURATION - - 4ONEPROPELLANT 
ECU1PMEN CDE IPENiTIFIER 818 834 9C6 1003 499 203 1124 50 701 120 603 
E0UNPMT lUi 0 5 	 1
I 1 4 1 1.
 
WEIGI 354.08 LBS VOLUME 5.71(f T**3I POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTi)
EQUIPMENT 	CUDE IPEITIIIER 203 '203 345 403
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTItS 1 1 4 1
 
WEIGdT 97,31'LDS VOLUME 2.04(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT "63.5 WATTS*
 
RLLTABILIIY 2 904




CONFIGURATION - - UiFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
EOUIPMEN CODE IDEN IFER 227 103 306 401 503 603 f27 312
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 1 2 2 3 1 z 2 






CONFTGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYFOUlPMENT 	 CODE 1DrblFIEk 430 532 269 650 702 
EaU PMENT 	QUANTI7IS 2 11 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 322.82 LBS VOLUME 4 .78FT**31 POWER DISSIPATION '1966.9 WATTS












h * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (ChTINUEO)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 61.7 (FT**2)v 	 BATTERY 'RArIATOR AREA .9 (FT**2)

TOT4 RADIATOR AREA 62.6 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER 59631lEBTU/HR). 	 BA TT.RY HEAT POWER 90O(BTU/HR

TOTAC HEATER POfEk 6053.I(BTU/HR)
HEAT PIPE 8C063.7WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 787.8(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.9 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 4678.5 (BTUIHR)




INSULATION UNIT WE4GHT (LOS)

HEAT PIPES 	 5.1

PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 3.1









SKIN THICKNESS o026 (IN).
 
-STRINGER 
 NU.,pTdICKtiFSSHT. 145. 	 3920.970 (IN). .469 (n
FRAM- NO.,-THI CKNLSS,-HT 5. , 135 I - .o673 NGRID BCAM THICKNESS .231 (IN), SPACING 6.496 IN P HEIGHT 3.248°(ENECIVER THICKNLSS- FLAWARO .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (

ECUIDMENT BAY SIRUCTUL I't* 
 134.11 (IBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOO? AND CRIVL WT, 53.6 iq

ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 121.0 (185)
 
OP SEASAT C02-1-1 
* *ASSELY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUIBER I * * *. 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NOo WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIV&R ASSY 2 J:6
 
203 (04TROL ELECTRN 2
1815 tARTU SENSOR 2 15:4 :5 15 6
 
1303 PEAC ION WHEEL 2 5.1 1 .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE bO. WEIGHT VOLUME-POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 1 .4 0 0.0
 
834 HRUSTEP 4 :7 :0 .1
 




499 FR2SSURE REGULtTR 2 4:1 :4 0,f

203 ISOLATION VALV 1 6.C .6 0.0
 
1124 TANK 1 11.5 2.* 0.0
 
506 TANK 1 6.1 .2 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 O.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 0 00
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 
- DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUDENTATION 
No! NIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDNT TYPE b01 EIGHT VOLUME POWER
 ?03 CISITAL TELEMETRY 6:9 . 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELE1ERY I .9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 .4 25.0
 




1DENT TYPE . WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .0 .0 00
 
103 VASEBNO ASSY UNIT 2.0 .0 .5
3 R 2 1 0 10.9
 
401 PFEEIVER 2 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 C0IMANO SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 DIPLtXER 1 3.1 
 .0 1.0
227 ANTENNA z 0 0 




* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIOCS (CON1INULD)
 




IDENT TYPE tD. WLIGHTVOLUME POW
430 CISCHGE REGULATOR 2. 400 
532 SHUNT REGULA CR 11 6. 1 0.0269 FATTERY 2 71*3 .4 0.0
650 eATTRy CHARGER 2 9.7 .2 9:0







STABILTTY AN8 COlTRUL 584
AUXI LARY PR PUL LuN 54,0




















TOTAL LAUNCH 4EIGHT 3512.9
 
US GOVT LEO C03-1-1 Sos-a-z 
* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION.- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATTON AND CONTRtL 
COhFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEl 
POINTING ACCURACY 9 EGI)
.300000(O 

u I LIARY PROPULSION 
CFIGURATIbN - - NONCPPOPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE * 14M49.(L-SEt)
,DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATICN
 
CONFIGU ATIUN -- SPELIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COMPUTFR OPEAATIONR - PO(IPS)
CDPY TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COhMANDS 32# 0.
 64. 128.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RAT6 100 
MAtN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 8.
 
NUMQER OF S PIEMS 1.00002:
SUB-RAME RA/I 0 64.
 




CONFIGURATIEN - - UN IE LINK-CONNON ANTENNAS PLhYU DOWrLlnePR MARY 0 WNLI;KUIAMA RATE0 BonK PS
 




" COthFIqURAT!ON - - SHUbT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PALDLE'MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAI YPOqR RFQUIREMENT 61 502 WAT 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY APLA 131.44 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE PEWER 1619.01 WATTS 
VEHICLE StzING-
CO I~ETb;h~hiN2E" 3OZ.Z LBS C 590.7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT w 1352.1 LBS C 613.*3,KGI* 
CIMFNSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH 
EQUiPMENT BAY 36.6 IN: .93 MIueO le N 1 55 61.0 IN: 1.55 
MISSION EQUIPHENT 24.9 IN 63 41.4 II 0. 4 :4 
TOTAL SATELLITL 61.5 IN.( 10556 M) 
PO4ENT5 OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) I 344.3 IYY 676722.1 IZZ - 1736628.1 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY 33.2 IA7G .84 M1 
CGC 0.0 INS 0.00 91) 10 It.I( 0.00 N)
 









us GovT LEO £n3-1-1 
$ SUBSYSTEM'DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
T¢ONFIGURATI - MAIS EXPULSION WITH PITC MOMENTUM hHEEL QUIPMEN CD IDENT fLk 1601 ZZ63 1815 1303 




CONFIGURATION ­ - IOHPROPELLANT 
EQUIPHENTNTCODE lOENTIF.IER, 818 834 906 100; 499 203 1Zt 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 4 5 9 2 1 WIGilT 142.73 LB% VOLUiE 4.89(FT**3) 
DRY 4EIGHT '60P63(LBS|' EXpENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 096551ERR 10 








DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - SPLCIAL PUkPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
EQUjPMENT CODE8 TIIIFIER 203 24 345 403fl ip IEN  UANTHYT ES 4 




PONFYGURATTUN ­ -UNIFIER LINK-COL4MON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLNK 
FQUIMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 27 103 -306 401 -53 603 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 









COhFIGURATION ­ - SHUT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CEDE IDENTIFIER 409 531 239 609 7C2 
EQUIPMEN QUANTITIES 2 a 2 3 1 
WEIGr1I 162,70 LBS VOLUME 4.191FT**3) OWER DISSIPATION 








19.38(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 290.0 WATTS: 
US GOVT LEO C03-.1-1
 




RADIATOR AREA 21.O (FT**2) 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.1 (FT**2)

TOTL RADIATOR AREA 22.1 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER 2028.3(BTUIHR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 96.9(BTU/HRI

TOTAL HEATER POER 2125.2(BTU/HR)
HEAT PIPE 21574.7(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCT ANCE" H.P* 622.3 WATT-IN)
PIPStLNGTH 11*:g JFITI AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1595.9 (BTU/HRJ






EAT PIPES 	 4.0

PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 2.9









SKIN THICKNESS ,016 (IN)
 
- SIPI4GER NO.,THIEKNE#SHT. 178. 3945.625 (IN), .362 (IN)

NO s0HI KNk T.RAME 	 *519
YT 	 :104 (IN).
GRID BEAN . THICKNESS .14Z (IN), SPACING 4:e5? (I7 , HEIGHT 2.029 NFNCCGVER THICKNESS FECWARO .030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 (IN) APT .030 (IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY SYRUCIUFE WT* 	 95*17 (LB5)CIO SOLAR ARRAY BOOk AND ER! U WT. 30.4 (LB)
ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 4919I LB )
 
US GOVT LEO C03-1-1
 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUhBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL UNIT UNIT UNIT
I N1T TYP EN "I WEIGHI VOLUME POWER 
IVALVE DRIVER ASSY T . 1.0
 
Z203 CONTROL ELTRNCS 2 .. 7:1 :1 62.0 
815 ARTH NSO1 154 .5 15.6
 
1303 PEACTION hHEEL 2 5.1 el o3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT, UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUHE POW R 
618 THRUSTER 18 .4 .0 0.0 
834 THRUSTER 4 .7 .0 .1 
906 ISILATION VALVE 5 .7 :1 0.0
 
29 P c SURE kEGULATR 4?8:8
 
Z03 ISILATION VALUL 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1 .7.0 1.6 0.0
<8 1121 TANKtA  6:1 .2 060
 
I8R LIEF VALVE 1 :2 : 000
 7 1203 FILL + DRAINVAL 1 : :0 0:
! 603 FILL + VENT VALV 1. 1O00O
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INIRUMENTATION UilT UNIT UNIT
 
[DENT TYPE W0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 :3.0 
203 CIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 2 3.0 345 TAPE RECOkDER 4 16.8 4 25.0 403 COWID DECOD+DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPl ,"!OWEIGHT VOLUME POWER 227 ANT NNA i .b .0 0.0 
103 tASEDNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TRAN ITTLR 2 .0 10.9
 401 PECE IVR 1 1.1 .1 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG CCND 3 1.5 .0 eq 
403 DI EXPR 1 :0 1.0
 
227 NT TENA 2 8 0:0312 TRANSMITTER 2 202 00 1508
 
-US GOVT LEO C03-1-1
 
* IP ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONIlNUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
IDENT TYNT UNIT UNjTTYPE WO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
409 2 .3 8:8 
531 UNT REGULZ R1 438:239 BATTERY 2 " 33.7 :1 0o609 BATTERY CHARGER 3 3.6 .1 0.0






STJBir Y AND C ROL 











OLAF A QAY DRIVE 133o5
1562  







TOTAL LAUNCH WLIGHT 1352.1
 
o DRY WEIGHI 1220.1 
PRIVATE INDUSTRY LEO C03-1-,.k-'
 
* * * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * I 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
POINTING ACCURACY * .306000(OEG.)
AUXILT&4Y PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - HCJNCPRCJPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 14449.(LB-SEC)

DATA PRO ESSING AND IhS1RUIENTATION'
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSt PROCESSOR (BTU)
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE 0.l(IPS)
 
CDT TABLL ENGINEEING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT BAT
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32a 0.
 64e 1.86
NUMBiR OF MAIN FRAMI WORDS 
 16. 100
MAIN FRAhE SAMPLt RA TE 

MAIN FRAME 6ORD LENGTH 80 8.
 3o 2.
NUMIER OF SUeFRAMLS
SUBFRAML RATE .0000 1.00 
NUMdEPUF WCRDS PLR SUOFRAME 32. 64. 
COMMUNIC&TIONS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COHON ANTENNAS PLUS DDWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 8.000(KBP$)
 




CONFGURATIUN - - JHUfT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 610.02 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARkAY AIELA 131.44 SO FT
 
INSTALL FD BATTERY CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDTO| LAUNCH WEIGHT - 1352.1 LBS 613.3 KG)
WET SATELLIT WEIGHT * 1302.2 LBS C 590.7 KG) WIDTH
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 

tQUTPMENT BAY 36.6 IN.(* 3 )6.IN.C15H)10I.C 14Hi

.mISSIfN EQUIPpiENT 24.9 IN.( :63 M 4.4 N 1 0 41,4 N I 1 
TOTAL SATELLITL 61.5 IN*( 156
 IZZ * 1736828.1POMENTS Of INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**J IXX * 344.3 IYY - 67672Z7 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 33.2 It.i 84 M) 0.0 INi 0.00 H) 0.0 IN 
RE'IABILITY 

(ONFIGURATION - - SINCLE SYSTEM 








PRIVATP TNnhITVV I i n 
1 * ***SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 
STABILIZATION AND CONTP(L
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENITILR 1601 22u3 1815 1303
 









CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT 701 1203 601Lk 834 906 1003 499 203 1121 506
ECUIPMENT CODE IDL.NTIF 61b 

EQUPMNT 4 VLM 9 428(l*)11 Ef'12 1jt~ T&)?NTJI18 5 4.9 *3) POWeR REQUSREHENT
EEiNT 42.73 LBS 

DPY WE0GHT ' #63(LOS)o EXPENDABLE WFtrutr 82.O9ILBS)




DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUIENTATION
 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR CDTti)
ONFIGUQA TION - -QUIPMN DE jDEhTIU ER 2U3 Z03 345 403
 
EoUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 4 1










CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-CONMON ANTENNAS PLUS DGWNLINK 2 22 311
[QUPM N UANT 221 L10 30J 401 501 6CJ
( QUj ENI CODE j9JVIFIER 
VOLUME e30t11**3) POWER REQUlkEMENT







AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PALDLE MOUNTEO SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATIO - - SnUtT 531 609EQUIPMJENT CODE IOLNTIIER 409 239 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITILS 2 a 2 3 1
 4.19(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION
WEIGIT I6k870 LBS VOLUME 
SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 91.5(LBSd







VOLUME 19.38(FT*3) POWER REQUIREMENT'

















PRIVATE INDUSTRY LLO C03-1-'Z
 
& h tacUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CObTINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 21.0 (FT4*2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.1 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 221 (FT**2)
HEATER POWEA 2026.3(BTU/HM), 	 PATTERY HEATER POwER 
 96.9(BTU/HR)
TOTAL HEATER POhER 	 Z125,2 BTU(HR)
HEAT PIPE 21574.*7(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CGNDUC 
ANCE H.P. 622.3(WATI-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.6 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1595:9 (BTU/HR)
STORED ENERGY 






INSyLATjON UNIT WEIGHT (LOS)
12. 2
 
HEAT PIPES 	 1.0
PHASE CHANGE MATLPIAL'' 2.9








SKIN THICKNESS *?16 (IN)

RISTR14GEA NO:'TH1CKNSSHTo 178. 
 , 3945.825 (IN), 	 a362 INJ

FRAME NO.,THICKNES$sHT. 
 5, , 	 oI0 (INN 519GRID BEAM THICKNESS e144 SPACING 4.057 1 , HEIGAFT 262 IN)
ENoCJVER THICKNESS- FCRWARD s030 CENTER OsC00 ITEI AFT :030 ,IN)
BOUIPMENTBAY
STRUCTUgt WT* 	 95.i7 (LRS4
SOLA ARRAY aON AND RIVE WT. 30:4ADAPTER WEIGHT 
 49 LBI
 
.PRIVATE INDUSTRY LEO C3-1-t ­
**ASSEMBLY
 	 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRL 

LrDRT IVYE
1601 VALVE DRIVER 

2203 CONTROL ELLCTRNCS 

1815 EART4 SENSOR 








834 HRUSTR1003 FLT R
9 6 ISOLATION VALVE 

499 PASSURE RGULATA 







701 RELIEF VALVE 

1203 FILL +'DRAIN VAL 

603 FILL t VENT VAL 
IDENT TYPE 

203 DIGITAL TELEMITRY 

203 DIGITAL TEL ME RY 

345 TAPE RECORDER








203 	BASEBNO A SY UNIT 

306 TR&N 1 MITT 
401 RFCF V R 































































DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUENTATION
VNLT UNITE 8J
 





4 16.8 .4 25.0





NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 .6 :0 0.0
 1 2.0 .0 o5 
1. 	 0
 
f 2N :1 6.39
 








PRIVATE IhDUSTRY LEO C03-1-//
 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS |CON1INUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE ba. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
409 DISUNGE REGULATOR Z 2.3 1.3 0.0
 
531 SHUNT REGULATOR 8 4.3 .1 0.0
 
239 BATTERY 	 2 33.7 e1 0.0
609 FATTERY CHARGEk. 3 3.6 .1 0.0



















POWER CONTROL 	 5o4






Y SOLAF ARRAY DRIVE 	 15.2 
o THEIPAL CONTROL 	 32.4
 
DRY WEIGHT 	 1220.1
U 	 PROPELLANT 61
 
SATEL[TE ADAPTER 4 9
 
TCTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 135291
 
US GOVT GEn r03.1-3 .co-I-9-­
* * * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION-AND CONTRCL
 
* CONFIGURATION - ASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM hIHIEL 
POINTING ACCURACY o200000(DEG.)
 
AL IMP 35956, LB-su
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUJENTATIO'
 
- SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)CONFIGURATIUNrnmPUTER OPERATIOSN- ATE * 0,I1IP$!PI TABLE EEGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA.
 
NUMBER OF CCNiMANDS 32* -0,
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 129.
 




NUMBER OF SUSFRAMES 3. 2:
 
SUAFRANE RATL 1.000 1.000(
 




CONFGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COAMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 8000(KBPS)
FkMAAY DOwNLINK CAIA RATE  





-- " CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARSE REGUJATIOK - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
O4ER REQUIREPENT 67e.16 WATTS
 
&OTAL SOLAR ARkAY AREA 77.58 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 100.00 AMP-HR






WET SATELLITE WEIGH1 *-. 432.2 LaS 649,7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT w.._.1486.4-LBS ( .6742 Kai
 
DImSIN LENGTH HEI HT WIDTH
OUIP BAY 2.4 IN*t 1.08 M) TO.? !N*t 1.80 N) T0. IN. 1.80 "1 
8888 "11*53 M6 .88 34.N88M INTNj 346 INOCRSH NSAHE LU NT 20o.53 
IZZ o1o
POMENTS OF INERTIA ISLUGS*FT**21 IXX *GYD 280.4 IYY * 859508.7 0:* 12972 . , 
O 1409CFTER OF GRAVITY 305 IN 977 M) Yc O, O N0
 
RE IABILITY
hONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 
'ISS O LI FETco,
 




US GOVT GEO C03-1-3) CO3---" 
SUBSYSTEM CESCRIPTIONS -- DtSIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION ANO CONTRCL 
COhFIGURATION ­ - MAS,5 EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM kHEEL. 
EQUIMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 3 2 2 2 
WEIGHT 6C00 LBS VOLUME 1931FT**31 
. RELIABILITY .9903 
ILRR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONLPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 018' 834 906 1003 499 203 1130 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 .5 9 2 1 1 
[IG'T7e.s7 Ls VOLUME 6.9JIFT**3I 
RY WEIGHT .. 7427(LBSI, EXPENDABLE WEIGHT-. 
RtLIAB1LITY .9484 
IERR 11 
509 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND 1NSIRUIENTATION 
EOPF GURA T mON -:- Jft PUgPOSEPROCESSOR (DTU)QUIPME CODE IN 203 Z3 45 403 
EQUIPMENT QQANTiTIES 2 2 4 2 
WLIGdT 12I. 4ZLBS VOLUME 2*59(FT*3)
RELIABILITY .7979 
IERR 2 
POWER REQUIREMENT 63o5...WATT. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
(4 CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CiDE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 2 2 
WEIGHT 47.94 LaS VOLUME 
RELLADILITY *9921 
PLUS OCtNLINK 
5O3 6C3 202 
3 2 1 
1821FT**31 
312 
OWER REQUIREMENT.. 35.4 _AITS. 
LLECTRICAL POWER 
EONFIGURATIO - - SHUNT AND 01SCHARGE REGULATION - PALDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
QUIPMENT CODE ICLNIIFIER 469 515 Z69 650 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTiTIE g9 2 25 
WLIGH-i 262.13 LBS VOLUME 6.45CFT**3J POWER DISSIPATION. 





POWER REQUIREMENT 3200 WATTS
LL ABIL TY0 1148IFT**3:
#tIi1iT LgC?0 0 LBS 000oOLUME 

US GOVT GEC C03-1-3. CO--/
 
S *SUBSYS'TEM"DESCRIPTIONS (CObTINUED) 
THERWAL CONTROL 
RADIATOR AREA.. 17.O-(FT**Z),' 	BATTERY RADIATOR AREA ,.9 -(FT**2I --

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 17*9 IFT**2
HEATER POWER 1593.9(BTU/HR)s 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 90.0(BTUIHRI
JOT L HEAIER'P VE§ER Hp 983 29(DTUIHRA)

HEAT PIPE O.O(WATTr-IN), TARIASE CONDUC A4CEH I
 
HJATE LENGTH 4.0 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1698.2 (BTU/HR)







HEAT PIPES 	 4*2
 











STPI GER N8 .,THIKNkS5,HT. 187. p 81910.347 1 fi? :400 IN)
 
- RAM9 .,THI KMLkSIPHT. 5. p 	 115 II 0574 IN.GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .152 (IN), SPACING 4.25 CIN HEIGHT 2.142 (IN)
EN&COVER THICKNESS- FRWARD 6030 (1II, CENTtR 0.000 (IN)m AFT..: 
 ... *0302.N)..
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUFE WT. 157.1 (LBS"
SOLAR ARRAY BOOI AND CRIV 5 WT. 24.J2 (LBS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 54.2 (LBS)
 
US GOVT GED C03-1-3) C6:-f-4' 
* * ASSEMBLY-DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN"NUh'ER" I * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL UNIT UNjT 
'IDENT TYPE 

1601 A E ODR VER ASJS 

R
2203 ORoL LECT 

.1815 EARTH SENSOR 












499 PR SSURE kEGULATR 







701 PELIEF VALVE 

1203.FILL + DRAIN VALV 





203 DIGITAL TELEKMETRY 
o 203 DIGITAL TLLEMEIRY 
345 IADE RECORDEA 







* 202 ANTENNA 



























2 5.1 $1 .3 
UNIT' UNIT UNIT
 

































































UNiT UNIT UNIT 
































US GOVT GEO C03-1-3) C'o3--l
 











650 BATTERY CHARGER 









STA9ILITY AND CN7 























SATELL TE ADAPTER 







hO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
i ZVhS 1.3 0.0 
2.3 0 0.0
2 .- 71.3 s4 0.0
 
2 9.7 :2 90
 




































w w* SYSTEn ut:LRIPTION - - Dt:l1N NUIBtK I g 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL
 







CONFIGURATION - - MHNEPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 14443.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCFSSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUI





NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32e 0
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 128.
 
MATN FRAM' SAMPLE RATE 16. 100
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 6.. 8.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMLS 32 2.
 
SUBFRAME HATL 1,OvCO 10000
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOwNLIK DAIA RATE= 8.000 KBPS)

SE APATE UOWNLINK DATA RATE * 128:000 KfiPS 
A ELECTRICAL POWER 
-- CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREHENT 560.02 WATT
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AbEA 124.9 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTEkY CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR
 




CON FIGURATIUN - - CYLINDER 
IWET SATELLITE WEIGH1 1279.0 LBS C 580.2 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 1328.1..LBS -602.4-KG) 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH 
.N}Ml 111 11 11 1,0EQUIPMENT BAY 36:6 :93 60.9 f:l 601 N Ml 
MISSION tQUIPMhT z4 73 411 N05 H
 
TOTAL SATcLLlTE 61.2 IN.( 1.56 M)

MOMENTS OF IALRTlA (SLUGSVFT**2I IXX " 320.1 LYY = 661558,1 IZZ - 1618686*2 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG
 




CONFIGURATION - - SINCLE SYSTEM 
APqGEE/PERIGEEIINCLINATION 450:'/ 450s/ 98*7
 
PISSION LIFETIME 361 MOP
 






* SUBSYSTE DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSiON WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL-
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 2
WEIGHT 	 43.00 LOS VOLUME 1.24(FT**33 POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATTS







CONFIGURATION - - MONCPRGPELLANT
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 81 ' 834 906 1003 499 203 1121 506 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES j.8 4 5 9 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUHENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)
 
8 UjPMENT CODE IDENTIEhR 203 2;3 345 403
 
UIPPENT U8ANTITES R 1 1 4 1






S COMMUNICATIONSCONFIGURATION NIfIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PLUS DOWNLINK
 
FQUIPMENT CO8 DE IELNTPFER 27 103ON 401 5C3 643 27 312
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES . 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 2






CONFIGURATION - - SHUT AND DISCHARGE FEGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 409 531 239 609 702
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITILS 2 7 2 3 1
 
WEIGHT 1 1b.37.LBS VOLUME 4.13IFT**3) POWER DISSIPATION_.. 737.8..WATS'
 














 19.7 (FT**2) BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.1o.(FT*2)
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 20.6 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER 1896.4(BTU/HR) BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 969 (bTU/HR)




 N2CIG8 (ATT-IN) VARIABLE CJNDUANCE Ho 
- 62091(wATT-INHEAT PIPE LENGTH 3 8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD
















STRUCTURESSKIN THICKNESS o016 (IN)STFINGER NO,THICKNESHT.
FRAME NO. THICKNLSSHT. 
GRID BEAM THCKNSS
ENDCOVER THICKNLSS- FERWARD 
QUIPMFNT BAY SK1UCTUPE WT. 
OLAR ARRAY BOOf AND ERI E WT.ADAPTER WEIGHT 
179.' , 3945.825 -INI,5. , .103 (IN),
.143 (IN). SPACING 4.021 (IN)
















IDENT TYPE 0Q WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1*6 2 10 
2203 f ONTL0 ELCTRNCS 2 71 .:1 62.C 
,1815 EARTH SENS1R . I -- 15 4 .5 15.6 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME. POWER
 
818 THRUSTFR 18 A4 .0 0.0

* 834 THRUSTER 4 - :7 .0 01 
906 !SJLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FIL ER 9 .:5 . 0.0
499 PRgSSURF REGULATR 2 4:,1 :4 .0 
203 IS LATION VAL 1 6.0 6 00 
1121 TANK 1 17.0 1.6 0.0 
506 TANK 1 6.1 .2 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 ,2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 0.0
 
603 FILL * VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 




IDENT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER

JQ3 CIGITAL TLLEMEIRY 1 5.9 .2 3.0 
203 DIGITAL TELE ETRY 1 809 .2 3.0
 345 TAPE RErODE 4 16.8 .4 25o0






IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWEP
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 to 0.0
103 BAS5RND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 05
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.l .0 10.9
 
401 FEFCEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG C ND 3 1.5 .0 ,9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 10 0.0




* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CANlINUED') 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE hO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
4O9 CTSCHGE REGULATOR 20.3 1:3 0.0
 
531 SHUNT REGULATOR 2 33 1 0.0 
239. EATTERY 2 --33.7 *1 O1O
 
.1 0.0
609 PATTERY CHARGER 3 3.6 










































* *SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * $ 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 





CONFIGURATIGN - - ONCPROPELLANT"
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 3855.(Lb-SEC)
DATA P4OCESSING AND 1NSIRUENTAIION
 
CONFIGURATI - SPCIAL PURPOSE '0 0 IPS)
PROCESSOR (DTU)
COMP TER OPEAATIONS RATE 





UMBFR OF C1MMANDS 
 100
64. 128.NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 16 

MAIN FRAE SAMPLE RATE 
 8
MAIN FPAIE WORD LENGTH. -so
 








OF WCRDS PER SUSFRAE
COMNUN RT! 

CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS OOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAIA.RATE x 8.000KBPS)
 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POAER REQURiPENI 370902 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARkAY AfEA 79.73 SQ FT
 24.00 AMP-HR
INSTALLED bATTERY CAPACITY 







 CT SAG IT2 ;GH1 "....588. 3 LaS i 266.8 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT i 610*7. LBS M)DT
DIME3SI:n LENGTH H1:39 

32.9 I{TH .84 M) 5 N i M) 54:9 1NJ H
01UIPNTSAY 
AMA!SATEII hNT 12." 20, Ila .51 M) 2000 IN.I .51 I) 
IZZ * 596961*0PatENTS OF IrIkT1A (SLUGS*FT$*Z IXX - 124o5 IYy 213068.Z 
 Z-CG
X-CGG 0.0 IN.( 0.00 N)
.57 M) O.C IN.C O.OQ H)




COFIGURATILN - - SNtCLL SYSTEM 
APOGEE/PERIG1EIINCLINATION 450.4 450.i 98*7
 
PISSION LIFEI t 31:12(NO)








SUBSYSTEr'-DE'SCRIPTIGNS - - DtSIGN NUMBER 1 4 
CTEIZZAT~nN AND CONTRCL
 
CONFIGURATIN - - MASS EXPULSION wITH PITCH MOMLNTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 








CONFIGURATION - MONCPROPELLANT 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT COQh IDENTIFIER 818' 834 906 1003 499 263 1"IZ 503 
1 2 1
EUPETQATI162.98 L1S VOUM 9 .5f*3 
SUVNTLUES4 VLE 9 22 POWERaREQUIREMENT .3 WATTS.:
EQUIPMENT 12 

41O1(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT. 190(LBS)






..DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIUN
 
CONFIGURATGN- SPECIAL PURPOSk PROCfSSOC (DTU)
 6Ek A3
EQUIPMENT 01FPIlENET 203 345 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 4 1
 







CONFIGURATION - - WIFIEO LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DCWNLINK 
EoUIPMENT CODE IDENTIfIER ZZ7 1C3 306 401 53 6(3 Z27 312 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 2
 






CONFIGURATION - - SHU'tT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PALDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPH-NT CODE IDtNTIkliR 406 515 221 603 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES. 2 9 2 3 1 66.LBS VOLUME 1,48(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION .470...WATTS.-
WE IGHTit 





MISSION EQUIPMINT I 
I HNL .0LBS . 900 8OLUHE 2.18CfT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 50.0 WATTS 
ETS-I1 C03-2-3 




RACIATOR APEA 10.3 (FT**Z), BATTERY RADIATOIR AREA .6 (FT**2)
 TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 10.9 FT**2)
49.8 BTU/HR)
HEATER POWER 973.4(BTUIHk)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 

TOTAL HEATLR PO ER 1023.2 B U/HR
755 (BTU IN--
HEAT PIPE 1684.9(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCIANCE H.P.-
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 2.U (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 777:5 (BTU/HR)
STORED ENERGY 114.6 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGH]
















SKIN THICKNESS 6011. (IN) 3945*625 (IN)# ,ZH1 (IN)
 
STRINGER NO,THICKNESSPHT 206.oI IN)5. 081 (IN), .404 (IN)
FRAM No,THICKNESSHT. 





ENLCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARO (I), CENTER .0 (1N) A 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUEfE WT. 66.13 (LB 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND CRIVE'WT* 24.4 165
 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 22:.4 (LBS)
 
ETS-IJI C03-2-3 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CDNTRIL 
TYPE UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE O WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 92 1.0
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 15,4 .5 15.6
.. 1 ....













906 ISJLATION VALVE 5 a1
.7 0.0
1003 FILTER 
 9 .5 e1 0.0
4g9 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4* 4 0.0
 
213 ISOLATION VALV I 0 6 0.0
1112 TANK 2 2.7 :6 0.0
503 TA4K 1 3.9 ,2 0.0
701 PELIEF VALVE 
 2 .2 0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRA N VALV I --.2,0 0.0603 FILL + VEN VALVE 1 1 0 000
 
DATA PROCESSIN6 AND INSIRUIENTATION
 
-.. UNIT UNIT UNIT

IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMLTRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
.203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
345 TAPF RECORDER 4 16.u .4 25.0





IDENT TYPE bED WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
227 ANTENNA .8 .0 00
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 ,5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
401 FFCEIVER 1 3.9 &1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG CGtD 3 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 1 .0
3.1 1.0
227 ANTENNA 
 2 .6 so 0.0





* 	 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONIINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNtT
 
IDENT TYPE NOJ WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
40g IsCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.8 :2 0:8
 
51 SHUNT REGULAT OR. 9 2.3 0 0 
221 BATTERY. 	 2 9.8 al 0.0
 
603 BATTERY CHARGLF 3 2.6 .0 0.0
 


























SOLAP ARRAY DRIVE 	 9.2
 
THERMAL CONTROL 	 21.7
 






TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 610.7
 
EARTH OBS. C03-2-4 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 130 
ECUI PHENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 1 
WEIGHT 37.90 LBS VOLUME 1.18(FT**3)RELIABILITY .9550 
,IERR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT "8.9WAT 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 203 1121 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 2 . 
WEIGHT 140.30 LBS VOLUME r..65(Fl**3)' 
DRY WEIGHT 58.23(LBSP, EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIAB ILITY .94(
IERR 10 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURAT ION - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (tTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 3 1 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 103 306 401 503 603 227 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 









CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUI PMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 530 236 609 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 12 2 3 1 
WEIGHT 128.74 LBS VOLUME 2.14(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 








18.99(FT**3) *POWER REQUIREMENT 26090 WATTS 
EARTH 00B C03-2-4 
k.*. * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 19.7 (FT*42) BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA
.HEATER POWER 18964(BTU/IHR), BATTERY HEATER POWERTOTAL HEATER POWER
HEAT PIPE 19O230(WATT-IN)jo VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P.HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3O7 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
STORED ENERGY 11496 (BTU) 




PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 2a9










SKIN THICKNESS .016 (IN)
STRINGER NO.PTHICKNESS.HT.
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT.
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
END OVER THICKNESS- FORWARDEQU FMENTTBAYDSTRUCTURE WT,SOLAR ARRAY BO N AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
175o * 5. ,
.138 IN)
.03083*9 (LBS I 












... RT OBS Co3-2-4 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I,* * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 .2 1o0 
203 COITROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
1815 EAPTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .1 .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE No. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 818 THRUSTER 12 . .0 0.0 834 THRUSTER 4 .1 .0 ., 
906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0 
1003 FILT ER 9 .5 .1 0.g
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 00:0
 
203 ISULATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
112L TANK 1 17.0 1.6 0.0 
50A6 K .2 0.0 
701 IEF VALVE .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL 4 VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
H UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 .4 25.0 
403 COtMD DECOD*DISTR 1 12.3 *2 7.5 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
21 ANJINHA .8 .0 0.0I BASiND ASSY UNIT 1 zo .0 .5 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 21 0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3:9 :1 6*3
 
503 COUIMAND 516 COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 1B0 













609 BATTERY CHARGER 


































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 

UNIT U6NT UNIT
NO. WEIGHT VLUNE POWER
 
2 928 * 0.0
1 2.2 .0 0.0
 
2 31.5 .3 0.0
 
3 3.6 .1 0.0
 


































ESA GEO ., C03 2-5 ., o b-,&-to 
'*. .SXAI~V.tK1VBlIUr - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION "AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
POINTING ACCURACY a .2OOOOO(OEG.) 
AUXIL IARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - NONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE * 35960.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * Of(PS) 
COP[ TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 04
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 1286
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16o 100.
 
-FAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 8.
 
MBER OF SUBFRAMES 3. 2.
 
5UBFRAME RATE 1.0000 1.ODOC
 




CONFIGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY OOWNLINK DATA RATE 8.OOO(KBPS)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA-RATE - 2BOOOKBPS) 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATIUtI - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
- POUER REQUIREMENT 637.18 WATTS 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 72.89 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 80.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION-- - CYLINDER 
WIT SATELLITE WEIGHT a 1264.9 LSS C 5737 KG) LAUNCH HEIGHT * 1312o8 LBS ( 595.5 KG) 
D PENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 40.0 IN.C 1.O2 M) 66.7 IN.( 1.69 M) 66.7 IN*( 1.69 HI

"'MISSION EQUIPMiENT 20 9 IN.( *53 M) 34*8 IN*( 088 M) 34*8 IN*( 088 "1I
TOTAL SATELLITE 60.9 IN.( 1:55 N)
 
MOPENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX 221.4 IYY * 702237.1 IZ * 107,8819.0 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG
 




CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 








ESA GEO C03-2-5 co.-z-4 
* * * SUBbT bib UtiRIPIIUNS - - DESIGN NUMBER I $. * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 2 2
 








CONFIGURATIUN - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 203 1130 509 701 1203 603
 
EQUZ MENT QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 2 1 1 1 2 3W1
 
WEIGHT 278.59 LBS VOLUME 6.92(FT**3I POWER REQUIREMENT'
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 3 1
 








CONFIGURATION UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 20 31
SOUIPMENT 

' EUIPAENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 409 515 266 -650 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 9 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 200.77 LBS VOLUME 4.43(FT**33 POWER DISSIPATION 107.6 WATTS
 








WIGHT 9000 LBS 

ESA GEO C03-2-5 2 C.03-3-4 




RADIATOR AREA 11.0 (FT**Z), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA .9 (F**Z 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 17.9 (FT**2)
 
HEATER POWER 1593*9(BTU/HRI. BATTERY HEATER POWER 90.0(BTUIHR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER " 1683.9(BTU/HR)

HEAT PIPE O.O(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 616.5 IWATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1698.2 (BTUIHR)
 
STORED ENERGY 123.Z (BTU)
 
















SKIN THICKNESS .016 (IN)
 
STRINGER NO.,PTHICKNESSHT. 187. P 81910.347 (INIP .377 (IN)
 
FRAME NO.PTHICKNESSHT, 5. , .108 (tN), .541 (IN) 
GRID BEAN THICKNESS .143 (IN)P SPACING 4.026 (IN), HEIGHT 2.013 (IN?
 
.) ENDC EVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN). AFT 030 (IN)
 
EQUIFN NT BAY STRUCTURd WT. 134.0 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIE WT. 23.6 (L8)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 47.9 (L8S) 
ESA BEo C03-2-5) 




IDENT lYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.O
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.* .5 15.6
 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 a1 .3
 
'AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 18 94 .0 00 
834 THkUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1 
906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 v7 .1 0.0 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 00
 
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 00 
1130 TAK 1 17.3 3.2 00509 TAK 1 16.0 .6 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .o 00 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 a1 .0 00 
I 




IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 02 3.0 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 94 25.0 
403 COMMO DECOO+DISTR 1 12.3 02 7.5 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POSER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 o7 00
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2*0 .o .5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 *0 10.9 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 .1 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0 
202 ANTENNA 1 8*4 .7 0.0 
312 TRANSMITTER 2 - 2.2 .0 15.8 
ESA GEO C03-2-9, Co- ­
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
ENT YPE NO. NIT UNIT UNIT 
PO
IGT VOLUME POWER
409 OISCHG REGULATOR 2 20.3 1.3 0.0
 
515 SHIMNT REGULATOR 9 2.3 .0 0.0
66 BATTERY 2 55.4 :3 0.050 BA1TEkY CHARGER 2 9.7 2 9.0 





MISSIOH EQUX PHENT 290.0
 























-Li SATELLITE ADAPTER 47.9 




A' tYSTEM DESCRIPTION 













TOTAL IMPULSE a 15399,(LB-SEC)•





 GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE • 12600.(IPS)
CDPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA
NUMBER MISSION EQUIPMENT DAT
OF COMMANDS 
 32.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 0.
256. 
 0.
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 125.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 0.
8. 
 0.












- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 256.000(KRPS)
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 
, O.OOOKBPS)
C ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION--
 SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REQUIREMENT 
 560.86 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 
 97.71 SQ FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 24.00 AMP-HR
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 
 1203.50 WATTS

.0 VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION 
­ - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT w 1245.3 LBS 1 564.9 KG)DIelENSIONS LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1292.6 LBS 1 586.3 KG)LENGTH 
 HEIGHT
EQUIPMENT BAY WIDTH
32.9 IN.( *84 M) 54.9 IN.( 1.39 M) 54.9 IN.(
IMISSION EQUIPMENT 25.? IN.( .65 M) 42.8 IN.( 1.39 M)­1.09 M) 42.8 IN.( 1.09 NJ
1OTAL SATELLITE 58.6 IN,(
MOMENTS OF 1.49 M)
INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX ­ 212.8 IVY " 568273.0 IZ 1126480.0
 
X-CG Y-CG
CENTER OF GRAVITY 31.8 IN.( Z-C
.81 Mi OO IN*( 0.00 OO.IN,
RELIABILITY Z "OO0 Ml
 
CONFIGURATION 
­ - SINGLE SYSTEMAPCGEE/PERIGEEIINCLINATION 
 450,1 450.1 98.7
MISSION LIFETIME 
 360(MO)







170S FlU C04-1-Z 
.*. SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EKPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 2
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 2 








CONFIGURATION - - MINOPROPELLAt
 203 1121 506 70 1203. 603
EQUIPMENT CODE iDENTIFIER 018 834 906 1003 499 
9 2 1 1 1 oil20
 EQUIPMENT UUANTITIES I8 4 5 1
 
WEIGHT 148.13"LBS VOLUME 4.89(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .... UATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 203 348 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 1
 
WEIGHT 89.78 LBS VOLUME .95(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 35.1 WATTS 





CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPENT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 106 303 401 503 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 2 2 3 1
 
VOLUME .331FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 18.4 WATTS








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 112 ZZ 306 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 104.00 LBS VOLUME l.2TIFT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 469.4 WATTS
 
HARNESS WEIGHT 60.5(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 680O1LB$)
 
RELIABI LI T 9263
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT
H 1540.O0w0TY LBS 90XOLUME
SI EUPENT 21.36(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 305.0 WATTS 
lIOS F10 C04-1-Z 
0 *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROLRADIATOR AREA 197,(FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
HEATER POWER 189993(BTUIHR)o BATTERY HEATER POWERTO A kE 
HEAT PIPE 19260.6(WATT-IN), VAkIBLA'E D A CE H.P.
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.7 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
STORED ENERGY 117.2 (SRU) 
THERML CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSLATONUNIT WEIGHT (LOSEINSULATION 1100 
HEAT PIPES 3.8
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 2.9










SKIN THICKNESS .016 (IN)STRINGER NdTHICKNESSHT. 
FRAME NO.PTHICKNESSHT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
PeNDCCVR THICKNESS FORWARO
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOK AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
110. 3945.825 (IN),
s. D o0a (I1N)
.L.42 (IN), SPACING 3:992 I;Mu











ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * *,
 








1815 EARTH SENSOR 





















701 RELIEF VALVE 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
603 FILL * VENT VALVE 
EIENT TYPE
103 GEN PURP PROCESR 

203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 

348 	TAPE RECORDER 























2 7.1 *1 .62.0
2 15.4 .5 15&6


































































































I TO FIO CO4-1-2 




IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
112 SHLNT REGULATOR 12 1.4 .0 0.0
21 BATTERY 2 25:3 :.1 0.0306 BAITERY CHARGER 2 12.8 .3 00


























PROPEL LAMT 87.5 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 47.3 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1292.6 
NOAA F/O 	 C04-1-3 
*.* 4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * , * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 





CONFIGURATION - - MIONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 15413.jLB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTA ION 
CONFIGURATION -- GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * 12600.( PSI 
COPI TABLE 	 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 	 32* 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256.. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 125. 0.
 
FAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0. 
bUMBER OF SUSFRAMES 4: o 
SUBFRAE RATE 	 1:0OO0 0.0000
 




CONFIGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
256.000KBPSI
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE 	  
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 	 0OOO0(KSPSI 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POwER REQUIREMENT 655.86 wATTS
 
>3) 	 TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 123.44 5Q FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 28.00 AMP-HR
 
uA BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 1520.50 WATTS 
LAIUATI ON - - CYLINDER 
WEI SATELLITE WEIGHT a L360.0 LBS I 616.9 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 1411.3 LBS C 640OZ KG) 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 	 WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 32,6 IN. .83 MI 54.3 IN.( 1.38 MI 54.3 IN.( 1.38 HI-









CEhTER OF 	GRAVITY 32.0 IN.( G .81 M) 0.0 0.00 MI 0.0 IN. 0.00 M)I
RELIABILITY
 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 
APOGEEIPERIGEE/INCLINATION 450.1 450.1 980?
 
MISSION LIFETIME 	 36.0(MO)

MEAN MISSION DURATION 	 31.3(MOI

RELIABILITY 	 .703 
NOAA FlO C04-1-3 
*. SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMRF 1 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION 




POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9'UATTS, 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MONOPROPELLANTEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 203 1121EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 4 5 9 2 1 1WEIGHT 148.21 LBS VOLUME 4.89(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 60.63(LBS) EXPENDABLE WEIGHTRELIABILITY .9655
IERR 10 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGURATION 
- - GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOREQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 203 348 403EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 1WEIGHT 89.78 LBS VOLUME *95(FT**31RELIABILITY 089557 IERR L 
COMMUNICATIONS
"CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 227 106 303 401 "503 .603EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 2 2 3 1WEIGHT 25.34 LBS VOLUME .33(FT**3)
RELIABILITY 
.9927IERR************* 
506 701 1203 603 









- - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 130 224 309 1202EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 2 2 1WEIGHT 127.79 LBS VOLUME 1.OO(FT**3)HARNESS WEIGHT 65.9(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHTRELIABILITY 
.9146 







NCAA F/0 C04-1-3 





HEAT PIPE LENGTH 
STORED ENERGY 
24.0 (FI**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
2316.B(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER23671.2(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 























SKIN THICKNESS .017 (IN)
-TRIhGER NO.,THICKNE $PHT. 
RAME NO.,THICKNESipHT.
GRID BEAR THICKNESS 
ENDCUVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
166. 3945.825 (IN),
5. p .099 (IN),
.148 (IN), SPACING 4.177 (IN)
















* *. ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 

1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY
i 203 ONTROLELECTRNCS815 EARTH SENSOR 














499 PRESS URE REGULATR 

203 ISCLATION VALVE 

1121 TAMW 
c .506 TANK701 RELIEF VALVE 

" 1203 FILL + DRAIN UALV 

1 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2 7.1 .1 HO
2 15,4 : 506
 
















































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
oK IDENT TYPE 

103 GEN PURP PROCESR 

203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 

348 TAPE RECORDR 































































NOA FID C0I-1-3 
,*9 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
IDENT TYPE 
130 SHUNT REGULATOR 
Zit BATTERY 























STABILITY AND CONTROL 



























TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1411.3 
METEOSAT F/I C04-2-2
 
** SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 







CONFIGURATION - - MONOOROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE w 25784.(LB-SEC)
IATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE a O.(IPS)
CDPI TA3LE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPHENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32, 0
NUMBER Or MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 32. 128o.

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 10. 100.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 8.NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 3. 2. 
SUBFRAME RATE 125( lUuu 
NUMNR OF WORDS PER SUBFRAMECOMMUNICATIONS 64o 64( 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 4.000(KBPS)SEPARATE Ofl.WNLINK DATA RATE * 128.000(KBP5)
*ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REQUIREMENT 337.41 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY ARA 142.18 SQ FT
INSTALLF BATTERY CAPACITY 28.00 AMP-HR






WET SATELLITE WEIGHT,- 1307,1 LBS ( 592.9 KG) LAUNCH WtItHi U 1304.?, LOS I OLY.Ii K61DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 
 WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 62.5 IN( 1.59 Ml 104.2 IN.( 2.65 4) 104.2 IN. 2.65 M)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 20.9 IN.( .53 M 34.8 IN.( .88 AD 34.8 IN. .88 M)
TOTAL SATELLITE 83.*4 IN.( 2.12 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 358.9 IYY a 1653353.2 IZZ a 1653353.2Z-C6
Y-CG
X-CCFNTER OF GRAVITY 46.1 IN.( 1.17 M) 0.0 ; 0.00 M) 0. IN.( 0.00 M)
RELIABILITY 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
A0OGEE/PERIGEE7INCLI ATIQN 19323./19323.1 0.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 60oO(MO)




METEOSAT F/D C04-2-2 
** SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * . 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - SPIN "NTS303 403 603EQUIPM N CODE IDENTIF R 2 3 3 4 3 6 3 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 1 1 2
WEIGHT 43.'50 LBS VOLUIE 
RELIABILITY .. e9618 
IEPR 0 
806 14138 6 1 1 
2 1 
1.8O(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10*4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MON9PROPELLANTEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2
HEIGHT 223a33 LBS VOLUME 572 F.T**3)RY NIGH 33LBSXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8252 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 1 
PODER REQUIREMENTI5499(LB I 1.O WATTS 
-. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIJPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403EQUIPMENT QUANTiTIES 1 1 3 1 
WEIGHT 80.51 LBS VOLUIE 1.67(FT**3)RELIABILITY .9342IERR 2 
POWER REQUIREMENT 63. UAI.TS. 
COMMUNICATIONS
CONFIGURATION 





POWER REQUIREMENT 35,i..WATTS. 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
ONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYQUPMFNT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 224 309 1202UPMENT QUANTITIES 8 2 2 1WEIGHT 128.99 LBS VOLUAE 2.01(FT**3)HARNESS WEIGiT 72.2(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY o944Z 
POSER DISSIPATION 
69.9(LBS 317 VMS: 3 
MISSION EOUIPMFNT 




t1.48(FT*#3 POWER REQUIREMENT £70O WATTS 
METEOSAT FIO C04-2-2
 
* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 8.2 (FT**2)p 
 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA I.a.(FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA
HEATER POWER 784.9(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 9.4 (FTb*21
115.0(BTU/HRJ

HEAT PIPE TOTAL HEATER POWER 899.9(BTU/HR)
.7536.3(WATT-IN). VARIABLE CONDUC ANCE H.P. 
 1079.1(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.2 (FT) A:VERAGE HEAT LOAD 
 956.0 (BTU/HR



















STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHTo 240o 
 81910.347 (IN)v :457 (I)
FOAME NO.PTHICKNESSPHT. 5 p 
 131 jIl .656 NJ
GRID REAM THICKNESS .134,INI# SPACING .78 IN1.B9:s, EIGHT JJN
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWaRD 
 :030 INI CENTER











** ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - -'DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. WMUHT vcUNI OR
.203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 1 59
 
0S3RA1 23 0
NUTATIN DAMPER 1 8 .3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3v5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 *1 1.0
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT T'VF N39 WEIGHT VOLU-nE POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 s7 . 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 ,5 . 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 00

203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 e6 0.0
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 s2 .0 00
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




IDENT TYPE Nl. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8,9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY- 1 8.9 .2 3.0
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 .4 25.0






IDFNT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
.306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 I0 10.9401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 I5 .o .9
 
603 DIPIEXER 1 3.1 .o 1.0
 
202 ANTENNA - 1 8.4 07 0o0
 




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE N1. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 8 4.2 ,1 0.0
224 BATTERY 2 29h .2 0.0
309.BATTERY CHARGER .2 12.8 .2 0.0



































** YSYSTEM-'DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENiun wt-tL 








DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU
 
~ MPU TER OPFRATIONS RATE *0.1 PS)
DPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA iIISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBFR OF COMMANDS 32. 001 
NUMBER fc MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 1280.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16. 100
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LE4GTH 8. 8,.

NUMBER OF SU4FRAMES 3. 2.
 
SUBFRAME RATE 1.0000 1.0001
 




CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAT& RATE a 8.OOOKBPS)





CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 556.58 WATTS
 
TOTAL SLAR AjRAY AREA 63.67 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CA0ACITY 72.00 AMP-HR
0- MEGINNING OF LIFE PY4ER 810.66 WATTS 
VEHICLE SIZING
 
CONFIGURATION - - CYL14DER 
0 
-138 8 8L BSh9 630.0 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHWT 14H LBSWATT 653. jKG]IMENSIN LENGTH HEIG T
1ET SATE ITE WEIGHT a 
EQUIPMENT BAY 37.8 IN.( .96 M) 63.0 IN*( 1.60 M) 63.0 IN.( 1.60 8I
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 24.8 IN.( .63 M) 41.3 IN.( IO5 Ml 41.3 IN.,( 1.05 MI}

TOTAL SATELLITE 62.6 IN.( 1.59 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA'(SLUGS*FT**2) IXX " 205.7 IYY a 768115.4 IZZ " 1055790.9 
X-CG - Y-CG Z-CG 
CENTFR OF GRAVITY 32.2 IN.( .82 H) 00 IN*( 0.00 M) 000 IN.( 0.00 H)
RE IABILITY 










 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPUiSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 2
 VOLUIE 1,24(FT**3)








CONFIGURATION - - MONOOROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 499 203 1130 
6 5 9 2 1 1
FQUIPNENT QUANTITIES 18 
 VOLUME 6.92(FT**3)
WEIGHT 278. OLBS 
.






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)
CONFIGURATION - -

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTI'FIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 1 
202 
1
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 2 3 
1.75(FT**3)










SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 CONFIGURATION - -




PIGH 6 5 16 0 
1T LBS 




















POSER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATTS
 


















2.35(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION. 94,o.VArTS
(OLU.4E 
 4403(LB5)















RADIATOR AREA 14.8.(FT**2)s BATTERY RADIATOR AREA .5 (FT*02)
 TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 15.2 (FT**2)
 
HEATER POWER 1377.1(BTUIHR)o BATTERY HEATER POWER 33.3(BTU/HR)
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 1410.4(BTU/HR[
 
..HEAT PIPE 0.O(WATT-INI. VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.Po 633.4 WATT-IN)
 
HEAT P PE LENGT[ 39 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1476.6 (BTU HR1
 
STORED ENERGY 123.2 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT




HEAT PIPES 4.1 
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL... 3.1
 




SKIN THICKNESS .017.(IN) 
- STRINGER NO, HICKNES SHT. 177, 81910.347 (IN)* .375 (IN)-
FRAME NO.,THICKNESS.HT 5 , .108 (IN1. ,538 (IN). 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .150 (IN). SPACING 4.226 (1 I, HEIGHT 2.113 (IN)
 
ENDCOVCR THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 IN). CENTER 0000 (IN): AFT .030 (IN).
 
EOIJIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 123.9 (LBS)
 
4SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DIVE WT. 22.6 (LBS)
 








ASSEMBLY'DESCRIPTIONS - - OESIGN NUMBER 1 0 * *" 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 ,2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 *1 62.0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR I ... 15.4 .5 15.6 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 al .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE N). WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRU2TER 18 .4 .0 0.0
 
834 THRUS ER 6 s7 .0 e1
 
906 ISOLATION VALV 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 01 0.0
 
499 PRESURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1130 TANK 1 17.3 3.2 0.0
 
509 TANK 16.0 o6 00
 
701 RELIEF VALVE .2 00 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRA NVAV 1 z .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VEN VAL 1 :1 .0 0.0 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITA4 TELEHETRY 1 ..8.9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 o4 25.0
 
403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NJ, WEIGHT VOLUIE POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
103 BASE'NP ASSY UI1T 1 2.,0 .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMITTER .2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 2 3,9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 *9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3,1 .0 1.0
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8*4 .7 0.0
 





.UNIT UIT UNITELECTRICAL POWER 

NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
IDENT TYPE 

406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.8 .2 0.0
 8 2.3 .0 0.0
T g ,
INREGULATOR 
 2 9.5 .4 0.0R3 EATTR 2 9.7 .2 9.0
650 BATTERY CHARGER 
 9. 06 0,0















































* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1. * * * , 
Z.STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 

CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 0
 




CUNFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE = 24125.(LB-SEC)
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUI
C OPP TER EAINRAEs0(P)ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA




NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0
 
32. 128.
tUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 10. 100.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 

AIN FRAME WORD LENGTH Be B.
 





NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 64* 64. 
COMMUN ICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 4,O00(KBPS) 




CONFIGURATION-- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POKER REQUIREMENT 1072.51 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 446.12 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY £OO.O0 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER
 
WE1 SATELLITE WEIGHT u 2517.9 LS C 1142.1 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT , 2629.3 LBS £ 1192.6 KI 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HE IGHT WIDTH 
EQUIPMENT BAY 204. I IN 5.19 Ml 100.0 N.I 24 N) 100.0 IN. 2:54AN)
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 29.9 N *76 M 49.8 N 6 M 496 IN I 26H
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 23443 IN.( 5.95 t)
 








CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
AP CGEE/PERIGEE/INCLINATION 19323.119323.1 0,0
 
MISS iON LIFE IME 60.0 (MO)





INTELSAT V CCI-1-2 
B**SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMIFR 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CfODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT. 43.50 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





1,80(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATT: 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 906 1003 499 203 1124 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 
WEIGHT 216.82 LOS VOLUME 5,54(Fi**3 1DRY W IGHT 
DRY WEIGHT 75.24(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHTRELIABILITY s9013 








DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUD
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 I 1 
WEIGHT 30.11 LBS VOLUME *54(FT**3IRELIABILITY .9505 
IERR 2 
POWER REQUIREMENT 13,5 WATT 
71 COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 





POWER REQUIREMENT 35.4 WATT 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 130 269 389 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 11 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 234.06 LBS VOLUME 1.48(FT**3)













INTELSAT V CCI-1-2 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
rHERMAL CONTROL 
RADIATOR AREA 30.4 (FT**2), 
HEATER POWER 30ll.4(BTU/HR)o 
HEAT PIP LG2713TB(fAlT-INIP
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 14 6FT 
STORED ENERGY 77.4 (BTU) 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
UNIT WEIGHT 
INSULATION 55.1
IEAT PIPES 15.4 
PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 1.9 
RADIATOR (ACTIVE) 63o4 
TOTAL 135.8 
BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
VARIABLE ONOUCTANCE H.P. 






3031.9(4ATT-IN1544.9 B UIHR 
IERR 1100010111 
STRUCTLRES
"-"SKIN THICKNESS o031 (IN) 
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT,3, FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARDEOUIENTR AY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOON AND ORIVE UT.ADAPTER WEIGHT 
166. 81910.347 (IN),
14i 5.044 (N)I
.179 (IN), SPACING 5.18 (N),









* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I : ;
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT

IDENT TYPE ,NOa WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE ORIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 94 3.5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 .* 0.0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER829 THRUSTER 6 6 . 0 0.0
834 tHRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .L 00
1003 FILTER 9 .5 1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 4 0.0
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0 
515 TANK 1 21.8 .8 0.0OL RELIEF VALVE 2 0 00
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 
t. DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENt TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .z 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
403 COVMO OECOD+OISTR 1 IZ.3 .2 75 
COMMUN ICAT IONS 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IETAANIAYE NOt WEIGHT VOLUIE P0 ER
 
103ASENO AS UNIT .0
306 RANSHITTER i 1:1 .0 LO:
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.350 COPlANO SEQ CONo 3 1.5 .0 o9 








UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
130 SHUNT REGULATOR 11 Z.7 .0 0.0
 
269 BATTERY 2 9L.1 .5 0.0389 BATTERY CHARGER 2 5.3 .1 0.0























THERMAL CONTROL 135.8| DRY WEIGHT 2376.3 
PROPELLANT 141.6SATELLITE ADAPTER 111l 4 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 2629.3
 
01 






SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 







CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 124720(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE -O.(PS)

CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA

NJMBER OF COMMANDS 32 0o

NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0o
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 125. 0.
FAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0*
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4. 0*
SUBFRAME RATE 1.0000 .00000




CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 256.OO0(KBPS)





CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POUER REQUIREMENT 1295.56 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 149.88 SQ FT
 
INST'ALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 2000.0 AMP-HR




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 3051.5 LBS £ 1384.1 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 3159,6 LBS C 1433.2 KI
 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HETIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 47.4 IN.( 1.20 M) 78.9 IN.( 2.00 MI 78.9 IN,( 2.00 I
4ISSION EQUIPMENT 30.9 IN*( .78 M) 51.5 IN.( 1.31 H) 51.5 IN.( 1.31"N)

TOTAL SATELLITE 78.3 IN*( 1.99 M)


















INIELSAT VI CC1-1-3 
* * SUBSYSTE14 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * *A 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 3 3 2 2 
WEIGHT 67.10 LBS VOLUME 2.O6ftP*43) 
RELIABILITY 1 9937 IERR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATT 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 8L8 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 8 5 9 2 1 4 
WEIGHT 051.58 LBS VOLUME 17.81(FT**3) 
DRY WEIGHT 14?.67(LBS)t EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8103 
IERR 1 
524 701 1203 t03 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 
WEIGHT 4236 LBS VOLUME .T8(FT*43) 
RELIABILITY .9990 
IERR 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 3 2 2 





1.09(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 25.5 WAIl 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE HOUtTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 41Z 531 269 650 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 4 9 4 4 2 
WEIGHT 447&13 LBS VOLUME 5.?O(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 
















 38.0 (FI"'zp, 
 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA
 
HEATER POWER 3652.7CBTU/HR), TOTAL RADIATOR AREA t9:9 (FT**2)
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 90.O(TU/HRI

HEAT PIPE TOTAL HEATER POWER
OO(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 3742.7(BTU/HRI
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 792.3(WAJT-INI
4.9 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
 3802.6 ( TU/HRI


























ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 6.2444 IHN): HEIGHT 3:122 N
.030 (IN), CENTER
0| 0.000 (IN), APT
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 291.7 (LBS) .030 (IN)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WTo




INIELSAT VI CCI-1-3 





IDENT TYPE - NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
1601 VALVE DRIVER AS SY 3 6 a 1.0 
2203 CO#1TROL EL CTRN CS 3 11 62.0 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.6 
1303 RE ACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .1 .3 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 .0 0.0 
834 THRUSTER 8 ,7 .0 *1 
907 ISCLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 o1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6. .6 0.0
 
1130 TANK 4 17.3 3.2 0.0
 
524 TAMK 216 1.4 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 0 0.0
 
1203 FIL + DRAIN VALV . .0 0.0 
603 FIL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0o0
 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 .2 3.0
 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0 
106 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 3 2.0 ,0 0.0 
32? TRANSMITTER 2 4.7 .0 18.0 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 *1 6,3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND I 1.5 .0 .9 
605 DIPLEXER 2 .7 .0 .3 
INTELSAT VI CC1-1-3 





ID ENT YPE NO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
412 OISCHGE REGULATOR 16,4 .4 0.0
 
53 SHUNT REGULATOR 4.3 1,.
26 BATTERY Z 7103 0650 BAITERY CHARGER 4 9.7 ,2 9.0




NA PE WEIGHT 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 941.0
 
























* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -- DESIGN NUMBER I * * * , 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH 'PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
POINTING ACCURACY - .300000(OEG.I

AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURAfION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 47998. (LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU) 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE OIPS) ENSIMEERIMO DATA MISSION EOIIPNENT DATA
 
CDPI TABLE 0.
hUMBER OF CCMMANDS 32. 

NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0.
 
VAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 125. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH B. 0.
 
NUMUER OF SbBFRAMES 4. 0.
 1.0000 0.0000
 






CONFIGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 256000(KBPS)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 0000(KBPS)
C ELtCTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADOLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POkER REQUIREMENT 670.92 WATTS 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 76.75 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 100.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
LAUNCH WEIGHT 1732.0 LBS
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT 1668.7 LBS 756,9 KG)  "785.6
 
WIDTH
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 

EQUIPMENT BAY 41.3 IN,( 1.05 M) 68'9 IN*( 1.75 m) 68.9 IN 1:15 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 26.6 EN*( .68 M) 44.3.INaI 1.13 I) 44,3 IN*. 13
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 67.9 IN,, 1.72 M)
 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) X 
X-CG Y-CG .- CG a 0.0 iNot, :,"uCENTER OF GRAVITY -35.4 IN*( .90 M) 0.0 IN*( 0.00 
RELIABILITY
 











* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEELEQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303.

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 2 2 2









EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 509 
701 1203 	 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 
 2 1 	 2 1 2 1 -
WEIGHT 368.93 LBS VOLUME 10.45(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATT




IERR 	 I 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR tUTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I IWEIGHT 21.18'LBS VOLUME *39(Ft**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 105 YATI
RELIABILITY 	 °9668
ZERR 	 I 
1J COMMUNICATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER, 202 106 3Z7 401 503 605
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 2 2 
 3 Z.




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION 
- PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY'EQUIPMENf CODE IDENTIFIER 409 515 269 650 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITES 2 9 2 2 1WEIGHT 232.45"LBS VOLUME 4,56(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION ll3dWATI




 WEIGHT 599.00 LBS 









RAMH TS R 19.3 (FT**2), .Q9'FT**2
NR' BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAE RADIAJOR AREA ?O.t |FT** [
HEATER POWER 1818*3(BTUIHR)p BATTERY H A ER POWER 90.01 TU/HTOTAL HE JATER POW1908:THR
 
HEAT PIPE O.O(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P 67 W I
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.2 CFT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1927.l (BTUIHR)

STORED ENERGY 103.0 8TU
 
THERPAL CONTROL WEIGHT




HEAT PIPES 	 4.0
 










SKIN THICKNESS .019 (IN)

STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 178. 	 BlqlO,347 (I)P .410 (IN)
 
_ 	 FRAME NO.PTHICKNESSPHT. 5. p.118 (IN p .588 (IN)
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .164 (IN), SPACING 4.613(IN), HEIGHT 2.306 uN),
* 'ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN;, AFT "' .030 N
J 	 EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 145.2 (LBS)SOLAR ARRAY BOH AND DRIVE WT. 24:. ILB5)
 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 63.3 LB
 
TCRS/WESTAR CC2-L-1 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
r UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NOD WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1,6 .2 1.0 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.O
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.61303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .1 o3 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION r UNIT UNIT UNIT 
WDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 .0 00
 
834 THRUSTER 6' e7 .0 *1
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 00 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 *1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 e4 0.0

203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 - 6.0 .6 0.0 
1130 TAW( 2 17.3 3.2 0.0
 
509 TANK 1 16.0 *6 0.0701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *1 .0 0.0
 




IDENT TYRE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 00
 
106 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .0 00
 
327 TRANSMITTER 2 4.7 .0 18.0
 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 .1 6o3
 
503 COPMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
 




* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE nO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
409 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 20.3 1.3 0.0
 
515 SHUNT REGULATOR 9 2.3 .0 00
 
269 BATTERY 2 71.3 .4 0.0
 
650 BA7TERY CHARGER 2 9.7 .2 9.0
 

















BATTER IES covV. -142.6
 





SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 89
 






SATELL PE ADAPTER 63.3
 




* * * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - CESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL
 
CONFIGURATION - - DIAL SPIN
 







TOTAL IMPULSE a 47286.(LU-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUMENTATIN
 




 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER UP COMMANDS 
 64o o
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256, 8.

'AIN FRAMt SAMPLE RATE 
 13. u.
MAIN FRAME WOkO LENGTH 

.NUMBER UF SljFRAPLS i: 0.
 
14UbB4FRwO PER SUBFRAME 64:12 0 8:0000
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CON.FIGURATION - - UNIfIED LINK-COrMN ANTENNAS
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAIA HATE * 32.000(KBPS)





CONFT URATICN - - - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYNHUET
PO4ER REQUIREMENT 766.92 WATTS

•TOTAL SOLAR MRAY AIEA 322.62 SQ FT
VINSTALLED dAITEKY CIPACITY 66.00 AMP-HR
 
VBEGINNING OF








.,MSSION 5u0 NT BAY 200IN.
EQU1PMENT 1 3.2 IN ( 3.1351N ) 120.0 IN. 
 3.05 ) 12000 I. 3.05 MI
 
EL T IN.
L 2 36,51 Mi 33.3THTAL SATELLITL 143*2 l3* 4 M IN*( .85 MI 33.3 IN*( 05 Mi. 
POMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) XX - 708.9 IY * 6286578oO IZZ * 62865TB.O 
X-CG Y- C
CENTER OF GRAVITY 81.9 INs( 2o'08 M) Z-CG
0.0 IN.( OO0 MI 0.0 IN,( 0.00 N)RELIABILITY
 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
GE/INCLINATION
APOGEF 19323.1/19313,1 0*0





* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - -,DESIGN NUMBER 1 ' * t * 
STACILIZATION AND CONThCL 
-CONFIGURAT ON - - DUAL SPIN 
EQUIPMENT CLD IDENIIFIER 101 
EQUIPMENT CUANT' IES 1 
WEIGHt 171.O LOS 
R LIABILI1Y 




503 603 703 




POWER REQUIREMENT 76.7 WATTS, 
tUlLlRY PROPULSION 
COFIGURAT ON ­ - MONCPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMNT CODE IDENIlFItk 829 






459 2C3 1124 
2 1 3 
I.*08(FT**3) 
524 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 1 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUtIENTATION 
vCOFIGURATI ON - -SPE¢IAL PUkPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
EQUIPMEN CODE ILNTIFILR 203 406 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIER 2 2 
W&IGHT 3 .Sb LBS VOLUME .56(FT**31 
RELIABILITY *9951 
POWER REQUIREMENT 8.5 WATTS 
. IERR 1 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ECO FIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUPMENT CODE IDENTIFILR Z06 103 336 401 
EQU IPMENT GUANTITLES 1 2 2 2 
WEIGHT 2~.84 LUS VOLUME 
503 618 
3 2 
.47(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 17.7 WATTS 
ELFCTRICAL POWER 
vCONFtGtJaATlON - - StIUT - BODY MOUNTED SOfLA ARRAY 
EOUIPMEN cODE 1OENT IER, 112 260 36 02 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 3 2 
WEIGHT 174o,04 Ls VOLUME 1.52(FT**3)
HARNESS WLiGHT lO8 (LBS|t SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY o769 
POWER DISSIPATION 
158.61LBS) &t WAtTs 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 
WEIGHT 254.00 LBSRELIABILITY VOLUME.9000 lOoOSIFT**3f 










HEATER POWER 1433.6(BTU/HR)p BATTRY HEATER POWER 18.3 (FT**2)
115iO(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 1548.5(BTU/HR)
HET PIPE 62635.1(WATT-IN)p 
VARIABLEHUNDUCIANCE H.P. 1852.?(WATT-XN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 9.0 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
 1988.6 (BTU/HRJ





















FRAME 218. 81910.347 *50 'INIP( )
NOYTHI KNLSSPHT. 8. p .167 (IN, p2833 1IN
GRID AR.AM THICKNESS .160 (IN), SPACING .4:10 (IN) ' 
HEIGHT 2255 (IN
ENVCVER THICKNESS FCRWAkD ,030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT 
 .03C (INN
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUFE To 235.13 (18S)







ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRkL 
IDENT TYPE 

101 DESP IN REAR'ING 

203 VALVE DRIVtR ASSY 

303 SUN SENSOR 

403 bUTATION DAMPER 

503 GIMBAL E ECTRONCS 

603 CONTROL cLcCIRNCS 

703 PIAXIAL DRiVE 

806 FA TH SNSUR ASSY 









































FlIL + URAIN VALV 
L + EN A 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 



















































































IDENT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMEIRY '2 k.9 .2 3.0 






IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2'6 ANTENNA k 195 ,i 0.0 
103 PASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .0 o5
 
336 TRANSMITTER 2 Z.5 .0 70.0
 
401 RECEIVERA 2 3s9 @1 6.3 








IDENT TYPE 10. WEIGHT VOLUME PD ER
112 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 1* .0 0
260 BATTERY 2 60*7 s3 0.0
389 EATTER Y CHARGER 5.3 :1 0.0




























7 THERAL CONTROL 64.9OFY-WEIGTIT 1676.9 
PROPELLANT 277*5SATELLITE ADAPTER 
 88.6 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 2043.1
 
CENSTAR FIB CC2-1-3 ,-#o;-e 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
--
 DESIGN NUMBER I * * * *
 
STABILIZATION ANG CONTROL





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
TOIAL IMPULSE a 1zfV73,#(La-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU|
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE 0.1 IPS)

COPIERTABF C 
 ENGINEERING"DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA-
NUMBERF CMANOS
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 3.
256 
 0.
FAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 125. 
 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 8. 0*









- - UNIFIED LIMK-COMNON ANTENNAS OPRIMARY ODOWNLINK DATA RATU 
 256 0O00(KBPS)





- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE "UNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOER REIREMENT 
 4195.56 MA
TI 
 R AY AREA 149.85
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 200,00 AMP-HR
BEHNNINGOF LIFE POWER 






WET SAJELLITE WEIGHT - 3116.7 LBS 4 1413.? KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT
 
NSA 
-w 322?i2 LBS C-146fl8 KG)
EQUIM T LENGTH 
 HEIGHT
EQUIPMENT SAY IN*( 17.l 2.00 M) WIDTH
*20 M) 78.9 IN(
PISSIOA EQUIPMENT 31.5 IN. .80 N) 7809 IN 24.00 A)
52.5 IN.( 1.33 MI 52.5 IN6( 1.33 HI
7OTAL SATELLITE 70.9 IN.( 2.00 M)I 
. .
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT*#Z) IXX 855.1 
 TVY a 2667838.0 IZz 4272343.2 
CENTER OF GRAVITYRELIABILITY?, 390. I0 99 M) 000 1I.t n.n 0.00 "lCONF'IGURAT I 

- - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APCGEEtPERIGEIIN
MISSION LIFETIME ATION M933)*9)Z3*1
84,O O  0,0






CONSTAR F/O CC2-1-3 1'-/ -1.-.­
* 	 SUBSYSTEH DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 3 3 2 2
WEIGHT 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 816 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 
524 	701 1203 603
EQU IPENT QUANTITIES 18 8 5 9 2 1 4 
 1 	 2 1 1
WEIGHT 851.66 LBS 
 VOLUME 1.B1(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT






DATA PROCESfING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURA ON 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU)QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 401
4Q I8 N NT QATTE
EWIGHT T4236 LBS 
 999OLUNE .T8IFT**3) 









- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 
 401 503 605
EQUIPMENT QUANTIT1ES 1 3 
 2 4. 2
WEIGHT 39.14 -LBS 






- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTEO SOLAR ARRAY'EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 412 531 269 650 702
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 
.4 9 4 4 2
WEIGHT 447.j3 LBS 
 VOLUME % 5.7OfFT**) 
-"POWER0DISSIPATIrrN--2184;?-WAtTS








. VOLUME 39.3(FT$*4S POWER REQUIREMENT', lo0o WAttiLIABILITY 
 .9000
 
CCMSTAR FIO CC2-1-3 -/a z_-7. 




RADIATOR AREA 38.0 (FT**Z), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA ;9(FT**2v

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 	 39:0 (Ff$$2)
HEATER POWER - 3652.7(BTUIHR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 90.0 BTU*HR)'
TOTAL HEATER POWER 3742.71BTU/HR)HEAT PIPE OO(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 798.7(WATT-INI
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.9 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 3802.6 (BTU/HR3









PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 2.6









SKIN THICKNESS ,025 (IN)

•TRINGER NO,THICKNESSpHT. 163.a 	 81910.347 (IN), .513 (IN)
RAE NO.,THICKNESSHT. .	 *147 (IN, . IN[3737
GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .22 SACIN 6.310 N HEIGHT 3.155 IN
54CENTER




"4 EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 291.7 (LBS)
IOLA(IARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 32.5 4LBS
DAP7ER WEIGHT 	 IO.4 LBSI
 
COMSTAR F/O CC2"1-?3 ­
* *, ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUNBER - . ' * * 
'STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 :UNI T UNIT' UNITI DNT TYPE NOs WEIGHT VOLUME PO ER681 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1.6 .202203 CONTRO% ELECTRNCS 3 7.1 .1 62.0
1815 ARTH ENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.6






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
818 THRUSTER 18 o4 .0 0.0
834 THRUSTER 8 .7 .0 .1
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISELATION VALVE 1, 6.0 .6 0.0
1130 TAhK 4 17.3 3.2 0.0
524 'TANK 1 21.6 1.4 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 o2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00 
,_ 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0. 
I 
-c DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNI  UNIT UNIT
 
N. IDENT NO WEIGH VOLUME POWER
 
203 OIGITAL TELEMETRY 8.9 VU 3 0
403 COt1D DECODDISTR 2 11.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUN ICATIONS
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 *7 0.0
k 06 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 3 2.0 .0 0027 TRANSMITTER 2 4*7 .0 18.0
401 RECEIVER 2 .1
503 COMMAND SIG coN 4 o
605U IFLEXER 2 .7 .0 .3
 
CCNSTAR F/D CC2-1-31 ./o)-12-






IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
412 DISCHGE REGULATOR 4 16.4 ,4 0.0
 




BA TRY CHARGER 4 90
 






















< TRUCT 5E 
SOLAR 'ARAYDRIVE 











* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
POINTING ACCURACY e 44000(VG.)
AUXILI4RY PPOPUL N
 
" CONFIGURATION - - MOPEPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 25784.(L8-SECI
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - Ot(IPSI
CDVI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBEP OF COMMANDS 
 32. 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256. 0.
'AI FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 13.
MAIN FRAME WCRD LINGTH 0.
8. 00








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
PRIMARY DONNLINK DITA RATE - 32.OOO(KSPSi




- - SHUT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
S.POWER REQUIREPENT 262.25 WATTS
 
VTOTAL SLAk ARRAY APEA iO0.O8 SQ FT
VINSTALLED BATIERY CAPACITY 
 22.00 AMP-HR

'BEGINNING OF LIFE PEWER 
 352.86 WATTS
VSH6CL SIZING
C GURA ION - - CYLINDER
 
WET SATELLITE WLIGHI - 1068.4 LBS 44.6 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 
- 1114.0 LBS f 505.3 K1LIMENSIONS 
 LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 54.8 IN.( 1.!39 M) 91.3 IN*( 2.32 M) 
 91.3 IN.( 2.32 M)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 20.9 IN( .53 M 34.8 IN*( .88 M) 34.8 IN .8 M)
TOTAL SATELLITE 75.o INN 1.92 Ml
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2 233.4 IYY - 1094196.0 IZZ - 1094196.0
 




- - SINGLE SYSTEMVAP3 GE/PERjG6EIINCL1NAT!ON 19323.1f19323./ 0.0
PI SSON LIFETIME





* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
/COhFIGURATION - - SPI CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT CU8ANTITILS 1 
WEiGHT 36.1U LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
3(3 403 603 





1*43(fT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION /CONFIGURATION ­ - MONEPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFILR 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 z 5 9 1 
WEIGHT 223.33 LBS VOLUME 5.72(F.**3 2 
DRY WEIGHT 68.33(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 96257 
IERR 11 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
/CONFIGURATION - - SPECiAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDtNTIFIEH 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES' I 1 
WbIGHIT 21.18 LBS VOLUME *39(FT**31
RELIABILITY * 9668"" ItRk 
POWER REQUIREMENT 1O.5 WATTS 
.COMUNICATIONS 
,CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 20Z 103 306 401




*92(FT*43) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
:LECTRICAL POWER 
/FONFIGUPATION ­ - SHUT -
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIEREQUIPMENT QUANT.TIESWEIG 6 E 
BODY M4OUNTED SOLAP ARRAY103 218 306 12027 2 2 1LBS VOLUME 1,97(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 20,. WATTS 
HARNES WEIGHTRELIZOILIGH 478LgS)# SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT,649 53.6(LBS) 
MISSION EQUIPMENT




11*48(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 908O WATTS 
WESTAR CC2-1-4
 




RACIATOR AREA 7.3 CFT**2)p 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA
HEATER POWER' 694.5(BTU/HR), 	 BATTERY HcATER POWER 

TOTAL HEATER POkER
HEAT PIPE 14155o(WATT-1NIP 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P.
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4o1



















SKIN THICKNESS 9014 (IN)
STPIPGER NO.'TH KNESSHT. 235. , 1910I34 NNOTH E SSFRAMEHT. 5. 	 , 11GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .124 (IN):' SPACING 3,483 (IN),
ENLCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWARO 
 #030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN

ECU3P MENT BAYTSTRUCTUEWT 113.,19L





























- - DESIGN NUMBER '1 49 *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRUL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE Nt. 
WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 16 .1 
 5.9
303 SUN SFNSON 1 .3 .0 .0
403 tUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 
 s3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELkCTRNCS 1 7.4 :4 3.5
806 rARTH SFNSUR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0





JDgNT TYPE No0 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 ei
V834 THRUST R 2 .7 .0 *1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 
 5 97 .1 0.0
1003 FlTER 
 9 .5 . 0.0
499 P:SSURE REGULATR 1 4i1 m4 0.0
203 ISILATION VALVE 1 6°0 .6 0.0
1118 TANK 
 2 10.2 1.3 00
518 ANK 
 1 162 1.0 00
701 FELIEF VALVE 2 .2
1203 + DRAIN VALV 1 .0 00.2 00
603 FILLFILL + VENT VALVE 1 91 .0.0 0,0
 




IDENT TYPE NO.o WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
s203 DIGITAb TEbEMETRY 1 169 
 :2 3.0






IDENT TYPE No* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER




401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
1 3 A ASY UNIT 8 I:
 
503 COMMAND SIG CUND 2 1.5 
 .0 .9








hOl WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 
 7 4:2
V2'18 BATTERY :1 0.0
2 21.0 . 00
306 BATTERY CHARGER 
 2 12.8 a3 0.0
1202 POWER CONTROL 










































6 * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STA8ILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL'POINTING ACCURACY * .200000(DEG.)
AUXILIARY 	PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOAL IMPULSE a 38343.(LB-SECS

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUP
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE 	 O
.(IPS)
COPI TABLE 	 ENGINEERING-DATA' 'MISSION EQUIPMENT OATA-
NUMBER OF 	COMMANDS 
 32. 	 0.
NUMBER OF 	MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256o 	 0.
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 	 125. 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 	 8. 
 0.
NUMBER OF 	SUBFRAMES 
 4* 	 DO
SUBFRAME RATE 
 1.0000 	 00000




CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS

.PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 256.OOO(KBPS)





CONFIGURATION -SPOWER REQUIREMENTSHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
645.92 WATIJ
 
TO AL S LAR AR'AY AREA 73:89 SO
 
INSTALLED 	BATTERY CAPCfITY 00,0 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT w 1192.5 LBS 1 540.9 	KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1237.8 LBS I 561a5KG)DIPENSIONS 	 LENGTH 
 HEIGHT 	 WIDTH
EQUIPMENT 	BAY 
 41.1 IN.( 1.04 M) 68.5 IN:( 1.74 M) 68.5 IN.( 1.74'RlMISSION EQUIPMENT 19.2 IN.( .49 NJ 32.0 IN.1 081 10 32.O IN*( 
 81 H
TOTAL SATELLITE 60.3 IN. 1.53 ft 	
-_MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**z) IXX 2 IVY 670587.1
30.7 -	 IZZ - 10638S643 
X-CG 	 Y-CG
CENTER OF GRAVITY 29.3 IN.( 	 Z-CG




- - SINGLE SYSTEMAPUGEEPERjI El!NCLINATION 1923/19323.f 0,0
MISION LI EM 	 0 MO
 








CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1615 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES z z 2 z
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPNFNT CODE IDENTIFIER 618 834 906 1003 499 203 1130 5o 701 1203 609
 
OfEQU1PNENTUANT1TIES 	 6 5 9 2 1 2 1 z 1
WEIGHT 312.09 LBS VOLUME 10.1S(FT**3) POWER REQUIRENE T .3 WATTS
 T 3AT
OYIGHT20 Ls







CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE. PROCESSOR (0TU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IOENJIFIER 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I I
 








3CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401 503 605'
 
' EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES"35.64 LBS I .DgOUEPgf
~WEIGHT 	 2 2 2 3 2
 





CONFIGURATION . SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IdENTIFIER 409 515 269 650 702
 
EQUIFENT QUANTITIES 2 9 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 232.45-LBS VOLUME 4.56(fT**31 MOVER DISSIPATION-109;1I-AtTS











* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)'
 
T HERNAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 18.4 (FT**2)9 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 .9 (FT**2P
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 9 FT*2HEATER POWER 1735.O(BTU/HR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 90O(STUIHRI

TOTAL HEATER PPER 1825. U
HEAT PIPE OO(WATT-IN)v VARIABL CONDUTANCE HUP 61OINYTTI

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3:8. FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1841.9 (BTUIHRI

















SKIN THkCKNES .016 (IN)NOESSHTFRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT.
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDVR THICKNS FORWARD 
EQURPMET 6aY SNUTURIE WToSoOLAR ARRAY ByOO AND, DRIVE WT,ADP7ER WEIGHT 
192. 81910.347 (IN). s376 (IN)5. , .108 (IN1: .39 (IN?
.138 (IN), SPACING 3.8980 (IN) HEIGHT' 1949 IN 
.03 (IY)fiCENTER -0000 (INWrAFT -030-(INI" 
23.7 Iffl 45:3L 
RCA SATCON tC2-1-5 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 4 
STABILIZATION ANo CONTROL
 Wv NIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. tIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 *2 1*0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 6200
3 3 EClO0 HEEL 2 5.1 .1 .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO., WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 o0 0.0 834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 &1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 ,4 0.0 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1130 TANK 2 17.3 3.2 0.0 
509 TAW4 1 16.0 .6 0:8 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 0
 
1203 FILL + DRA VIA' 2 
. 603 FILL + VENT Al 1 f 
f 
) DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMEOTfIONUNIT UNMIT
 
N IDENT, YPE NOt WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
3TDIUTAL TELEMETRY 8.9 .2 3.0
 
403 COPMD OECO0DISTR 1 21.3 .2 1.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
202 ANJENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
106 BA SEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .0 00 
J2I TRANSMITTER 2 4.7 .0 18.0RECEIVER 2 3.9 .1 6.3 
503 COCON 3 1 .OCN32 _n605 DI PL XtR 1:  
RCA SATCOM CC2-1-5 





IOENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
TREGULATOR
515 SH K GU 

269 BATTERY j 71.3 :4 0.650 BATTERY CHARGER 9. . 2 9.8 
409 1I% ATOR 6 IN:1 :9{8:8
 








STABILITY AND CONTROL 58.4





















* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I t * * * 
STAB! I.IZATTON AND CONTROL





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 40745.LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCES$OR (0TU|
 
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE 0. IPIS
 
CDPI TABLE ENG!NEERTft#-DATA' MISSION EQUIPMENTIOATA""

NURSER OF CCMMANDS 32. D.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. G.
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE I25. 0O
 
PAIN FRAME WORO LENGTH 8: 0.
 
UMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4 0 0
 
SURFRAME RATE 100000 0.O0O





CONFIGURATION UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PR mARY DONLINK AA RA 256S
 
SEPARATE 0OwNLINK DATA RAE*000KPS
"<1 ELECTRIA POWER
 
- CNFIGURAT - 'SHUNTAND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
I POKER REQUIREMENT 659*02 wATTSTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 75*39f IT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 10.O00 AMP-H
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER
 
)186.5 LBS 5384




EQUIPMENT BAY 3942 IN*( .99 M) 65.3 IN*( 1.66 H) 65a INt 1066 N)
 
EQUIPMENT 1SSIONj9.9 INi 150 33.1 IN*( *84 "1 3 .84 11'
1 1 IN#
TAL SATELLITE 59*. IN*| 1&S0 M)1 - -
MOPENTS Of INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**Z) tXX a 217.9 lYY' 634022.5 Ii 1 1026466.8 
Y-cGoZiCG
CENTER OF GRAVITY 28,7 IN*) 0.0OYa110.00
NbjbTION - - SINGLE SYSTEM INNI) 040 INot 
APE4PERIE/IjNCLINATON 19321 0.
 




RCA F/O CC2-1-6 
SUBSYSTEM 	DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER I "* *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHE["EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303

EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 2 1 2
WEIGHT 	 43.0 LoS VOLUME 




AUXILIARY 	 PROPULSION CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 906 1003 
 499 203 1130 509 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES l8 6 5 9 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
WEIGHT 326.54 LBS 
 VOLUME 1 .151IFT**3 2 POWER REQUIREMENT





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI
QUfPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
OU PMEN QUANTITIE 	 1 I
WEIGHT 	 21.18 LBS 








CONFIGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS

EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401 503 605
QUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 2 1 3 2





CONFIGURATION - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
QUIPMENT CODE TDENTIFIER 412 515 269 650 702
EQUPHNT QUANTTI ES 2 9 2 2 1
WEIGHT W24.69 LBS 
 VOLUME 2.73(FT$*3' "POWER DISSIPATION'

HARNESS WEIGHT 
























THERMAL CONTROL 2 IFT**2)'-





HEATER POWER 1851.7(BTUIHRIp BATTERY HEATER POWER 

HEAT PIPE O&O(WATT-INIP VARIABLETOTAL H ATERCONDUCTANCEPOWER HoP; 19f-:7(8TUIHR)
597 8 WAIT-

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 37 FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1961.2 (BTUIHR
 
STORED ENERGY 111 0 BTU)
 







PHA E CHANGE MATERIAL" 2.8
 








lqlO.347 (IN), .367 (IN)
KIN EHICKNES 16 (IN) a,,. 

NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5. .105 (IN), 527 INI
FRAME 3.905 (IN , HEIGHT 1.952 IINGRID BEAM THICKNESS .139 (IN)' SPACING 
 0.000 (IN),*--AFT .030-1N1­HII(liS)
EQU FREAT BAY STRCTURE WT a3. 0O0 I& 5 ENTER 

SOLAP ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE UT. 






Do ADAPIER WEIGHT 
RCA FIO CC2-1-6 
K ,, ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO. 
WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 ,2 1.0
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 
 2 7.1 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6




 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 *0 00834 THRUSTER 
 6 .7 .0 1906 ISULATION VALVE 5 *1.7 0.0
1003 FILTER 
 9 .,5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 
 6.0 .6 0.0
1130 TAhK 
 2 17.3 3.2 0.0
509 TANK 
 1 16.0 *6 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 
 2 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 
 .0 0.0
 
__ 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 ,1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION' 
'UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER




IDENT TYPE NO. 
WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANIENNA 
 1 8.4 .7 00
106 BASE8ND ASSY UNIT 
 2 2.0 .0 0.
327 TRANSMITTER 
 2 4.7 .0 18.0
401 RECEIVER 
 1 3.9 .1 6.3503 COMMAND SIG COND 
 3 1.5 .0 .9
605 DIPLEXER 
 2 -1 .0 .3 
RCA F/O CCZ-1-6
 
* S ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS ICONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER NIT UNIT UNIT
 
IOENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
412 OISCHGE REGULATOR 2 16.4 :4 0,0
 
515 SHUNT REGULA OR 9 2.3 .0 0.0
 
2
1981 1 CHARGER 2 74:1 *1 8:00
 









































DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * * * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION --
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CON FIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOIAL IMPULSE - 23324e(LB-SEC)
 
fATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 




O.CIPS) ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 COP! TABLE




NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 0
256.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 0.
13.
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 0.
8
PAIN FRAME WURD LENGTH 
 0o0000










 UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 32.OOO(KBPS)0
O000(KBPS)




- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYCONFIGURATION -
POWER REQUIREMENT 298.25 WATTS
 124.06 SO FT

-TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 

PINSIALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 24.00 AMP-HR
 401.30 WATTS









 97*4 IN:( 2.41 M) 97.4 IN 2.47 N)EQUIPMENT BAY 58o4 IN.( 1.48 M)
17.3 IN.( .44 M) 28.8 IN.( .73 M) £8.8 IN. .73 M)
PISSION EQUIPMENT 
 75.7 IN.( 1.92 MI
TOTAL SATELLITE 
 418 IYY 10?0904o4 IZZ 1070904,4
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 0:Z-CG
X-CG .Y-CG 0.0 ENd 040 mi
0.0 IN.t 0.00 M)




CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 








MARISAT F/0 CC2-1-7 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
vCONFIGURATION ­ - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHI 36.10 LBS 
RELIABILITY
IERR 0 
SuA 903 603 





4.431FT**3J POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT OUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2 
WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5.7(ZFT**3) 
DRY WEIGHT 68,33(LBS)o EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8261 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION /CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIE I I 




ACONFIGUI N ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 1 2 1 2 1 







ELfCTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATIO - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 7 






221 306 1202 
2 2 1 
VOLUME 2.O3(FT**3)











4 * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 8.3 (FT**2), 
 BATTERY RADIATOR &REA 
 .8 (FT**2)
E PTOTAL 
 RADIATOR AREA 
 9.2 (FI**2)
HEATER POWER 800*O(BTUIHR~p BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 63.6(BTUIHR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER 863.61BTU/HR)
HEAT PIPE 16212*2(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H-P. 
 9795 (WAIT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.7 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
 973.6 (BTUIHRI





















TRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. Z52. , 81910.347 (IN),
FRAME NO.pTHICKNESSpHi. *407 (IN)

GRID BEAM .117 [1I :585 IN)
THICKNESS .15 (IN), 
 SPACING 3.228 IN AFTEIGHT 1.614 IN)
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .o03O (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN), AF. 
 030 (IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 112.2 (LS)




4ARISAT FIG CC2-1-? 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE 

203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

303 SUN SENSOR 

403 	NUTATION DAMPER 

603 	CGTRUL ELECTkNCS 

806 	EARTH SENSOR ASSY 















499 PRESSURE REGULATR 







701 	RELIEF VALVE 

1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 

















































1 	 16.2 

2 	 .2










































503. 	CONANO SIG CONO 
603 	DIFLEXER 

NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 8.9 .2 3.0
1 	 12.3 .2 7.5 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER






















 UNIT U14IT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 7 4o2 *1 0.0
 
-221 BAIERY 2 25.3 .1 0.0 
306 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.8 .3 0.0 













COiUN ICATIONS 24.6 
AATTERIES 50.6
 










"I DRY WEIGHt 817.4
 
3. PROPELLANT 140.2
 SATELLITE ADAPTER 42.4 
01 TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1000.0 
AM SAT CORP (ASC) CC2-1-8; CC3-/-4 g3J CC 5#-l 
* * SYSTEM DESCPIPTION - -











CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
LUt S. 2334.j(LB-SEC)
DATA T4IOkSN N INSTFUMN TAT IL
COKFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PUkPOSE PPOCESSOR (DTU)
CO9PUTER OPERATIOhS RATE 0I(IPS)
COOT TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMftRR CEMMAD 329NUMBER OF MANDSEKME WORDS 
 256MAIN FRAME SAMPLE kAIE 134.O
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. Of









COKF GUPATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPRIMARY DOWNLINK DAA RATE - 32.O00(KBPS)SFPARATE DOWNLINK U/TA RATE - 0.00 KBPS 
__ ELFCTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION -- SHUT - BODY MOUNTFD SOLAR ARRAYPC4FR REQUIREMENT 437.75 WATTS
vTOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AFEA 
 182.09 SO FT
VINSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 36.90 AMP-HR
 




- - CYLINDER 
CIX SELLITE WEIGHI - 1293.5 LBS 586.7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 1355.8 LBS ( 615.0 KGE0'N BAY LENbTH HEIGHT
og PMEN BAY 7 f . WIDTH1. 1,: 9 fjN. 3:0M 117:9 IgQUIPMENT 1.5108.fN..)ION
I: :8 M 1.4 33
TOTAL SATELLITE 90.6 IN.( 2.30 M.
MOMENTS OF .
INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) TXX * 425.8 IYYC 2005003.2 IZZ a 2Q05003.2X-CG y--.G






- - SINGLE SYSTEM
VP1GE/PERIG E/INCLINATION 19323:L119323.1 0.0Piss ON LIFETIML 60,10(MO)







AM SAT CORP (ASC3 CC2-1-3 )c 2-/-s i CC -/41 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTICNS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
/CONFIGURATION 
- - SPIN CONTROLEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIfIER 203
EQUIPMENT OUANTITIES 1WtIGHT 4E,50 LBS 
RfLIAbILITY 
I&RR 0 






1.80(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 VAT1 
AUXILIARY PPOPULSICN
vCONFIGURATION 
- - MCNCPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER J34 834 Q06 1003 499 2C3 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2
WIGHT 20E.54 LBS VOLUME 5,72(,FT**3)DRY WEIGHT 6U.33(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT
RELIABILITY .8261
IERg i 
510 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT
14O.2O(LBS) 1.0 WATT 
4 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
0COt.FIGURA ION - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EOUIPMENT CO DIDEN7IFIER 203 403EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1WEIGRIT 218 LBS VOLUME ,39(FT**31
RELIABILITY o9668
IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WAT1 
-90 COMPUNICATIONS
vCONFIGIJRATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQLIPMENT QUANTIIES 1 1 2 1WEIGHT 2A#62 LBS VOLUME
RELIABILITY @9601IERR**4*** #******* 
503 603 
2 1
,92(FT*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19o WATl 
ELECTRICAL POWER
vCONF GUPATIUN - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
ECUI MENT CODE XDENIFIER 103 236 315 1202
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES lB0 2 2 1WEIGH 156.05 18VOLUME 2.95(FT**3)
HARNE HT 56 48S) SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 
POWER DISSIPATION 
89.5(LBS) 14*4 WATT 
MISSION EQUIPMENT




9.90(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT asoo WTT 
4 
AM SAT CORP (ASC) CC2-1- )CC3-/-R CC! 5-/- d 




RAEIATOR AREA 12.3 (FT**2), PATTEPY RADIATOP AREA 1.2 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATR AREA 
HEATER POWER 1196.9(BTU/HR), ZAITtPY HLATR OWER Il5.0(aTU/HRI*/2)
T9TAL HEATER POWER 1313.9(BTU/HR)

MEAT PIPE 2E651.8(WATT-INIP VAPIAP E UDNOUSIANCE H.P. 1171.6{WATT-!NI

rAT PIPE LENGTH 5.7 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LS A0437.3 (BTU-R
 


















SKIN THICKNESS .014 (IN)
 




GRID REAM THICKNESS .128 (IN); SPACING 3.592 IN) FHEIGHT6 .030
(IN), 0ENTER v
OO
ENCCOVER THICKNESS- FECRWARD .030 

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUME WI. 125,13 (LBSS0)000 1 N). T 030 N) 
SOLAR ARRAY BOO? AND £RIVE WT. 0.!0 (135)
ADAPTER WEIGHT 62.2 116B
 
AM SAT CORP (ASC) CC2-1-8 cC 3 -/-Q, ? -/. 
* 	ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STAqILIZATION AND CONTRL UNIT UNIT UN IT 
IDENT TYPE Eo. WIGHT VOLUME POWEP 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
 
303 SUIN SENSOk 	 1 .3 .o .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.6 .3 0.0
 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
 
1413 	FOER CONVLRTbR 1 15.q .4 0.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDFNT TYPE "o WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
34 THRUST R 	 6 .7 .0 .1
 
'834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .
 
906 ISILATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 	FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISJLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 80
 
1118 	TANK 2 10.2 1.3
 
518 TANK 	 1 16.2 1.O 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 o2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 *2' .0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




IDENT TYPE 	 EO. WEIGHT VLLUME POWER
 
'2C3 	CIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 b.9 .2 3.0
 
t/403 COSIMO DECDU+DIST" 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE EO..WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 tNTENNA 	 1 0:4 .7 0.0
 
103 RASFBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.6 .0 05
 
306 TPANSM TTER z 2.1 .0 10.9
 
0A401 P CIV R 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 
603 DIPLEXER 	 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
AM SAT CORP (ASC) CC2-1-81 e -4J-. CC 9-/. 







315 FATTFRY CHARGER 
























































































SAT BUS SYST (SOS) CCZ-1-9
 













TOTAL IMPULSd • 23324.(LB-SEC)

DATA 	PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATIUN
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PUPPOSt PROCFSSOR (OTIJ r 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * 	 0.(IPS) EhGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA 
CDPI 	TASLE
 
NU9FR OF C'GMMADOS 	 32. 0*
 
NUM3ER OF MAIN fRIME WORDS 	 256. 0.
 0.
MAIN 	FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 

MAIN 	FRAME WOHD LENGTH 06 0.
 
NUIBFR OF SUBFRAMFS' 	 I8 0.
 1250 	 :0000
SUPFAME RE 

NUM- ER UP OIRDS PER SUBFRAME
 
COMMUNICATIONS
4CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON AN1 ENNAS 






SF'RATE DOWNLINK 7ITA 	 6 

COFIGURATIGN - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR AR-RAY )C pC'4, REQUIREMENT 	 357.75 WATTSvTOTAL SnLAR ARRAY AFEA 150 75 SO FT
 
'INSTALLED BATTERY CtPA 	 30.0 AMP-HR
 
-/EEGINNING 	 OF LIFE P4WE 487.63 WATTS
VEIL 	 SIZING
VECOGURATI8N - - CYLINDER
 
WET SATFLLITE WEIGhl * 1111.1 LBS C 504*0 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 1162.4 LBS C 527.3 KG 
HEIGHT 	 WIDTH
CI9!NSIONS 	 LENGTH 

SOUIPMENT BAY 64.4 tie 1.64 M) 107a3 INeC 2.73 M) 107.3 IN. 2.73 H)
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 184 It" 241 Ml 30.7 IN( e78 M) 30.7 IN, .78 M)
 
TOTAL SATb:LLITE 82.8 IN.121
 
FOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) TXX - 316.8 IYY C 14671687 IZZ 1X- G Y-CG
 








II 	 ON LLEtI c 60U10AMO 
SAT BUS SYST (SBS CC2-1-9 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIC S ­ - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
ABILIZATION AND CUNTRCL/CONFIGURATION - - SPIt CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CLoDE ICENTIFIER 2U3EQUIPMENT QUANT TIE5 1 











1.80(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATI 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONrIGURATION ­ - MGNCPROPELLANT
EOUTOMENT CGnE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTIIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2
WEIGHT 2OE.54 LBS VOLUME 5.72(FT**33
DRY WEIGHT 68.33(LBS) EXPENDABLE WEIGHT
RELIABILITY .0259 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT
140e20(LBS) 1.0 WATT 
-
* 
DATA PQOCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION 
COFIGURATION ­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CGDE IDENTIIlER 2C3 4Q3
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VLUME *39(FT**3)RELIABILITY .9668
IiRR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATT 
ICOMMUNICATIONSCO FIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
SQUIMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 




,92(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATI 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUhT -
EQUIPMEN ODE IENFERQUEPMN GUANIT s 
SWARNf l A 7 2 RELIABIL17Y 
BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
10i 22 301 1201 
LBS VOLME.6FT**3 
,9437 
POWEISIfATION 33.6 WATI 
MISSION EQUIPMENTMISINEQIPET.O0 LBS . OLUME 7.92(FT**3 , POWER REQUIRENENT SO0O WAT1 
SAT BUS SYST (SBS) CC2-1-9
 
U U buUsYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (COITINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROL 
RADIATOR AREA 100 (FT**2)p BATTER'Y RADIATOR AREA .9 (FJ**2

TOTAL RADIATR AREA 10.9 (FT**2

NEATER POWER 964.3(BTU/Hk)d BATTERY 'HEATER POWER 85.1%BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEAlER POWER 1049.3 BTU/HR
 
HEAT PIPE 21216.I(WATT-IN), VARIABLF CONDUCI ANCE H.P. 1071.?(WATT-IN)

HCPTsTS4AgSPIPEE N PGyLGTEyo H 75:2 jF)f AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 5{TIR(dTU/HR)



















4 SKIN THICKNESS .014 (IN)
STFINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 257. , 81910347 (IN), .439 (IN) 
- FRAME NO.,THICKNES',HT. 5. , 26 (IN), .631 (IN)
.1 GRID REAM THICKNESS .121 (IN), SPACING 3.404 (IN), .HEIGHT 702 IN
 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FERWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0o000 (INIP AFT .030 (IN)

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUkb WT. 119s13 (LBS)

oSOLR ARRA YO01 AND ERIYE WT. 0.0 f[B

ADAPM WEIGH ' 51.3 R
 
SAT BUS SYST (SBS) CCz-1-9
 




IDENT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1*6 .1 5.9
303 SUN SFNSOk 1 *3 *0 so
4(3 NUTATInN DAMPEF 1 2.8 .3 00
603 CflNTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
806 EARTH SENSR ASSY 2 4.1 :1 10.
 





F3NT TYPE I, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
34 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 $1834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 $1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 .5 . 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 66C .6 0.0
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
518 TANK 1 lb.Z 1.0 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 
 2 .2 .0 0:0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALY 1 .2 .0 0.0
 
6n3 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *1 .0 0.0
 
r) 
 DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE bO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
/203 DIGITAL ELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0





ICFNT TYPE hO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA Bl *,t7 0.0

.i,103 PtSEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.O .0 .5
 j. 306 TakNSMITTLR z 2: .0 10.9
401 LCEIVER 1 .1 6.3
503 COMMAND SiG COND 2 1.5 .0 *9
603 DIPLEXEP 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
SAT BUS SYST (SBS) CC2-1-9
 
* 4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNYT UN'T 
IDENT TYPE 
103 SHUN REGULATER1/127 FATTIRY 
tO, WEIGHT VCLUME POWER 
2 .42 .12 30*4 : : 
309 FATTEPY CHARGEA 









































* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DLSIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CONFFGURATION - - DUAL SPIN 
POINTING ACCUPACY * O350000(DEG,)
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
COtFIGURATION - - MON[PROPELLANT

TOTAL IMPULSE a 33126.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUMENTATIEN
 
CONF IGURATIGN - - SPECIAL PUMPJSE PPOCFSSJOR JDTU)

COMPUTER OPERAIIUNS RATE 0
O. IPS1
 
CDPI TABLE ENGINEEPING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COrMAND- 64. 2: 
NUMB. OF MAIN fNAME WORDS 256.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGIH 8i 0.

NUMBEP OF SUBIRAMES 16. 0.
 
SUFRAME RATE ,1250 0.0000
 




COuFIGUPATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMADY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.OO0(KBPS)





COtFIGURATION - - SHUIT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIRESENT 885.84 WATTS
 
4TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AFEA 368.47 SQ FT
 
"&iNSTALLEDBATTLRY CAPACITY 72.00 AMP-HP
 
tBEGINNING OF LIFE P(WER 1191.90 WATTS
VEHIL SZING
CFIGUATION - - CYLINDER
 
UFT SATELLITE WEIGHI 2320.3 LB 1052.5 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 2425.8 LBSTC 1100.i k
 
CIMENSIflNS LENGTH HEIGHT WIT
 
COVIPMENTOBAY 140.? IN.( 3 120.0 IN. ( 120.0 IN.! 13.05
57 M) 3.05 M)

'1 SION EQUIPMENT 26.6 N .( 68 M 44.3 IN. 113 M 44.3 IN 1313
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 167.3 IN,( 4.25 M)

rO9ENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX 784.9 IYY 8908498.2 IZZ a 890490*2 
X- G Y-CG





OFFIGURATION - SINGLE SYSTEM 
/APOGE PFRIGEEINCLINATION l 8323.'19323 OeO
FISSION LIFETI E 60s:O(MO)











vCONFTGURATION - - DUAL SPIN 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDEN~iFIER 101 203 303 403 503 603 703 806 1413
 
EQUIPMENT QUANT1TIES 1 1 2 2 2 22 2 1








CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 906 1003 499 203 1124 518 701 1203 603
 
OUIPMENT QUANTiTIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 2 1 2 1-I
 
WEIGHT 26S.52 LBS VOLUME E.21(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATT
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (DTUI
EQUIPMENT ODE IDENTIFIER 263 06b
 
FQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 z 
WEIGHT 3C.93 LBS VOLUME *40(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 85 WATT 





COFIGURATION - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
oQUIPMENT CEDE IDENTIfIER 206 103 336 401 503 618
QUIPM1NT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 2 3 2








CONFIGURATION - - SHU T - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY QUIPMENT CODE IDEN1IFIER 112 263 389 1202
 
EQUIPMENT OUANT ITIES 12 2 3 1 
WEIGHT 17(o20 LOS VOLUME 1973(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 10.1 WATT 














PACIATOR AREA 21.7 (FT**2), BATTERY RAQIATOR AREA 22: 36 (FT**)

TOTAL 9A0IA OR AREA
 
HEATER POWER 3o91.4(BTU/HR)v BATTERY HEATER POWER 4Z6(BIU/HR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER 19340(BTU/HR)

HEAT PIPE 9Th42.5(WATT-IN)v VAPIALE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 2164.9(WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 10.5 (WT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 2517 2 (BTU/HR)

STCPO ENERGY 12s8 (BU)
 
THER1iAL CONTROL WEIGHi
















SKIN THICKNESS #024 (IN)

STRINGER NOioTHICKNES',HT, 2060 , 81910317 (INt .614 (IN)FR mr NO* pTHiICKNES Ho 
- GRID SCAM Ot TLCKNESS .11 (4I4. SPACING 4 :H9 H41l; HEIGHT 2:tI fll CVkRNETHICKNESS- FtltARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0,000 (IN). AFT .030 (IN) 
aUPHEN BAY S RUCT F wT. 201.,8 (LS) 
S AR AR BOON AN) ERIVE WT. 








IDENT TE A WLEIGHT VOLUME POWER

101 DEPINE PARING 1 73.8 08 6.7
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
303 SUN S.NSOk 2 o3 .0 .0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 2 2.8 
 .3 0.0
503 G19AL ELECIRCNCS 
 2 6.3 :3 31.6
603 CONTROL tLLCTPNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
703 BIAXI&L DRIVE 2 14.3 .5 28.0
806 FARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 
 1o





IDENT TYPn wO WEIGHT VOLUME POWP
v829 THUSTER 
 6 .6 .0 0.0
t,634 THR'USTEq 2 .7 .0 *1
906 'SI'ATION VALVE 5 :7
1003 ILTE V
 9 .5
49( PRESSURF RLGULATR 2 4.1 
 :.4 0.0
203 ISILATIfN VALVE 
 1 6.0 .6 O.
1124 TANK 
 2 11.5 2.4 0.0
51e TANK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0
ku 701 RELIeF VALVE 2 .2 .0 001203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 
 92 .0 0.0
603 FILL + VENT VALVE .1 e1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND IthSTRUMiENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE 061 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
f203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0






 O. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
206 ANTENNA 1 1.5 .1 0.0
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 :5
 
336 TRANSMITTER 2 2.5 .0 
 70.0
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 e1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9















389 PATTERY CHARGER 

































SAT ELLI TE ADAPTER 

TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 

UNIT UNTT UNIT


















































HI CAP VIDEO BRDCST CC2-1-13
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIt CONTROL
 
POINTING ACCURACY - 4CCOOO0(DEG.)
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - tifNPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 24125.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
COKFIGLJATION-- SPLLIAV PURPOSE PROCESSOR {DTU)

C04PUTER PE;ATIh RA0L 003(PS

CEPT TABLt ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA

NUMBER OF CGCMANDS 32a 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS Z56. Q.
IAIN FRAME SAhPLE RATE 13. 0.
 
MAIN PRAME WORD LENGTH a. Do
 
NUMRFR OF SLBFRAMES 1ea 0.
 
SUBFRAME RAIL .1250 0,0000





CONFIGURATIUN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA A c 32.OO0(KSPS)
SEPARATE rCWNLINK DATA RATE - O0OO(KBPS)
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
COFIGURATION - - SHUT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
PO4PR REQUIREMENT 47P:.63 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AFEA 199.09 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CIPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGH1 1372.6 LBS ( 622.6 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 1439.0 LBS ( 6fl. KL 
LIMEE INS LENGTH HEIT N)

SOUIPMENT BAY 76.0 INo( 1.93 M) 120.0 IN.( 3.05 M) 1200.0 V:05 "),

MISSION 1QUIPENT 20.4 IN.( .52 M) 34.0 INo. .86 M) 34.0 IN*( .86 M)

TOTAL SATELLITE 96.4 IN.( 2.45 M
 
FOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**Z) XXX 465 6 IYY 2326383.3 Z326383,3
 IZZ a 
Y-CG
 




COFIGURATION - - SINCLE SYSTEM





F4AN MISSION URATIEN 50(1(No
RELIABILITv *1622
 
HI CAP VIDEO BRDCSI CCZ-1-13 
** SUBSYSTE9 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONIREL 
CONFIGURATION - SPI' CONTROLE MPHNT SODE IhTIFIER 20QUIPMENT iES 303i 403 60. B0P 14131 





1.80(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATT 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
FNFGURATION - - MONUPROPELLANTEoUl MENT CODE IDENTIFlER 43 834QUIOMENT QU4NTIlIES 6 2 q065 10039 4992 Z03 11181 2 5181 T1012 12031 6C3 - I 
WEIGHT 217.45 LOS VOLUME 6.12(FT**3)






DATA PROCESSING AND INS1RUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT COD IDENTIFIER 203 4C3
EQUIPMENT QUANTI7lEs 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME *39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY *.668 
IERR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10*5 WATI 
W COMMUNICATIONSCONFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COhMON ANTENNAS 
FQUJPprNT CODE I FIER 20 C3 306 401EQU P .TH QUANTIIES 1 2 
WEIGHT 2(12 LBS LUME  
RELIABILITY.91 
503 6033 1 
.94g(* 1FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WAT1 
ELECTRICAL PthER' 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQU~IPMENT CODET iWIEXER 1 3 239 315 1202 
WEIGH1 163.62 LBS VOLUME 2*59(FT**3)










10.69(Ft**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 42OO WAT 
HI CAP VIDEO BPDCS1 CC2-1-13
 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERV.AL CONTROL
 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.4 (FT**2
RADIATOR AREA 13.5 (FT**2), TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 14i8 (FT**21
 
fEAT6R POWER 1316.2(BTU/HR) EATTERY HEATER POWER 123:B(BTU/HR)
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 144OIOBTUfHRJ
 
HEAT PIPE 32377.4(,JATT-IN)t VARIABLE CCNOUCIANCE H.P. 1247.6tWATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 6.0 (FT) AVFRAGE HEAT LOAD 1573.? (BTU/HR)
 
STORED ENERGY 7Z.1 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGH]


















-IGER T NO,:THICKNESSHT. 25Q. 81910347 (IN), :487 (IN)
 
FRAME NO.,THICKNt1pHT 5. 140 , 700 ligi 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS :131 (IN). SPACING 3,669 1111 HEIGHT 1.844 "
 
%m ENUC3VER THICKNESS- F(RWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN)* AFT .030 IN
 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUFE WT. 130 19 (LBS)
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND tRIVE WT. C.10 LBS)
Lu ADAPTER WEIGHT 66.13 (LOS) 
HI CAP VIDEO BRDCS7 CC2-1-13
 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER' 1 * $
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 




403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
 
SUq SEtNSR  0
 
603 CONTROL ELECTkNCS 2 7.4 ,4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
 






IDENT TYPE W0. WEIGHT VULUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1
 
?06 ISOLATION VALVE 5 e7 .1 0.0
 03 ILTER 9 .1 0.0
 
4 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 :4 9*0
 
20 IS3LATION VALVE 1 6.0 6 so
 
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 00
 
518 TANK 1 16.2 10 0.0
 
701 FELIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV *2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 a1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDFNT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 CIGATAL TELEMEjjY 1 8.9 s2 3:0
 






IDENT TYPE IO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0,0
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 200 .0 ,5

306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9 
603 13IPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 








IDENT TYPE 0.o WEIGHT VULUMH POW9R
 
103 REGULATCR 10 4.2 *1 00
 
239 BATTRY 2 43.C ,2 0.0
 
315 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.0 ,3 0.0
 



































TCTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1439.0
 
OTHER US 'CC2-1-14 34-4)3-i­
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DELIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
COV'FIGURATION - - SPI CONTROL
 






TOTAL IMPULSE a* 23324.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE, PROCESSOR (DT-U)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE -	 C'I(IPS)
COPY TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32e 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRtME WORDS 	 256.
 
MAIN FRAME 	SAMPLE RATE 13. 8: 
AIN FRAME WU&D LENGTH
 









CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAIA RATE - 32.OOO(KBPS)





COFIGURATION - - SHUtT - BODY MOUNTEO SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 	 304.25 WATTS
 
(A 	 TOTAL SfLAR ARRAY AFEA 126.55 0 FT
 
INSTALLED BATTLY CSPACITY 24.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
VET SATELLITE 6EIGHl- 1012.4 LBS C 459.2 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1057.3 LBS 479o6 KC 







TOTAL SATELLITL 77.4 IN*( 1.9? M
 
POMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX * 251.0 IYY 1156574.4 IZZ "z1156574i4' 
CENTER OF GRAVITY .42*8 IN. 1.09 M) 0.0 .OO0M) . No 0.00 1, 
RE LABILITY
 





PEAN MISSION LURATIEN 5005(MO)

PELIABILI TY 	 1602
 
OTHER US 	 CC2-1-14) 3-/-*r 




uM EID II ZU3 303 403 603 806 1413
EQUIDMENT 	QUANTIIS1WUT I i 1 I 2








FONFIGURATION - - MON(PROPELLANT

QUIPMEMT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 634 906 1003 499 203 1118 

EQUIPMENT 	Q ANTITILS 6 5 9 1 z 

WIGHT 20Et54 LOS VOLUME 5*,TZFl**3)







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
SONFIGURATIUN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (OTUIQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
S 	 'EQU PMENT .QUANTITILS 1 	 1

WEIGH] 	 21.16 LBS VOLUME *39(FT**3)




ONFIGUQATIDNE-I- UNIFIEDl LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
EUIPMEN0NT FIR 02 103 306 401 503 603
 
EOUIPM NT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 I
 
WEIGHT 	 24.62 LBS 9 OLUME *92(FT4*3)

RELIABILITY 	 ,.960 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY EOUNTFD SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT 	CLDE IDENIIFIER 103 221 306 1202
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANT iTIES 8 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 121.40 LBS VOLUME 2 16(FT**3)




WEIGHT 1 f0yOO0 LBS go 0 V OLUME 7*92(FT**33 
POWER REQUIREMENT 

518 	701 1203 603
 

























OTHER US CC2-1-14j ?-/ s'9 ( 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRI.PTIONS CO'TINUED) 
THFRPAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 65 (FT**Z), 
 BATTERY QADIATO AREA a8 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA
HEATER POWER 817.6(BTU/HR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 9.3 (FT**2)
63.6(BTUIHR)
 
HEAT PIPE TOTAL HEATER POWER 881.2(BTU/HR3

,1t931.0(WATT-IN), 
 VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1001.9(WAIT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT L AD 
 994.0 (BTU/HA
STVRrD ENERGY 72.l (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT
















SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)
STPINGER NO.,THICKhESpHT. 
 250. p81910.347 fIN?, 
.415 (IN

- RAME NO.,THICKNE !,HT 5 (119
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .11 (IN): SPACING
ENCC3VER THICKNESS- FCRWARD 3.317 Ii0i, HEIGHT 1:65 i
.030 (IN)p CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN)
QUIPMENT 

-- ADAPTERAOLAR WEIGHT AND WT. (LBSIIIg113.3SO:0O
CIO WRRAY 8 U 4419 RILVBWT. 

OTHER US CC2-1-14) 3-/-9 -/­
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBLR I * 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE 10. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVt DRIVER ASSY 1 1 6 .1 5.9
 
303 SU4 SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 403 t'UTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 ,3 00
 
603 CONTROL ELECTPNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
606 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
 






1ONT TYPE t'. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
b34 THRUSTER 2 .7 :0 0.1
 
906 ISILATION VALVE 5 .7 1 0
1003 FIT EA 9 :5 a0
 
2f0 PorSSURE REGULATR 1 401 4 0
 
21ISCLATYON VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
 
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0
 
701 FELIEF VALVE 2 ,2 .0 0.0
 
"J60'P UAf"Vxyb I :f :8 8:00 




IOFNT TYPE "I WEIGH 5 POWER




IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLU POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 o7 0.0
103 ASEBN° SSY UNIT 1 2: .0 .5
 
306 TR kNMJTTER 2 2 .0 10.9 
401 RECEIVER 1 399 01 6*3 
68ypLXHR :8 1.0 
OTHER US' CC2-114) Z3-1-9 5, 
I ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)*
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE MO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR a 4.2 " 0.0 
221 PATTERY 2 25.3 :1 0.0
 
306 B4TTSRY CHARGER 2 1ZJ .3 0.0
 































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 10573
 
ARAB £OSAT (ARCOMSAT) CC3-1- ­
* *SYSTI M DSCRIPTION'- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 4* 4' 
STABILIZATIOH AND CGNTREL
 
CONFIGUPATION - - SPi' CONTROL )




COEFIGURATIUN - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 23324.(LB-SEC)
 
DATA PPOCESSING AND INSTRUMLNTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - PELiAL PURPOSE PROCEtSOR (DTU) 
COMPUTER OPERATIONSRATE Oli(IPS)
 
COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIP1ENT DATA
 
NUM5 R OF COMMANDS 32o 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRIME WORDS 256. 0.
 00
MAIN FRAME SAhPLc RAE 13. 
80 O
 












CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED yNK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DONLINK DAIA RAE - 32000 (KBPS) 




CO:FI GURATION- -HUU7 - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
FOAER R-OUIREMENT 3C.25 WATTS 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AFEA i28.63 SQ FT
 
INSTALLEO BATTERY CIPACITY 28.00 AMP-HR
 
" PEGINNING OF LIFE P(WER 416.10 WATTS 
V GUR{ION-- CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT 1027.2 LBS C 465.9 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 1072.9 LBSI1 486.7 K 
EI4ENSIOqS LLNGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
POM E OP- Iii- 258.930i RC1 11:7H. 1 9NY fg*
NJ ) hiXT -d 1974. 






CENTER OF GRAVITY 43.o IN*( 90 0.00 M) 0.0 Not 0.00 fi
 









AUAG COMSAT (ARCOM!AT) CC3-1-1, 3-/-7 3--3
 




ONFIGURATION- - SPI' CONTROL
 
UIPMENT IOlFIR 2U3 3C&3 43 603 806 1413
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTIIIES 1 I 1 2 1
 





CONFIGURATION - - MLNLPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER b34 834 Q06 1003 499 2(3 1118 518 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT 
 T e.5L 	 VOLUME 51(F**3) OWER2 REQUIP ENEAT 
 1.0 WATT
 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPEtIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

UMTCE IDENTIFIER 203 403
EaUIPMENT 	QUANTaiIES I I
 
W,..Q... 21.18 LBS .39(FT**3) POWER REQUIkEMENT 10,5 WATT








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS

EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 202 IG3 306 401 .503 603
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 1
 








FONFGURATjONE- - SHUT - BODY MOUNTED SOlAR ARRAY
QUIPMET COD IDENTIFIER 103 224 306 202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 0 21
 
WEIGH 12699 LBSO VOLUME 2*21(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 240' WAIT















RADIATOR AREA 8.7 (FT**Z)p BATTERY RADIATUk AREA 1I2 (FT4Z)
TOTAL RADIATOk REA 9. (FT4*2

HEATER POWER 832.3(BTU/HR)s BATTERY HEATER FOWER 115.O(BTUIHRI

TOTAL HEATLR POWER 947,3(BTU/HR)

HEAT PIPE 17328.7(WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCIANCE H.P. 100891(WAIT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.9 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1011.1 (BTUIHR)





INSULATION UNIT EG fBS)

HfAT PIPES 5.1









SKIN THICKNESS .443 (IN)

STFPIGER NO,THICKNESSHT 250. v 81910.347 (IN)v .418 (IN)
PRAME NO.,Tt4XCkNESSoH1. (I) SPCN:12 I)600 (TN)

GRID BEAM THICKNESS .11 N); SPACING 3.339 (I HEIGHT 1.669 N1
 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FCRWAtD .030 (IN)p CENTER 0.000 (IN). AFT o030 (IN)

EQUIPHENT BAY STRUCIUfI w T* 115.14 (18 l
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOK AND LRIVE UT. 0.0 a(A) ADAPTER WEIGHT 45,0 BS
 
ARAB COMSAT (ARCOM5AT) CC3-1-1, 3-1- 7,o,-// 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
­ - DESIGN NUEBER I * * * 




 t'. VIHT P
1
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 16 
 01 5.9
303 SU4 SNSOR 1 .3 .0 o
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
603 CONTRO LECTRNCS 1 7.4 94 3,5
806 EART SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 al 10





IDENT TYPE hO. WEIGHT VULUME POWEP
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 *1
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 *1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 97 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 
 e5 01 0.0
499 P"aSSURE- REGULATR 1 491 
 .4 0.0
203 JSOLATION VALVE 1 660 .6 0.0
1118 4ANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
 
518 TAPK 1 16.2 1.0 
 0.0
701 PLITEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0,0603 FILL + VEhT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 




 NO* WEIGHT VULUM. POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8,9 .2 3.0





 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
a.TWEIGHT VGLUME P1W
202 ANTENNA 1 6.4 .7 0.0
103 PASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 
 95
306 IR&NSMITTER 2 
 2.1 .0 10.9
401 FECEIVER 1 3e9 .1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND z 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 *0 10
 
ARAB COMSAT (ARCOMSAT) CC3-1-1 a-/-$ ?-/-/3
 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDFNT TYPE tOa WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 8 4.2 al 0.0
 
224 PATTERY 2 29*1 .2 0'0
 
306 eATTERY CHARGER 2 12.8 o3 0.0
 

































L, SATELLITE ADAPTER 45.7
 
TCTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1072.9
 
7 
ARCOiSAT FIO CC3-1 2
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DEZIGH NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL






CONrIGURATION - -- MONEPROPFLLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSe - IRUMEN6ATIO"
DAlA,PRCCSING AND JN 23324o(LB-SGC)
 
D F;IGURAIaN IPhAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (DTU)
 
MISSION EQUIPNENT DATA
COMPUTEROLPERATIONS RATE a O S ENGINEERING DATA 
32a 0NU*BER LF COPMAJUS 
 0.
NUMBER UF fAIN FRAME hORDS 256i 0.
18.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 O.
so 800







NUMBER OF WCRDS PER SU8FRAME
COMMUNICATIoNS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED INK-COhMON ANTENNAS
 32 000 KaPS




FO'4ER REQUIREPENT - BODY MOUNTED SOLARWATTSARRAYCONFIGURATIGN - - SHUNT 357975 

TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AFEA 150.75 SQ FT
 INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 30.00 AMP-HR
leEGIMNNG OF LIFE PEWEE 1#07*63 WATTS
VEHICLE SIZING O
 
C SFIGURATION - - CYLINDER
 
L EIGHT 1213.0 LBSIT 550 KG





EQUIPMENT BAY 6.4 IN.( 1.64 M) 107.3IN ( 27.3 M) 107.3 I1.1 .T3 Nj

19.6 IN.1 .50 N 32.? INl .83 K) 32.7 IN .
M!SXONEQUIPMENT

TOTALOSATELLITEL4.0. IN.( 2.13 M
 3 IY 1536348*4 IZZ s 1536348,4
MOMENTS OF INIRIIA ISLUGS*Fi**Z) IXX 29.2 Y-CG 
 - Z-CGX-CG 060 1N.( 0.00 M|
CENTER OF GRAVITY 47e5 IN( 1.21 M) 0.0 ING( 0.00 liP 

RELIABILITY
IONFI6URATl O - IGESSTEM
 
AP G /PYGb/IARLINAT N 19323.119323ei 0.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 60 O(MO)
 





ARCOMSAT FIO CC3-I-2 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPIN CONTROL
RQUIPMENT CODE IDENTiFIER 203 QUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1
WEIGHT 42,50 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 




-i*80(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10a4 WATT 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 ZU3 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES- 6 2 5 9 1 1 2WEIGHT 206.54 LOS VOLUME 572(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 6u.33(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8259 
IERR 11 
510 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 IPOWER REQUIREMENT 
14020(LBS) 
lo0 WATT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
ONFrGURATION - - SECAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)QUIPMENT CO&E IDENTIFIER 203 43 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1
WEIGHT 2118 LBS VOLUME .39(FT'*3)
RELIABILITY *9668IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 1oe5 WATT 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS




,92(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 1945 WATT 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
EONFIGVRATION -- SHUT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY QUIPMNT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 227 309 1202EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 9 2 2 1WhIGrIT 135.72 LBS VOLUME 2o68FT**3)









9.501FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 30OGO WATl 
ARCOMSAT FIO CC3-]-Z
 
* * tUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CDOTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 1G.O (FT**2), 




HEATER POWER 10.9 (FT**2P
964.3(BTUIHR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 85.1(BTU/HR
TOTAL HEAIkR POWER 10493(BTUIHR)
HEAT PIPE 2i511.9(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 
 1086.6(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.2 If) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
 1164.5 (BTUIHR)









PHASE CHANGE MATEFIAL l.8




. SKIN TNICKNESS 
.014 (IN)
STRTNGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 254. , 81910.347 (IN)p
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT5. 444 (INJ
' ,128 (IN)# 638 (INGRID SEAM THICKNESS .124 (IN),
ENCC)VER THICKNESS- FtRWARD SPACING 3o485 (N)p HEIGHT 162 IN
*030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN)D AFT 
 .030 IN
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUFE wT. 119.13 (LS)






**ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 VYIT UN6Ta UN;iT

IDENT TYPE , W HT V!GLU2 PM
J83 AhVsE DlV ER ASSY 16 o
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1'I 2.8#6 3 ,3 0010 
603 Cfl4TROL ELECTRNCS 
806 EARTH SENSOR AS Y 














834 THRUSTER834 THRUSTER906 ISOLATION VALVE 
1003 FILTER 
49Q PRSSURE REGULATR 
203 1S'LATION VALVE 
1118 TANK 
518 TANK 
701 PFLIEF VALVE 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 
UNIT UNIT 
tOD WEIGHT VOLUME 
6 .7 0 
2 .7 .05 .7 .1 
9 .5 .1 
1 4.1 .4 
1 6.0 .6 
2 10.2 1.3 
1 16.2 1.0 
2 .2 .0 
1 .2 ,0














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIUN 
IDENT TYPE203 DGITAL TELEMEIRY 
403 COMMD DECDD+DlSTR 
UNIT UNIT 







[DENT TYPE tO0 WEIGHT VOLUME POWEP

202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 000
 
103 BASFBND ASSY UNIT 1 2. 10:,
306 RANSMITTE 2 2.1 10:9
 
401 PECEIVER 1 3.9 e1 693
503 COMM ND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 *9







 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR IO. WEIGHT VULUME- POWER9 4.2 .1 0.0 
227 BATTERY 2 30.4 .4 00 
309 BATTERY CHARGEk 2 12.8 .2 00 





















r HARNESS, 53*1SSTRUCTURE 32106
 
























CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOAL IMPULSE a 23324o(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * OdIPSI 
CDP! TABLE ENGINEERING DATA NISStON EQUIPHtNT DAtANUMBER OF COMMANDS .N3I O0
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256. O.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. Do
PAIN FRAME WORD ,LENGTH 8. 
 0.









CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS

PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.OO0(KBPJ)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE , 0.O00(KBPS)
C ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 314.25 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 130.71 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 28.00 AMP-HR










EQUIPMENT BAY 60.0 IN,( 1.52 M) 99.9 IN.( 2.54 M) 99,9 IN.( 2.54

MISSION EQUIPMENT 18.4 IN.( .47 M) 30.7 IN#( .78 M) 30.7 IN.(.78
TOTAL SATELLITE 78.;4 IN,( 1.99 .7
 
MOPENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 263.5 IVY 1213700.q IZZ " 1213700.9

X-CG Y-CG







CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
APOGEE/PERIGEE/INCLINATIDN I9323.I19323,I 0.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 600 (MO)






ECS FIO CC3-1-5 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1.* * 4 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IOENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1
WEIGHT 36.10 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





1.43(Fl**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 '834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2. 5 9 1 1 2 
WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5.72 FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 68,33(LBS p EXPENDABLE WEIGHT
RELIABILITY .8258
IERR 11 
518 ?l 1203 603 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU)
QUjMEN 0CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
EQU PiNT QUANTITIE 1 1 
WEIGHT tie8 LOS, VOLUME *39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY ,9668 
IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 ' 2 1 
WEIGHT 24.62 LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY .9601
IERR*** *4*4 4*4*4* ** 
503 603 
2 1 
,92(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION-- SHUNT - BODY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 
-EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 8 
WEIGHT 128,99 LBS 
HARNESS WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 
MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
224 306 1202 
2 2 1 
VOLUME 2.21(FT*43)










?*92(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENi z6060 UATTS 
ECS F/O CC3-1-5
 




RADIATOR AREA 8.8 (FT**2), BAIILKY KAUIAIUK AKtA 1.? (Ft*42)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 10.8 (FT*$)

HEATER POWER 84?.O(BTU/HR)o 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 115.O(BTU/HRI
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 961.9(BTUIHRI

HEAT PIPE 17729.2(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1014.3(WATT-INI

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.9 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1028.1 (BTUIHR)





















. SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)

STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 251. 	 O420
81910.347 (IN)# 	 (IN)
FRAME NO.THICKNESSHT 5. :121 (IN .603 (IN)
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .119 (IN)p SPACING 3.341 IIN p HEIGHT 1i671 IN 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 IMP AFT .030 (INI
0EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 115.4 (LBS)
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT 0.0 (LBS)
ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 46.1 (LBS)
 
ECS F/I CC3-1-5 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - -
DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 *1 5.9303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.l .1 1.0





IDENT TYPE NOD WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
834 JHRJSTER
906 SCLATION VALVE 0:6

1003 FILTER 9 05 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
J03 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
1 18 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0518 TANK 1 16.2 1.O 00701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.01203 fILL t DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
U.) 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNiTIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT'VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 200 *0 o5306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 *1 6.3
503 COMAND SIG COND 1.5 .o .960 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 10
 




ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 
103 SHLNT REGUtATOR 
224 BATTERY 
306 BATTERY CHARGER 






WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
4.2 .1 00 
29.1 #2 0.0 
12.8 .3 0.0 

































SATELLITE ADAPTER t6 *
 







MAROTS CC3-1-6 II I?-x 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -- DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE w 23324(.LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAi PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUl
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE .EIPS)

CDFI TABLE ENGINEEPINO DATA MIStON EQUtPNENT DAtA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0. 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0. 
VAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 130 0.
 
VAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0O
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 18. 0. 
.1250 0.0000 





CONFIGURATION"- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOwNLINK DATA RATE - 32.OOOKBPS)SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE , 0.O00(KBPS)
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION - SHUNT - BOY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
P06tR REQUIREMENT 294.25 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 122.40 SQ FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPAkITY 24.00 AMP-iHR 
EGINNNG OF LFE POWE Y 395.91 WATTS
VEHICLE SIZING
 
CONIF IGURATIOuN - - CYLINDER 
LAUNCH WEIGHT = 1038.3 LBS (' 471,.KG!
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 994.d LBS ( 451.1 KG) 

OIEPNSIONS LEMGrH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
58.0 N(14? Ml 2.46 MI 2i,46 NJ.EQUIPMENT BAY' 1 96.7 114.1 96#? [N*( 
PISSION EQUIPMENT 18.4 N,( .47 M 30.7 IN.1 .78 A. 30.7. I1N*1 . . Ml 
TOTAL SATELLITE 76.5 IN.4 1.94 M)
MOVENTS OF INERTIA ISLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 240.1 IYY , 1105686.2 IZZ 1105686*2. 
X-CG ZI-CO 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 42.2 IN. 1.07 H) 0.0 0t M) 1.0 1No. .O0 Il)..00 
RELIABILITY
 





MEAN MISSION DURATION 50.5(MO)

RELIABILITY .602 
MAROTS CC3-1-61 - 7j - ; 1 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER "203 303 403 603 806 1413 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES
wtIGHI 36.10 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
1 1 1 
VOLUME 
.9051 
1 12 1 
01(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
IERR 0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2
WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5e72(FT**3) 
DRY WEIGHT 68.33(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHTRELIABILITY .8258
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURA ION ­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR LOTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403QUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME ,39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY o9666
IERR 
POUER'REOUIRENENT 10.5 WATTS 
, COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603 






1 2 1 
.92(FT*O31 POWER REQUIREMENT 19Q5 UATTS 
IERR*************** 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 




221 306 1202 
2 2 1 
VOLUME 2.03(FT**31









7492(FTO*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 240.0 WATTS 
MAROTS CC3-1-6) /-17 -/ 




RADIATO8R A 82 fFT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 

TOTAL RAD IATOR AREA
HEATER POWER' 788.3(BTU/HRIP BATTERY HEATER POWER
T2TAHA R851.9CBTU/HR)




















FRAME 248. p 81910.347.(IN),
NO.,THICKNESS,HT. 
 5.
GRID BEAM .118 (IN),
THICKNESS .117 (IN), 
 SPACING 3.300 (IN),
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
 030 CENTER 0.000 (INI,
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
 112iZ (LBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WTo 





















MAROTS CC3-I-61--/7 -- 7/
 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDSNT TYPE E No WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIV'ER ASSY N 1.6 e.1 ,9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 	 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUJATION DAMPER 1 2.8 e3 0.0 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 	 6 e7 .0 41
 
834 THRUSTER 	 2 .7 so .1
 
906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 el 00
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 00
 
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 	 0.0
 
1118 TANK 	 2 10.2 0.0 
518 TANK 	 1 16.2 1.0 0.0
 
- 701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 00 
* 	 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 ,2 00 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 al 0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IOENT PE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8,9 .2 3.0
 





IDENT TYPE 	 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANIENNA 	 1 8.4 97 00
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMUTTER 2 2:1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 39 1 6.3
 
g03 COPMAND SIG CONO 0 :9
 









S'* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 7 4.2 .1 00 
221 BAITERY 2 25.3 *1 0.0
 
306 BATTERY CHARGER * 12.8 .3 0.0
 







STABILITY AND CONTROL 20.2
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 68.3 










- HARNESS 45.0 
STRUCTLRE 249.0
 





SATELLITE ADAPTER .43.9 
TfnTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1028.a 
TV BRDCST SAT (TVBS) CC3-1-8
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 4 * 
STASILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL




CONFIGURATION - - MONO 0 ROPELANT

TOTAL IMPULSE . 10554 .(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (tTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE- O,(IPS)
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EgUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0O
NUMBER OF MAIN FRA9E WORDS 256, 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE IATE 125o 0*
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 00NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4,
.6
SUBFRAME RATE 
 190000 0OOOCNUMBER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 64o O.
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAT% RATE - 256000(KBPS)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE - OO00(KBPS)
K. ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REOUIREMENT 10 68 WAITS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 12 4 SQ FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 144.00 AMP-HR




- - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGH 2617.2 LBS 11872 KG) LA"NCH WEIGHT 2711,8 LBS 12300 KGI
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 46,6 IN.( 
 1.18 M) 77,6 IN*( 1.97 M) 77.6 IN.( 1.97 Fl)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 29.6 IN.( .75 M) 49.4 IN,( lo25 N) 49.4 IN.( 
 1.25 N)
TOTAL SATELLITE 76.2 IN.( 1.94 M)I
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 641.3 IYY " 2112428.i- liZ a 3188326i3
X-CGCENTER OF- GRAVITY 38.2 IN.( .97 M) -C-C
OO IN.( 0.00 I) 0.0 TM.:t (.tRELIABILITY
 
CONFIGURATION 
-- SINGLE SYSTEMAP0GEE/PERIGEE/INCL IATION 19323*1193231
MISSION LIFETIME 84.0(MO) O.O 






TV BROCST SAT (TVBS) CC3-1-8
 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTR13L 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANT I TIES2 





1,93(FT**3) POWER REQUIkEMENT 78.9 WArTS 
IERR 10 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MHNOROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 8 5 9 2 1 4 
WEIGHT 743.83 LOS VOLU1E .o501FT**3I 
DRY WEIGHT 148,15(LBS), EXPENDABLE WE IGHT 
RELIABILITY .7844 
5Z' 701 1203 603 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 
WEIGHT 42.36 LBS VOLUME .T8(FT**3) 
RELIABILITY .9990 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 3 2 2 





1008(FT**2) POWER REQUIREMENT .25.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE'MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 530 263 650 702 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 4 12 4 4 2 
WEIGHT 320.'60 LBS VOLUME 4*791FT**3) POdER DISSIPATION 




WEIGHT 830IO0LBS" VOLUME '32.81tFT**3 -POWER-REOUIREUENT -83#;'7I(tTTS 
RELIABILITY 09000 
TV BRDCST SAT (TVBS) CC3-1-8
 




RADIATOR AREA 322 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 3: (FT1*1

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 32:3 FT#2
 
HEATER POWERE 3085.7(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 33.3(BTUIHRJ
TOTAL HEATER POWER 3119,0ISTUIHR)

HEAT PIPE OO(WATT-INIP VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H*P. 771.4 WATT-IN
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 3222.9 (BTU/HR





















SKIN HICKNESS 023 (IN)

STRINGER NO.,THICKNESS,HT. 169. p 81910.347 (IN), .486 (IN)
1FRAME NO. THICKNESS. HT *. .139 (IN)# ,697 (IN)

GRID BEAM THICKNESS .204 (IN); SPACING 5.755 (IN), HEIGHT 2.878 (IN)
 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN). CENTER 0,000 IIN)p AFT .030 (IN'

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 243.1 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE T. 29.4 (LBS)
 
w ADAPTER WEIGHT 94.6 LB 
TV BRDCST SAT (TVBS) CC3-1-8
 




IDNT TYPE NIb'WEIGHT VOLUME POWER

1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 #Z 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7*1 .1 62.0
 
815 EART SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.6
 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 .0 00
 
834 THRUSTER 8 .7 *0 .1 
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 . 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 :5 .t 0.0
 499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .f 000
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE I 6.0 .6 00
 
1130 TANK 4' 17.3 3.2 0.0
 
521 TANK 1 22.0 1.1 00
 
1701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
FILL3 VALV 1 .2 .0 00 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1' *1 .0 0.0 
w DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE N13 . WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY Z. 8.9 ,2 3.0 
403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 2 12.3 .2 7.5 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT 
[DENT TYPE NO,"WEIGHT VOLU'E'POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
106 HASEBMO ASST UNIT 3 ZO .0 0.0 
327 TRANSMITTER 2 4.7 4O 18.0 
401 RECEIVER 2 3: .1 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1 .0 .9 
605 DIPLE XER 2, 7 0 '3 
TV BRDCST SAT (TVBS) CC3-1-8
 




IDENT 	 TYPE N1 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER406 OISCGE REGULATOR' 9.8 .2 0.0 
530 SHUNT REGULATOR t2 2,2 .0 0.0
 
263 BATTERY. 	 4 49.5 .4 0.0
 
650 BATTERY CHARGER 4 9.7 .2 9.0
 







STABILITY AND CONTROL 60.0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1482
 






POWER CONTROL 	 122.6
 
SOLAR ARRAY 	 85.6
 
- HARNESS 	 117.1 
* STRUCTURE 	 275.3
 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 	 14.2
 
THERMAL CONTROL 	 90,6














CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE a lo5544(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
COMPUTEROPERATIONS RATE O.cIPS) ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
320
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 0.
256:
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 0.
125.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 8, 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 00
4.









CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 256000(KBPS) 
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 0
.000 KOPS)
Z ELECTRICAL DOWER 
AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYCONFIGURATION - - SHUNT 
POWER REQUIREMENT 1061.92 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 122.85 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 144.00 AMP-HR
 






 269564 LBSI!TRZe2&6 K






: 8I 1MI N UIPMrFNT 4M:4 1N:1t 1:R 41:1 1:212i:1NA It 
TOTAL SATELLITE 76.1 IN.( I193 M) uv- 0
IYY'- 209091 "iZI t1618640-
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2181X a 633.8 \ CG
, -G KY-CG 

.97 M) 00 INV( 0.00 N) 0.o IN.1 o04o0
CENTER OF GRAVITY 38.3 IN.(

REgIABILITY . SCONFIGURATION, SIN11GLEJYSTEM
 
APOGEEIPERI GEE HCLIAT ON 19323.t19323f 0.0
 
M1SI ON LIFETIE 84.0 MO)







SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION- AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 3 2 2 2
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOP'ROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES le 6 5 9 2 1 4 

WEIGHT 74?2.44 LBS VOLUIE 17.45(FT**3)







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 

















CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED'LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
QUIPMENT CODEIDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401 

EQUIPMENT OUATITI S1 3 2 2 















POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATT!
 
521 701 1203 603
 
1 a 1 1
 




POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 wATTS
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 25.! watq
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 531 263 

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 4 7 4 




























.85(FT 03) POER DISSIPATION, 1?943U tS
 










RADIATOR AREA 32.6 (FT**Z), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA .5 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 33.1 (FT'*Z)

HEATER POWER 3119.1ABTUIHR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 33131 TU/HR)
TOTAL HEAT ER 315POWE TU'HR)

HEAT PIPE O.Q(WATT-IH)p VAR IABLE CONDUCTAHCE HAP. 7T031WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 3257.0 (BTUIHR)
 






















STRINGER NO..TIC KNESStHT. 169. 0 81910.047 (IN), i484 IN)
 
FRAME NO PTHICKNESSHT 139 IN) 695 INJ
 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .204 (IN). $PACING 5.736 (IN)p HEIGHT 2.868 IN
 
. ENDCOVER THICK4ESS- FORWARD .030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 tINe.AFT 030 IN
 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT*" 239.4 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE VT* 29.4 (LBS)










IDENT TYPE mqi WEIGHT VOLUME POWER  
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY W1E 6 V 2 O
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 .1 62.0
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 1596






IDENT TYPE 'NI WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 .0 0.0
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
907 ISOLATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 .5 01 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 ,4 0.0
 
203 ISOLA ION VALVE 1 6.0 *6 00

"1130 TANK 4 17.3 3.2 0.0
521 TANK 1 22.0 1.1 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 0 0.0 
1203 FILL + ORAIN VALV 1 .2 *0 00 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 :1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
T YUNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO.aWEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 106 BASEiND ASSY UNIT 3 20 .0 0.0
327 TRANSMITT.R 2 4.7 .0 18.0
 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 *.1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1,5 .0 .9








IDENT TYPE NO."WEIGHT OLUNE POW R
 
406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 4-. 9.8 o2 0.0
 
531 SHUNT REGULATOR 7 4.3 .1 0.0
 
263 BATTERY 4 49.5 .4 0.0
 
650 BATTERY CHARGER 4 9.7 02 9.0
 





























L DRY WEIGHT 2005.7ROPELLANT 595.7
TELLITE ADAPTER 94.0
 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 2695#4
 
VI 
SYMPHONIE 3 CC3-1-10 - 1,
 
* * * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS. EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL








DATA PROCESSING AND, INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONrIGURATION - - SOECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
R	MPUTER OPERATIONS RATE -O0lips)

PI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMRER OF COMMANDS 	 32. 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 	 256. 0OMAIN FR&MF SAMPLE RATE 	 125. 0OMAIM FRAME W9RD LE'GTH 	 8. 0.NUMBER OF SUBFRAM S 	 9. o.iSUBFRAME RATE 	 o1250 
 00000




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE m 256.OOO(KBPS)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 	 0.O00(KBPSi
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REQUIREMENT 333,78 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 	 37.91 SQ FT

INSTALLED BATTERY C&A"ACITY 44.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGI4NING OF LIFE P9bER. 48270 WATTS
VEHICLE SIZING
 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLI4DER
WET SATELLITE WEIGHTa 638.7 LBS I 380.4 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 870.7 LBS ( 3949.KG
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 	 WID T
EQUIPMENT BAY 34:2 IN.( .87 H) 56.9 IN.( 1,45 M) 56.9 IN.( 1.45 H)

MISSION EQUIPMENT 19,3 IN,C 49M 32 * INo( e82 M) 32,2 INo( ,8 N)

ToTAL SATELLITE 53:5 IN.( 1336 3)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 97.2 ZY? a 358436#5 -iZ 4?76134. 
X-YCG Z-CGCENTER OF GRAVITY 26.9 IN ,68 M) 0,O 1NM 0000 4) 000 IN*( 0. R| .
RELIABILITY
 




MISSION LIFETIME 	 60.0(MO)





SYMPHUNIE 	3 CC3-I-10 /65
 
SUBSYSTEM 	DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - T MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1809 1303
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 -2 2 1








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER- 829 834 907 1003 499 203 1424 509 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 12 4 5 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

WEIGHT 183.116 LBS VOLU9E 5.41(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATTS







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - -,SPECIIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403







). CONFIGURATInN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMO0 ANTENNASEOUIPMENJ 	CODE IDENTICIER 202 106 327 401 503 605
 
EQUIPMEN 	QUANTITIES 1 2 1 1 2 2
 







CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 406 515 243 609 702
 
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 2 5 2 2 1
 
.
WFIGHT 121.64,LBS 7 Vf MES 1.35(FT**3I P0ER.DISSIPATION 53i6VATTt 





WEIGHT' 229.100!'LBS VOLUME '9.071FT*1) POWER REQUIREMENT 1b70o,':ATTSRELIABILITY 	 .9000
 
SYMPHONIE 3 CC3-I-tO, -123 












BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOrAL RADIATOR AREA 
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
VARIBLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 






913 7 (BTU/HR) 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT (L3S) 
INSULATION 
HEAT PIPES 










SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSpHT.
FRAME NO.,THI CKNESSHT. 
GRT KBEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
191% p 81910.347 IN) 
5. A .090 (IN).
.117 (IN)p SPACING 3:282 IN 







:451 (IN)1.641 IN 
.030 (IN) 
wo 
.SYMPHONIE 3 CC3-1-10,- 5" 
4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE 

1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 

1609 EARTH SENSOR 










907 	ISOLATION VALVE 

1003 FILTER
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 







701 	RELIEF VALVE 

1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 





NI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2 7.1 *1 62.0
 
2 	 22.2 .8 1.4
 
















































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
w1 IDENT TYPE 

203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 





















NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 8.9 s2 3.0
 
1 	 12.3 .2 7e5
 
UNIT UNIT UN. T



























SYMPHONIE 3 CC3-1-l0) -/­
* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE Nto WEIGHT VOLUME P]WER

406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.8 ,2 0.0
 
515 SHUNT REGULATOR 5 Z.3 .0 0.0 
243 BATTERY 2 37.0 .1 060 
609 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.6 ,1 0.0 







STABILITY AND CON4TROL 66.9
 

























TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 870.7
 
AM RADIO SAT (AMSAI) CC3-1-11
 
S* * SYSTEM OESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
POINTING ACCURACY - I.40000(ODEG.)
AIUX6 4Y PRIIPULS ION 
IGURATION - - MtNCPRGPELLANT
 
TOLTAL IMPULSE 61q (LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENIATIUN
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESIOR (DTU)

COPIPUTER OPERATIONS RATE -0.1! PS)
CDP! TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENToDATA
 
tUMBER OF COMMAND1S 32. 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0.
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 0., 
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH e. 0*
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 18..
 
SUBFRAMt RAT 11250 0.0000 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAT RATE - 32.0001KBPS)
SEPAPATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 0.OO(0KBPSI

ELECTRICAL POWER 
.- CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER PF0UIREi, ENT 60.51 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR AkRAY AFEA 23.71 SQ FT
 
IJJ INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 6.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF L,IFE PEWER 76.69 WATTSA EWH ICLE SIZINGVCONFTGURATION - - CYL JNDER 
PFTEI SATELLITE WE 161 " 365.7 LBS 1 165.9 KG) 
 LAUNCH WEIGHT " 379.1 LBS 4 171.9 KG)
 
DIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EOUIPMENT BAY 30. IN. .INi
 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 10,3 IN( .!26 M) 17.2 IN: 444 17.2 I9. 1.44 ni 
TOTAL SATELLITE 41.2 ItI( 1.05 M)
POPENTS OF INLRTIA (SLUGS*FT**) IXX - 30.0 IYY a 114678.6 IZ - 114678.6 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 20.2 Ih.( .51 M) 0.0 IN*( 0.00 M) 0.0 18.1 04.00 M)
 
RELIAB ILITY 
CONFIGURATION - - SINCLE SYSTEM 




PEAN MISSION DURATICH 2O.OfMO)

RELIABILITY .1537 
AM RADIO SAT tAMSAT) CC3-1-11 
* 4 SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS ­ - DESIGN NUMBEP 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 25s28 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR O 
303 403 603 





1.18(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 9.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MNPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER U34 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1 1 
WEIGHT 99.55 LBS VOLUME 3.84(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 53.75(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY o7398 
IERR 11 
507 701 1203 603 





LATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 




.39(FT**S3 'POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
01 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COhFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 I 1 1 




.87(FT4*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CUDE IDENTIFIER 102 202 303 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 5 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 62.47 LOS VOLUME 129(FT**3)









J500 LOS VOLUME 
ABLI~f.9000 
1.39(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENI 20*6 WATTS 
AM RADIO SAT (AMSA1) CC3-1-11
 




RADIATOR AREA 1.9 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.3 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 3;2 (FT**2)

HEATER POWER 153.8(BTU/HRIP BATTERY HEATER POWER 122o2(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 976.1(BIUIHR)

HEAT PIPE 1869.O(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. P32 8(WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 2.6 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 206.3 (BTU/HR)





















SKIN THICKNESS .009 (IN)
STRINGER NO22THICKNE2S.HT. 222° 0 81910.347 (IN)p .244 (IN)
 
FRAME NOo#TICKNESSpHTo' .070 10N)
351 (IN)

GRID BEAM THICKNESS .07' (IN): SPACING 2.195 (IN)t HEIGHT 1.09 (IN)

ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FERWARD .03C (IN), CENTER 0.000 (INr|P AFT .030 (IN)

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 64.6 (LBS)

V, SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND ERIVE WT. 0.0 (LB S

ok) ADAPTER WEIGHT 13.14 (LBS
 
AM RADIO SAT (AMSAIP CC3-I-11
 





ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1,6 *1 5.9
 
203 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 ,3 0.0
 
f03 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
E03 EARTH SENSOR 1 1.3 .0 0.0
 




ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 *1

E34 THRUSTER 2 e7 .0 ,1 
06 ISCLATION VALVE .7 .04 *1 

1C03 FILTER 9 .5 .1 8.0499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0 
1116 TANK 1 18.5 1.6 0.0 
- 907 TAMK 1 6.7 o3 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 .2 .0 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 




ICENT TYPE hO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER203 DI'(-ITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 





ICENT TYPE hO. WEIGHT VULUME POWER 
202 ANTENNA 1 8,4 .7 0.0 
103 PASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 005

,:06 TRANSMITTER 1 2.1 .0 10.9 
401 RECEIVER 1 3,9 .1 6.3 
,503 COMMAND SIG CQNO 1 1.5 .0 .9 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0 
AV RADIO SAT (ANSATI CC3-1-11
 






ICENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
102T NSHREGULATOR 5 5.0 .1 0o0
 
ZOZ 1A RY 2 9.5 .1 0.0
 
203 eAITERY CHARGER 2 3.5 .1 0.0
 








STAfLITY AND CONTROL 13.4

























TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 379.1
 
APEX PASS PL .EXP (&PPLE) CC3-l-12
 
* *SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I ** * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 






CONFIGURATION - - MONOROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPUSE a 23324,(LB-SEC)
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR CDTU)
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE " O(IPS)
 
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EOUIPNENT DATA
 32a 0.NUMBER OF COMMANDS 256. 0.
NUMPER oF MAIN FRZAME wORDS 

MAIN FR4ME SAMPLE RATE 13* 0. 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 10 O0
 0ONUMBER OF SUIFRAMES 
SU3FRAME RATE 






CONFIGURATION - - UNIrTED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32OOO(KBPS) 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 267.25 WATTS 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AR5A 111.16 SO FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY C&OACITY 22.00 AMP-HR 
B'qGINNING OF LIFE POWER 359.59 WATTS 
VEHICLE SI2ING 
---- CONFIGURATION -- CYLI4DER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT w 880.0 LBS C 399.2 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 
EQUIPMENT fAY 553 IN.( 1.40 M) 92.2 I(2.34 0 MI S TON EQUIPMENT 16.6 N:( .42 MI 27.6 I0 M 
" 918.1 LBS C 416,5 K4 
WIDTH 
92,0 IN.C 2,34 )27/.6 N i 0 
TOTAL SATELLITE 71.9 IN.C 1.83 MI 
MOMEITS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IX " 
K-CG 






IZZ 893526,i " 
E-CG 
0.0 IN.' 0.00 "I 
RELIARILITY 
CONFIGURATION -- SINGLE SYSTEM 
APOGEEIPERIGEEIINCLINATION 19323.119323,/ OoO 
MISSION LIFET1E 





APEX PASS P1L EXP (APPLE) CC3-1-12 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
SONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
0UIPM;NT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUNTITIES I 
WEIGHT 30.56 LBS 
RELIABILITY
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





1.21(FT**3) POWER REQUiREMENT 9.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2 
WEIGHT 208.&54 LBS VOLUIE 5.72(FT*$3) 
DRY WEIGHT 68.33(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIARILITY .8259 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 





.DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR CDTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(FT**31
RELIABILITY .9668 
IERR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 1065 WATTS 
N COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 




*92(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IOFNTIFIER 103 218 306 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 7 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 109o60 LBS VOLUME 1.97(FT**3)










5,74(F7*T3) POWER REQUIREMENT 215A0 WATTS 
APEX PASS PL EXP (APPLE) CC3-1-12
 
* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL 	CONTROL




HEATER POWER 712.1(BTU/HR)p 	 8:6 (Fr*2)
BATTERY HEATER POWER 115.O(BTU/HRJ
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 827.0(BTUIHR)
HEAT PIPE 13771.4(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE HoP. 929,?(UATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.5 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 87103 (BTU/HR|




















SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)






GRID BEAM THICKNESS .11 JIN), SPACING 3.129 N HEIGHT 1.564
& 	 ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FO.WAR *030 N)p CENTER 0.000 IN 0 AFT ,i03O
EQUIPMENT RAY STRUCTURE WT, 108.3 (LBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0:0 (L)
LJ 	 ADAPTER WEIGHT, 38:2 LS$) 
APEX PASS PIL 
EXP (APPLE) CC3-1-12 
ASSEHBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER 
 1 * * * * 
STA'ILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDE0T TYPE UNIT UNIT UNITN'i WEIGHT VOLUME PO4ER
203 VALV• DRIVER ASSY 
 16 91 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR" 
 1 .3 .0 .0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 
 1 2.8 :3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5803 EART4 SENSOP 
 2 1.3 .0 0.0






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 
 6 *7 .0 *1834 THRUSTER 
 2 .7 .0
906 ISOLATION VALVE 	 .1
5 ,7 :1 0.01003 FILTER 
 9 .5 ,1 00
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 
 1 6.0 .6 0.0
1118 TANK 
 2 102 1.3 0.0
518 TANK 
 1 16.2 1.0 0.07 701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .,0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
 1 .2 .0 0.0
U) 
 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 




 Nli WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 
 .2 3,0
403 COMMD DECOD+DI TR 






 Nr. WEIGHT VOLUMIE POWE
202 ANTENNA103 RASEAND ASSY UNIT 1 8:4 .7 0.0
1 2.0 ,0 s5
306 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.1 .0 10.9
401 RECEIVER 
 1 3.9 ,1 6,3503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 
 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
APEX PASS P1L EXP (APPLE) CC3-I-12
 










306 BATTERY CHARGER 




























S HERMAL CONTROL 
DRY WEIGHT
PPOPELLANT
6" SATELLITE ADAPTER 

Vi 
 TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 

UNIT UNIT UNIT










2 12.8 e3 00 

































INSAT F/O CC3-1-14 








TOTAL IMPULSE * 23324,(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU)OMPUTER OPFRATIONS RATE O
0.(IPS)
DPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32. 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAE WORDS 
 256. 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 13. O.




NU4BER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 64. 0.
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON4 ANTENNAS
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.000KBPS





-- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 342.75 vfATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 144.43 SQ FTINSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 20.00 AMP-HRBEGI'4NING OF LIFE P1]4ER 467.18 kATTS6'" VEHICLE SIZING
 
CONFIGURATION CYLI-40ER
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT 1119.9 6BS LAUNCH WEIGHT 1170.9 LBS I




EQ'IPMENT BAY IN 1 10 ) 105.0 INi 267 105.0 1 2.Sf flMI.ION QUIPMENT 1 2 IN- .49 M) 32.0 .81 32.0 1 :1
TOTAL SATELLITE 82.2 IN.( 2.09 M)MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS,*FT*,Z IXX w 3079 IYY w 1430292.5 AZZ " 14a0292.5 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CGCENTER OF GRAVITY 46.1 IN.( 1.17 M) 
 0.0 114. 0.00 MI 0.0 im.1 0.00 nRELIABILITY
CONFIGURATION -- SINGLE SYSTEM









INSAT F/LO CC3-1-14 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT COCE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 43.50 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERP 0 
303 403 603 





1,80(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 10,l4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY DROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 83 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 11 2 
WEIGHT 08'54 LAS VOLUME 5.72(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 68.3.3(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8259 
IERR 11 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPFCIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(FT**3) 
RELIABILITY s9668 
IERR 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10*5 WATTS 
U.) COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMOl ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 





.92(FT*03) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWFR 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 





SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 711O(LBS) 
MISSION EQUIPMENT




8,4t(PT6631 POWER ftEouIreHeNT 985i06 TtS 
INSAT FIo CC3-1-14 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
THFRMAL CONTROLRADIATOR APEA 
HEATER POWER 




2OI30:(WATT-IN~p5.1 (FT)72.1 (BTU) 
BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
BAT1ERy HEATER POWERTOTAL HEATER POWER 





1063.5 WATr-It)1113.4 (0 UIHR 















.014 (IN)RSTRINGER NO.tTHICKNESSHT. 
FRAME NO,THICKNESSHT.GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARDEQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT.SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT.
DAPTER WEIGHT 
253. , 81910.347 (IN), 
5. (I) .125 (IN),
.122 (IN), SPACING 3.442IINI,











, ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS -- OESIGN NUMBER 1 , * * , 
STABILIZATION 'AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NOI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY . 1.6 *1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR' 1 .3 .o .0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 
 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5 





 NI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 
 .0 ,1
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 01906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 
 .1 0.0

1003 FILTER 9 ,5 .l 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 00
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 96 0.0
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
518 TANK I 16.2 1.0 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 s0 0.0
 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 ,1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTIUtiENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYDE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY I 8.9 .2 3.0





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 ,7 0.0103 RASE'ND ASSY UNIT 1 2,0 .0 .5306 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.1 .0 10.9401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 e1 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2. 1.5 .0 09
603 DIPLEXER I 
 160
 
INSAT F/lt CC3-1-14 
* ASSEPBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL 	 POWER 
UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE Ni. WEIGHT VOLU3E POWER103 SHUNT REGULATOR 9 4.2 91 0.0224 (ATTERY 	 2 29.1 .2 
 0.0
309 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.8 *2 0.0





















POWER CONTROL 	 75.0
CONVERTERS







THERMAL CONTROL 	 36.1




o SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 51.0 









SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 38403.(LB-SEC)

IATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUI

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE , O(IPS)

DPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA

NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32o 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 
 0.

PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 125. 0.
 
rAiN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.
hUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4# 0.
SUBFRAME RATE 1.0000 0.0000





CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LV4K-COMNON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 256,OOO(KBPSI






CONFIGURATION-- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY

POWER REQUIREMENT 829.02 WATTS
TUAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 94.11 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 000 AMP-HR
 




CONF IGURATION - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT = 1493.1 LBS ( 677.3 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1548.1 LBS 102.2 KG)7
DIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 39.0 IN.C .99 M) 65.0 IN., 1.65 M) 65.0 IN.{ 1.65 I
MISSION EQUIPMENT 25.0 IN.( *64 M) 41.7 IN. 1.06M .-... 7 IN.a 11a... Ii06-

TOTAL SATELLITE 64.0 IN.( 1.63 M)

MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**Z) IXX * 281.7 IYY u 846768.4 IZZ a 14258871 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CGCENTER OF GRAVITY 33.3 IN.( .85 M) O.O IN.( 0,00 H) .......0;0 IN.-"O;60-; Ml 
IELIABILITY
 










* $ SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
"-STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMtNTUM WHEEL
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER, 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES .. 2 2 1 2WEIGHT 43.00 LBS VOLUME 1;24tT*43)" POWER' REQUIREMENT" 78$; WATT!RELIABILITY 	 .9418

IERR 	 LO 
AUXILIARY' PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE I0ENTIFIER,, 818 834 906 1003 499 203 1130 509 701 1203 603




IERR 	 1 ­
uATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUO
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER'. 203 403

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I I 1
 
-	 WEIGH 1l18 LBS V966XOLUME,. *39FT*31 POWER REQUIREMENT 1065 WATT!
* ,. 	 RELIAB.RITY
TERP L 
%J:' COMMUNICATIONS 
#1 	 CONFIGURATION UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 






CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT'AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLe-MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY' 
EQUJIPNT CODE IDENTIFIER. ,4L4 515 269 650, 702
QU NQUANTITIES 
- 1. 	 °"i1. VOLUMEFT*#3Ar2
WEIGHTS 	 2J5,85 LBS 2 - 2 1 POWER,~sDISSIPATION 36:AI
 





WEIGHT .500.0tBs VOLUME 19.78(FT*b3I. POWER REQUIREMENT. ,b30$&.VAtt!









RADIATOR AREA 25.4 (FT**Z), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 69 (FT**Z)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 26.3 (FT*2)
HEATER POWER 2380.3(BTUIHR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 
 90eO(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 	 2470o3(BTUIHR)
HEAT PIPE O.O(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 
 648.0(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 
 4.0 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 	 2540.9 (BTUIHR)









PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 3.0
 








- SKIN THICKNESS .017 (IN)I STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSPT. 179. 81910.347 (IN), .384 (IN)­
.) FRAME NO.pTHICKNESS, HT. 5. .9110 (IN), 	 .552 (IN)
GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .153 (IN)p SPACING 4.302"fIN)o EIGHT-- &O3OAI/.
NJ ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARU .030 (IN), CEMTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN;
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 126.7 (LBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE, WT 26.1 (LBS)




P* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER 1I 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL "
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE . NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1,6 *2 1.02203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 *1
7.1 62.O
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
1303 RLACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .1 .3 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT 'UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
818 THRUSTER 18 
 .4 .o 00
834 THRUSTER 
 6 .7 .0 .1
906 ISCLATION VALVE 
 5 ,7 01 00
1003 FILTER 
 9 .5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 00203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 
 0.0
1130 TANK 
 2 17.3 3.2 00509 TANK 
 1 16.0 .6 00
701 RELIEF VALVE 2" .2 0 0.0
 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 02 .0 00
603 FILL + VENT VALVE I *1 .0 00
 
N DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT' UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER





UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER202 ANTENNA I 8.4 .7 0.0106 iASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .0 0.0327 TRANSMITTER 
 2 4.7 .0 18.0
401 RECEIVER 
 1 3.9 .1 6.3
503 COPMAND SIG COND 3 L.5 .0 
 .9
605 DIPLEXER 









ZOENTO TYPE 11E1 "IVOLUME POWER
4I4 oISCHE R'EGULATOR o*. Po 
515 SHUNT REGULATOR 11 2.3 .0 0.0 
269 BAlERY 2 71.3 .4 0.0
 
650 BATTERY CHARGER 2 9.7 ,2 90 







STABILITY AND CONTROL 43.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 95.0











ua STRUCTLRE 156.2 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 10.9
o THERMAL CONTROL 76.6 






TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1548.1 
IRAN 	 FO CC3-1-18 




CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a Z3324.(LB-SEC)
DATA 	 PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU)
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - O°(IPS)CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATANUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 329 	 0.
N'UMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256. 	 0.
FAIN 	FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 13. 	 0.MAIN 	 FRAME WORD LENGTH 80 	 DO
NUMBER OF SIBFRAfES 18 	 O
SUBFRAME RA-TE 
.1250 	 0.0000





- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE , 32°OO{KBPSI
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE *OOOKBPS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 417.75 WATTS
 
TOIAL SOLAM ARRAY AREA"" 173.77 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 34.00 AMP-HR




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 1266.1 LBS 4 574.3 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1326.3 LBS C 601i6 KG!DIENSIONS LENGTH 	 HEIGHT 
 WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 69.1 IN.( 1.76 M) 115.2 IN,( 2.93 MI 115.2 IN.( 2o93 N)
MISSION EQUIPMENT -20.1 IN.( .51 M) 33.5 -IN.(' 
 85 M), 33.' iNs(- .85­
"COTAL SATELLITE 89.3 IN.( 2.27 MI
MOPENTS OF INERTIA. CSLUGS*FT**2I IXX - 400.3 IVY 1886268.9 IZ 188626*9X-CO 	 Y-CG Z-CG
CENTER OF GRAVITY 51.3 IN*( 1.30 MI 00OIN.( 0iO H) 
 OO IN,(-" 0;00M|
RELIABILITY
 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM





R LIAB LITY 	 51.OltO)
615
 
IRAN F/0 CC3-1-18 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 
WEIGHT 43.50 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





1.B0(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2 
WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5.72(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 68.33(LBS)p EXPENDABLE WEIG4T 
RELIABILITY .8260 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT Z1.1S LBS VOLUME .39FT**3I 
RELIABILITY .9668 
IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATT! 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I I a 1 





.92(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATT! 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 233 315 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITLES 10 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 145.91 LOS VOLUME 2g57(FT**31










10.29(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT,' 360.0 IATT! 
IRAN FO CC3-1-18
 
** SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
HERMAL CONTROL




HEATER POWER 1140.2(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 12.9 (FT**2)
1150 (BTUIHR

TOTAL HEATER POWER 
 1255e2 BTUIHR
HEAT PIPE 26878.5(WATT-IN), 
VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1154.8(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.6 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 
 1369.1 (BTUIHR)
STORED ENERGY 




















__ SKIN THICKNESS 
.014 (IN)STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 260o , 81910347 (IN), 
.466 (IN)
FRAME tNOo.THICKNESSHT,- 5s 

.134 (INI ,670 (IN)
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .127 (IN)p ''SPACING 3.574 (IN)W 
 HEIGHT--T87"IN'
ENOCGVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
 e030 (IN), CENTER 0o000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 122.0 (LBS)




IRAN FIO CC3-1-18 
* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * ,* * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 *1 5.9 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 0 
403 NUTA ION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0 
603 CONTROL EIECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0 
1413 POaER CONVERTER 1- 15.9 .4 00
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 0 .1 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1 
906 ISCLATLON VALVE 5 .7 ,1 00 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 el 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0 
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 o6 0.0 
' 1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0 
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00 
• 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 01 .o 0.0

-4 
7DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGTAL TELEMETRY 1 8*9 .2 3.0
 
403 COPMD DECOD+DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5 
COMMUNICATIONS
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
202 ANIENNA 1 0.4 o7 0.0 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9 
401 RECEIVER 1 3e9 .1 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 *0 .9 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0 
IRAN FlO CCE-1-18 






 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 4.2 .1 00
233 BATTERY 
 2 34.2 ,2 0.0
315 BAITERY CHARGER 
 2 12.0 .3 0.0



























S-THERMAL CONTROL ' 541.5
 
DRY WEIGHT 1125.8
PROPEL LANT 140.2SATELLITE ADAPTER 
 60.3 





SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 






CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TUIAL IIPULSE = 233 4.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * O,{IPS)
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATANUMBER OF COMMANDS 32o 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0.

PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 
 0.

PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 18. 0
SUBFRAME RATE 





- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32o00O(KBPS)
 




CONFIGURATION - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POhER REQUIREMENT 279.25 WATTS
TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA I6.16 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY Z2.00 AMP-HR




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT '954,9 LBS 1 433.1 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a .996a6 LBS ( 45260 KGI
DIVENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 5Z.5 IN*( 1.44 M) 94,2 IN.( 2.39 M) 94. IN.I 2.39 N)FISSION EQUIPMENT 18.1 .46 M) e' -3 - .7?'nI.­IN.C 302IN( .77 H) 3A 'IN 

TOTAL SATELLITE 74.7 IN. ( 1.90 M)

MOPENTS OF INERTIA (-_JGS*FT**2) IXX - 220.8 IVY 1013835.1 IZZ - 1013835.1
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG









MISSiON LIFETIME " 60.0(MO)







* * SUBSYSTE DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STAB!LIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IQENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 1413
QUIPMENT QUANTITIES 
 1 1 1 1 z 1






CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT

EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
 518 701 1203 '603
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 
 2 1 	 2 1 1
WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5.T2(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT IiOWATTS





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1

-	 WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(Ft**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS
RELIABILITY 	 .9668




CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603t- EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 1WEIGHT 	 24.62 LBS 





CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
EQUIPMENT 	CODE IDENTIFIER .103 218 306 1202
EQUIPMENT 	QUANTITIES 7 2 2 1
WEIGHT 108.60 LBS VOLUME 1.97(FT**3I POWER DISSIPATION 22.3 WATT!





WEIGHT 190.00; LBS VOLUME 









RADIATOR AREA 7o8 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.Z (FT**21

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 9.0 (FT**2)

HEATER POWER 744,3(BTU/HR)o BATTERY HEATER POWER 115.0 BTU/HRI
TOTAL HEATER POWER 859.3 BTUIHR)

HEAT PIPE 14921.I(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 965.8(WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.7 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 90B8 (BTUIHRI



















- SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)
STRiNGER NOPTHICKNESSHT. 247. , 81910.347 (IN), .402 (IN)FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5 , .115 (IN)P .577 (IN)
"," GRID BEAM THIC'IESS .115 (NI, SPACING '3249 (IN)-HEIGHT-i625 "1ENOCUVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 N 9 CENTER 0.000 IN), AFT " 030I N)

EQUIPMENT dAY STRUCTURE 1T 109:8 I l
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIV T 0 LB
0




**ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 ** 
"STABILIZATION AND CONTROL " 
UOIT UNIT UNIT

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9303 SUN SENSOR 1' .3 .0 0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0 







IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 01
834 THRUSIER. 2 .7 .0 *1906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 .7 61 0.0
 
1003 FILTER q .5 .1 00499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0 
. 1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 00 
- 518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 00701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 00
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *1 .o 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8,9 .2 3.0
403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5 




IDENT TYPE NO 'WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 *7 0.0
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 s0o5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 01 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG CONO 2 1.5 .0 .9603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
S1RIO FI CC3-1-20 




UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 








306 BATTERY CHARGER 




























POWER CONTROL 66.6 
CUNVERIERS 15,9
SOLAR ARRAY 57.1 
HARNESS 44.0 
STRUCTURE 233.8












2NCRDSAT F/U CC3 -l-2 J-3g-
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -- DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
.CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE x 23324.(LB-SECI

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGUkAfION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COrPUTER OPERATIONS RATE , O.(IPSI

CDPI TABL C ENGINEERING DAA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER F COMMANDS 3 a O. 
hUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0.
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 0,
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.

NUMBER OF SUBFRA ES 189 0o
 
SUBFRAME RATE 6.1250 0:0000
 




.CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 3Z.000(KBPS)





CONFIGURATION - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POKER REQUIREMENT 309.25 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 128.63 S FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 26.O0 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 1051.0 LBS C 476.7 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT'- 1097.7 LBS ( 497.9 KG
 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 59.5 IN.( 1.51 M) 99.1 IN.( 2.52 N) 99.1 IN.( 2.52 "1

MISSION 'EQUIPMENT 19.0 IN.( .48 M) 31.7 IN,( 081iM)-- IN*( .81 M)
.317? 

TOTAL SATELLITE 78.5 IN.( 1.99 M)



















NCROSAT F/O CC3-1-22 
- 5 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
-. 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1
WEIGHT 36.10 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
1ERR 0 
303 403 603 





1.43(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 104.WATTS 
UXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5.721FT**3I 
DRY WEIGHT 68.33(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8258 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECLAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 1




*39(FT**3J POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFiGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 




.92(FTO*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAy
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 224 306 1202
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES a 2 2 1











8f71(FT**t$ POWER REQUIREMENT - SS0 WATTS 
09 
NCRDSAT FIO CCS-1-222 ­





RADIATOR AREA 8W7 CFT**Z), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 9:8(FT**2)
115 0(BTUIHR)
HEATER POWER 83z.3(BTUIHR)p BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 947.3|BTUIHR}
1O15,8(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE 17461.0(WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 
 1011.1 (BTUIHR)
HEAT PlPE LENGTH 4:9 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 

STORED ENERGY 72.1 (BTU)
 
















SKIN THICKNESS 014 (IN)
 
248. 81910.347 (IN). :421 (IN)
 
- STRINGER NO.PTHICKNESSHT. 5. .121 (IN). .604 (IN)
FRAME NO. fHICKNESSHT. 

.120 ,IN). HEIGHT-I6Q90"IN'
GRID BEAM THICKNESS SPACING3:380-(INo,-
0.000 (IN). AFT .030 (INS
.030 (IN). CENTER
ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 

EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE W. 115.4 (LOS)
 




NCRDSAT FIO CC3-1-22,- 3
 
4*ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * *
 




IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 al 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUIArION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
 
603 CONTROL ELECTHNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
 




UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
834 THRUSTER 6 o7 .0 01 
834 THkUSTER 2 .7 0 *1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE' 5 e7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 a1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISCLATLON VALVE 1 6.0 .6 00
 
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 00
 
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00 
U,, 603 FILL + VENT VALVE' 1 .1 . 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
"a, WEIGHT VOLUME POjER
203 OIUH TELEMETRY Be 2 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANIENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .o 10.9 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0 
NURDSAT FIO CC3-I-22, 





103 SHUNT REGULATOR224 BATTERY 

306 BATTERY CHARGER

































-). SATELL ITE ADAPTEI 
























































* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * 4 41, 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTb,
COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE . 0.(IPS)
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATANUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256o 0.

PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 
 0o
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.










CONFIGURATION-- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS

PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.OO(K.PS)
 




CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POhER REQUIREMENT 458.63 WATTS
 
-(S-" TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 190.77 S0 FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR
 





- - CYLINDER 
wE1 SATELLITE WEIGHT - 1349.6 LBS 4 612.Z KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1414.8 LBS C 641.7 KG)DIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 72.9 IN.C 1.85 M) 120.0 INl 3.05 M) 120,0 INdS305 MIPISSION EQUIPMENT 20.1 IN.i .51 M) 33.5 IN .85 M) 33.51'N.. MlBS"i
7OTAL SATELLITE 93.0 IN.{ 2.36 M)









- - SINGLE SYSTEM
 
APOGhE/PER IGEE/INCL INATION 19323,119323.1 0.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 60.OMO)







* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER . * * * *
 
STABICIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 
1413
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
 1 1 2 2 ' 1







ONF IGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 
 203 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 
 2 5 9 2 1 2
WEIGHT 217.45'LBS VOLUME 
 6.12(F **3I







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSEPROCESSOR (DTUlEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER' 203 .403
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1












- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
. EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER, 20f 103 306 401 503 603
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 3 1










- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 239 315 1202

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1O 2 2 1
WEIGHT 163.62 LBS VOLUME 
 2.591FT**31















518 701 1203 603
 


































RADIATOR AREA 	 12.9 (FT**21) BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 1.3 (FT** )
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
 123.3 BTUIHR)
HEATER POWER 1257,5(TUIHR)jp BATTERY HEATER POWER 

TOTAL HEATER POWER 	 13B1.31BTUIHR)
 1103.2(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE 	 30794.5(WATT-INp VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1505.5 (BTU/HRI
 
STORED ENERGY 72.1 (BTU)
 
THERPIAL CONTROL WEIGHT





















TRINE NO., IHICKNESSPHI. 262. p 81910.347 (IN), 	 *483 (IN)
 HE IGHT- "I 830"l
N| --..	 N
 
....... 	 .693 (IN)
Q FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT4 5. 	 (IN),p139 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .130 (IN), SPACKNG 3.660T
 
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN)# CENTER 0.000 (IN)s AFT .030 (IN)
 
LEQUIPMENT BAY STR UCTURE WT. 130.0 (LOS)
 











IDENT JYPE NO. 'WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 00
 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EAPTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .1 1.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 t0 .
 
834 THRUSTER 2 07 .0 .1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5-- .7 *1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 05 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 .0 .4 0.0
 
SISCLATION VALVE 6:0 ::8
A18 TANK 10.2 108: 518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 00
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
-. a- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
"- 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1' .1 s0 0.0
 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO.'WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0*0
 
103 BASE6NU ASSY UNIT 1 2,0 .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 'RECEIVER 3.9 *1 6a3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3.5 0 .
 






ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 




315 BATTERY CHARGER 





































SATELLITE ADAPTER 65.2 























NATO F/O CC3-1-26 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -- DESIGN NUMBER I ' * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
POINTING ACCURACY a .400000(EG.)
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 24125. (LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUP
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE 00.(IPS)
 
CDPI TABLE NGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA 32* 0.
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 256. 0.
NUMBER OF -MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 13. 0.
VAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 

. 0.
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 

NUMBER OF SuBFRAMES 1B0, Oo
 
.1250., 000OSUBFRAME RATE 
 0O




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE = 32.OO0(KBPS)
 




CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POhER REQUIREMENT 4718.63 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 199.09 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR 




 ( 779.5 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT • 1799.5 LBS 1 816.2 KG)WET SATELLITE WEIGHT * 1718.5 LBS WIDTH
DItENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 
IN. 3.05 M). 40o0 1 3:85 M)EUUIPMENT BAY 6.0 IN. 1.93 M) 129 
.66 M 4 IN*i 1.09 M" - - '-Lo9
MISSION EQUIPMENT 35.8 IN*( 

TOTAL SATELLITE 1i.9 IN. C 2.59 M)
 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS *FT**2 lXx " 574.3 IYY a 2881804.9 IZZ 2881804. X-CG Y-CG F-CO
 














NATO F/U CC3-1-26 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT COOE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 43.50 LBS 
RELIABILITYIERR 0 
303 403 603 




1,80(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFZGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPEN1 CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 2 
WEIGHT 217*45 LBS VOLUME 6.12(FT**3I 
DRY WEIGHT 72.43(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY s8986 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUJ
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(,FT*43)
RELIABILITY *9668 
IERR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATT 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIFM NT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 L03 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 




.94(FTO*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATT 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 239 315 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 2 1 bEIGHT 163.62 LBS VOLUME 2.59(FT**3)'










21.751(FTO*3 POWER REQUIREMENT' 420O'WATTS 
NATO F/O CC3-1-Z6
 




RADIATOR AREA 13.5 (FT**Z), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.4 (FT**2)
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 14.8 (FT**Z
 
HEATER POWER 1316*2(BTUIHR)v BATTERY HEATER POWER 123.8(BTUIHRI
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 140.O BTUIHRI
 
HEAT PIPE 35263*6(WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1318.11WATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 6.4 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1573.7 (BTUIHRI
 




















SKIN THICKNESS .017 (IN)

STRI NGER NO., TICKNESSHT4 244. p 81910.347 (IN), .519 (IN)
 
"- FRAME NO.,THICKNESS, HT. 5.0 .149 (IN), .745 M(IN
 
HEIGHT-- 2.092 (IN-
AGRID EAM THICKNESS o149 (IN)* SPACING -4.184 (IM) ---
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN) 
(A EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 130.9 (LBS)
 













IENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 599303 SUN ENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0403 NUIATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 00603 CONTRUL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 ,4 3.5 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 *1 1.0 
1413 POUER CONVERTER 1 15.9 o4 0.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .0
.7 .1
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 
 o1
906 ISGLATION VALVE 5* .1
.7 00
1003 FILTER 9 .5 ,1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 *6
6.0 0.0
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.,
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 00 
< 1701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .O 0.0 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1' 1 .0 0.0
 
L DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
NO UNIT UNIT UNIT
IENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY I 8.9 ,2 3.0





[DENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANtENNA 
 1 8.4 .7 -0.0
103 BASE BND ASSY UNIT I 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 
 .0 10.9
401 RECEIVER 1- .1
3.9 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 
 .9
603 DIPLEXER 1 s0
3.1 1.0
 
NATO FfO CC3-1-26 ' 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHLNT REGULATOR 10 4,Z .1 0.0
239 BATTERY 2 *23.0. 0.0
 
315 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.0 .3 0.0
 


































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT' 1799*5 
ETS IV CC3-1-2(
 




CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
POINTING ACCURACY a 1.500000(DEG.)
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONO4IROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 5235.(LB-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION -- SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCES$OR DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RA E 0
.1IPS1
 
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS' 32. 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256o 0.
 
MAIN FRAME SAPPLE RATE 13. 0.

MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0O
 
NUMBER OF SUqFRAMES 180 O
 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 0.0000
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RAE a 3Z.OOO(KBPS)





CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 68.5l WATTS
 
TOT AL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 25.26 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 6.00 AMP-HR'
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 350.2 LOS 1 158.8 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT * 363.1 LBS ( 1644 KGILENGTH HEIGHTWITH
DIMENSIONS 

EQUIPMENT BAY 30.8 IN.( .78 M) 51.3 IN(. 1.30 M) 51.3 IN*( 1.30 N)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 10.3 IN.( .26 N) 17 2 IN.( .44 M) 17.2 IN.( .44 HI
 
TOTAT SATELI1. IN.( 104 M)
OMENT OF INRTI SLUs*FT*2i IX N) 28.4: IVY " 109906.7 IZZ - 1099064 7* 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG 
CENTEIROY GRAVITY 20.3 IN.1 
. 
RELIABILIT ,0.0IN.( 0.00 M) 040 N.'1 iod"Mj:, 





MEAN MISSION DURATtON 10O(MO)

arI TARf TTV -7t 
ETS IV CC3-1-28 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - SPIN CONTROL
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 29.128 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





1.18(Fi**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 9.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION -'- MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003, 499 203 1116 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1' 1WEIGHT 84.50 LBS VOLUME 3.80%FT*03)
DRY WEIGHT 53.03(LBS), EXPENDABLE WE IGHT 
RELIABILITY .9079 
IERR 11 
506 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY .9933 
IERR 1 
POwEER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 




.BT(FT*03I POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WArTS 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE TENTIFIER 102 202 303 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTIIES 5 2 2 1WEIGHT 62.'47 LBS VOLUIIE 1.2'utri-.a 









1*39(FT*t3- POWER REQUIREMENT"-'6&0 WAttS 
ETS IV CC3-1-28 












ATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
0 AL RADIA OR AREA 
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER PRWER 
VARIABLE CONOUC TANCE H.P. 













PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 1.8 




SKIN THICKNESS .009 (IN)
STRINGER NO..THICKNESS. HT.FRAME NOoTHICKES So HT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLA ARRA1 BON AND DRIVE WT* AAER WE GHT 
zzs. , 81910.'347 JIN).
5. *069 (IN) 
.076 (IN), SPACING 2.138 tIM).







.030 ( I4 
ETS IV CC3-1-28
 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS- - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE N. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 *1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 00
 603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
803 EARTH TENSOR 1 1,3 O:O
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15*9 ,4 80000
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 *7 .0 .1
 
834 THRUSTER- 2 .7 .0 .1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 4 ,7 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 .5 .L 00 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 00
1116 TANK I .18.5 1.6 0.0
 
506 TANK 1 6.1 .2 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 ,2 .0 00
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 




4: DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 090
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 90 ,5
306 TRANSMITT ER 1 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3*9 $1 693
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 1.' 1.5 .0 .9




* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS tCONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
IDENT TYPE 

.102 SHUNT REGULATOR 5 5.0 .1 0.0
 
202 BATTERY 2 9.5 s1 0.0
 
303 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.5 *1 0.0
 
































DRY WEIGHT 318.7 
PROPELLANT 3154. SATELLITE ADAPTER 1.*9 
Li TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 363.1 
CS F/G CC3-1-30
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * 
STAMILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 18518.(LB-SEC)
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGtIRATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE m O.(IPS) 
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 329 O.
 
NU-BER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 	 256o 0.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 	 13. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.
 
NUMMER OF SUBFRAMES 18. 0.
 
SU3FRAME RATE .1250 00000
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DAT4 RATE 32.O000KBPS)






CONFIGLJRATIO4 - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REOUIREMENT 	 427.75 dATTS 
TOTAL SQLAR ARRAY AREA 176.44 SQ FT 
INSTALLED BATTERY CA'ACITY 34.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE P94ER 570.74 WATTS4 VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - CYLI0ER 
O 	 WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 1247.9 LBS f 566.0 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT a L307.9 LBS1 593.3 KG) 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH 
69.7 IN. 1.77 	 2.95 1 116wl1 IN. 2.95
EQUIPMENT RAY 	 . 116.1 IM 

MIS ION EOUIPMENT 19.9 IN3 50 3.1 .1N4 33.1 IN.{ .04
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 89.5 IN*( 2.27 M)

MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 395.4 ItYY 1870540.6 in * 187054006 
-G Y-CG [-CS 




CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 
APOGEE/PERIGEEIINCLIIATION 19323.119323.f 0.0
 
MISSION LIFETIME 	 42.O(MO)
 




CS F/U CC3-1-30 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATtON AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATIN - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDFNTIFIER 203
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I
WIG4T 43.50 LBS 
RELIARILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 
1 1 2VOLU9E 
,9749 
806 1413 
zO(FI$.3Pi P0WER REQUiREMENT 1ov WAtTS 
AUXILIARY PRPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2WEIGHT 1936 57 LBS VOLUME 5,47(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 82.25(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .9105
IERR 11 
515 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 1 
POER REQUIREMENT
111.31(LBS) 1,0 WATTS 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTUMENTATION 





CONFIGURATION - - UqlrlED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CODE NTPIER 202 103 306 401
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1
.WEIGHT 74.'6Z LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY .9747 
503 6032 1
.9Z(FT**3J POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 VATTS 
ELFCTPICAL POWFR 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -





BODY MOUNTED S3LAR ARRAY
103 Z33 315 1202 
10 2 2 1LBS VOLUME 2.571FT**3)










9.90(fT**3) PuER RoUIREmrENTW" 37?O; ATTS 
CS F/U CC3-1-30
 




RADIATOR AREA 12.0 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOP AREA 1.2 (FT**2)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 13.2 (FT*t2)

,BTU/HR)
HEATER POWER 1169.5(BTUIHR)j BATTERY Hi-ATER POWER 115.0 

TOTAL HEATER POWER 1284.5 BTUIHR)

HE&T PIPE 27630.9(WATT-IN)o VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1158.3(WATT-IN)]

1HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.6 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1403.2 (BTUIHR)




















4 SKIN THICKNESS .014 (IN)
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSpHT. 263. 81910.347 (IN), .465 (IN)
FRAME NO.,TICKNESS.HT. 5. , 134 (IN); 1668 (IN?

GRID BEAM THICKNESS o125 (IN), SPACING 3:529 IN), HEIGHT 1.764 fIND
 
ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN)s AFT .030. (IN).
 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT* 118.0 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOnM AND DRIVE WT, 0.0 JLBS)

ADAPTER WEIGHT 60.0 (LOS3
 
CS FlO CC3-1-30 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMEER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE Ni. WEIGHT VOLUIE POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9 
303 SUN SENSOR' 1 e3 .0 ' 0 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 e3 0.0 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3v5 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 *1 1.0 




IDFNT TYPE NJ* WEIGHr VOLUME POWER 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 oil 
834 THRUSTER 2 e7 .0 01
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 9J 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 *.1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0Z 515 TANK 1 27,8 .a 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 ,2 .0 0.0 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .o 0.0 
f 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 
-4: 




IDENT TYPE NJ. WEIGHT VULUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE N). WEIGHT VULUME POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
103 BASERNO ASSY UNIT i 290 .0 .5 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEI VER 1 3e9 a1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .0 .9
 




S 	 DESCRIPTIONS (COiTINUED)
**ASSEMBLY 

ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDFT TYPE N3. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 4.2 *1 0.0
 
233 BATTERY * 	 2 34.2 ,2 0.0
 
315 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.0 .3 0,0
 




























THERMAL CONTROL 	 42.0
 






TOTAL 	LAUNCH WEIGHT 1307.9
 
BSE FtO CC3-1-32 .
 
* * SYSTEM DFSCRIPTION - " DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE z 16916.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
COMPUTEq OPERATIONS RATE 00.(IPS) 
COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA 

NUMBER OF C{MMANDS 326 

256.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAIE WORDS 

MAIN FRArE SAMPL. RATE 13. 

MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 
180
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 
SUIFRAME RATE.1250 





CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK nATA RATE a 32.000(KBPS| 
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 00.O00(KBPSI
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 

TOT AL SOLAR ARRAY ARE.A 

* INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 

BEGINNING OF LIFE P14ER 

-- VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLJIDER6 
















BOAYPMENT 141.1 IN.( 3.58 M)

MISSON EOUIPMENT 19.1 INo( .50 M) 

TOTAL SATELLITE 160.8 IN.( 4.08 M)
 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX -







CONFIGURATION - - SI4GLE SYSTEM 
APOGE E/PERIGEE I INCL IqATION
MISSION LIFETIME 

































120.0 :1 3.05 M 120.0 : 3.05 32.9 .84 M 32.9 N04
 
489.3 IYY * 6176419.7 ""2Z 6376419.?'Z-CG
Y-CG 





SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 1413
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 1 2 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIPIER 829 834 906 1003 499 203 1124 509 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
 
WFIGHT 156o25 LBS VOLUIE 4.98(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT o3 WATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)










CONIGURATION - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 40L 503 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 1
 







CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 112 263 389 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 12 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 164.90 LBS VOLUME 1.61(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 71k7 WATTS
 











* *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THERMAL CONTROL'
RADIATOR AREA 25.9 (FT,**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 	 *6 LFT**2)
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 	 26.5 (FT**2)

HEATER POWER 2560.2(BTUIHR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 42,6(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 2602.8 (BTJ/HR)
HEAT PIPE 106935.8(WATT-INIP VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 2080.74ATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 10.1 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 3020e3 (BTUIHR)




















SKIN THICKNESS .018 (IN)
STRINGER Nrl.,THICKNESS fHT. 237. p 81910.347 (IN)p 	 .533 (IN)FRAME NO.PTHICKNESSPHT. 9. p 	 .153 (IN). *766 (IN)
GRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS .129 (IN). SPACING 3.635 (IN). HEIGHT 1.818 (IN)

. ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (iN). CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 (IN)EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 124.6 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LBS

ADAPTER WEIGHT 	 74.6 LBS) 
BSE FIO CC3-1-32
 





IDENT TYPE N1. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 al 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 Go
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.5 .3 O. 
603 CONTROL ELFCTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5 
506 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 el 1.0 





IDENT TYPE NI. WEIGHT VOLUME PJWER
 
829 THRUSTER 6 .6 .0 0.0
 
834 THR'USTER 2 .7 .0 .1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 e5 .1 00
 
499 PRESSURE RFGULATR 1 4.1 .4 00
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6' 0.0 
1124 TANK 1 11.5 2.e4 0.0 
509 TANK 1 16.0 .6 0.0 
'- 701 RELIEF VALVE 2 ,2 so 0.0 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 0 0.0 
! 603 FILL + VENT VALVE I *1 .0 00
 




IDENT TYPE N. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE N WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANTE4NA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
103 9ASE8ND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 *1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND. 2 1.5 .0 .9
 










IDENT TYPE NI. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
112 SHUNT REGULATOR 12 1.4 t0 0.0
 
263 BATTERY 2 63.3 .5 0.0 
389 BATTERY CHARGER 2 5.3 .1 0.0
 

































,TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 1575.9
 
EXP COMM SAT (ECS) CC3-1-33
 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
TOTALIMPULSE. 18518.(1B-SEV)

DATA PROt.ESSING AND INSTRUMENTA TI ON
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE a 
CDPI TABLE 

NUMBER OF COMMANDS 

NUMBER OF MAIN FRAIE WORDS 

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 

MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH
NU4BER OF SUBFRAMES 
SUBFRAME RATE 









CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 32000(KBPS)
SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE * 0.O00(KBPSI4 ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
- POWER REQUIREMENT 316.25 WATTI 
-TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA ..130.45 SQ FTVINSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY -28,00 AMP-HR 
SBEGINNING OF LIFE POJER 421.97 WATTS 
- VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLI4DER
 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT - 1000, LBS 453.9 
DIMENSIONS LENGTH 

EQUIPMENT BAY N.59.9 RN 1:52 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 18.0 N 6 M 
TOTAL SATELLITE 77.9 IN,( 1*98 Ml
 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA'(SLUGS*FT**2) IXX 






















98 IN 2.54 Ml 








































0.0 iN.{ 0.06 
EXP COMM SAT (ECS) CC3-1-33
 
* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
S9ABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - SPIN CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 303 *403 603 806 lns

EQUIPMENT QUANT ITIES 1 1 1 1 2









EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
 515 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES " 6 2 
 5 9 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
WEIGHT 193'57 LBS VOLUIE 5.47(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 1.0 WATT!






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 











- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 603
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 
 2
WEIGHT ?4.'62 LBS 




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 224 306 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 8 2 2 1
WEIGHT 128.99 'LBS V0LUfl 2.21(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 
 25.* WAtT!






WEIGHT 185,'00 LBS VOLUME 
 632(Ft03) POWER REQUIREMENT 26O,,oAfTlRELIABILITY .9000
 
EXP COMM SAT (ECS) CC3-1-33
 




 8.9 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 1.2 (FTO*2)

HEATER 	POWER TOTAL RADJA OR AREA
852.8(BTU/HR), BATTERY H A ER POWER 	 10.0 (FT)*2
115O(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 967.8(BTU/HR)
PIPE
THEAT N17725.4(WATT-IN) VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.Po 
 100?4(WATT-IN:
STRE ENG749 IFT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 	 17N
S ORED ENRGY 12*1BTU) 	 1035.0 (BIUIHR)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION 	 UNIT WEIGHT (LBS)21.0 
HEAT PIPES 
 5.1








SKIN THICKNESS .013 (IN)
STRINGER NO.PTHICKNESSHT. 
 253. 	 81910.347 (IN)* 
.416 (IN)
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT.
GRID 	 AM I 5. *119 I N), 1:597 IN1THICKNESS .116 IN): CTEACNG 3.278 IN 
 A HEIGHT 639
ENCOCKNESS FOWARD .030 N) S 00000 N030pIN
EOUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE 
WT. 
 111.3 (LBS)SOLAR ARRAY BOON
ADAP TER WEIGHT AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LB S
44.9 (LBS
 
EXP COHM SAT (ECS) CC3-1-33
 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * $ $ 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 PUNIT
NITt VUN IT 

IDENT TYPE NO1 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0 
4 1 2.8 .3 0.0
03 NUTATION 0AMOER 

603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 .l 1.0
 
1413 POWER ONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE 141 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
v834 THRUSTER 6 *7 *0 el 
/834 THRUSTER 2 e7 .0 *1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 al 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 *1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 94 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1118 TANK 2 10:2 1.3 0.0
 
515 TANK 1 27o8 .8 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 0z .0 0.0
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 101 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
. UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE 143 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 /203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 89 .2 3.0
 
v403 COMMD DECOD+DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
[DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8,4 .7 0.0
 
103 BASEBN ASSY UNIT 1 20 .0 .5
 O-'/306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG CORD 2 1.5 *0 .9
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
EXP COMM SAT (ECS) CC3-1-33
 







v224 BATT RY 1 

306 BATTERY CHARGER 








STABILITY AND CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PRUPULSION 























































































CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 




CONFIGURATION - - MONORROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE w 26175.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE - 0.( IP)
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA

NUMBER OF COMMANOS 32. 0.,
NUMBER F MAIN FRAIE WORDS 256. 0o.

MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH a. 0.1
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 18. 0.1
SUFRAME RATE .1250 0.10000





CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE -'32,OO(KBP





CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REQUIREMENT 478.64 WATTS
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 199.09 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 40.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION -- CYL INDER
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT a 1733.7 LBS ( 786.4 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 1815.1 LBS 1 823e3 KG)DIMENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EOUIPMENT BAY 76.0 IN.( 1.93 M) 120.0 IN. 3.05 HM 120.0 INot 3:05 t1
MISSION EOUIPMENT 25.8 IN.( .66 M) 43.1 IN.( 1.09 M 43.1 IN 109

TO SATELLITE 101.9 IN.C 2.59 N)0

MOMENTS OF INERTIA ISLUGS*FT*I*2) IK'X 581.9 IYY " 2917439.7 IZZ a 2917439,7;
X-CG Y-CG z-CG




CONFIGURATION -- SINGLE SYSTEM 









SUBSYSTEM §ESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPM NT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 43.80 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





182(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOOROPELLANT 
QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
IOUIPMENT QUANTITIE5 , 6 2 5 9 2 2 
WEIGH 2908 LBS VOLU E 6 *12(FTi** 3 
DRY WEIGHT 72.43(LBSIO EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .8986IERP 11 
518 701 1203 603 





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 214,18 LBS VOLUME .391FT*3) 
RELIABILITY .9668 
IERR I 




CONFIGURATION - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 
WEIGEQUIPMENTUNTIES26  LBS I VOLE -RELIABILITY .9715 
503 603 
*94t**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEOUIPMENT CODE INTIFIER 103 239 31 1202EQUI P TE10NTIE 10 
WEIGHT 163*162 LBS VOLUME 2,591FT**3) 










2I.75|FT**3) POWER REOUIRERENT' 420,OflfAtTS 
TELESAT-C CC3-1-35
 




RADIATOR AREA 1395 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1:4 (FT,**2)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 14.8 (FT *2)
 
HEATER POWER t3162(BTUIHR)p BAITERY HEATER POWER 123,B STUIHR
IHEATER POWER ALOYEATRROWBATE OTUEHR)
 
HEAT PIPE 35264.1WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1318.LU(ATT-I)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 6.4 (FT AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1573.7 (BrIUIHRJ
 
STORED ENERGY 72.1 (BTU)
 




HEAT PIPES 6.7 










SKIN THICKNESS .017 (IN)
 
.521 (IN)
STRINGER NO.,THICKNES pHI. 243# p 81910.347 (IN),
*149 (IN). HEGH 7475~1I
FRAME NO.,HCNSn 5. p PCN 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .149 (IN), SPACING Is (IN)., HEIGHT 2,105 
ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN) CENTER 0.000 (IN)P AFT .030 N) 
-4: EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 134,4 (LBS)
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND OIVE UT. 0.0 1LBS)
 




* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 






TYPE NO. WEIGT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1&6 *1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 *0 .0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 .3
2.8 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCs 2 7.4 .4 3.5
806 EARTN SENSOR AS SY 2 4.1 .l 1.0





IDFNT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1834 THRUSTER 2 .7 0 .1906 ISOLATION VALVE 
 5 .7 91 0.0
1003 FILTER 
 9 .5 .1 0.0
499 PRE SSURE REGULATR 21 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 o6 0.0
1118 TANK 2 l0Z 1.3 00
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 00
701 RELIEF VALVE 2, .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00 
- 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 91 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE N', WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0






 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA '1 8.4 .7 00
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 
 2.1 0 1009
401 REC EI VER 1 3.9 
 41 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COHD 3 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 1 




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 





239 BATTERY 2 43.0 

315 BATTERY CHARGER 2 12.0 o3 0.0
 
*3 0.0







































- THERMAL CONTROL 

-4 SATELLITE ADAPTER 81.5 







SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 






CONFIGURATICN - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - "23324.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE O.{IPS)

CDPI TABLE -, ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32. 0O
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256. 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13o 
 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0O
 








- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 32.OO0(KBPS)

SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE * OOOO(KBPS)
ELECTRICAL POWER

CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 207.75 WATTS

TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 87.54 SQ FT

INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY l8.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 283.17 WATTS 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHT * 958.5 LBS ( 434.8 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 998.2 LOS f 45240 KG)DIMENSIONS LENGTH 
 HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 49.1 IN( 1.25 M) 81.8 IN.( 2.08 M) 
 81.8 IN ( 2.m8 H)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 20.9 IN.( 
 .53 M) 34.8 IN.( .88 H) 34,8 IN( .0588

TOTAL SATELLITE 69.9 IN.( 1.78 M)
























CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 303 403 603' 806 1413
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 2 2 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499' 203 1118 518 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 2 1 2 1 .1
 
WEIGHT 208.54LBS VOLUME 5.72(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 1.0 WATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1
 








CONFIGURATION -.- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
H EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 4,01 503 603 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 2 1
 






CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 213 303 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 2 1'
 
WEIGHT 78.11 LBS VOLUME 1.38(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 19.5 WATtS
 

















 5.6 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 1.2 	(FT**2)

HEATER POWER' 	 TOTAL RADIATOR AREA
524o4(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 	 6.8 (FT**2)
113.9(BTUHR)
TOTAL HEATER POWER













PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 1.8











FRAME 	 226. p01910.34?
GRID BEAR 	 5 INs. 381 (IN)THICKNESS *I9 (IN), G .O*1THICKNESPHT,109 (INJp 	 .'547 ?IN
SPACING 3.358 (IN
ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 	 HEIGHT .679
.030 (IN), CENTER 	 IN)
0.000 (IN), AFT 030 IN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT, 
 103.5 (LBS)






* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 






 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
?03 VALVE DRIVER ASSY i 1.6 *1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 
 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 c4 3.5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 91 10
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 0.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 97 el 
 00
1003 FILTER 9 .1
.5 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 .6
6e0 0.0
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 .00
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 
 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 
 2 92 .0 0.0
 
- 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0
 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION

UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY i 6.9 .2 3.0






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 2 .o
2.l 10.9
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 al 6.3
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 105 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 10
 
TELESAT-D CC3-1-36 
. 4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
UNIT U4IT UNITIDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 6 4.2 .1 0.0
213 BATTERY 2 17.2 4L 0.0
303 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.5 .1 0.0






























-. THERMAL CONTROL 26.4
DRY WEIGHT 818.3
PROPELLANT 140 2
O SATELLITE ADAPTER 39.7
 





 DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
TOTAL IMPULSE * 26175.(LB-SEC)





- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR ICOMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * O.(IPS)CDPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32. 0O
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 256. 
 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 13a 0.
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 8. 
 0.









- r UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE a 32.OOO(KBPS)

,SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE 
 0.000( KBPS)

<. ELECTRICAL POWER 
_ CONFIGURATION 

- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 506.64 WATTS

TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 210o74 S0 FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 40.00 AMP-HR
BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 
 681.68 WATTS
I VEHICLE SIZING 
--- CONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT * 1761.6 LBS( 799.0 KG)DIMENSIONS LENGTH LAUNCH WEIGHT s 1844.4 LBS( 836.6 KG)HEIGHT WIDTH
EQUIPMENT BAY 80.5 IN.( 2.04 M) 120.0 IN.( 3.05 M) 120.0 IN.C 3.05 M)
MISSION EQUIPMENT 26.O IN.( .66 M) 
 43o3 IN.( 1010 M) 43.3 IN*( 1.10 M)TOTAL SATELLITE 106.5 INo( 270 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT,*42) IXX - 591.2 IY - 3'145297.1 IZ • 3145297.1
 
X-C SCENTER OF GRAVITY 66.6 IN.( Y-CGZC1.69 M) 00 IN.( 0.00 H) 




- - SINGLE SYSTEMAPOGEEIPERIGEEIINCLINATION 
 193Z3.119323.I 0.0MISSION LIFETIME 60wO(MO)




TELESAT F/U CC3-1-3T 
'SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN'NUMBER 1 * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCLCONFIGURATION 
- - SPIN CONTROL
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1WEIGHT 39.54 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 6032 1 2VOLUME 
.9690 
'803 1413 
3 1162(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 9.4 WAT', 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
­ - MONOPROPELLANTEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 2WEIGHT 229.78 LBS VOLUME 60121FT**31DRY WEIGHT 72,43(LBSI, EXPENDABLE WEIGHT
RELIABILITY .8986 
IERR 11 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGURATION 
- SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 11WEIGHT ,21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(FT**31
RELIABILITY .9668
IERR I 






is) COMMUNICATIONS CONFIGURATION 




.94(FTO*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19, VATI 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION 
­ - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 239 315 1202EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1WEIGHT 167.82 LS 2VOLUME 2.72(FT**3)
HARNESS WEIGHT 77 (LBS)o SOLAR ARAY WEIGHTRELIABILITY 
.446 S 
HISSION EQUIPMENT 









I *SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
THERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 14.3 (FT**2), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.4 CFT**2)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 15.7 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER' 1401.2(BTUIHR), 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 123.8(BTUIHR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 1525.0(BTUIHR)
HEAT PIPE 39173.8(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1377,6(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPA LENGTH 6.7 (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1672.6 (BTUIHR










PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 1.8








SKIN THICKNESS *018 (IN)
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 240. 	 81910,3? ('IN), .52 6(iN)
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT. 6. .	 .151 (IN) P.756( INGRID BEAM 	 THICKNESS 10 (IN). SPACING (IN), HEIGHT . 1. UN)
ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN); CENTER OOOO (IN)p AFT .030 (IN)

LJ EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 135.6 (LBS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 	 O. LBS




* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 196 *1 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER I z*8 .3 0.0
 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
 
503 EARTH SENSOR 3 1:3 .0 0.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 ,1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION VALVE 1 6.0 #6 0.0
 
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0
 
518 TANK 1 16.2 10 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .Z .0 0.0
 
" 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .Z *0 0.0
 
* 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UI T UNIT
 
IfENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 oz 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO& WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
20Z ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0
 
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 1 z.o .0 .5
 
306 TRANSMITTER i 2,1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER L 3*9 *1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG CONO 3 1.5 .0 .9
 


































































































CANADIAN DIRECT BROCST CC3-1-39
 
* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 

- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE a.PS)
00
CDPE TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA 
 MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 32. 0O
256, 
 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE' 
 125. 
 O*
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 
 8.












- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE 
 2
256OO0(KBPS)





- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION- PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
POWER REQUIREMENT 
 970.92 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 
 111.06 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 132.00 AMP-HR
BEGINNING OF 




- - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHT 
- 1752.4 LBS C 794.9 KG) LAUNCH WEIG'HT = 1816.2 LBS




EQUIPMENT BAY 40.5 IN-( 1.03 M) 67.5 IN,( 1.71 M) 67.5 IN. 1.71MISSION EQUIPMENT 25.7 IN; mH
#65 ) 42:8 IN 1
TOTAL SATELLITE H I09 09
66.2 IN.( 1.68 M)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 376.0 
 IYY 1068487,8 IIZ A 1877025.9
 















CANADIAN DIRECT BRDCST CC3-1-39 
* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
- - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABIIdZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEELEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 " 2 2WEIGHT 58.40 LBS VOLUME 1.77(FT**3)RELIABILITY o9856IERR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 834 907 1003 499 203 1130EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 2 1 2WEIGHT 368.89 LBS VOLUME 10.45(FTO*3)
DRY WEIGHT 90.03(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT
RELIABILITY ,8862
IERR 1 
509 701 1203 603 
1 2 1 .I 
POWER REQUIREMENT
270.85(LBS) .3 WATTS 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR IDiU)SQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 41WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME *39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY 99668 
IERR 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10.5 WATTS 
L 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASEQUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401





t.05(FT*$31 POWER REQUIREMENT 25.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 530 260 650 702
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 4 11 4 4 1WEIGHT 301.09 LBS VOLUME 3.46(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATIONHARNESS WEIGHT 75.0(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 77.3(LBS)RELIABILITY *8044 
163.9 WATt 
MISSION EQUIPMENT




21i36(FT4*3) POWER REQUIREMENT 750O0 WATTS 
CANADIAN DIRECT BROCST CC3-1-39 












BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 







THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION 
HEAT PIPES 











SKIN THICKNESS .019 (IN)
STRINGER NO*,THICKNESStHT.
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARDEQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WTo 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
174, p 81910,347 (IN),
5. , .117 (IN#
.166 (IN), SPACING- 4.687 (INp










CANADIAN DIRECT BRDCST CC3-1-39 
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE 

1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 

2?03 C04TROL ELECTRNCS 

1815 EARTH SENSOR 














499 	PRESSURE REGULATR 







701 	RELIEF VALVE 

1Z03 FILL + DRAIN VALV 





NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
2 1.6 oz 1.0
 
2 7.1 .1 62.0
 
2 	 15.4 .5 15.6
 





















































203 	DIGITAL TELEMETRY 





















NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 8.9 .2 3.0
 




NO. 	WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1 8.4 *7 0.0
 
2 2.O .0 0.0
 
2 4.7 .0 .18.0
2 3*9 01 6e3
 
3 1.5 .0 .9
 
2. .7 .0 .3
 
CANADIAN DIRECT BRDCST 
CC3--39
 





406 DISCHGE REGULATOR 












































NO. WEIGHT VaLUME POWER





















































* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION-- DESIGN NUMBER 
 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 








- - MONOPROPELLANTTIAL IMPULSE a
 48132.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL 
PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE O.(IPS)
CDPI TABLE 
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32. 0
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256. 0.

tAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 125. 0.

MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 1. 0.
 









- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE 
" 256.000(KBPS)





- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYP06ER REQUIREMENT 2881.92 WATl
 
TOTAL SOLAR ArRAY AREA 329.67
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 400.00 AMP-HR





- - CYLINDER1E SATELLITE WEIGHT = 2691.5 LBS 1 1220.8 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - e2783.8 LBST 1262 ? KG
HIENSSI N LEUNGTH H IISSIONEQEQUIPMENTBAY WIDTH
45.3 IN. 1 15M ) 7?4 IN.(, 19 ) 75.4 IN.(
MISSNEQUIPME IN. .64 M
AY25.0 
 417 IN. 1.06 M 17 IN
TOTAL SATELLITE 70.3 IN( 1.79 M)
MOtENiS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**z) IXX 




CENTER OF GRAVITY 33.5 IN.( .85 M) 
 0.0 IN.( 0.00 M) 0.0 IN.t 0.00 Ni
RELIABILITY
 
CONFIGURATION -- SINGLE SYSTEM
 
APCGbc(PE1IGE/jNCLINAT1ON 19323.119323./
MSIN LIFETME 60:O(MO| 0,0
 








* * SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
CONFlGURAriON - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH HOME4TUM WHEEL
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 3 2 2 2
WEIGHT 60.00 LBS 







CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
EQUIPMENr CODE IDENTIFIER 618 834 907 1003 499 203 1130 
 509 701 1203 603
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 
 5 9 2 1 2 1 2 1 "1
WEIGHT 369.69 LBS VOLUME 10.45(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT .3 WATTS







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUJ







R LIABILITY LBS *9668VOLUME ,39(FT*43) POWER REQUIREMENT 10*5 WATTS 
IERR 1 
COMMUNICATIONSCONF IGURATIN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 202 106 327 401 503 605
EQU IPMENT QUANTITIES 1 3 2 
 2 3 2
WEIGHI 37.64 LBS 






- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 412 532 269 650 702

EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 8 11 8 8 2
WEIGHT 868.98 LBS VOLUME 
 10;I1(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 486.6 WATTS




WEIGHT 500.00 LBS VOLUHE 19*?8(FT*43) POWER REQUIREMENT 2660, WATTSRELIABILITY '9000
 
DISASTER WARNING CS1-1-1 





HEAT PIPE LENGTH 
STORED ENERGY 
94.7 (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TUTAL RADIATOR AREA 
9189.1(BTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEA ER POWER 
O.O(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 








THERAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION 
HEAT P£PES 













'SKIN THICKNESS .023 (IN)
STRINGER NO.pTHICKNESSHI. 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESS',HT.
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE UT. 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 
166. , 81910.347 (IN), 
5. 138 (IN),
.206 (IN), SPACING (790IN),
















* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 *. 62.0
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 ,1 .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
818 THFUSTER 18 .4 0 0.0
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
907 ISELATION VALVE 5 1.3 .1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER 9 .5 01 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISOLATION 'VALVE 1 6.0 .6 00
 
1130 TANK 2 17.3 3.2 00
 
509 TAW( 1 16.0 96 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 :0
 
1203 FILL + ORA N VALV 1 .2 .0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 *. to 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSiRUMENTATION
UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
403 COPMD DECOD+DISTR 1 12.3 .2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT UNIT
 




106 BASEBND ASSY UNIT .0zO 00
 
327 TRANSMITTER 2 4.7 .0 1800
 
401 RELEIVER 2 3.9 e1 6.3
 
503 COrMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 o9
 
605 DIPLEXER 2 .7 .0 o3
 
I 
DISASTER WARNING CS1-I-1 




IfENT I PE. 

412 DISLIGE REGULATORH 





650 BAITERY CHARGER 








STABILITY AND CONIROL 























at SATELLITE ADAPTER 




NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
8 16.4 .4 0.0 
11 6.5 .1 0.0 
8 71.3 .4 0.0 
8 9.7 .2 9.0 





































SYSTEM DESCRIPTION'-- DESIGN NUMBER I * * * $ 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
POINTING ACCURACY - 400000(DEG.)

AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a Z3324.i(LB-SECI

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE a O.(IPS)

CDFI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
hUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0
 
hUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256o
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 2: 
MAIN FRAME WURD LENGTH8. 0.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRA ES 18. 0.
 
UuFR&ME RATE P1250 2:0000




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RAT - 32.000(KPS)
SEPARATE, DUwNLINK DATA RAkE - O.0001KBPS) 
- ELECTRICAL POWER 
* CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
PO6ER REQUIREMENT 387.75 WATTS
 
TUTAL SOLAR ANKAY AREA 161.29 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 34.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGHI - 1154.9 LBS 1 523.9 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT 12'09.1 LBS 1 548.4 KG)
DIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 66.6 IN*( 1.69 M) 111.0 IN.1 2.82 M) 111.0 IN.( 2.82 M)

FISSION EQUIPMENT 18.6 IN.( .47 M) 31.0" IN. .T7 M) 31.0 IN.( .79 M)

IOTAL SATELLITE 85.2 IN.( 2.16 M)

MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX a 347.1 IYY - 1615038.4 I4 Z a 1615038.4 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG 
















4 * SUBSYSTE OESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 303 403 603 806 1413
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 1 2 2 1
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 518 701 1203 603
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTIIIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 2 1 a 1
 
WEIGHT 208.54 LBS VOLUME 5,72(FT**4) POWE4 REQUIREMENT 1.0 WATTS
 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1
 




4CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CUDE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 503 2 603
 EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 1 









CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103, 233 315 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 9 2 2 1
 
WEIGHT 141.71 LOS VOLUME 2.44(FT*$3) POWER DISSIPATION 30.9 WATTS
 















RADIATOR AREA 10.8 (FT**2), 
 ATTER RADIAROREREA 	 1. I:Tt 
A LRYDH A AR 	 12:10B !HEATER 	POWER 1052.2(BTU/HR), VAITERYHVA4FRP. ER 
PIPE 	 2373B.9(WATT-IN)p VARIABE ONDUCTANCE H*P* 11O2.ZIWAT
PIPE LENGTH 5.(FT) AVE HEAT LAND 	 6 (R(BTHP
1k 671)
 




INSULATION UNIT WEIGHT (IBS)
 
hEAT PIPES 	 5.6

PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 1.8








SKIN THICKNESS .014 (IN)

" 	 STRINGER NJ.,THICKNESSHT. 260. , 81910.347 (IN), .449 (IN)FRAME NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5. p 129 (IN), .645 (IN)GRID BEAM THICKNESS .122 (IN), SPACING 3:440 (IN), HEIGHT 17Z0 (IN)ENDCEVER THICKNESS- FORWARD i030 (IN). CENTER 0.000 (IN), AFT .030 IIN)
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 120.9 (LBS)

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LBS)














IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUTATI ON DAMPER 1 2.6 
 e3 0.0
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 .4 3.5
B06 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4,1 61 1.0




IDLNT TYPE NO. WEiGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 
 .1
906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 
 .7 al 0o01003 FILTER 
 9 .5 1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 0.0
203 LSCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 001118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0518 ANIK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0
 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .o 00
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00603 FILL 
+ VENT VALV 1' 01 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 
 .7 0.0
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 ,5306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
f8i RECEIVER 1 3.9 41 6.3 







ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT UNIT 
,ENT TYPE 
3 SHUNF REGULATOR 
233 BA1TERY 
31b BAITERY CHARGER 






WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
4.2 ,e. 0.0 
34*.2 .2 0.0 
12.0 .3 0.0 



















< ONVR IERS 









DRY WEIGHT 	 10N.7
Ct. 	 PROPELLANT 140.2
 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 54.Z
 









SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -- DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * 4 * 









TOTAL IIPULSE * 24125.(LB-SEt) 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
CONFIGURATION - -
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE ' O.tIPS)
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
CDFI TABLE 
 32. 0.
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 0
256.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 13, 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 8. O.
PAIN FkAif. WORD LJNGTH 
 18. 0.









CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE 32.000(KBPS)
 




- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYCoNFGURArION ­
iO% ER REQUIREMENT 458.63 WATTS
 190.77 SQ FT
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 
 40.00 AMP-HR
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 

BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 617.09 WATTS
 SZjNG
VEHICLI
VEICNGURA ION - - CYLINDER 
LAUNCH WEIGHT ' 1401.8 LBS I 635.8 KG)WET SATELLITE WEIGHT * 1337.1 LBS ( 606.5 KG) 
LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH4DI1IPENSIS 

EQUIPMeNT BAY 72.9 IN.( 1.85 Ml 120a. IN. 3.05 Ml 1200. IN.( 3.05 MI
 84 33.1 IN. 4 84MsISION EQUIPMENT 19.9 IN.( .50 m 33.1 IN. 

TOTAL SATELLITE 92.7 IN.( 2.36 M)
 2161411.9




0.0 IN.I 0.00 














* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STAB!LIZATION AND CONTROL 
CON IGURAT ION - - SPIN CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMEN QUANTITIES 
WEIGHT 43.50 LBS 
RELIABILITY,
IERR 0 






1.80(FT**3I POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 499 203 1118 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 2 
WEIGHT 217.a45 LBS VOLUME 6.12(FT**31 
URY WEIGHT 72.43(LBS)v EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .B986 
IERR 11 
518 701 1203 603 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(FT**31
RELIABILITY s9668 
IERR I 
4zCOMNIT SMU'j A I9N~C OFGUNATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
~QU P4 N ES 20! t0J 3% 401 50 601)k) EU F N QUANTITIES 








CONFIGURATION -- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 103 239 315 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1o 2 2 1 
WEIGHT 163.62 LOS VOLUME 2.59(FT**31 










9.QO(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 400.0 wAtts 
ItMARSAT FIO CSZ-1-2
 




RADIATOR AREA 12.9 (FT**2)P BATTERY RADIATOR- AREA 1.4 (FT**2)
 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 14.3 CFT**2)
 
HEATER POWER 1257.5(aTU/HR)o BATTERY HEATER POWER 123o8CTU/HR)
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 1381.3 BTUIHR)
 
HEAT PIPE 30708.0(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1199'.8(WATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 5.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1505.5 (BTUIHR)
 
SlORED ENERGY 72.1 (BTU)
 
















SKIN THICKNESS .015 (IN)

STRINGER NO.,THTCKNESSHT. 263. p 81910.347 (IN), .481 (IN), 
FRAME NO.pTHICKNESSpHT. 5. v *138 (IN)p .691 (IN)
 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .129 (IN). SPACING 3.641 #INJ.HEIGHT 1.821 (IN)U ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CENTER 0.000 (IN, AFT .030 (IN) 
KQU1FMENI bAY SIRUCTURE WT. 130.0 (LBS)
 
SOLAR ARRAY 'BOOM AND DRIVE Wi" 0.0 (LBS)
 
ADAPTER WEIGHT 64.7 (LBS)
 
TIhMARSAT F/O CS2- 1-2
 
* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE I NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 lob .1 5.9
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
 
603 CURRL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 o4 3.5
 
806 EARTH -SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 01 1.0 
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 .4 00 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO.. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 t0 .1
 
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 01
 
906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
 
1003 F1LTS R 9 .5 .1 00
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0
 
203 ISELATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 00
 
518 TANK 1 16.2 1.0 0.0 
7 701 RELIEF VALVE 2 ,2 .0 00
 
o 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 0 0.0 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .z 3.0
 






IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
202 ANIENNA 1 8,4 .7 0.0
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER '1 3.9 e1 693
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
 











 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
103 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 4.2 *1 0.0
 
239 BATTERY 2 43.0 
 .2 0.0 
315 BATTERY CHARGER 2 120 .3 0.0 







STABILITY AND CONTROL 27.6
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 12: 
DATA PROCESSING
 OMMUNICATIONS 26.1 Att:RIS 8640 















L" PROPELLANT 145#0 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 64.7 
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 140i.8 
INATSAT CS2-1-3
 
* * SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 




CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL




CUNFIGURATION - - ONPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE a 38385.(LB-SEC)
tATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENIATION.
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE " O.I(IPS)
CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 32. 0.
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 64. 128.
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 16a 100.




SUBFRAME RATE 1:0000 I:O00





- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINKPRIMARY DOWNLINK DAIA RATE - 8.000 KBPS)




- - SHU T AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 520.28 WATTS
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 59.52 SO FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 
 66.00 AMP-HR
 





CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDERWET SATELLITE WEIGHI 1323.2 LBS f 600.2 KG) 
 LAUNCH WEIGHT a 1373.8 LBS I 6230 2'KG)DIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
EOUIPMENT BAY 39.3 IN.( 1.00 M) 65.4 1.66 H) 65,4 IN. 1166 M
PISSION EQUIPMENT 24.2 Iho( .61 M) 1403 IN.( 1.02 H) 40.3 IN. 1,02
TOTAL SATELLITE 63.4 IN.( 1.61 M)
MOPENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX 
* 204.1 IYY i 763741.9 IZZ a 1029482.0 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CGCENTER OF GRAVITY 33.0 IN.( .84 M) 0.0 INoI
RELIABILITY 0.00 I 0.0 IN,( 0.00 fl' 







* *SUeSYSTEf DESCRIPTICNS ­ - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 1 2
WLIGT 4 .00 LBS VOLUME 1.24(FT**3)
RELIABILITY .9418 
IERR 10 
POWER REQUIREMENT 78.9 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONCPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 818 83 906 1003 A99 2C3 1130 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 2 1 2 
WEIGHT 313.15 LBS VOLUME 10.15(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 95.03(LBS). EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .6866 
IERR 11 
509 101 1203 603 
1 2 1 1 
POWER REQUIREMENT
218.11(LBSJ .3 WATTS 
CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 I I 
WEIGHT 3C,11 LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY 09505 
IERR 2 
o54(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 13.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EQUIPMENT QUDETIDENTIFIER 20f 10 306 401 x5 6(3 202 
EQUIPMENT CUATITIE 





POWER REQUIREMENT 356* WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHU T AND DISCHARGE REGULATION'- PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY' 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 406 515 260 650. 702
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 7 2ME2 1
 
WEIGHT 15%.35 LOS VOLUME 198(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 81.0 IATTS
 










4* SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (COTINUED) 
'HERMAL CONTROL
RADIATOR AREA 14.6 (FT**Z), 	 BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
 .9 (FT**Z)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 	 15.5 (FT**2)
HEATER POWER, 1360o4(BTU/HR)p 	 BATTERY HEATER POWER 90.O(BTU/HR)

TOTAL HEATER POWER 1450.4(BTU/HR)
HEAT PIPE O.O(WATT-IN), 	VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 642.1(WATT-IN)
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 4.O (FT) 	 AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1459.5 (BTUIHR)








HEAT PIPES 	 4.2







SKIN THICKNESS .016 (IN)

STPINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 183. 8 	 .377 (IN)
81910:347 (IN),
FRAME NO.sTH ICKNESSHT; 5. , 	 .108 (IN), o541 (IN)GRID BEAM 	 THISKNESS :146 (IN): SPACING 4.102 (IN), HEIGHT 2.051 (IN)
ENCCCVER THICKNESS- FERWARDSN 0 ( N) CENTER 0.000 (IN): AFT .030 N

L EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 118.6 (LBS)'
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND CRIVE WT. 22.1 (LBS)










ItENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTPt4CS 2 7.1 01 62.0
 
IE15 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 .5 15.6
 
1303 RFACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 *1 .3
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
1EFNT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
ELIB THPUSTER 18 .4 .0 0.0 
e34 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1 
S06 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0 
1D03 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 ,.4 0.0 
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0 
1230 TANK 2 173 3.2 0.0
 
509 TANK 1 16.0 .6 0.0
Z 701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0 
,. 1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0 
t03 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0 




ILENT TYPE to. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0 




ICENT TYPE o. W I HT M Ot 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0,0 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .0 .5 
306 TRINSMITTER 2 2.1 .0 10.9 
401 PECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3 
.c1 CO1MANE SIG CONG 3 j:6
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 .7 0.0 




* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE N0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
A06 DISCHGE REGULATOR 2 9.8 .2 0.0
 
515 SHUNT REGULATCR 7 2:3 :0 0.0
 
260 8AITERY 2 47.5 .2 0.0
 
% BAIJERY CHARGER 99
 
















- SOLAR ARRAY 41.4 
1ARNESS 58.5 ITR UCTLRE 152.5 






, FROPELLANT 18,1 
-SATELLITE ADAPTER 50.6
 




SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CONFIGURATION - - MAS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
 
POINTING ACCURACY - .3OjLCO(DFGo) 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONEPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE - 2908g.(LB-SEC)

CATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUI

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE O.(IPS)

COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
bUMBER OF COMMANDS 32, 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 64. 128.
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 16. 100.
 
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH a. 5.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 4. 2.,

SUBFRAME RATE .1250 1.000
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE w 8.O00 KBPS)

SrPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE " 126.0001KBPS)
 
- ELECTRICAL POWLR 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUhT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 1567.15 WATTS
 
TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 337.68 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 100.00 AMP-HR
 
BEGINNING OF LIFE PEWER 4159.33 WATTS
 
- VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
WET SATELLITE WEIGIT - 2465.6 LBS 1 1118.4 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT w 2554.0 LBS C 1158.5 KG)
CIPENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH 
EQUIPMENT BAY 39.6 IN.( 1.01 M) 66.1 IN.( 1.68 M) 66.1 IN.( 1.68 M)

EQUIPMENT 31,5 IN.( .80 M' 52.5 IN.( 1.33 M) 52.5 INot 1.33 H)

PTOMIONATELITE 71.2 1h.( 1.81 Ml
 




CENTER OF GRAVITY 38.6 IN.( .98 M) 00 IN.( 0.00 M) 0.0 IN.( 0.00 Mi 
RELIABILITY 
COFIGURATION- - SINCLE SYSTEMAPCGEE/PERIGEE/INCUINA1ION 4501/ 450.1 28.5 
PISSION LIFETIME 36.0(MO)







SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS - " DESIGN NUMBER 1 * , * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
CON IGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 1601 2203 1815 1303
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 2 2 2
 
VOLUME 1*77(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 78*9 WATTS








COFIGURATION - - MOt1CPROPELLANT
 
QUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 618 834 906 1003 499 203 1127 509 701 1203 603
 1
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 18 6 5 9 2 1 1 2 

VOLUME 6.9Z(FT**3i POWER REQUIREMEIT .3 WATTS
 WEIGHT 238.79 LOS 
 165.ZB{LBS)








CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 203 345 403
 
3V 1TPE








CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COaiMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLTNK 
N EUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 2 222 103 306 401 03 603 Z7 312
 EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 1 2 2 3 1 35#1 WATTS
VOLUME 035(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT





 SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATIOE - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
CONFIGURATION - -
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 430 532 269 650 102
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 2 11 2 2 2
 
WEIGHT 332.24 LBS VOLUME 5.38(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 1993.5 UATTS
 












MULTIPURPOSE PIL CPI-1-i 





HEAT PIPE LENGTH 
STORED ENERGY 
64.2 (FTQ*2), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
E209.3(BTU/HR)v BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
7C221,2(WATT-IN)p VARIAPLE CONDUCTANCE H*P. 








THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 
INSULATION 
HEAT PIPES 











SKIN THICKNESS .022 (IN) 
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESSHT.
FRAME NO.,THICKNESS, HT. 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS 
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FERWARD 
EOUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WTo 
SOLAR ARRAY 80m'AND DRIVE WT. 
ADAPIER WEIGHT 
1590 0 3945*825 (IN),
5. .126 (IN),
.196 (IN)' SPACING 5.510 (IN), 


















ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER AS SY 2 1.6 .2 1.o
 
220 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 $1 62.0 
1E15 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 .5 15.6
 






ICENT TYPE t0. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
E18 THRUSTER 18 .4 .0 0.0
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 .0 .1
 
906 ISOLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0

1C03 FILTER 9 .5 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 s4 0.0
 
203 ISCLATION VALVE 1 6.0 o6 0.0 
1127 TANK 1 16.7 3.2 0.0509 TANK 1 16.0 .6 0.0 
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VAL 1 .2 .0 00 
S W03 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 -41 .0 0.0 
CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
I CENT TYPE tO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
181 gf fTAL TELEMETRY 1 39 2 3,0
TAL TELETRY 9 .2 3.0
 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 .4 25.0
 





ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER227 ANTENNA 2 .8 .0 0.0 
103 NASrBNO UNIT 1 20NSMITTER 2 2.1 .;
20 AS 
 SSY UNI 1 2.
401 RECEIVER 2 3 9 6.3
 
501 COPMANO SIG COND 3 1.5 .0 .9
 
60 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 0 0.0
 








, UNIT UNIT UNIT 
ICENT TYPE t0. WEIGHT VGLUVE POWER 
430 CI.CHGE REGULATOR 2 40.0 1.0 8:0
 
F32 SHLNT REGULATO 11 c.5 1 0
 
269 BATTERY 2 71.3 .4 0.0 
50 BATTERY CHARGER 2 9.7 .2 9.0
 







STABIJlTY AND CONTROL 58.4






















TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 2554*0
 
IR ASTRO SAT (IRAS) CP2-1-5
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 






CONFIGURATION - - M04NPROPELLANT
 
TOIAL IMPULSE - 16916.(LB-SEC)
 
)ATA PROCESSING AND, INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI
 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE s O.CIPS)
 ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
CDPI TABLE 
 64* 0.
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 
 O
256.
NUMBER UF MAIN FRAME WORDS 
 13. 0.
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 
 B. 0.
PAIN FRAME 'WORD LENGTH 










CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.000(KRPS) 
.. SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE - O.OOO(KBPS) 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POEk REQUIREMENT 371,65 WATTS
 
TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 195.19 SQ FT
 
INS(ALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 18.00 AMP-HR
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDER 
1734.4 LBS 1 786.7 KG)
wEI SATELLITE WEIGHT " 1656.1 LBS 751.2 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT " 
 WIDTH
OIENSIONS LENGTH HEIGHT 
 12ObO IN,( 3:05 "1
EQUIPMENT BAY 74.6 IN.( 1.89 M) 120.0 IN*( 3.05 M) 
41.4 IN,( 1.05 I) 41.4 INN. 1.05 Ml'
MISSION EQUIPMENT 24.9 IN.( e63 t) 

TOTAL SATELLITE 99.4 IN.( 2.53 "1
 IZZ * 2670730.6MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**21 IXX * 541.7 IVY * 2670730.6 
X- V-CG : Z-C G
 




CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 









IR ASTRO SAT (IRASI CP2-1-5 
SUBSYSTEM DESCRI'PTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATIJN AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURA ION - - DUAL SPIN 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 101 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES I 







503 603 703 




POWER REQUIREMENT 76.7 WATTS 
IERR 0 
.AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 906 1003 419 203 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 2
WEIGHT 188.04 LBS VOLUME 5.87(FT**3)
DRY WEIGHT 86.35(LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY .9545 
IERR 11 
515 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR lOTUD 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 406 
EQUIFMNT QUANTITIES 1 I 
wEIGHI 19.93 LBS VOLUME 
RELIABILITY .9577 
IERR 1 
.28(Ft**Sl POWER REQUIREMENT 8.5 WATTS 
4 COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 103 306 401 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 l




,33(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 112 213 303 1202EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 2 1WEIGHT 66.41 LBS VOLUME .73(FT**3)





MISSION EQUIPM,ENTMSNQPO1.0 LBS ,0XOLUME 19.38(FT*43) POWER REQUIREMENT 190.O iATS 
IR ASTRO SAT (IRAS) CPa-I-5
 




RADIATOR AREA 17.8 (FT**2Ip BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.2 (FT**2)
T2TA RADIATOPR &REAR 1i &FT**"}
 
HEATER POWER 1648.5(BTU/HR), BATRY HATFR POWR 113.4(TU/HR)
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER H762 41BTU/HR)

HEAT PIPE 22056.4(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CqNDtUCTANCE H.P. Bg.82WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 6.2 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 1008.7 (BTUIHR)
 




















SKIN THICKNESS .017 (IN)

STRING'ER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 247. , 4034.953 (IN), .512 (IN)

* FRAME 'NO.,THICKNESSHT. 5. .147 (IN), .735 IN)

GRID BEAM THICKNESS .145 (IN), SPACING 4:092 (IN), HEIGHT 2.046 (I
 
END OVER THICKN SS- FORWA D *H 9 IN)g EITER 0.000 IN), AFT 9030 (IN):
EQUiFMENT BAY S RUCTURE W
 
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LB5)

'ADAPTER WEIGHT 78.4 ILBSJ
 
-0 
IF ASIRO SAT (IRAS) CPZ-1-5
 




IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER101 DESPIN BEARING 1 73.8 .8 6.7203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 ,1 5.9
.303 SUN SENSOR 
 1 ,3 .0 .0
403 NUIATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0503 GIMBAL ELECTRONCS 2 6.3 .3 31.6603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7,4 .4 3.5 




IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT"VOLUME POWER
834i THJUST ER 6 .7 00 11834 THRUSTER 2 .0.7 .1
906 ISCLATION VALVE 
 5 .7 *1 0.0
1003 FILTER 9 .1
.5 0.0
 
-- 499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0

203 ISELATION VALVE 1 6.0 o6 0.01118 TANK 2 10.2 1.3 0.0515 TANK 1 27.8 oa 0.0701' RELIEF VALVE 2 
 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 0.0603 FILL + VENT VALVE I .1 .0 0.0 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNI-T UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0




IRRN OAIWwEJ8H4 VOLUI3E PO E
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 .0,5loo:
306 TRANSMITTER 
 2 10.9
401 RECEIVbR 1 ?:9 
 6.3
COtMAN SIG COND z i:5 .0 .:
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 .0 1.0
 








IOENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
112 SHUNT REGULATOR 10 1.4 .0 0.0
 
213 BATTERY 2 17.2 01 00
 
303 BAITERY CHARGER 2 3.5 *1 0.0
 













































CONFIGURATION - - DUAL SPIN
 
POINTING ACCURACY - .200000'(DEG.)
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOIAL IMPULSE - 16916.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)

COMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE Od(IPS)

COPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPHENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 64. 0.
 
hUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 256, 0.
 
CAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.
 
NUMaER OF SUBFRAMES 18, 0.
 
SUBFRAME RATE .1250 0.0000
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE- 32.000(K3 PS
 




ONFIGURACION-- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
POWER REQUIREMENT 362.26 WATTS
 
TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 275.37 SQ FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY 18.00 AMP-HR
 
• BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 839.84 WATTS
 
-. VEHICLE SIZING 
CONF IGURATION - - CYLINDER 
wET SATELLITE WEIGHT • 1812.5 LBS 622.28 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 1698.7 LBS 861.2 KG)




2.61 Ml 4. N:l :89 N) 1U:? : f:89 91,
ISSION TOU IPMENT.. .3M200t I
 
iOTAL SATELLITE 129,9 IN.( 3.30 M)

MODENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT**2) IXX - 599.4 IVY.- 4482468.8 IZZ " 4482468.8 
X-CG Y-CG Z-CG
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 81.9 INt. 2.08 M) 0.0 IN.( 000 MI 0.0 Not 00".. 
RELIABILITY 
CONEI-GURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 








FENCH SCIENTIFIC CPZ-1-6 
* SUBSYSTE4 DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CUNFIGURATION ­ - DUAL SPIN 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 101 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
WEIGHT 158.70 LBS 
RELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
203 303 403 
1 2 1 
VOLUME 
.9124 
503 '603 703 




,POWER REQUIREMENT 76.7 WATTS! 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIP ENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 906 1003 499 203 1124 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 11 
WEIGHT l74.51 LBS VOLUME 5.54(*F**31 
DRY WEIGHT 75,24(LBS) EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY 09570 
IERR 11 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 406 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 2 
WEIGHT 30,93 LBS VOLUME ,404FT**31 
RELIABILITY 09891 
IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 6.5 WATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 103 306 401EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 2 £WEIGHE 2QM12 LBS VOLUME 
503 6033 1




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY8QUIPENT CODE IDENTiFIER 106 213 303 1202gQUIPNENT QUANTITIES 12 2 3 1 
WEIGHT 107.96 LBS VOLUME 2o23(FT**3) 










1n.qg4FT*3I POWER REQUIREMENT t?560 WAItS 
FRENCH SCIENTIFIC CPZ-1-6
 
P * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
THA T NI 11. (FT**2), BATTERY RADIATLIR AREA 1.2 (FT**2) 
I ~ ~ ~ TTIA LRADTA TOP A EA, (F*J 
HEATER POWER 1060.2(BTU/HR)t BAT ERY HEAlER P WEI
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 1174 (BTUIHR)
 
HEAT PIPE 0.0(WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 1680.2 WATT-IN)
 
HEAT PIPE LENGTH 8.1 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 954.9 (BTUIHR)
 
STORED ENERGY 106.5 (BTU)
 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT






PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 2.7 




- SKIN THICKNESS .019 (IN)
STRIhGER NO.,THICKNESSHT. 230. p 3945.825 (IN), .550 (IN)
 
FRAME NO.,THICKNESSPHT. 7. p .158 (IN), .789 (IN)
 
GRID BEAM THICKNESS .151 (IN). SPACING 4.263 (IN)v HEIGHT 2.131 (IN)
(INI
ENDCtVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .030 (IN), CFNTER 0.000 (IN)p AFT .030 

EQUIFENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 146.6 (L8S)

B:.






* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWLR
101 DESPIN BEARING 1 73.8 .8 6.1
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 .0
403 NUIATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 0.0
 
503 GIPBAL ELECTRUNCS 2 6.3 .3 31.6
603 CUhIRUL ELECTRNCS 2 7*4 .4 3.5
703 BIAXIAL DRIVE 2 14.3 .5 28.0
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 -1 1.0





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
829 THRUSTER 6 ,6 .0 00
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 .0 .1
906 ISCLATION VALVE 5 .7 .1 0.0
1003 FILTER 
 9 .5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 2 4.1 .4 0.0

" 203 ISULATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.0
 
1124 TANK 1 11.5 2.4 0,0

515 TANK 1 27.8 .8 00
701 RELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .o 0.0
 
,,. 603 FILL + VI-NT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 





 NO1 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRYN 8.9 .2 3.0





1DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
03 ANITNNA 1 G1 00
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 10 
 1:
06 TR NSMITTtR 
 .0 10.9
 
401 RECEIVER1 3:9 :1 6:3
 
503 Cbr.lAND SIG COND 
 1 5 0





4 ASSEMBLY CESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
106 SHUNT REGULATOR 12 4.3 *1. 0.0 
213 BATTERY 2 17.2 .1 0.0
 
303 BAITERY CHARGER 3 3.5 .1 0.0
 





MISSXO EQUIPMENT 480.0 
STABILITY AND CONTROL 142.8 
AUXILIARY PRUPULSION 75.2 
DATA PROCESSING 30.9 















LA PROPELLANT 99.3 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 86.1
 




* SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOlAL IMPULSE a 14065.(LB-SEC)

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)COPPUTER OPERATIONS RATE * OdIPSICOPI TABLE ENGINEERINO DATA 

hUMBER OF CEMMANDS 

NUMBER OF MAIN FRAME WORDS 

tAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE

PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 





NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUR'FRANE 

.COHMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNASPRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.0OO(KBPS) 
- SEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE *0.000(KBPS I 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYPOWER REQUIREMENT 79.25 WATTS
 
TOlAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA 33.01 SO FT
 
INSTALLED BATTERY CAPACITY "8.00 AMP-HR
 

















MOPENTS OF INERTIA 

RELII RiTYOF GRAVITY 

CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 
.AP(GE8/PERIGEE/INCLINt ltnm
ISSI N LIFETIME 



















































































26.3 IN, .67 ii'
 






CANADIAN SCIENTIFIC CP2-1-8 
* SUBSYSTEP DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - -'SPIh CONTROL 
EQUIFMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 
E1GHI 36.10 Los 
ELIABILITY 
IERR 0 
303 403 603 





1.43(FT**31 POWER REQUIREMENT 10.4 WATTS 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 834 834 907 1003 499 203 1118
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 1 1 1 
WEIGHT 143.2O LBS VOLUME 4.261FT**3I 
DRY WEIGHT 58,85ILBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT
RELIABILITY .9020 
IERR 1 
509 701 1203 603 




DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENIATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (1U)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 203 403 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGH I 21.18 LBS VOLUME .39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY .9799 
IERR I 
POWER REQUIREMENT 10o5 WATTS 
".4 COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
EQUIPMENT CCDE IDENTIFIER 202 103 306 401 





,92(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 19.5 WATTS 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
EQUIFMENT CODE IDENTIFIER. 102 204 303 1202 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 8 2 2 1WEIGHT 75.70 LBS VOLUME 1.55 FT**3)HARNESS WEIGHT 28*4(LB).v SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT
RELIABILITY .9734 
POWER DISSIPATION 




,9,,VOLUME 4.95(FT**3) POWER REQUIREMENT 2560.WATTS 
CANADIAN SCIENTIFIC CP2-1-8
 




RADIATOR AREA 1.9 (FT**2)t BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1:2 (FT**Z)

TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 3.1 (FT**2)

HEATER POWER 157.8(BTU/IHR) BATTERY HEATER PfWER 115.0(BTUIHR)
 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 2T2.8(BTUIHR)

HEAT PIPE 2389.5(WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 619.7(WATT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.0 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD ZZ6.0 IBTU/HRI















SKIN THICKNESS .011 tIN)
&TRIHGER NO.,THICKNESS.HT.
FRAME NO.,THICKNESS,HT. 
GRID BEAN THICKNESS 
INOCCVEM THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 




0096 (INl), SPACING 2.703 INbe 













- - DESIGN NUMBER 






 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1.66 41 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 
 1 .3 .0 s0
403 NUIATION DAM'PER 
 1 2.8 .3 00
603 CONTROL ELECTPNCS 1 7.4 .4 
 3.5
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 :. 1.0






 NO, "EIGHT VOLUME POWER
834 THRUSTER 
 6 .7 .0 .
834 THRUSTER 
 2 ,7 .0 .1
907 ISCLATION VALVE 
 5 1.3 *1 0.0
1003 FILTER 
 9 5 .1 0.0
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 
 4.1 s4 00
203 ISCLATION VALVE 
 1 6.0 .6 00
1118 TAK 
 1 10.2 1.3 0.0
fv 509 TAMK 
 1 16.0 .6 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 
 2 0 00
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 
.2: .0 0.0 
.. 603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 .1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
[DENT TYPE NO. 
WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8,9 .2 
 3.0






 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER.
202 ANTENNA 
 I 8.4 .7 0.0
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
 1 2.0 .0 .5
306 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.1 .0 10.9
401 RECEIVER 
 1 3.9 *1 6.3
503 COPMANDSIG CONO 2 
 1.5 .0 .9
603 DIPLEXER 









UNI 	 UNIT. UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE 	 NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
102 SHLNT REGULATOR a 5.0 41 0.0
 
204 BAITERY 	 2 8.6 .1 0.0
 
303 BAJTERY CHARGER 2 3.5 .1 0.0
 


































SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 20.4
 




*4*SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * 4 4 
'STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CON IGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
POINTING ACCURACY - 1.600000IDEG.)
AUXILIARY 	PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TUlAL IMPULSE a 415.(LB-SEC)

DATA PRUCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUI)
 
2 OfPUTER O I TIPS)'ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
F TABLE
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 32. 0.

NUMBER OF 	MAIN FRAME wORDS 256. 0.
 
PAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 13# 0.
 
PAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.

NUMBER OF 	SUBFRAMES 18 00.
 
SUBFRAME RAIE 	 1250 0
 
NUMBER OF WORDS PER SUBFRAME 	 64. fl*
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION -- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE - 32.000(KBPS)

SEPARATE OOWNLINK DATA RATE " 0000(KBPS)
 
.- ELECTRICAL POWER 
* 	 rONFIGURATION " - SHUNT - bOY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
PO4ER REQUIREMENT 65.51 WATTS
 
-TOIAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA~. 34.49 SO FT
 
INSTALLED 	BATTERY CAPACITY 6.00 AMP-HR
 





WEt SATELLITE WEIGHT - 450.1 LBS t 204.1 KG) LAUNCH WEIGHT - 466,8 LBS ( 211.7 KG)
DIPENSIONS LENGTH 	 HEIGHT WIDTH
 
EQUIPMENT BAY 30.9 IN.( .78 M) 51.4 IN*( 1.31 M)' 51.4 INoC 1.31.h)
PISSION EQUIPMENT 14.o4 IN*( .37 M) 24.0 IN.( .61 M)" 24.0 IN.( .61 H)

IOTAL SATELLITE 45.3 IN,( 1.15 MI
 
..OPENTS OF INERTIA (SLUGS*FT4*2) IXX 35.8 IVY - 162105;f Izz - 1621051. 
X-CG 	 Y-CG 2-CG
CENTER OF 	GRAVITY "'22,8 IN*( .58 M) 0.0 IN10 0.00 H) 00 IN#f"0;0. I)
RELIABILITY
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM
 
APCGEEIPERIGEE/INCLINATION 270.1 270o. 30.0
MSIGN hFETIME










.CONFIGURATION - - SPI ERNTRO 303 0
 QUIPMENT ODE IDENTIF 20 403 603 803 1413
E oIFM QUANTITI I 	 I I I
 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER ,834 834 906 1003 499 203 1116 506 701 1203 603
 
EQUIFMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 4 9 1 1 1 1 1
 
WEIGHT 7957 LBs VOLUME 3,80(FT+*3) POWER REQUIREMENAT '# WATTS
 






DATA 	PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTOJ
NQUIPMENT 	 203
CODE IDENTIFIER ... 403
C QUIPM NT QUANTITIE I3 I







,' CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
EQUIFMENT CODE IDENTIFIER,, 203 103 306 401 503 603
w EQUIFMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 I 1 
WEIGHT 23.0Z LBS VOLUME .ZQIFT*4*) POWER REQUIREMENT 19kq UATTS




CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY nuUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIFMENT CODE IDENTIFIER,,.10Z 202 303 1202
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 2 1'
 
WEIGHT 87,47 LOS VOLUME 1.921PT*43) POWER OISSIPATIO 7,.ATTS

















ADIATOR AREA 4s0 (FT**Z1, BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 1.3 (FT**21
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 





TOTAL HEATER POWER 475.3(BTUI/HR
HEAT PIPE 2223.5(WATT-IN)p VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P. 565.15WAT-IN)

HEAT PIPE LENGTH 2.8 (FT) AVERAGE HEAT LOAD 223.4 (BTU/HR)

















SKIN THICKNESS .010 (IN)
STRINGER NO.PTHICKNESSPHT. 
FRAME NOPIHICKNESSHT. 
GRID BEAN THICKNESS 
ENDCCVER THICKNESS- FORWARD 
EQUIFMENT BAY SIRUCTURE WT. 




.086 (IN)i" SPACING 2.424 (IN):












* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER 1 * * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
"IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 .1 5.9
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 .0
403 NUIATION DAMPER 1 2.8 .3 00
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 .4 3.5
803 EARTH SENSOR 1 1.3 .0 0.0





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
83q THIUSTER 6 .7 .0 *1
834 THFUSTER 2 .7 .0 *1
 
906 ISCLAT10N VALVE 4 .7 e1 00
1003 FILTER 9 ,5 .1 0.0
 
499 PRESSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 .4 00
203 ISLLATION VALVE 1 6.0 .6 0.01116 TANK 1 16.5 1.6 0.0
506 TAtK 1 6.1 .2 0.0
701 RELIEF VALVE 1 .2 .0 00
 
1203 FILL + DRAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00
603 FILL + VENT VALVE' 1 .1 .0 00
 
bATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT
23IDENT TYPE NO1 WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 DI8ITAL TELEMETRY 89 *2 3.0





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
203 ANTENNA ..10*4 &1 0*0
 
.103 BASESND ASSY UNIT: j1 . . 05
306 TRANSMITTER 1 z.l .0 10.9

"401'RECEIVER 1 '3.9 .1 6.3
503 COPMAND SIG COND 1 1.5 .0 .9




* * ASSEMBLY CESCRIPTIONS ICONTINUFni
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IOENT TYPE I NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
102 SHLNT REGULATOR 10 5.0 *1 0.02OZ BATTERY 2 9.5 .1 0.0
 
303 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3o5 e1 0.0
 





























*.*. ,SATELLITE ADAPTER 16,7
 




* * * SYSTEM DiSCRIPTION 




- - IMAS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL






TOTAL MPULSE IN 224.(LB-SEC)
DATA PRacEsSING AND INS1PUMcNTATIXO
COlFIGURATION 




CDPI TABLE s O.CIPS) ENGINEERING DAtA 
 MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 

'UM8ER OF MAIN FME WORDS 32. 0
 256.
MujIN rPAIE SAMPLE PATE 125. 0. MAIN FRAME WOAlD LIENGTH 8. 0. NUMBER GF SUBFRAMLS 48:SUBFRAME RATE 
 1.0000
NUM3ER 0.0000
UP WORDS PER SUBFRAME 




- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATL 256 000(EMS)
SEAPATE UOWNLINK DATA RATE - 5 .000(KPS)C ELECTRICAL POWER
-- CONFIGURATIGN 
- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGS REGII ATI.ON '- PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 04FR R QUIREMLNT 3U7.E WATTSTOTAL SOLAR ARPAY APEA 
 71.59 SQ FT
INSTALLED BATTERY CIPACITY 
 20.00 AMP-HR
IOPE9TNNINlG OF 





- - CYLINDERUET SATELLIT WEIGHT - 615.7 LBS C 370.0 KG)DIMENSIONS LAUNCH WEIGHT • 847.3. LBS 1 384o KG)
LENGTH 
 HEIGHT
EQUIPMENT BAY 28.8 IN.( WIDTH
.73 M) 48.C IN*( 1*22 M)
9ISSION EQUIPMENT 48.0 IN.( 1.22 M)
23.2 iN.( .'59 M) 387 INo( .98 M) 38.7 IN*( 
 .98 M)
TOTAL SATELLI~t 
 52.0 IN.( 1.'32 M)
MOMENTS OF INEFtTIA (SLUGS*FT**a) IXX 
- 107.6 IYY- 289634.4 HZ • 580749.1
 
X-CG *76 M) 00 INS( 0.00 M)
CENTER OF GRAVITY 29.8 IN*( Y-CG Z-CG
0.0 IN.t 0.00 MiRELIanILITY
 
DONFfGURATION 
- - SINGLE SYSTEMAPOGE2IPEMIG:EIINCLIhATION 
 270.' 270./ 30.0
rISSION LIFTIML 
 36.0CM0)





* * SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBEC 1 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIIluR 16C1 22u3 1815 1305 
EQUIPMENT QUANTIIIES 2 2 1 1 
WEIGHT 37.80 LBS VOLUME 1*19(FT**3)
RELIABILITY .9550
IERR 0 
POWER REQUIPEMENT 103,6 WATTS 
AUXIL14RY PPOPULSIUN 
XCONFIGURATION - - MONEPROPELLANT 
OQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 829 834 Q06 1'3C3 499 2C3 1115 
QO'IPMHNT QUANTitiES 12 4 5 9 1 
WEIGHT 6,68O LBS VOLUME 2.961F**3)1 
DRY WLIGHT 4U.66(LBS), EXPENDABLF WEIGHT 
RELIABILITY *94-30 
IERR 10 
506 701 1203 603 
POWER 2 REQUIREMENT
2go22(LBS) .3 WATTS 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUNENTATICN 
CONIGURATIONE - - 5PtCIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER Zki3 4u3 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 1 1 
WEIGHT 21.18 LBS VOLUME *39(FT**3)
RELIABILITY ,-T79
IERR 
POWER REQUIREMENT 1Oo5'ATTS 
COMMUNICATIONS
 
{ONFIGURtT ON - - UNIfIED LINK-COMION ANTENN&SQUIOMENT COtE IONtTIFIER 227 106 303 401 503 603
 
SEQUIPMENT QUANTITIES' 2 2 2 1 2 1






- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY QUI PMENT CODE IDENTIfILR 4G6 515 215 603 7CZ
 
QUIPMENT QUAiTITIES 2 8 2 2 1
WEIGHT BC.12 LOS VOLUME 1.35(FT**3) POWER DISSIPATION 47.8 WATtS 



















HEATER POWER T3TAL RADIATOR AKREA
996.1(STU/HR), EATTPY HEATER POWER 11.2 (FT**2)
70i7(BTU/HR)





HEAT PIPE LENGTH 3.3 (FT) AVQAGE





















178,NO.,THICKNESSJHT ". 3487.671 (IN), .265 (IN)
IDBEAM THICKNESS 
.114 (Ip), 2(. (INI
SPACING 
 3.29 INI} HEIGHT 1.605 I)
at ENCCOVER THICKNESS- F[kWARD .030 (Il)p CENTER
EQUIPMENT BAY S1HUCTUFE hT, 4f,7 (LBS) 0.000 tIN), AFT ,030 (IN)









ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER I * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONIRCL
 UNIT UNTT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE 0. WEIGHT VULUME POWER
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 .2 1.0
 
2203 CONTROL ELf.CTRNCS 2 7.1 *1 62.0
 
1615 EARTH SFNSOR 1 15s4 .5 15s6
 
1305 PEACTION WHEEL 1. 5.0 *1 25.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE K0, WEIGhT VOLUME POWEV
 
829 THRUSTER, 12 ,6 .0 0.0
 
834 THRUSTEP 4 ,7 .0 01
 
906 ISILATION VALVE 5 v7 *1 0.0
 
1003 FILTER q .5 *1 0.0
 
499 PP3SSURE REGULATR 1 4.1 o4 0.0
 
203 ISGLATION VALVE 1 6.0 *6 0.0
1115 AK 
 1 3s5 :6 0:0 
506 TAAKI 2 0:61 
7CI PELIEF VALVE 2 .2 .0 0.0
 
1203 FILL + ORAIN VALV 1 .2 .0 00
 
603 FILL + VENT VALVE 1 @1 .0 0.0
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
-L UNIT UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
203 CIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 .2 3.0
 
403 COMMD DECUD+OISTR I 12.3 e2 7.5
 
COMMUNICATIONS
 UNIT UNIT UNIT
 
IDENT TYPE O. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
 
227 ANTENNA 2 8 .0 0.0
 
106 EASE8ND ASSY UNIT 2.o0 .0 0.0
 
303 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 .0 10.2
 
401 PECEIVER 1 3.9 .1 6.3
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 t0- .9
 




* * * ASSEMILY OESCRIPTIONS (CON1INUED)
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT UN1 T
 
10. WEJGHT VOLUME POW R
IO-NT TYPE 

4r6 IJCHGE REGULATOR 2 4.8 2 0.0
 
515 MUNT a .0 0.0
REGULATER 2.3 

215 BATrTERY 2 13.9 .1 0,0
 
603FATTERY CHARGLR 2 2.6 .0 0.0
 



































TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT 847.3
 
"PRECEDING iA BLAJK NOT FILIfED 
Appendix VII
 
Spacecraft Cost Model (SCM)
 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
< MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE - 400. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0
 

























ELECTRIA OWER 3 .9 4 5.0 

COM UN CA CN 09 o4 1oN 
1.1 14.2
DATA HANDLIK' Z:4 9.4 7 86 5.8
:2
STABILITY AtD CONTROL 















AVERAGE UNIT COST i 6 SATELLITES) 



















4 7  










NOI-1-1 LNDST FIo 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DDTE-
EDENT 1YPE NO.' WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .o3 1.00 100166,
















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO.: WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E* COST 
12 .4 0.0 .10 11717. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
I UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 1138585. 
345 TARE RECORDER 2 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633. 























503 COtMAND SIG CONQ 
603 DIFLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DD'E 
NO.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST 
1 2.0 ,5 1.00 446229 
2 8 0.0 1:00 55273: 
2 .8 0.0 1.00 55273. 
2 ,2.1 10.9 101507. 
2 2.2 1.98 1:80 105063, 
1 3.9 63 .00 77256! 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 


































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT lYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E 
 COST TE 1 COST PROD.'COST ENG. COST
233 BA TERY 2 26.8 0.0 .10 
 36O87. M4319. 85283. 61151o
 




NAME WEIGHT FACTOR Do.E COST T*E COST PROD. COST
sOLAR ARRAY ENG. COST
74.7 1.00 614420. d4360. 241919. 141181.IRING HARNESS 
 71.6 1.00 307038, 180625o 186086. 70851.
HERMAL CON ROL 31.3 1.00 
 369455. 113210o 88379. 85254.
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 
 0. 0
PROPULSION FEED SYS 
 53.2 1.00 731772. 4145732
STRUCTIRE 16806?:
116.2 1.00 2496558. 6J7873* 
 05352 576095.
PUWER CONTROL UNITS 63.6 
 1.00 934531. 1 1 23054o 
 215648.
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 12.4 1.00 
 550688. 249051o 242241. 127074.
SATELLITE ADAPTER 




"MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT 1060',0
 














CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0
 











DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
ELECTRICAL FOWER 2.7 
 3.5 4#4 5.8 10.2
COMMUNICATICNS 
 .9 o4 1.3 1.8 2.3 4.1
DATA HANDLIhG 5.3 
 1.1 6.3 9.2' 4.7 13.8
STABILITY AND CONTROL 4.2 1.6 5.8 
 7.8 6.1 "14.0
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION .9 .5 1.5 2.3 "..6 .. 9
 
SPACECRAFT 18.4 
 544 23.8 31.3 26.4 51.7
 









6 E (AGE) :9
bAUN H SITE UPPORT







AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 6 SATELLITES) 
 22.1
 









* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT 
IOENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .3 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 7+1 62.0 
DOTE 


























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
12 :4 0.0 .10 11717. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 100 642664. 
345 TAPE RECORDER 2 16.8 2590 1.00 499633. 















. .- COMMUNICATIONS 
IDENT TYPE 






503 CUFMAND SIG COND603 DIPLEXER 
CUNLI uNI uult 
NO.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D9E, COST 
1 Z.0 .5 1.00 44622. 
2 .8 0.0 1.00 55273. 
2 .8 0.0 1.00 55273. 
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 j01507.
2 2.2 15.8 1.00 105063. 



































NO. WEI HT PH 14MIR 









EQUIPMENIS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
SOLAR MRRAY WEgH FfC R 
HMWML h?1:88 
P56L ON DYS 3: 1:88 
STRUCTLR 90.1 1.00POWER CONTROL UNITS 61.3 1.00 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 10.8 f1,00
SATELLITE ADAPTER 35.8 1*O 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 27.4 






























00 TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT "o.u 
'I 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZINGK" CONFIGURATION - -CYLINDRICAL 
- MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0 
BOL POWER a 1148s ARRAY AREA a 90.1 SQ FT BATT CAP =100o AMP-HR 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
NU1-1-3 SEOS 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
----- ------ DDT+E --- - .. RECURRING--'-------DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 
 5.4 1.4 6.9 5.2 3.'7 8.9
THERMAL CONTROL 1.3 .3 
9 
1.6 1.2 .9 2.1
ELECTRICAL PO ER 

DATA HANDLING 8°5 i 
 905 10 a 4o0 14*8
 
TABILITY ANd CONTROL 4.2 1.6 
 5.8 5.7 4.3 10.0
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
 1.2 97 1.9 1.9 2.2 4.1'
 













TOTAL SATELLITE 88,9 153.1
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 4 SATELLITES) 
 38.3
 





* * ** ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
1303 REACTION witEL 1 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 
2203 COhTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST jo1 .3 1.00 100166. 
L.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 

























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E. COST 
:4 0.0 .10 11717a 












'DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNITI UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR ad COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3. 1.00 11539. 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633 
























RECEIVERCOPMANO SIG COND 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE COST 
1 W O .5 1.O0 462 
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 
1 8.4 0.0 1000 349517. 
1.91.0 1520 




















185P° 87 5: 








UNIT UNIT DOTE 










EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 6Z.B 1*00 
.WIRING HARNE$$ 77.7 1.0O1HERMAL CONTRUL 76.3 1.00POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1:63 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 50.5 1000 
TRIJTi 149.1 1.00OWTONTROL UNITS 73.3 1.00
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 10.4 1.00SATELLITE ADAPTER 67*3 100 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 108.7 
















VEHICLE VEHICLEPROD. COS7 1NGi0S3j9
Z19104.a0G ,
H12 78884.15 307, 178297( 
$95638. 665500.37114. 26356. 
221862. 11716g.3(583. 32915. 
'TOTAL bAItLLI1E WEIGHT 1884.5 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 
- MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 160o NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS Q0 





































(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
DDT+E--------- -------- RECURRING ----------




 2*2 6.1 0.0 1.4 1.4

*8 92 .9 0.0 .2 ,2

2.76 1.1 '3.8 .0 1.3 1,3




5.7 14 1' .0 14 .4
3;3 1.9. 5.2 .1 1.7 1.8,
 


























N0 1-1-4 GRAVSAT 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO.' WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1501 CONTROL ELECT. 1 10.0 4.0 100 1349183. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
1718 RAE INTEGR GYRO 1 9.6 32.0 1.00 800266. 























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE [DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COS. 















103 BASEBNO ASSY UNII267 ANJAENNA6995 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO.;WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D 
1 2.0 1.00 






































IDENT IYPE204 BAITERY 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 











PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTLRE ' 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
























































TI- TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1694.1 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 
4 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURA ION - - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 




- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 





CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 















4 < HI ON EQUIPMENT 
SATE7? f UT11IDN UNIT(SIGSE (AGE)
bAUNCH SITE SUPPORT
ONTRAC TOR FEE 
TOTAL SATELLITE 




(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
----------- DDT+E--------------------------RECURRING---....... 
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB A4D TOTALENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT4E ENGINEERING' ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
i :1 10:9 8i8 1 !
iU' 0.8 
2.4 .9 3.4 0 1.1 
 1.1

.6 .2 .8 0.0. .3 .3 
20.ATA :3, 2.2
3.0 8 0.0 *3 .3
193 3a8 0.0 .7
.AUXILARY .7
.6, 1.9 *1 06 
 .7
 






















* * S ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 414 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT COTE 
IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1Q0 165834. 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 0 1.00 116150. 




















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
O.0WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
.UN IT UNIT ODTE 
IDENT TYPE MOeWEI GHT POWER FACTOR Do'Ea COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 249Z20o,













DENT TYPE 400 W103N ASSY UNITFACOTR 
103 SEND ASSY UNIT 1. 
227 ANTE4NA 1306 TRANSMITTER 1 
401 RECEIVER 150COMMAND SIG COND 1 
603 DIPLEXER 1 
HT PO 
20 *5 
.8 0.02.1 10,9 































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 20*WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
 T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COST
BATTERY 2 9.265 0.0 .10 8778. 11541.o 42670.' 17714, 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
NAIE DOTEWEIGHT VEHICLE VEHICLE
FACTOR OE. COST
SOLAR ARRAY T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
29.8 
 1.00 411885. 53102. 135637* O
THERA ONRL
IRING HAR ES 21 1#00








STRUCTURE 90.5 100 877931, 500378o 319526*1 00
POWER CONTROL UNITS 31.1 1.00 895911. 50038.w14563) 0,
SATELLITE ADAPTER 






A MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 66.0
 













CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
ELECTRICAL POWER 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
4 MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
- APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0 










































DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEER ING 
 ASSEMBLY RECURRINr
 
519 1.7 76 0.0 .3 .s3
5.,5 1. 1.6 
 0.0 1.3 1.
3.1 1.0 4.1 .3 
 1.7 2.0
2.1 o7 2.7 *3 .9 1.*
8.0 ,3 8.2 .5 o44.5 1.9 
 6.4 1:8. 1.81
1.8 1.0 2.8 .3 
 1.0 1.3,
 
























* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL




IDENT TYPE ' NO. 'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 68611. 46538. 44528.
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.O 
 1.00 61349. 51402. 385789 24514.
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 1.00 1304769. 503376. 672052. 521367.
 
2203 COtTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 62.0 1.00 1154954, 749743. 507024. 461503,
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
I IAT PYPE LSI.NUNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICtE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO,' WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E, COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
818 1HFUTER 18 o4 0.0 010 14248, 70110. 109787. 116814.83 HFUSTER 6 .7 .1 
 .10 12597. 35429e 60545. 60616.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTAJO UNIT OTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO."WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.2 COST' T.! OSUST PROD. COST ENG, COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 100 121679 4 139061. 319646. 486214.
 
403 COIMD DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 75 1.00 3480535. 47819. 61065. 0. 
-- COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DDTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT 'TYPE NO.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST T.E9 COST PROD. COST *ENG. COST

'103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117. 36060. 0. 
202 ANIENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 137063. 75778. 0.202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 13763. 75778. 0.306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 100 152260. 4790. 139615. 60841. 
31f TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 157595. 49590, 141749o 62973.4 RECEIVER 2 3.9 6.3 1,00 85947a.. 4211 * 71951o 34343o503 COHMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191.. 43476o 58726. 
 15617o
A03 nTPilFVFR 







UNIT UNIT ODTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACIR D.E COST T.E.OS9 T PROD. COST ENG. COST
269 BA ITERY 72.3 0.0 0 6935 18367. 175436.
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR DOE. COST T.E COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
SOLAR ARRAY 56.4 
 1.00 517224. 99011. 252902o. 0
 
IRING HARNES 9 9 1.00 382916. 225263. 304722. 0.
HERMAL CON RUL 35.6 1.00 865004. 123534. 25122. 0.POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 0. 0. 0. 0
PROPULSION FEED SYS 92.6 1.00 1025585. 633485e 539365. 
 0.
 
STRUCT RE 196.9 1.00 2852239. 968849. 618677
POWER hONTROL UNITS 84.4 1.00 825239o 343398. 438567 
 8:
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 
 9.7 1.00 466226. 202132o 258151. 00




MISSIN EQUIP WEIGHT 1000.0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2225.2
 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOG E a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS- 0
 








(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
REC RRING ...... ....
T+E ............
O G-ND--- TEN  AND TOTAL PRODUCTION AB AND TOTALSUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 5.9 1.7 
 7.7 5.7 
 4.3 10.0





T ITY AI% CONTROL 4: 1:6 5 4:
 
35 63
AUXILIARY PROPULSION '1,9 1.1 29 248 

y SPACECRAFT 27.8 
 7.3 35.2 33.8 25.4 59.2









CONTRAC TOR FEE 2.6 ;
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 
 o .' 166.1 
AVERAGE UNIT COST (" '4 SATELLITES) 
 41 '5
 






* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT lYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. COST' 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5,1 .3 1.00 111435a 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY z 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826: 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
18 .4 0.0 .10 14248,













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENIATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT lYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0 E COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 100 12480629 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 25*0 1.00 499633. 












ENG4 DST 54a36. 
291956. 
853518. 






i03 CUIMAND SIG COND )03 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NIDENTo;WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DEo COST1 2.O .5 1.00 446226 
1 8.4 0.0 100 349517. 
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517o 
2 109 00 152260 
2 158 100 
2 3.9 6*3 1.00 85947a,
3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191o 
1 3.1 1.0 1.00 57409. 
VEHICLE 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT IYPE NO# WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E COST 
269 BAITERY 2. 71o3 0.0 010 96935. 
EQUIPNENIS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHI FACTOR D*E. COST 
SOLAR ARAY 57.2 1.00 50866.WIRING HARNESS 103.3 100 418970.THERMAL CUNTROL 35.5 1.00 936473. 
PaWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 0.
PROPULSION FELD SYS 98.0 1000 1064951. 
STRUCTLRE !0200 1.00 2872260.
.POWER CONTROL UNITS 84.4 1.00 815251.SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 9o5 1.00 459687.
.SATELLITE ADAPTER 81.6 1.00 161746.' 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 271.2 
MISSIEN EQUIP WEIGHT 1000.0 












































4* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ** 
SUBSYSTEF CONFIGURATIONS
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 




,. CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 
MIJShLNEOUS INFORMATINBL
APOEE , 324 UNU ER OF QUAL UNITS 0 
















V SPACECRAFTMISSION ECUIPMENT 

0 	 SATELLITE 
QUALIFICATICN UNIT(S)
GSE (AGE)
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 















DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 
 PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
2.1 2.4 4.5 
 1.5 4.0 5.5

.4 .2 .7 	 .3 *6 .9
2.9 	 .8 3.6 
 2.2 3.3

.9 .4 1.3 	 1.0 1,3 2.3
29 13 32 	 2,5 1,4 39
 
42 	 .6 58 
 44 34 78
 
1.0 ,5 1.5 	 1.2 1.4 
 2.7'
 































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 VNIT UNI1T DD
 
IDENT TYPE NO. W IHT WER FACSR O.E. COST T.E. COST PRAVb.RT ENGICT
1305 REACTION WHEE, 5.0 25.0 1.00 9801. 39694 4: 23153s
6 1 VALVE DRIVER A 1 1SYe 0 61349e 10:6 8 1 *  
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826* 296104. 315942. 275122*
 




 UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHIL
 
IDENT lYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. COST T.E.COST PROD. COST ENG.'O T
 
818 THRUSTER 12 .4 0.0 O10 11717. 47802. 75994. 72844o
 
834 THRUSTER 4 .7 .1 .10 11440. 25095. 41909. 41743.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTAtION
 
UNI UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENTlYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D. COST E. COST PROD. COST ENG. 8 05T
Z03 DIGITAL TELEMETRY z 8.9 3.0 1.00 4073626 13906 270487. 18800 2
403 COFMD DECCO DISTR 1' 2.3 7.5 1.00 1300811. 47819. 516739 305145o
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHIELE 
K IDENT lYPE NO."WELGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E COST .E. COST PRO COST ENG. OST 
. 103 BASE8ND ASSYUNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117. 30515. 10467.227 ANlENNA 2 .8 0.0 1.00 55273. .46873. 13732. 25509.
 
227 ANIENNA 2 .8 0.0 1.00 55273. -873o 137329 15509.
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 101507 779. 78763. )846*
 
.312 IRAkttrTTER j : 15.8 1:"" 130g "09M'-88
41 ECEIVER 9 6.3 177256. 775 33825 1123.
 
503 CONMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153a 796. 0301.
'35236. 








UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST212 BATTERY 2 15.7 0.0 .10 17510. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR DE. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 69.8 1.00 74756Z.WIRING HARNESS 43o2 1.00 200040.THERMAL CONTROL 544 1.00 264090.POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 0.PROPULSION FEED SYS 35.2 1.00 545523.STRUCTURE 376.1 1.00 1167275.POWER CONTROL UNITS 70.1 1.00 17002aSATELLITE ADAPTER 50.5 1.00 71714. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 15.9 































SATELLITE WEIGHT 948.1 
H< / 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 4* 
;UBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA 'PROCESSING AND 
CONFIGURATION - -
INSTRUMENTATION 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
C 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION ­ - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE - 380o NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 
50L POWER = 3448* ARRAY, AREA - 280.0 S0 
0 
FT BATT CAP w100. AMP-... 
LA 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
NOZ-1-1 SEASAT B 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
-.-- ----- DDT+E---------------- RECURRI NG -----------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE., 7.7 2.0 9.7 0.0 1.9 1.9 
THERMAL ROL9 1.3 0.0 .4 94 
FLECTRICAL5POWER s38 3 
DATA HANDLI.G 109 1 11*9 l:7 192 2:9
 
SPACRAF1 31.6 7.7 39.3 3.2 8.7 LZ*U
7 MISSION ECUIPMENT 68.0 39.6 
SATELL11t 107.2 51.6 QUALIFICATIEN UNIT(S) 0.0
GSE (AGE) 2.6
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 
.5
CONTRACTOR FEE 91-Q .9 
TOTAL SATELLITE 112.7 53.0 
AVERAGE"UNIT COST 1 SATELLITES) 53,0, 
TOTAL SATELLITE DDT4E AND 
RECURRING COST 65.? 
NO2-1-1 SEASAT B 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
5.1 .3 1.00 100166. 
1.6 1.0 1.00 61349, 
15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826, 





















834 THRU ER 
UNIT UNIT OFT 
NO.'WEIGHT POWER FATuR D.E. COST 
12 .4 0.0 .10 11717 












DATA PROCESSING AND 1NSTRUNENtATION UNIT DOTE 
IRENT1Y E NO, WEIGHT P1W R FACT3R l0rTO3 DIGITAUL TELEMETRY 2 ,9 l,0 D119M6SO, 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 25.0 100 499633. 
















103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
S:8ff TRANSMITTERRNMITT R 
481 RbCEjV5R5 6 CONO 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO*.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.ECOST.E.CT 
1 2.0 .5 iO16 
80:80 















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
I2ENT IYPE 
 NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST- T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
269 BAITERY 2. 71.3 0.0 .10 86935o 
 49261. 182131. 175436.
 




NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 0 , E COST T°E. 2OST PROD. COST ENG. COT
SOLAR ARRAY 194.9 1.00 1202420. 302539o 771004.
HERMAL CONTROL 114.7 
 1:00 5345878 27390. : 240 4
Y 2IRING '115.0 2699?0 3656 3.HARNESS 458878: 

POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 0. O. 0. O
PROPULSION FEED SYS 
 54.1 100 740187. 419928. 357537° 0.
STRUCTURE 
 165.1 1.00 3289269. 834127s 532648. 0.
POWER CONTROL UNITS 157.8 100 1638107. 495200. 632439, O
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 32.4 1.00 
 1056124.- 563434. 719583. 
 0.
SATELLITE ADAPTER 




MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT 1367.0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2661o4
 
C 





CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








.CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE.- 486o NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
----------DDT+E-------------------------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 
 PRODUCTION
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION 
 DDT+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE 5,3 1I7 6.9 5.0 

THERMAL CONIROL .8 19 1.0 .8

ELECTRICAL POWER 3.8.9 1. 15.9 4.1
COMMUNICATILN

DATA HANDLING 7,19 4 1*3 1.3
11 8. 93
STABILITY AND CONTROL 4.2 1.6, 5.8 5.7
ZC AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1 7 .9 2.6 2.5 

























































** * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST ToE, COST PROD. COST 'ENG. COST
1322 REACTION WHEEL 1 31.0 
 10.0 1.00 98701. 39694. 20529. 23660.
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1,6 1.0 1.00 613499 514C2. 31248. 26711.
1815 EAWH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1000 1172826. 296104. 302424a 281138#




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
829 THRUSTER 12 .6 0.0 .10 15068. 621439 98213o 90519.
834 THFUSTER 4 .7 .1 .10 11440o 25095. 41476. 40336a
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO& WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST 
 PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 DICITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1,00 938426. 139061. 258914. 408582a
345 TAFE RECORDER 3 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633. 583549. 391041. 291956o






OOVEHICLE UNIT DCTE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE N?,'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST' T.E. COST' PROD. COST ENG COST
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 2.0 .5 1000 44622. 16117. 29209. 16696.
227 ANTENNA 2 *8 0.0 1.00 55273. 46873. 13144. 24065a
227 ANTENNA 2 .8 00 1.00 55273. 46873. 13144. 24065.

-306 TRANSMITTER 2 2,1 10.9 1.00 101507. 47779. 75393. 44195.
312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 105063. 495q0. 77625. 45744o
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24775. 32378a 18519b
503 COPMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 
 .9 1.00 20153. 30796. 33728. 8715.





UNIT UNIT DOTE 

NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST'
IDENT TYPE 

239' BAITERY 2 33.7 0.0 .10 41198o 










WIRING HARNESS 82.8 1.00 347309. 

THERMAL CONTROL 34.7 100 480738. 
0.
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 




PROPULSION FEED SYS 

167.5 1.00 2294301. 

POWER CONTROL UNITS 91.8 1.00 1111925. 

SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE '16.7 1.,00 6738566 
,SATELLITE ADAPTER 60.8 1.00 125955. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 142a4 
ISSI N EQUIP WEIGHT 6a5.0 



























































































.CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - -'SHUNT' AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE'MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 300' NUN3ER OF QUAL UNITS a 0
 


































AVERAGE UNIT COST 4 .









(MILLIONS OF 197 DOLLARS)
 
---------- DDT+E - -

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL

ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

4.6 	 .5 
.6 :8:8 
3.0 	 .8' '38 

.7 .3 1.0
63 1.1 7.4 

4.1 1.2 5.3



































































it.* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST1309 REACTION WHEEL 1 8.5 1.1 100 148118. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6. 1.O 1.00 61349. 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1. 15o4 15.6 100 1172826. 




















829 THRUSTER834 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
40,.WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
12 .6 0.0 D10 15068. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUENIT 
IDINT, TYPE ~4 WEIGHT 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 '8.9 
345 TAPE RECORDER 2 16.8 











































UNIT UNIIT DDTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACJOR DoEZ COST 
zo .5 ' 0 44622v,
.8 0.0 1.00 55273*' 
2.1' 10.9 1.00 91242a.2.2 15.8 1:00 , 94439*. 
3.9 6.3 . 100 77256o 
1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 

























IDENT TYPE NO. W T 
 UNJT DOTE VEHIt CEHICLE
HT PWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
 T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG OST
233 BATTERY 2 26,8 0.0 010 
 36087. 2431 89915. 7 49
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOTE
NAME WEIGHT VEHICLE VEHICLE
FACTOR D.E. COST 
 T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
SOLAR ARRAY

WIRING HARNESS 72 100 5 1206568
53.2 
 1.00 23 6R, 140406: 33. 8:THERMAL CONTROL 31.2 1000 348620. 112964o 115829.
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 O 0. 0. 0.
 PROPULS ION FE D SYS 58.2 00




POWER CONTROL UNITS 
. 63.6 603406. 385317.. 0.1000 916613.. 291011. 371662. 
 0.
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 
 1000
.O 538580: 242205o
SATELLITE ADAPT ER 309330,
4 4 1000 105576,i 46164. 38721. 8 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 127.2
 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 600.0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1340,1
 










,. CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
Z MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE n 19323s NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 0 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
--------- DDT+E-- ------------------------ RECURRING-----------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PPODUCTICN FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 
 5.6 1.6 7.: 5.3 4.2 9.6




DATA HANDL81G 8 9 10.4:
STABILITY hO CONTROL 4:1 
 5. 5.8 4:3:3
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
 1.5 .9 2.4 2.5 3.0 5.,5
 
SPACECRAF 26.6 7.2 33.8 
 32.5 25.8 583








AUNCH SITE SUPPORT 
 90





AVERAGE UIT COST 1 4 SATELLITES) 
 34,
 







* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT lYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 68611. 37696. 48518,
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349o 51402. 31248o 26711.
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 1594 15.6 1.00 1172826. 296104* 302424. 281138o
 




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO.' WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 0.0 .10 14248. 70110a 106069a 104195.
834 THRUSTER 6 .7 ,1 .10 12597. 35429o 58495. 54067.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IRSNTDITYPE__ NO& WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E4 TsErUCOST ENG. COST
C ST PROD" COST
IT1ITAL TELEMETRY '- 8.9 3.0 1.00 O0 4 76 1 f3e 94o 47 6T
 
345 TAFE RECORDER 3. 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633,. 583549. 391041. 2919569




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT 1YPE NOU:WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE ST TECOST PROD. COST ENG. COST
103 BA SEBND ASSWY UNIT 1 WI0 W5 FCO D.E0 16117* 29209. 10696.
202 ANTENNA U1 a4 0.0 1.00 349517o 137063* 61380. 83783.
 
202 ANIE4NA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 137063. 61380. 83783.
 306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 47779. 113089 6629g
312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 157595. 49590. 116437 6861
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256o 24775. 32378. 18519.
503 COrMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191. 43476a 47569. 12967.
 





UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT' TYPE NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST260 BATTERY 4 47.5 0.0 .10 109009. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 70.4 1.00 635115. 
WIRING HARNESS 85.1 1:59HERMAL COrRUL 83.6 ±:8o 96779PWER ffNVEpTcoS 
POEUL SONESYS 7d 1:88 883269: 
STRUCTIR 168.5 1.00 256862UWTOTROL UNITS 111.0 1.00 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 13.0 100 568616.SATELLITE ADAPTER 66.9 1.00 136618a 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 191.1 
fISSIEN EQUIP WEIGHT 680.0 
T.E. COST 
60591. 
T.E. COST 130053. 
99,5 019. 
53528?: 

























TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1904,4 
p,. 
4 






CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PPOCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 324. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0 





(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
DDT+E--------------------------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTIONSUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING 

TRUCUREU 1.6 1.7 3.4HERMiAL C 1ROL 4 02 #6 ,:0ELECTRICAL FOWER 2.0 .6 .
4 CMoIUNICATINS .8 .3 1.1 .:DATA HANDLIG 2.2 
 .3 2.5 92 

- STABILITY AhD CONTROL 4.0 1.1 5.Z .0
AUXILIARY'PROPULSION 1.0 .5 1.4 .2 

SPACECRAFT 12,1 4*6 l6e7 5













AVERAGE UNIT COST I1 SATELLITES) 









































4 * 4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DDTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .3 1.00 100166. 












1815 EAR H SENS2R 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 296104. 373362. 
2203 ONRD EL CTRNCS 1 7.1 62.0 1.00 1038161. 441025. 281680. 8: 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT 1YPE818 THRUSTER 
834 THRUSTER 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
IDENT TYPE 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 





'203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 


















UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE Nn EIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E COST' TaE* COST PRODS COST 'ENGa COST 













































































UNIT UNIT DOTE 










EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DDTE 
WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 38.8 1.00 
WIRING HARNqSS 29.0 1.00
TRERMAL CONTROL 36.1 1.00POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 33.6 1.00 
STRUCTURE 256*4 1.00
POWER CONTROL UNITS 52.1 1.00SATELLITE ADAPTER 33.8 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT '1495 

































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 656.8 














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 









- - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
K VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURAI UN - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE - 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0 





































('ILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-DDT+E-- ------------- ------------ RECURRING.-----------

DESIGN TEST AND TJTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
 
ENGINEERIIG EVALUATION D)T+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
9,2 6.9 1501 	 6.4 12.4 18.9
 
z.o 	 .4 Z.3 1.4 .8 2.2
 
4.3 1.3 5.6 	 3.8 5.9 9.7
 
2.0 .9 ?09 	 3.4 3.9 7*3
 
11.6 	 .8 12.4 12.2 4.7 16.9
 
6.8 3.6 13.5 15.1 6.8 21.9
 
1.7 	 .9 2.5 1.6 2.1 3.7
 
















3 SATELLITES) 	 80.5
 
TOTAL SATELLITE DDT+E AND
 








* * * 4 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 

209 VALVE DRIVER 2 1.8 35.2 1.00 740429 

1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 3 A.3 8.8 050 260582.1 

1318 REACTION WHEEL 2 19,5 10.5 .25 777231 

1461 SUN SENSOR ELECTR 1 6.0 4.6 .10 1004191 

1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 610 130477.* 





UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGIT POWER FACTOR D.. COST 

829 THRUSTER 6 .,6 0.0 610 11814. 

842 THRUSTER 2 1.0 0.0 .10 12974.1 

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0,E. COST 

109 GEN PURP PROCESR I 15.0 23.0 .Bd )42656,1

209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 13.5 14.0 .75 15902B9! 





UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Do:-. COST 

103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .5 o25 12410. 

203 ANTENNA 2 13.4 0.0 100 462041.! 

221, ANTENNA 2 5.8 0.0 1,00 288220.I 

326 TRANSMITTER 2 d°O 25.0 .25 100358. 
327 TRANSMIFTER 2 4.7 18.0 .25 682391 
401 KECEIVLR 2 3.9 6.3 .25 21487.: 
424 RECEIVER 2 5.0 3.0 .25 53458.s 
503 COMMAND SIG CUND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153.: 
509 COMMAND SIG CONO 1 13.7 15.0 1.00 81652. 












































































































































































IDENT TYPE266 BATTERY NO*4 
UNIT UNIT 
WEIGIT POnER50.0 0.1 
DDTE 
FACTJR Do.* CdST'











PROPULSION FeED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 































8558 63. 4 199 0 
192263o 156092o 










PROPELLANT WEIGHT 40O0. 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 2100o0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 4850.3 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 






















APOGEE x 19300. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS w o
BOL POrER a 2000, ARRAY AREA 
- 160.0 SO FT BATT CAP -120. AMP-HR
 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
NCI-1-2 INGJVT-1 
(flLLIONS'OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
------------- ODT+E ------
-----....... RECURRING ---- -------






































43.6 16.6 53.2 
110. 













TOTAL SATELLITE 175.8 312.0 
AVERAGE UNIT CJST 1 3 SATELLITES) 104 0 
T2JT rJa RR 'HW 47T+E.87*8 
NCI-1-2 INGOVT-1
 
* * * 4' ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATI)N AND CONTROL 
)ENT TYPE NO. 
?09 VALVE DRIVER 3 
112 RATE GYRU ASSY 3 
?06 EART. SENSOR 2 
318 REACTIJM WHEEL 4 
)01 CONTROL ELECT. 4 














































































)ATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE )ENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT P:1 ER FACTOR D.E, COST L09 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 20.0 .50 13487351
!09 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 18,5 14o0 .75 23783601 


















L03 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
!03 ANTENNA 
!21 ANTENNA 
126 TRANSMITTER145 TRANSMITTER 
tOl RECEIVER 
i24 RECEIVER 
i03 COMMAND SIG COND 
i09 COMiAAD SIG CO4D 
)12 DIPLEXEI ASSY 
UMIT UNIT DDTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.2. C)ST
2 2.0 .5 o25 12410.' 
2 10.4 3.0 1.00 462041.1 
2 5.8 0.0 1,00 28822091 
2 a.o0 25.0 .25 10035812 13.0 130.0 .25 1*2702.l 
2 3.9 6.3 °25 21487oi 
3 5.0 3.0 ,25 58864,
2 1.5 .9 1.O 2015311 13,7 15.0 1.00 81652.! 







































UlT J>41 DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NU. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. CosT T.E..COST PROD. COST ERG. COST
 
269 BAiTERY 4 50.0 0.0 'Io l00862. 62846. 22683?. 187884.
 




NAME WEIGHT FACTOR O.IE, COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
SOLAR ARRAY 110.) 1.00 ?IZ599. 177957, 364646. 190643.
 
WIRING HARNESS 100.0 1.00 407592. 239780. 274416. 95613.
 
THERMAL CONTROL 110.0 1.00 139OB6? 265441, 204847. 326270.
 
POWER CONVERTERS O.J 0.00 3 0. 0. - 0. 
PROPULSION FDLO SYS i00.- 1077BI.' 671860. 484064. 252835.
 
STRUCTURE 1240.0 1.00 5096392. 4629725. 2501735. 1195515.
 
POWER CUNTR3L UNITS 140.0 1.00 11911540 461713. 498986:
79.22t
 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 25.3 1000 885363, 451990. 488477, 0780l
 




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 2800.0
 

















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 










- - SHUNT 









APOGEE a 193 3. NUMBEL OF QUAL UNITS a 0 



















































































STABILITY AND COTROL 
_ AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
















AVERAGE' UNIT COST C 


























































































* * * 4 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 0 * * 
STABILIZATI3N AND CONTROL 
U31T JNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLEIDENT TYP E NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 
COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
209 VALVE DRIVER 3 1.8 3i.2 1.00 81585. 79920. 54810. 
 51745.
1112 RATE GY O ASSY 3 3.3 d.8 .50 ?60582' 37829. 156734o 165402.
1206 EARTH S2NSOR 2 5,5 .10
q:6 668561 33513. 291524. 226470.
1318 REACT10N WHEEL 4 19.5 10.5 
 025 93442l 87126. 166932. 136384.
1901 CONTROL ELECT. 4 13.3 26.5 2.00 3691372.' 3139018o 1002670: 2876020,
2115 STAR SENSOR ASSY 2 23.3 8.0 010 274142,. 56610o 352177. 714721.
 
AUXILIARY PiOPULSION




 NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST T*E, COST PROD. COST ENG, COST
829 THRUSTER 12 . 0.O .10 15068.! 62143*; 99239. 93676.842 THRUSTER 4 1o0 0.0 .10 14433, 31260. 52122. 52665.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNlr UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT PRWER FACTOR Des. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 20.0 .50 1048705,1 185454. 371938. 546820.209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY -4 18.5 14.0 .75 2521354*1 168931. 
 595533: 1275336#





UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 
COST T.E, COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 2 
 2.0 .5 .25 12410.1 6850, 41479. 12942.
203 ANTENNA 
 2 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041o' 268784. "134466. 213237s
221 ANTE TENA 2 5.8 3.0 1.00 ?88220, 182284. 88608. 133017o
326 TRANSMITTER 
 2 3.0 25.0 .25 1003581 34419, 201328. 104658o
345 TRANSMITTER 
 2 i.0 130.0 .25 142702.1 50553. 270002. 148817.
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 6.3 
 .25 21487. 10529, 45979, 22407,
424 RECEIVER 3 5.0 3.0 
 .25 588541 34046, 146524. 74726.
503 COMMAND SIG CONO 
 2 1,5 .9 1.03 20153, 30796. 35236o 9301.
509 COMMAND SIG CUND 
 I 10.? 15.0 1.00 81652.1 81652. 88233. 19154.612 DIPLEXER ASSY a 3.0 0.0 100 62386,. 25814. 32645, 28792, 
NCI-1-3 INGOVT-2 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
UMIT JNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST269 BATTERY 3 70.0 0.0 .10 120979.= 














PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTRJL UNITS




















































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 500.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 3200.0 
T 
~TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 6600.0 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGJRATION 












- - SHUNT 





- - CYLINDRICAL 
4MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
 
APOGEE 1 NUMBER OF
9323, 


















- STABILITY AND CONTROL 















































TEST AND TJTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND . TOTAL,.
EVALUATION D)T+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
7.9 	 21',1 9.3 14.5' 23.8
 
.4 2.9 1.8 .9 2.7
1.8 9.2 	 6.2 8.8 
 15.0
1.0 391 	 3.9 4.6 
 8&5
 
.9 19.3 24.9 7.5 32o4
4.7 12.4 Z13 8.6 29.91.1 ?09 	 2.0 2*7 4.7 
17.8 71.0 6994 47.6 117.1 
195.8 	 290.7,
 

















* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL VEHICLE VEHICLE
UMIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO. 	WE[GHuT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST' T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COST
 815.' 79920. 54810. 51745o
209 VALVE DRIVER 3 	 1.8 35o2 100 

GYRO ASSY 3 3.3 8.8 .50 260582.' 3 829. 56734e 65402.
 I12 RATE 	 91524o 126470*
6 EARTH SENSOR 2 9.8 6.5 .10 86866,1 513o 93442. 87126, 166932. 136384.
1318 REACTIO WHEEL 4 19.5 10.5 .25 

1i0o CUNTROL *t Cr. 4 10.3 26.5 2.00 3591372.t 3139015. 1002670. 2876020.
 
23U 8.0 .10 274142. 56610. 352177. 714721o




UNIT UNIT DOTE 

COST T,E. COST PROD. COST ENG, COST
IDENT TYPE NO. 	WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 

12 .6 0.0 .10 15068,1 621439 99239, 93676.
829 THRUSTER 

,0 0.0 .10 14433. 31260. 52122a 52665.
842 THRUSTER 4 

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
COST' T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG COST
IDENT TYPE NO. 	WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 

109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15,0 20.0 .50 1048735., 185454s 371938. 546520. 595533, 1517711.
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 	 18.5 14.0 s75 31196511 168931, 

430 COMMAND DIST UNIT 3 	 Z60 4.8 .75 6581753*.' 286813. 792222. 2827445. 
UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLECOMMUNICATIONS 

COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
IDENT TYPE NO* 	WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D,.. COST T.E. 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 .5 .25 124101 6850. 41479a IZ942.
 
203 ANTENNA 	 2 13.4 00 1.00 4 62041oI 268784a 134466o 213237. 
221 ANTENNA 2 5.O 0.0 1.00 288220.1 182284. 88608. 133017.
 
326 TRANSMITTER 2 6,0 25.0 ,25 1'00358' 34419. 201323. 104658.
 
141702.1 50553. 2700020 148817.345 TRANSMITTER 2 	 13.0 130.0 .25 
 10529. 45979. 22407.
401 RECEIVEl 2 	 3.9 6.3 .25 21487.1 

3 5.0 3.0 .25 58854, 34046o 146524. 74726.
424 RECEIVE& 

503 CUMMAN) SIG COND 2 1.5 09 1.OU 20153,1 30796, 35236. 9301.
 81652. 88233. 19154.
509 COMMAND SIG COND 1 	 10.7 15.0 100 81652,1 

612 DIPLEXER ASSY 2 	 3.0 0.0 1.00 62386.1 25814. 32645. 28792. 
NCI-1-4 INGOVT-3 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
IDENT TYPE269 BATTERY NO. 3 
UETT JNIT DDTE 







EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIM1ATING RELATILNSHIPS 
DTVEHICLENAME WEIGHT FACTOR 0.'E. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 275.) 100 1543433,
WIRING HARNESS 160.0 100 607183,THERMAL CONTROL 115.0 1.00 15025439POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 3.PROPULSION FEED SYS 1O0.) 1.00 1077815.SrRUCTURE 1300.0 1.02 b29059. 
POWER CUNTROL UNITS 155.0 1.00 Z035931'SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 40s) lOU 1218322.SATELLITE ADAPTER 145.J 1.00 263569s 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 500.3 
































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 7700.0 
I 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BOY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
VEHICLE SIZINGCONFIGURATLON - - CYLINDRICAL
 
K MISCELLANEOJS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS m 0
 













DESIGN TEST AND T)TA PRODUCTION
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERIMG EVALUATION 
 D)T+E ENGINEERING 

-STRUCTURE 
 6.4 5.1 11.e 4.5
THERMAL CONTROL 

.2.0 .3 2.3 1,4
ELECTRICAL PUER 3.1 1.2 4,3 3.0
COMUNICATINS 
 2.0 ,9 Z*9

- DATA HANDLING 3.4
9.8 1.0 12.8 13.1
* STABILITY AND CO4TROL 6.6 3.6 1).5 15.1
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.7 .9 2.5 
 1.6 

SPACECRAFT 31,B 130 4 ,B 42al







LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 







AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 3 SATELLITES) 







































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATI)N AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
209 VALVE DRIVER 2 
1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 3 
1318 REACTION WHEEL 2 
1461 SUN SENSOR ELECTR 1 
1815 FARTH SENSOR 2 
901 ONTROL ELECT. 
UI1T UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
1,8 35.2 1.00 74092.1 
3o3 8.8 050 2605821 
19.5 10,5 .25 777231 
600 4.6 .10 ['00419,1
15.4 15.6 10 130477,i




























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E.. C3ST' 
6 96 0.0 .10 118141 















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONI UNIT UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO'.WEIGHT POWER 
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 1 15.0 20.0 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 13.5 14.07430 COMMAND DIST UNIT 2. 26,0 4o8 
DDTE 


























503 COMMAND SIG COND 
509 COMMAND SIG COND 
612 DIPLEXER. ASSY 
UIT UNIT DDTENO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST2 2.0 .5 .25 12410. 
2 10.4 00 1.00 4620411 
2 5.8 0.0 1.00 ?88220:(2 8.0 25.0 *25 1003581 
2 4.7 18.0 .25 68239.,
2 3.9 6.3 .25 2148712 3.0 3.0 .25 534581 




































ELECTRICAL POWER UllT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
266 BATTERY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Do-- COST 













PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 40.D 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 7O.O 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 3000, 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 4 
SUBSYSTE'M CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMEflTUM WIEEL 
AUXILIARY POPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LIlK-COM1ON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
EL CTRICA P WARELNF RAA'r io - - SHUNT .. -' BODY MOU14TED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOJS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a L9323. NUMBER OF QUAL uNiiu - U 













4 	 STABILITY AND CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
-
































DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 




























































































NCZ-1-2 VOTE II 
* * * * ASSENBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE -
209 VALVE DRIVER 
1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 
1206 EARTH SENSOR 
1318 REACTION WHEEL 
1901 CONTROL ELECT. . 








WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Do.- COST' 
1.8 35.2 1.00 815851 
3.3 8.8 .50 260582*1 
9.8 6.5 .10 1'04434.1 
19.5 10.5 .25 93442.1 
10.3 26.5 2O0 4D01861,..




























UNIT UNIT DDTE 
NOl WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D,.E COST" 
18 .6 0.0 .10 18323* 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
T UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D., COST 
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0' 20.0 .50 1487051 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 18,5 14.0 .50 2)009971
























503 COMMAND SIG COND 
509 COMMAND SIG COND 
612 DIPLEXER ASSY 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
No. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.. COST'2 2.0 .5 025 12410.1 
2 10.4 0.0 1.00 4620414 
2 5.8 0.0 . 1.00 288220.12 8.0 2..25 100358.12 13.0 130.0 ,25 '42702.i 
2 3.9 6.3 ,25 21487,.
3 5.0 3.0 o25 58854,1.2 1.5 19 1.00 201531 
1 10.7 15.0 1.00 81652.i 



































NCZ-1-2 VOTE II 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
U-IT UNIT DOTEIDET TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. CoST276 BATTERY 3 i2D.O 0.0 .10 3744451 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DDTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR O.,E. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 1375.0 1.00 4703255oWIRING HARNESS 220.0 1.O0 
-7954Z7oTHERMAL CONTROL 175.3 1.00 1,979709..POWER CONVERTERS 0.0. 0.00 3.PRUPULSION FEED SYS 125.3 1.00 12091'43.STRUCTURE 1900.0 1.00 8647185,POWft CU4NTROL UNITS 245.0 
.00 3915311.SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 125.0 1.O0 ?637974.SATELLITE ADAPTER 200.0 1.00 346555. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 500.0 





































-' TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT12100,o 




STABILIZAfT N AND CONTROL
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 









BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -
VEHICLE SIZING
 




APOGEE a £9323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITjS =0
 




SPACECRAFT COST MO)EL 
NC3-1-1 PRSNL C04 
(AILLIOiS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
.. DDT+E------------------------
SUBSYSTEM COST DESIGN TEST AND T)TAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING EVALUATION .D)T+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE 16.7 12.6 
 29.3 16.0
THER2AL CONTROL 2.5 *6 3.1 2.4
ELECTRICAL POWER 
 9.5 2.2 11.7 10.4
COMMUNICATIONS 2°1 1,0 3,1 5.0
DATA HANDLING 
 1U 17 15,7 40.-3
STABILITY AND C.OMTROL 7.7 4,8 
 1?.4 Z7.3 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.7 .9 2.5 
 2.2 












LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 






AVERAGE UNIT COST C 4 SATELLITCSI 





















































NC3-1-1 PRSNL CO' 
* * * 4' ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4. * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER 
209 VALVE DRIVER 3 1.B 35.2 
1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 3 3.3 8.8 
1206 EARTH SENSOR 4 t08 6.5 
1318 REACTIOM WHEEL 4 19o5 10.5 
1901 CONTROL ELECT. 4 - 10.3 26.5 
2115 STAR SENSOR ASSY Z 23.0 8.0 
DDTE 





































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.e COST' 
.6 0.0 .10 11814, 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST' 
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 20.0 .50 13487D51 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 18.5 14.0 .50 27173811 
























503 COMMAND SIG COND 
509 COMMAND SIG COND 
612 DIPLEXER ASSY 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NOWEIHT POWER FCOR D.. cor 
N2 o .5 625 12410.1 
2 10.4 0.0 1.00 46Z041I 
.2 5.8 0.0 1.00 288220.1 
2 8.0 25.O ,25 100358.1 
13.0 130.0 .25 1427021 
3.9 6.3 .25 214871 
.3. 5.0 3.0 . .25 5886461 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153.1 
1 10.7 15.0 1.00 8165291 


































NC3-1-1 PRSNL CIP 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
TYPE UENTNI  UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 










































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT* 400.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 6100.0 
T 
( ) TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHTI1000.0 








CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTKUMENTATION
 












CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 
MISCELLANEOJS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 19323o NUMBER OF QUAL JNITS w 0 






(MILLIO4S OF 19?7 DOLLARS)
 
---- DDT+E-.------------.------------
DESIGN TEST AND TDTAL PRODUCTION 

SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION D)T+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE 19.3 14.3 33.6 i3.6

THERMAL CONTROL 3.1 *6 3.7 Z2

ELECTRICAL POWER 11.9 2.8 14.7 10.0 

COMMUNICATIONS . 2.3 1.0 3.1 3.9 
DATA HANDLING 18.2 ,7 19.9 35.6 

- STABILITY AND CONTROL 8*3 5,8 1 .1 28.4AUXILIARY PROPULSION 2,l 1.3 3.4 2.5 
)J SPACECRAFT 65.0 26.5 91.05 96.2 









CONTRACTOR FEE %,7 

'TOTAL SATELLITE 410.1 































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL. UT NIT DOTEU T NIDTEVEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
209 VALVE DRIVER 
1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 
1206 EARTh SENSOR 
1318 REACTIOI WHEEL 
1901 CONTROL ELECT. 




















































POWER FACTOR D.C. COST, 
0.0 ol 18323.1 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UAIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E'. COST
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 20,0 .50 l0487051 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 13.5 14.0 .50 31599D1.I 















COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT ODTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
DENT TYPE 







503 COMAND SIG COND 
509 COMMAND SIG COND 
612 DIPLEXER ASSY 
NO., WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. C3ST 
2 2.0 .5 025 124101 
2 10.4 0.0 1.01 r62041.f 
2 5.8 0.0 1.00 . 28822D 
2 3.0 25.0 .25 100358.1 
2 ,13.0 130.0 .25 142702.1 
2 3.9 6.3 o25 214871 
3.- 5.0 3.0 025 5886 .I 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153.1 
1 1).7 15.0 1.00 81652,1






































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.:. c3Sr' 










EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DDTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR
SOLAR ARRAY 820.0 1.00 
WIRING HARNESS 240.0 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL .225o 1.O 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0,00
PROPULSION FEED SYS 125.0 1.00 
STRUCTURh 2600.0 100 
POWER CENTRJL UNITS Z00.o ,50
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 850 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER *290 0 100 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 500.0 










































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHTI3200,O 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PRJCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMON ANTENNAS PLUS OONLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 








-- APOGEE - 19323. NUMBER OF DUAL JNIT$ - 0
 
















- DATA HANDLING 
























(MILLIONS OF 1917 DOLLARS)
 
. ODT+E------------------------- ECURRING-----------
DESIGN TEST AND T3TAL .PRODUCTION FAB AND .TOTAL
ENGINEERING EVALUATION D)T+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
25,0 16.9 41.9 10.0 23.8 33.8
3.1 .6 3.7 1.2 1.0 2.2
 
18.6 5.2 23.8 9.0 24.1 33.1

.2.1 1.0 3.1 2.7 3.2 5.9
16,7 .6 17.3 27.8 5.1 32.8
 
8.3 5.8 14.1 20.8 8.1 28.9
 
2.1 1.3 3.4 1.6 2o3 3.9
 















2 SATELLXVMS) 2 ,
 






* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.. C3ST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
209 VALVE DRIVER 3. 1.8 35.2 l.O0 81585.1 79920o 58295. 56479.
 
1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 3 3.3 8.8 .50 ,60582.i 37829. 155531. 1717741
 
1206 EARTI SENSOR 4 9.d 6.5 .10 104434.1 61112. 530763. 395751.
 
1318 REACTIOM WHEEL 4 19.5 13.5 .25 93442.( 87126. 168847. 141639.
 
1901 CONTROL ELECT. 5 10.3. 26.5 2.OO 43018511 3847828 1288557. 4111754.
 




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. CIST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
529 THRUSTER 18 .6 0.o .10 183231 91143. 141567. 144007.
 
842 THRUSTEI 6. 1.0 0.0 .10 15893.1 44132o 74353, 73313.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UiIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
x< IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D,. cosr: T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
- 109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 20.0 .50 1348705.1 185454. 376203. 567887. 
- 209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 18.5 14.0 .40 2?05494.l 90096. 602362. 2752570. 
430 COMMAND DIST UNIT .3 26.0 4.8 .40O. 53836711 - 152967. 801308. 4848099o 
~COMMUNICAT13NS
CAT . UIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE N H P,, CJST ENG. COST 
103 BA SEdNO ASSY UNIT GHOW5 120,I 41054 13441.F25 D6S' 

203 ANTENNA 2 12.4 0.0 1.00 62041*1 268784. 143014. 221512o
 
221 ANTENNA 2. 5.8, 0.0 1.00 ?8822061 182284. 94241. 138178a.
 
326 TRANSMITTER 2 8.0 25.0 .25 1'003581 34419. 203637. 108691.
 
345 TRANSMITTER 2 13.0 130.0 .25 1427021 50553. 213099. 154550.
 
401 RECEIVER 2! 3.9 6.3 .25 21487,1 10529. 46506. 23271.
 
424 RECEIVER 3. 5.0 3.0 .25 58864.1 34046o 148204. 77605.
 
503- COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 201531 30796. 37476. 9662.
 
509 COMMAND SIG COD 1 10.7 15.0 1.00 81652*1 81652. 93842. 16313.
 






U4IT UNIT DOTE 
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. C3OS' 















PROPULSION FdEV SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTR3L UNITS 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 
SATELLITE ADAPT R 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
































































K TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGt-T16500.D 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE w 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0





(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
- DDT+E-----------------

OESIGN TEST AND TITAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEER14G EVALUATION D)T+E 

STRUCTURE 16.5 9.9 2594 
THERMAL CONTROL 2.9 04 3.4 
ELECTRICAL POWER 11.4 2.6 13.9 
- COMMUNICATIONS 2.1 1.0 3.1 
< DATA HANDLING 17.8 .8 19.6 
STABILITY AND C04TROL 6.3 5.8 14.1 
- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 2.1 1.3 3.4 
4) SPACECRAFT 61.1 21.8 ,8!.9 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 241.'B 
SATELLITE 32.7 
QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 3.0 
GSE (AGE) 4,1

LAUNCH SITE SUPPJRT 

CONTRACTOR FEE 5.1 

TOTAL SATELLITE 335.0 



























































* * * 4'ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 0 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
209 VALVE DRIVER 3 
1112 RATE GYRO ASSY 3 
1206 EARTH SENSOR 4 
1318 REACTIOM WHEEL 4 
1901 CONTROL ELECT. 5 
2115 STAR SE4SUR ASSY 4 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.2. CJST 
1.8 3i,2 1.00 81535! 
3o3 3.6 .50 2605821 
9.8 6.5 .10 104434o' 
19.5 10.5 .25 934421 
1.3 26.5 2.00 4)01851!




























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST' 
18 .6 0.0 .10 18323o, 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
U4IT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTUR D.E. C3S 
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 23.0 .50 1048705.1 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 13.5 14.0 .60 3043318,1 





















345 TRANSMI TER 
401 RECEIVER 
424 RECEIVER 
503 COMAANU SIG COND 
509 CHMMAND SIG COND 
612 DIPLEXER ASSY 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
NO# WEIGHT POwER FACTOR D.E CJST rE. COST 
2 2.0 o5 o25 12410.i 6850.
2 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041,1 268784. 
2. 5.8 00 1.00 288220. 1.... 182284. 
2 BO 25.0 .25 1003581 34419,
2 13.0 130,0 025 1.42702. 50553. 
2 3.9 6.3 .25 21487,1 10529o 
3.- - 5.0 3.0 .25 56854i. 34046,
2 1.5 .9 1000 201531 30796o 
,1 10.? 15.0 1.00 81652.I 81652. 





























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT PJWER FACTOR 0.E. CaSt T.E. COST PROD, COST ENG, COST
272 BATTERY 3 82.0 0.0 610 140360a, 71662. 258657. 261459.
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
NAME WEIGHT DO VEHIEL 18H
 
NAR YFACTOR
SOLAR ARR1AY 690.0 1.00 D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. OST Em 'hgT
0931001 
 974450, ZIO6ZZa8 687603.
WIRING HARNESS 190.0 
 100 70244De 413233. 473028. 164719.
THERMAL CONTROL 145.0 1.00 1719427. 320119. 24077. 403344.
 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.3 100 ., 0o 0. 40
 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 12523 1.00 t'209143.: 796920. 574169. 283641
 
STRUCTURE 
 1500.0 LO0 7508511, 5749751. 3106954. 1761351o
POWER CONTROL UNITS 180.0 2
?903523. 401128, 578013. 681134.
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 75.3 i 0 185575. 1149957, 1242189. 437672,
SATELLITE A2APTER 




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 5400,0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 9900.0
 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








- SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRkYCONFIGURATiON -
VEHICLE SIZING
 




APOGEE a £9323. NUMBER a[ QUAL UNITS 










DESIGN TEST AND TTAL -PRODUCTION
SJBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERL4G EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE 
 15.0 9.4 2 .5 17.'6"
THERMAL CONTROL 2.8 .4 3.Z 3.3
ELECTRICAL POWER 
 9.5 2.Z 11.7 12.8
COMMUNICATIONS 2.1 1.0 3.1 6.O
DATA HANDLING 16.2 .8 
 I7. 4108
STABILITY AND CONTROL 8.3 5.8 1@.1 
 41.0 

- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 2.1 1.3 3.4 4.1 
c) SPACECRAFT 
 56.0 20&9 77,. 126.7 










LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 

CONTRACTOR FEE 
 5 7 

TOTAL SATELLITE 
 293 4 

AVERAGE UNIT CUST ( 5 SATELLIWs) 










































NCS-1-1 IV BCSI-L 
* # * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS @ * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
209 VALVE DRIVER 
1112 RATE GY4O ASSY 
1206 EARTH SENSOR 
1318 REACTIO4 WHEEL 
1901 CONTROL ELECT. 
2115 STAR SENSOR ASSY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE COST' 
3. 1.8 35.2 1.O 8158501 
3 3.3 8.8 .50 260520.1 
4 9.8 5.5 .13 104434. 
4 14.5 13.5 .2i 93442.1 
5 10.3 26.5 2.00 401861.1 





























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E,. COST 
.6 0.0 .10 18323,1 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
. UNIT UNIT DOTE 
[DENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoEe COST 
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 15.0 2000 .50 1048705.1 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 18.5 14.0 .60 27133831 























444 RE PIVER 
503 CU ANO SIG COND 
509 COMMAND SIG COND 












UNIT UNIT DOTE 
dEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
.0 .5 .25 12410? 
13.4 0.0 1.00 4620411 
5.8 0.0 100 ?.88220i. 
8.0 25.0 .25 100358.1 
13.0 130.0 .25 142702.; 
3.9 6.3 .25 21487.1 
5.0 3.0 .25 53864.1 
1.5 .9 1.00 20153.1 
13.7 15.0 100 81652.1 










































U'IT JNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 















PROPULSION FEEO SYS 
STRUCIURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 






























































- MISSION EQJIP WEIGHT 
T 
4600.0 
~TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 8800.0 










CUNFIGJRATLON - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE aL9323o NUMBER OF QUAL JNITS a 0
 
































AVERAGE 'UNIT COST ( 













DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION 

ENGINEERING EVALUATION D)T+E ENGINEERING 

19.4 11.9 31.3 18.6 

3.5 .5 .0 3.3 

14.6 3.4 17.9 16.8 






8.3 5.8 1I41 35.0 

2.l 1.3 3*4 3.3 




















































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E., CJST' 
209 VALVE DRIVER 3 1.d 35.2 1.00 81585,1
1112 RATE GYptO ASSY 3 3.3 8.8 .50 ?60582I 
1206 EARTH SENSOR 4 9.8 6.5 .10 104434.1 
1318 REACTIO4 WHEEL 4 19.5 10.5 .25 934421 
190± CONTROL ELECT 5 10.3 26.5 2.00 43018511 




























UNJI UNII DDTE 
NO. WEIGHT PJWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
18 .6 0.0 .10 18323. 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO.. WEIGHT PJWER FACTUR D.!-. COST 
109 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 U .0 .20.0 .50 1348705.1 
209 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 13.5 14*0 .50 2;80749.l















COMMUNICATI)NS: UIT JNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 







503 COMMAND SIG CONO 
509 COMMAND SIG COND 
612 DIPLEXER ASSY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE, COST2 2,0 .5 .25 12410,1 
2 10,4 3.0 1.00 462041.i 
2 5.8 o.O 1.00 !88220I 
2 6.0 25.0 .25 100358,12 13.0 130.0 .25 1427021 
2 3.9 6.3 .25 21487I 
3 5.0 3.0 .25 58864* 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153.1 
1 10.7 15.0 1.00 816521 
2 A.0 0.0 1.00 62386,1 
































NC5-1-2 TV BCST-! 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
IDENT TYPE275 BATTERY NO*4 




















































POWER CUNTROL UNITS 


























PROPELLANT WEIGHT 500.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 6500,0 





































(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
------- - DDT+E------------------------- RECURRING-----------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND - TOTAL 
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
18.2 3.8 22.0 12.8 7.0 19.8
 
1.6 24 1o1 2.0 .9 

7.6 2.7 1005 6.0 1008 IN
 
1.5 .6 2.1 1.8 1.6 3.4
 
15.(G .9 16 23o28 2.8 26o5
 
4 1.6 5*8 494 3.4 7.8
 
2A 1.3 396 2.3 3o2 5.5
 





















* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL UNIT UNIT DDTE 















AUXILIARY PROPULSION i*DENT TYP 
629 TUE 
9 THRUSTER834 THRUSTER 
NITVEHICLEUNITVUITIDOT 








DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 

















10 OENT TYPE103 BASEBND ASSY UNITN   
203 ANTENNA 
IR1iU1l401 RECEIVER50 COMMAND SIG COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
NO. W 1T PHURi F0 0BR o.'u. COST T.E. COST1 2.0 o 5 100 4 .7.61 . 1 0 446Z22 1611T, 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041. 268784. 
i 13:? 1:88 BOMB8: 491 3e9 6*.?: 0 47:15 9 1 1886 24775. 












UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Deo COST T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COST
 
260 BATTERY 2 47.5 0.0 ,10 61962. 36770o 132,719. 1154Z1. 






























FROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 
































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 290.1 





## SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ' 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE NOUNTEO SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE = 250. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0
 





























AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 





(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
------------- OTE -.--.---------------------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTALENGINEERING EVALUATION DOTfE 
18.2 3.8 	 22.0 

1.6 	 .4 2°0 

7.8 2e7 10.5 
1.5 	 .6 2.115.0 .9 	 16.0 
4.2 1.6 5.8
23 1.3 3.6 













































































+ * 4P ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE12E TPE NO. 
1322 REACTION WHEEL 11601 VALVE [RIVER ASSY 2 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTEHEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
31.0 10.0 1.00 98701.1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
15.4 t5.6 1.00 1172826. 






















NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
12 .6 0.0 4±0 15068. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 






















503 COMMAND -SIG COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. HEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST,1 2.0 .5 1.00 4622. 
2 ±0.4 0.0 1.00 462041. 
2" 2.1 to.9 1o00 101507# 
2 2.2 15.8 1.00 105063. 
1 3.9 6.3 100 77256 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 




















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E. COST 















PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 29001 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 9300.0 
I 
." TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT±1889.a0 
a 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOFRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















- APOGEE =i00000, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS,= 0 



























.... AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 2 








(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
E ------------
---- DT-------- ------------RECURRING-----------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAD AND. TOTAL
 
ENGINEERING EVALIATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
3.8 1,2 5,0 1.5 1.4 3.0
 
1.O i.4 2.4 .4 ".3 o7
 
2o8 1.4 4.2 1.3 3.0 4.4

.7 .7 1.4 .3 .6 .9
 
6.0 .3 6.2 2.4. .6 3.0
2.7 .8 3.4 1.2 to1 2.3
1.5 o7 2.2 .8 143 2.1 


























IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTO O.E. COST T.E. COST PROOb COST 
 ENG. COST
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165f34. 15851* 231±6. 33132.
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116±50,. 14519. 16686. 23206.
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984. 
 15309. 15435.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 107±594. 447818. 
 261167. 214097.




UNIT UNIT COTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO* HEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
834 THRUSTER - 8 .7 *1 .10 13754. 45762e 76302. 72945.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
 T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 823441. 139061. 159823. 1645i8.
403 COMID CECOOi-ISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 2696267 47819. 54958. 538695.
 
COMMUNICATION'S 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE- VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO; WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COSt t.E. dOST PROD. COST ENG. COST
206 ANTENNA I 1.5 0.0 1.00 130270. 174226. 33296. 26027.227 ANTENNA 1 .8 0.0 1.00 74525. 110290e 20284. 14890.398 TRANSMITTER 1' 2.1 i6.0 1.00 136863. 168631. 69808. 27344.
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 
 t O0 77256. 24775s 35975. 15435*
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .9 





UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COS1 ToE. COST PROD COST ENG, COST 
227 BATTERY 2 30,4 0.0 .10 32587. 26634. 97235. 63042.
 




NAME WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
SOLAR ARRAY 32.1 1.00 432598, 56886. 130774. 86430. 
WIRING HARKESS 65.8 1.00 285813s 16813g, 204704. 57103s 
THERMAL CONTROL 25.4 1.00 603593# 982610. 924?9. 120594* 
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016. 367568. 211246. 117881* 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 64.9 1.00 853333s 482665. 369859e 170490. 
STRUCTURE 162.3 1.00 2096761i 822087 472465, 418918. 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 97.2 1.00 320459a 372969. 428701. 64025. 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 55.4 1.00 116380.... 49488. 37266. 23252. 
PROPELLANI WEIGHT 68.0 
.. MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 75060 
I 
.--.. ,.TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1454.9
 
7c 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *t










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENIATION
 













c.,. CONFIGURATION -- CYLINDRICAL 



































AVERAGE UN4IT COJST 2 













'DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 

ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

3.8 1.9 5.7 
.9 s2 1.0 
'3.4 1.3 4.7 
.7 .2 .9 
5.8 .3 6.1 
3eO .8 3.8 
.1.5 .7 2.2 
























































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS $ 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLSTIZI NO UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO.' WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DeE. COST203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 '1.6 5*9 1.00 165834*303 SUh SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 

























NO. WEIGHT POWER 
1:. .7 
DOTE 












PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
TYPE NO.', RUiT P8114 FRIER DE. COSTI8jlIAL E 







206 ANIENNA22'Z7 ANTENNA 
342 TRANSMITTER401 RECEIVER 
.503,COPMAND SIG COND 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO"WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DhEa COST' 
1 1:5 090 1,00 868466,1 .8 , * 496849: 
1 3.0 70.0 1.00 177223,.1 3.9 6. 1.00 77256* 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE' 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.2. COST 









OUIPNENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
NAME WEIGHT 
ODTE 









PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 

















































PROPELLANT WEIGHT i72.8 
"nhISSIN EQUIP WEIGHT, *150 0 
4wOTA ,SATE Ll E.WEZGHT 2 
NL1-1-6 SOIT LNDR
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
NAME. 






















































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 164.Z 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 1000.0 
'4 
I 










./. DATA HANDLING 
STABILITY AND CONTROL 












AVERAGE UNIT 	 COST £ 3 
TOTAL SATELLITE DOT E ANDRECURRING COST 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL
 
NPI-i-5 GW CTCTR 




DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 

ENGINEERIkG EVALUATION DOT+E 





1.8 	 ,5 2.3 
,o3 1. 
-3.2 	 .3 3o4 

4.0 	 1.1 5.1 
.9 .5 1*4 




























































NPI-1-5 G DTCTR 
* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS ' * 
STABILIZATON AND CONIROL
 
T UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE.IDET TYPE 
 No HEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PROD. COS1 ENG. COST1303 REACTICN WHEEL t. 541 .3 t.00 100166,
1601 VALVE 40360. 21878.
CRIVER ASSY 23497.
I -- 1.6 1.0 1.00 55145. 30236. • 18136. 12936.
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 
 1.00 1±72826. 296±04. 315942o 
 275122.




UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. HEIGHT POWER FACTOP OhE. COST 
 T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST

. 818 THRUSTER 12. -- .4 0.0 *10 11717. 47802. 759949 
 72844.-.
834 THRUSTIR 2 .7 
 *1 .10 10283. 147624 23283. 26809.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUIOENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

.0ENT TYPE 
 NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. COST t.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COSt203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2+ 8.9 3.0 1.00
403 COU 445897o 139061*




UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE -VEHICLE.ZOENT TYPE NO* 'WEIGHT POWER FACTOF DoE. COST TE. COST PROD. COSt ENG. COST103 BASEAND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 
 :5 t00 44622. 16117. 30515: t046?*
237 ANTENNA 
 2 *8 0.0 1.00 55273. 46873. 13732 . 509
306 1.
12 TRANSMITTER  2.12 15.809 91242. . 28105. .43757..
1.00 4439 9 71 45052. -21404­22154.
 
481 RECEIVE 
 1 3*9 6o3 1:00 M7560 24775: 33825, 18J23:
SOMMANRSIG COND 2 
 t 5 ,9 I a0 53, 30796 352,36_ 9o3l
603 DIFLEXER 1 .3.1 .. 0 l 97409s, 15451.. '18568.- -13467 
/7 




UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOF B*E. COST 









EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOF 
SOLAR ARFAY 32.4 i.00 
WIRING HARNESS 24,2 1.00
THERMAL CONTROL 21.6 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS .o 0.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 32.0 1.00 
STRUCTURE 67.4 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 47.8 1.00 
-SOLAR IRRAI DRIVE -54, 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 23.6 1000 









































MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 250.0 
"TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT "t357 
/ >X"
 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOP'ROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 












CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
 
APOGEE a 280.1 NUMBER OFOUAL'UNITS 0










DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION ODTtE 

STRUCTURE 3.? 109 5.6
THERMAL CONTROL .4 2 *6
ELECTRICAL POEWR 3.3 1.2 4.5

'. COMMUNICATIONS 
 a6 .2 .8
DATA HANDLING 5.9 :3 6.1
STABIITY AND CONTROL 
 3.0 .8 .3.8 





















AVERAGE UNIT COST f d ZAItLLLI 




































NPl-1-6 GP BIC 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS t * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CDONTROL. 
IDENT TYPE 40203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1303 SUN SENSOR 1403 NUTATION DAMPER 1603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1. 
606 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 1 
UWEIT PUNRAT OR 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST1.6 5.9 1.00 1658349.
*3 .0 1.00 116150o 
2.8 0.0 100 77256.7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 



























DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE 40 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR'DsE COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 805967.403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 














BA E8ND ASSY UNIT227 ANT HNA 
306 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 
503 COMMAND SIG COND603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE,
40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST1 2.0 0:5 1.00 44622.1 .8 0.0 1.00 49684. 
1 2.1 10.9 1.00 91242. 
1 3.9- 6.3 100 77256.1 1.5 .9 1.00 181L5.



















NPl-1-6 GP BfC 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
TYPEIDENTBATY204 BATTERY UNIT 
UNIT DOTEWEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE, COVT86 0*0 ,0 11097 TsE ST105413o 
VEHITLEPEHIOLE 
PRVD OST39 D0, EVG CLST21466, 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
'DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SOLAR ARRAY 55.8 1.00
WIRING HARNESS 62.0 1000 
THERMAL CONTROL 32,8 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 56.2 1,00
STRUCTURE 275.3 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 43.7 1.00 







































PROPELLANT WEIGHT '48.6 
I 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 830.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 15 0O 
/ //?
 












CONFIGURATION - - MONODROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 

















APOGEE a 280. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0





































NPl-1-7 ADV REL X
 




OESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND - TOTAL 
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDI+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
3.7 1,9 596 	 1.5 2.2 3.7
 
o4 .2 s6 	 .2 .3 .5
 
2.4 	 .8 3*3 1.0 1.6 2.7
 
.6 .2 ,8 .2 .5 .7
 
5.9 .3 6.1 	 2v3 a6 3.0
 
3.0 	 .8 3.8 1.2 1.2 2.4
 
1.3 .7 2.0 	 .8 1.2 1.9
 














61.0 	 50.3 
2 SATELLITES) 	 25o2
 
TOTAL SATELLITE DDT+E AND
 
RECUPRING COST 	 IIc4
 
NPl-l-7 ADV REL X
 
rk * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STAILIZATION AND CONTROL
IDNYE .UNIT UN'IT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NC* EIGHT POWdF FACT OR D.E. COST i.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 VALVE DRIVIFR ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851. 
 23116. 33132.
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 16686. 23206.403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984. 15309. 
 15435.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 10O0 1071594. 447616. 261167. 214097.




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE- VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE ND. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG, COST
834 THRUSTER b .7 ,1 .10 13754. 45762. 76302. 72945.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE' 
" IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E* COST T.E. COST PROD, CoST ENGi COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 805967. 139061. 159823. 1610 2.403 COMO DECOD+DISTR 1 23 7o5 1.00 2644751.: 47819. 54958. 528403.
 
CEMMUNICATIONSH UNIT UNIT ODTE - VEHICLE VEHICLEIDE'T TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE; COST T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COST,
103 BASERND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117. 
 32454. 8915.
227 ANT ENNA 1' .8 0.0 1.00 49684. 27572. 8114. 9926.
306 TRANSMITTER 1 2.1 10.9 1.00 91242. 28105. 46538. 18230.
401 RECEIVER 1' 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24775. 35975o 15435.5033 COMMAND SIG COND 1 1.5 .9 1.00 18115.181451 20820. 3619.
63DIPLEXF.R I 3.1 1.0 1.00 57409. 15l 19748. 11470. 
/AV
 
NP1-1-7 ADV REL X
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT ODTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDFNT TYPE 40 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
204 BATTERY 2 8.6 0.0 .10 11097. 10743o 39220. 21468,
 




NAME 'WEIGHT FACTOR D.E, COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
SOLAR ARRAY 55,B 1.00 129152. 40227. 92477. 25804e
 
WIRING HARNESS 62.0 1.00 271753. 159868. 194634o -54294.
 
THERMAL CONTROL 32.8 1.00 248365. 116860o 107341, 49622o
 
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016. 367568. 211246. 117881.
 
PRCPULSIJN FEFD SYS 56.2 100 777696. 432342. 331297. 155378a
 
STRUCTURE 275.3 1.00 2068866. 1288197. 740345. 413345.
 
PO%"ER CONTROL UNITS 43,7 1.00 426801. 32044. 36832. 85272.
 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 65o7 1.00 134533, 52435. 41175. 26879a 
4PROPELLANT WEIGHT 48.6 
S MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 830.0 
T 
. TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1554.0 
'4. 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 












CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
- MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION " yAPOGEE a 0. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0

BOL POWER 163. ARRAY AREA 






[MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
------- ODT+E----------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DOT+E 
STRUCTURE 2.0 .6 296 










__STABILITY AD CONTROL 8 1:2AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.3' .7 2.0 

" SPACECRAFT 11.2 3.1 14.3 








LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 

C,ONTRACTOR FEE 1.1 

TOTAL SATELLITE 18.9 

AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 2 SATELLITES) 

























































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Ei COST 









DATA PROCESSING. AND INSTRUMENTATION 











.181 BASEBND'ASSY UNITANTENNA 
309 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECI VER 
583 COPMAND SIG COND6U3 DIPLEXER 
NJNIT DOTE 
NOk"OEIGHT POWER FACTOR DiE. COS! 
.
'}L:4 : :88- 4MR 
1 1.8 8.8 816 















 EAUNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

IDENT TYPE NOL'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E*,COST TE CJST PRODCOST ENG JOST

.202 BAITERY 1. 19.0 00 .10 7 11541. .4O1 jT E4sS5
3




















IiNG Hf- H A LfM039 1:03J8155 75509:1280o 91930278471o 44733o 
POWER CONVER1.RS 
PROPULSION F E SYS 
STRUCTLRE 
































. 'PROPELLANT WEIGHT 48.6 
MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT '200.0 
IT 
ii TOTAL SATELL'ITE'WEIGHT 590.1 
4* ATcLLIfE'l SYSTEMS COST MODL.* 




CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION AETH PITCH MOMENTUM WIF.EL
 
AuXILIARf PUPULSI JN 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTArION
 










- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION 
- PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
< VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE a 310. NUM8ER OF QUAL UNITS x 0











DESIGN TEST AND TITAL PRODUCTION 

SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERIIG EVALUATION DIT+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE S.5 1.3 S:. 8.7 

HERMAL CONTROL .6 .1 .7 9 

ELECTRICAL POWER Z.7 *8 3,5 4.8 

.. COMMUNICATIONS 1.5 *6 2.1 3.5 

DATA HANDLING 8.2 .3 8.4 15.0 

- STABILITY AND CO4TROL 4.3 1.6 5.9 8.9 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.4 .5 2.1 3.5 

' SPACECRAFT .4.2 5.4 29.6 45.3 













rOTAL SATELLITE 3B.8 



































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 0 * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UlIT UNIT DOTE VE1ICLE VEHIfl
 
IDENT TYPE I NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COST 
1309 REACTION WHEEL 1 0.5 [.1 1.00 148118.1 595400 29611o 332139
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1:0 61349:; 5142, 80 22755.
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 188 1172825r a9510". 277763. 26Z988.
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 71 62.0 1.00 1154954,1 749743. 377202. 428395.
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Dol. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. CO0T
 82949.
829 THRJSTER 12 .6 0.0 .10 15058.#t2 43. 95624: 
834 THRUSTER 4 .7 .1 .10 11440o 25095. 4038Z. 36963. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST "T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
Z3 DIGITAL TELEMETY Z... 8.9 3.0 100 IZ44717.1 139061*-, . 23780 1.. 461689. 
COO *~~~~~,, 7 05 5*e.jJZo3 ,,1.0O"',3?8.f439,,3, 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT' DOTE VEHICLE" VEHICLE 
- IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E., COST T.E. COST PROD, COST PNG. COST )SS 103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 Z.O .5 1.00 44622.! 16117o. 26827. 10006.
 
203 ANTENNA 2 0.4 0.0 100, 462041.1 268784. 18812: 171380
 
306 TRANSMITTER z 2.1 10.9 1:00 101537. 47779o 69245. 3651.
 
112 TRANSMITTER 2 Z.2 15.8 1.00 1050531' 49590. 7IZ959 38970.
 
tOl RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 10O0 772561 241?5. Z9738. 173z3.
 
i03 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .9,. 1.00 20153.L 30796. 30978. 7475o 








UNIT JNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo C3ST 









EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SOLAR ARRAY 53o4 1.00 
WIRING HARNESS 77.3 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL 29.0 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 
PROPULSIUN FcrED SYS 62.1 1000 
STRUCTURE 124.9 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 54.? 1.00 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 8.9 1.88 











































* PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
MIISSION EQUIP WEIGHT' 
85.9 
1250.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1971,0. 




 CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CCNTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSICN
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTFU'ENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)
 
COMMUNICATIONS








CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDFICAL 
- . tISCELLANECU INFORMATIO 
- APOGEE = 1900o NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 











DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 
 PRODUCTION
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DOTlE ENGINEERING 
S TRUO TUPE 3,3 11,1 4,4 0 .00,8THERMAL CONTROL 5 1i 4.7 0.0 






DATA HANDLING 5.1 .3 5.4 
 0.0
STABILITY AND CONTROL 
 2.7 .7 3.4 
 0.0
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1,5 .7 2,2 .1 

SPACECRAFT 16 o0 4 3 20 4 . 2

















.AVERAGE UNIT COST i I SATELLITES) 








































* 4' 4' 4'ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 4 * 
STABILIZATIO' AND CONTROL
 
IDENT TYPE203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENSOR 
403 NUTATION DAHPER 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 
803 EARTH SENSOR 
NUNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. rOST± 1,b 5.9 1.00 165834. 
1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 





















UNIT UNIT DOTENO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. GOST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNITIDENT TYPE NO, WEiGHT POWE203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 
403 COMMO DECODIOISTR 1 2.3 7.5 
DOTE 




























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST 
1.5 0.0 1.90 86P46,
.8 0.0 1,00 49E84. 
2.1 16.0 1.00 91242,
3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 
























UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST233 BATTERY 
 2 34.1 0.0 .0 
 8778. 

EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTltATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE
NAME WEIGHT
SOLAR ARRAY FACTOR G.E. COST-33.4 1.oO0 318123.,
WIRING HARNESS 48.6 1.00 221052.THERMAL CONTROL 
 25,7 
 1.00 304259.POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 to0 590016,






POWER CONTROL UNITS 
 48.2 










MISSION EOUIP WEIGHT 
 EOO.
 




























































































< ISCELLANEOUS INFORMATI NAPOGEE 
 0#' NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS
-- PO4ER 0FBOL307s ARRAY AREA a 100OB SQ FT0





































AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 29 
1 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-DDT+E-------- ..------------
OESIGN TIEST AND TOTAL 

ENGiENERING EVALUATION ODT+E 

2.1 	 1:3 3.3 

.4 .1 .5 

3.0 	 1.1 4.0 

.7 .2 1.0 

3.0 	 .3 3o2 

3.0 	 08 3.5 
1.3 .6 1.9 










































































NPZ-1-3 LXPLR UC 
* * * * ASSENLY DESCRIPTIONS -
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNII UNLI UUlt 
IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203'VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834o 
303 SUN SENSOR ' 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 
603 CONTROL ELFCTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 
























-UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT ODTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 9, 3.0 1.00 415325. 













-- UNII urn;1 uu; V~flLUL v~fn =L 
- IDENT TYPE 





503 COMMAND SIG CbND 
603 DIPLEXER 
NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E. COST 
1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 
2 .8 0.0 100 55273. 
1 2.1 10.9 1.00 91242. 
1 2.2 15.8 1.00 94439o 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 
1 1.5 .9 1.00 18115. 



























NP2-1-3 EXPLR DC 
ELECTRICAL POWEI UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE 0, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
202 BATTERY 2 9.5 0.0 .10 8778° 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIIATING RELATIOMSHIS 
ODTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST 
SOLAR ARRAY 49.5 1.00 588123. 
WIRING HARNESS 33.0 1.00 159194. 
THERMAL CONTROL' 27.9 1.00 230580. 
POWER CONVERTFPS I 15.9 1.00 590016. 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 53.0 [.00 748535. 
STRUCTURE 1 176.2 1.00 112857. 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 39.5 1.00 397962. 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 32.1 1*00 48790# 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 36.4 













































(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
----- - DDT+E-------------------------
)ESIGN TEST AID TOTAL PRODUCTION
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATIN DDT+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURF 1.9 09 2.8 8.0 

.. THERMAL CONTROL .8 .1 .9 3.2
ELECTRJCAL POWER "2.6 1.2 '3.8 11. 

.'L COMMUNICATIONS 1.2 .4 1.5 4.9
DATA HANDLING 2.7 .3 2.9 11.1 

-. STABILITY AND CONTRO 2.7 97 3.4 10.9
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.3 .6 1.9 7.4 

* SPACECRAFT 13.1 4.2 17.3 56.6 







LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 

CONTRACTO4 FhE 1.3 

TOTAL SATELLITE 21,8 

AVERAGE UNIT COST ( ?9 SATELLITES) 





































* * * ~ ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
'STABILIZATION AND CONTRIL UN UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDFNT TYPE 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENS9P 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 
603 CONTROL EL.FCTRNCS 
803 EARTH SENSOR 
10. WEIGHT POWER 
1 1.6 50? 
I o3 .0 
1 2.8 0.0 
1 7.4 3.5 
1 1.3 00 





























WEIGHT PO iR FACTOR DEa COST 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTIUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE I4O.WFIGHT POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3,0 
403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 
DOTE 































UNIT UNIl uuit 
EIGHT POWER FACTOR D#E. COST 
10o4 0.0 1.00 415318. 
48 00 1.00 49684. 
2.1 16.0 1.00 136863o. 
3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 























ELECTRICaL POWE(it UNIT UNIT ODTc 

40s WEIGHT POWER PACTLR Me Cog
IDENT TYOE 
,
z 9.5 0.0 ,10 877
202 BATTcRY 















POWER C04VERTEQS 15.9 1:00 
 748535.
53.0 1.00












-~MI SION EQUIP WEIGHT 120.0
 


















































































CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLt: UUNILU 5ULAK ARRAY 
.VEHICLE SIZING
 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRI.CAL 
Z MISCELLANEOJS INFORMATION 
.APOGEE a 190. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS * 0 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 




DESIGN TEST AND T3TAL -PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
 
SUBSYStEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION D)T4E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
0.0 5: 0.0
STRUCTURE 22.9 7.5 30.3 

THERMAL CONTROL 3.1 .4 3.5 0.0 4 .4 
.2 6.2 6.4
ELECTRICAL POWER 11.1 4.3 15.4 

COMMUNICATIOS i.1 .7.3 .b .8O .194
 
.2 13.3 145 .9 15.4
DATA HANDLING 18.5 

26Z 8.5 2.6 2b 5.0
STABILITY AND C04TROL .,6.3 
 4.0
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 6.3 4.3 13.07 .1 3.9 

3f:
SPACECRAFT 69.3 19.6 83.8 L8,O 19.6 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 12.4
 
SATELLITE 1otU2 45 *4





CONTRAC OR F .5 
TOTAL SATELLITE 112.3 44. 
AVERAGE UNIT COST 4 1 SATELLITES) 
TlbijljL1T DT+E AND 65 
R RI 6 RT 
NPZ-1-5 SO OBSRVTRY 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS i * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
1501 CONTROL ELECT. 2 . 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 
1718 RATE INTEGR GYRO 2 
1803 EARTH SENSOR 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
10,0 4.0 1.00 1500956 
1.6 10 1.00 67552.' 
9.6 32.0 1.00 890295. 





















UNIT UNIT DDTE 
NO..WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
E UNIT UNIT DOTE VtLHLULE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY' NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST'4 8.9 3.0 .40 3574179,. T.E. COST55624 PROD. COST .376624. ENG. COS3532145. 
*..SOE.COMMD DECOO+OISTR 
_.2 *.105.5 . 40 70885241 :..73633 ..276976. .5005166. 
COMMUNICATIONS. 
DE'N T TYPE 





503 COMMAND SIG COND 
603..DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO*UEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E8 cOsr 
2 2.0 .5 1.00 49642.12 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041.I2 2:1 10.9 1.00 101507.1 
2 2.2 15.8 1.00 050531 
2 3.9 6#3 1.00 859471 
3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191.1 





























NO. WEIGHT POWER 
2 47.5 0.0 
DDTE 










QUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SOLAR ARRAY 151.5 100 
WIRING HARNESS 1311.5 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL 134.1 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS 10.0 LO0 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 736.5 1.00 
STRUCTURE 1176.5 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 143.5 1.00 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 25.2 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 372.3 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 2445.0 









































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT17689.9 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ** 





CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOME4TUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY PkQPULSION
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
...VEHICLE SIZING . 








































MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLL'ARS)
 
------- ODT+E -------- -

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL
















VERAGE1UNITCOST {' 5 SATELLITES)-





















































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, 
cDSr T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
1315 REACTION WHEEL 
 1 . 12.2 12.0 1.00 i95271.1 78588. 42352. 46191o1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 1.O 1,00 551451 30236. 16781. 13044e
1815 EARTr SENSOR 1 15.4 156 1.00 1172826: 296104. 292339. 277428.




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE No*,- WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Do-. COST' T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
839 1HRUSTER 12 .6 0.0 610 150581 62143. 97278 87722o
834 HRUSTE4 2 .7 *1 .10 10283., 14762. 
 22823. 251050'
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION '
 T UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE' NO.2WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE.o COST'. :,TE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST

-i:..203.ODIGITAL.TELEMERY 2...., 8.9 " 3.0 .70 .J236L7L,.. 97343,,."..OO25,C .3 .7.5 .70 -3367072,Iv:". .. 4..96518i'.
_33473*1V 38251. ',.963662& 
T',', I" , ,"Rt 
NO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR' D.M-* CD05 E '- VEHI C TI03.,BASENASSY - 2dO,AOT,',1k,9-, 44622a *.:.-5 1*00. "r)Ig,1b117 Z35.&. 
31 -04 8:,aR., 
 I'-.. .... 9 ' 00 
6!'TT'RANSMjItUAjj, 02148100IY'.,943 $ 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT PUONR FACTER Do-" Cl$T227 BAITERY 2 Z3.8 OU .)) 30597. 











































































1.00 j.i0l.0 849393,49l76.221149* 284808 216217.107375. 284804. 216215,50432. 200922.116372,52312. 
56.9 
Z500. 
(Iq TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 3308.3 
/f),
 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL
 
ANr3 -/-a. VcFC 
SUBSYSTEM COFIPGURATIOtS 
STABILIZATION AND CONIROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY FRCPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - NONOFRCPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND 
CONFIGURATION - -
INSTRUPENTATION 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION ­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMNON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADOLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 





APOGEE = 300, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 




























AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 10 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARSI 
------------------------ 0-DT+ 










1.4 .7 2.1 












































































' '4 ' ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 4 4
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NC. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D°E. COST 

















IOENT TYPE 829 THRUSTER 834 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COSTt2 .6 0.0 .10 15068.2 .7 .1 .10 102830 
T.E. COST 62143. 
14762. 
VEHICLE 






DATA PROCE#STNG AND INSTRUNENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE















503 COMMAND SIG CONO 
-603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT - UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTO 
1 2.0 , 5 .01 .8 0.8 1oo
1 2.1 ­ 10.9 1.00 
1 2.2 15.8 1.00 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 






































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOf 

















PRIPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 






























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 56.9 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 2500.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE HEIGHT 3308.3 
09 





CONFIGURATION - - THREE AXIS PASS EXPULSION 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONC0 ROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DT-U)
 
CCMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
















(MILLIONS CF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
... --------- DDT+E-------------------------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION





rHER'AL CONTROL 1.3 .2 1.5 .5
4 LECIRICAL POWER 6.9 11.6 18.4 2.8 
- UPMUNICATIONS o5 .3 .8 .6 
- )AA HANDLING 5.8 .4 6.3 5.65STABILITY AND CONTROL 6.3 2.2 8.5 6.1 

tIIltAFY PROPULSION 4.9 3.1 800 2.2 







LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 

CONIACTOR FEE 4.0 

10TAL SATELLITE 75.0 

.,AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 2 SATELLITES) 


























































NLI-I-1 JUP PROBE 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * * 
S TBILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
1501 CONTROL E'LECT. 
NO. 
2 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DEa COST 







16C1 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 I.O 1.00 67552. 72567. 48967. 46764. 
1718 RATE INTEGR GYRO 

















ALYILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 







0.0 $1 .10 .10 11814o 10283. 33143. 14762. 55765. 23550. 54496. 27842. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHIE 
IDENT TYPE No WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG.EhIT 
203 0IITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 865786o 139061. 287682. 415075. 
406 COHMD DECOD+DISTR 2. 11.0 5.5 1.00 2562757. 184082. 380820o 1228636o 
COMMUNICATIONS 




NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR USE. OST " T.E. COST 
4 ,8 0.0 1.00 66452o 85474. 






























NUCLEAR POWER UNIT 175.0 

VIRING HARNESS 227.9 

IFERMAL CONTROL 37.5 

POWER CONVERTEPS 100 









FISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 186.0
 




































































































CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE - 5000# NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
....... .DDT+E----------- --------- RECURRING-4---------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB ANDI TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINELRING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY1 RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 13.7 6.9 207 5.5 
 8.4 13.9
THERMAL CONTR9L 3.1 ,2 3.3 1.2 .4 1.7
ELECTRICAL POWER 6.6 ?.7 
 9.3 3.0 6.9 9.9
COWMUNICATIONS 1.4 .7 2.1 1.5 1.3 2*9
DATA HANDLING' 11.7 .4 12.1 11.2 1.9 
 13.1
 
__ STAB'ILITY AND CONTROL 6.3 2.2 B5 6.1 4.4 10.5
 
- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 8.4 6.3 14,7 3.6 10.0 13.7 
SPACECRAFT 51.2 19.5 70.7 32.2 33,4 65.7
 














AVERAGE UNIT COST 2 SATELLITES) 
 37t
 







* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
1501 CONTROL 'ELECT. z 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 
1718 RATE INTEGR GYRO a 
1803 EARTH SENSOR 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
10.0 4.0 1.00 1500966. 
1.6 1.O 1.00 67552o 
9.6 32..0 1.00 890295. 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. COST 
6 .6 0.0 .10 11814. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Dn.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEIETRY 2 d.9 3.0 1.00 1634770o 



















503 COMMAND SIG COND618 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 
2 2.0 .'5 1.00 
2 10.4 0.0 1.00 
4 2.8 90O0 1OO 
2 3.9 6.3 1*00 

















































PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 































































PROPELLA4T WEIGHT 4769.4 
-MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 3ooo 
1TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHTbOO5.5 









CONFIGURATION - - MONO0 ROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMO, ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POtER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
Z VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
-- MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 5000*- NUMSER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 










4 COtMLNICATICNS ATA HtI'OLINC 


























SnDILrC ,t F'I CULT MODFL
 
KL 1-1-3 E& IP,RB
 
(l-ILLf;kS CF 1977 DuLLAFS)
 
- CDT+E ---------- ­
')[SIGN TE53 ANC TOTAL
ENGIV Lr ING LV ALL AI IN OUI+E 
5.2 1.4 6.6 

.6 .2 .8 

2.4 .6 3.0 

1.2 .4 1.7 

6.6 .4 7.3 

5.7 1.4 7.1 

1.q 1.0 2.9 






























































































NL1-1-3 MER ORB 
* * * * ASSEV'BLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 4 * 
STAPILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWEF FACTOR D.E. COST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST 
1501 CONTRDL ELECT. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
1718 RATE I'NTEGR GYRO 

































AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
ICENT TYPE 
834 THRUSTER 
40. WEIGHT POWEP FACTOR D.Eo COST 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 
406 COMMD DECO +DISTR 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
1 5.9 3.0 1.00 951713o 










COPMUNICATICNS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
103 BASERNO ASSY UNIT 
203 ANTENNA354 TRANSMITTER 
No. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1 2.0 ,5 1,00 44622o 








































NL1-1-3 MER ORB 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
236 BATTERY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E. COST 





















































STRUCTUPE 157.9 100 2532397. 803104. 461555. 505955. 
Pt4EP CONTROL UNITS 




















PROPELLANT WEIGHT 242.9 
tISSION EOUIP WEIGHT 950.0 
I.' IOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1860.4 
-,'
0 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 




CONF IGURATION - - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
 
ELECTRICALAPYVER'








APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS * 0
 










































(MILLIONS OF 19? DOLLARS)
 
-- DTE----------- -----..--- a-.......R
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL .PRODUCTION
ENGIINEERING EVALUATION DODTE ENGINEERING 

01 3o4101 2:3
100 1:0 09 

2.2 .8 3.0 2.3 

'1.2 05 1.7 2.0
2.8 .3 3.1 2.7

2.9 1.2 4:4 .9 

1.9 1.0 Z.Z 
























































IUNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE 	 moo WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.6 CST 

203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 1658 4. 

303 SUN SENSOR 	 2 .3 .0 1.00 129217o 
403 NUTATION DAMPERC 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 
60 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 74 3*5 1.00 1192148. 
803 EARTH SENSOR 3 1.3 0.0 1.00 157133o 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION. 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 

IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 

834 THRUSTER 8 .7 *1 910 13754o 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE 	 NO. WEIGHT PDaWR FACTOR DeE. COST 

203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY' 1 8,9 3.0 100 364321o
4 403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 1294909. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
UNIT UNIT DDTEC? IDENT TYPE 	 MO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOEo'COST 
203 ANTENNA 	 2 10,4 0O 1.00 462041o 

398 TRANSMITTER 	 2 2* 16.0 1.00 1522600 

401 RECEIVER 	 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256a 














































































































UNIT UNIT DOTE40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOfR DsE. COST2 17.2 0.0 .10 21490. TE.COST 17695. 
VECVEHICLE
PRODiCOST E 1G.G ST63209. 38653. 



























PROPULSION FEED SYS 
TRUCTURE 


























PROPELLANT WEIGHT 18447 
MISSION EQUIP.WEIGHT 85;0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 808.5 
/zi 
I 










CONFIGURATION - - Mfl9O3OPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND IN5TRUMENTATION
 














-EAPOGE a 19323' NUM3ER OF OUAL UNITS - 0
 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-------- DDT+E ------------ ------------ RECURRING-----------
DESIGN TEST AID TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND - TOTAL 
SUBSYSTEM! CJST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEABLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 4.0 1.2 5.2 1.6 1.6 3.4
THERAAL CONTROL 1.3 .2 .1.4 .5 .3 .8
ELECTRICAL POWER 2.8 09 3.7 1.6 2.7 4.4





 4.9 .3 5.2 2o6 1.0 3.6
STABILITY AND CcINTRL 4.2 1.6 5.8 2.8 2.4 5.3
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.4 97 2.1 .9 1.3 2.3
 
-. SPACECRAFT 20.3 
 5.5 25.7 11.6 11.1 22.7











CONTRACTOR FEE 1.9 1.7
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 56.1 49.1
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST C i2 SATELLITES) 24.5
 







, * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
ZTABILIZATION AND' CONTROLI UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDFNT TYPE 
1303 REACTION WHE4 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 
2203 CONTROL ELFCTkNCS 
4O. WEIGHT POWER 
1 5.1 .3 
2 1.6 1.0 
1 15.4 15.6 
2 7.1 62.0 
























.0*WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
12 .4 0.0 .10 11717. 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENT4TION 
I UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE 1 NO. WEIGHT POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 



















COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDFNT TYPE 
103 BASESNO ASSY UNIT. 
203 ANTEN A 
336 TRANSMITTER 
3q6 TRANSMITTER 
481 RECETVER I 
5 COMMANb SIG COND 618 DIPLEXER 
'N0. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 
2 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041. 
2 2.5 70.0 1.00 172710. 
2 2.1 16.0 1.00 152260o 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 
2 1,5 '4 100 20153. 





























UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

'IDENT TYPE 4D. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
269 BATTERY 2 71.3 0.0 .10 86935. 49261a 179842a 
 168180o
 
EQUIPMENTS USING CO T ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
'DTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR OE COST TiE. COST PROD. COST ENG* COST
SOLAR. ARRAY 56.6 1.00 518518. 99325. 228334. 103596o
WIRING HARNESS 51.7 1.00 232952. -137042. 166844. 46542.
IPERMAL CONTROL 40.4 100 736217. 134596. 121259. 147091.,
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.000 . . 0. 
 0.'
PRUPULSIJN FEED S(S 60.3 1.00 796417. 456269. 349633. 159119.
STRUCTUR 122.6 1.00 1788938. 647685. 372234. 357417
POWER CONTR'OL UNItS 82.1 1.00 8270460 337892, 388383. 1652381-
SOLAR ARIAY DRIVE 9.7 1.00 466Z26. 202132* 232336. 93149





MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 340.0'
 




* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST HODEL **
 
SUBYSTE4 CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
~CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH HOMENTU.,WHEEL 
,tUXI OARYPRPULSION 
C IG.URAT ON - - HONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU). 
OMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION --- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION ­ - NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION 
UEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION ­ - CYLINDRICAL 
.7' " ISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE - 19323w NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0 
I 
.-J 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
NL1-1-6 SOIT LNDR 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 




 4.6 10.6 0.0 3.0 3.0
HERALCONROL 1.4 0 . 3CELECTRICAL P'WER 20: 361 0.0.' 3 1. 
COMMUVICATIONS 1.6 .6 2.3, 
. 
06 14
,.IDATA HANDLING 8. .3 8.5, .9. '5,, 1.4k%$TAB4LITY AND CONTROL 4 1.6 5.8 as. 1.3 2.2
-AUXILIARY 1:9 : .8 2.3, ..2 *. 1.0PROPULSION 

.M 'I' ERF 
 33*1 2846 61.8.. 2*4 !1i5 Z3o9







"'G E ( AG ) .,0.,
 
,,,LAUNCH SITE. SUPPORT 




















NL1-1-6 SOIT LNOR 
* * * *. ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS '* * * * 
'STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT' DOTE' VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
DENT ITYPE- NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD..COST EHG. COST
 
ACTI N VEEL 1 1036.51 0:88 100166. 0 ;
 
:601iALV ORIVR SSY 2 16 10 6134914Z:o' 241.
 
.815'EARTH SENSOR 1 '15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 296104t 373362o 0.
 
t203.CDNTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 62.0: 1.00 1154954o 749743 507024. 461503.
 
"AUkILIARY' PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
CENT TYPE. NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D°E. COST T°E. COST PROD. COST 'ENG. COST
 
818 THRUSTER 12 .4 0.0' .10 11711. 47802.. 77644. 789150
 
E34 THRUSTER 4 .7 .1 .10 11440. 25095o.. 42929 45221.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT' DDTE ' . ' VEHICLE VEHICLE. 
:CENT. TYPE ND.,'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E..COSt PROD. COST ENG. COST 
'203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1,00 1252821. 139061,. 319646. 500609c.
 
403 CORMD 0ECOD+DISTR 1 2 .3 7.5 1.00 3573083. 47819. 61065. 0. 
COMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE, 
:DENT' TYPE NO.PUEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0oi. COST T.E COST PRODo COST ENGe COST 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 200 .5 1.00 44622o. 16117., 36060. 0. 
203 ANTENNA 2 10.4 0:0' 1.00 462041. 268784. ' 158904. 184625o. 
336 TRANSMITTER 2 2.5 70.'0 1 00 172710a 55025. 155230. 69012a
 
"398 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 16.0 1.00 152260. 47779. 139615a 60841.0
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6,3 1,00 77256o 24775s. "39973o oil 
503COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 09 1.00 22191, 43476.. 58726. 15617b 




'EQUIPMENTSUSING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
MA9. WEIGHT












SATELLITE ADAPTER 178.1 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 164 .2 













































































** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ** 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CLNF PO ER __ SHUNT -PADDLE'MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
 




APOGEE - 5000. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS * 0 






(MILLIONS OF 1'977 'DOLLARS)
 
.... ------ DT+E -----------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL

'SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT E 

STRUCTURE 6.8 2.4 9.2

THERMAL CONTROL 1.4 .2 1.6
ELECTRICAL POWER 3.3 1.0 4.3

COMMUNICATIONS 
 0.0 0.0 .0.0

DTAHANDLING 75
STAB LITY AND CONTROL 6.3 2.1 84
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 14,6 2.9 75 

SPACECRAFT 29.9 9.1












TOTAL SATELLITE 81.3 

AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 2 SATELLITES) 
















































































T UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG 0 COST
1501 CONTROL ELECT. 2 10.0 4.0 [.00 1500966o' 851188,! 580324. 719594. 




UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 40o WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.Eo COST I.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
834 THRUSTER 8 .7 *1 .10 13754o 45762.1 76302. 72945.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

IDENT TYPE NOe.WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DIE..COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 1057507. 139061,' 159823si" 211282,1406 COMD DECOD+DISTR 2 11.0 5.5 1.00 3376634. 18408201 380820.o 1618827;
 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHILE VEIL
 
IDENT TYPE *O.WEIGHTPOWER FACTOR D.-E. COST T.E, COST PROD. SOST ENG.'IT
233 BATTERY 
, 
2 34.1 0.0 910 36087. 28995. 105854. 69812a.
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE'
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR .D.Es COST T.E,: COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
SOLAR ARRAY 50.4 1.00 97339. 37212. 85545. 19448.
 
WIRING HARNESS 174.0 1.00 651946, 383529,. 466934. 130254*
THERMAL CONTROL 32.8 1.00 82809zo 116860. 107341o 165447o

POWER CONVERTERS 10.0 1.00 410936o 256004. 147129. 52102o
 
PROPUISIRN FEED SYS' 427.2 1.00 Z6881189 2040382. 1563515. 537067
 
TRUC UR 319.8 100 3387025, 1463166. 840902. 676704..,

POWER CONTROL UNITS 61.1 1.00 742727a 38985. 44810. 148392.

SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 8,4 1.00 422889. 178862. 205588. 84490.





MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 600.0
 

















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
. CONFIGURATION 
















- - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION








(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
DESIGN
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING 
STRUCTURE 5*2
THERMAL CONTROL 1.5 
ELECTRICAL FOWER 7.3 
COMMUNICATIONS 1.7 

...DATA HANDLING 4.8 

STABILITY AND CONTROL 4.5 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION 3.1 

















AVERAGE U IT COST 1 1 SATELLITES) 





-DDT+E-------------------------TEST ND TOTAL 










































































NLI--8 JUP SEPS-2 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO. 
1303 REICTION WHEEL 2 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1.6 1.0 100 67552. 
15.4 15.6 1*00 130q769.






















I UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0oE. COST 
16 .4 0.0 100 142484. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 




WEIGHT POWER F-ACTO4 
8.9 3.0 1.00 




















503 COMMAND SIG COND 
618 DIPLEXER 
NO.UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST2 2.0 .5 i.00 49642. 
2 10.4 0.0 100 462041. 
2 Z.5 70.0 1.00 172710. 
2 2.l 16.0 1,00 152260. 
2 3.9 6.'3 1.00 85947. 
3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191o 





























EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
NUCLEAR POWER UNIT 350.0 1.00 
WIRING HARNESS 203.7 1,00 
THERMAL CONTROL 40.8 1.30 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 179.9 1.00 
STRUCTURE 609.0 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 102.1 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 8640.3 
MISSIqN EQUIP WEIGHT 150.0 






















































SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 
1114 I-/-1 6/s J 
*' 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIOS 
STABILIZATIOK AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION 1ITH PITCH 
AUXILIARY FROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOFREPELLANT 
VOMENTUM WHEEL 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR tDTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIEr LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS OOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT ANO DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTEO SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION -. - CYLINDRICAL 
I 
MISCELLANECUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE = 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 








































(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
- DDT+E-- -.------------ ------------ RECURRING-----------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND. TOTAL
 
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DOT*E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
3.4 1.I 4.5 0.0. .9 .9
 
1.t .2 1.3 0.0 .2 ,2

2.3 .7 3.1 ,2 1.2 1.5
 
1.6 .6 2.3 .5 .8 1.4
 
4,3 .3 4.5 .4 o5 1.0
 
4.2 1*6 5.8 .8 1.3 2.2
 
i.3 .7 2.1 .2 .7 .9
 






















NL1-i-9 ENCKE RUZ 
' v ASSEM3LY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * a 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .3 1.00 100166,1601 VALVE CRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 























NO. WEIGHT POWER 
12 .4 0.0 
4 .7 .1 
DOTE 
















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTEIOENT TYPE NC. WEIGHT'POWER FACTOR D.E. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 621459.403 COMID DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 1901929. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-- UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO., WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
103 tASEBNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 e5 1.00 44622. 
203 ANTENNA 2 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041. 
336 TRANSMITTER 2 2.5 70,0 1.00 172710.398 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 16.0 t.00 152260. 













































UNIT UNIT ODTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 















PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 54.6 
MISSION E(UIP WEIGHT 286.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT S62,5 
U) 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL **
 





- MAS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGJRATInN - - MO-MOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AhD 
CONFIGURATION - -
INSTRUMENTATIO'N 
SP=CIAL PURPUS PR3CESSOR (DTU) 
CDFMUNI CATIONS 
CINFIGURATLON - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRI CAL POWERCONF IGURATION .- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLIADRICAL 
..-
-
MISC LLA"IEOUS INFORM ATI1M 
APOGEE a 19323o NLIM3ER OF QUAL UNITS • 0 













STABILITY AND CNTROL 

- AUXILIARY 	PROPULSION 
- SPACECRAPT 













AVERAGE UNIT 	 COST ( 1 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
----	 DOT+E-- -------------------------
IESIGM TEST AAD TOTAL PRODUCTION 
ENGINcERING EVALUATION DDr+E ENGINEERING 

4.0 1.2 	 5.1 0.0 

1.1 	 .2 1.3 0.0 

2.4 	 .8 3.2 .2 

.6 2.3 .5 

5.3 	 .3 5.6 .5 

4.2 	 .6 5.8 .8 

1.3 	 .7 2.1 .2 

















































* *F* *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * .t I' 
STARILIZATI'N AND CONTROL 
IDENT 'TYPE '40. 
1303 REACTION WH-crL 
1601 VALV," DRIVER ASSY 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 





UNIT UNIT DOTEWEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.2. COST 
5.1 .3 1.00 100166. 
1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 





















834 T4RISTER I 
UNiT UNIT DOTE40. WEIGHT POWER FkCTOR D.E. COST 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 














103 BASERNJ) ASSY 0IT203 ANT'EINA i336 TRANSMITTE!R 
398 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 







































































WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 













POPULSION FEED' SYS 
STRUCTURE 1 
POWER COtTROL UNITS 































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 54o7 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 500o0 
"-
WTOTAL'SATELLITEI WEIGHT 1205.6 
" SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL a 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIEC LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDFICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIO
 
APOGEE = 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0
 


























AVERAGE UNIT COST ( I 




SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
NLI-i-ii JUP SWGBY 
(ILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
---------- OOTE ------------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 

ENGINEERING EVALUATION OOTE 
1.9 1.5 3.4 





1.6 .6 2.2 

2.7 .3 3.0 

4.0 li 5.2 

.9 .5 1.5 







































































NLI-l-ii JUP SWGBY 
4 4 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO.1303 REACTICN WHEEL 1 
1601 VALVE ERIVER ASSY 2 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 






































WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
.4 0. .1 11717 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 













I ENT TYPE 





503 CEMMANE SIG CONO 
616 OIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTENO. WEIGHT POWER FACTO9 D.E. COSta 
1 2.0 ,5 1.00 44622s 
2 10:4 0.0 1.00 462041 
2 2.5 70.0 1.00 172710.1 2.1 16.0 1.00 136863.1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20i53. 




























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE COST 









EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SOLAR ARRAY 29.4 1.00WIRING HARNESS 37.6 1.00 
THERMAL GONTROL 39.5 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS 0. 0 0.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 34*3 1.00 
STRUCTURE 219.5 1.00POWER CONTROL UNITS 69.2 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 31.5 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 27.2 







































...... TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 725.7 
0 '9 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE a 5000. NUMBER UF QUAL UNITS - 0 


































AVERAGE UNIT COST C 

SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
NLI-1-12 MARS SSR 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-.- DDT+E-..------------.----------- RECURRING -----------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
 
ENGINEERING EVALUAT ION DDT+E ENGINEERING 
 ASSEMBLY' RECURRING
 
12.5 4.8 17.3 0.0 3.4 364
 
2.2 .2 2o4 0.0 .2 .2
 
6.2 2.4 bb 02 3.4 3.7
 
.8 1.6
1.4 .7 2.1 .8 

16.2 .4 16.7 6s5 1.1 7.5
 
6.5 2.4 9.0 3.3 2.8 6.2
 
5.6 3.7 902 .1 3.3 3o4
 
























* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL.ST UNIT UNIT DOTE 


























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUIENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 2612597





















503 COMMAND SIG COND 
618 DIPLEXER 
NO*..WLIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
2 2.0 .5 1.30 49642.2 10.4 0.0 1.00 462041. 
5 2.5 9O'0 1e'00 160886. 
2 3.9 6.3 1.00 85947.3 1#5 .9 100 22191. 































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 















PROPULSION FEiD SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 2300.6 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 2380.0 
7 TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 7282.3 
p 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ** 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGUPATION 





CONFIGURATION - - MONOPFOPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATIOr 














- - CYLINDRICAL 
4 MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
._ APOGEE m 19323. NUMBER OF 
OUAL UNITS - 0
COL POWER 590, ARRAY AREA 







(MILLIONS CF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
....... CDT +E ------------ ----------- RECURRING ----------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND - TOTAL 
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING 
STRUCTURE 5.0 1.4 6.4 0.0 101 1.1
 
THERPAL CONTROL 1.1 .2 1.3 0.0 .2 o2
 
ELECIRICAL POWER 1.6 .3 1.9 .2 .6 *8
 
COI4IthICATIONS 1.6 .6 Z2 .4 .7 1.2
 
DATA HANDLING 6.8 s3 7.0 o7 .5 Io2
 
STABILITY AND CONTROL 4.0 1.1 5.2 .0 1.0 1.1
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.9 1.1 3.0 .3 1.1 1.4
 
SPACFCRAFT 2i69 5.0 26.9 1.7 5.2 6.9
 
PIS ICN EQUIPMENT 3.2 1.7
 
SATELLITE 30.2 8.5
NI CUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 0.0 
GSE (AGE) 2.0
 
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 94
 
CONTRACTOR FEE 2.0 .5
 
TOIAL SATELLITE 34*1 9,5
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 1 SATELLITES) 9.5
 





* ti * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWEP 
13C3 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .3 
16CI VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 
2203 CONTROL ELCTRNCS 1 7.1 62.0 
DOTE 



























NO. WEIGHT POWER 
18 .4 0.0 
6 .7 1 
DOTE 














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

































WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DME. COST 
20103,0 .5 1.00 446229. 
10.4 0.0 1.00 462041. 
._2.5 70.0 1.00 172710. 
2.1 16.0 100 136863. 
3.9 6.3 1:00 77256. 
1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 

































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTCR D.E. COST 















PFUPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTUF 
PCWER CENTROL UNITS 

































































PFOPELLANT WEIGHT 269.8 
FISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 844.0 
,OTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1820.6 
xJ{ 
w* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL * 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STATILIZATION ANfCONFIGURATIO - CONTB)OL - MASS EXPULSION '4IT PITCH MJiENTUM WHEEL 
AUXILIARY ?RCPULSI'1N 






SPECIAL PURPDS PRJCESSOR (DTUI 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGRATION - - UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANTENNAS 




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIf'4ACOGEE a 920. NLItBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 0 











SU8SYSTc'I C9ST TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AID 









 7 92 .8 ,5 .4
ELEC CATIL POER 3.0 .8 .
3.9 2.4 3.6 
 6.0
DAT A
DATA HNDLINGV .8 .4 1.2 1.0 1.3STA3ILITY AND CONTROL 7.8
4,1 1.1 8.9 7.7
1,6 5o7 3337: 3.1 10*.8
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 13 
 133 
 7*7
1.4 8 2.2 1.6 
 2.0 3.? 



























t. * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT )DTE VEHI CLE VE IELE
ICFNT TYPE If. WEIGHT POW5F FAC OR D.E° 





UNI( UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDWNT TYPE '4 EIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.S. COST PROD. COST ENGo COSI829 THRUSTER 12 .6 0,0 .10 15068. 62143, 99239. 93676a
834 THRUSTER 4 *7 .1 
 .10 11440o 25095. 41909. 41743a 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST EG. CO5203 DIGITAL TFLEM TRY 2 U.9 3.0 1.00 1045773. 139061o 270497o 482636.345 TAPE EFCORDER 3 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633. 583549o' 408520. 316890.
 
403 CLIMMD DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 3037269. 47819. 51673o 712484,
 





IDFNT TYPE '40O WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE COST T.E. COST PRJD. COST ElG. COST103 MASEIND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 446229 16117. 30515. 10467a227 ANTENNA 4 .d 0.0 1.00 664529 85474. 24717. 51774a
306 TRANSMITTER . 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 101507o 47779. 78763. 46846o
312 TRANSMITTFER 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 105063, 49590, 81094. 48488c
401 RECEIViR 1 3,9 6.3 1.00 77256v 24775. 33825. ' 18123.503 COMMAND SIG COND '2 1.5 9, 1.00 20153. 30796.1 35236. 9301,
603 DIPLEXqR 1 




UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDFNT TYPF 400 WFIG T PfWER FACruR D.E. COST233 BATTERY 2 26.8 0.0 .10 36087. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTI9ATING RELATIOISHIS 
OOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR DO.E COSTSOLA'? ARRAY 67.5 1.00 572100.WIPING HARNESS 69.9 [.00 300545,1HEPMAL C'NTPOL 30.5 L.00 38A610,PCWER CONVcRTERS 0.0 0.00 0.PPO0'JLSIJN FFer) YS 62.4 1.00 790887STRUCTURE 115.2 1.00 2339450.POWER CUNTRrL UNITS 61.3 1.00 e80872oSULAR ARRAY DRIVE 11.2 1.00 513967.SATELLITE ADAPTER 59.8 1.00 124192. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 56.6 




































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1629.1 
0.1 















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 

















APOGEE - 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS
BOL POWER 44L3, ARRAY AREA = 137,0 
a 0
 





(MILLIO4S OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
--------DDT+E ---------- J .
 
SJBSYSTEM COST DESIGN T6ST AND TOTAL
CENGINEER1G EALUAEION DDT+E 

STRUCTURE 
 3.3 2.1 
 5.4
THERMAL CONiROL 
 1.3 .2 1:?
ELECTRIC.AL FOWER 





 5.3 1.1 659
STABILITY AN) CONTROL 
 3.3 1.3 
 4.7

- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.7 .8 2., 
















AVERAGE UNIT COST 4 3 SATELLITES) 














































































IDENT TYPE VEHICLE VEHICLE
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 
CUST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG, COST
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 
 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851o 21734, 38901,
303 SUN SENSOR 2 
 .3 .0 1.00 129217. 14519. 28241. 59635.
403 NUTATION DAMPER 2 
 2.8 0.0 1.00 85947, 27173. 25909. 39666.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 100 
 1192148. 7612fl 442003. 
 550190,.
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 








 NO. WEIGHT POW&R FACTOR D.E C(ST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
834 THIUSTER 
 8 .7 
 .10 137 4. 45762. 75437. 70238. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUHENTATIOIN
 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IENT ITYPE No WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. 
CST T.E, COST PROD. COST ENGCOST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 89 3.0 1000
345 TAPE RECORDER 6531 3* 139061. 2706487. 301451.
4 16.8 2540 1.00 
 49%33, 583549. 521388. 389274o
403 CUMD DECOD+DISTR 






N4 IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E4 CIST VEHICLE VEHICLET E COST PROD. COST ENG COST
103 aASEOND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 
 .5 1.00 t9t42.' 27399. 549a7a Zi100
202 ANTENNA 2 8.4 0.0 100 388 S37#1 233007. 115423. 179453,306 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 47779o 118144o 70270a
312 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 157595. 49590. 121641. .72732o
401 RECEIVER 
 2 3.9 6.3 100 85947, 42118. 60886, 39666o
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 ­ 1.5 .9 1.00 22191," 43476.
603 DIPLEXER 2 49695. 14075,"








NO. WEIGHT POWER 
2 29.5 0.0 
ODit 










EQUIPMENIS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 67.0 1.00WIRING HARNESS 80.0 1.00THERMAL CONTROL 34.0 1.00
POWER CONVERTERS 16.0 1.00PRUPULSION FEED SYS 79,j 100 
STRUCTURE 317.0 1.00POWER- CONTROL UNITS 71.0 1.00SATELLITE ADAPTER 57,0 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 169.0 







































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1372.0 
0C 
4* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL **
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION " - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - B OY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 19323. 
BOL POWER - 583. 
NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 













































































AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 




















































































* 4'* * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851. 18724. 36101. 
303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 1.00 129217. 14519. 24329. 45825. 
403 NUIATION DAMPER 2 2.8 0.0 1.00 85947. 27173. 22320. 30480. 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148. 761291. 380783. 422774. 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 1 4.l 1.0 1.00 357242. 90176. 87669. 77770. 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST 
834 THRUSTER 8 .7 .1 .10 13754. 45762. 72127o 60647a 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNI UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E COST' T.E.CHST PROD. COST ENG T 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 8474 13901 2330o 3035.4,, 
345 APE REQQRDER 4 8 25 1.00 499633. 58354 4491 3.403 OIHMD :OD+DISTR _:3 7.5 1.00 2513899. 5781 445 6. 476 
"" COMMUNICATIONS
COMNCTOSUNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER PRO 3AOST EN )ggST
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 2 2.0 1000 4UOT 3 VEHL VH 
AN1ENNA 2 84 0.2020 1.00 388837 33007o9943 137894.302 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 47779. 101780. 53996.312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 157595. 49590o. 104794. 55888
 
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 6.3 1000 85947' 421189 52453. 30480. 
503 COPtANO SIG COND 3 ' 1.5 .9 .00 2191. 43476. 4?81. 





IDENT TYPE236 BATTERY 











PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTIRE 



























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 169.0 
MISSIEN EQUIP WEIGHT 450.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1837.0 






STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND' INSTRUMENTATION
 












CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 
-- MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
t APOGLE - 427. NUMdER OF QUAL JNITS m 0 


































AVFRAGE UNIT COST, ( 








(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLAROI
 






























2.3 10.0 	 3.1













.9 2.4 I 1.2 













































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 1.0 1,00 67552. 
1815 EAFTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 1.00 1304769. 

























UNIT UNIT DDTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
.4 0.0 .10 14248. 














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DIE. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 1484954. 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3' 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633. 















I COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 















WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D0E COST' 
2.0 .5 1.00 £4622.' 
.8 0.0 1.00 66452. 
2.1 10.9 1.00 101507.-
2.2 15.8 1.00 105063.' 
3.9 6.3 1.00 85947. 
1.5 .9 1.00 221911 

































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 















PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTLRE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 137.0 
MISSIOH EQUIP WEIGHT 1188.0 
Ii TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2647.0 
2Ot
 








COrFIGURATION - - MONEPPOPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATON
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLIHK
 
ELFCTRrCAL PWER
OQNFI URAT ON - -








APCG .E -S440. NUBER OF QUAL UNITS 0








CU2-1-1 OP SASAT 






SUBSYSTEM COST TOTAL PRODUCTICH FAB AND
ENgINEERING EVALUATION TOTAL




THEPMAL CCNTROL 9$l2 2.5 11.6 12.7 io.1 22.8
1.0 4
ELLCTRICA4 POWER 1.5 1.5 1.7 3.2
6.6 1.8 6.4 
 10 4 15.0 25.5
C4MUNICATIONS 
 a8 94 1.2
DATA HANDLING 1.9 2.6 4.6
13.4 1.1 14.5 23.8
TAS LITY AND CONTROL 4.5 6.5 30.2
1.9 6.4 10.5 8.2
AUXILIARY PADPULS ION 18.7
1.3 .7 























AVERAGE UNIT COST . 6 SATELLItES) 60.6
 
TOTAL SATELLITE DDT+E AND






* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 4
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL UN UN T DOTF VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
PROD. CST ENG. COST
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COT ThE* COST 
2 5.1 .3 1.00 11143 o 68611. 35443a 43411o
1303 FEACTION WHEEL 
 1.0 1.00 61345. 51i4AZ ?9381o 23899.
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 

1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 100 1304765. 503376. 511628: 508286.
 149743o 386145 449924*
2203 CONTROL ELbCTRNCS 2 7.1 62.0 1.00 1154954. 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNI T DOTE VEHICLE VEHRL
 
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT POWER-FACTOR 0.E. CoST-T*E& COST PRODo COST EHGo ST
 
16 o4 0.0 .10 14248. 70,1100 104131. 980900
818 THRUSTER 
 40718. 37973.
634 THRUSTER 4 a7 *1 4l0 11440# 25095. 

DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION DOTr VEHICL EVEHIELIT
UNIT UNIT 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FtCTOR DOLE COST T.E. COST PROD. COT ENG COsT
 
U.9 3.0 1000 1990132. 139'061. 243439. 77;276,
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 
 25.0 1.00 499633o 583j49, 469251o 305686o
345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 

403 COMMD OECOO+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 5417737# 47819. 46506. 1250173c
 
UNIT UNIT ODTF VEHICLE VEHICLE
COMMUNICATIONS 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST "TE. CO0T PROD. COST ENG8 COST
 
1.00 4462io 161110 27463o 1 297#
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2,0 5 

227 ANTENNA 4 06 000 1.00 6645,2* 85474, 22245o 40657*
 70886. 39543a
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2,1 10.9 1,00 101507 47779o 

312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 105063: 495N: 72985. 40928
 
2 - 3.9 6.3 1000 85947. 4211 547970- 33482.­401 RECEIVER 

.9 100 22191s 43476. 44725: 11327a
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 

603 DIPLEXER 1 3,1 1.0 1.00 57409* 15451. 16711. 13204o
 




UNIT UNITNO. WEIGHT POW ER2 71.5 0.0 
DOTEFACTOR Date COST






EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 231,3 1.00WIRING HAQNt!SS lb6.4 1,0o.THERPAL CONTROL 131.3 1000POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00PROPULSION FEED SYS 54.0 1*')STRUCTURE 213.0 1.00POWER CONTROL UNITS 180.3 1.00SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 38.4 1.00SATELLITE ADAPTER 121.0 1.0 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 100.0 











































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 3513.4 




STABILIZATID N AND CON1R L
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA P'VOCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATICN
 












CO1FIGURATIGN - CYLINDRICAL 
_ MISCELLANEOUS INFORHATIEN 
APOGEE = 450. NUtBER OF OUAL UNITS * 0 p 



























SAABLITY AND CONTROL 
 4.3 1.6 
 5.9 18.3 

- AUXILRY PROPULSION 
 1.4 
 .8 2.1 6.1
SPACECRAFT
















AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 2i SATELLITES) 





















































C03-1-1 GOVT LEO 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DrSCQIPTIONS * * 4 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL UNIT UNIT D2T E 
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FA TOR OS. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5:1 .3 1.0') 111435. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1:00 61349o 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DtE. COST 
18 :4 0.0 :10 14Z46. 
4 .7 .1 .10 1144Ce 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUHENTATIENUNI UT DOTER 
IDENT TYPE NO. EIGHT POWER FACTOR DeE. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 616497.--
345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 25.0 1. 00 499633o 
403 C04MO DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7,5 1.00 2436508. 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE 
1 SEO UNI WET HT POWER FACTOR DOE OTINTTYPE_ 
0 ~DeE7l 
.03DASESNY ASSY UNIT 15 1.00 44622.. 
227 ANTENNA 4 06 0.0 1:00 66451: 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1 00 101501. 312 TRANSMJTTER 2 2.2 15.8 1:00 1050639 
401 ECFIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256: 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 :9 1.00 22191. 





























 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICL_

IDNT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PRO0C ENGS
 
239 BATTERY. 2 33.7 0.0 .10 41198. 28719. 92155. 52441.
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE. VEHICLE. VEHICL 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG. Ca
 
SOLAP ARRAY 91.5 1.00 706538. 150059. 241297o 11365
YIPIMG HARNESS 68.7 100 Z96459e 174402. 148521. 476e
HERVAL CgNTROL 32.4 100 451414. 115892. 74547. 7261
 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 000 0. O. 0.

PROPULSION FEED SYS 61.0 100 781266. 460316. 246732e 12567
 
TRUCTURE 133,5 1.00 201733Z. 9631be 27992Z. 3Z450
OWE ONTROL UNITS 95o4 100 1C5Z628e-. 368913. 296609. .16932
 
SOLAP ARRAY DRIVE 15.0 1,00 626549. 292791. 235406, 10078
 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 50.0 1.00 106665* 46241. 24549. 1715 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 82.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 490.0 




, SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST NODSL 0* 









CONFIGURATION - - MONU3ROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE 4 NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS50s 0 













DATA HANDL NG 
















AVERAGE UNIT COST 













DESIGN TE3T AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING 
 EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING 

4:7 1 94 6 91 45
1 629 	 1 

3.6 1.0 
 4.6 	 3.9

:8 	 . 10i
1:4' 1o*3B 

6A4LN 11 794 8.8 






 5.9 	 5.8
1.4 	 *a 2.1 2.3 





















































** d ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * 4
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHIL
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 

IDENT TYPE NO.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D . EtCOST . 1NG.T
 6.
1303 REACTION. WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111495o 8UK611  1 376T 518. 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349s 51402: 312489 26711a
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 
 15.6 1.00 1172826. 296104. 302424*1 281138.1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 

2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 62,0 1.00 1154954. 749743. 410692. 502857. 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNT9TEVEHICLEDTENI VEHICLE 
T.E. COST PROD. COST ENS. COST
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E* COST 
 70110.1 106069. 10495.
818 THRUSTER 18 .4 00 .10 14248. 

834 THRUSTER 4 .7 41 .10 11440o 25095. 41476a 40336.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION VEHICLE VEHICLEUNIT UNIT DDTE 
PROD* COST ENG.CUST
IDENT TYPE 10i hEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST 
 258914.: 356366a
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 818497* 139061. 25.0 1.00 499633a 583549. 499081. 3543729­345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 
403 COMP.D DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 2436508. 47819. 49463. 584056, 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
T.E. COST PROD. CST ENGo COST
IDENT TYPE O WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 44622. 16117.o 2920 9 10696o103 BA5EN ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 85474. 23659. 47132i
' 227 ANTENNA 4 ,8 0.0 1.00 66452. 75393. 44195o
306 TRANSMITTER 2' 2.1 10.4 1.00 101507, 47779a 

312 TRANSMITTER 2 z2z 15.8 1.00 105063, 4T9590. 77625. 45744.
 185194
401 RECEIVER 1 3o9 6.3 1.00 77256a 24775. 32378. 
1.00 22194: 43476*i 47569.' 12967,
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .9 57409. 15451. 177739 13762,.603 DIPLEXER 1, 3.1 1.0 10O 







UNIT UNIT ODTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
33.1 0.0 .10 41198. 








EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTI9ATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SCLAR ARRAY 91,5 1.00 
WIPING HARNESS 68,7 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL 32.,4 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 61.0 1.00 
STRUCTURE 133.5 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 95.4 100 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 15.0 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 50.0 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 82.0 











































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1352.2 
Clo 
w/ 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE w 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS * 0











































DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 

ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

4.5 1.6 6.1 

1.8 	 ,2 1.9. 

3.0 1.1 4.0 

1.6 	 .6 2.2. 

6.6 1.1 7O
4.5 1.9 6.4 

1.5 	 .9 2.4. 




































































C03-1-3 GOVT GEO 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENI TYPE NO. WEiGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 1.6 1.0 1.00 67552, 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 1.4 15.6 1.00 1304769. 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOES COST 
18 04 0.0 .iO 14248. 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONI UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.ES COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 8.9 3.0 1.00 981361. 
345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633. 






















503 COMMAND SIG COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT 
NO. WEIGHT POWER 
2 2.0 .5 
2 8.4 0.0 
2 2.1 10.9 
2 2.2 15.8 
2 3.9 6.3 
3' 1.5 09 
2 3.1 1.0 
DOTE 








































UNIT UNIT DDTE 
NO. WFIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 















PROPULSION FEED SYS' 
STRUCTUKE
ROwER CUNTROL UNITS 




























































MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT 290.0 
X.3 TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1486.0 
2,g
 
** SATELLITE )YSTEHS COST MODEL 4*
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH HONENTUNI WHEEL, 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION

COtFIGURATION - - HONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR [OTU). 
COMMUNICATIONS

CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COHMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
-ELECTRICAL POWER -
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE HOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
-zCONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDRICAL 
-
--
fISCELLANEOUS INFORHATICNAPOGEE = 19323o. NUPSER by QUAL UNITS a O



























































--- D OT 6-----

TEST AND TOTAL










































































C03-1"4 PVT GED 
* * ** ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS *.0 * 




101 1.o 1-0 3.5)1 7i5b7. P 8967. 46764.
 1SSNTREACtON HEEL 2 40967. 625533.3 .6 1.0 1.00 67552. 72567o
60 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 604848o
2 15.4 15.6 1.00 1304769k 503376. 
6815 EARTH SENSOR 553708.
7.1 62.0 1.00 1154954* 749743o 156323. 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS z 

VEHICLE VEHICLE
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT* DOTE 

T*E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoEo COST
IDENT TYPE 70110. 108407: 1119839

.4 0.0 .10 14Z48,
818 THRUSTER 18 6 .7 .1 :10 12597. 35429. 59784, 58109.
 834 THRU TER 

CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
UNIT UNIT DOTE lo31, 518B
3.0 10
ID NT k4 89 9 PRn ST .E$ COSTT
1 D8T NO* WEAGHT PgWFR ,COST T aZ
PE DT 1361 Ta19SS 'R178S9. 854 
DIRLTELEMETRY UT UNT 499633c 583549a 554533: 435072Q
245 TAPE RECORDER 4" 16.8 25:0 1O,0 98925. 1165256.
2 2.3 7.5 1o00 2430551. 47819.







i PROD La 6S&I ASY NIT EIGHT POWER FAC;8R DeEZ9TA~O Wj 
8.4 0o0 1.00 30883S4 233007 1227610 186447.
22OZ ANTENNA 2' " 47779: 125654a 729 7.
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260o
306 TRANSMITTER 
 15.86 1*00 197595, 49590. 129314. 75554.
 312 TRANSITTER 694
603 1000 597 * 421H: 4 -15 401 RfEC 2--

Z6267 35547a 30619*
1 :0 1000 63868.
60)3 DIPLEER C 

93 
Ca3-1-4 PVT GEO 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

11ICT8Ah1Pir Ngs W5jOGT P 8R FA%8ER DeEA ? 








lURING HARNESS 90.0 1.00 372755.

'IHERMAL CONTROL 32.0 1.00 
 1048090.
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 0.RPSIFN FEED SYS 
 [8874*0 2 0800.
 
S8RUCTURE 82*.0 21 1445.
POWER CONTROL UNITS 120.0 1.00
:SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 7 8494.
9.0 1.00 443141.'
SATELLITE ADAPTER 54.0 1.00 113875. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 204.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 290.0 

































































CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM hHEEL 
AUXILIARY PPOPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANI 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYZ VEHICLE SIZING 




.4. APCGEE 450. NUJBER OF QUAL UNITS 0BOL POWER 0 1539. ARFAY AREA m 125.0 SO FT 















I TY ANf CrNTROL 




























DESIGN TFST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND TOTAL
ENCINEERING EVALUATION LDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
4.6 1.4 6.0 











 .7 1.0 1.7
6e3 1.1 
 7.i 4.4 2.5 
 7.o
4.3 
 5.9 3.0 2.5 5.4

.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 4.4
 
21.1 6.6 27.8 




























* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION ANO CUNTRtL UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST1303 RFECTION WHEEL 2 6.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 10fC 61349. 
1815 FART SESOR 1 15.4 15.6 1,00 1172826. 






















NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E COST 
18 .4 0.0 10 14248* 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION 
IDENT TYPE 
203 OIGITA TELEMETRY 
345 TAPE R CORDER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.C. COST 
2 8.9 3.0 1,00 E06736. 













403 COMMOD ECOD+OISTR 1 2.3 1.5 1,00 2404996 47819# 54958o 480502o 
COMMUNICATIONS 
EN CN.UNIT UNIT COTE COTVE.HOS ROCOST H 
IIENT TYPE 







EIGHI POWER FACTOR O, OST 
2.0 .5 1.00 4462.-
so 0.0 1.00 66452. 


















































ELTT P E UNIT UNIT DTFID3NT TYPE NO, WEIGHT POWE A TOQ
23qBATTERY-  33,7 0.0 910 
EQUIPMFNTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
NDTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 87.0 1.00WIRING 4ARNESS 67.3 1000THFRPAL CONTROL 32.0 1.00POWER CONVERTERS C. 0.00PPOPU SION FEED SYS 61.0 1.00STPUC URE 13 :0 1.00POWER CONTROL UNITS .91.0 1.00SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 14.4 1.00SATELLITE ADAPTER 49.0 1.90 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 82.0 
















































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1328e3 
--
.v 










CONFIGURATION - - HONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
 





CONFIGURATION - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTEtNHAS PLUS DOUNLINK
 
ELECTRICAL POWER"' 






-_ MISCELLANEOUS INFORHATI CHN
 
S APOGEE a 450. NUMBER OF OUAL UNITS o 
-r-. -- aBOL POWER z 1619i" ARPAY*AREA a 131o0SO FT BATT CAP'0-40. AHP HR 
27 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
C03-2-2 SPOT-2 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
. ... DOT*E - - -....- --.--- RECURRING------DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRINg
 
fl;i: .. STRUCTURETHER ALLECTZA R r4.7i~ HE RLCONTREO ,2 1:81.4 6.1, 1.9 242 441'09NTO
h6C :. : .3COMMU IC ATIONS .8 9
.I 1.1.DATA 6.4 7.4 47. 1001. l7HANDLING 1.1 25 
- STABILITY AND CONTROL 4.3 1.6 5.9 30 205 5*
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.4 .8 2.1 1.1 1. 2.5 
' 





 62.2 58.0QUAL IFICATION UNIT(S) 0.0
GSE (AGE) 0.0
 
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT- 1-9
 




.TOTAL' SATELLITE 6.3 
 60. 







* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND -CONTROL 
ICENT TYPE NO* WEIGT PUt FDAIoR O.6. COST T.E. COST 
1303 REACTION'WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 686119 

1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 51402: 

1015 EARTH SENSOR 1 15,4 15.6 1.00 11728Z6e. 296104. 

2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 62.0 1 00 154954. 749743o 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTEV 
ICENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT W R FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST 
818 THRUSTER 184 O:? :1 142484 701M0 

834 THRUSTER 4 7 0 114404 2505 

:CATA PROCESSING AND- INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

ICENT TYPE NOodUEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8 9 3.0 1.00 .81849740. 139061.. 

345 TAPE RECORDER 4 .16*8 25.0 1.00 499633. 583549o 





UNIT UNIT" DDTE ' 
IDENT TYP NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR tOST. T. T 
103 8ASEBD ASSY UNIT 1. 5 1sO0 446224 . 16117. 

4 652.474:9
.227 ANTENNA T100 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2: 109 1.00 101507. 47719,

312 TRANSMITTER 2 242 15.8 1.00 105063o' 49590. 

401 RECEIVER _" 3 9 6o3 1.00 77256.. 24775. 

--503 'COHAND SIG COND . - 115 * .9 1.00 221914- t341764-






























































































ELECTRICAL UNIT UNIT OT VEHICLE VEHICLE­
15TNO , MST POWS FACJ§R D* i i .E. rlleTfl PROS&rg.T ST
9 ~BAWD~Y z G7 0T2 1 $e. E 9 6 S0R0E 1. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE VEHICl - VEICL 
NAME' WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST ToE. COST PROD. 7 EtJ.NbT CO1SOLAR ARRAY 9105 1.00 706538. 150059. 344963. 14116:
 
hIRING HARNESS 68.7 1.00 IZ329. 59231

IHER14AL CONTROL 32.4 1o0 451414o 11589 16573. 9018' 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 0. 0. 0. 1 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 61.0 1.00 781286. 460316* 352733. .15609!
 $TRUCTURE 133.5 1.00 20173329, 696316. 400182. 40304!
OWEP CONTROL UNiTs 9?.4 1.00 1052. 2&:: 42493%.
 
"SOLAR RRAY DIV0 1r00 626404 9 Z191336 336546Ze"ol 
SATELLITE ADAPTER .5000 1.00 106665, 46247. 35096. 2131: 
,PROPELLANT WEIGHT 820 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 490,0 
'.y TOTAL'SATELLITE WEIGHT 1352*2
 











COhFIGURATION - - MONEPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND sNSTRUMENTATION








eONFIGURATION - - SHUhT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 




APGGEE a 450. hUlBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 






















































.AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 1 SATELLI'TES) 


























































































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL UNIT uNIT DDTF VEHICLE VFH!CLE 
IDENT TYPE -
1303 PEACTION WHEEL 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
1815 FARTH SENSOR 
2203 CO4TROL ELECTPNCS 
NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DaE, COST 
2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
2 1.6 1.0 1000 61349., 
1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826a 
















AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
818 THRUSTER 
634 THU STER 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST 
12 .4 040 .10 11717. 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSiRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT DOTER 





203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 
345 TAPE RECORDER 

























.. COMMUNICATIONSvEclIDEN TE UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICL 
IDENT TYPE 
103.... BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
227 NTENNA 
306 TPANSMITTER 
312 TRUNSM ITT ER 
401 RECEIVER 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR IIE. COST 
1 2.0 .5 1,00 44622. 
4 .8 0.0 1,00 66452, 
2 2.1" 10.9 4,00 1015O70 
2 2a2 15,8 1,00 105063. 
-1. 39 693 1.00 77256. 
3 -15 .9 1Q00 22191o 



























IDENT TYPE221 BATTERY 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 





EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
ODTrNAHE WEIGHT FACTOR
SOLAR ARRAY 55.5 1.00
WIRING HARNESS 37.5 1.00THERMAL CONTRUL 22.0 1.00
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00PROPULSION FEED SYS 41,0 1.00STRUCTURE 84.0 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 57.3 100SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 9.2 1.00
SATELLITE ADAPTER 22*4 1.00 
PROPFLLANT WEIGHT 22.0 











































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 610.9 


























CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
Z MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 450. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0
 













STABILITY AND CONTROL 
























(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
- - D-T+E--­ ------------- .------------
RECURRING.-----------

DESIGN TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING FAB AND TOTAL
EVALUATION DDTE ENGINEERING 
 ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
1.3 5.7 592 4.3 9.5
 
.7 .2 o8 .8 .6 14





6.0 1.l 7.1 9,5 
 4.8 14.3
4.2 1.6 5,8 6.5 
 5.3 12.1
1o4 .7 
 2.1 2.5 
 2.9 5*4
 


























* 1' * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR Oe. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.1 .3 1.00 100166o 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST 
1 .4 0.0 .10 11717o 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT PLNER FACTOR DE, COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 6.9 3.0 1.00 7588790 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16a8 25.0 1.00 499633. 
























503 COVMAND SIG COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
ONU AT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DhE. COST 
1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622o' 
4 .6 1.00 66 
2 2.1 109 1.00 1014 
2 2.2 15.8 1.00 105063. 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256o 
3 1.5 .9 100 221910 














































PROPULSION FEED SYSSIRUCTLRL 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 




























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 82.0 
MISSItN EQUIP WEIGHT 4BO0 
' T,TOTAL SATELLI E WEIGHT 1232.0 
.4 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATLgN














- - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE - 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 






















































































STABILITY AND CONTROL 



















AVERAGE UNIT COST 





















































































* * 4. 4.ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UMIT UNIT DOTe 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT PUWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 1.00 1304769. 





















834 THPU SIER 
UNIT UNIT 
NO. WEIGHT POWER 
18 .4 0.0 
6 .7 .1 
DOTE 














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNII UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 d.9 3.0 1.00 719509. 
345 TAPE RECOROER 3 16.8 25.0 100 499633. 





















401 RECEIVER503 CT MAND SIG COND603 C LXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DhE COST 
1 2.0 .5 1.00 4462z 
2 8.4 0.0 1,00 388837. 
2 2.1 10.9 L.0 152260. 
2 2,2 15.8 1.00 157595. 

























bENT TYPE UNIT UNIT DOTE
BA IEY2 NO. WEIGHT5505 POWER FACTOR O.E. COST








NAR WEIGHT FACTOR DE. COST
WIRING HARNESS
THERMAL R  51.0 1:00
680 293896,











POWER CONTROL UNITS 
 90.0 
 1.00 76011a.










MISSI N EQUIP WEIGHT 290.0
 


























































































CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AN') INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
 




APOG E a 19323. NUM3ER OF DUAL UNITS 0



















 4o5 lo6 6.1

HER.AL CONTROL 1,8




 1.6 	 ,2 .o2
DATA HANDLI4G 
 6.6 1.1 7.7
STABILITY AND CONTROL 













GSE (ACE) 1:.8 

201








AVERAGE'UNIT COST ( I SATELLITES) 





















































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UT UNIT COEDOT TE 

IOENT TYPE 10. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 

1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 

1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 106 1,0 1.00 67552. 

1815 EARTH SENSDR 2 15.4 15.6 1,00 1304769. 

2203 CONTROL ELECTRICS 2 7,1 62.0 1.00 1154954. 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE M0, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 

818 THRUSTER 	 18 o4 00 .10 14248. 

834 THRUSTER 	 6 .7 .1 .10 125979 

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT ODTER 

IDENT TYPE 	 4O. WEIGHT POWER FACOR G0E. COST 

203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 4 8.9 3,0 1.00 981361. 

345 TAPE RECORDER 4 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633a 

403 COIMNG DECOD+DISTR 2 2.3 7.5 1.00 2430551. 

COMMUNICATIONS
 VN,..U  T ODDE 

* 	 IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHt POWcR FACFUR D.E. COST 
103 BASEIND ASSY UNIT 2 Z.O .5 100 49642o 
202 ANTFNNA 2 8.4 0.0 1.00 388837,
6N, 306 TRANSMI TTER 	 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260o 
312 TRANSMITTER 2 2.Z 15.8 1.00 157595s 
401 RECEIVER 2 3o9 6.3 1.00 85947, 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191. 





















































































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE COST 









EQUIPMENTS USING C')ST ESTIIATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DWIE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 54.0 1.00
WIRING HARNESS 90°0 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL 32.0 1.00 
POVER CONVERTERS 0.0 0.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 74.0 1.00 
STRUCTURE 182.0 100 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 120.0 1,00
SOLAR ARAY DRIVE 9.0 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 54.0 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 204,0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 290o0 
































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1486.0 
"4 





STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM. UHEEL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
< CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIONAPOGEE a 450o NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0















 ENGINEERING EVALUATION 
 DDT+E 













- DATA HANDLIG 93 09 
STABILITY AND CONTROL 7 1.6 9.1
45 1.9 64
















LAU4CH SITE SUPPORT 20
 
























































* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 e3 
1601 VALVE URIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 
2203 CONTROL &LECTRNCS 2 7.1 62,0 
DOTE 


























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 
18 .4 0.0 .10 















DATA PROCESSING'AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST 
L03 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 12.8 15.0 1.00 7409Z5. 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 100 726597. 
348 TAPE RECORDER 2 21.5 10.Z 100 5771569 






















106 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 
ANIENNA 
303 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECE VER 
503 COPMAND SI6 COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
2 2,0 0.0 1.00 49642a 
2 ,d 0.0 1.00 55273e2 2.2 10.Z 1.00 105063. 
2 3.9 6.3 1.00 85947o 
3 1.5 .9 1.00 Z2191. 

























ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
221 BATTERY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 













PROPULSION FLED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PRUPELLANT WEIGHT 88.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 540.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1293o6 
N4 
* SATLLLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL * 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
CONFIGURATION '- - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
APOGth a 450. NUMaER OF QUAL UNITS - 0
 
BOL POWER - 1521. ARRAY AREA 














ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

STRUCTURE 
 4.8 1.3 6.1JTHERMAL CONTROL 







.3 .8DATA HANDLING 
 80 1.6 9.














GSE (AGE)O, 79.6 








AVERAGE UNIT COST I 8 SATELLITES) 

















































* * * 4* ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15.6 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 71 62.0 
DOTE 































POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
0.0 .10 14248. 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 
123 GEN PURP PROCESR 2 12.8 15.0 1.00 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 
348 TAPE RECORDER 2 2-1.5 10.2 1.00 





























503 COFMAND SIG COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST
2 2.0 0.0 1.00 49642. 
2 .8 0.0 1.00 552736 
2 Z.2 10.2 1000 105063,
2 3.9 6.3 1.00 65947. 
3 L.5 .9 1.00 22191. 

























ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
224 BATERY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST 







EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 























POWER CONVERTERS 33.0 0.0 1.00 0.00 423A58 Do 117343. 0o 87256. 0. 92Z 0 
PUPULSIOr FEED SYS 
STRUCTLRE 



















SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 14.3 1.00 606513. 28115: 261748. 112048 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 51.3 1.00 1090 Be 482 1 26858. 3733 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 88.0 
MISSIC EQUIP WEIGHT 600.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1412i7 















DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 


















APOGEE a 193Z3,. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0BOL POWER " 460. ARRAY AREA - 142.0 SO FT 




(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
------ DDT+E ------------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL

SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

STRUCTURE 3.3 2.1 5.41 

THERMAL CONTROL 1.2 .2 10. 

ELECTRICAL POWER 3.7 1.4 5.1,

COMMUNICATIENS 1.5 ,b ?.1. 

DATA HANDLIG 5.3 1.1 6.4. 

. STABILITY A W CONTROL 3.3 1.3 4.6 

-. AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.5 .8 2.3-
SPACECRAFT 19.8 7o4 27.2













TOTAL SATELLITE 540. 

AVERAGE UNIT COST 4 SATELLITES) 







































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
eOST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.. 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1. 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851. 20805. 39152.
 
303 SU SENSLI 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 15018. 27842.
 
1.00 77256. 15984. 13718. 18519.
403 NUIATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 

2 7.4 3.5 1.00 ll2148. 761291. 4Z3092, 519051.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 

2 4.1 1.0 1.00 3q7432. 1533C0. 175338. 173039.
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
PROD. COST ENG. COST
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E4 COST1334 THRUSTER 8 .7 .1 .10 I3754. 45762. 74656. 67872 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
TOENT TYPE .NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 OIITAL TELEMETRY 2 5.9 3.0 1.00 650067, 139061* 258914. 283033. 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.96 25.0 1.00 499633. 583549: 391041. 291956.47819. 49463. 474745c2.3 7.5 1.00 1980496.
403 COLMD OECOD+DISTR 1 

COMMUN ICATIONSCUIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.6. COST
IDENT TYPE 10696.
1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117o 292090
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
 1.00 388837" 233007. 110485. 169296.
202 ANTENNA 2 8,4 0.0 
2.1 10.9 100 152260. 47779. 1130890 66293o
306 TRANSMITTER 2 
2 2.2 15.8 1,00 [57595. 49590. 116437. 68615.
312 TRANSMITTER 

1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24775. 32378. 18519.
401 RECEIVER 

2 15 ,9 1o00 20153. 30796. 33728. 8775*
503 CUOMAND SIG COND 
 1.0 1.00 57409. 15451o 17773. 13762a







UNIT UNIT DDTENO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 

















PROPULSION FEeD SYS 
STRUCTURE 



























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 15560 
MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT 290.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1366#1 
VSATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *
 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGUKATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION -,PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYZ VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0












DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+F, 

STRUCTURE 
 4.4 1.3 5.8
THERMAL CONTROL







 6*4 1.1 7.'





 .9 2.4 

SPACECRAFI 









. GSE (AGE) 0.0200
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 






AVERAGE 'UNIT-COST ( 4 SATELLITES), 

























































* ** * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST T.E. COST PROD, COST ENG. COST1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 .3 100 111435. 68611. 37696o 48518.
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 100 61349o 51402. 31248. 26711#
 
1815 EAIH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826 296104. 302424o 281138o
 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.1 62.0 1.00 1154954. 749743. 4106929 502857.
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE- VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST TE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST 
B18 THRUSTER 18 .4 0.0 .10 14248. 70110. 106069. 104195.
 
834 THRUST R 6 ,7 .1 .10 12597. 35429. 58495. 54067. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENGo COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 817524o 139061. 258914. 3559430
 
345 TAPE RECORDER 3 16.8 25.0 1.00 499633, 583549. 391041. 291956.
403 COPMO DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 24339031 47819. 49463. 583431. 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. cost TE. CaST PROO= COST ENG, OST103 BAS3tND ASSY UNIT 1 2*0 .5 100 44622: 16117. 29209. 106 6.202 ANIENNA 2 8.4 0.0 1.00 388837. 233007. 110485. 169296.
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 all i09 1.00 152260. 47779: 113089. 662936
 
312 TRANSMIT-TER 2 2.2 15,8 1OO 157595. 49590. 116437. 68615.
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 6.3 1.00 85947, 42118. 58281. 37421*
 
12 967
503 COHIAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191. 43476* 47569. 








IDENT lYPE UNI1T UNIT DOTE
263 BAlTERY NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
2 49.3 0.0 
 .10 66515o 

EQUIPMENTS 












POWER CONVERTERS 1.00 773830.
0.0 
 0,00 











 1.00 112081. 

' PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
 205.0
 




























































































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION




- - UNIFIEC LINK-COMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 






APOGEE = 19323o NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0







COCM UNIC AT IONS
DATA HANDLING 


















AVERAGE UNIT COST 














EG ;ot t ES
ENGINEERING 
 EVALUATION
























- . .... ..
 
OT AL pR





2.2 4,3. 0 5. 
. 4 1 0. 3.4
4.6 













































4 4 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 4 , 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
VEHICLE 
 VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE1303 REACTION WHEEL NO. HEIGHT POWER FACTOR2 5.1 .3 1.00 DE. COST TE.E COST PROD. COST ENG.1601 VALVE ORIVERASSY 111435. 68611, 36439, COST2 1.6 1.0 45798.1,00 61349. 51402.1815 EARTH SENSOR 30206. 25213.
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 2 
15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826. 296104. 292339, 277428.
7.1 62.0 1.00 1154954. 749743. 396995. 474668.
 






818 THRUSTER NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E.18 .4 0.0 COST TE.'COST PROD, COST
834 THRUSTER *to 1424. 70110. ENG. COST
6 105059. 100975*
.7 *1 .10 12597 35429a 57938, 
 52396*
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT
IDENT TYPE UNIT DOTE
NO NEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE* VEHICLE VEHICLE
203 DICITAL TELEMETRY 2 COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST8.9 3.0 1.00 817524. 139061.345 TAPE RECORDER 3 168 25.0 1.00 250280. 335989.499633. 583549,
403 COMMO DECOO+OISTR 1 378000. 271682,2.3 7.5 1.00 2433903. 47819. 47813. 575731.
 
COMMUNICATIONS




IDENT TYPE103 BASEOND ASSY UNIT NO. WEIGHT POW E FACTOR DE°1 2.0 .5 COST T.E. COST PROD.1.00 44622. COST ENG. COST202 ANTENNA 2 16117. 28235. 10555.8.4 0.0 1.00 388837.306 TRANSMITTER 2 233007, 1068006 159806.2.1 10.9 1.00
312 TRANSMITTER 152260. 477790 109318,
2 2.2 15.8 62576a
401 RECEIVER 2 3.9 6.3 1.00 157595. 49590, 112554. 64769a
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1,5 1000 85947. 42118. 56337, 35323.
603 DIPLEXER .9 1.00 22191o 43476. 45982,
1 3.1 1,0 12067a




 UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO°
263 BATTERY WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST
2 49.3 0.0 .10 66515. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOTE
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
DOE. COST
SOLAR ARRAY 
 44.3 1.00 
 427929.
WIRING HAR'E!S 66.5 1.00 2883890
THERMAL CONTROL 
 29. 0 1.00 773830o 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 00 00 

PROPULSION FEED SYS
STRUCTURE 74,3 1.0 883267o146.0 1.00 2103536,POWER CONTROL UNITS 
 67.0 1 00 702494.SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 
 7,4 1.00 388065.
SATELLITE ADAPTER 
. PROPELLANI WEIGHT 205.0 
53.0 
 1.00 112081.' 

IISSION EQUIP HEIGHT 485. 0 




































































STAB IL IZ A'TI, AA S o..",v
RrGONFIC1UAT.o ' SP[t CcLM. ROL 
AUXILIARY PFPUL.Z'ION 
CONFIGURATION 
- -' MONOPROcaL1 ANT 
DATA PRLCESSING AND XNSTRUMENATEONCONFICURAT ION 
- SPECIAL PURPO,'SE PROCESSOR (OTUI 
COMMUNICATIONS
CONFIGURATION 
- -UNIFIEC LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
 00CONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT 
- OOY MOUrPTEG SOLAR ARRAV 
VEHICLE SI'2'TNGCONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDFICtL SW4 AIISELLANEOUS"INFORMATION 
APOGEE = 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 

. x 














SUBSYSTEM COST TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING 
 EVALUATION DOT+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE 5.1 3,8 
 B 9 4o9
THERMAL CONTROL 1.3 .4 1.7 1.2
ELECTRICAL POWER 
 6.4 1.8 8.1 
 70
COMMUNICATIONS 
 1.5 .6 . 2.1 2.4DATA HANDLING 7.7 03 7.9 8.9
STABILITY AND CONIROL 3.3 1.3 4.6 5.3
4.AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.6 .8 2o4 
 2.1 





 A6.1 QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 
 0.0GSE (AGE) 
 2.3
 





TOTAL SATELLITE. 91.. , 
AVERAGE .UNIT COST A 4 SATELLITES)
 
TOTAL SATELLITE OOT+E AND
 































4 - ASSENSLY DESCRIPTIONS 
* 
-STABILIZATION AND.CONTROL, E UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. AWEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST
203 VALVE [RIVER ASSY 1 ' 1.6 T.E, COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
5.9 1 00 165834, 1585±. 20805,

-303 SUN SENSOR 39752a
1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519e
403 NUTATION DAMPER 15018a 27842*-.1 . 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984.603 13778, 18519.
CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
 7.4 3.5 1.00 1±92148, 76129. 423092. 5±905±.
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 " 'it 
 1.0 t 00 397432. 153300* 175338. 
 173039,
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION AR.  
:'ONIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE'
DENT TYPER NO,.:EIGHT POWER FACTOR DME. 
COST r.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST.
829 THRUSTER 
 6 .6 0.0 .1O 1i814° 33143. 54563, 50706.834 THRUSTER 
 2 .7 .i .10 10283, 147629 23042, 259069
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
E UNIT UNIT DOTE 

. VEHICLE VEHICLE,IDENT TYPE NO.WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
.203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2....> 8.9 3.0 1.00 r.E. COST' PROD. COST ENG. COST
1164826, 139061..
403 COMHD ECODO+DISTR i 2.3 258914. 507155*.
7.5 100 3346547. 
 478±9e 49463. 802201,
 
>4:.COMHUNICATIO S




 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
103 BASESNC ASSY UNIT ± r.E. COST PROD. COST ENG, COST
2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117. 29209o
202 ANTENNA 10696.
2 8.4 0.0 1.00 388837 : 233007a 110485.
306 TRANSMITTER .169296.
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260o 47779o 113089, . 66293.312 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.2 15.8 1.00 157595* 49590. 116437. 686±5,
401 RECEIVER 
 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 7736e 24775.
(j .. 503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 32378. 18519,.9 1.00 2219±. 43476. 47569°
603 OIPLEXER 12967*




ENET TYPIDENT TYPE269 BATTERY UNIT UNIT DOTENO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DeE. COST2 91.0 0.0 0o 86935, T.E. COST58720. 
VEHICLEPROD. COST209753. 
VEHICLEENG, COST156484. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
NAME 
SOLAR ARRAYWIRING HARNESSTHERMAL CONTROL 
POWER CONVERTERS 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 142. 0 
,MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 60s.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2630.0 
4* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *4












- - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCFSSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 




- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION 









APOGEE a 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS
.S,, .'BOL POWER - 1443. ARRAY AREA a 446.0 
u 0 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-------- DO DDT+E------- ------ RECURRING -----------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
 
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DODTE ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRiNG
 
TRUCTURE 	 511 3.8 8,9 1102 1941 30.3
HE MAL CONTROL 	 103 04 lo7 Z:5 3#0 5 a
 
22.2 38:3ELECTRICA6P1ER 6.8 	 861 16.1500 6#3 11. z
 
DATA HANDLING 7.7 .3 7.9 19.4 4.1 23.5
 
'STABILITY AND CONTROL 3.3 1.3 4.6 10.7 8.7 19.4
 
COMMUNICATIDNS 	 'i5 o6 291 

* 	 1,6 2.4 6.1 

SPACECRAFT 26.9 9.0 35o8 69.9 69.5 139*4
 
.. AUXILIAPY PROPULSION 	 ,8 4.7 10.8
 








'AUNCH SITE SUPPORT 	 5*?
 
ONTRACTOR FEE 2.7 1062,
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 91,1 34859
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST C 11 SATELLITES) 31, 








 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IENT 
 GHT POWER FACTOR 0
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 .6 59 COS T.E. COST PROD. COST EG, T
1.00TR 15834. 1551.17839. 35199!
303 SUN SENSOR 1, 
 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 12877a
403 NUTATION DAMPER 23224.
1 2.8 0.0 L.00 77256. 15984. 11814..603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 15447,.2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148. 761291:.806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2" 4.1 362790o 376925o




 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPN O.'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E.
829 THRUSTER 6 .6 COST- T6E, COST PROD. COST E4G. CoST
834 THRUSTER 2 .7 0.0 .10 11814a 33143. 51630. 42365.
al .10 10283, 14762e, 21804o 21645o
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
T 




IDENT TYPE 0* POWER FACTOR D.E. COST,. T*E
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY COST PR OST ENGCSOST
2 8,9 3.0 1.00 11648o26. 139061.
403 COMMD DECOO+DISTR 222012. 368287




li:: CENT YPE DT EILUNIT UNIT DOTE 

. t"VEHICLEVEHICLEIDENT
103 RA d!WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST ,
EBNO ASSY UNIT 01 2.0 TiE. COST PRODo COST ENG. COST
.5 100 44622:.
1:0 : 16117a; 25046.8883202 ANTENNA 2300.94738o, 8922.
2 8.4 0,00 1.0 388837 ' 23300?. L2940o
'" 306 TRANSMITTER 94738, 1229 ,2 2.1 10.9 .00 152260.:-. 47779. 969719 
 48141#
312 TRANSMITTER 
 2 2.2 15.8 1*00 157595. 49590. 99842.401 RECEI VER 49827.1 
 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256* 24775o, 27763.
503 COMMANO SIG COND 1544?.3 1.5 :9 1.00 22191a. 43476o603 DIPLEXER .40789. 8979.









UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 









EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIIATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SOLAR ARRAY 219.0 1000 
WIRING HARNESS 103.0 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL 136.0 1.00 
POWER CONVERTERS 16.0 1.00 
PROPULSI3N FEED SYS 75.0 [000 
STRUCTURE 6f7*0 100 
0WER COUNTROL UNITS 52.0 1000 
ATFLLITE ADAPTER 111*0 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 142 0 








































* TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2630.0 
3 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 4
 











DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT'AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VFHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE w 19323. NUMER OF QUAL UNITS 0
 































AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 10 





SPACECRAFT COST MJDEL 
CCI-1-3 INILSAT-6
 
(MILLIOAS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
--- DOT+t ------------------------- RECURRIIG----------­
-ESIGN TcST AAD TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB A4D TOTAL 
tiAl NEER1NG CVALUATION DOT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRPING 
7#7 2.5 10.2 15.8 13.9 29.7 
2.0 :3 2.4 4.2 2,3 6.5
 
4,5 1.t, 5.9 12.6 18.9 31.5
 
1.4 .5 1.9 3.9 5.5 9.4
 
9.3 .3 9.6 30.5 4.3 34.6
 
4.7 2.4 7.0 17.5 14.9 32.4
 
2,4 1.4 3.8 7.3 10.2 17.5
 






























 '04 WEIGHT PJWER FAC OR D.E. 	COST 
 ToE. COST
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 	 PROD, COST ENGg C0ST
.3 1.00 111435a
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 	 686li 3?9 5. 36502.
3 1.6 1.0 1.00 67552* 72567. 38341,
1815 EARTH SENSnR 	 28404s
2 15.4 15.6 1.00 1304769. 503376o 473591. 427393.
2203 CONTROL ELFCTRNCS 3 7.1 




UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 	 COST T.E. COST PRODa COST ENG. COST818 THRUSTER 	 18 :4 0.0
834 THRUSTER 8 	 ,LO 14248. 70110.t 101029 88918,1.7 .l .10 1375. 45762, 71109. 57920o 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO 	WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 
 ,E. COS T*E. COST PROD. 	COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 	 ENG.tCOS
403 COMMD DECOD+DISTR 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 143071 * 1390610 M252, 471 62 2.3 7.5 1.00 4046553. 47819., 77157. 
 1325499o
 
CONHUNICATIONS N O. UNIT UNIT DDTEIDENT TYPE 	 VEHICLE VEHICLE
VEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST >
106 BASESNO ASSY UNIT 3 2.0 	 T.E. COST PROD. COST ENGO CoST0.0 1.00 51466Z6 38681. 64510.
202 ANTE4NA 	 22984*.11 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 137063, 534009327 TRANSMITTSR 2'. 	 7182314.7 18.0 1.00 272957. 90576.. 1605256 
 89410o.
401 RECEIVER 	 2 3.9 
 6.3 1000 85947o 42118*1 50703. 28153tS 503 CMAND SIG CO40 4 1.5 .9 1o00 24229, 56157,6 D PLEXER 	 5z218o 120760,
? 7 .3 1000 13337 




ELECTRICAL POWERVEILELT PO UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHIELE
 
IDENT TYPE 0 WEIGHT POWE R FACTOR D.E. COST TE. COST PROD. COT ENG. OST
 
Z69 BATTERY 4 71.3 0.0 .10 1529450 81101. 275931. Z34936. 




NAME WEIGHT FACTOR O.E. COST T.E, COST PRODOt COST ENG. Cgu1
SOLAR ARRAY 104.0 1.00 776801* 168950. 304107. 159626
 
WIRING HARNESS 137,0 1.00 53Z310. 313149. 298514. 109386
 
THFRMAL CONTROL 101.0 1,00 1201663. 250515, 16280. 246932
 
POWER CONVERTERS 060 0*00 0: Of 0 O, 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 100 1000 1381984. 906836. 544096. 28397,
STRUCTURE 304.0 -1.00 3600982. 1401489. 630664. 739973,

POWER Co4TROL UNITS 162.0 100 1158788. 5028684 4525779 Z38122
 
SOLAR ARqAY DRIVE 18.0 1.00 708990. 341870. 307680o 14569Z
 




MISSION EQUIP WEIOHT 941o
 
:tij TOTAL'SATELLITE EIGHT'31 90 
44. 
I 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
< VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS w 0







4 	 ELECTRICAL PUWER 
COMMUNICATICNS 





*I AUXILIARY PhOPULSION 














AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 11 









(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
------- OT+E-------------------­
....D.T E ... ... ... 
 .	 ... ...
DESIGN TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 
 ENGINEERING 





 1.6 	 3.1
2.8 	
.9 
















































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLT T UNIT UNIT DOTE 







































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT DOTE 













E. UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
. tDENT TYPE 
JO8 BAJEBND ASSY UNITAN NNA 
NO*'"WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E* COST,-'





327 TRANSMITTER401 RECEIVER 






























IDENT TYPE NOWEIGHT POWER FACTOR DO.E
UNIT UNIT
269 BATTERY DO E COST
2 . 71.3 0.0 .10 86935o 





NAME WEIGHT FACTOR DeE COST
SOLAR ARRAY
WIRING HARNESS 53.4 1.00 485960.
73.7 
 1.00 314658.














SATELLITE ADAPTER 1.00 439797,

.63.3 
 1.00 130344o 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 210.9 
, MISSI W EQUIP WEIGHT 599.0
 
- S 







































































** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL $ 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION-
- DUAL SPIN 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING ANO INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU3 
COMMUNICATION S 
CONFIGURATION 

















(IILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
--YT...---- . DDT+E--------
-- ----- -- RECURRING----------
SDESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND TOTAL
ENGINEERING EVALUATION 




HERMAL CONTROL 941.8 




1.6 7.1 0,b 246 .
.3 1 1 .3 2.:3. 8COM UNICATI ENS 

- 'DATA HANDLING 3 4 5 7 2 1 1.1 3,2 ' 
- S TAB IL ITY CON T R O L .2 1 8 7 0 1.1 1 3 2.4AND '5
.. AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
 9,9 1.0 2.9 1.1.1.3
14'. Ito 29 .'9 .211 ,0 . 
., SPACECRAFI 2$7237.2 4 














TOTAL SATELLITE 52.6 
 21.3
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 1 SATELLITES)
 







* * 4 4' ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDEWNT TYPE NO*101 DESPIN BEARING 1
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1303 SUN SENSOR 2 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 2503 GIjBAL ELECTRONCS 3 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2703 BIAXIAL DRIVE 2 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 3 
1413 POkdR COiVERTER 1 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
EIGHT POwER FACTOR DoE, COST73.6 6.7 1.00 1314817. 
1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 
93 .0 100 129217. 
2.d 0.0 100 85947.6.3 3L.6 1.00 0. 
7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148.14.3 28.0 1.00 00 
4.1 1.0 100 145874. 
































AINT YR UNIT UNIT DOTE9DENTTYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST829 THRUSTER 6 .6 0.0 .10 11814,"834 THRUSTER 2 .7 ,1 .10 10283o 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION• UNIT UNIT FDOTEIDENT TYPE NO. 'WEIGHT POW ER AC OR D.E. COST 















































































CC2-1-2 COMSTAR ,j.. 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT IYPE' 
 NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E, COST I.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
260 BAITERY 2 60.7 0.0 
 .10 6196Z. 43871. 16220Ze 1250390
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 0.E. COST' TE COST PROD. COST 
 ENG COST
SOLAR ARRAY 158.6 1.00 13277909 Z49727. 637873, 0.
WIRING HARNESS 108.9 1.OO 438153. 
 257758. 348679. 0.
THERMAL CUNTROL 64.9 1.00 889781. 185612. 177787, 0.
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016. 367568. 234718. 0.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 95.4 1.00 1090899. 648087. 551798. 0O
STRUCT1Rc 583.6 1.00 2247725*, 1219674. 778975a 0.
POWER CONTROL UNITS 5Z.6 1.00 813883. 260414. 332585. 
 0.




W1SSIEN EQUIP WEIGHT 254 0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2043.0
 
, I 











DATA PROCESSING ANI INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS Z 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION 







APOGEE = 19323. NUMEER OF QUAL UNITS - 0
BOL PONEF = 1908,. ARRAY 


















LAUNCH SITE SUPFORT 
CONTRACTOR FEE 
TOTAL SATELLITE 
AVERAGE UNIT COST 4 6 
TOTAL SATELLITE OOT+E AND 
RECURRING COST 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
CC2-1-3 COMSIAR-2 
IMILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
------------- I9T E------------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTA'.

ENGINEERING EVALUATION DOT E 

7*7 2.6 10.3 
2.1 .3 2.4 

4.5 1.5 6.0 

i*4 ,5 1.9 

9.6 .3 9.8 

4.T 2.4 7.0 

2.4 1. 3.8 



























































ASSEM3LY DESCRIPTIONS 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
±303TREACTICN WHEEL16 1 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. COST 









±815 EARTH 5ENSOR 





















NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. COST 
18 .4 0.0 .10 14248. 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.Eo COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 1476726. 



















503 COMMAND SIG COND 
605 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 3 2,0 0.a 1.00 
1 8.4 0.0 1.o0 
2 4.7 18.0 1.00 
2 3.9 6.3 1:00 
4 1.5 .9 1.00 

































DENECTYAPNE R N.UNIT UNIT DOTE
IOENT TYPE NOO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST269 BA TERY 4 11.3 0.0 *to .52945. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
NAME WEIGHTSOLAR ARRAY FACTOR O.E. COST1A1.0,0 776801,WIRING HARNESS 140.4 1.00 543492sTHERMAL CONTROL 99.7 1.00 1206763.
POWER CONVERTERS Be0 Ou0 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 147o7 1,g0 1380±89.STRUCTURE 307.5 1.00 365 E0649POWER CONTROL UNITS 162.0 1.go 1158788.SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 17.3 1.00 690177oSATELLITE ADAPTER 110.4 100 209132. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 704. 0 


































-­k, SAIELLITE HEIGHT 3227.1 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODFL *
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION 
- - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGUXATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DIUI) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 













MISCELLANEOUS INFLRMATIONAPOGEE 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS
BOL POWER - 353. ARRAY AREA t 109.1 SQII 
0 




















































































AVERAGE UNIT COST 


























































































* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE-



























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT P0dER FACTOR D.E. COST 











DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 809 3.0 19O0 497936,





































































UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT IYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST218 BAITERY 2 21.0 0.0 .10 2530Q. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
-DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR O.E. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 53., 1.00 621537.WIRING HARNESS 47.8 1.00 217962.THERMAL CUNTRUL 30.4 1.00 508018.POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016.PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 881623.SIRUCTLR 232,6 1.00 1606903.POWER CONTROL UNITS 66.6 1.00 4317599SATELLITE ADAPTER 45.7 1.00 9881.6* 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 155.0 




































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1113.9 
,,'V 











DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PPOCESSOR (OTU) 
COMMUNISAT!ONS









CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATI(N










SUSYS EM COST OTstESIGN OTAL --OD RECURRING- .... ..
ENCINEERING F--
STRCTREV EVL P 70Tj




- THERMA CONTROL 4aO 
 1#4*







STABILITY AO CONTROL 9 3.6
2<DA A HANDLING 
 4.5































AVERAGE UIT COST I1 SATELLITES)
 





* * * *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * *4 
STABILiZATION AND CONTRL W fiT P UN T ITfl D COST TOE.C ST D CS 
IDNT TYPE NO* WEIGH OWR ORE-----T 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5.1 ,3 1,00 1114359 68611a 46538 445ZOo 
1601 VALVE DRIVLk ASSY 2 1.6 10 1.00 61349s 514C29 38578: 24514.
 
1815 FARTH SENSOR 2 1D.4 15.6 1.00 1304769: 53376: 672C52: 521367s
 1.00 115495' 749743. 507024. 461503o
2203 CONTROL ELLCTPNCS 2 7.1 62.0 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
NO. WIGHT POWER rACTOR O.E. COST T.E, COST PROG. COST ENt4-COST
IDENT TYPE 

.4 G.O 910 14248 70116: 1097870 116014,
018 THRUSTER 18 
 60545. 60616*
834 THRUST ER 6 .7 .1 .10 12597o 35429. 

DATA PROCESSING AND INSIRUIENTAT1ON
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WElI-IT PUWE FACTOQ D.E. COST T.Ev COST PRDo COST ENG .asT
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 beg 3,0 1.00 588237o 139061. 177581. 0.
 
403 COMMD DECUItDOISTR 1 2c3 7.5 1*00 1q92403. 47819a 61065o 0
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VFH!CL­...... COMMUNICATIONS 

J ENT TYPE NO. Ut£GHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST TE. COST ,OggH 3T ENS OST
 
BASESND A06SY UNIT 2 20 0,0 1,00 49642o 27399, 4qOq, 1oB 36,
 
00.
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0*0 1000 349517o - 137063. 75778. 
2 4.7 180 1.00 27Z957* 90576. 227794, 109070,
327 TRANSMITTER 

401 PECEIVER 2 3.g 6.3 1.00 85947a 42118. 41951: 3434l.
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 3 1:5 .9 1.00 221910 434 6e 726 1561 0




ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT PUWER FACT OR
269 BATTERY 
 2 71.2 0.0 .10 
















S LA ARRAY )DRJVE 
ATELLITE ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 



































































































































DATA PROCESSING AND jNSTRUMENTATI RN
CONFIGURA ON - - SPECIAL PURPO E PROCESSOR (DTU) 
















































.AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 



































TEST AID TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND T3TAL
 
EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY 
 RECURRING
 
1.4 5.4 6.4 5.6
 123:










1.6 5.9 9.0 1.8 8.6
7.1 16.1
10 2.9 4.5 
 5.7 10.2
 



















CC2-1-6 RCA STC2 
A * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 4 * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DDTE 
IDENT TYPE ,O4WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoEo COST 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 2 5*1 v3 100 111435o 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
le15 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15,6 1:00 1172826. 





















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
M0* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E. COST 
18 .4 0.0 .10 14248. 











DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE 404 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST 










COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
" IDENT TYPE 




503 COMMAND SIG COMD 
605 DIPLEXER 
40hWEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E' COST 
2 ZO 0.0 1.00 49642,
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517,
2 4.7 18.0 1.00 272957. 
1 3.9 6.3 100 77256o 
3' 1.5 .9 1.00 22191. 


























ELT TYPE UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE NO.269 BATTERY WEI HT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
2 71.4 0.0 .10 86935. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
NAEWEGTFACTOR
NAME WEIGHT DOTE D*E, JOST
SOLAR ARRAY 




THPERMAL CONTROL OO70003o 100 227975,
POWER CONVERTERS 315 
 1.00 758150.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 

























































































 AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR tDTU) 
COMMUNICATIONSCONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIEC LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION 








APOGEE = 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS












 TEST AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST 
 ENGINEERING EVALUATION ODT+F 









































AVERAGE UNIT COST 
( 6 SATELLITES) 




























































" ' * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 4 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IOENT TYPE .NO.203 VALVE ORIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENSOR 
403 NUTATICN DAMPER 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 







UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST1.6 5.9 1.00 165834* 
.3 .0 1.00 116150. 
2.8 0.0 t.00 77256. 
T.4 3.5 1.00 1071594o 
4.1 tO 1.00 397432. 

































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUPENTATION 
IDENT TYPE 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 
403 COMMO DECOO*DISTR 
UNIT UNIT DOTENO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE, COST 
1 8.9 3.0 1.00 416809* 













IDENT TYPE103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT202 ANTENNA 
306 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 
503 COMMAND 5IG CONO 
603 DIPLEXER 
NNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO& WHEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. COST1 2.0 .5 1,00 44622.1 8.4 0.0 100 349517e 
2 2.1 1069 1.00 1521601 3.9 6.3 1000 77256.2 165 ,q 1.00 20153. 




















UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO. HEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoEo COST221 BATTERY 2 25.3 00 .t0 27169. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR DoE, COSTSOL AR ARRAY 61.0 1. 0 680124.WIRING HARNESS 43,5 1.00 201217.THERMAL CONTROL 32.1 1.00 511801.POWER CONVERTERS 15,9 1oo 590016,
PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 8816239STRUCTURE 248.3 1.00 1437792.POWER CONTROL UNITS 66.6 l.00 46!474oSATELLITE ADAPTER 42.4 1.00 6181t. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.2 





































TTOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT gggg 
•./
 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATICN 






- - UNIFIED L!NK-COPHON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATICN 










 a19323. NUPOER OF CUAL UNITi m 0




CC2-1-8 AN SAT CP
 





DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION 




 DOT+E ENGINEERING 
 ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 3a1 2.5 5.6T H E R M A L C O N T R O L 1 2 1 * 2 1.24 3.094 60 8 ELECTRICAL POWER 
 o0 .2 4.2 54 10 38
COMIUNICATIONS
DATA HANDL NG 
- 1.23 9 N.64
STABILITY AND CONTROL 3,3 .3 .16 16 3.5 5.33* 1.3 4.6 1.6 .9 1.5
AUXILIARY PROPULSICN :3462.8 .6 2.2



































CCZ-l-8 AN SAT CP 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND COHTRCL 
DENT TYPE'203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENSOR03 NUTATION DAMPER603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY1413 POWER-CONVERTER 
UNIT UNIT DDTE
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834s 
1 .3 .0 1,00 116150.11 0 77256: 


















IDENT TYPE834 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT DOTE 















503 COMMAND SIG COND603 0 PLEXER 










































CC2-1-8 AM SAT CP
 
ELECTRICAL' POWER UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
236 BATTERY 
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 
















































PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE " 


























PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.2 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 250.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 135568 
L!1.
 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL $4
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATICN 
­ - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
­ - MONCPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUNENTATIONCONFIGURATION 
­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUJ 
COMMUNICATIONS
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COPHON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRtCAL-POWERCONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT'- BODY MOLNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
CONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINDRICAL 
-- MISCELLANEOUS INFCRNATICN 











































LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 
CONTRACTOR FE .. 
0.0 
1e61.6 
T0TAL SATELLITE 41.4 
AVERAGE UNIT COST C 3 SATELLITESI 











































































203 VALVE DRIVtR ASSY NO*.WEIGHT FOWER FACTOR D,E COST
1 1:6 5.9 1.00 165834. TE COST PRODo COST ENGo CST
303 SUN SENSOR 1 15851. 21734. 38901.
.3 .0 1.00 116150.
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 14519. 15689. 2724?.
2.8 0.0 1.00 77256.603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7,4 3.5 159864 14394. 181239
1.00 1192148o 761291,
806 EARTH SENSCR ASSY 442003. 550190.
 1413 POWER-CONVERTER 2 4.1 1,0 100 397432. 153300. 183175. 183419.1 15,9 00 1.00 0. 





 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IETTP-NO.
834 THRUSTERCO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST
83 HUTR8 aE. COST PROD.*arT EN.C5E G
.7 .1 .10 13754. 4!576 2. US
75437, 70238o
 





203 DIGITAL9IELEHETRY WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COT VEHICLE
1 8.9 3.0 1:00 46715 T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG COST
403 COMO DECCO+DISTR 1. 2.3 139061, 150270o 109586,
7,5 1.00 16194119 





IDlENTYPE NO.UNIT FWERN DOTE
TYPEC NOo WEIGHT VEHICLE VEHIRE
FACTOR Oo COST
HW 0DENT TED COT PROD, COST
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 20 .5 100 44622o. 1611To 30515, 1467.
202 ANTENNA
401 RECEIVER 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517,
306 TRANSMITTER 21 137063. 64124. 81990,
2.139 10.9 1.00 152260. 
 47779. 118144, 70270o
503 OMAND SIG CON1
603 DIPLESER D 9 6 1,00 77256. 24775, 33825.












 NO. UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE VEHIELE VEHICLE
227 BATTERY NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
2 30o4 0.0 T.E. COST PROD. OST
.10 32587. 26634. ENG.CST
96132. 60703.
 





SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST
74.1 PROD. COST ENG. COST
1.00 779517. 123435. 
 266798. 182860.
WIRING HARNES$ 51.2 
 1000 231040. 135917. 155584.
THERMAL CONTRHL 54197.
 
POWER 36.9 1.00 554302. 126575. 108125s
ONVERTERS 15.9 130047.
1.00 590016. 367568.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 198620. 138406.
1.00 681623: 501892. 
 361606. 206IZ.
STRUCTURE 
 3154 1.00 1554472. 1446037. 781385. 364649.
POWER CONTROL UNITS 75.0 
 1.00 521654, 3204789 346349o
SATELLITE ADAPTER 122370.
51.3 






MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 200.0
 









'STABILIZATION AND CONTRCLCONFIGURATION 




CONFIGURATION - - HONCPRaPELLANT
 
CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 















APOGEE 193j3,. NUMBER'OF QUAL UN TS * 0S BOL POWER 190 8.





LTRI A ,POW~ t21.
, COMMIUhICATIONS 

,ECTRI4A PEDATA ANDLING 

-. STABILITY AND CONTROL 


























































AVERAGE'UNIT-COST ( 9-SATELLITES) 


































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
ICENT TYPE 
1303 REACTION 'WHEEL 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
1865 EARTH SENSOR 






U IAT POWER FUIR O.E. COST541 .3 1.00 111435.s1:6 1.0 0 0 675529 
15.4 15.6 1:00 1304769: 















AUXILIARY PROPULS ION 
UET TYP OU 
ICENT TYPE618 THRUSTER834 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNT 
NO. WEIGHT POWE18 .4 0.08 07 :1 
DOTE 








'CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
IDENT TYPE 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 
403 COHMD DEC D+0 STR 
UNIT NTNO.. Ei HT POWE 
2 8.9 3.0 
2 ). 7*5 













. ..... ....U IT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO&WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 













- UNIT UNIT' DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE-

I ENTfTPE 
 NO. W91GHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COT 
 T.E, COT PROD1COST ENG6 COST
010
0.013 .0 15294 8112 .76o 
 24239
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
NAME DTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
WEIGHT FACTOR DeE 
 ST .. E fOST. PROD6 COST FNGf COST
SOLAR ARRAY 






THERMAJCONTROL 99.7 19727; 309705. 4902.
POWER ONVERTERS 0.0 1.00 1206763. 24832441 163655. 255128.
PRRPULSIFN FEED SYS 000
147.7 O. 0.




 1.0 36 606. 141
POLER CONTROL UN-TS 162o 16t. 6 1. 1
1.0 1158788.
SOLAR ARRAY DRIV 50286 * 459883.s44985.17.4 1.0 
 690177. 330536.







MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 
 1000.0
 
vaTOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 3227.1
 
4 SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *
 
dc eCcP-6ui -1Vca 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - DUAL SPIN 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOMROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION ­ - CYLIDRICAL 
-
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIO 
APOGEE - 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-------- DDT+E ............ ............-RECURRING------------

SUBSYSTSM COST )ESZGN TEST AND
ENGINEERING TOA PRODUCTION





 4*7 2.0 6.7
THERMAL CPNTROL 1.9 2.3 4.2
1 o4 1.8 6
ELECTRICAL P04ER 6 1.2





6.6 .4 7.1 5.5 1.5
STABILITY AND CONTROL HO
5.1 
 1.7 6.9 3.5 2.1. 5.6
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
 1.6 .8 2.4 .9 1,4 Z.3 
QJ SPACECRAFT 26*1 1.3 33:4M.: . l 3, 3 ,
 ISs ION EOUIPMENT 15.7 13.5 2947. 5 
 33
 





LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 2#2
CONIRACTOR FEE 
 2,5 1. 
TOTAL SATELLITE 75.6 
 65.0
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 2 SATELLITES) 
 32.9 
TOTA SATEhLLTE DDT+E AND 
*E RE RN CST 
CC2-1-11 PBLC SVCE
 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * $ 
= 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT ODTE 
IDENT TYPE 40o WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.2. COST101 DESPIN BEARING 1 73.8 6.7 1.00 1314817.203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834a303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 1.00 129217.403 NUTATION DAMPER 2 2.8 0.0 1.00 85947.503 GIMRAL E-LECTRO4CS 2 6.3 31.6 1.00 0.603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 L.00 1192148,703 BIAXIAL DRIVE 2 14.3 28,0 1.00 O.806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 132477.1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 0.0 1,00 0. 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UTIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE OO WEIHT POWER FACTOR Eo COST829 THRUSTER 6 .6 0.0 .10 118149834 THRUSTER 2 .7 61 .10 102839; 
DATA PRDOESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
TL'NIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TY9E NOo WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DsEo COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 9173359 
406 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 2 11.0 5,5 1.00 2971262. 
IDEN UNIT UNIT DOTE 









































































CC2-1-11 POLC SVCE 
ELECTRICAL POWER UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPEZ63 BATTERY '0. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST2 63,2 0.0 .10 66515, t.E. COST45190. PROD. COST164980, ENG. 
COST128677. 






PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 





















































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 194.4 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 600.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2425.8 














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTFUPENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PRCCESSOR (UTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIEC LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION 
- PADOLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZIfG 
CONFIGURATION 
- - CYLINOFICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
APOGEE = 19323, NUME*ER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 
. BOL POWER = 1908 ARRAY AREA = 150.0 SQ FT BATT CAP =200, AMP-HR 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
0C2-1-12 IMGE XMSN 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS 
DESIG- TE 
~RECURRING --------DESIGN TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST 
 ENGINEERING EVALUATION 




.'THERAL CONTROL 7.7 2.6 10.3 10.7 9.0 19.72.1 .3 
 2.4 2.8
ELECTRICAL POWER 1,5 4.3
4.5 1.5 6.0





STABILITY A6O CONTROL 4v. 2. 98 23AUXILIARY PROPULSION 2.4 1,4 3.8 4.9 2 6. 111
 
T . SPACECRAFT 323 8,9 412 646 452 " 09,8
A MISSION EQUIPMENT 








QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 989 2.60GSE (AGE) 00
 
.LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 
 296




TOTAL SAtELLITE 104.6 
 257.5
 
AVERAGE UNIT COST C 6.SATELLITEs) 
._
 





C02-i-i2 IMGE XNSN 
4 4 4 ~ ASSEW3-LY DESCRIPTIONS 0 • V 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWE1303 P.EACTION'WHEEL 2 5.1 031601 VALVE [RIVER ASSY 3 1.6 1.01815 EARTH SENSOR 2 15.4 15,6
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 3 7.1 62.0 
DOTE 
























































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUPENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE -IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 1.00 1476726. 

















503 COMMANE SIG COND 
605 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COSY'3 2.0 00 1,00 54662,
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349Ei7.2 4.7 18.0 1.00 272957. 





















CC2--2 IMGE XMSN 
ELECTRICAL POWER
ENE TYPE UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR toE. COST269 BATTERY 4 71.3 0.0 .10 152945. 
EQUIPMENIS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR U.E, COSTSOLAR ARRAY 104.4 1o00 776801.WIRING HARNESS 140.4 1.00 543492.THERMAL CONTROL 99.7 1.00 120E763. 
POWER CONVERTERS 0.0 0900 a*PROPULSION FEED SYS 147.7 1.00 13801890STRUCTURE 207.5 1.00 3656064.POWER CONTROL UNITS 162.0 1.00 1156788,
,SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 17.3 1.00 690177.SATELLITE ADAPTER 110.4 1.00 209132. 
PROPELLANT EIGHT 704.0 






























TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 322to I 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUPENTATION
CONFIGURATION 




­ - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATION 








APOGEE = 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 
= 0
 





CC2-1-13 HCYF BCST 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
..-
-. -e OOT OeE ... ........
DESIGN . -EcU RRINGG----------
SUBSYSTEM TEST ANDCOST ENGINEERING EVALUATION TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTALOOT+E ENGINEER NG ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE
THERMAL CONTROL 31.02 2.6 .8 00 1. 18
ELECTRICL POWER o2 5.z 0.0 .
4.2 1.4 .2
5.6 .1CO UNICA IONS 20 2 
DATA HANDLING 1.2 .4 1.6 1STABILITY AMD CCNTRCL 4.1-- .3 400 33.3 1.3 ,3
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 4.6 lot1,6 t. 22

. 2.4 91 7 9 
%SPACECRAFT 
 18.6" yt.1 25:7 
 67.
MISSION EQUIPPENT 19a .. 982 
SATELLITE 
QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 44o?











--AVERAGE UNIT COST ( L SATELLITES)-
18.4, 
TOTAL SATELLITE OOT+E AND






* '* '' ASSEMBLY OESCIPTIONS 
- STABILIZATION AND CONTROL




283 VALVE ORIVtR ASSY NOo HEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
1 1.6 T.Eo COST PROD. COST ENG. COST303 SUN SENSOR 5.9 1.00 165834 15851. 25685. 0.
1-- .3 
 .0 1.00 11E150. 14519. 
 18541. 
 00
603 NUTATIONEAPER 1 2.8 
 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984a 17010.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 0o
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 7,4 3.5 o t192148 76291o
4.1 1.0 522333. 476366.







 NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST VEHICLE VEHICLE
834 THRUSTER - TE COST PROD. COST ENG. COST8 .7 ,1 .10 13754o 45762* 
 7273. 76092,
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATrON




 NOa WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST.
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8:9 T.E. COST PROD COST ENs COST
403 COU 3*0 1.00 548347, i39061. 17758o
1.- 12.3 O0







-. UNIT UNIT DOTE
I DENT TYPE VEHICLE. VEHICLE..
 
.f 103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT NOi WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST
1 2.0 .5 1.00 FoE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
44622. 16117.
202 ANTENNA 36060. 0.
1 8.4
306 TRANSMITTER 2-.- 0.e 1.00 349517* 137063. 75778. 0.
2.1 1009 1.00 152260. 47779,
401 RECEIVER 139615. 60841.
1 3.9 6.3 
 1.00 77256o
503 COINANO 316 CONO 24775. 39973, 00
3 1.5 .9 1:00 22191. 43476. 58726.
603 OIPLEXER t561i















EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE
NAME WEIGHT FACTOF 
SOLAR ARRAY 980 1.00 
WIRING HARNESS 60,3 1.00 
THERMAL CONTROL 45.9 100POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 72.4 1.0 
STRUCTURE A2667 l.ogoPOWER CONTPOL UNITS 77.6 1.80SATELLITE ADAPTER 66.3 1.00 
PROPELLANT HEIGHT 1e5.0 







































•-i TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1438.8 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ** 
CcL-I-/4-(2i a c-/-30~, 32 -
SUBSYSTEM CONFI.GURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRIL 
CNFIGURATIEN ­ - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATICN - - MONCPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSIG AND INSIRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATICN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATI[N - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUhT - BCDY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
C" VEHICLE SIZING 
CUNFIGURATIEN - - CYLINDRICAL 
tM 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIEN 
APOGEE a 19323o NUMBER OF CUAL UNITS 
BOL POWER ACg, ARRAY AREA - 127.0 SQ 
0 
FT BATT CAP 24, AMP-HR 
SPACECRAFT 	COST MODEL
 









SUBSYSTEM COST 	 TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING EVALUATION 
 DD1+E ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURE 
 2.7 1.7 
 4.4 	 4.3
THERMAL CONTROL 
 o9 	 .2 1.0 Io4
ELECTRICAL 	POWER 
 3.4 1.3 4.7 
 5.8
COMMUNICATIONS 	 1.2 ,4 1.6 
 2.2 

- DATA HANDLING 3.4 	 o3 
 3.7 	 5.3

- STABILITY AND CONTROL 3.1 	 .9 
 490
* AUXILIARY PROPULSICN 	 5.6
1.5 	 .8 2.3 3.1 

MSSIONPACECRAFT 


















AVERAGE UNIT COST 7 SATELLITES) 



































CC2-1-14 OTHER US) C-/- £---t
 
* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
I2ENT TYPE D 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY303 SUN SENSOR 
403 NUTATION CAMPER 
603 CONTROL ELFCTPQICS














POWER FACTOR O.E. COST5.9 1.00 165834.
.0 1.00 116150. 
0.0 1.00 77256o 
3.5 1.00 10715946 


















IDENT TYPE834 THRUSTER NO. 8 
UNIT UNIT DDTEWEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST
.7 .1 .10 13754. T.E. COST45762. 
VEHICLEPROD. COST72688o 
VEHICLEENG. COST62195. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER203 DIGITAL TELrmETRY 1 8.9 3.0403 COMMD DECCD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 
DOTE 










iI * COMMIUNICATIONSECMMUNTE S 




















POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
.5 1.00 44622o 
0.0 1.00 349517. 
10.9 1.00 152260. 
6.3 1.00 77256o 
.9 1.00 20153. 























CC2Z--14 OTHER US) eCC--
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT DOTE 

TDENT TYPE NO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST
221 BATTFRY- 2 25o3 0.0 .10 27169. 
















THtFMAL CONTREL 46.332.9 1.001.00 212148#5ZI022 
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016. 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 861623. 
STRUCTURE 259.0 1.00 1497414. 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 70.8 100 470678. 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 45.0 .1.00 97528o 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140,0 











































































* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *4 
C -3-1-/ AZC,1s7-/ 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CCNFIGURATICN 
- - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATIEN - - MONCPROPELLANT 




SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS. 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POVER 
CONFIGURATICN 
- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATItN 
- - CYLINDRICAL 
-
U, 
MISCELLANEOUS INFCRNATICNAPOGEE a 19323. NUPBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0











• DATA HANDLING 

















AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 

TOTAL SATELLITE DDT+E AND









































































































































* * '4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
IDENT TYPE NO 
203 VALVE DRIVEP ASSY 1 
303 SUN SENSOF 1403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 
506 EARTH SENIOR ASSY 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 
.3 o 1.00 116150* 
2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 
7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 
























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 451904, 







ENG. CO T90287. 
31402b 
- COMMUNICATIONSCOMNT CTYPE 
IDENT TYPE 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT202 ANTENNA 
306 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 









UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST2.0 .5 1000 4462298.4 000 1.00 349517. 
201 10o9 1.00 152260. 
3,9 6.3 1000 77256. 
1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 
3.1 1.0 1.00 57409. 





















ENTTYPE UNIT UNIT DOTE

IDENT TYPE
224 BATTERY NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DeE. COST






















PROPULSION FEED SYS 1.00 590016.
68.3 













MISSION EOUIP WEIGHT 
 200.0
 
















































































CONFIGURATION - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATICN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS
 




CONFIGURATIEN - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZINC 
<CONFIGURATICN - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS ItF(RJATICN
APOGEE = 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS - 0







































MILLIONS OF 1977 OJLLARS)
 
..... DDT+E-------------------------
DESIG' TEST AD 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDTtE 
 ENGINEERING 











3.3 1.3 4.6 
 5.3
1.5 .8 

























































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1000 165634o 15851. 20805o 39752o
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 15018. 27842.
 
403 NUTATION CAPPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256, 15984. 13778. 18519.
 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148. 761291. 423092. 519051.
 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 397432, 153300o 175338 173039.
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UN IT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOP D.E. COST TE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
834 THRUSTER 8 .7 .1 010 13754a 45762. 74656o 67872.
 
DATA PROCESSIPNG A0D INSTRUMENTATION
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 100 495721a 139061. 143841. 118829.
 
403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 1708195. 47819. 49463. 409472o
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE' NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST TaE. COST PROD, COST ENG CGST
 
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1,00 44622. 16117o 29209, 10696a
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 3495179 137063. 61380, 83783o
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 i0.9 1.00 152260. 47779. 113089. 66293o
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 772566 24775. 32378. 18519.
 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1,5 .9 1.00 20153. 30796. 33728. 8775o
 












POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 















PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 



























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 14062 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 240&0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 121249 








­ - SPIN CONTROL
 
-.. AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - I4ONPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE 
 PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COt1FIGURATION 








CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 









ELECTRIC AL POWECOM'iCTON 
DATAI IATD lG 




























































































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * 
-STABILIZATION AND' COTRCLV 
ICENT TYPE NO W40WUT203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 
403 NUTATION DAMPER S8 
603 ConTROl EL NC 4 






























IDENT TYPE034 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 








UNIT UNIT DDTEIFET TYPE NO. UEXGHT POWER PAC OR'DEO CO$T03 GTAL TELEMETRY 1 89 3o0 150 62960'. 











103 BAJSEBNO ASSY UNIT 
202 ANTENNA .206 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 
503 COMMAND SIC CONO 
603 DI PLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COS" 
1 ?.0 .5 1.00 4*622 
1 9.-4 0.0" 1.00 349517.2 - 261 10.9 1000 152260. 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256o. 
1:5 .9 1.00 g01584























 UNIT DOTE ' 

ICENT ATYPE 









































Z1'BATTERY. 2 25.3 0.0 .10 



















MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT 

















































** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL **
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION ANC CONTREL 
CONFIGURATICN 
- - SPIb CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATICN 
- - MONCPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING A0D INSIRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATICN 
­ - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU) 
COMMUNICATIONSCONFIGURATIEN 
­ - UNIFIED LINK-COPtON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER
CONFIGURATIEN 
- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZINGCONFIGURATICN 




APOGEE a 19323. NUPBER OF GUAL UNITS " 0 





































AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 









































































































































UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IfENT TYPE - NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 

103 VALVE DRIVEP ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 

303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 

403 MUTATION DAPPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256o 

603 CONTROL ELECIR"CS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 

806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 397432, 

AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT DOTE 

TDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 

834 'THRUSTER 8 .7 91 .10 13754. 

DATA PROCESSING A D INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 

203 DIGITAL TELEPETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 452245. 





UNIT UNIT DOTE 

IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Es COST 

103 BASERNO ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622s 

202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517a 

306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260o 

401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256o 

503 COMMAND 51G CCND .2 1.5 .9 1000 20153a 




































































































































ELECTRICAL POWERELTRTYP WER.UNIT 
IDENT TYPE224 BATTERY Noo2 
UNIT DOTE 





FQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 64.3 1.00WIPING HARNESS 46.7 1.00THERMAL CONTRUL 33.6 1.00POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00
STRUCTURE 269.2 1.00POWER CONTROL UNITS 70.8 1000SATELLITE ADAPTER 46.1 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.2 

























U, TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1079.3 









CONFIGURATICN - - MONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGUPATICN 









- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 




- APOGEE a 19323. NUPBE-R OF CUAL UNITS 0 














COST TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING EIALUATICN 
 DDT+E ENGINEERING 

StRUCTURF
THERMAL CONTROL 296 1.7 4.3 0.0
E L E C T R I C A L P O W ER 32 1 .0 0 .
 P.3W1.
COPPUNICATIONS 1.6 0.0
1,2 .4 16 .1
' DATA HANDLING 
 3.4 .3 
 3.6 0.0
STABILITY AND CONTROL 
 3o1 .9 4.0 .3
AUXILIARY PROPULSIEN 
 1.5
10 .9 2.3 .3
















LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 1*6
 





AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 1 SATELLITES) 





















































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
IDENT TYPE I NO. 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 
303 SUN SENSOF 1 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1.6 5.9 1.00 165834,
.3 .0 1.00 116150o 
2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 
7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 
























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 










DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 442047. 



















503 COMMAND SIG CCND 
603 DIPLEXER 
* UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1 2.0 .5 100 44622. 
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256o 
2 1.5 .9 100 20153. 



























UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD*.COST ENG. COST
221 BATTERY 2 25.3 0.0 .10 27169. 23363, 86379. 54827.
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST'ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOT8 VEHICLE VEHICLE
NAR FACTOR D.E, COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
SOLAR ARRAY 
 60.2 100 672198. 101534. 260112, 0.
WIPING HARNESS 
 45.0 1.00 207086. 121B25. 164797. 00
THERMAL CONTREL 
 32.2 1.00 513887. 115407. 117986. 0.
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 100 
 590016. 367566, 234718. 0.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 
 68.3 1000 881623. 501892. 427324. 
 0.
STRUCTURE 
 249.5 1.00 1486609, 1184833. 756598. 0.
POWER CCNTROL UNITS 66.6 
 1.00 461867 298965. 381820. 0,
SATELLITE ADAPTER 43.9 100 




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 200.0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1038.4
 
03z 
4' SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 
c3-/- 7 A/C,r,,-A. 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIOI'S 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SPIN CCNTRCL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUPENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU) 
CONMUNICAT IONS 
CONFIGURTION ­ - UNIFIEC LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT -'BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE = 19323* NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 















- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
-'---SPACECRAFT 










AVERAGE UNIT COST 
C 






IMILLIONS OF 1977 
------- DDT4E ----


























































'9 .4 4 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS ' 4 
STABILIZATO.7 AND CONTROL UNLIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WE IGHT 
203 VALVE (RIVER ASSY 1 1.6 
303 SUN SE1SOR 1 .3 
403 NUTATICN DAMPER 1 2.8 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 












































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E. COST 









DATA FROCE5SING AND INSTRUPENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOF 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 

























503 COMMAND SIG COND 
603 OIFLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTO$ 
1 2'0 .5 1.00 
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 
1 3.9 6.3 1,00 
2 1.5 .9 1.00 



































UNIT UNIT DOTEI2ENT TYPE NO. HEIGHT POWEP FACTOP DoE. COST224 BATTERY 2 29.1 0.0 .10 30506. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIPATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOF OE. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 63.2 100 698970.WIRING HAR4 S 46.5 1.00 212925.THERMAL CO ROL 33.3 1.00 531991.POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016.PROPULSRON FEED SYS 68,3 1.00 881623.STRUCTURE 2OLUIS8 1.00 t510062.PO1ER CONTROL UNITS 
.081°00 475374.SAT LLITE ADAPTER 45.7 1 .0 0 98816. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 1402 



























* -TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1072 9 










CONFIGURATIEN - - PONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSIfG AV[D INSTRUMENTATION
 
PROCESSOR (DTU)
















- APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0 
w 123.0 SQ FT BATT CAP "144. AMP-HR'












.1 DATA HANDLING 

















AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 














 TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTIONENGINEERING 
 EVALUATION 






3.9 1.2 5.1 

.41.4 .5 1.9 .3
8.3 



































































4 * 4 *ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTR[L 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY1815 EARTH SENSOR 







1.6 1.015.4 15.6 
7.1 62.0 
FACTOR D.E. COST 




















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
.4 0.0 ,10 14248* 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
IOENT TYPE203 DIGITAL TTLEPFTRY403 COMMO DECCD+DISTR 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 







S COMMUNICATIONSICENICTYPE S 












UNIT UNIT DDTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST2.0 0.0 1.00 54662. 
8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 
4.7 18.0 1.00 272957o 
3:9 6.3 1.00 85947o 
1.5 .9 100 22191. 



















































PROPULSION FEED SYS 
SIRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 



































































MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 
595.7 
830.0 
'U TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2711.9 
4 


























SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION 










APOGEE 19323. NLFBER OF 
CUAL UNITS 0a
BL PCWER 
- 15694 ARRAY AREA 
= 123,0 SQ FT 


































AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 4 






















































































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
IDENT TYPE 
1303 REACTION WHEEL 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 






UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DaE. COST 
5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1.6 1.0 1.00 67552. 
15.4 15o6 1.00 1304769o 










































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 












106 BASEBND ASSY UNIT202 ANTENNA 
327 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 








UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
2.0 0.0 1.00 54662o8.4 0.0 100 349517. 
4.7 180 1.00 272957. 
3a9 6.3 1.00 e59479 
1.5 .9 1.00 22191. 


























263 BA TERY 	 No. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E,4 49.5 0.0 	 COST
.10 117020. 






NAME WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST
SOLAR ARRAY 
 85 5
WIRING HARNESS 	 1.00 676051.
112.5
THERVAL CONTRIL 	 1.00 q50q05.
POWER CONVERTER S 91,0 	 1.00
0.0 	 0  991399.0 0
PROPULSION FEED SYS 
 146.8 
 1.00 1383179 

STRUCTURE
POWER CONTROL UNITS 272,0
126.9 	 3220077.




SATELLITE ADAPTER 	 603691t.
94.0 





























































































DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATICN 






























DESIGN tEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST 
 ENGINEERING EVALUATION 













DATA HANDLING 1 1.0 1.1
3.6 
.3 
 3.9 0.0 o3 

AUXILIARY PROPULSIN 5.3 2.1 7.4 2.1 
3
STABILITY AND CONTROL 
 2.1 4.2











 16.5 29' 
 5.6 8.1





















AVERAGE UNIT COST 
( I SATELLITES) 















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 	COST 
 T.E. COST PROD. COST
1303 REACTION UHEEL 	 ENG, COST
1h01 VALVE 	 1 5.1 .3 1.00 100166. 40360oDRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 	 25855. 0,
1.0 1.00 61349. 51402o 38578,
1809 EARTH SENSOR 	 2451 4
2 22.2 1.4 1.00 1807116. 696982. 916379. 722098.
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 






DENT TYPE NO 	 VEHICLE VEHICLE
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. COST T,E, COST PROD. COST ENG. COST

.12 0.0
834 THRUSTER 	 6 .10 15068o 62143. 101655. 101482:
4 .7 *1 .10 11440. 25095. 42929. 45221.
 
DATA 	PROCESSING AKD INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE NO* 	WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. VEHICLE VEHICLE
COST TE. COST PROD. COST ENGo
203 DIGITAL TELEFETRY 1 8.9 3.0 	 COST
1.00 475022o 139061. 
 177581.
403 COMMD DECCD+DISTR 1 	 0.





 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE 	 NCO 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
106 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 	 T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
2 2.0 0.0 1.00 49642. 27399.
202 ANTENNA 	 64909. 19836.
1 8.4 0.0 1:00 349517, 137063, -75778.
327 TRANSMITTER 1 	 0.
4.7 18.0 1.00 245354. 532B0. 126552.
401 RECEIVER 	 0
1 3.9 6.3 100 77256. 24775. 39973,
503 COMMAND SIC CCND 	 co
2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153, 30796. 41640.
605 DIPLEXER 	 8053.








ELTTAPE UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
243 BATTERY 2 37.1 0.0 T.E. COST PROD COST ENG. COST




EQUIPMENTS USING CCST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOTE
NAME WEIGHT VEHICLE VEHICLE
FACTOR G.E, COST
SOLAR ARRAY T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
26.4 
 1.00 297094.
WIRING HARNESS 47467, 121244.
37.7 0.
THERMAL CONTRCL 1.00 178223.' 104845. 141629.
POWER CONVERTERS 21.5 1.00 0.c.O 0.00 565642. 87760. 93156.
0. 0.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 0. 0. O
65.i 








ARRAY DRIVE 4.4 O,
SATELLITE ADAPTER 1.00 272789. 103232. 131842,
32.0 0.







MISSION EQUI'P WEIGHT 229.0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 
 870.7
 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *4
 
JASYSTEN CONFIGU.RATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROLCONFIGURATION 
- - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONSCONF IUPATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWFR 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZINGCONFIGURATION - - CYLI4DRICAL 
. 




























.AVERAGE UNIT COST 




























































































































IDNTTYE O.UN16 U ODOTE cor TEEOT* I VEHICLIDENT TYPE 10, WEIGHT POWRt FACTOR D.E, COST
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY TE COST PROWRIT ElG, COST1 1.6 5.9 .00 "165834. 15851. 25685o303 SUN SENSOR 1 a3 0..0 1.00 116150. 14519: 18541o
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0.0 1.00 77256o 15984. 17010.603 CONTROL ELECTRICS 1 7,4 0.803 EARTH SENSOR 1 1.3 35 1.00 1071594a 447818.* 290184 00.0 1.00 128272o 32368a, 45246a 0, 
AUXILIARY PROPULSIONI 
IT TY'E UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHI2 LE
.
IDENT TYP E 40 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST
834 THRUSTER TEo COST PROD. OST EIGcusT8 s7 ,1 .10 13754. 457629 77273. 76092a
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE
IOENT TYPE 40a WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo VEHICLE VEHICLE
COST T.Eo COST PROD. COST ENG. COST





IDENT YPE Ing WGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST TE PRVEHICLET -VEHICLE103 BAIEBNO ASSY UNIT ERG* COST
1 W 0 .5 
 1.00 446 * 161lo.202 ANTENNA P3OD60CS 0*
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517o306 TRANSMITTER 1 137063.1 7571891 0.,2.1 10.9 1.00 136863, 28105.' 77564a 0.;401 RECEIVER 
 1 3.9 6.3 
 77256 47759973503 COMMAND SIG COND 1 
 1.5 .9 188 18115, 18115,1603 DIPLEXER 
 1 .1 1.0 1.00 57409a 15451. 21942. 0-' 
CC3-1-11 AMSAT 
ELECTRICAL POWERELTRTYPOWEOUNIT 
IDENT TYPE202 BATTERY NO2 
UNIT DOTE 




E 0GUS11 4 






PROPULSION FEED SYSSTRUC URE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 





















D.E. COST' - ToE. COST 
213486, 22342. 
105434. 6ZO25 
386332. 66561:590016. 36756. 






















TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 379a2 










CONFIGURATICN - - MONEPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE 19323. NUIBER CF QUAL UN ITS - 0
 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
DDTE .. ------------
DESIGP TEST AND ------RECURRING---------
SUBSYSTEM COST TOTAL PRODUCTION





 2:4 1.5 3.9





ELECTRICAL POWER .0 1.
ELCRCL12100.0 3.2 1.2 4.4
COMPUNICATIONS *1 105.2 02
1*6
DATA HANDLING 1.2 .4
3.1 1.6 .1
3 3 03 .5 16




9 4.0AUXILIARY PROPULSICN .0
1.5 .3 1.
* .88

































*' * ' 1 
CC3-1-12 APPLE 
* * * * ASSEPBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT 'JNIT DOIEVEIL 
IDENT TYPE' NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoEo COST 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5,9 1.00 165834a 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256a 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 
























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO, WEIGHT POWFR FACTOR DE. COST 
8 .7 91 610 13754, 







DATA PROCESSING AtD INSTRMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEVETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 389113. 





























UNIT UNIT- DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
2.0 .5 1.00 ;4622. 
8.4 000 1.00 349517. 
21 10.9 1.00 152260. 
3.9 6.3 100 77256o 
1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 

































IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE* COST T*E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
218 BATTERY 2 21.0 0.0 .10 25309. 20430. 75537. 51073.
 




NAME WEIGHT FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
SOLAR ARRAY 54.6 100 629175. 93031o 237626. 0O
 
WIRING HARNESS 40.3 100 188593. 110946. 150081. 0.

THERMAL CONTRCL Z9.7 1.00 489505. 109253. 11Z538. O.
 
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016. 367568. 234718 D.
 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 881623. 501892. 427324. 0.
 
STRUCTURE 216.3 100 1373743. 104941 * 670121. 
PCWiR CONTROL UNITS 66.6 1.00 4368Z0. Z98965* 381820. 8:
 




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 145.0
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 917.6
 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 
' (I 1A5AT-/ 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIObS
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTUP 





- - SHUNT 
- BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE = 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 
 0




(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
------- T-E 
­ -- - ;--..
RECURRING -----------DESIGNSUBSYSTEM COST TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING EVALUATION FAB AND TOTAL
DOTtE ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 
 27 1.8 4.5
THERMAL CONTROL 1.1 21 3.2
.9 
-2
ELECTRICAL POWER lot .4 .3 ,7
3.4 1.3
COMMUNICATIONS 4.7 1.5 3.0
1.2 4.6

.4 1.6 .6DATA HANDLING .9 1.5
3.4 .3




- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.5 3.1
1.5 .8 
 2.3 
 *a 1.3 2.2 
-t SPACECRAFT 5.5 2108
































* * " ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST203 VALVE DRIVEk ASSY ± 1.6 5.9 1.o 165834. 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.0o0 iel5g.403 NUTATION DAMPER I 2.8 0.0 1.o 77256. 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 
























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 











DATA PROCESSING ANT) INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 





















503 COMMAND SIG COND 
603 OIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT 
NO. WEIGHT POWER1 2.0 05 
1 8.4 0.0 
2 2.1 10.9 
1 3.9 6.3 
2 1.5 09 




































IDENT TYPE224 BATTERY UNIT UNIT -DOTENO. HEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E COST2 29.1 0.0 .10 30806. T.E COST25859. 
VEHICLEPROD. COST94334* 
VEHICLEENG. COST59595. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 63.2 1. 0WIRING HARNESS 46.5 1.00THERMAL COtTROL 33.3 1 00POWER CONVERTERS 15,9 1.00PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00STRUCTURE 264.8 1.00POWER CONTROL UNITS 70.8 1909SATELLITE ADAPTER 45.7 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.2 





































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1072.9 










CONFIGURATICN - - MONCPPOPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSNG AND INSTRUMENTATION
 












CONFIGURATICN - - CYLINDRICAL 
_ MISCELLANEOUS INFCRMATICN 
APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF GUAL UNITS - 0 






































DESIGN TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING FAB AND TOTAL
EVALUATION ODT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
2.9 2.0 4.9 
 2.8 4.3 
 7.1
*9 12 1.1 .9
3.6 1.3 4.9 3.8 .6 1.5
5.7 9.5
 l,33 7 o3 3*9
#4 it? 3,5 1.1 4*6
1. 7 3,2
3.3 1#3 




 .8 2.3 1.9 2.4 
 4.3
 

























* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRUL 
TOENT TYPE NO*203 VALVE DRIVF'R ASSY 1 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 
603 CONTROL ELcCTPICS 2 









POWER FACTOR D.E. COST5.9 1.00 165834. 
.0 1.00 116150. 
0.0 1.00 77256. 
3.5 1.00 1192148. 






















IDENT TYPE834 THRUSTER NQ-8 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
.7 .1 .10 13754. T.E. COST45762. 
VEHICE-
PROD. C ST74656. 
VEHIC LE 
ENG. COST67872. 
DATA PROCESSIPG AND INSTRUMENTATION 



















503 COMMAND SIG CtND 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. COST1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 
1 10.4 0.0 1.00 415318.2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260e1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 
2 1.5 .9 1000 20153. 

























bENTT E R UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST224 BATTERY 2 29.1 0.0 .10 30806. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR D.E, COSTSOLAR ARRAY 71.0 1.00 754917oWIRING HARNESS 51.9 1.00 233716.THERMAL CONTROL 36.1 1.00 552877.POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016.PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 881623.STRUCTURE 304.9 1.00 1579936.POWFR CONTROL UNITS 75,0 1.00 508646oSATELLITE ADAPTER 51.0 1.00 108475. 
PROPELLANT WUIGHT 140.2 
































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1170.9 
TOTAL 









CONFIGURATIEN - - MONEPPOPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSiRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE a 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0 









DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL
 
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDTtE ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
STRUCTURE 4.8 105 6.3 4o6 3.8 8.5
 
THERMAL CONTROL 1,2 03 1.5 1i ,9 2.0
 
ELECTRICAL POWER 3.0 .9 3.9 3.0 5.1 8.9
 
COPPUNICATIONS 1.3 .5 1.8 1.8 2.2 ,o
 
DATA HANDLING 5,5 *3 5*9 5.4 1.1 6.5
 
4.3 1.6 5.9 5.8 4.4 10.3
STABILITY AND CONTROL 

AUXILIARY PRGPULSICN 1.8 1.0 2.9 2.8 3.5 6.2
 
6.0 28.1 25.4 21.0 51.0
 
-_ SPACECRAFT 22.1 










CONTRACTOR FEE 2* 34
 
TOTAL SATELLITE 64.2 102.6
 
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 

AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 4 SATELLITES) 25.6
 





* * 4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AMD CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NC. 
1303 REACTION IH'EEL 2 
1601 VALVE DRI EP ASY 21-815 EARTH SENSOP I2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
5.1 .3 1000 111435. 
1,6 1.0 1.00 61349o15.4 15.6 1.00 1172826.























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
.4 0.0 .10 14248.









DATA PROCESSTVG AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE















106 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 
202 ANTENNA 
327 TRANSMITTER 401 RECEIVER 
503 COMMAND SIG COMO 
605 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
NO. WEIGHT POkER FACTOR O.E* COST 
2 z.O 0.0 1.00 49642. 
1 3.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 
2 4.7 18.0 100 272957.1 3o9 6.3 1.00 77256. 
3 1.5 .9 1,00 22191. 



























TOENT TYPE269 BATTERY 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 










PPOPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 



























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 218.2 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 500.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1548.1 
K'
 
**, SATELLITE SYSTEMS,COST MODEL 4






CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
COtFIGURATION - - HONCPROPELLANT
 
CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION

CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTUI 
COMfIUN IATI ONS





CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT -'BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
VHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE - 19323. NUPBER OF QUAL UNITS,
-j~-.-.... atBOL 396;- ARRAY AREA w 122.0 SO FT BAIT CAPPOWER 2i¢4 AMP-HA 
4Z . 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
CC3-1-17 tRAN-V 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
~*E-----..---DESIGN AND TOTALSUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

STRUCTURE - " Z.6 
 .1.71 3
THERMA 1 CONTROL 1.:2 1009 ,o
ELECT At POWER 3.3 3 4.6COMMUNIC AT!U NS 1.2 .4 196-





 16.0 544 

SATE ION EQUIPENT 1 .4 











---AVERAGE UNIT-COST:(- 3SATELLITES ."-15
 





















































4 * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHIChE
 
I ENT 'TYPE NOWWEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE..SOST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. C ST
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165-34o 15851. 21734. 38901.
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 *3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 15689. 27247o
 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984o 14394. 18123.
 
CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 447818. 245557. 251375.
 
6 EARTH SENSOR ASS Y 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 397432o 153300. 183175. 183419.
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
ICENT TYPE NOeW'EIGHT POWER FACT OR o.Eo COST' T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 45762. 75437o 70238.
834 THRUSTER a .7 .1 o10 13754. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUNENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLES
 
ENT, TYPEY NO WEIGHT. POWER FACTOR D.E. dO$T T.ECOST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 139061. 150270o 103696.
203 DIGITALTELENETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 442047 
 47819. 51673. 361466.
403 COMMO OECOD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 1540902. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
. .. UNIT UNIT DOTE .. .. . VEHICL EN... 
IOENT TYPE NO,WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST "I.E. COST I T 
' 1.00 4617: 30515: h0469.
103 BASEBNO ASSY UNIT 

110.90 1600 1 339517.763 641 4 1990.202 'ANTENNA 

6 TRANSMIT-TER 2 201 10o9 1000 152460o 47779w 118144. 702700"
 
1 . 3*9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24715. 33825o. 18123.
RECEIVER 

1 LEE IG COND : 1:80 1: 9 . 





ELECTRICALPOWER UNIT UNIT' DOTE 
 VEHICLE " VEHICLE:
 
ICENT YPE Nq .WEJHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
221 BAITERY Z5.3 0.0 .E CT PRO8;,jUST EN.C57.10 2769. T 3363. CSTE6 . C0ST 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR COST-... TE OO R CE.;OS " CTSOLAR ARRAY
tIRIN HARNV 60. k 1.00 672198. 101834. 220109. N17Cb5,it
CONR, : 3:88POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 7l86.590016. 367568. 198620.PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 138406.081623. 501892,' 361606. 296812.STRUCTURE 249.5 1.00 1486609. 1164833. 
 640240 348730*FOWER CONTROL UNITS 66o6 
 1.0 461867. 298965. 323099. 108345.ADAP0ER 4SATELLITE
3.9 




iISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 2000
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1038c4
 
*4 SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 4*
 
5URSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PR.OPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MONCPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATIEN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS, 
ELECTRICAL POWFR 




CONFIGURATItN - - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATICN 
APOGEE = 19323. NUPBER OF QUAL UNITS 
BOL POWER - 562. APRAY AREA a 174.0 So 
0 




































(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
----------- UDT+E------------------------ RECURRING...........
DESIG. TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION





 5.5 4.8 
 8.3 13.1
1.0 .2 1.2





 1.6 2.2 
 2.6 4.8

.23 42 6.2 1.8 79
3.3 1.3 
 4.6 6.0 
 5.9 13.9
1.5 .8 
 2.3 3.1 
 3.9 7.0
 





























ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * * * * * * 
VEHICLE VEHICLE
 UNIT UNIT DOTE
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL 
 COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
COST ToE.
NO. WEIGHT POWLR FACTOR D.E. 37186.
IDENT TYPE 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851. 19108. 
1 1.6 13793. 26045.
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
,3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519,
1 17323a
303 SUN SENSOR 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984. 12654. 
1 2.8 442191o
403 NUTATION DAMPER 761291. 388591.
1.00 1192148.
2 7.4 3.5 147415.
603 CONTROL ELECIPNCS 153300s 161040,
1,00 397432.
2 4.1 1.0
A06 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 

VEHICLE- VEHICLE
AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT DOTE 

COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 POWER FACTOP D.E. COST T.Eo
NO. WEIGHT 62195.
IDENT TYPE 45762. 72688. 
8 47 .1 .10 13754. 
834 THRUSTER 

DATA PROCESSING AND VEHICLE
INSTPUMENTATION VEHICLE
 UNIT UNIT DOTE ENG. COST
T.E. COST PROD. COST 
NO. IEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 132112. 116554.
TYPE 1390614
IDENT 521124.
1 6.9 3.0 1.00 45429. 400646.
DIGITAL TELEMETRY 47819.
203 7.5 1.00 1786728.
1 2.3
403 COMMD DECCD+UXSTR 

VEHICLE VEHICLE
 UNIT UNIT DOTE
COMrUNICATIONS ENG* COST
ToE. COST PROD. COST 

IDENT 100 44622. 16117.
TYPE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE, COST 26827. 10006.
 
I 2.0 .0 56375. 78374.103 RASEBNO ASSY UNIT 0.0 1.00 349517. 137063.
1 8.4 564769
202 ANTENNA 47779. 103867o
1.00 152260.
2 2.1 10.9 29738a 17323o
306 TRANSMITTER 77256. 24775.
6.3 1.00
1 3.9 7475.
401 RECEIVER 30796. 30970:
:9 1.00 20153.
2 1.5 12873.























PROPULSION FELt SYS 
STRUCTURE 



























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.2 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 260.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1326.3 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL *
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTPEL 
CONFIGURATIrN 
- - SPIt CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MONLPROPELLANT 




SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COUMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATICN 





- - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFrRMATIEN 








































(MILLICNS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-------- --- DDT+E ......... .- RECURRING ---------

DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND TOTAL

ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
2.6 1.6 4.2 1.9
1.0 2.9

.9 .2 1.0 .3 .3 .6
3.3 1.2 4.5 1.5 2B 4.3
1.2 .4 1.s6 6 .9 1.5
3.3 .3 3.5 1.3 .6 1.9
3.1 .9 4.0 1.6 1.5 3.1
 
165 .8 2.3 .8 1.3 Z2
 




























UNIT UNIT DDTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IENT 
 NO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E.
TYPE COST T.E. COST PPo00 COST ENG. COST
203 VALVE D1V.R ASSY 1 1*6
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 5.9 1.00 165834. 15951. 23116a 33132.
.0 1.00 116150. 14519. 16686.
403 NUTATION DAMPER 23206.
1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984. 15309,
603 CONTROL ELECTPNCS 15435.
1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 447818o 261167.
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 214097.




UIDNT Y PI N , UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDFNT TYPE VEHICLE VEHICLE
834 THRUSTER NOO WEIGHT POWER FACTORe DE. COST ToE. COST PRODO COST ENG; COST.7 .1 .10 13754. 45762o 76302. 72945. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTA7ION 
UNIT UNIT DDTE
IDENT TYPE NCO VEHICLE VEHICLE
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG. CGST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 

4 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 427738, 139061. 159823. 85459.
03 COMMD DECOD+DISTR 






IDENT TYPE VEHICLE VEHICLE
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR G.E. COST
103 RASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 T.E. COST PROD- COST ENG COST
2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117. 32454. 
 89150
202 ANTENNA 
 1 8.4 0.0 . 1.00 349517. 137063.306 TRANSMITTER 2 68200a 69631o
2.1 10.9 1.00 152260, 47779.
01 RECE1VR 1 '3.9 6.3 1,00 125654. 72997
77256o 24775.
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 35975. 15435.
1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 30796. 37476o 9662.
603 DIPLEXER 








NO,. WEIGHT POWER 
2 21.0 0.0 
DOTE 











EQU1PMFNTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR 
SOLAP ARRAY 57.1 1.00 
WIRING HARNESS 44.0 1.00
THERMAL CONTRCL 31.0 1.00POWER CONVERTFRS 15.9 1.00 
PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 
STRUCTURE 233,8 1.00 
POWER CONTROL UtITS 66.6 1.00 
SATELLITE ADAPTEP 41.7 1.00 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 14092 







































- TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 996.6 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL =
 
SUBSYSTEM CO FIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
CONFIGURATION - - SFIN CCNTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR tUTU)
 
COMMUNICATIONS




- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
VEHICLE SIZING




APOGEE = 19323, NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0










., STABILITY AND CONTROL
'- AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
4" SPACECRAFT 












AVERAGE UNIT COST C 






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
-....	 DDT+E------------ ------.---------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUZTION 
ENGINEERING EVALUATION DODTE ENGINEERING 

2.6 	 to7 4.3 1.1 
.9 .2 1.0 .3 
3.3 1.3 4.6 1.5 

1.2 .4 i. 	 .6 
3.0 	 .3 3.6 1.3 
3.1 	 ,9 4.0 1.6 
1.5 .8 2.3 	 .8 















































S0 ,w .ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NO.203 VALVE DRIVlfR ASSY 1 
303 SUN SENSOR 1403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST1.6 5.9 i.OO 165834. 
.3 .0 1.00 16±50. 
2.8 0.0 t.00 77256. 
7.4 3.5 1,00 ±071594. 



















:DENT TYPE834 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 






DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 














±03 BASEBNC ASSY UNIT282 ANTENNA 
306 TRANSMITTER 
401 RECEIVER 









UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
Z.0 .5 1.00 44622,8.4 0.0 long 349517.2.1 ±0.9 1.00 i52260. 
3*9 6.3 1.00 77256.
1.5 .9 1.0 20153. 

























ELECTRICAL POWERENTT PER 













EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
NAMESOLAR ARRAY 
WIRING HARNE5STHERMAL CONTROL 
POWER CONVERTERS 
PROPULSION FEED SYSSTRUCTURE 

















































PROPELLANT HEIGHT 140*2 
MISSION EQUIP HEIGHT 200. 0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1038'4 
' SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL ** 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTRCL 
CONFIGURATICN 
- - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATICN 
- - MOKEPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING ANDCONFIGURATICN 
- -
INSTRUMENTATION 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSnR (DTUD 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-CUMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATIEN 
- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION 












DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

TFUCTURE 240 Ile 4.6
THERMAL CONTROL ,9 1. 1.1 

ELECTRICAL POWER 3.4 1.3 4.7
C CCVVUNICATIONS 1.2 .4 1.6DATA HANDLING 3.5 
 .3 3.8
STABILITY AND CONTROL 3.1 
 .9 4.0 




















AVERAGE UNIT COST C 3 SATELLITES) 















































































CC3-1-22 NORDSAT-2, - 3 
* * 4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTREL
 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T*E. COST 
 PPOO. COST ENG, COST
203 VALVE. DRTVtR ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834, 1551. 21734. 38901o303 SUN SENSOR 
 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 15689. 27247.
403 NUTATION CAMPER I 
 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984. 14394. 18123.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 10715944 447818, 
 245557. 2513759




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE- VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
 ToE. COST PROD, COST ENG. COST
834 THRUSTER 
 8 .7 .1 .10 13754a 45762. 75437. 70238.
 
DATA PROCESSING AD INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.F, COST ToEo COST PPOD9 COST 
 ENGa COST
203 DIGITAL TELFEPETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 466276. 139061, 
 150270, 109379.
403 CONMO DECED+CISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 1616658. 
 47819. 51673o 379237. 
C4 CTYIOONINNTDOEVHCLSEIL UNIT UNIT VEHICLE VEHICLEOMMNT DDTE 
InENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR oE, COST TE. COST PROD, COST ENG. COST103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 
 .5 1.00 44622. 16117. 30515. 10467.
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517, .37063. 64124, 81990,
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2*1 10.9 1.00 152260, 47779. 118144. 70270,
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 
 6.3 1.00 77256, 24775. 33825. 18123.
503 COMMAND SIG CtND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 
 20153. 30796. 35236. 9301w
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 1.0 1.00 
 57409o 15451. 18568. 13467m
 





 UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE NC. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST
224 BATTERY 2 
 29.1 0.0 .10 30806, 

EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
NAME 
 WEIGHT 	 DOTE





























MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 
 220.0
 




















































































CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INS RUNENTAT ON












CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
PISCEL LANEOUS INFORNATICN
 
APEGEalla19323. NUPBER OF QUAL UNITS,





















"AVE RAGE- UNIT"COST'-2--SAT ELL ITESI-)" 








































































CCI-123 BRZL SAT 
* 0 * 4ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 
STABIVIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT 
Z CET TPE H~ EGHT203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 .6 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 a3 
A03 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 


































. -UNIT UNIT DDTE 







CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTEIHNT TYPE NO. IGHT POWSR FACTOR De203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 30 1.00 3580 
403 COtIHD DECOD+OISTR 1 203 7.5 1.00 1794316, 
COMUNICATIONS 
"'"
.. ~~~~UN, T.EUNT 










































236 BAT ERY z 10.3 0.0 .10 



















PROPULSION FEED SYS 0 88: 

RCT R 398.5 1.00 163618. 

































































- 2 65 
* SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL 4 
SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION AND CCNTREL 
CONFIGURATICN - - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFtGURATII - - MONEPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSIG AVD 
CONFIGURATION - -
INSTRUMENTATION 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATICN - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATICN - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATIN - - CYLINDRICAL 
-- MISCELLANEOUS INFOPMATICN 
APOGEE 19323, NUBER. 'OF QUAL UNITS 0 











































DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL 

ENGINEERING EVALUATION DOTfE 

3.Z 2.6 5.8 

1.0 .2 1.2 

4.1 1.4 5.5 

-1.2 .4 1.6 

4.1 .3 4.3 

3.3 1.3 4.6 

1.6 .8 2.4 


















































































* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

IDENT -TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST' T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
203 VALVE DRI'VER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851. 23116. 33132.
 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 16686. 23206. 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 772569 15984. 15309. 15435a 
603 CONTROL ELECTRICS 2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148 7612919 470101. 571540. 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 397432. 153300. 194819. 190537.
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSIaN





IDENT TYPE NC. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
834 THRUSTER 8 .7 .1 .10 13754. 45762. 76302. 72945.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
203 DIGITAL TELEETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 540293. 139061. 159823. 107947a
 
403 COMMD DECCD+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 1845730. 47819. 54958. 368764.'
 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE Nc. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD9 COST ENG. COST
103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117o 32454, 8915.
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 137063. 68200. 69831o
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 47779. 125654. 72997o 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24775. 35975. 15435.
 
503 COMANO SIG C.ND 3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191 a 43476o 52854. 15362:
 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 1.0 1.00 57409, 15451. 19748o 11470,
 




'UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O9E. COST 




































PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 






































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 145.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 260.0 
4:- TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1414.7 
V' 




STABILIZATION AND CONTRELCONFIGUPATICN 
- - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
CONFIGURATIEN 
- - MONCPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCUNFIGURATICN 
- - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATION SCONFIGURATIEN 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT 





- - CYLINDRICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFCRMATTCN 













STABILITY AND CONTRCL 
























CC3-1-26 NATO 3-2 






 TEST AND TCTAL PRODUCTION




3.8 2.9 6.8 








 5.8 6.5 9.6
1:2 16.1

.4 1.6 2.0 2.4
54 4.4
13 57 
 75 1,5 9,0
3,3 
 13 4o6 7.2



































CC3-1-26 NATO 3-2 
4 * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POrER FACTOR D.E. COST TE. COST PROD. COST 
 ENG. COST
?03 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 
 5.9 100 165834. 15851a 19561i 38267,
303 SUN SENSOR 1 
 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 14120o 26802,
403 NUTATION CAMPER 
 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256, 15984. 129549 17827.
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148. 761291. 
 397803. 464413,
806 EARTH SENSOR 




UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE

Ir)ENT TYPE NO* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O#Fe 
 COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
834 THRUSTER 
 b .7 .1 .0 13754. 45762. 73292. 63895.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION

UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. 
COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 
 3.0 1.00 738912. 139061. 
 135244. .170508.
403 COMMD DEC(D+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 2445992. 47819. 
 46506. 5644269
 




IDENT TYPF NO WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST TaE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST103 ASSY UNIT 1 .AS0BNIo5 44622, 16117a
.oo 1o00
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 27463, 10297o
306 TRANSMITTER 349517. 137063. 57712.
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 1522606 47779. 106330, 80653o
59314.
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 
 1.00 77256o 24775a 30443. 17827.
503, COMMAND SIG COND 3 1.5 .9 1.00 22191o 43476o 44725a 11327s603 DIPLEXER 
 1 3.1 1.0 1.00 57409. 15451. 16711. 13247.
 








EQUIPMENTS USING CCST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 





PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 



















































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 145.0 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 550.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1799.4 





- - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION 
- - MONO 0 ROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONCONFIGURA TI N ­ - SPE CIAL PUR-PO PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWERCONFIGURATION 




- - CYLINDRICAL 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
DDT+E . ----------------­i-; -- RECURRPIG..--------

SESIGN 
 TEST AND TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND TDTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST 
 ENGINEERING 
 EVALUATION DDT+E ENGINEERING 
 ASSEMBLY RECURRING
 
THERMtAL CONTROLSTRUCTURE 07 
 o1
'1.4 
.4 o7 0,01.8 0.0 *1 olELECTRICAL POVER e3 c31.9 10 
 Z.8 00COMMUNICATIONS .1 011.2 .3 1.5 000 








 10.9 3.4 
 14o3







17.8QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 4.8 GSE (AGE) 00
 1.2



















* * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENSOR 
403 NUTATIN DAMPER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0.E. COT 
1 1.6 5.9 1.00 16583 o 
1 *3 .0 1.00 116150o 















603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 
803 EARTH SENSOR 






























UNIT UNIT ODTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 
403 COMMO DECOD+DISTR 
4Oi WEIGHT POWER FCTR DoE COST 
1 8.9 3.0 1.O0 234048. 











UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
.: IDENT TYPE
103 BASEBND ASSY U4IT 
N01 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST 
















1.00 349517o 136863. 137063. 28105o 75778o 77564. Cot01 
401 RECEIVER 





















IDENT TYPE 0o, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE202 BATTERY 2 9.5 0.0 .10 











PPOPULSI3N rEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 
SATELLITi ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 

























































f TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 363.6 
0 





CONFIGURATION - - SPIN C(NTROL 
AUXILIARY FRCPULSION
 
CONFIGURAT ION - - NONOFRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUHENTATION







- SHUNT 80OY-mOUN7ED SOLAR ARRAYCONFIGURAT ION 

VEHICLE SIZING
S CONFIGURATION - CYLINOPICAL 
-.- VISCELLANECUS INFORMATION 
- APOGEE = 323. NUHBER OF QUAL UNITS = 0 BATT CAP 34. AMP-HR















STABILITY AND CCNTROL 











-. AVERAGE UNIT COST' ( 

















































































































 *ASSEMBLY DESCFIPTIONS * 
STAUILIZATION AND CONTROL 
-TEN? TE AUNIT UNIT DOTE 


















ILT YPDENT TYPE834 THRUSTER 







DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
tOENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 526310. 
403 COU 1... 12.3 7.5 1.00 1802712 
COHMUNICATIOKS 
































2 3 BATTERY IUNHT2 UNIT DOTE,*10 a68. T TE88 VEHICLEPRO 4oOT VEHICLEgoT 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST'ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
NAME 
WIRING HARNE5STHERMAL CONTROL 
POWER CONVERIERS 
PROPULSION FEED SYSSTRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITSSATELLITE ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT HEIGHT 



















































!E TOTAL SATELLITE HEIGHT 1307.9 
VI 










CONFIGURATION - - HONCPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUENTATIO
 





CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMNON ANTENNAS
 
ELECTRICAL POWER'-




CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
= IISCELLANEOUS INFORIATICN
-_APOGEE a 19323. NUI4BER OF QUAL UNITS 0BOL POWER a 1195i' ARPAY AREA = 369o0 SO FT BATT CAP, w"12 AMP-HMR 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
CC3-1-32 BSE-2 






TEST AND TOTAL .PRODUCTION 









THERMAL CONTROLbECTj AL PO ER 
ON102ATAHHANL NG 




















































AV ERAGE- UNIT-COST----3-SAT 
tOTAL SATELLITE OfTE AND






* * 4 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS. * 40
 
"STABILIZATION AND' CONTRCL UNLT UNJ rDOTE 
.EHREHCE 
ICENT TYPE 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY
?03 SUN SENSOR 
NUTATION DANPER 
C.ONTROL ELECTRNSY806 ARTH ENSOR ASS . 
NO..WEIT POW 
1 1.6 5.9 
1 .,3 0 
1 208 0,0 



























[2NT TYPE R 
829 THRUSTER 
834 THRUSTER 












CATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
DETYPE UNIT UNIT DOTE
.CENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O*E. COST:203 DIGITAL'TELEMETRY I ­ 809 3.0 1.00 553946o'













103 BA ES O ASSY UNIT 
NO UNIT UNIT' FADOTE-
NOU.EIGHT POWOR1 20 .5 1000 
T 
EPRD0 







.06 TNTENNAA06 RANSMITTER401 RECEIVER 






















UNIT UNIT DDTEI NTYPE T WEIGHT POiER PACTUR 
BATTERY' 63.2 0.0 
QUIPFENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
ODTE
....NAME WEIGHT FACTORSOLAR ARRAY 181.6 1.00 
.tESNGHARNS 47.1 1.002LHCON F~l 115o4 1.00POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00
PROPULSJON FEED SYS 57.0 1.00STRUCTURE 509.2 1.00POER CONTROL UNITS 38.4 1.00
."SA ELLITE ADAPER 74.6 1000 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 99.3 
MISSION'EQUIP WEIGHT 245.O 
D.E. jOST ,.E COST 
66 15 510. 
D.E, COST"-'T.E, COST 
1458694. 283091. 
215 52: 126629547016. 27420590016. 3bTi68. 






VEHICLE VEHICL#PROD. COST.- ENG, COST611889o 342101. 
1439 159i125319.198620. 138406. 
314882. W O01174054 3 08. 
234119. 206737e 
41701.e 7- 3515T 
--- -TOTAL--SATELLITE- WEIGHT,157660 










COiNFIGURATION - - MONO 0ROPELLANT
 
DAT4 PROCESSING ANO INfTRUt1ENTATION
 
CONFIRGURATIC1N 


















APOGEE a 19323. NUbUER OF QUAL UNITS * 0
 
BOL PO4ER 422a ARRAY AREA 








(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
.	 O7T+E . . .
 SUBSYSTEESIG 	 TEST AND TOTAL
COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION ODT+E 

STRUCTURE ?,7 1.8 4o4
THERMAL CONTROL 
 29 1. 4,4
ELCRIAP.ER2:
ELECTRICAL POdER 	 1.1
3.4 1.3 4,7




* 	DATA HANDLING 3.: .3 3,7 

STA3ILITY AND CONTROL 31 9 40 

AUXILIARY PROPULSIoN 1.7 .9 
 2.6 
SPACECRAFT 15 5*6 2'MISSION EQUIPMENT 	 .201 
 13.? 
ry SATELLITE 35.8QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 	 0.0
 
GSE CA(E) 	 1.6
1,6

, AUNHCH ITE SUPPORT 





AVERAGE UNIT COST ( I SATELLITES) 








































































- 3-1-33 ECS 
t * * 4 ASSFMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 @ *
 
STABILIZATION AN!) CNTROL




IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT PO4ER FACTOR D.E. COST ToE. COST PRUD. COST ENG T OST
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834. 15851. 25685. 0O
303 SUN SENSQ 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 18541. 0.
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 772569 15984, 17010. 0O603 CONTqOL ELECTPNCS 1 7.4 3.5 1.00 1071594. 447818. 2901841 0.,806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 397432. 153300a 216465c 158808,1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 0,0 1.00 0. 00! O 0. 
AUXILIARY PP.PULSI3N 
IDENT TYPE , NIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE" VEHICLETEGT DOWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. OST EMG. COST
834 THRUSTFR 8 .7 .1 .10 13754. 45762.1 77273. 76092. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE
IDENT TYPE VEHICLE VEHIELE
40Y WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. OST
N ENG. 'NT




T UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHILE"
TYPE OIDENTWEIGHT P3WEP FACTOR DOE. COST PROD, OST ENG. COST
0 TEo COST
103 BASEIND ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 ,0 1.00 44622. 16117 
 36060. 04.
 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517: 137063. 75778. 00
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1000 152260. 47779. 139615o 60841 ,
481 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1:00 77256. 24775, 39973. 
 0,.
3 C2 MMND SIG CO,4D 2 1.5 .9 100 2053, 30796*1 41640.*053o






ELETTYP UNIT UNIT QTE' VEHICLE VEIlE
 
IDNT TYPE 40. WEIGHT POWER F 
 0R D.E.oCOST PROD# ST 166ST
224 BATTERY 2 29.1 0.0 , 0 30806v 39o 955, 62166
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIOMSHIPS
 
DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
N&'iE WEIGHT FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. CaST ENG. COST
SOLAR ARRAY 64.1 1.00 704460. 10792d. 275679. 3.

WIRING HARNESS 49.3 100 223748. 131627 178058. 
 0.
THERMAL C0NTROL 33o5 [000 556556o 118545. 120750. O
POWER CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016. 367568, ?34718o 0.
PROP.LSI)N FEED SYS 82.3 100 991943. 578841. 492841, 0.
STRUCTURE 264.4 1.00 1474952. 1244713* 794836. 0*
PPWFR CONTROL UNITS 70.8 1.00 479373o 309854. 395727. 0,




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 1850
 














CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
















APOGEE a 19323o NUM3ER OF QUAL UNITS m 0
 













SUBSYSTEM C ST ENGINEERING PRODUCTION FAB AND




 3L9 2*9 6.8 2.7 
 4.9 7.7
THERAL CONTR.L
ELECTRICAL POAER 101 *2 13 .T .5
4.3 1:5 5.8 3.4 1.3
5.3 8.6
4 COMMUNICATIONS 
 1.2 4 1.6 1.1
DATA HANDLING 5.4 1.3 2.4
5.7 3.8 .9 4.743

.TABILITY AN'D CONTROL 
 3.3 1.3 4.7 4.3 2.9 7.3
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.6 8 2.4 1.5 
 1.9 3.4 





















AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 3 SATELLITES) 
 2t,6
 








t * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENTTY0EUNIT 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1303 SUN SENSOR 2403 NUTATION DAMPER 1603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2806 EARTH ENSOR ASSY 21413 POWER CONVERTER 1 
UNIT DOTE COTDEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST1.6 5o9 1.00 165834,
























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POER FACTOR DoE. COST






DATA PROCESSING AND INTRUMENTATION 

















503 COMMAND SIG CORD603 oIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DTE 
























UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE 40c WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST239 BATTERY 2 43.0 0.0 .10 41198. 















PROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUC URE 
POWER COTROL UNITS 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 

























































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1815.1 














DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION 










- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED S3LAR ARRAY 
VEHTCLE SIJZING
CONFIGURATION - -. CYLINDRICAL 
- MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIO4
APOGEE a 19323.' NU93ER OF QUAL UNITS a 0BOL POWER 283.' ARRAY AREA 



































iMILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
....... DDT+E------------------------- RECURRING-----------




20T 1.3 4.0 1.9 2.2 4.1
*8 a1 .9 .6 .4 .9
2*9 1.1 4.0 2.2 3.4 
 5.7
1.2 :4 1.6 1.0 1*3 
 2.3
3.6 .3 3.9 2o5 .9 3.4
33 1:3 4,6 42 29 7*L
3.5 18 4.3 1.2 19 33
 
1621 53 21.3 




















TOTA LEhLT DDT+E AND

EURING HT 
 90 f 
CC3-1-36 TELESATOl
 
* * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
 V
UNIT UNIT DOTE CVEHILE VEHICLEO 

IDENT TYPE 409'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.2. COST TE& COST PROD* OS NG* CST
203 VALVE DRIVEP ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1000 165834, 15851.1 217349t 38901.
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519o. 156899 27247o:
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 15984. 14394. 18123o
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148. 761291. 442003. 550190.
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2' 4.1 1.0 100 397432. 153300. 183175. 183419.
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 0.0 100 0. 




UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 40o WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
 ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
834 THRUSTER 8 o7 .1 .10 13754a 
 45762t 75437o 70238*.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DDTE VEHICLE JEHICLE
IDENT TYPE *'WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST ToE. COST PROD. COST ENG COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 475634, 1396o. 150270. 1116 o,




IDENT TYPE 10.W IHT P FACTOR DoE. COST T.E. COST PRD bT EAW' hHT103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2,0 ,5 100 44622. 16117.' 30515. 10467..
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517o 137063. 64124. 
 819900,
306 TRANSMITTER 2 ' 2.1 10o9 1.00 152260. 47779v 118144. 70270o401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256o 24775,s 33825. 18123a503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153# 30796, 35236o 9301o:603 DIPLEXER 




UNIT UNIT DDTEI2ENT TYPE 00 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*Eq COST213 BATTERY 1017695 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
ODTE 
NAME WEIGHT FACTOR DoE. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 43.0 1.00 534790.WIRING HARNFSS 42.1 1.00 195712,THERMAL CONTROL 26.4 1.00 47099POWER COVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016.PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3 1.00 881623.STRUCTURE 181.1 1.00 1529875. 
TE ADPTER 3o7 1:00 3UN455:AoL DPT 9 700 5 449, 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.0 































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 998.0 
998(o, 




STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION 





CUNFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND NSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 




















APOGEE a 19323, NUMiER OF OUAL UNITS m 0
BUL POWER - 682o, ARRAY AREA 
a 211.0 SQ FT 





























AVERAGE UNIT COST 





































































































































4t * *~ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST T.E. COST PROD* COST ERG, COST203 VALVE DRIVE'R ASSY 1 1.6 5.9 1.00 165834a 15851o 20111. 39227.303 SUN SENSOR 2 .3 .0 1.00 129217. 14519a 26131s 53106a403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 000 1.00 77256. 15984. 13318,i 18275,;603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148o 761291ol 408982. 489954,
803 EARTH SENSOR 3 1.3 0.0 1.00 157133. 77682. 89936. 85443o
1413 POWER CONVERTER 1 15.9 0.0 1.00 0,9 0. 0, 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
UNIT UNIT 
 DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 400 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST
834 THRUSTER T.E. COST PROD. COST E'G. COST
8 .7 i1 010 13754. 45762. 739459 65774o 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATIONUNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
. ENTOTYPE 409 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DOE. 
COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 100 747330, 139061,1 139044. 176778.1
403 COMMD DECODO+DISTR 1 2.3 7.5 1.00 2471039. 47819. 47813. 584516a 
COMMUNICATIONS 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 40, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.Eo COST PROD* COST ERGo COST
1s
03 BASEBN
202 ANTENNA ASSY UNIT 1 2.0 ,5 1.00 44622. 16117.i 28235. 10555,t
1 8.4 0.0 1.000 349517. 137063.1 59333a 82677
 
306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 
 10.9 1.00 152260o 477791 109318. 62576o







UNIT UNIT DOTE 





































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 157.3 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 560.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1844a2 






- SPIN CONTROL 
,AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CONFIGURATION ­ - NONCPROPELLANT 
DATA PROCESSING AND 'NSIRUMENTATION 
CONFIGURATION - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR fDTUS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWER '. 
CONFIGURATION ­ - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
'4 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL 
ISCELLANEOUS tNFORHATICNAPOGEE - 193 , NUPBER OF QUAL UNITS a 0






(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
-I 
OTT E ....... -- RECURRING- ---
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL PRODUTION FAB AND OTALSUBSYSTE" COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION DE ASSEMBLY
ENGIN ERING R lTA 
STRUCTURE - a.o218- 4.6. 2.7 3.9. 6 ,5 HERMAL CONTROL 2 1.4ELECTRICAL POWER 3.4 1.3 4. 3:6 5.5 94
COMMUNIC ATI ONS 12 .4 1.6 1.4 1.6 3.0
DATA I4ANDLING 3s5 398 3o4 101 4*5
STABILITY AND CONTROL 
 31 
-89 3,5 26 4
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.5 
 .8 2.3 1.9 2.4
 



























* * 4' 4iASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 0 4
 
'STABILIZATWON AND CONTREL UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
[DENT TYPE I NO. U IGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST t6Ea COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 :6 5.9 1.00 g16505051 2v 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 3 10 1,00 16 No2I1842. 01 ,4 
4 ER181S J~ 1J:?10$ift:(ff tHX16N? CE I 1 I 256012. 606 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 41 1.0 1000 397432. 153300o 175330. 173039o
 




ICENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PRODo COST ENG. C ST
 
834 THRUSTER 8 *7 .1 .t0 13754. 45762a 74656, 678720 
-CATA PROCESS!NO-AND IhSTRUMENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE:
 
ICENT TYPE NO. hEX HT POWER FACTOR OE COST t.ED COST CNG
 CO sT 
J03 DIG! TAb ElE ETIIY 8.9 3.0 1.QO 466276. 13906j: 143841: 111 771 
COM O OEC +02IS*T _ .3 2.3 7,5 1,00 16166580 4781a 49463 z 
__ COUNTCAT1OMS -UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE--- VEHICLE­
-~~IOENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.EE COST Er COST ' PROD4,CQST GNGojCOST

103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT 1 2vO .5 1:00 446 2. 117uvo lu6uo 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 00 1.00 349517c 137063o 61380. 83783,

306 TRANSMITTER 2 - 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 47779. 113089. 66j93*-"
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24775o 32378. 18 19. 
501 CU MNANF SIG Ca[ND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153o 30796. 33728 6775. 












2BATTER NO.* WEIGHT POWER FACTOR O.E. COgT
z 29.1 0.0 .10 30806 T. 19 PE
 952300o 55 50

.10 000 
 .5 3OT P ~OST ENG;4gOST
 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
 
NAME 
 DDTE VEHICLE VEHICLE-
WEIGHT FACTOR DoEa COT
SOLAR ARRAY 63.2 T.E. COST PROD. COST'. ENG, VOST1.u 69745 106524. 220396e
IRING HARNESS 1 7 6.
47o5 1.90A 33.4 ?l§8 4 1275419 POWER CONVERTERS 1509 1.00 3 118305 97637. 121842.
590016.' 367568.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 68.3, 1.00 19012z. 141433.
881623. 501892. 
 346134. 211334s










- MISSICN EQUIP WEIGHT 220,0
 












CONFIGURA TON - - MNOROPELLANT
 
DATA 0ROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 











- - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION 









- APOGEE a 19323. NUMER OF QUAL UNITS * 0BOL POWER a 1414. ARRAY AREA a I1.1 50 FT 












DESIGN TEST AID TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION ODT E 

STRUCTURE 5o4 1.7 7.0
THERMAL CONTROL 1.5 .3 1.8
ELECTRICAL POWER 3.5 
 1.1 4.5
COMMUNICATIONS 1.3 o5 1.8
DATA HANDLING 6.3 .3 6.6
4, STABILITY AND CONTROL 4.5 1.9 6.4
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.9 1.1 2.9 













AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 6 SATELLITES) 























































* 4 t * ASSEM3LY DESCRIPTIONS * * 0
 
IDENT TYPE
1303 REACTION WHEEL 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
1815 -EARTH SENSOR 






UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST5.1 .3 1.00 111435. 
1.6 1.O 1.00 61349. 
15.4 15.6 1.00 1304769. 























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DoE. COST 
.4 0.0 .10 14248a 











DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYDE N0. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 876915. 



















503 COMMAND SIG COND 
605 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NqoWEJT POWER FACTOR D.E& COST 0 0.0 1.00 49 2.
I ' 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 
2 4o7 18.0 1000 272957, 
2 3.9 6.3 1.00 85947a3 1.5 .9 1.'00 22191. 




























WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 







EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTI9ATING RELATIONSHIPS 





SOLAR ARRAY 77e3 1.00 629413. 128363. 249706. 145241. 















PROPULSION FEED SYS 98.0 1.00 1064951. 661556. 428978. 245743. 
STPUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 


























PROPELLANT WEIGHT 27009 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 540.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1816o1 
p. 





CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CCNTROL 
AUXILIARY FROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCE5SING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (BTU) 
COMMUNICAT IONS 








CONFIGURATION - - CYLINDRICAL
 
- . MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
 
APOGEE = 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS = 07i " BOL POWER = 589o ARRAY AREA = iB2a1 SQ FT BATT CAP 36. AMP-HR 
479? 
------------ 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
CC3-i-40, OTHER RGL 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
-T---. DOT+-E ..-----------
DESIGN TEST AND TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST ENGINEERING EVALUATION ODT+E 

STRUCTURE 3*1 2.5 5.6
THERMAL CONTROL
ELECTRICAL POWER 	 1.0 .2 1.2
4.0 1.4 5.4
COMMUNICATIONS 
 1*2 	 .4 1.6
DATA HANDLING 	 3.9 .3 4a2
STABILITY AND CONTROL 
 3.3 1.3 4.6
o.. AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
 1.8 2.3 









QUALIFICATION UNIT(S) 	 oo
GSE 	(AGE) 
 1.7








AVERAGE UNIT COST 4 SATELLITES) 

























































CC 3- 1-40 OTHER RGL 
# ' ' ASSEHBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 . 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 




























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOF DoEo COST








DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 523586. 


















503 COMMAND SIG CONf 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE'
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR OE. COST1 2.0 *5 1.00 44622.1 8.4 0.0 L.0 349517o2 2.1 10,9 1 00 152260a 
1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256.2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153.































E UNIT UNIT DOTE 














POWER CONVERTERSPROPULSION FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 
SATELLITE ADAPTER 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 



























































TOTAL SATELLITE HEIGHT 1355,8 













DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 
- -










­ - SHUNT AND 3ISCHARGE REGULATION 
- PAD2LE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 




APOGEE . L9323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 
a 0
BOL PUWER a 4198. ARRAY AREA 
- 329,7 SQ.FT 













DESIGN TEST AND 
 TITAL PRODUCTION 
 FAB AND TOTAL
 
SUBSYSTEM COST 
 ENGIIEERIAG EVALUATION 




THERMAL CONTROL 79 2.7 1).7 7.6
2.b .5 7.7 15.3
ELECTRICAL POER 6.7 3,1 2.5 1.5 4.0
2.1 5.8





DATA HANDLING 2.5 4.4
9.0 .3





 1.9 5.9 13.8
 
SPACECRAFT 





























OTALhSAI L T DTtE ANDRECURRlN HO2160'
 
CSI-1-1 DSATR W G
 
* * 
€41ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS *0 *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE NOe 
1303 REACTLD4 WHEEL 21601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 3 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 2 
2203 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 2 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo C3ST 
5.1 .3 1.00 111435...1.:6 1'.0 1.00 675521 
15.4 l56 1.0 1304759,1



















IDENT TYPE818 ?HRUSTEI834 THRUSTEi 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 






ENG. COST104195. 54067. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
IDENT TYPE 





UNIT UNIT DDTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D,. COST,8.9 3.0 1.00 1586296.1 



















503 COMMAND SI COND 
605 0IPLEXER 
-"UNIT UNIT 
NO. WEIGHT POWER 
3 . 2.0 0.0 
1 "5.4 0,0
2 4.7 18.0 
2 .3.9 6.3 
3 1.5 .9 
. 9.7 .3 . 
'DOTE 





















,., 744 , 
VE ICL-







CSI-1-1 OSATR W G
 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE *NO. WELGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, C-Sr* T.E* COST PROD. COST Emt COsT
 
269 BATTERY B 71.3 0.0 .io ?690751 133622. 477306, 484339.
 





NAME WEIGHT FACTOR D#'E. COST TE. COST PROD. UNU a
 
SOLAR ARRAY ZZ9.6 1.00 1348121. 351759. 727780, 32358
 
WIRING HARNESS 125.8 1.00 495171'. Z913019 319185.. 116697
 
HERMA CONRO781 190o 1543525# 3680050* 259938: 370021
OwER CONVETERS 0,0 1,00 O

PROPULSION FEED SYS 98.0 1.00 1'064951. 661556. 456247. 255279
 
STRUCTURE Z62.3 1.00 3312795, 1236305. 63941. 194LL1
 
POWER CJNTRJL UNITS 295.r 1.00 1637999,. 11928. 744090,. 440587
 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 38.1 1.O L178780. 646645. 668946. 282565
 




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 500.3
 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 2783.7
 










CONFIGURATION - - MINP1ROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESS}NG AND INSTRUMENTATIC R
CnqNrIGURATIUN - - PECIAL PURPOSE PRJCESSOR (DTUJ 
COMMUNICATIONS
 












APOGEE a 19323. NUM ER OF QUAL UNITS w 0
 
















 2.9 2.2 5.1
THERPAL CONTROL 
 '1.0 o2 
 1.1
ELECTRICAL POWER 
 3.8 1.4 
 5.1
OMMUNICATIONS 
 1.2 .4 1.6
TA HA DLING 3.6 3 3.9
STABILITY AND CONTROL 



























AVERAGE UNIT COST 
. 3 SATELLITES)
 








































4 * * ASSEMqLY DESCRIPTIONS * 4 4 4 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
IDENT TYPE .00 
203 VALVE DRTVER ASSY 1 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 
403 NUTATIIN DAMPER 1 
603 CON TROL ELECTRNCS 2 
806 EARTH SENSOR ASSY 2 
UyjT UNIT 



































UNIT UNIT DOTE 
10, WEIGHT P04ER FACTOR D*E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION UNIT UNIT DDTE 
IDENT TYPE N6. WEiGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETPY 1 8.9 3.0 l.0 4763766 















103 BASEBND ASSY UNIT202 BANTENNOASY UT2 2 ANTENNMA
306 TRANSHITTER 
401 RECEIVER 
503 COMMAND SIG CON 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DDTE 
4O. WEIGHT POhPR FACTOR DE. COST 
1 z.0 .5 1.00 4462zo1 8.4 0.0 1.00 3495174 
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 
I 3,q 6.3 1.00 77256. 
2 1*5 .) 1.00 20153, 

























UNIT UNJT DFTF. 
IDENT TYPE 40 WEIGHT POWER FA CTOR D,E. CO T233 BATTERY 2 34.2 0.0 .10 3608 




























































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 140.2 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 205.0 
STOTAL SATELLITE JEIGHT 1209.1 
I 
A 
** SATELLITE SYSTEMS CoST MODEL 04,
 
SUBSYSTEM CONFTGURATIONS 
STABILIZATION A'NO CONTRIL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 




SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU) 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POWFR 
CONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT -_BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 
CONFIGURA TION - - CYLIDRICAL 
-O. 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATIO 
APOGEE - 19323, NUM1ER OF QUAL UNITS8L POWER a 617, ARRAY AREA a 190o8 SO 0 FT BATT CAP = 40, AMP-HR 
I 
SPACECRAFT COST MODEL 
CS2-1-2 INMARSAT-2 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
.. .. DOT+------------------------
--------
-- RECURRI4G-----------SEGIGN TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION FAB AND 
 TjTAL




 3.1 2.6 
 5.7 2.2
THERMAL CONTROL 4.4 696
1.0 .2 1.2 o7 .5
ELECTRIC L POOER 1.2
4.1 - 1:.4 5.5
COMMUNI CATIONS 1.2 .4 1.6 3.2 5.0 8.3
1.1 1.3 2.4
DATA HANDLING 
 4.0 .3 4.3 2*8
STABILITY AND CONTROL .9 3.7
3.3 1.3 
 4.6 4.2 
 2.9 7.1
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 1.6 .8 2.4 1.5 1.9 
 3.4
 
SPACECRAFT 18 *4 7 0 25 3 15 7 17*0 32 #6
MISSION EQUIPMENT 1717 21.6 





LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 
 173








AVERAGE UNIT COST C 3 SATELLITES) 
 19ot
 
TOTAL SATELLITE DDT+E AND
RE URRING COST 
 i04,o 
CS2-I-2 INtARSAT-2 
4 * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * 41 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
IDENT TYPE203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 
303 SUN SENSOR 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 
603 CONTIOL ELFCTRNCS 






UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT PfwtF FAC OR1.6 5.9 100 
.3 .0 1.00 
2.8 000 1.00 
7.4 3.5 1.00 




























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D*E. COST 









DAT& PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 


















503 COMMAND SIC COND 
603 DIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
lOWEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST1 2.0 .5 1000 44622o
1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517a2 2.1 10.9 1.00 152260. 























UNIT UNIT DOTEIDENT TYPE 400 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR 0,E, CST239 BATTERY 2 43.0 0.6 =10 4119Be 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIIATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR DE. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 93.B 1000 919286WIPING HARNESS 58.9 1.00 260186oTHERMAL CONTRnL 44,3 100 603913.POWER COVERTERS 15.9 1.00 590016.PROPULSION EE) SYS 72.4 1.00 914905.STRUCTURE 418.3 100 1713715.PCWFR CU4TROL UNITS 77.6 1.00 598663.SATELLITE ADAPTER 64.7 1.00 132790. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 145.0 



































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1401o8 
-$ 
*,SATELLITE SYSTEMS COST MODEL B
 









CONFIGURATION - - MONOPRCPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESING AND INSTRUPENTATION
 








CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE = 19323. NUMBER OF QUAL UNITS 0
 






























AVERAGE UNIT COST 




























































































ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS " 
STAUILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER FADTOP DE, COST 
1303 REACTICN WHEEL 2 5.1 03 1.00 11435. 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349. 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 1.00 E172826. 






















UNIT UNIT DOTE 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOF D.E. COST 
18 .. 00 .to 14248. 












DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POWER 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 2 8.9 3.0 


























































































ELECTRICAL POWERDENTT PE R UNIT UNIT DOTE
260 TYPEIOENTBATTERY NO,2 HEIGHT POWER FACTOR D°E.47.5 0.0 COST
.10 61962o 




















POWER COfTROL UNITS 1.00 2019204.
64.3SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 1.00 675262.16.9SATELLITE ADAPTER 1.00 370086,
50.6 




MISSION ECUIP WEIGHT 450.0
 






















































































CONFIGURATION - - MONOROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCFSSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONCIGUQATION - SPECIAL PURPOSE PRJCESSOR (DTU) 
CCMMUNICATIONS
 










APOGEE a 450e, NUM'ER OF QUAL UNITS a 0














DESIGN TEST AiD TOTAL 

SUBSYSTEM CIST ENGINEERING LVALUATION ODT*E 

STRUCTURF 7,1 2.4 10.1 

HERMAL CONTPOL 	 1.0 .4 I.4 

LECTRIC L PU4ER 	 6.4 17 8.1 

OMUNICATIONS 	 go .4 1.2 

DATA HANfLING 	 9.9 1.1 11.0 

STABILITY AND CONTRnL 	 4.5 1.9 694 

AUXILIAPY PRUIDULSION 	 105 ,9 2*4 
SPACECRAFT 	 31.9 8.7 40*6 

MISSION OUIPMENT 	 4.5 








LtUNCH SITE SUPPORT 

CONTRACTO FEE 3.0 

TOTAL SATELLITE 50.7 

AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 9 SATELLITES) 

TOTAL SATELLITE ODT+E AND
 





























































 UNIT UNIT ODTE 

IDFNT TYPE
269 9ATTERY 40. WEIGHT POFkR FACTOR DoE.
2 713 0.0 .I0 COST86935o 





SOLAR ARRAY FACTOR DoE. COST
235.1
WItNC HARNSS 100 13709379
12260









POWER CON4TROL UNITS 1,00 3163228.
189*7
SOLAQ ARRAY DRIV 39.0 1.00 1827991. 






MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 
 100000
 
















































































CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CONTROL
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
CDONFIGURATION - - MONOROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (DTU)
 
COMMUNIECATINSCONFIGURATION 





- - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING 











(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
------------- ODT+E--------------------
DESIGN TEST AID -- RECURRING-----------






 2.1, 1.4 3.6
HERBAL CONTROL 1.0











STABILITY AND CONTROL 7
2.7 ,7 3.4






 143 5o6 
 4oB88



























* * 4 * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 4 0 *
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
(DENT TYPE 10.203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 
403 NUTAUION DAMPER 1603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 1 803 EARTH SENSOR 1 




2.8 0.07.4 3.5 
1.3 0.0 
TE 
FACOR DE, COST 
1.00 165834.* 
1.00 116150. 

























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 










DATA PROCESSING'AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT [DENT TYPE 40* WEIGHT POWER203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0333 TAPE RECORDER 1 23.0 8.0 
403 COMMD DEC DDISTR 1 2.3 7*5 
DDTE 


































EIGHT POWER FACTOR DE, COST 
2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 
08 0.0 L.00 49684 
4.7 18.0 1.00 163570. 
3.9 6.3 1.00 77Z56. 
1.5 .9 1.00 18115. 




























 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
IDENT TYPE 
 400 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E, COST T.Eolr
204 BATTERY 2 PROD, COST EN 0 COST
6 0 .1 0 iio. 10740 39719 2 




SNAME WEIGHT FACTOR O.E. COST 
 ToEo COST PROD.; COST
SOLAR ARRAY 58.3 1000 659419. 98854, 252501o ENG. OST
WIRING HARNESS 0.
36.7 1,00 174206. 102402a 138632o 0.
THERMAL COMTROL 
 31.3 1.00 242017. 113210. 116046, 0
PtWER CONVERTERS 15.9 
 1.00 590016. 367568a 234718o
PROPULSIN FEED SYS 00
53.1 1000 749458, 413977. 352471o
STRUCTURE 208.1 1000 Do
1193541. 1015496. 6484651 0*
POWER CO4TROL UNITS 43a7 1600 
 453627. 233652, 298406. 0
SATELLITE ADAPTER 3593 100 




MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 185,0
 
(4- TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 78243 








CONFIGURATION - - MONO'ROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTUMENTATIQN
 








CONFIEGURATIONI - - SHU4T - BODY MOUNTED S9LAR ARRAY
 
VEHICLE SIZING 




APOGEE a 486*. UMBER OF OUAL UNITS a 0 







(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
....------- DDT+E------------..
. . . . .
DESIG. 
 TE3T AID TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM COST 
 ENGINEERING EVALUATION DDT+E 

STRUCTURE 






 4.5 1.3 5.9
COMMUNICATIONS 
 1.2
DATA HANDLING 	 .4 1.6 






 .9 2.7 





















AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 3 SATELLITES) 

'TOTA SATELLT
RECURRING COST DDT+E AND
 





















































S * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS $ 4 4 4 
STABILIZATION AND CUNTRILYPE NO.WEIGHT POWEF F&CiOR D.E. COST 
T)IDESP N BEARING 1 73.8 6.7 1.00 1314817. 
203 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 1 1.6 5o9 I.0 165834. 
303 SUN SENSOR 1 .3 .0 1.00 116150. 
403 NUTATION DAMPER 1 2.8 0.0 1.00 77256. 
503 GIMWAL ELFCTPR'4CS 6.3 31.6 1.00 0.6 CONTROL ELfCTRN 22 7.4 3.5 1.00 1192148. 
703 BIAXIAL DRIVE 2 14.3 24.0 1.00 






























UNIT UNIT DOTE 
4O. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 









DATA PROCESSING ANO INSTRUMENTATION UNIT UNIT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE 400 WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
203 DIGIVAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 735103. 

















103 'ASE3ND ASSY UIT 
203 ANTENNA 
306 TRANS ITTER401 RECEIVER503 CONMAWO 5I1 COND 
603 OIPLEXER 
UNIT UNIT DOTE 
40. WEIGHT PJWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
1 2.0 .5 1.00 4462 
1 10.4 0.0 1.00 415318. 
2 2.1 10.9 1.00 101507 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256.2 '1.5 d 1.0 20153. 

























IDEN TUNIT DIEIDENT TYPE UNIT OWER FACTOR D,Eo COST 
213 BATTERY 2 17,2 0,0 ,10 21490. 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTI'4ATING RELATIONSHIPS 
DOTENAME WEIGHT FACTOR 0.E. COSTSOLAR ARRAY 95.9 1.00 934075.WIRING HARNESS 96.0 1.00 393724.THERMAL CONTROL 50a5 1100 414456oPOWER CDIVERTFRS 15.9 100 590016.
PROPULSION FEED SYS 86.4 1.00 1022627.STRUCTURE 464.2 1.00 2044281.POWER CONTROL UNITS 32.0 1000 722561eSATELLITE ADAPTER 78.4 1.00 156338o 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 101.7 





































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1734.4 









CONFIGURATION - - MONO'ROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
CONFIGURATION 











- - SHUNT -












STRU C T UPR
ELECTRICAL POWER












U1 QUALIFICATION(AGE) UNIT(S)GSE 






AVERAGE UNIT COST 1 













 TEST AND TOTAL 

ENGTNEEPING 
 EVALUATION DDT+E 


















































































* 4 * eASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * 4
 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHI LE VEHICL 
IDENT TYPE 
101 DESPIN REARING 




WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST 
73.6 6.7 1.00 1314817. 










303 SUN SENSJR 

















503 GIMBAL ELFCTRONCS 2 6.3 31.6 1.00 0. O. 0. 0. 
603 CONTROL ELECTRNCS 

















806 EARTi SENSOR ASSY 2 4.1 1.0 1.00 132477. 153300. 175338. 57680. 
AUXILIARY PROPULSI3N 












10283, 33143o;14762. 54563: 23042. 50706. 25906. 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE '0. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE 'OST T.E. COST PROD. COST EG. COST 
203 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 1.00 770 32o 139061. 143841. 188001 
406 COMMO DEC1D+DISTR 2 11.0 5.5 1.00 2541120. 184082 342739o 1106382. 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT UNIT DOTE VEI LE VEHICLE 
IDENT TY'E 
103 ,ASFAND ASSY U4IT 
203 ANTENNA 
NO. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 
1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 









306 TRANSMITTER 2 2.1 10.9 1.00 101507. 47779. 75393 44195. 
401 RECEIVER 

















60 DIPLcX'R 1 3.1 1.0 1.00 57409, 15451* 17773.' 13762*1 
CP2-1-6 FRENCH SC 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
ELCTICLOWRUNIT UN LT ODTE 
IDENT TY*E 40. WEIGHT POW. R FACOTR D.E. COST213 BATTERY 2 17.2 0,0 .10 21490, 
EQUTP-4ENTS USING COST ESTI4ATING RELATIONSHIPS 
MA9E WEIGHT DOTE 
FACrOR D.E. COSTSCLAR ARRAY 135.4 1.00 1188558,WIRING HARNESS 114.6 1.00 457525.iHERMAL CONTROL 56.4P~rRCN STES1591.00 460360.P1W.R C0VRTERS 15,9 1oO0 590016.F9ULSION F ED SYS 75.2 1.00 940593:STRUCT -RC 525.9 1.00 2153052POWER CONTROL UNITS 7325 1.00 717082.SATELLITE ADAPTER 86.1 1.00 169297. 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 99.3 









PROD. 0OT EYH COST63209. 30683. 
VEHICLE VEHICLE 
PROD. COST ENG, COST44292a 284909o 
292,1884097 
12410353,132654. 110673.190122. 141433,372580° 225470.57753 5 0,327635. 
43409. 40582. 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 1898.5 
.%j 
,* SATELLITE SYStEMS CJST MHOVEL 4 
SUBSYSTFMr ONFI ('CRATIONS 
STA1fILI?7TTON AND tONTU71L 
CnNPIG'JRATI.qN 
- - SPIN C:UNTgOL 
ALXILIARY PROPULSIJ. 
C!rNFIGUJRATIrJN 





S0 ECIAL PURPSL- PR.JCESSOR (DT.1) 
COIMMI JICA TIN SCflN FIGU PT IfN - - I4I FT ED LINK-COMMON ANTuENNA 
K 






SHUNT - PODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY 
CYL14DRICAL 
--£ MTSCFLLANEOUS INF)RMTT1llAP.GEF - 19323, Ni '3ER nF QIJAL UNITS v 0 




CP?-1-7 EUROPE SC 
(MILLICNS GF 1977 F)LLARS) 
....... - DDT+ E-----------------------
------------
EIGN TCST AID rUTAL PPODUCTION




iTRt;CTt'DP 1,6 :5 2.1 
 2:8 1.9 4o7
HEOMAL CONTR3 
 o7 ,1 
 .8 Is,2 o6 1.6
ELECTRICAL Pfl4ER 
 2.1 1.0 3.1
COP'MUNIC&TIONS 3,8 6.6 10.4
1.2 .3 
 1.5 200
DATA HANnLING 2.3 4o3
2.3 
 .3 2.6 4,0 2.0 6.0
STABILITY AND CONTQOL 
 2.7 .7 3.4 4.6 3.3 7.9
AUXILIARY PROPILSI N 1.3 .6 1.9 3.0 3e7 6.8 
SPA§FCRAFT
MIS IN' EQUIPMENT L1. 3.5 15.3 21.5 20.4





bUg6Iv15TION V4IM) ag~71.0GSE (AGE)

LAUNCH SITE SUPPI RT .2
 






AVEPtGE UNIT CIST C 8 SATELLITES) 906
 









t * * * ASSEMBLY )ESCRIPTIONS A 
STAILIZATION ANV) CONTP'L UNIT NIT )PTE * ES Eg 9 
IDFNT TYPE 40. WEIG4T 004;R ACTC& DE, COST T.E. COST ?R'D* OET ENG. BT 
203 VALVE DRIVFP ASSY 1 196 5.9 1.00 165834o 15851. L87Z4. 36101. 
303 SUN ;EMSR 1 #3 .0 1.00 116150. 14519. 13516. 25285. 
1M!: 1.00 15984. 165l9
4C3 NUTATI)4  2.8 0.3 77256 12400. 
603 'ONTRL ELgCTt.1CS I 7,f 3.5 1.00 1071594. 44718* 2115 6. 233281. 
803 CAPTI SNSPR 1 1.3 0.0 1.00 Z222 32368, 32934. 27924. 
AUXILIARY PRDUISIIN
 UNIT UNIT ODTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDNT TYPE l0. WEIGMT POWEE FACTOR O*E. COST T.* COST PRJD. COST E'G. COST
 
834 TARUSTER 8 .7 6i .10 13754. 45762. 72127. 60647. 
DATA PROCESSING ANM) I9STIUYENTATION
 
UNIT UNIT DOTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDFNT TYE 411. WEIGHT 0WF. F4CTOP. DE. COST T,E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST
 
203 DIGITAL TELE.MFTQY I 8q 3.0 1.00 292892. 139061. 129457. 63761.
 




UNIT UNIT UDTF 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDt' T TY0E 40o WEIGHT PJWER FACTOR DE. COST T#E, COST PROD. COST EUG. COST
 
103 PAS53ND ASSY UqIT 1 2.0 .5 1.00 44622. 16117* 2628. 4714o 
202 ANTENNA 1 8.4 0.0 1.00 349517. 137063o 55242o 76088,
306 TRAN3 ITTE 1 ?0.1 10.9 1.00 136863. 28105. 56544. 29794,.
401 RECEIVtR I 3.q 6.3 1,OD 77256s 2q775. 291400 16818o 
503 COMMAND SIC CO'1D 1 1.5 . 1.00 18115. IBI15. 16864. 3944. 
6C3 DIPLzXER 1 3.1 1.0 1.00 57409. 15151. 15996. 12498. 
CP2-1-7 EURJP SC 
ELEC-TRICAL POWER 
UNIT UNIT DTEIDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT 0aaP FACTOR?'4 BATTERY 2 8o6 0.3 .10 
















PPOPILSIN FEEP SYS 
STPI.ZTURE 
PnWFR CONTROL UNITSSAT tLITc AfAPTEO 
PROPELLINT WEIGHT 
MISSION E0UI* WeIGHT 




























































SATLLITF SYSWE'S COST MODEL 
--

SUBSYSTEM CONFIGU aTItONS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGIURATO 
- - SPIN OCNTROL 
AUXILIARY FRCPJLSION 
CONFIGURATIO4 
- - MONOPRCOELLANT 
DATA OROCESSING,CONFIGURATIOI AND INSTiUVENTATION 
- - SPECIAL PURPUSE PRO'ESSO (tTUP 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
- - UNIFlEC LINK-CCMON ANTENNAS 





- - rYLIKOICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INFOi4ATION 









OESIGN TEST 4:O0 TOTAL 

SUNSYSTM COST WNGIN,._tNG ;7VALUATLON DIT+E 

STRUC TURE 1.9 .5 2.5 

THERMAL CONTROL .8 .1 .9 

ELECTRICAL POWER 2.1 1.1 3.1 

COMMUNICATIONS 1.2 .4 1.6 

DATA HANDLING 2,6 .3 ?.8 

STABILITY AND CONT-)CL 3.1 .9 4.3 

AUXILIARY PROPULSIOA 1.4 .7 2.1 

--	 SPACECRAFT 13.1 3.g 17.0 
MISSION EQUIPMENT t3.6 
P 	SATELLITE 30.6 QUALIFICATIOM UNIT(S) 0.0 
GSE (AGE) 1.2 
LAUNCH SITE SUPFORT 
CONTRACTOR FEE 1.3 

TOTAL SATELLITE 	 33,2 

AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 7 SATELLITES) 




























































0P2-1-8 CAAUA SC 
' ASSE'41LY DOESCF2DTIGHSO L v 
STABILIZATION AN CONTROL UTT 































AUXILIARY FPCPLL;EONAILT YP L UNIT
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT83. THDUSTE- 8 .' 
DATA PPOCESSINS AN) I"STrUMENTATI)NUNIT 
































103 3ASEBND ASSY UNIT 
202 ANTENNA306 TRANSMITTE!401 
503 COMEANU IS rOD 















FACTO D.E COST 
1. O422. 




















C02-t-3 CANADA SC 
t 
ELECTRICAL PCWHP UNIT UNIT ITE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT POt FACTO;
204 9ATTERY 2 8.. ).O .10 
EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTI ATING ,LAT O'ISHIPS 
QOTE
NA'E WEIGHT FACTOF 
SOLAR ARRAY 16.? 1.00 
WIRING HARNESS 28.4 1.30 
THERMAL CO0TAO,. 15.6 1.0 
POWEP CONVEQTE-S 15.3 I.-I0 
PkOPULSION FEE;) SYS 58.9 1.00 
STRUCTURE 65.0 1.00 
POWER CONTMOL UNIT; 58.5 1.10 
SATELLITE AOAPTE 20.4 1.o 
PROPELLANT WEIr;HT 84.3 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 125. C 


















































" SATELLITE SYSTEIS COST mrDEL 4 
SUBSYSTEM CONIGJr.ATTINS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - SPIN CCNT.HOL 
AUXILIARY F:,OPL3ICN






SPEOIAL PU9POS7 l'PRCFSSO-, (OTt) 
COMMUNICATI'JNS 
GONFIGURATIO'I - - UNiFIEC LINK-CO14:404 ANTENNAS 
ELECTRICAL POW== 




CONFIGURATIOI - - CYLINOVICAL 
MISCELLANEOUS INrC*MATIOt 
APOGEE = 270. NUME" OF QUAL UNITS = 9 




3PA%'CRAFT COST MODFL 
CP2-1-14 I.TL-O A 

























AVERAGE UNIT COST 


























































































































cP?-i-t4 A Tt O A 
S OSCRIPTION 'A EMILY 

STAUILIZATNr! AND .I0NT .OL UNIT 
IDENT TYPE Nc. WEIGHT 
203 VALVE CqIVE'R assv 1 imP. 
303 SUN SEN301 1 ,3 
433 NUTATICI rIAPE 1 2 
603 CONTROL EL-CTT4CS 1 7.4 

















































DATA PROCESS:NG AN-) INSTrUVENTATIONUNIT IUITT DOTE 
IDENT TYPE NC. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR thE. 0031 
203 DIGITAL TELEM0T1Y 1 8.13 3. t.o 3054±0. 





































i , .9 
3.1 1. 
qTE 






























GP?-i-j4 ASTFO A 
ELECTR.ICAL POWEC 
bENTTYE PUNIT 











EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIraTING RELATiONSHIPS 
DQTENAME WEIGHT FACTOFS 17. 1.0WIPING HAPNE.S 2b.2 1.90THE-rMAL CONTrO. 16.4 1.uuPOWEF CONVERTERS 15.9 1.00PROPULSION,FEE.) SYS 53. C 1.10STRUCTUFE 53.0 1.,d0POWEC CONTF CL UNITS 68. 5 1. ?SATELLITE AOAPTE:. 16.- 1.00 
PROPELLANT WETGHT 26,5 


































TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 466.9 
'' SATELLI1 SY3TEMS COST MOOPI *, 
SUBSYSTEM CCNFIGURMIrNS 


















- - SHUNT 
- BUOY MtU'T=D SILAR ARRAY 
VEHICLE SIZING
CONFICLIRATIPN 







































AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 









(MILLIONS LF 1977 OJLLARS)
 
D -T E ---------- -

IESIGN T5ST A4D TOTAL 

EMGNEEZING EVALUATO'1 IOT+E 

1.7 	 .5 2.2 

.5 .1 .6 

2.2 1.1 3.3 

1.2 	 .4 1.6 

2.4 	 .3 2.7 

3.0 	 , 3.8 

1.3 	 .6 1.1 












































































CP2-1-15 ASTRJ B 
* * * * A.S.EM3LY DESCRIPTIONS' * * * 
STARILIZATION AND CnNTROL 
IDENT TYPE in*203 VALVE DRIVER A3SY 1 
303 SUN SENSqR 1 
403 NUTATION D$?1tV 1 
603 CINTUL ELECTR1rS 1 










































IDENT TY'E834 THRUSTER 
UNIT UNIT FOTE 





DATA PROCESSINIG AN) ItISTRUMENTATIoN 
UNIT LIMITIDFNT Typ E 404WEIGHT PUWEP203 DIGITAL TELPMFTRY 1 8.9 3.0403 CtMMO DECOD+ISTP 1 2.3 7,5 
DTE 














COrHUNIcATIONSC0 1 U IA I N ;UN 
IDFNT TY p 
103 SASE3ND ASSY U1T203 ANTE4NA 
306 TRAN3MITTER 
401 RECEIV5R 
503 CIMMANO SIG C04P603 DIPL"X'ER 
IT 
40* WEIGHT 
1 2.010.41 2.1 
1 3.9 
1 1,51 3.1 
UNIT O TE 
POWER FACTOR D.. COST 
.5 I.O0 446220.0 1.00 415316.10.9 1.00 91242. 
6.3 1.00 77256, 

































NIT 'N IT 307EG4 T POWdA FACTOR95 01 010 O.E. 905T 8 78, T.E. COST11541. 
VEHICLE 
PROD* CO8 T4267 T. 
JfIL
E4G, COST17714. 





POWERU CC4V3IR E 
PPOPULSI1N FEpc Sy
STRUCTUPE 
POWF1 CCNTrL tlNITS 
SATCLLIT'! ADA'TER 
PPTPFLLANT WEIGHT 




















































TOTAL SATELLITE WRIGHT 473.5 
AUo
 










CONFIGURATION - - MONOOROPELLANT
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTqUMENTATION
















APOG E a 270, NJ'i1ER OF QUAL UNITS - 0
 
8OL POWER m 882. ARRAY AREA a 71.6 SO FT RATT CAP a 20. AMP-HR 









SESIGN TEST AND 
 TOTAL PRODUCTIEN









ELECTRICAL POWER 1.i 1o3 2.4
2e3 :6 390 6.8 9.9
COMMUNICATIONS 16.7
o6 3 
 .9 2,2 3.?
HANDLING 5,9
3.9 oDATA 4.2 10.2 3o2
13
STABILITY AND CONTROL 13.4
4.2 1.6 508 
 1490 12o6 26.5
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
























AVERAGE UNIT COST ( 14 SATELLITES) 









* * * * A3SEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS * * * 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL UNIT UNIT DTE VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE 40. WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.Eo COST T.E, COST PROD, COsT E'G COST
 
1305 REACTION WHEEL 1 5.0 25.0 1.00 98701. 39694. 169709 18305.
 
1601 VALVE DRIVER ASSY 2 1.6 1.0 1.00 61349o 51402. 25830. 17675.
 
1815 EARTH SENSOR 1 15.4 15.6 100 1172826. 296104. Z49987. Z1751Z. 
2Z03 CONTROL ELFCTRICS 2 7.1 62.0 100 1154954. 749743a 339483. 332752&
 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 UNIT UNIT DOTE 
 VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE 40s WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD* COST ENG. COST
 
829 THRUSTER 12 .6 0.0 .I0 15068. 62143, 91z59.1 71403.
 
834 THRUSTER 4 .7 .1 *10 11440. 25095. 38552, 31818.
 
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
UNIT UNjT DOTE VEHICE VHIL
 
IDENT TYPE 'ia WEIGHT POWER FACTOR GDE. fOST T.E. COST PROD. C ST EIVI HT
 
Z03 DIGITAL TELEMETRY 1 8.9 3.0 LoO0 52 O9L 139061? 118901. 966Z3,
 




UNIT UNIT DOTE SVEHIE EVEHILE 
IDENT TYPE 40S WEIGHT POWER FACTOR D.E.,COST TEe COST PROD. COST NG, COST 
2,0 0.0 L00 27399a 1430z.;
ASSY U0T 2 . 6ASEN 4964 0 43460.: 

Z27 ANTENNA 2 o8 0.0 1.00 55273. 46873. 10865. 15925. 
303 TRANSMITTER 2 2*2 10.2 1.00 105063. 49590. 64165. 30270.
 
401 RECEIVER 1 3.9 6.3 1.00 77256. 24775. 26764a 143Z8. 
503 COMMAND SIG COND 2 1.5 .9 1.00 20153. 30796. 2780* 5806. 
603 DIPLEXER 1 3.1 I0 1.00 57409. 15451. 14692. 10647.
 




UNIT UNIT DOTE 
0, WEIGHT POWER FACTOR DE. COST 















PPOPIULSIgN FEED SYS 
STRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 

































































PROPELLANT WEIGHT 292 
MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 400.0 
L,j 




ELE TYPE R 
IDENT TYPE215 BATTERY 
40.UNIT UNIT DOTE 





EQUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIIATING RELATIONSHIPS 





PPOPULSION FEED SYSSTRUCTURE 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 













FACTOR 0.E. COST1.00 462897.1.00 152624. 
1.00 251084e. 
0.00 0: 































MISSION EQUIP WEIGHT 400.0 
TOTAL SATELLITE WEIGHT 647, 
VNo 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEb-
Appendix VIII
 
Mission Cost Model (MISSCM)
 
Payload and Launch Vehicle Fiscal Year Data
 
TOTAL ELEC PNR (KN) BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 





NCI-1-2 2 2 
NQI -1-3 A 
NCI-1-4 5 5 
SUBTOTAL a 2 3 2 5 2 4 2 5 2 3 
GOVERNMENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC2-1-1 5o 
NC2-1- so 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 50 1 
INTRAGOVERNHENT LINKS 
K.4-1-1 5 
NC4-1-2 is 15 15 
NC4-2-1 2 2 2 
HC4-2-2 S 
















EARTH RESOURCES MONITORING 
140-i-I 
H01-1-2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 21 










SUBTOTAL 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 3 1 4 1 
C"
 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (KWI BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 





























































2 2 1 2 
1 2 a 
1 3 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 
2a 
323 3 




11 2 1 1 2 1 5 2 1 a 1 2 
1 1 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 
S5 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (KW BY FISCAL YEAR IHROUGII 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1904 1905 1986 1907 1908 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA (CONTINUED) 















25 10 10 10 
25 




HASA 30 18 11 18 15 22 
P5 
54 16 10 
250 
262 4] 14 22 72 
2000 4000 
'000 4000 
29 2019 4009 
1 . .. 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (WM)BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1958 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OUTSIDE USERS (HON-NASANOH-UOO) 
INTERNATIONAL COIItUIICATIONS 
CC-1-1 1 5 
SU1TOTAL 1 5 
..JJU 1n CUT&tmiTIHIATTON 
CC-1-1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 
CC2-1-2 1 
CC2-1-4 I 





CCR-1-12 2 4 2 3 
SUBTOTAL 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 3 2 1 4 5 2 4 4 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION 
CC3-1-1 1 























CC3-1-39 1 1 2 1 
CC3-1-0 1 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 5 4 3 4 1 2 3 4 2 3 5 4 3 3 4 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (Ki) BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 199 1993 1994 1995 1996
 






EARTH AND OCEAN MONITORING 
COE-1-1 
SUBTOTAL 
EARTH RESOURCES-US DOIESTIC 
C03-1-1 
C03-2-1 





























































































SUBTOTAL 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
USERS TOTAL 
OUTSIDE 1 4 11 5 8 13 6 17 12 15 15 17 a 27 17 17 14 12 8 
ALL PROGRAMS 
TOTAL 1 4 53 36 30 55 43 60 140 61 50 315 143 131 105 172 124 2116 4106 
TOTAL SOt ARRAY L13S BY FISCAL YEAR TEROUGII 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 198 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA tISSIONS 
INTRGOVER11IIEIiT LINKS 
NCl-I-i 110 110 110 
NCI-i-2 




.--.11n 110 19n , 
NCI-1-4 280 280 
SUBTOTAL 110 110 190 110 280 110 190 110 280 110 190 
GOVLRHtlENr TO PEOPLE LINKS?E [:I:-,., , ln ,, An, 
NaE-i-2 1380 
SUBTOTAL 60 60 1380 60 
IN1PAGOVEPNHUENTV LINS(0 
.An pan pa8n 
tC4-i-2 690 690 690 
NC4-2-1 i0 110 110 
C04-2-2- 280 280 200 
PLANETARY 
HLI-I-I 
NLI-1- 80 80 
A 40 40 
NLI-1-4 30 30 30 30 
NLI-1-S 120 60 
. 1LI-1-6NLI-1-7 ,1-80io 
litl-l-9 40 
NLI-1-10 40 
N ~z 1 30 
NL1-1-12 90 




EARTli RESOUICES lONItTORIXU0 
#401-1-1 70 70 70 70 70 70 
tO10-1-2 .70 70 . 70 J0_ .___ 




101-1-7 60 60 60 60 
NOI-1-8 70 70 70 
NOI-2-1 
SUBTOTAL 70 120 70 70 130 200 60 130 140 130 60 140 70 190 70 
TOTAL SOL ARRAY LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 





1102-1-2 100 100 100 10 
JjZ-1I -3; -70 
1o2-1-4 80 80 0 80 
N02-1-5 40 
N02-2-1 
SUBTOTAL 70 190 140 100 80 180 80 100 60 
ASTROPHYSICS 
kP-1-1 90 90 90 
- l-= . 1;n 1gf ir0 1 
NPI-1-3 150 150 150 150 
NPI-1-AA 30 30 
NPI-i-48M_P 1-5 60 60 
_______________________________________ 
P1-1-6 60 60 
< 
NPI-1-7 




~~PBL1 1IAL. 2n OIlD-SflASIS O~ff~li0--150-20-30 a0 i Af 
SOLAR TERRESTRIAL 
kIP-1-i 50 so 50 50 so 50 50 
tlP2-1-2 30 
- PZ-1-3 5_--0..;.-L. 5 50. 5_0. t.5 L t..J 00. lAD Li 0 0A 0 _.JL0 LADL.J0 L InOO 





SUBTOTAL 80 80 80 80 160 80 130 160 21O 160 210 310 210 160 210 160 210 160 
LIFE SCIENCES 







SUBTOTAL 60 60 60 120 60 290 
TOTAL SOL APRAY LOS BY FISCAL YEAR TIhROUGH 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1970 1979 1980 1931 1982 1983 1964 1905 1986 1987 1980 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA (CONTINUED ) 
SPACE PROCESSIIG-SPACE STATION 
NS-t-1 
SUBTOTAL 

















[ . ... 820 550 





920 1190 2370 1180 
550 
3100 








TOTAL ELECT PWR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(ooo's or Los) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA MISSIONS 
INTERGOVERNMLNT LINKS 
NCI-i-1 1 I 
NCl-1-2 1 1 
NC-l- -3 1 
HCI-1-4 I I 
SUBTOTAL I I I 1 1 
GOVERNMENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC 2-1-1 
NC2-1-2 2 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 
INTRAGOVERNMENT LINKS 
NC4-1-1 
NC4-I-2 1 2 
NC4-2-1 1I 
NC4-2-2 


























SUBTOTAL 1 1 2 1 i 1 
TOTAL ELECT PN4RLBS BY FISCAL YEAR TIIROUGH 1996 
(oos or A-as ) 























































1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 
1 1 
1I 
1 1 1 1 I 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 
I 
TOTAL ELECT PWR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
( oo. or L48s) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA (CONTINUED) 












































TOTAL ELECT PWR LOS BY rISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
( 0o0 i or -Las) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1981f 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OUTSIDE USERS (NOII-IIASA,NOlI-OOo) 
INTERNATIONAL CO!IMUICATIONS 
CCI-1-1 1 1 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 








































CC3- -39 1 
SUBTOTAL 
3 
TOTAL ELECT PWR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1952 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OTHER USERS (CONTINUED) 





EARTH AND OCEAN MONITORING 
C02-1-l 
SUBTOTAL 
































































SUBTOTAL 1 1 
USERS IOTAL 
OUTSIDE 1 4 6 3 2 5 4 8 a 3 7 6 3 3 4 4 4 
ALL PROGRAMS 
TOTAL 1 7 4 9 7 6 9 11 14 9 13 15 9 7 11 11 54 101 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY $ BY rISCAL YEAR TIROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 




Itc1-1-1 2 1 1 1 
NCl-1-2 1 2 1 1 
NCI-1-3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
IICI-1-4 1 1 3 1 1 
SUBTOTAL 3 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 
GOVERtIIIENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
112-1-1 1 1 
HC2-1-2 1 3 6 5 3 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 1 3 6 5 3 
IJITRAGOVERJHENT LINKS 
H14-1-1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 
HC4-1-2 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 
HC4-2-1 2 1 1 1 
114-2-2 1 2 1 
SUBTOTAL 3 1 3 2 5 3 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 4 1 
PLANETARY 
NL 1-1-1 







i l~ 1-l 1 
HLI-1-12 1 1 






MONITORING 1 1 1 1 
11Ol-1-2 1 1 1 1 
NbI-1-3 1 1 1 
1101-1-4f10ncI=- 1 1 
101-1-6 1 
H01-1-7 1 1 1 
Ho0-1-8 2 1 
SUBTOTAL 1 2 1 2 4 2 2 1 2 3 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY $ BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGII 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 


























































































1 1 1 1 1
 




2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 
 4 2 1 2 1 1 I
 







TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY BY FISCAL YEAR TIIROUGH 1996
 
(MILLIONS or 1977 DOLLARS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
NASA f CONTINUED) 
SPACE PROCESSING-SPACE STATION
 













SUBTOTAL 1 4 10 5 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 
SATELLITE POWER 
NS4-1-1 1 7 4 
N54-1-2 
 9 19 6 
N54-1-3 8 26 S 99 110 3SUBTOTAL 
 1 7 4 9 19 6 8 26 50 99 110 32 
TOTAL 
NASA 1 6 18 17 11 13 16 17 22 16 16 30 19 8 23 '44 66 105 115 34 
4 
TOTAL ELEC PIR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 















































































































































































NLI-1-10M -I-II 1I 
NLI-1-12 






































































SUBTOTAL 3 9 6 3 7 8 a 9 3 5 3 2 4 3 4 3 
TOTAL ELEC P14R COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 






 1 4 4 114OZ-1-2 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 
 2N02-1-3 
 1 3 1
02-1-4
 





 2 7 6 4 




 4' 8 3 2 3 1HPI-I.-I4 1 3 1 
NP1-1-2 1 6 6 4 3 3 3 1 1 3 1NP-1-3 1 5 5 2 3 1 3 1 1NP1-1-4A 2 1 NPI-I-4B 3 1 IMIi-1-8 2 4 1NP1-1-6 1 1
 
41162 1 2 1 1
4 4 2NP 1-1-7 







 1 4 7 13 17 11 11 12 10 4 5 8 8 3 2 6SOLAR TERRESTRIAL 3 1
NP 2-1-1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1NP2-i-2 












NP2-2-4SUBtO[AL 2 6 4 4 3 8 5 5 5 5 9 12 16 7 5 7LIFE SCIENCES 5 7 2 ,







 1 2 4 3 3 3 2 
 1 4 5 2
1 4 5 2 
TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR T),ROUSH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1964 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA (CONTINUED) 
SPACE PROCESSING-SPACE STATION 
NSL-?-11 




NS13-1-1 1 4 6 5 4 4 2 4 1 2 3 3 5 5 1 
HS3-1-3 6 13 5 
N53-1-4 
IIS3-1-5 
SUBTOTAL 1 10 19 10 4 4 2 4 1 2 3 3 5 5 1 
SATELLITE POWER 
NS4-1-1NllSA-i-a 2 12 10 17 £0I_15 
N$4-1-3 














NASA 3 23 53 54 48 51 54 AA 68 50 r2 76 62 41 57 102 142 1Pj ljA O 
$9
 
TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 














































































4 3 1 
































5 2 1 

































































































































TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1980 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
OTHER USERS (CONTINUED) 
-
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 
COl-1-1 
Cal-1-2 2 7 3COl-2-1 
SUBTOTAL 2 7 3 
EARTH. AND OCEAN MONITORING 
C02-1-i 
SUBTOTAL 







C04-1-2 1 4 2 2 2C04-1-3 
C04-2-2 2 





CI2-1-3 1 3 1 
CP2-I-5 2 6CP2-I-6 
CP2-1-7 1 2 
CP2-1-8 1 2 
CP-1-14 1 3 
CP-1-15 3 














































































































































































OUTSIDE 3 15 33 63 61 58 59 49 43 44 46 53 48 47 47 34 29 28 29 22 7 
ALL PROGRAMS 
TOTAL 3 16 56 116 115 106 110 103 106 112 96 105 124 116 86 91 131 170 244 232 67 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIOHS OF 1.977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1971 197B 1979 1980 198i 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990'"1991 199? 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
NASA MIlSSIOU S 
INTEPGOVERNMENT LINKS 
NCI-1-1 _lL1 6 2. 4q 17 6 4 49 in 
NCI-1-2 18 58 93 94 55 6 31 65 22 6 31 63 22 
MCI-1-3 23 74 114 Ill 39 6 34 70 24 6 34 69 24 
NG1I-4~r 26 88 137 132 4 9 6 40 82 29 
SUBTOTAL 6 8O9__ ?1_AQ IR_7.q10 1A f Q 54 9!; 117 1;- 97 !'a 
GOVERNM'ENT TO PEOPLE-.LINKS 
MC2-I-I 17 52 54 16 6 le 22 7 6 11 22 7 
ticz-1-2 38 120 195 199 73 
DMIRAGOVERNMEHT LINKS 
NC4-1-1 28 88 137 132 49 6 40 82 29 6 40 03 29 
NC4-1-2 
MC4-2-1 6 67 142 51 














Ncef-2-2 28 86 137 13R 49 6 40 s82 29 6 40 83 29 
SUBTOTAL 6 95 b30 216 2ZO 219 V.9 221 195 155 1I45 160 137 8P 1-14 134 161 119 29 
PLANETARY 
L-- 9 51 57 16 19 31 9 
HLI-I-Z 10 54 62 17 20 3z 10 
HLI-I-3 1 26 50 15 1 15 21 6 
NLI-I-4 6 23 41 24 5 6 15 23 IS 5 
H)Il-l-5 
HILL-1:6 
.12 38 73 24 
16 77 87 ZS 
6 12 21 6 
N 1:1--7 i0 54 61 18 19 33 9 
iHLI-1-8 7 3Z 63 Z2 
TVNLI-1-9 7 24 46 16 
NLI-I-10 7 29 57 19 
tj1LI-1-11 20 34. 10 
NLI-1-12 17 51 97 99 34 
SUBTOTAL 6 .. AtS I44 255 247 193 185, 183 199 171 107 .. 69 a8 78 20 
LUNSAR 
NL2-1-1 25 41 It 
SUBTOTAL 25 4'1 I 
EAR;TH RESOURCES MONITORING 





























1401-1-4 18 39 14 
No01-5 6 12 24 8 
H01-1-6 17 57 62 19 
NO81-7 17 58 63 20 6 17 30 10 6 16 30 i0 6 17 30 10 
NOI-l-8 6 18 34 11 6 9 14 4 6 9 14 4 
HoI-2-1 



































TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THIROUGHI 1996 
MHILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 




M02-1-1 14 62 70 P.3 
N402-1-2 9 41 44 14 9 le 7 9 17 7 9 la 7 
H02-1-3 25 54 20O 
NOZ-1-4 16 47 52 22 13 24 14 13 24 14 14 24 8 
H02-1-5 6 8 P6 17 
H02-2-1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 
H02-2-2 1 1 1 2 1 a' 1 2 1 a 1 2 1 2 1 1 
SUBTOTAL 39 116 107 74 72 35 27 69 61 26 Z4 45 23 17 35 36 23 26 8 
ASTPOPH{¥SICS 
NPI-1-1 35 74 27 14 26 9 13 26 9 
NPI-1-2 10 45 48 25 21 17 20 7 10 21 7 
NPI-I-3 10 45 47 25 20 7 10 19 7 9 21 7 
HPi-i-4A 6 17 31 10 6 9 13 4 
HPi-i-CIB 6 15 29 9 6 8 11 
tNPI-I-5 15 32 17 10 9 9 3 
N--623 49 17 7 16 5 
tl PI-I- 29 61 22 








































































HP2-1-I is 29 is 9 7 8 8 9 7 a 8 9 7 a 3 
NP2-1-2 3 18 14 
NP2-1-3 12 23 21 16 15 10 12 14 17 20 18 19 19 19 18 19 19 17 11 3 
NPZ-1-4 18 44 40 36 24 10 7 8 12 12 13 12 13 12 13 12 13 12 9 2 



























NP2-2-3 2 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 3 
NP2-2-4 4 11 17 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 11 2 
SUBTOTAL 30 67 61 52 61 70 69 57 62 68 78 131 133 88 65 68 65 61 34 7 
LIFE SCIEN|CES 
NP3-1-1 16 76 99 95 99 61 12 
liP3-1-2 14 41 80 92 34 
HIP3-2-1 1 3 3 3 3 z 
HP3-2-2 1 1 1 2 i 1 
NP3-2-3 I I I i I 
NP3-2-4 I 
NP3-3-1 









TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 





NSI-2-1 24 113 1P7 40
 




HS3-1-1 20 60 94 84 55 48 40 48 16 25 48 40 73 64 16
 
N533-1-2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 
NS3-1-3 40 84 30
 




N53-1-6 3 4. 3 4 1 3 4
 
SUBTOTAL 20 100 179 123 63 50 43 49 17 5 4 26 48 41 74 68 20 1 1 
SATELLITE POWER 
NS4-1-1 3 19 15 
MS4-1-2 19 42 15 
NS4-1-3 19 57 105 195 205 58 
SUBTOTAL 3 19 15 19 42 15 19 57 105 195 205 58 
TOTAL 
4ASA 71 393 919 1140 1062 1005 1033 1121 1164 947 788 826 871 811 859 903 936 876 544 121 
3 
!x 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 MOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OUTSIDE USERS (NON-HASA,NOH-DOO) 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
(tI-i-i 16 81 11 77 
SUBTOTAL 16 81 115 77 
US DOMESTIC COMMUNICATION 
CCt-I-1 11 49 74 58 25 7 7 16 8 15 32 12 8 15 5 3 17 31 11 
CC2-1-2 25 51 U 
CCZ-1-4 17 34 14 1 5 12 S 
CCe-1-5 20 39 15 
CC2-1-6 1 21 49 37 8 2 8 24 28 a 1 6 12 4 
CCZ-1-7 2 20 43 24 2 3 11 Z4 15 3 
ccZ-1-8 1 20 43 26 4 
CC2-1-9 2 22 51 27 3 
CC±-1-il 15 46 51 16 6 14 24 9 
CC1--12 19 73 99 83 0 6 28 63 7 20 
SUBTOTAL 17 90 153 122 80 79 56 22 56 145 181 128 115 135 106 34 34 94 124 98 24 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION 
CC3-1-1 1 17 38 23 4 
CC3-1-2 1 18 42 23 5 1 7 18 15 4 
CC3-1-4 1 17 37 22 4 
CC3-t-5 1 17 37 21 4 1 7 16 14 3 
CC3-1-6 17 33 1 
CC3-1-10 1 17 33 3 
CC3-1-I1 10 18 7 
CC3-1-12 1 14 26 10 
• CC3-1-13 1 17 37 22 4 
CC3-1-14 1 18 41 23 4 1 7 18 15 3 
CC3-1-16 1 25 59 34 6 1 10 24 21 5 
L. CC3-1-17 CC3-1-18 2 22 46 6 3 ,2 25 52 i0 3 3 13 35 30 8 
CC3-1-20 1 16 30 11 1 5 10 4 
CC3-1-21 1 17 36 22 4 
CC3-1-22 1 17 39 22 4 1 5 11 3 
CC3-1-23 1 20 43 26 4 
CC3-I- 4 1 20 45 26 5 
CC3-1-26 2 34 76 42 6 3 17 41 27 6 
CC3-1-28 I a 15 6 
CC3-1-30 31 52 19 1 7 12 5 6 13 5 
CC3-1-3- 1 19 37 15 1 6 13 4 1 6 13 4 
CC3-1-33 1 15 30 11 
CC3-1-35 1 27 62 37 14 17 6 
CC3-1-36 1 16 40 24 9 10 3 
CC3-1-37 1 26 62 45 31 29 23 5 
CC3-1-38 1 17 38 22 4 1 5 13 9 11 3 
CC3-1-39 1 27 64 46 22 5 2 10 26 31 2z 7 
CC3-1-40 1 19 36 13 1 6 12 5 1 5 12 4 2 6 13 3 
SUBTOTAL 30 135 ZbO 312 295 308 284 187 121 156 219 159 99 130 173 135 109 149 119 30 
TOTAL PPOGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 




ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING-US DOMESTIC AND rOREIsN
 
COl-1-1 10 4S 51 26 pp IA 22 A 
CO1-1-Z 32 .71 41 7 
Co1-e-I 13 60 68 21 14 30 10
 
SUBTOIAL 32 71 41 7 13 60 
 66 21 10 45 51 40 52 28 22 a
 
EARTH AND OCEAN MONITORING
 
C02-1-1 16 94 137 75 12 34 89 61 13 
SUBTOTAL 
EARTI RESOURCES-US DOtESTIC AND FOREIGN 










9 18 6 
46 5k613 67 4( 13 














































SUBTOTAL 25 61 47 35 55 76 51 44 77 78 44 31 37 44 36 32 29 21 5 
US DOMESTIC 
CPI--I 19 43 31 20 21 20 21 20 21 15 3 







32 12 4 9 p 4 8 
CP2-1-6 
























11 12 3 







SUBTOTAL 42 116 148 70 44 57 36 24 36 29 44 41 32 26 43 37 29 6 
USERS TOTAL 
OUTSIUE 42 197 490 719 713 587 606 549 499 468 495 560 619 588 523 411 367 374 368 236 54 
ALL PROGRAMS 
T1AL 42 274 1017 2025 2433 2296 2270 2292 2377 2358 2068 1961 2106 2189 2110 1980 1963 2029 1907 1384 343 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (KW) BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 





iici-a-i 2 2 2 
NC1-1-2 2 2 a 
W. 1-' 3 
CI-1-4 5 5 
SUBTOTAL 2 2 3 2 5 2 4 2 5 2 3 
GOVERNMENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
C2-1-2 50 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 50 1 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE LINKS 
'-10 0 0 
1IC3-1-2 25 25 
NC3-1-3 100 100
 
SUBTOTAL 10 10 25 110 25 10 100
 
HC4-1-1 5 5 5 
110-1-2 15 15 15 
MC4-2-1 
..... N ,- p-P , , ,4 
a a 2 
SUBTOTAL 2 5 5 1 a 5 5 15 5 a 15 5 
E1TRTAINMENT/COMMERCIAL LINKS 
NCs-a-1 10 10 10 10 10PC- 'oO----------- tA no 
SUBTOTAL 10 10 40 10 4l0 10 50 
PLANETARY 
Nll-l-i 
JH LI-1-82 , 
NtL-l-1 1 








TOTAL ELEC PWR (KW) BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1901 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
NASA (CONTINUED) 
EARTH RESOURCES MONITORING 
N01-1-i 
N01-1-2 
















-jjQ -1-7 1 1 1 
H01-1-8 1 1 
NO1-2-1 
SUBTOTAL 
'NVTpynNmtgFTA l HMnTTArTNr 



























SUBTOTAL 3 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 1 
SOLAR TERRESTRIAL 
1P2-1-1 1 1 1 1 1 
NP2-1-a 
1P2-1-3 1 1 1 1 1 






SUBTOTAL 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 5 2 1 2 1 2 1 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (KW) BY FISCAL YEAR THROUH 1996 

















































1 1 2 2 
1 





10 10 10 10 10 10 
25 




25 250 2000 300001300001150 003000045000 
I 
30 1 46 28 15 297 34 36 2010 137 51 16 4 3 0 03 8O09 7 j15 02 93 0 0 73 4 5 1 04 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (KW) BY FISCAL TEAR TIIROUGN 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1909 1990 1991 1992 
1993 1994 1995 1996
 




. C...s-i -1 
SUBTOTAL 
















4 3 a 2 4 

















2 4 2 3 
SUBTOTAL 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION 





















S CC3-1-33 1 1 2 
tC3-1-35 1i 
TOTAL ELEC PWR (KW) BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1970 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 






1 I I 
CC3-1-39 
CC3-1-40 
SUBTOTAL 2 1 1 6 
1 






3 4 2 
1 











HANTTnMING-IhS nnFlTtwr Awn l'ADFTCm 








EARTH AND OCEAN MONITORING 
C0-1-1 
SUBTOTAI 











































C03-2-4 2 2 1 2 1 
C203-2-5O-3-e-6 1 1 1 I 


















































































































TOTAL ELEC PHR (KN) BY rSCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 i987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 












C52-1-1 1 1 
CS2-1-3 1 1 1 
... 











OUTSIDE 1 6 11 10 11 25 15 as 19 31 27 26 32 38 39 4 30 31 31 
ALL PROGRAP19S 




TOTAL SOL ARRAY LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(HUNDREDS OF LBS) 




NCI-1-1 1 1 1 
NC-1-2 1 1 1 
NC-I-3 2 2 2 
NC-1-4 3 3 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 
GOVERNIIENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC2-1-1 1 1 
NC2-1-2 14 
SUBTOTAL 1 14 1 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC3-1-1 5 6 5 6 
HC3-1-2 8 a 
NC3-1-3 24 23 
SUBTOTAL 5 6 8 29 8 6 23 
INTRAGOVERNNENT LINKS 
NC4-1-1 3 3 2 
NC4-1-2 7 7 7 
NC4-2-1 1 1 1 
NC4-2-2 3 3 2 
SUBTOTAL 1 3 3 7 1 3 3 7 2 1 7 2 
ENTERTAINIENT/COMIERCIAL LINKS 
NCS-1-1 5 6 5 6 5 
NC5-1-2 11 11 11 
SUBTOTAL s 6 11 5 11 6 16 
PLANETARYkiL-i-i 
< NLI-1-2 1 1 
NLI-1-3 














TOTAL SOL ARRAY LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THFPOUGH 1996 
ElUNDREDS OF LBSJ 
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 190 1909 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 198 

HASA 4CONTINUEC) 












SUBTOTAL 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 z I 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 









NPl-1-2 2 1 2 













 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 




11 1 1 1 1 1 i 







1 1 1 2 1 1 Z 2 2 1 4 3 i a a 3 2SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL SOL ARRAY LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(HUNDREDS OF LBS) 











SUBTOTAL 1 1 1 1 3 










SUBTOTAL 8 16 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 










NS4-1-4 2110 2140 1070 2140 3210 
SUBTOTAL 8 31 222 2140 2140 1070 2140 3210 
TOTAL 
NASA 1 11 11 21 17 8 52 20 22 29 43 26 50 2162 2175 1006 2168 3236 
TOTAL ELECT PWR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(HUNDREDS OF LBS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA MISSIONS 
INTERGOVERNMENT LINKS 









NC-1-4 8 8 
SUBTOTAL 5 5 7 6 a 6 7 r 8 5 7 
GOVERNIIENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC2-1-1 5 5 5 
NC2-1-2 22 
SUBTOTAL 5 5 22 5 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE LINKSNC3-1-I i 11I I 
NC3-1-2 16 16 
NC3-1-3 30 30 










NC4-2-1 5 6 5 
NC4-8-2 8 8 8 
SUBTOTAL 5 8 8 13 6 8 8 13 8 5 13 8 
ENTERTAINMENT/COMMERCIAL
NCS-I-I LINKS Iii 11 
NCS-1-2 20 20 20 
SUBTOTAL 11 11 20 11 20 11 31 
PLANETARYNL1-I-I 
NLI-1-2 
NLI-1-3 9 2 9 8 
- NLI-1-4 









NLI-1-12 2 8 




TOTAL ELECT PWR LES BY FISCAL YEA OUOII 1996
 
(HUNDREDS OF LES) 






HO-l-I 3 3 3 
101-1-2 2 2 3 2 2 2 




NOI-1-7 4 4 4 4 
1101-1-8 2 2 2 
NO01-2-1 
SUBTOTAL 3 a 2 2 6 9 3 6 4 6 4 5 2 9 3 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
NO2-1-1 6 
H02-1-2 34 4 
NO2-1-3 





SUBTOTAL 2 6 5 4 5 7 £ 4 4 
ASTROPHYSICS 
NPI-I-I 11 1i 11 
HP1-1-2 11 10 11 10 
< NPl-1-3 11 10 11 10 
NPI-1-4A 3 2 
NPI-1-4B 3 2 
q P--5 1 2 1 
NPI-1-6 2 2HPI-I-74




SUBTOTAL 1 12 13 10 11 15 23 2 3 11 15 2 21 2 
SOLAR TERRESTRIAL 
1P2-1-1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 
HP-1-2 2 
N112-1-3 2 1. 2 1 2 2 1 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 






SUBTOTAL 4 3 3 3 8 4 6 6 10 6 9 24 8 8 9 7 9 6 
TOTAL ELECT PWR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(HUNDREDS OF LBS) 































































 16 62 463 4280 4280 2140 4280 6420TOTAL 

4280 4280 2140 4280 6420
 
NASA 4 29 31 61 56 39 128 70 83 491 93 89 105 4341 4367 2204 4357 6463 
TOTAL ELECT P4R LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(HUHDREDS OF LBS) 








CCI--2 17 17 17 12
 
CCI-I-3 14 14 13 7 7 14
 
SUBTOTAL 6 17 17 17 17 12 14 14 13 7 7 14
 
US DOhESTIC COMIU1ICATTOIl 
CC2-1-1 7 7 4 4 7 3 8 
cC-i-z 5 
CC2-1-3 14 7 7 13 7 7 
CC2-1-4 2 3 
CCE-1-5 3 
CC2-1-6 3 7 3 7 3 
CC2-1-7 5 2 5 2 
CG2-1-S 3 3 
Cd2-1-9 6 2 
CC2-1-10 14 7 7 13 14 7 
CC2-1-11 15 5 
CC2-1-12 7 14 7 13 
CC2-1-13 3 
CC2-1-14 3 5 2 5 3 
SUBTOTAL 	 2 8 7 7 7 24 10 18 18 25 14 10 19 30 17 7 23 24 23 
FOREIGH COMMUNICATION 
CM3-1-1 3 z 
CC3-1-2 3 3 3 
< 	 CC3-1-4 3 a 
CC3-1-5 3 2 3 2 
CC3-1-6 2 
CC3-1-7 3 2 3 a 3 3 
CC3-1-8 5 
'U 	 CC3-1-9 5 5 6 5 
'CC3--1-10
 
CC3-1-11 	 I 
CC3-1-13 	 2 
0C3-1-14 3 2 3 3 
CC3-1-16 3 4 3 4 
CC3-1-17 5 2 
CC3-1-18 6 3 	 6 6 CC3-1-2D 	 2 3 CC3-1-1 2 3 
C3-1-2 3 2 3 




CC3-1-26 	 7 3 
CC3-1-28 1
 






CC3-1-35 3 4 3
 
TOTAL ELECT PHR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(HUNDREDS OF LB) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 




































































EARTH AND OCEAN 
C02-1-1 MONITORING 
SUBTOTAL 14 8 7 14 29 29 29 
EARTH RESOURCES-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 14 8 7 14 29 29 29 
C03-1-1031-E: 
C03- 1 3 
3 3 4 
3 







C03-1-4 4 4 
C03-2-1C03-2-2 3 3 
4 

























































SUBTOTAL 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 




















































TOTAL ELECT PHR LBS BY FISCAL YEAR TIHROUGII 1996 
(HUNDREDS OF LBS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1909 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
OTHER USERS (CONTINUED) 
DISASTER WARNING 
CSI-'-' 12 12 13 12 
SUBTOTAL 12 12 13 12 
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 




































TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY $ BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 




























































































































































































I I l-1-8NL1-1-9 
NLI-I-0 1 
NLi--li1 
NLI-l-12SUBTOTAL 1 1 
LUNAR 1 3 
NL2-l-1 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY $ BY FISCAL YEAR TIIROUGl 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 






















































NPI-1-2 1 2 1 1
 



















NP2-1-B 11P-- 1 iI 1i 1 1 1
 
NP2-l-4 1 1 1 1






SUBTOTAL 2 1 1 z 2 1 1 2 3 4 2 1 2 1 1 1
 
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY $ BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS or 1977 DOLLARS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1964 1985 1986 1987 1986 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
NASA (CONTINUED) 
LIFE SCIENCES 






NP3-3-1 2 3 
SUBTOTAL 1 1 1 1 2 4 
SPACE PPOCESSING-SPACE STATION 
N1-2-1 2 3 
SUBTOTAL 2 3 
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATICH 
352-1-1 1 2 3 5 1 
FIS -1-2 
N52-1-3 1 4 6 6 3 
NS2-1-4 
NS2-1-5 
SUBTOTAL 1 2 3 .5 2 4 6 6 3 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 
SNS3-1-11MS3-I-2 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 
1153-1-3 3 7 2 
NS3-1-q
-tN53-1-5 
SUBIOTAL 1 4 10 5 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 
SATELLITE POWER 
H54-1-1 1 7 4 
NS4-1-2 9 19 6 
1454-1-3 8 26 50 59 22 
NS4-1-4 28 82 254 553 571 456 646 646 189 
SUBTOTAL 1 7 4 9 27 32 50 59 50 82 254 553 571 456 646 646 189 
TOTAL 
NASA 1 7 20 22 25 22 28 50 56 75 83 81 115 280 578 593 475 657 656 193 
TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGI 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 







































































































































































































































































11 1 1 
1 

























24 5 4 4 1 
TOTAL ELEC PW4RCOST BY FISCAL YEAR iNlROUGII 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 










































































































































































































































































SUBTOTAL 2 6 4 4 3 8 5 5 5 5 9 12 16 7 5 7 5 7 2 2 
TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY rISCAL YEAR 1HROUGII 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 










NP3-3-1 1 4 5 2 
SUBTOTAL 1 2 4 3 3 4 6 5 2 
SPACE PROCESSING-SPACE STATION 
HS1-2-1 1 5 5 2 
SUBTOTAL 1 5 5 2 
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION 
HS2-1-1 1 5 7 8 3 
14Z-1-2 
NS2-1-3 2 6 11 11 4 
HS2-1-4 
Nl52-1-5 
SUBTOTAL 1 5 7 8 5 6 11 11 4 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 
lS31-1- 1 4 6 5 4 4 2 4 1 2 3 3 5 5 1 
NS3-1-2 




SUBTOTAL 1 10 19 10 4 4 2 4 1 2 3 3 5 5 1 
SATELLITE POWER 
1154-1-1 2 12 10 
S54-1-2 17 A40 15 
N54-1-3 
H54-1-4 




















744 1052 1051 




NASA 3 24 58 66 72 74 81 132 144 167 177 166 241 507 971 987 786 1096 1074 313 
TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGtJ 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1101 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OUTSICE USERS (NON-NASAJION-000) 
INTERNATIONAL COMMtUNICATIONS 
CCI-1-2 1 a 9 9 1 
Cel-1-3 1 4 7 7 6 3 1 4 4 1 
SUBTOTAL 1 6 14 10 6 9 9 7 5 7 7 6 3 1 4 el 1 
US 0OHESTIC COMMUNIICATION 
CC2-1-1 3 4 4 2 1 1 1 z 1 1 1 
CC2~-- 3 5 
CE2-1-3 1 4 6 5 1 2 1 1 4 6 6 2 1 
CC2-1-4 2 4. 
CCe-1-5 1 3 2 
CC2-1-6 1 4 3 1 2 3 1 1 
CCZ-1-7 2 6 3 1 3 2 1 
CC2-1-9 2 7 3 
CO2-1-10 1 4 6 5 2 1 1 6 5 3 1 
CCZ-i-II 1 4 5 1 1 a 
C2-1-t2 , 3 5 6 1 ), 4 4 1 
cc:2-I-13 2 ej 3 
CC2-1-14 2 4 2 2 2 1 1 3 1 I 1 
SUBTOTAL 2 a ii a 6 11 13 15 IZ 24 98 16 7 14 14 8 10 14 is 9 a 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION 
CC3-1-I a 4 3 1 
SCC3- -2 2 5 2 1 2 E 1 
CC3-1-4 
CC3-I-" 2 4 3 1 a 4 3 1 2 2 
CC3-1-6 1 4 2 |CC3-1-7 
. CC3-I-8 1 3 3 
2 
1 
4 3 1 2 1 1 2 2 
... CC3-I-7 1 3 3 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CO3-1-10 1 a 
CC3-I-12 1 4 1 
CC3-1-13 2 -4 3 1 
CC3-1-14 2. 5 2 1 a 2 1 
CC3-1-16 2 3 1 2 1 1 
CC3-I-17 2 6 3 1 
CC3A-I-18 a 6 4 1 4 4 1 
CC-3-1-20 1 1 
CC3-I-21 2 4 3 
CC3-I-22 2 4 3 1 
CC3-1-23 2 5 
CC3"1-z4 2 5 3 
CC3-1-26 2 8 4 1 4 3 
CC3-1-280 
CC3-i-30 2 4 2 
CC3-1-3z 3 6 1 1 2 
CC3-1-33 1 4 
CC3-1-35 2: 6 3 2 1 1 
TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 








































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL ELEC PWR COST BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1965 1986 1967 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 










































1 5 8 5 1 2 4 .- 14 
1 5 8 5 1 4 4 1 
a 7 3 
2 7 4 
1 3 2 1 1 z 
1 3 4 8 3 2 7 5 2 
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 
4 18 37 73 80 80 84 86 74 74 82 85 71 72 81 74 77 64 56 40 12 
4 21 61 131 146 152 158 167 206 218 249 262 237 313 S88 1045 1064 850 1152 1114 325 
(77
 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THIROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONIS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 









































NCI-I-4 28 88 137 132 49 6 It0 82 29 
SUBTOTAL 
GOVERNMlENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
6 84 222 218 20a) 180 152 192 186 IA6 98 S4 95 137 126 91 24 
UC2-1-1 
NC2-1-2 











SUBTOTAL 17 52 Set 16 6 IP 60 127 201 210 95 7 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC3-1-1 36 112 174 169 62 6 51 106 37 6 49 106 37 6 51 105 37 
HC3-1-2 41 129 203 201 73 6 61 126 45 
NC3-1-3 48 152 245 248 91 6 76 160 57 
SUBTOTAL 36 112 174 169 62 6 92 235 288 359 367 360 189 132 102 181 197 57 
INTRAGOVERNMENT LINKS 
HC4-I-1 28 88 137 132 49 6 40 8z 29 6 40 83 29 
HC4-1-2 33 107 166 164 59 6 49 102 36 6 49 103 36 
?|C4-2-1 6 67 142 51 6 25 50 17 6 25 50 18 
14C4-2-2 26 88 137 132 49 6 40 82 29 6 40 83 29 
SUBTOTAL 
ENTERTAINMlENT/COMtiERCIAL LINKS 
6 95 230 216 220 219 239 221 195 155 145 160 137 82 114 134 161 119 29 
tiC5-1-1 
MCs-1-2 






















SUBTOTAL 29 94 144 139 50 6 80 207 225 232 212 187 125 42 95 201 70 
PLANETARY 
HLI-I-1 9 51 57 16 19 31 9 
</ NLI-1-2 10 54 62 17 20 32 1O 
NLI-1-3 1 26 50 is5 is1 21 6 




















NLI-I-7 10 54 61 18 19 33 9 
HLI-I-5 7 32 63 22 
HIl-I-9 
NL1-1-IO 
7 2q 46 
7 
16 
29 57 19 
NILl-1-11 20 34 10 
HL1-1-12• 17 51 97 99 '54 
SUBTOTAL 6 45 144 255 247 193 185 183 199 171 107 69 88 78 20 
LU14AR 
Nt2-l-i 25 41 14 
SUBTOTAL 25 41 14 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
NASA (CONTINUED) 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY rISCAL YEAR THROUGHI 1996 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 




NP3-1-1 16 76 qt , ,, 4 6 12 
NP3-1-2 14 41 80 92 34 
NP3-2-1 1 3 3 3 3 2 
NP3-2-& 1 2 1 2 1 1 
NP3-2-3 II 1 , 1 1 
HP3-2-4 I 
NP3-3-1 24 113 127 40 
SUBTOTAL 14 42 99 173 138 102 128 178 139 40 
SPACE PROCESSING-SPACE STATION 
HS1-2 -1 24 113 127 40 
SUBTOTAL 24 113 127 40 
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION 
lS2-1-1 iOAnn 1064 1196 443 
HS2-1-2 6 13 IS 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 9 a 
NS2-1-3 165 495 963 1072 381 
NS2-1-4 
NS2-1-5 )18 Z3 4 
16 35 39 39 39 39 39 38 24 4 
SUBTOTAL 200 600 1102 1225 625 510 994 1122 435 54 54 54 54 53 33 6 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 
< N53-1-i 20 60 94 84 55 48 40 48 16 Z5 48 40 73 64 16 
WS3-1-2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
R 133-1-3 40 84 30 
NS3-1-4 I I 1 1 1 1 1 
-NS3-1- 3 4 
NS3-1-6 3 4 3 4 1 3 4 
U SUBTOTAL 20 100 179 123 63 50 43 49 17 5 4 26 48 41 74 68 20 I I 
SATELLITE POWER 
N54-1-1 3 19 15 
N54-1-2 19 42 1 
Hs84-1-3 19 57 105 117 41 
N54-1-4 51 155 488 1031 1038 841 1201 1162 327 
SUBTOTAL 3 19 15 19 61 72 105 117 92 155 488 1031 1038 841 1201 1162 327 
TOTAL 
NASA 63 409 1040 1390 1582 1819 2228 2529 2141 2029 2393 2589 2049 2013 2366 2128 1706 2077 1634 413 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OUTSIDE USERS (NOI-NASA,HON-DOD) 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
ccl-1-1 16 81 115 77 
CCI-I-2 29 77 121 89 120 119 70 15
 
CCI-1-3 24 84 131 117 86 51 35 55 64 17 




CC2-1-1 11 49 74 58 25 7 7 16 8 15 32 12 8 1 5 3 17 31 11 
CC2-1-2 25 51 32 
CC2-1-3 24 82 113 60 10 6 16 31 9 25 82 119 77 40 10 
CC2-I-4 17 34 14 1 5 12 
Cca-i-5 20 39 15 
CC2-1-6 1 21 49 37 8 2 8 24 28 8 1 6 12 4 
CC2-1-7 2 20 43 24 2 3 11 24 15 3 
CC2-1-8 1 20, 43 PA 4 
CC2-1-9 2 22 51 27 3 
CC2-1-10 24 80 115 73 38 9 13 43 96 93 47 9 
CC2-1-11 15 46 51 16 6 14 24 9 
CC2-1-12 19 73 99 83 20 6 28 63 72 20 
CC2-1-13 1 19 38 13 
CC2-1-14 1 15 33 22 21 11 12 13 20 11 10 3 
SUBTOTAL 17 90 153 122 104 162 208 195 204 258 274 178 172 207 213 162 166 222 201 138 34
 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION 
CC3-1-1 1 17 38 23 4 
< C3-1-2 1 18 42 23 5 1 7 18 15 4 
CC3-1-4 1 17 37 22 4 
CC3-1-5 1 17 37 21 4 1 7 16 14 3 
SCC3-!-6 17 33 12 
I CC3-1-7 1 17 36 21 5 6 16 13 3 1 6 15 13 3 
CC3-1-8 11 56 66 34
 
CC3-1-9 17 53 60 18 6 15 27 10 6 14 28 9 6 14 28 9
' CC3-1-10 1 17 33 13 
CC3-1-11 10 18 7
 
CC3-1-12 1 14 26 10 
CC3-1-13 1 17 37 22 4 
CC3-1-14 1 18 41 23 4 1 7 18 15 3 
CC3-1-16 1 25 59 34 6 1 10 24 21 5
 
CC3-1-17 2 22 46 26 3
 
CC3-1-18 2 25 52 30 3 3 13 35 30 8
 
CC3-1-20 1 16 30 11 1 5 10 4 
CC3-1-21 1 17 36 22 4 
CC3-1-22 1 17 39 22 4 1 5 11 3 
CC3-1-23 1 20 43 26 4 
CC3-1-24 1 20 45 26 5 
CC3-1-26 2 34 76 42 6 3 17 41 27 6 
CC3-1-28 1 8 15 6 
CC3-1-30 31 52 19 1 7 12 5 6 13 5 
- F- 2
CC3 1 19 37 15 1 6 13 4 1 6 13 4 
CC3-1-33 I 15 30 11 
CC3-1-35 1 27 62 37 14 17 6 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THROUGH 1996
 
(MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
OTHER USERS (CONTINUED) 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION (CONT.)


































11 86 202 311 365 































CO1-1-1 10 45 51 26 22 18 22 8 


















SUBTOTAL 32 71 41 8 39 122 112 44 25 69 81 62 67 52 43 14 























EARTH RESOURCES-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 
C03-1-1 23 54 36 23 30 42 45 46 52 63 67 49 13 
C03-1-2 25 53 18 9 16 14 17 13 16 7 
C03-1-3C03-1-4 6 27 6 62 27 32 62 2332 8 23 8 























SUBTOTAL 60 134 112 135 92 72 106 167 220 264 235 170 45 
WEATHER 
C04-1-2 25 61 47 34 33 33 34 33 26 10 


































C04-2-5 6 29 58 25 13 21 14 11 22 13 12 22 12 13 21 6 






























































































CP2-1-14 13 25 10 
CP2-1-15 5 17 12 
CP2-1-16 

































TOTAL PROGRAHt COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR THPOUGS! 1996 
tHILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS] 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1961 1982 1983 1904 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
 
















































































































































OUTSIDE 53 53 592 883 1020 970 1043 1038 1018 k..969 995 970 989 1043 1091 1057 1068 893 757 496 121 








M'eEiNGPAGeSBMNK NOT FILMED 
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 lMILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NAME TRAFFIC EXP TUS TUG SfTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAU-NCI! VEHIICLE COSTS PROG 
H R N D ROTE INV OPS LOSS TOTAL INV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
NASA MISSIONS 
INTERGOVERNNENT LINKS 





















NC-1-4 2 1.6 2.0 276 279 555 36 36 591 
SUBTOTAL 11 8.5 11.0 347 1179 ?02P6 193 1?3 2219 
GOVERNMENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
HN2-1-1 3 2.1 3.0 93 90 183 49 49 232 
NC2-1-2 1 .9 1.0 381 225 606 19 19 625 
SUBTOTAL 4 3.0 4.0 474 n15 709 68 6. 857 
INTRAGOVERNENT LINKS 
NC4-1-1 3 2.4 3.0 276 419 695 54 54 749 
NC4-1-2 3 2.4 3.0 335 527 862 54 54 916 
NC4-2-1 3 2.4 3.0 167 242 409 54 54 463 
HC4-2-2 3 2.4 3.0 276 419 695 54 54 749 
SUBTOTAL 12 9.6 12.0 1054 1607 2661 216 216 2877 
PLANETARY 
NLI-1-1 a 4.0 75 69 144 48 48 192 
NLI-1-2 2 4.0 82 75 157 18 48 205 
%NL13 2 4.0 2.D 50 35 85 50 50 135 
NLI-1-4 4 4.O 4.0 32 50 82 84 84 166 
.-NLI- 3 3.0 3.0 56 73 129 63 63 19e 
' NLI-1-6 1 z.o 1.0 123 57 180 25 25 205 
" NLl-1-7 2 4.0 61 75 156 48 48 204 
NL1-1-8 1 1.0 Z. 70 32 102 22 22 124 
NLI-1-9 1 1.0 2.0 51 20 71 22 22 93 
NLI-1-10 .1 1.0 2.0 63 27 90 22 2 11 
NLI-I-I 1 2.0 30 10 40 24 24l 64 
NL1-1-12 1 3.0 170 89 259 39 39 298 
SUBTOTAL 21 33.0 16.0 883 612 1495 495 495 1990 
LUNAR 
HL2-1-1 1 1.0 34 9 43 34 3 37 80 
SUBTOTAL 1 1.0 34 9 43 34 3 37 80 
EARTH RESOURCES MONITORING 
N01-1-1 6 .6 89 223 312 9 9 321 
1101-1-2 6 .6 57 133 190 9 9 199 
NOl-1-3 4 2.8 4.0 89 153 242 66 66 308 
NO-1-4 1 .1 53 17 70 1 1 71 
1 7 1.0 26 8 34 16 16 so 
1401-1-6 1 .8 1.0 94 43 137 18 18 155 
HO1-1-7 4 4.0 4.0 96 166 262 84 84 346 
NO0-1-8 3 2.4 3.0 36 45 81 54 54 135 
NOI-Z.- 15 1.5 26 118 111 Ta 22 166 
SUBTOTAL 41 13.5 13.0 566 906 1472 279 279 1751 
-------------------- ------------------------------------- 
---------- ----------------- ---------------------- 
------
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
PROGRAM COSTSSATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC 
NAME TRAFrIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS PROS 
H R 11 D ROTE IHV OPS LOSS TOTAL IV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
NASA (CONTINUED) 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
5 166 3 	 3 169NOn-1-1 1 
102-I-Z 4 .4 75 128 203 6 6 209 
98 1 1 99N02-1-3 1 .1 	 69 29 
219 66 	 66 285
02-1-4 4 2.8 4.0 	 80 139 

27 	 36 P21 21 57N02-1-5 1 1.0 1.0 

22 	 22 22
102-2-I 15 1.5 
22 	 22 22
N02-2-2 15 1.5 

141 	 863




88 114 202 31 
 31 233
NPI-1-1 3 2.1 

81 144 225 
 6 	 6 231
NPI-1-2 4 .4 
81 140 221 6 6 227NP1-1-3 4 .4 
22 54 42 	 42 06HPI-1-4A 2 2.0 2.0 	 32 33 88
32 23 	 55 33MP1-1-4B 2 1.4 2.0 
41 50 91 4 	 4 95NP-1-5 3 .3 
114 3 	 3 117NP1-1-6 2 .2 	 62 52 
.1 	 61 so III 1 1 1121P-1-7 2 ' 
HiPI-I-8 2 .4 2.0 19 14 33 8 	 8 41 
67 	 67 67
lHP1-2-1 15 4.5 
45 	 45 45MP-2-2 15 3.0 
22 	 22 22NPI-2-3 i5 1.5 

3 	 3 31P-2-4 1 .2 




NP2-1-1 7 .7 
 39 101 140 10 10 150
 
27 7 34f 1 1 35
NP2-1-2 1 .1 

197 123 2 125 322
NPZ-1-3 29 7.9 25.0 	 23 174 

181 141 	 141 32214PZ-1-4 29 21.4 	 22 159 
112 49 161 4 4 165 
16 16 16 
NP2-1-5 . 1 .3 
N1P2-2-1 11 1.1 
33 	 33 33
NP2-2-2 11 2.2 
49 49 49NP2-2-3 11 3.3 
NP2-2-4 27 16.2 243 243 243 
713 620 2 622 1335




137 314 451 7 	 7 458 
1 261 
NP3-1-1 5 .5 
HP3-1-2 1 .1 	 137 123 260 1 
15 	 15 15H113-2-1 10 1.0 
7 7 7HP3-2-2 10 .5 

7 	 7 7NP3-2-3 10 . .5 
NP3-2-4 1 .1 1 	 1 1 
4 304NI3-3-1 1 .3 	 200 100 300 4 
1011 42 	 42 1053SUBTOTAL 38 3.0 	 474 537 

N 
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
ATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NAME TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS PROG 
H R N 0 ROTE INV OPS LOSS TOTAL INV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NASA (CONTINUED) 
SPACE PROCESSING-SPACE STATION 
ISl-2-1 1 .3 200 1n0 300 4 4 104 
;U8TOTAL 1 .3 200 100 300 4 4 304 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 
IS3-1-1 6 5.4 200 450 650 81 81 731 
133-1-2 3 .6 9 9 9 
IS3-1-3 1 .3 100 50 150 4 4 154 
IS3-1-4 6 .6 9 9 9 
453-1-5 1 .5 7 7 7 
I53-1-6 3 1.5 2p 2 22 
iUOTOTAL 20 8.9 300 500 800 132 132 932 
SATELLITE POWER 
454-1-1 1 .1 26 10 36 1 1 37 
I34-1-2 1 .1 42 26 7' 1 1 76 
154-1-3 3 2.1 190 418 608 31 31 639 
;UBTOTAL 5 2.3 265 454 719 33 33 752 
TOTAL 
IASA 392 160.3 92.0 6181 7e16 13e57 2528 5 2533 16390 
I 
-------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
--- ------
PROGRAI COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (t)ILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NAME TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS FROG 
NH R 1 0 ROTE INV OPS LOSS TOTAL INV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
OUTSIDE USERS (NON-NASANON-DOO) 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
CCI-I-I 4 4.0 151 151 74 64 138 289 




CC2-1-1 11 2.6 11.0 71 271 342 62 62 404 
CC2-1-2 1 1.0 - M 21 74 IB 16 34 108 
CC2-1-4 2 1.2 1.0 37 36 73 14 1 is 68 
CC2-1-5 1 1.0 46 18 64 9 1 10 74 
CC2-1-6 7 1.4 7.0 47 127 174 35 35 209 
CC2-1-7 6 1.2 6.0 37 SO 117 20 30 147 
CC2-1-8 2 .4 2.0 46 38 84 10 10 94 
CC2-1-9 3 .6 3.0 41 50 91 14 14 105 
CC2-1-11 2 1.4 2.0 76 66 142 39 39 181 
CC2-1-12 6 4.4 6.0 105 27 362 ii -21 483 
SUBTOTAL 41 15.2 38.0 559 964 1523 352 18 370 1893 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION 
CC3-1-1 2 .4 2.0 40 33 73 10 10 83 
CC3-1-2 4 .8 4.0 44 70 114 20 20 134 
CC3-1-4 2 .4 2.0 40 31 71 10 10 81 
CC3-1-S 4 .8 4.0 40 61 101 20 20 121 
CC3-1-6 1 1.0 39 13 52 9 1 10 62 
CM3-1-10 1 .2 1.0 42 17 59 5 5 64 
.CC3-1-11 1 1.0 20 5 25 9 1 10 35 
XCC3-1-12 1 .2 1.0 35 11 46 5 5 51 |CC3-1-13 2 .4 2.0 40 31 71 10 10 81 
CC3-1-14 4 .8 4.0 43 68 1i1 20 20 131 
tCC3-1-16 4 .8 4.0 64 102 166 20 20 186 
CC3-1-17 3 .6 3.0 39 46 85 14 14 99 
CC3-1-18 7 1.4 7.0 47 119 166 35 35 201 
CC3-1-20 2 .4 2.0 38 30 68 10 10 78 
CC3-1-21 2 .4 2.0 39 31 70 10 10 80 
CC3-1-22 3 .6 3.0 41 48 89 14 14 103 
CC3-1-23 2 .4 2.0 46 38 84 10 10 94 
CC3-1-24 2 .4 2.0 48 39 87 10 10 97 
CC-1-26 6 1.2 6.0 67 157 224 30 30 254 
CC3-1-28 1 .2 1.0 20 5 25 5 5. 30 
CC3-1-30 3 1.4 2.0 46 58 104 44 3 47 151 
CC3-1-32 3 .6 3.0 48 58 106 14 14 *120 
CC3-1-33 1 .2 1.0 39 13 52 5 5 57 
CC3-1-35 3 .6 3.0 67 83 150 14 14 164 
CC3-1-36 3 .6 3.0 45 46 - 91 14 14 105 
CC3-1-37 5 1.0 5.0 67 130 197 25 25 222 
CC3-1-38 4 .8 4.0 41 63 104 20 20 124 
CC3-1-39 6 1.2 6.0 70 163 233 30 30 263 
CC3-1-40 4 .8 4.0 46 73 119 20 20 139 
SUBTOTAL 86 19.6 83.0 1301 1642 2943 462 5 467 3410 
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS)
 
LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NAME TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS PROG 
N R M 0 ROTE INIV OPS LOSS TOTAL INV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD 

OTHER USERS (CONTINUED) 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 
COp-I-i .3 A. 114 196 k A ,OP 
C01-1-2 3 3.0 52 70 122 27 2 29 151 
CO1-2-1 a .Z 108 104 21 4 4 216 
SUBTOTAL a 3.5 242 288 530 37 2 39 569 
EARTH AND OCEAN MOITORING 
C02-1-1 6 1.6 137 364 501 30 30 531 
SUBTOTAL 6 1.6 137 364 501 30 30 531 
EARTH RESOURCES-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 
C03-1-1 21 1.8 66 443 50Q 34 34 543 
C03-2-1 2 .2 65 62 127 4 4 131 
C03-2-2 2 .2 66 61 127 4 4 131 
C03-2-3 1 .1 32 12 44 2 2 46 
SUBTOTAL 26 2.3 229 578 807 44 0 4551 
WEATHER 
C04-1-2 a 8.0 69 211 280 16 40 56 336 
C04-1-3 a .8 84 226 310 15 is 325 
C04-2-2 4 .8 4.0 55 92 147 20 o 167 
SUBTOTAL 20 9.6 4.0 208 529 737 51 40 91 828 
US DOMESTIC 
CPII-1 9 .9 51 166 217 17 17 234 
9 :UTOTAL.9 51 166 217 17 17 234 
FOREIGN 
CP2-1-3 1 1.0 40 14 54 9 1 10 64 
CP2-I-S 3 1i2Q 36 41 77 13 1 14 91 
* CPZ-1-6 4 -4 40 62 102 8 a 110 
CP-I-7 8 5.6 8.0 30 77 107' 155 155 262 
CP2-1-6 7 4.9 7.0 33 82 115 136 136 251 
CP2-1-14 1 1.0 29 9 38 9 1 10 48 
CP-1-15 1 1.0 19 5 24 9 1 10 34 
SUBTOTAL 2 15.1 15.0 227 290 517 339 4 343 860 
USERS TOTAL
 












--------------------- ----------------------------------- -------- 
------------------- ---------------------- ------
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC ANO COST SUMARY THROUGH 1996 IIILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NATE TRAFFIC EXP IUs TUB STL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUhCII VEIICLE COSTS PROG 
N R M D ROTE IV OPS LOSS TOTAL ITV 0PS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
NASA MISSIONS 
INTERGOVERNMET LINKS 
NC 1-1-1 3 2.1 3317....~ f 9 9 A A 8C 
IICl-1-2 3 2.4 3.0 176 312 488 54 54 542 
NC1-1-3 3 2.4 3.0 Sz8 .346 574 54 54 620 
NC-l-4 2 1.6 2.0 276 V79 555 36 36 591 
SUTOTAL 11 8.5 11.0 847 1179 20 6A 13 I 193 E19 
GOVERNHENT TO PEOPLE LINKS 
Nca-1-1 3 2,1 3.0 93 90 183 49 49 232 
NC2-1-2 1 .9 1.0 381 225 606 19 19 625 
SITOTAL 4 3.0 4.0 474 3$15 - 79 68 6D 857 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE LINKS 
NC3-1-1 4 3.6, 4.0 355 717 1072 78 78" 1150 
NC3-1-2 2 1.8 2.0 411 435 846 39 39 885 
1C3-1-3 2 1.5 2.0 4S5 59 1044 39 39 1003 
SUBTOTAL 8 7.2 80 1251 1711 e962 156 156 3118 
INTlAGOVERMIENT LINKS 
NC4-1-1 3 2.4 3.0 	 276 419 695 54 54 749 

ftiC-I-2 3 2.4 3.0 335 527 862 34 54 916 
1C4-2-! 3 Z.4 3.0 167 242 409 54 54 463 
IC-2-2 3 2.4 3.0 276 419 695 54 54 749 
5UBTOtAL 12 9.6 1Z.0 1054 1607 2661 216 216 2877 
LINKS
 
tCs-1-1 5 4.0 5.0 

ENTERTAINkENT/CONMERCIAL 
293 724 1017 90 90 1107
 
973 Be 58 1031
X15-1-z 3 C.7 3.0 	 385 58 




I1I-1-1 a 4.0 
 75 69 144 4S 48 192 
LI-1-2 2 4.0 82 75 157 48 48 205 
50 35 	 85 50 s0 135
M.1-1-3 a 4.0 2.0 

84 166
IL1-1-4 4 4.0 4.0 	 32 50 0 84 
56 73 129 63 	 63 192
iLl-1-5 3 3.0 3.0 

25 a0
123 	 57 180 e5 

75 156 48 Ila 204





70 32 102 22 22 i4
 
ILl-1-7 2 4.0 

L-l-8 1 	 1,0 2.0 

71 22 	 2 93
Ti-I-9 1 	 1.0 2.0 51 90 

63 27 	 90 22 2 112
i-1-10 I 1,0 2.0 

L1-1-11 1 2.0 
 30 10 	 40 24 4, 64
 
59 39 298
170 89 39 

1495 495 495 1990

11-1-12 1 	 3.0 





34 	 9 413 34 3 37 80
ta-I-i 1 1.0 

34 9 
 43 34 3 	 37 80
















PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NAME TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS FROG 
N R M 0 ROTE INV OPS LOSS TOTAL IHV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
NASA (CONTINUED) 
EARTH RESOURCES MONITORING 
Nol-1-I 6 .6 89 223 312 9 9 3a1 
NO1-1-2 6 .6 57 133 190 9 9 199 
NOI-1-3 4 2.8 4.0 89 153 242 66 66 308 
1101-1-4 1 .1 53 17 70 1 1 71 
NOI-1-5 1 .7 1.0 Z6 8 34 '6 16 E 
H01-1-6 1 .8 1.0 94 43 137 18 18 155 
NOI-1-7 4 4.0 4.0 96 166 262 84 84 346 
N01-1-8 3 2.4 3.0 36 45 81 54 54 135 
401-2-1 15 1.5 26 118 144 22 22 166 
SUBTOTAL 41 13.5 13.0 566 906 1472 279 279 1751 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
N02-1-1 1 .2 113 53 166 3 3 169 
H02-1-2 4 .4 75 128 203 6 6 209 
N02-1-3 1 .1 69 29 98 1 1 99 
N02-1-4 4 2.8 4.0 80 139 219 66 66 285 
NOZ-1-5 1 1.0 1.0 27 9 36 21 21 57 
M02-2-1 15 1.5 2z 22 22 
N02-2-2 15 1.5 22 22 22 
SUBTOTAL 41 7.5 5.0 364 358 722 141 141 863 
ASTROPHYSICS 
NPI-I-I 3 2,1 88 114 202 31 31 233 
iiP--2 4 .4 81 144 225 6 6 231 
1QNHPl-1-3 4 .4 81 140 221 6 6 227 
NP1-1-4A 2 2.0 2.0 32 22 54 42 42 96 
IP-1-48 2 1,4 2.0 32 23 55 33 33 88 
NPI-I-S 3 .3 41 50 91 4 4 95 
NPl-1-6 2 .2 62 52 114 3 3 117 
NPl-1-7 2 .1 61 so III 1 1 112 
4PI-I-S 2 .4 2.0 19 14 - 33 8 8 41 
NPL-2-1 15 4.5 67 67 67 
NPl-a-2 15 3.0 95 '5 45 
HP1-2-3 15 1.5 22 22 22 
NPl-2-4 1 .2 3 3 3 
SUBTOTAL 70 16.5 6.0 497 609 1106 271 271 1377 
SOLAR TERRESTRIAL 
HP2-1-1 7 .7 39 101 140 10 10 150 
NP2-1-2 1 .1 27 7 34 1 1 35 
NP2-1-3 29 7.9 25.0 23 174 197 123 2 125 322 
NP-1-4 29 5.4 22 159 181 56 2 58 239 
1P2-1-5 1 .3 112 49 161 4 4 165 
1PZ--2-1 11 1.1 16 16 16 
NP-- 1 2.2 33 33 33 
1P2-2-3 11 3.3 49 49 49 
NP-2-4 27 16.2 243 243 243 
SUBTOTAL 127 37.2 25.0 223 490 713 535 4 539 1252 
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUIIARY THROUGII 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTS 
NAME TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SIITL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS PROS 
N R M 0 ROTE IkV OPS LOSS TOTAL INV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
NASA (CONTINUED) 
LIFE SCIENCES 
NP3-I-l 5 .5 137 314 .. 7 7 4Aa .. 
NPF-1-2 1 .1 137 123 260 1 1 261 
NP3-2-1 10 1.0 15 '15 15 
NP3-2-2 10 .5 7 7 7 
NP3-2-3 10 .5 7 7 7 
NPI-2-4 1 .1 1 1 1 
NP3-3-1 1 .3 200 100 300 4 4 304 
SUBTOTAL 38 3.0 474, 637 1011 42 42 1053 
SPACE PROCESSING-SPACE STATION 
NSI-2-1 1 .3 200 100 300 4 4 304 
SUBTOTAL 1 .3 200 100 300 4 4 304 
SPACE 1UOUSTRIALIZATION 
NS21-1 1 1.0 2000 1500 3500 23 23 3523 
Hs5-1-2 11 11.0 165 165 165 
N8£-1-3 1 12.0 1650 1230 2080 196 196 3076 
HS-1-4 8 24.0 312 312 312 
HS-1-5 1 2.0 45 45 45 
SUBTOTAL 22 50.0 3650 2730 6300 741 741 7121 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 
S3-1-1 6 5.4 200 450 650 81 81 731 
NS3-1-2 3 .6 9 9 9 
NS3-1-3 1 .3 100 so 150 4 4 154 
NS3-1-4 6 .6 9 9 9 
H53-1-5 1 .5 7 7 7 
NS3-1-6 3 1.5 22 22 22 
SUBTOTAL 20 8.9 300 B0 800 132 132 932 
SATELLITE POWER 
H54-1-1 1 .1 26 10 36 1 1 37 
NS14-1-2 1 .1 49 26 75 1 1 76 
NS(-1-3 1 .7 190 139 329 10 10 339 
MS14-1-4 10 40.0 515 sls 5640 654 654 6294 
SUBTOTAL 13 40.9 780 5300 6080 666 666 6746 
TOTAL 






PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMNARY THROUGIH 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD 
 LAUICIH VEHICLE TRAFFIC 
 PROGRAM COSTS
NAME TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS PROGN R M D RDTE 1NV OPS LOSS TOTAL IV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
OUTSIDE USERS (HON-NASAHON-OOD) 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
CC1-1-1 4 4.0 
 151 151 74 64 138 239CCL-1-2 11 7.0 11.0 
 91 349 440 200 200 640CC1-1-3 10 6.0 
 10.0 
 102 387 489 175 
 175 664
SUBTOTAL 25 17.0 21.0 
 193 887 1080 449 64 513 1593US DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONCC2-1-1 11 2.6 11.0 
 71 271 342 62 
 62 404
CC-1-2 1 1.0 
 53 21 74 18 16 34 
 108CC2-1-3 8 5.8 8.0 
 200 345 545 159 159 
 704
CC2-1-4 a 1.2 1.0 
 37 36 73 14 1 15 88CC2-1-5 1 1.0 46 18 
 64 9 1 10 74CC2-1-6 7 1.4 7.0 47 127 174 35 35 209CCZ-1-7 6 1.2 6.0 37 80 117 30 30 147
CC2-1-8 2 .4 2.0 46 38 84 10 10 94CC2-1-9 3 .6 3.0 41 50 91 14 14 105CC2-1-1O 9 6.6 9.0 
 100 360 460 180 180 640CC2-1-11 2 1.4 2.0 76 66 142 39 39 181
CCZ-1-12 6 4.4 6.0 
 105 257 362 121 121 483
CC-1-13 1 .2 1.0 48 18 66 5 5 71
CC2-1-14 7 1.4 7.0 40 97 137 35 35 172
SUBTOTAL 66 29.2 63.0 





EC3-1-IF1 2 .4 2.0 40 33 
 73 10 10 83
CC3-1-2 4 
 .8 4.0 
 44 70 114 
 20 20 134
CC3-1-4 2 .4 2.0 40 31 71 10 
 10 81
CC3-1-5 4 .8 4.0 40 61 101 20 20 121CC3-1-6 1 1.0 39 13 52 9 1 10 62CC3-1-7 6 1.2 6.0 
 40 86 126 30 30 156CC3-1-8 1 1.0 91 42 133 18 16 34 167CC3-1-9 4 2.8 4.0 
 91 15? 243 
 77 77 320
CC3-1-10 1 .2 
 1.0 
 42 17 59 5 
 5 64
CC3-1-11 1 1.0 
 20 5 25 9 1 10 
 35
CC3-1-12 1 
 .2 1.0 35 11 46 
 5 5 51
CC3-1-13 2 .4 2.0 40 31 71 
 10 10 81
CC3-1-14 
 4 .8 4.0 
 43 68 111 20 20 131
CC3-1-16 4 
 .8 4.0 
 64 102 166 
 20 20 186
CC3-1-17 
 3 .6 3.0 39 46 85 14 14 
 99
CC3-1-18 7 1.4 7.0 
 47 119 166 
 35 35 201
CC3-1-20 2 
 .4 2.0 38 30 68 10 
 10 78
CC3-1-21 2 .4 
 2.0 
 39 31 70 10 
 10 80
CC3-1-22 
 3 .6 3.0 
 41 48 89 14 14 
 103
CC3-1-23 2 .4 2.0 
 46 38 84 10 
 10 94
CC3-I-24 2 .4 2.0 q8 39 87 10 10 97CC3-1-26 6 1.2 6.0 67 157 224 
 30 30 254CC3-1-28 1 .2 1.0 20 5 25 5 5 30CC3-1-30 3 1.4 2.0 46 58 104 44 3 47 151CC3-1-32 3 .6 3.0 48 58 106 14 14 120CC3-1-33 




PROGRAh COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (MiLLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAM COSTSNAME 	 TRAFFIC EXP IUS TUG SHTL PAYLOAD COSTS LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS PROGN R 11 D ROTE INV OPS LOSS TOTAL INV OPS LOSS TOTAL TOTAL 
OTHER USERS (CONTINUED) 
FOREIGN COMMUNICATION (CONT.CC3-1-36 3 .6 3.0 	 45 46 91 14 14 '05C23-1-37 5 1.0 5.0 67 130 197 25 	 25 222
CC3-1-38 4 .8 4.0 41 63 104 20 	 20 124
CC3-1-39 6 1.2 6.0 
 70 163 233 30 	 30 
 263CC3-I-40 4 .8 4.0 	 46 73 119 20 	 20 139
SUBTOTAL 97 24.6 93.0 	 1523 1922 
 3445 587 21 608 4053

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN
 
CO1-1-1 3 .3 
 82 114 196 6 	 6 202
COl-1-a 3 3.0 
 52 70 	 122 27 2 29 151COl-1-3 8 1.6 8.0 68 206 274 39 	 39 313
COI-2-1 2 .2 108 104 212 4 
 4 216
SUBTOTAL 16 5.1 8.0 
 310 494 804 76 2 78 882
 
EARTH AND OCEAN MONETORING
 
C02-1-1 18 4.6 275 1091 1366 87 	 87 1453
SUBTOTAL 18 4.6 275 1091 1366 87 87 1453
 
EARTH RESOURCES-US DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN
C03-1-1 21 1.8 
 66 443 509 34 	 34 543
C03-1-2 4 .4 66 114 	 180 8 8 188C03-1-3 2 1.4 2.0 
 59 60 119 39 	 39 158
C -03-- 2 1.4 2.0 	 59 60 119 39 39 158
 
2 .2 
 65 62 127 4 	 4 131C03-2-2 2 .2 
 66 61 127 4 	 4 131
%. C03-2-3 1 .1 	 32 12 44 2N. C03-2-4 5 .5 	 2 46 64 130 194 9 	 9 203
C03-2-5 2 1.4 2.0 
 56 52 108 39 	 39 147C03-2-6 1 .7 1.0 	 59 29 88 




C04-1-2 8 8.0 
 69 211 
 280 16 40 56 336
C0q-1-3 8 .8 
 84 226 	 310 15 
 15 325
C04-2-2 4 .8 4.0 	 55 92 147 20 	 20 167
C04-2-4 4 2.8 4.0 
 66 113 179 77 	 77 256
C04-2-5 5 3.5 5.0 
 66 136 202 96 
 96 298

SUBTOTAL 29 15.9 13.0 




CP1-1-I 12 1.2 101 22 	 323 23 23. 346SUBTOTAL 12 1.2 
 101 222 	 323 




CP2-1-3 1 1.0 
 40 14 	 54 9 1 10 
 64
CPZ-i-5 3 1.2 
 36 41 	 77 13 1 
 14 91
CPZ-1-6 4 .4 
 40 62 102 8 	 8 110
CP2-1-7 8 5.6 8.0 
 30 77 107 155 	 155 262
CP2-1-8 7 4.9 7.0 
 33 82 	 115 136 136 25
CP2-1-1', 1 1.0 29 9 
 38 9 1 10 48
CP2-1-is 1 1.0 
 19 5 	 24 
 9 1 10 34
CP-2 -6 14 14.0 
 53 244 	 297 124 
 8 137 29
SUBTOTAL 39 29.1 15.0 	 280 534 
 814 463 12 475 1289
 
PROGRAM COSTS SATELLITE TRAFFIC AND COST SUMMARY THROUGH 1996 (MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS) 
SATELLITE PAYLOAD LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAFFIC PROGRAHCOSTSNAME TRAFFIC 
N R M D 
EXP IUS TUG SHITL 
ROTE 
PAYLOAD COSTS 
INV OPS LOSS TOTAL 
LAUNCH VEHICLE COSTS 
INV OPS LOSS TOTAL 
PROG 
TOTAL 
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